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OF 1980

CONQUEIUNG LION OF THE 1'IUBE OF JtJDAII
IIAILE SELASSIE I
ELECT OF GOD, EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA
WHEREAS it is essential to the orderly development of the lepllJl'of Our Empire that a codified civn law be enacted; and
WHEREAS a Civil Code has been prepared under Our IUperriaiOD ad
has received the approval of Our Senate and Chamber of 1>eputies;
NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with Articles 34 and 88 of Our Re.Ued
Constitution, We approve the reaolutiona of Our Senate and Chamber of Deputies and We hereby proclaim as followa:
1. This Proclamation

may be cited as the "Civil Code ProclamatiOD, 1960".

2. The Civil Code of 1960, as published in a separate volume appeariDs
as Extraordinary I88ue No.2 of 1960 of the Negarit Gazeta, ahall come bato
force on the lIth day of September, 1960.
Done at Addis Ababa this 5th day of May, 1960.

TSAHAFE TAEZAZ AK.LILU HABTE WOLD
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Pm

m

PREFACE
CONQUERING LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH
HAILE SELASSIE I
ELECT OF GOD. EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA
The Civil Code has been promulgated by Us at a time when ehe pro"..,
achieved by Ethiopia requires the modemisation of the legal framework 01
Our Empire's social structure so as to keep pace with the c1umpn, circumstances of ehis world of today. In order to consolidate the progreu already
achieved and to facilitate yet further growth and development, precise and
detailed rules must be laid down regarding those problems which do not only
jace the individual citizen bue ehe nation. as a whole. The rules contained in
this Code are in harmony with the well-established legal tradUioru 01 0Ul'
Empire and the principles enshrined in. the Revised Constitution. granted by
Us on the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of Our CorOJUltion. and haw called,
as well, upon the best systems of law in the world.
No law which is designed to define the rights and duties of eluJ people
and to set out the principles governing their mutual relaeioru can. ever be
effective if it fails eo reach ehe heare of ehose to whom it is intended to apply
and does not respond to their needs and customs and to natural juseice. In
preparing the Civil Code, the Codification Commission convened by U. and
whose work We have directed has constantly borne in mind the special requirements of Our Empire and of Our beloved subjects and has been inspired in
v

its labours by the genius of Ethiopian legal traditions
revealed by the ancient and tJenerable Fetha Neguest.

and inatitraioru as

It is essential that the law be clear and intelligible to each and etJery
citizen of Our Empire. so that he may without difficulty ascertain what are his
rights and duties in the ordinary course of life, and this has been accomplished
in the Civil Code. It is equally important that a law which embraces a wried
and diverse subject matter, as is the case with the Civil Code, form a c0nsistent and unified whole, and this requirement, too, is fully satisfied by the
law which We promulgate today.
The careful preparation of this Code by the Codification Commission and
the pains taking review which it has received in OrU"Parliament assure that
this law will achieve the purpose for which it is intended. With the guidance
of the Almighty, Fountain of Justice and Source of all wisdom and benefits,
this Code will contribute to the progress of Our Empire and the welfare of
Our beloved subjects of today and of the future.
Given in the 30th year of Our Reign, this 5th day of May, 1960.
HAILE SELASSIE
Emperor
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I. PERSONS

TITLE I. PHYSICAL PERSONS
Chapter 1. Personality and the Rights inherent
to personality
Section 1. Attribution of Personality
Art.!. - Principle.
The huwan

penon

is the subject

of rights

from its birth

to its death.

Art. 2. .- Child merely conceived.
A child merely conceived shall be considered born whenever his interest
80 demands, provided he is born alive and viable.
Art. 3. - Date of conception.
(1) A child shall be deemed to have been conceived on the three hundredth day which precedes his birth.
(2) No proof shall be admitted against this presumption.
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisions of this Code relating
to the date of conception where it need be established who is the
father of the child.
Art. 4. - Viable or not viable child.
. (1) A child shall be deemed to be viable where he lives for forty-eight
hours after his birth, notwithstanding
any proof to the contrary.
(2) A child shall be deemed to be not viable where he dies less than
(3)

forty-eight
hours
The presumption

after his birth.
laid down in sub-art.

ins that the death of the ehild
ciency in his constitution.

(2) may be rebutted

is due to a cause

other

Art. 5. - Proof of life or death of person.
- 1. Burden of proof.
(1) Whosoever,
for the purpose of exercising a right, alleges

by provo

than

a defi-

that

a par-

ticular person is or was alive on a certain day, or is dead, shall prove
the allegation.
(2) The proof that a person is or was alive shall be made by producing
the perlOn himaelf or by the evidence of three
reliable evideoce.
(3) The proof of death shall be made in accordance

Chapter 3 of this Title (art. 47).

witnesees

or any other

with the provisions

of

BACK
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2. Perso1l.§dead simultaneously.

Where several persons are dead, and it is not possible to prove that one
of such persons survived another,
all these persoD!! shall be deemed to
have died at the same time.

Art. 7.

-

(1)

Proof of identity.
The identity of a person

shall be proved

by the documents

issued to

such person by the administrative
authorities.
(2) Failing 8uch documents,
it shall be proved by the production
witnesses.
(3) The witnesses

lihall be liable

may be caused
dence.

through

the

to third

parties

inaccuracy

for the damage

of their

declarations

of two
which
or evi-

Section 2. Rights of Personality
Art. 8. -

Effect

(1)

Every

of personality.
physical

person

shall

enjoy

the rights

of personality

liberties guaranteed
by the Ethiopian
Constitution.
(2) In this respect, no regard shall be had to the race, colour,

and the
religion

or

8CXof persons.

-

Limitatiom
to these effecte.
Art. 9.
(1) The rights of personality
and the liberties
tution are extra commercium.
(2) Any voluntary
limitation
impoeed
liberties
terest.
Art.

Art.

shall

be of no effect

on the exercise

unless

it is justified

by the Consti-

of such rights

and

by a legitimate

in-

10. - Cessation of unlawful molestations.
Any unlawful molestation
to the personality
shall give to the person who
suffers it the right to demand that it be stopped, without prejudice to the
liability of the author of such molestation.
11.

-

Restriction

on freedom

and searches.

No person may have his freedom restricted,
except in the cases provided by law.
Art.

guaranteed

12. - Freedom of residence.
(1) Every person is free to establish

or be subjected

his residence

wherever

for him and to change the place of such residence.
(2) The undertaking
of a person to reside in a particular
of no effect

under

civil law.

to a eearch,

it is suitable
place

shall he

BACK
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(3) The undertaking of a penon not to reside in or not to go to a parti.
cular place shall be of no effect unless it is justified by a legitimate

interest.

.

Art. 13. - Inviolability of domicile.
(1) The domicile of a physical person is inviolable.
(2) No one may enter the domicile of another against the will of such
person, neither may a search he effected therein, except in the cases
provided by law.
Art. 14. - Freedom of tlwught.
(1) Every person is free to think and to express his ideas.
(2) The only restrictions which this liberty admits of are those which are
imposed by the respect for the rights of others, morality and the law.
Art.

15. - Religion.
There c:hall be no interference
with the exercise, in accordance
with the
law, of the rites of any religion or creed by residents of the Empire, provided that such rites he not utilised for political purposes or be not prejudicial to public order or morality.

Art.

16. - Freedom of action.
(1) Every person is free to exercise

any activity

which

in that which concern& his calling and his leisure.
(2) The ouly restrictiOIli which such freedom admits
are imposed by the respect
law.
(3) The act by which a person

17. - Marriage and divorce.
( 1) The undertaking
of a person

of are those

for the rights

of others,

binds

to exercise

himself

or binds hiID.SeH not to exercise such activity
less it is justified by a legitimate interest.
Art.

he deeID.S proper

not to marry

of no effect under civil law.
(2) This shall apply to the undertaking

morality

which
and the

a given activity

shall be of no effect un.

or not to r6.IDarry shall be

of a person

to divorce

or not to

divorce.
Art.

18. - Integrity of human body.
( 1) The act by which a person disposes

of the whole

or of a part

of hi.

body shall be of no effect under civil law where such act is to be
carried out before the death of the person thus disposing, if such act
has the effect of causing a serious injury to the integrity of the hUIDan
IJodr.
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(2)

Art.

The provisions of sub. art. (1) shall not apply where the act is justified
by the rules of medical practice.

19. - Revocability
of acts ,relative thereto.
(1) A person may at any time revoke the act by which

he has disposed

of the whole or a part of his body whether such act is to be carried
out during the lifetime of the person by whom it was performed
or
after his death.
(2) The person to whose advantage such act has been made has the right
to be indemnified
of such promise.
Art.

for the expenses

which

he has incurred

on the faith

20. - Medical examinations
and treatment.
- 1. Principle.
(1) A person may at any time refuse to submit himself to a medical- or

(2)

surgical examination
or treatment.
Nothing in this Article shall affect

the provisions

of laws or regula-

tions providing
for a physical examination
of persons or their compulsory vaccination
or other similar measures in the public interest.
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the power of a guardian of a minor
or interdicted
person to submit the incapacitated
person of whom he
is in charge to an examination
or treatment
beneficial to that person's
health.

Art. 21. -

2. Restriction.

Where the examination
or treatment
to which
a person
is required
to submit himself does not involve any
abnormal
risk,
such person,
in case of refusal, forfeits the right to avail himself of the illne88 or infirmity which the treatment
could have prevented,
eliminated
or lessened.
Art.

22.

-

Medical

examination.

Where a person refuses to submit himself to a medical examination
not
involving any serious danger for the human body, the court may consider
as established
the facts which the examination
had the object of ascertaining.

Art. 23. - Right to keep silent.
Any admission or manifesta1lion of the will obtained by methods causing
molestation to the personality shall be of no effect.

-

Pro/~,ional secrecy.
ArL 24.
(1) A person may not be compelled
his knowledge

by reason

to reveal

of his profession,

fact.s which

have come to

if by revealing

such facts

BACK
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he will betray or risk to betraying the confidence which a third person has placed in him for the very reason of hie prof_ion.
(2) The penon who has confided or disclosed snch facta may edaure that
they be not revealed by him in whom he haa placed his eoofideace.
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the proviaiOl1l of Arta. 267 and
344 of the Penal Code.
Art. 25. - Funeral. - 1. Will oj decea&ed.
(1) Every penon having the capacity to make a will mar praeribe the
conditions of his funeral.
(2) He may appoint one or more persons to ensure that IUCh ProvWODI
are carried out.
(3) The persons 80 appointed and, failing tach. any other penon who
shows that he has a material or moral interest may apply to the eour\
of the place of the death to enforce thOle ProvWODI.
Art. 26. - 2. Will not exprusea.
(1) W\1ere the deceased has not expreseed his will in the form meatiODed
in Art. 25, the conditions of his funeral shall be fiseci by hi8 mrrivm,
spouse or by his nearest reIativee.
(2) In default of the spouse ~d of re1atiVt'AIpresmt 01' henna at the
time of the death, such conditions shall be fixed by the perIOII8 who
take the initiative therefor.
(3) In case of contestation, the matter may. be laid before the C01I1't01
the place of death by the most diligent party.
Art. 27.

-

Image

oj the person.

- 1. Principl6.

The photograph or the image of a penon may not be edUbited in a
public place, nor reproduced, nor offered for &ale without the COD8eDt01
such penon.
Art. 28. - 2. Exception.
The COuseDt of the penon concerned shall not be required where the reproduction of his image is justified by the notoriety of such penOD or by
the public office which he occupied or by the requirements of justice or
of the police or by a scientific, cultural or didactic interest, or where the
reproductiOD of the image is made in connection with facta, eventt or
ceremonies of public interest or which have taken place in public.
Art. 29. - 3. Sanction.
(1) Where the image of a person is exhibited or offered for eale withOl\1t
the cOuseDt of such person, except in the caaes referred to in Art. 28,

BACK6
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such person may demand
his image be stopped.

that

the

exhibitioo

01' offer

for

sale

of

(2) The court may. if equity 80 demands, also award dall1age8 to such
person within the limits of the enrichment
derived by the penon who
made use of the image from its exhibition
or offer for sale.
(3) Damages for moral prejudice
may be awarded if the ed1ibitioo
or
offer for sale does not cease immediately,
when the cessation thereof
is demanded.
Art.

30. - 4. Rights of the family.
( I ) Where the person whose image is exhibited or offered for sale ia dead
or not in a position to manifest his will, the right referred to in Art.
29 shall vest in his relatives if the exhibition
or offer for sale ia of
such a nature as to be prejudicial
to the honour or reputation
of
the deceased person.
(2) The only persons competent
to represent the family for the application of this Article are the spouse, or, in hia default, the ne&re&t de.scendant or, in default of a descendant,
the nearest II8CeIIldant of the
person concerned.
(3) In case of equal degrees, the eldest descendant
or the. oldest
ascendant is the only person

-

Art. 31.
Inviolability of
(I) The addressee of
without the consent
(2.\ He may, however,
he has a legitimate

competent

to represent

the family.

corresp01ulence.
a confidential
letter may not divulge its conten...
of its author.
produce it in judicial proceedings
if he mows that
interest.

Chapter 2. Names
Art. 32. -- Principle.
(1) Every individual

has a family

patronymic.
(2) He shall be designated
name

Art. 33.

followed

name,

one or more

in administrative

hy his first names

fint

documents

names

and a

by his family

and by his patronymic.

-

Assumption
of names.
(I) A child shall have the name of his father.
(2) Where the father of the child is not known,

or the child

disowned, the child shall have thc family name of his mother.
(3) The provisions of sub-art. (2) shall apply where the paternity
child has been judicially

declared.

has been
of the
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Art.

34.

Choice

-

of first

(1) The first name

rwmes.

-

of the child

1. Principle.
shall be chosen

default, by the family of his father.
(2) An additional
first name may be chosen

by hi& father,

for the child by hill mother,

or, in her default, by the family of his mother.
(3) The mother, or, in her default, the family of the mother,
two first names to the child where his father
has no family on the paternal side.
of the family.
Art. 35. - 2. Representative
(1) The nearest ascendant and, in his default,

is unknown

the nearest

collateral line is competent to represent the family
Art. 34.
(2) In the case of equal degrees, the eldest ascendant
collateral

or, in his

may give
or the child

r..lative

in the

for the purpose
or relative

of

in the

line shall choose the name of the child.

Patronymic.

Art. 36. -

(1) The child
llymiC.

shall have the usual

(2) A person

shall have no patronymic

(3) The patronymic

first name

of his father

where his father

shall be omitted

in official

as his patro.

is unknown.

acts if it is confused

with

the name.
Art. 37.

-

Declaration to the civil statUII.

The officer of civil status of the commune where the child is born shall be
informed
of the first names of the child and of his patronymic
within
ninety days following lais birth, by the person who is bound to ,lLeclare the
birth of the child.

-

Forbidden fir't rwmes.
Art. 38.
( 1) A child may not receive purely

and simply the first name of his father

or of his mother or that of one of his brothers
alive.
(2) He shall, in such case, have another first name

or sisters
which

who are

distinguishes

him from them.

Art. 39. -

.

Unknown filiation.

(1) A child Wh086 father

and mother

are not known

shall have the name

and two first names which are given to him by the officer of civn
IItat11ll in his record of birth.
(2) The name and first names shall be chosen from among names and
first names common in the region.
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he has a material

or moral

the child has reached

interes~

may

the age of five years,

and first naDles.

Art. 40. - Name of maTried woman..
(1) A married woman shall retain her personal family name.
(2) She may, while her marriage last&, be designated or designate herself
by the name of her husband.
(3) Such faculty shall continue, in her favour as well as to her prejudice,
after the marriage,
unless
woman has remarried.

this has been

dissolved

by divorce

or the

Art. 41. - Name and first names of adopted child.
(1) The adopted child shall take the name of the adopter.
(2) He may, by virtue of the contract of adoption, receive a new first
name and receive as patronymic the usual first name of the adopter.

-

Art. 42.
Change of family name.
(I) The change of the family name

of a person

may be authorised,

for

good cause, by the court on the application
of such person.
(2) In deciding on the application,
the court shall eusure that the interest
of third

persons

is not prejudiced

by the change

of name.

Art. 43. - Change of first 1Uimes.
The cancellatiou
of one or more first names or the addition of a first name
for a perFon may be authorised
by thf> (:ourt on the application
of such
person.
Art. 44. - Agreements
( 1) Any agreement
(2)

law.
Nothing

relating
relating

in this Article

to name.
to the name
shall

shall be of no effect under

affect the rules

relating

to trade

civil

names.

-

Art. 45.
Abuse of name.
( 1 ) The use of his own name by a
connected
with his calling may
causing prejudice,
by means of a
the reputation
of a third person.
(2) The provisions relating to unfair
apply in appropriate

person in the exercise of an activity
not have the object or the effect of
harmful confusion, to the credit or to
competition

and to defamation

shall

cases.

.b-t. 46. - Ullurpation of name.
(1) Whosoever bears a name

may resist the usurpation

a third person whenever such usurpation
material or moral damage.

of such name

by

causes or is likely to cause a
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After the de8th of . penoIL - if . penoIL ia ..

I. Ida~

the IIUD.e ziPt

appenaiua

ia a pG8it:io6to JIWIi.

to each of hie de80endanb

and

to hie apouae, eYeG where they themaelvea do not bear sach 1WDe.
(3) Dam...
for moral prejudice may be awarded to the penoa demand.
inc them if the U81U'p&tionof the name does not ce8MI innne.fiately,
when II1I.ehceuation h.. beea demanded.

Chapter 3. Proof of Civil Status
Art. 47. - Modes of proof.
(1) Birth&, deatha and marriages ahall be proved. in cue of doabi or of
CODteDtion.,by JDe8IJ&of the records of civi1l1tatul.
(2) They may al&o be proved, in the cuea provided by law, by me8D8 of
aeta of aotoriety or of po88eUion of statui.

Section 1. Officers of Civil Status
Panpapla 1. -

Art. 48. - Ap~

Appoialmeat

of offiea.

.. civil I18tU

by pvernor.

(1) The govenaor of the proriDce &hall appoint, in each urbua. or rural
commune of Ida proriace, . penoa. who .hall carry oat the dutiea of
officer of dvil statui.
(2) He &hall al&o appoint, in each coll1JD1ll1e,one or more ueiaWd8 to
Art.

... penGIL
49. - Qr.uI1Wn or aecrions

of comJllWlet.
(1) Where an urban COJDDI,uneia divided mto aeveral quutea,..
offieel' of civil statu
erDOI'.

may be appointed

for each quarter

different
by the gov-

(2) Where . eecti.0I1 of . rural commune ia iaolated or ia far from the
eeatre of the commUDe, a different officer of civil lltatu may be apo

~

for auch eeoUon of a commune

by the govenwr.

(3) In IAIchcuea oae or more 888iataDtato euh offic8o ef civilltat1a
be appoiated.

eba1I

Art. SO.- ..4
to uffU;erof cMl ......
(1) The aMiatant to the officer of civil 8tat1II &hall replaee him in cue
of any impecIi

(2) H the
dutiee
officer
eldest

t on hie

~

.der in whieL the 888iatant&are called upon to carry oat their
h88 not been. fixed. by the governor 6f the proriDce or by the
of civil atatu&, it .hall be fixed having repro to their ... the
being called- fa the fibt pJa..
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( 3 ) The records drawn up by anyone
effect as if they had been drawn
self.

of the assistants shall have the same
up by the officer of civil status him-

Art. 51. - Commencement
of duties.
(1) The duties of officer of civil status

shall

start

when

he has accepted

such duties and when his signature has been registered
mental office or in the registers of civil status.
(2) The

duties

of officer

of civil

status

shall

also

in the depart.

start

when

the

person appointed
by the governor has in fact carried out such duties
by drawing up a record or by taking part, in the capacity of officer
of civil status, in the drawing up of such record.
(3) The provisions
of this Article shall also apply to the duties of assistants.
Art. 52. - TermilUltion
of duties.
(1) The duties of an officer of civil status sball terminate

on his death

or

when he is relieved of his duties or dismissed or when his resignation
has been accepted by the governor.
(2) The same shall apply to the duties of the assistants.
Art. 53. - Death or lasting impediment.
(1) The officer of civil status shall without

delay inform

the governor

of

the province of the death of his assistants, or of any circumstance
which prevents in a lasting manner anyone of them from carrying out
his duties.
(2) The assistants of the officer of civil status bhall without uelay inform
the governor of the province of the death of the officer of civil status
or of any circumstance
which prevents him in a lasting manner from
carrying out his duties.
Art. 54. - Head of commune.
(1) The head of the commune
territory
governor
duties.

of his commune,
and his assistants

shall

be officer

of civil

status

where the
person
appointed
are not in a position to carry

in the

by the
out their

(2) Ht" may, in such case, require to be helped or substituted
in his duties
of officer of civil status, under his own responsibility,
by one or more
helpers.
(3) He shall without delay inform the governor of the situation.
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shall appoint

in each chief town of the

departments
of his province the personnel
of the departmental
of civil status.
(2) Such personnel
shall include, besides a director responsible

office
for the

organisation
and supervision,
officials in sufficient DUmber to enlure
the performance
of the work incumbent
011 the office.
Art. 56. - Records relating to the Imperial Family.
( 1) The Minister of the Pen shall carry out the dutiee

of olIieer

of civil

statU8 as regards the records relating to His Majesty the Emperor of
Ethiopia and the members of the Imperial Family.
(2) For the purpose of this Article, the persons mentioned
in Art. 16 of
the Comtitution
mily.

shall be deemed

to be members

of the Imperial

Fa-

.,
Art. 57. - Consuls of Ethiopia.
The consuls of Ethiopia shall, within their territorial
limits and as regards
Ethiopian
subjects, carry out the duties of officers of civil status.
officers of ships.
Art. 58. - Commanding
The commanding
officers of ships flying the Ethiopian
flag shall carry
out the duties of officers of civil status as regards the births, deaths and
marriages which take place on board their ship.
Paragrauh 2. -

Duties of officers of civil status

Principle.

Art. 59. The officer of civil status shall ensure that
riages, taking place within his jurisdiction,
of civil status.
A.

Art.

the births, deaths and marbe entered
in the register

[j rban communes

of registers.
60. -- Keeping and conservation
(1) The officer of civil status shall himself

keep

the registers

of civil

statU8 in those communes where such duty has been e.xpressly imposed
on him by the governor.
(2) He shall ensure their custody and conservation
and deliver to interested persons
Art.

extracts

from or copies of the records

61. - Drawing up of records.
(1) The records of civil status

shall

be drawn

status on his own initiative whenever
for drawing up such records.

of such registers.

up by the officer

he has the particulars

of civil
required
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(2) The officer

of civil status

"terested party,
he requires.

with

may, where

the object

he thinks

of completing

Art. 62. - Periods.
Records of civil status shall be drawn up within
(a) three months for records of birth;
(b) one month for records of death;
(c) one month for records of marriage.
Art. 63. - Sanctions
(1) The records

of prescribed periods.
of civil status drawn up after

fit, summon

the information

the following

the periods

Art. 62 have expired shall only have the probatory
information.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall not apply where
entered in the registers by virtue of a judgment.
( 3 ) In this case, the record shall bear on its back
judgment.
B. Rural communes
Art. 64. - Declaration.
( 1) In those COD1IDtUles in which such duty
posed on him by the governor, the officer
bound to keep the registers himself.
(2) He shall communicate
to the departmental

any inwhich

periods:

laid

value

down in
of simple

such records

a reference

has not been

to such

expressly

of civil status

are

im-

shall not be

office of civil status

suoh

informations
as are required for drawing up the records of civil status
relati&; 1:0 births, deaths and marriages which have taken place in the
commune.
(3) The records of civil status shall be drawn up immediately,
on the
basis of such informations,
of civil status.

Art. 65.
( I)

-

by the officials

of the departmental

office

Regulatwns of applkation.

Regulations

made

by the

governor

shall

prescribe

in

regard

to

each commune, under what conditions such informations
shall be gathered.
(2) They shall prescribe in particular
in which place and at what times
such informations

are to be furnished.

Art. 66. - Place where informations
are to be furnished.
( I) Regulations
may impose on the officer of civil status

the duty to go

to the chief town of the department
or to another centre less distant
from the commune in order to furnish there the informations
relating
to civil status.
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(2)

They

may

on

the

gathered

by

the

commune

same

the

other

hand

officials
for

mental

Art. 67.

-

the

which

that

the

registers

the registers are to be kept

inIormatioJl5
office

of

to

drawn

are

be

civil

shall

be

status

in

up.

in the commune

or in the

depart-

office of civil status.

Time within which informations

(1) The

such

departmental

in sub.art. (2), regulatioJl5shall prescribe

(3) In the case mentioned
whether

provide

of

informatioJl5

concerning

are to be furnished.

civil

status

oncea year in each commune.
(2) In the case provided
the chief

town

be gathered

at least

(1) of Art. 66, the duty to go to

for in sub-art.

of the department

imposed on the

shall

or to another

officer of civil status

centre

may not be

at interVals of less than three

months.

Art. 68. - Possibility of declarations at intervening times.
(1) The officer

of civil status

may, at any time, even on dates other

than

those prescribed
by the governor, communicate
to the departmental
office of civil status informatioJl5
concerning
the civil status of perSOJl5 in his commune.
(2) Such informatioJl5
shall be immediately
recorded in the registers by

the departmental
the commune
Art. 69.

-

Drawing

office of civil status when the

are kept

registersrelating

to

in such office.

up of records

by officer

of civil status.

(1) The iIl5tructions may authorise the officer of

civil status

to draw up

the records of civil status himself.
(2) Each record thus drawn up shall, in such case, be approved by the
departmental
office of civil status.
(3) Mention of such approval shall be made on the backof the record.
Art. 70.

(1)

- Late
The

declarations.

records

drawn

up or approveP

more

than

two years

after

the

event which has given occasion for them shall only have the probatory value of mere information.
(2) The provisioJl5 of sub-art. (1) shall uot apply
(3)

Art. 71.

where

the record

been entered in the registers by virtue of a judgment.
In such case the record shall bear on its back a reference
judgment.
C. Special Cases

-

has

to such

Minister of the Pen.

(1) The M.inieter ofthePenshall himself keep the registers of ciTil statU8
relating to His Majesty theEmperorand to the Imperial Family.
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(2)

He shall

ensure

the records

their

custody

and conservation

in foreign

countries

They
terested
sten.

Art. 73. -

shall

copies of

shall draw up records

the request of interested
persons.
They shall themselves keep the registers

(3)

and deliver

in such registen.

Art. 72. - Consul&.
(I) Consuls of Ethiopia
(2)

CODE

ensure

persons

their

custody

extracts

from,

only at

of civil status.

and conservation
or copies

and deliver

of, the records

to in-

in such regi.

Commanding officers of ships.

The commanding
officers of
at the first Ethiopian
port, or
pia resides, the events which
of civil status and which take

Ethiopian
ships shall immediately
declare,
at the first port in which a Consul of Ethiogive occasion to the drawing up of a record
place on board their ship.

Section 2. Registers of civil status
Art. 74. - Enumeration of registers.
A register of births, a register of deaths and a register
be kept for each commune and in each consulate.
Art.

75. - Supply of registers.
(I) The registers shall be supplied
status by the governor
Ministry of Interior.
(2) They shall be supplied

free of charge

of the province
free

nistry of Foreign Affairs.
(3) The persons having the duty

of charge
to keep

-

Prohibition

to the officers

who receives

them

to the consulates
the registers

before the probable date on which a register
for a DeW register to be ;upplied to them.
Art. 76.

of marriages

shall,

shall

of civil
from

the

by the Mi.
six months

will be terminated,

apply

to remove registers.

The registers may not be removed from the place where they are kept,
except in the cases where the law provides for or authorises such removal.
Art. 77.

-

Compul&ory

indications.

-

1. Registers

of commune...

( I) Each register shall indicate the commune and where appropriate the
quarter or section of the commune to which it refers, as well as
the province in which such commune is situated.
(2) It shaIl bear a reference number,
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( 3 ) Such indications
shall appear on th~ cover and on the edge ot tb"
register and be reproduced
on each leaf of the register.
Art. 78. - 2. Other registers.
(1) The registers of the Imperial
cations

mentioned

in sub-art.

Family

of the Imperial Family.
(2) The registers kept in the consulates
consulate

in which

shall bear,

instead

of the indi-

(1) of Art. 77, the indication:
shall

bear

'Registers

the indication

of the

they are draw up.

Art. 79. - Form of registers.
(1) The registers shall commence

with

several

pages

on which

shall

be

mentioned
the persons authorised
to keep the registers with the signature of such persons against such mention.
(2) The registers shall contain next a series of numbered
leaves each one
of which shall serve for drawing up a re~ord of civil status.
(3) They shall end with several pages intended to contain the alphabetical
index

of the persons

to whom the records

Art. 80. - Leaves of registers.
(1) The leaves of the register
able
(2) The
slips
(3) The

of civil status

of the registers

shall be made

slips, bearing identical
particulars
attached to
registers of birth and of marriage shall comprise
and the registers of death only two detachable
back of the leaves shall be reserved for writing

written

particulars

prescrihed

slip No.3.
Art. 81. - Detachable
(1) The detachable
slip farthest

refer.

up of detach-

a counterfoil.
three detachable
slips.
thereQn the hand-

by the law.

from

the counterfoil,

called

detachable

slip No.3, shall be detached from the counterfoil
as soon as the lecord
is drawn up
(2) It shall be sent by the officer of civil status to thc guardian of the
child in the case of a record of birth and to the husband
of a record of marriage.
(3) The slip No.3 shall be kept by the interested
party.
slip No.2.
Art. 82. - Detachable
(1) When the register finishes,

the detachable

slips No.2

in the case

,hall

be deta-

ched from the counterfoil
and put together in a file which shall be
deposited in the registry of the court of the chief town of the VTovince
here
01' in such other place as may be prescribed,
distinct from that "
the detachable
slips No.1 are conserved.
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of the register

kept by the Minister

of the

Pen and by the consuls shall be BeDt to the Ministry of Foreign Mfain
of the Empire of Ethiopia to be conserved therein.
(3) Upon receiving the detachable
slips No.2 the person who is con~tituted

depof-itary

thereof

shall bind them.

Art. 83. - Detachable
slip No. 1.
The detachable
slips attached to the count~rf6il
(slips
N". 1) shall be conserved attached to the counterfoil
of the register, in the place where the
registers have been kept or in another place fixed by regulations.

Art. 84.
(l)

The

No unutilised leaves.
officer

of civil

status

before

the number of the leaf on which
gister has been entered.

drawing

up a record

the last record

shall

appearing

Hnify

in the re-

(2)

He shall draw up tbe record on the leaf whose number immediately
follows that of such last record.
(3) He lllay in no case leave an unutilised
leaf in the register.
Art. 85. Leaf unutilised
by mistake.
(1) If, as a result of a mistake, a leaf has been left unutilised,

the ',fficer

of civil status, as soon as he notices such mistake, shall annul the leaf
in question.
(2) He shall draw across each detachable
slip of the record two diagonal
lincs forming a cross and write on the back of each such slip of the
record the indication
"Leaf unutilised
by mistake ".
',3) The ullutiJised
of civil status.
Art. 86. - Index.
( 1) When a register

leaf lllay in no ca8~ serve for writing

finishes,

the officer

of civil status

thereon

shall

a record

draw up, in

the pages which are at the end of the register, the alphabetical
list,
according to their family name, of all the persons to whom the records
in the register refer.
(2) He shall form a file of the detachable
slips No.2, and send such file,
together with a copy of the index
scribed by regulations.

drawn

up by him, to the place pre-

Art. 87. - Destruction
of registers.
( 1 ) If a register kept in a commune is lost or deetroyed it shall immediately be recompiled
with the help of the detachable
slips No.2 of such
register, on the initiative of the officer of civil status of the commune.
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of a register

are lost or destroyed,

they

shall immediately'
be reconstituted,
with the help of the detachable
slips kept in the commune, on the initiative of the depositary
of the
detachable
slips lost or destroyed.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply mutatis mutandis in the case
of registers

kept in a place other

than

a commune.

Art. 88. - Deatitution
of reguters still in we.
(1) If a register still being used is lost or destroyed

before

the detachable

slips No.2 have been detached, the officer of civil status shall.imme.
diately give notice of such fact to the departmental
office of civil
status.
(2) This office shall take the necessary measures for the recompilation
of the repster.
(3) The same shall
register

apply

where

are both destroyed

Art. 89. - Control of the keeping
(I) The departmental
office

the detachable

slips Nos. 1 and 2 of :J

or l08t for any reason
of reguters.
of civil status

shall

whatsoever.
supervise

civil

status

officers and control the proper keeping of registers of civil status
the commune.
(2) It shall organise their inspection and take action for the repression
the criminal infringements
(3) The Ministry of Foreign
~ards

registers

which it ascertains.
Affairs shall carry

out the same

duties

in
of
as

kept in consulates.

Section 3. Records of Civil Status
Parasraph 1. -

General provisions

Art. 90. - Particulars to be mentioned.
(I) The records of civil status shall be drawn up by filling in the blank
spaces in the registers.
(2) The records shall mention in all cases the day, the month and the
year when they are received and beal the signature of the officer of
civil status who receives them.
Art. 91. - Particulars which may not be mentioned.
No mention of particulars other than those required by the law may be
made in the registers.
Art. 92. - Unknown or uncertain information.
(1) If one of the blank spaces left in a record

of civil status

cannot

be

filled in on account of lack of sufficiently
accurate information
given
to the person who keeps the registers, such perso1l shall fill in the

2*
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blank Ipace by iueerting the word "unknown".
(2) H the officer of civil Itatus knows approximately the particular to be
entered, he shall enter such particular in the appropriate place adding
the word "probably".

Art. 93.

-

No abbreviations.

The particulars
required
any abbreviation.
Art. 94.

-

No erasures

The records
dition.

in the record

or words

shall contain

written

no eraeure

shall be written

clearly

and without

over others.
or word written

over another

or ad-

Art. -95. - Sigruzture.
H any of the persons whose signature is required on a record cannot or
does not know how to sign, such person shall affix on the record his thumb
mark instead of his signature.
Art. 96.
(1)

-

Leaves not utilised.

When,

on account

of erasures,

or for any other

cause, a record

hae to

be redone, the officer of civil status shall draw across each detachable
slip of the record two diagonal lines forming a cross.
(2) On the back of each detachable
slip of the record he shall write the
indication "Leaf not utilised".
(3) The detachable
slip number

3 of the leaf shall

be destroyed

imme-

diately.

Art. 97. - Probatory force of records.
(I) The records of civil status regularly entered in the registers shall,
saving evidence to the contrary, be proof of the.statementB which they
contain.
(2) Evidence to the contrary maY,not be adduced except where it is authoriled by the court.
(3) It may, in luch case, be adduced in any manner.
Art. 98. - Records not
(1) Recorda which
probatory value
(2) They have only

entered in registers.
are not entered in the registers Ihall not have the
inherent to records which are regiltered.
the value of mere information.
Paragraph 2. -

-

ArL 99.
Particular. of record.
The record of birth Ihall show:

Records of birth
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(a)
(b)
(c)
( d)

the
the
the
the

day, month and year of the birth;
sex of the child;
first names which are given to him;
names, first names, dates and place& of birth

mother ;
(e) where appropriate,
of the person
Art.

100.

-
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the names,

making

first

names,

of his father

date

and place

and

of birth

the declaration.

When record required.

A declaration
of birth and the drawing up of a record of birth are required
when the child hag lived for forty-eight hours, notwithstanding
that he dies
before the expiration
of the time fixed for drawing up the record of birth.
Art. 101. - Declaration of birth.
(1) The birth of a child may be declared
any pergon.
(2) Such birth

shaH. he declared

to the officer

hy the father

of civil 8tatu8 by

of the child,

or, in his

default, by the mother or by the guardian of the child, or, in default,
by the person who hag taken care of the child.
(3) The officer of civil status shall draw up the record of hi~ own motion
if he is aware

of the birth.

Art. 102. - First names of child.
(1) Before drawing up the record

of birth

the officer

of civil status

shall

require the parents or, in their absence, the guardian
of the child,
to state the first name or names which the child is to he given.
(,2) H he does not receive any reply or if the first names proposed are
not acceptable in terms of the law, the officer of civil status shall himself choose the first name or names of the child.
Art.

103. - Foundlings.
(1) A record of birth

shall be drawn

up for every new-born

in the locality, whose identity is unknown.
(2) A detailed proces-verbal
shall be drawn up stating

child,

found

the day and the

place where the child hag been found, the apparent age of the child,
his sex, the names and the f~rst names which are given to him.
( 3 ) The record of birth, drawn up for the child, shall contain on its back
a reference to such proces-verbal.
Pa~graph

3. -

Record. of death

A.rt. 104. - Particulars of records of del'lth.
The record of death shall show:
(a) the day, month and year of the death;
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(b) the name, first names, date and placo of birth of the deceased;
(c) the names, first names, dates and places of birth of the father

and

(d)

mother of the deceased;
the name, first names,

(e)

deceased if such spouse is still alive, and the date of the marriage;
where appropriate,
the name, first names, date and place of birth
the person

who makes

date

and place

the declaration

of birth

of the spouse

of the
of

of the death.

Art. 105. - When record required.
A declaration
of death and the drawing up of a record of death are required whenever the deceased is a person in respect of whom a record of
birth should have been drawn up.
Art.

106. - Persons bound to declare death.
(1) Where a person dies, the persons who live with him shall be bound
to declare his death.
(2) In default of such persons, such obligation shall devolve on his relatives by consanguinity or affinity, if they live in the same commune,
and, in their default, on his nearest neighbours.

Art. 107. - Death in another person's house.
If the deceased dies outside his home, the person in whose house the death
has occurred shall be bound to declare the death.

-

Art. 108.
Hospitals, schools, hotels and prisons.
(1) If a death. occurs in a hospital, a school, a hotel or a prison,

the death

shall be declared by the person who is in charge of the establishment
in question.
(2) The death of persons executed by virtue of a criminal sentence passed
on them shall be declared by the director of the prison where,
time of his execution, the condemned
person was in custody.

at the

Art. 109. - Soldiers on active service.
Deaths of soldiers on active service shall be declared- by the commanding
officer of the unit to which they belong, unless the soldier is living with
his family or his death occurs during a period of leave granted to him
or in a place where his unit is not stationed.

Art. no.

-

Findin{{ of corpse.

(1) If the corpse

of a person

is found

outside

a dwelling

place, the person

who found the corpse shall be bound to declare the death.
(2) If the identity of the deceased person is unknown,
a detailed
verbal

shall

be drawn

up indicating

the day on which

proces-

and the place

t
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where the corpse has been found, the apparent age and the sex of the
dead person, and the probable date of the death.
(3) The record of death shall contain on its back a !eference to such procea-verbal.
Art. Ill. ':- Corpse not found.
declaring death.
- I. Judgment
(I) Where a person has disappeared
in such circumstances
that his death
is certain, although his corpse has not been found, any interested person may apply to the court to give a judgment
declaring the death of
such person.
(2) The judgment
declaring the death shall take the place of a record of
death.
Art.

H2. - 2. Court having jurisdiction.
(I) The court having jurisdiction
shall

be that

of the place

where

the

person whose death the person making the application
wants to establish had his principal
residence at the time of his death.
(2) The court may waive its jurisdiction
in favour of the court of the
place where the event which brought about the death has occurred
in favour of the court of another place.
(3) The delegation
of jurisdiction
thus made is binding on the court
whose favour
Art.

or
in

it is made.

1I3. - Disasters. ~ I. Collective judgment.
(I) If death is due to an event, such as a shipwreck,

an air disaster,

an

earthquake,
a land-slide, as a consequence
of which there is reason to
believe that several persons have perished, the death of such persons
may be declared by a collective judgment.
,)2)
The court having jurisdiction
in such case shall be that of the place
where the event occurred.
(3) However in the case of disappearance
of a ship or of an aircraft the
court having jurisdiction
shall be that of the home port of the ship
or aircraft.
Art.

Art.

1I4. 2. Individual extracts.
(I) Individual
extracts from a collective judgment
interested
persons.
(2) They shall take the place of a record of death.
lIS. - Date of death.
(1) When the court delivers

a judgment

declaring

may be obtained

death,

by

it shall fix in the

judgment
the presumed
date of the death or deaths having regard
the presumptions
drawn from the circumstances
of the case.

to
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The date thus fixed may not be rectified

except

in the case where

is proved that it has been fixed as a result of fraud.
(3) Any application
having as its object the rectification
be dismissed
judgment.
Art.

116.

-

Annulment

when

three

years

of judgment

have

decltuing

elapsed

it

of the date shall

from

the

date

of the

death.

H the person whose death hll6 been judicially
declared reappears
after
the judgment
declaring
death. the judgment
shall be annulled,
at his request or at the request of the public prosecutor, by the court which gave it.
Paragraph 4. Art.

Records of marriage

117. - Particulars of records of marriage.
The record of marriage shall show:
(a) the names, first Dames, dates and places

of birth

of the wife;
(b) the names, first names,

of birth

dates

the husband and of the wife;
(c) the date on which the marriage
Art.

and places

and

of the witnesses

of

has been celebrated.

118. - When record required.
A declaration
of marriage
and tke drawing up of the record of marriage
shall be required
in all C8I!eI!,irrespective
of the form according to which
the marriage is celebrated.

Art. 119.

-

(1) The

Dray to decltue marriage.
obligation

to declare

the marriage

shall

who has celebrated
the marriage.
(2) It shall also lie with the SpoU8C8 and with their
Art.

of the hU8band

lie with

the

witn_.

120. - Drawing up "e% officio" of record.
(1) The officer of civilstatU8 shall draw up the act of marriage
motion whenever he is aware of the marriage.
(2) In such ca&e, he shall summon the interested
sign the record

authority

of his IJWn

per80Dl! to make

them

of marriage.

Section 4. Correction of the records
of civil status
Art. 121. - Principle.
The recorda of civil status may not be corrected except by Yirtue of an
order or judgment given by the court.
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Art.

far correctwn.
122. - Applicatwn
An application
for the correction
of a record of civil status may be made
to the court by the public prosecutor
or by the departmental
office or
any interested person.

Art.

123. Where
person,
months
on the

Adding

first name.

the application
has as its object the addition of a first name to a
at the time when such person contracts marriage or during the six
which follow such marriage, the president of the court shall decide
application
by order.

Art.

124. - Clerical mistakes.
Where the application
has as its object the correction of a clerical mistake
committed
in the drawing up of a record of civil status. the president of
the cou..-t shall decide on the application
by order.

Art.

125. - Other cases.
( 1 ) In all other cases decision on the
judgment
delivered by the court.
(2) The court,

before

deciding,

shall

shall give the person

the record refers and all interested
their submissions.
Art.

application

persons

be given

01' persons

the opportunity

by a

to whom
of making

126. - Manner in which the record is corrected.
( 1 ) The particulars
the correttion
of which is ordered shall be cancelled
in the record, provided that they shall remain legible.
(2) The particulars
which replace them or which are added in the record
shall be entered on the back of the record, with a reference to the
order or judgment
which has ordered the correction of the record.
(3) Such alterations
shall, as far as it is possible, be made on all the detachable

Art.

slips of the record

which

127. - Drawing up of new record.
(1) The court may, where it thinks
which
place.
(2) Every

is to be corrected
detachable

is corrected.

fit, order the annulment

and the drawing

slip of the old record

of the record

np of a new record
shall

in its

in this case be crossed

out across the registers by two diagonal lines forming a cross, and
reference shall be made, on the back of each detachable
slip, to the
new record which replaces it.
(3) On the back of the new record reference shall be made to the judgment which

has ordered

its drawing

up.
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128.

-

Authority

of judicial

CoD I!

decision.

The judicial decision which orders the correction of a record of civil status
may be eet up against everybody, in the same conditions 8& the record cor.
;

I

rected by it.

Section 5. Copies and extracts of
records of civil status
Art.

129. - Record of birth.
(1) The depositaries
of the registers

in the communes

or consulates

shall

i&8ue to any person making an application
to this effect copies or ex.
tracts from the record of birth showing, without any other particulars,
the date when the record has been drawn up, the date and the place of
birth, the &ex, the first names and the name of the child as they appear
from the particulars
of the record of birth.
(2) Copies of the record of birth may only be i&8ued io the heirs of the
child or to public
the court.
Art.

-

130.

administrative

bodies

or with the authorisation

of

Record of death.

The depositaries
of the registers in the communes or consulates shall i&8ue
a copy of the record of death to any person making an application
to this
effect.
Art.

Art.

131. - Record ofllUln'iage.
They shall issue a copy of the record
an application
to this effect.

of marriage

to any person

making

132. - Records relating to the Imperial Family.
The Minister of the Pen shall not i&8ue copies of the records contained
in the registers relating to the Imperial
Family unless an application
to
this effect is made to him hy the court.

Art. 133.

-

Depositaries of detachable slips No.2.

The depositaries
of detachable
slips No.2
of the registers shall have
the same obligations
where:
(a) the corresponding
register of the commune has been destroyed or lost;
(h) in such register, kept in the commune,
a record is missing which is
recorded in the file of detachable
(c) the record entered in the register
(d)

respond with that recorded
it is a CRee of records drawn

(e)

country ;
such obligation

sliJ16 No.2;
kept in the commune

does not cor.

in the file of detachable
slips No.2;
up hy a consulate of Ethiopia in a foreign

is, in a particular

case, impoeed

on them

by the court.
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Art. 134. - Corrected records.
(I) Where a record has been

corrected
in accordance
with the law, the
extract or copy of the record, issued to the interested
persons, shall
take such correction into account.
(2) It shall not show that the purport of the extract or of the copy is due

(3)

to a correction
Con:esponding

of the record.
copies, reproducing

the record

corrections
which may have been made
to the court at its request.
Art.

135. - Form and cost.
( I) The copies or extracts

of the records

as it is, and showing

to it, shall

be delivered

the
only

of civil status shall be drawn

up

on printed forms which the governor of the province shall supply to
the officers of civil status.
(2) Such copies or enracts
shall be signed by the officer of civil status
who deliv~
them and bear the seal of the administrative
to which he liIelongs.
(3) The prescribed
fee shall be charged on their delivery,
where appropriate,
of the extract.
Art.

Art.

the postal

expenses

for the sending

department
as

well

as,

of the copy or

136. - Probatory
force.
Extracts or copies of the records of civil status, issued by the -depositaries
. of the registers, shall have the same probatory force as the records of the
registers themselves.
137. - Verification.
(I) The court may, where
(2)

it thinks

be collated with the original.
It may order that a photocopy

fit, order
of the record

that

the extracts

be supplied

or copies

to it.

Section
6. Sanction
of the rules
relating
to civil status
Art. 138. - Civil liability of officials.
Any violation, by the officials charged with keeping or with conserving the
registers, of the provisions of this Chapter or of the provisions of the regulations made for their application, shall render them liable to all persons
who suffer prejudice from such fact.
Art. 139. - Refusal to draw up record.
(I) Where the officer of civil status or the official charged with keeping
the registers refuses to draw up a record corresponding with the de.
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c1arations which are made to him, any intere81ed person may apply
to the conrt against such refusal.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall apply where the officer of civil
status fails to supply to the office of civil status the informations
relating to an event in respect of which a record of civil status is to be
drawn.
(3) The same shall apply also if a depositary
of the r"gist~r refuses to
deliver
Art.

a copy or an extract

of a record

of such registers.

140. - Liability
of witnesses and declarants.
(1) The declarants
and the witnessea shall be liable

for the accuracy

of

the facts which they attest or corroborate
in the records of civil stauts.
(2) Where they acted in good faith they may sue the persons who led
them

into error.

Art. ]41. - Criminal liability. - 1. Failure to draw record.
The punishments
prescribed
by the Penal Code shall apply to:
(a) the officer of civil status who, being bound to draw up a record

of

civil status, fails to draw it up within the period prescribed
by the
.
law;
(b) the officer of civil status who, being bound to declare an event to the
departmental
office of civil status, fails to declare it within the period
prescribed
by the law;
(c) the official of the departmental
office of civil status who has not immediately
drawn yp a record when the informations
intended
drawing up such record have been communicated
to him.
Art.

142. - 2. Failure to make declaration.
The punishments
prescrihed
by the Penal Code shall apply to:
(a) any person who, being bound to declare an event to the officer

for

of

civil status, fails to declare it within the periods prescribed
hy law,
when, as a result of such failure, a record of civil status has not been
drawn up;
(h) any person who, having been required
hy the officer of civil status
to give information
for the purpose of the drawing up of a record
civil status concerning them, fails to give such informations.
Art.

143. - 3. Inaccurate
(1) The punishments

declarations.
prescrihed

hy the Penal

Code shall

apply

of

to any

person who, for the purpose of drawing up a record of civil status,
makes a declaration
which he knows to be inaccurate
to the office of
civil status or to the officials of the departmental
office of civil status.
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(2) The punishments prescribed by the Penal Code shall apply to the
witnesses who support such declarations knowing them to be faDe.
(3) The punishments prescribed by the Penal Code shall apply to the
officer of civil status or the official of the departmental office of civil
status who draws up a record of civilltatus on declarations which he
knows to be inaccurate, or who issues an extract 01' a copy 01 a ftJCOI'd
not corresponding with the original.
Art. 144. - 4. Destruction or alteration of registers.
The punishments prescribed by the Penal Code shall al!ply to any person
who destroys or alters a register of civil status.
Art. 145. - 5. Use of altered record.
The punishment!! prescribed by the Penal Code &hall apply to any penon
who knowingly makes use of a record or of a copy of a record or of an
extract of a record of civil status fraudulently altered.

Section 7. Acts of-Notoriety
Art.

146. - Principle.
(1) Acts of notoriety
taries.
(2) Thcy shall

Art.

are drawn

be authorised

up by officers

and approved

of civil status

or by no-

by the court.

147. - Authorisation.
Proof by means of acts of notoriety
may, only be authorised
by the
court where:
( a) it is proved that the registers of civil status have not been kept regu(b)

larly or that they contain gaps';
it is proved that such registers have been

lost or tc:-~;

( c ) it is impossible or very difficult to obtain a copy of a record in luch
registers;
( d) the person who refers to a record does not know in which place luch
record has been made,
(e) the law so provides.

and such ignorance

is excusable:

-

Who draws up the act.
Art. 148.
( ]) When the court authorises the pi'oof by means of an act of notoriety,
it shall specify in which place the act of notoriety shall be drawn up.,
(2) It shall give the officer of civil status
or the
notary
required
to draw up the act all the appropriate
of provoking opposition and of ensuring

instructions,
for the purpoee
the genuineness of the act.
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149. - Particulars of the act.
Acts of notoriety
shall contain
status the default or irregularity

the same particulars
as record& of civil
in which they correct.

150. - Report annexed thereto.
( I) The officer of civil status or the notary

who has drawn

up an act

of notoriety shall annex thereto a report to the court on the circumstances in which he has performed
his task.
(2) He shall mention
in particular
whether
the act of notoriety
is in
conflict with a record
previously drawn up.

of civil status

or with

another

act of notoriety

Art. 151. -

Probatory value.
- I. Before approval.
The court stIall dete~II!ine freely the value attached

( I)

to acts of noto-

riety taking into considerati(m
the date and the circumstances
they have been drawn up.
(2) It may take such steps as are necessary to verify the particulars

in which
therein.

Art. 152. - 2. After approval.
An act of notoriety approved by the court, shall have the same effect as
a record of civil status.
Art.

153. - Liability of witnesses.
{1) The declarants
and the witnesses

shall

be liable

for the accuracy

of

the facts which they attest or corroborate
in an act of notoriety.
(2) Where they acted in good faith, they may sue the person who Jed
them

into error.

Chapter

Section
Art. 154.

-.

Application.
Where a person

(I)

has disappeared

for two years, any interested
his absence.
(2) The court having jurisdiction
the absentee

Art. 155.

4. Absence

1. Declaration

had his principal

of absence
and has given no news of himself

party

may apply

to the court

to declare

shall be the COUl.t of the place in which
residence.

Publication
of application.
The application
shall be published
in the manner prescribed
by the court,
in the place of the last principal residence of the absentee and in any other
place where the court considers such publication
to be useful.
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Art. 156. - Inquiry.
The court may order that an inquiry be made, with the 8IIiat8Iu:e of t~
public prosecutor, in all plaoes where itconsiden
it u.aefuI. and in p8rdcular in the place of the last principal retlidence of the abeeotee and in the
place where his presence has bf".Allnoticed for the last time.
Art. 157. - Principle of decision.
(I) The court shall declare the absence where the death of the abeeDtee
appears to it to be probable.
(2) In making its decision, it shall have regard to all the circumetanCM of
the cue.
(3) It shall in particular take into consideration the fact whether the
person whose absence is invoked has or has not appointed an attoI'D8y
to administer his property and the causes which may have impeded
the receipt of his news.
Art. 158. - Postponement of judgment.
The court may postpone its judgment for a year or decide that the .jucigment declaring the absence will only have effect a year alter itt deliTery.
Art. 159. - Duty to declare abseru:e.
The court shall declare the absence a yC4l' after the date of the apphtion

where

the

absentee

has disappeared

for five yean

prior

to

~

cI8t.e

of such application and he has not been heard from fon-ing the pubJieity
prescribed by the court upon the application haring been made.
Art. 160.

-

Day of last news.

The court shall establish in its judgment the day when the last DeW801 the
absentee was received.
Art. 161. - Judgment declaring death.
If the evidence collected by the court establish in a manner whieh may be
considered certain that the absentee i; dead, the court to which the appJi...
tion for the declaration of absence was made, may deliver a j~
declaring the death of the absentee.
Art. 162.

-

Costs of proceedings.

(I) The costs of the proceedings by which the abeeaee is decland 8haD be
chargeable to the abeeotee.
(2) They shall be borne by the person making the appJieatioo. where the
appJieation ill dismiseed.
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2. Effects

of absence

Art. 163. - Marriage.
(1) The marriage of the absentee shall be dissolved on the day on which
the judgment declaring the absence has become final.
(2) The marriage conti.cted by the spouse after the day on which the last
news of the absentee was received may be impugned only by the absentee.
(3) Notwithstanding
the
pugned by the public
ner that the absentee
tuted.
Art.

provisions
of sub-art.
(2), it may also be improsecutor
if he proves in an indisputable
manis alive 811 the day on which the action is insti-

164. - Succession devolving on absentee.
(l) Where, after the date of the last news, a succession

opens to which the

absentee would have been called if he were alive, such succession shall
devolve without taking into account the portion which may eventually
be assigned to the absentee.
(2)

The heirs
rantee

Art.

or legatees

or other

may be obliged

security

by the court

for safeguarding

the rights

to furnish

a gua-

of the absentee.

on death of absentee.
165. - Rights depending
(1) The persons who have rights dependent
on the death

of the absentee

may enforce them after the judgment
declaring
the absence has
become final as though the absentee were dead.
(2) Such persons may be obliged by the court to give, before commencing
to enjoy the rights which appertain
to them,
security for the things subject to restitution.
Art.

depending
on life of absentee.
166. - Obligations
(1) The persons who have obligations depending on the condition
absentee
(2)

is alive shall no longer

Such persons
other

Art.

a guarantee

security,

may be obliged

be bmmd
by the court

in case the absentee

should

to fulfil

have been called

that the

such obligations.

to furnish

a guarantee

or

still be alive.

]67. - Property of absentee. -- 1. Placing in possession.
(1) The will of the absentee, if any, shall be opened at the request
interested party.
(2) The persons who wowd

or other

to succeed

of any

to the property

of the absentee in case he had died on the day of the last new~ may
be pbced in possession and the property be partitioned.
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168. - 2. ObligatioTUl.
(1) The heir or legatee shall enjoy the property as a good "paterfamilias".
(2) He may be obliged by the court to give. before commencing
his enjoy.
ment, a guarantee

Art.
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or other security

169. - 3. Restriction
to powers.
(1) He shall invest the SUIlLSreceived

for the things

subject

by him within

the day on which he received them.
(2) He may not transfer the property
by a gratuitous
ablishing the children of the absentee.

Section

3. Termination

to restitution.

three

months

title,

sa,e

from
for e8t-

of absence

Art. 170. - Causes. - 1. Principle.
The declaration of absence shall cease to have effect where:
(a) the. absentee reappears; or
(b) it is proved that he was alive on a date subsequent to that of the judgment declaring the absence; or
(c) it is proved that he died on a date different from that established in
mch judgment as being the date of the last news.
Art.

171. - 2. Return of absentee.
(1) When the absentee reappears

he shall recover

his property

in the con-

dition in which it is, as well as the proceeds of such part of it as has
been transferred
and the property acquired through the investment
of
his capitals.
(2) The income deriving from the property
of the absentee shall remain
the property of the heirs or legatees who have received such income.
(3) The absentee shall retain the right to claim damages from the heirs
or legatees and their
their legal obligations

guarantors,
where they
or committed
a fraud.

failed

to comply

with

of death. - 1. Condition.
Art. 172. - Presumption
When ten years have elapsed since the date of the last news, established
by the judgment of declaration
of absence, the proof that the absentee did
not die on the day of the last news may no longer be made except by the
absentee hillLSelf or by his special attorney appointed
after the date of the
judgment
declaring the absence.

Art. 173.
(1)

- 2. Effects.
The persons

who have

been

placed

in possC8sion

of the property

of

the absentee may henceforth
act as having the right which has justified
their being placed in possession.
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(2)

The

guarantees

return

or securities

furnished

in case the

absentee

should

shall be extinguished.

Chapter 5. Residence and Domicile
Section 1. Residence
Art. 174.

-

Definition.

The residence
Art.

of the person

i.. the place

where

he normally

175. - Mere sojourn in a place.
(I) The mere fact that a person is for a time in a certain

resides.

place shall not

be sufficient to constitute for him a residence in such place.
(2) Notwithstanding
the prov;sions of sub-art. (1), a residence is acquired
whenever
months.
Art.

Art.

the sojourn

is to last, or has lasted,

in fact, more than three

-

176.
Persom without proved residence.
The place where a person is shall be deemed to be his residence,
is proved that such person has his residence in another place.
177. - Several residences.
(1) A person may have several residences.
(2) One of such residences may have the character
and the other

residences

that

of secondary

of principal

it

residence,

residences.

Art.

178. - Marr~d women and mirwrs.
(1) Married women may have a residence of their own.
(2) The same shall apply to minors and interdicted
persons.

Art.

179. - Public officials.
Public officials shall be deemed
they exercise
their functions.

to have

unl-

a residence

in the place

where

Art.

180. - Traders.
The place where a person carries on trade shall he deemed to he a residence of such person.

Art.

181. - Residence.stipulated.
- 1. Principle.
A person may validly stipulate tnat, in his relations with another person,
or as regards a specific business or activity, a given place shall be deemed.
to be his residence.

Art. 182. - 2. Effects.
(1) Unless otherwise expressly agreed., the person in whose favour such
etipulation is made shllIl not be bound by it,
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(2)

He may,

at his option,

consider

as being

contracting
party either the actual
ence which has been stipulated.

Section
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the residence

residence

of the other

of the latter

or the resid.

2. Domicile

183. - Definition.
The domicile of a person is the place where such person has established
the principal
seat of his business and of his interests, with the intention of
living there permanently.

Art. 184.

-

Presumed intention.

(l)

Where a person has his normal residence
in a place, he shall be
deemed to have the intention
of residing permanently
in such place.
(2) An intention
to the contrary
expressed by such person shall not be
taken into consideration
unless it is sufficiently
take effect on the happening
of an event which
according to the ordinary course of things.
Art.

-

185.

Professional

lInd

family

precise, and it is to
will normally happen

life.

Where a person performs the work of his calling in a place, and paS8C8 his
family or social life in another place, he shall in case of doubt be deemed
to have his domicile in the latter place.
Art.

-

186.

No person

Unity of domicile.
may have his domicile

in several

places

at the same time.

Art. 187. - Change of domicile.
A person shall retain his domicile in the locality where it was established,
so long as he has not established such domicile in another place.
Art.

188. - Unknown domicile.
(1) Where it cannot be established

where

domicile,
the place of his normal
the place of his domicile.
(2)

In default

of a normal

residence,

dary residence first established.
(3) In default of residence,
regard
interested

Art. 189.
(1)

-

person

a person

residence
regard

shall

has or had his last

shall

shall

be deemed

to be

be had to the secon-

he had to the place

where

the

is.

Married people.

A married
marriage

woman
lasts.

has the

domicile

of her

husband

so long

as the
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Art.

She may acquire a domicile of her own when the hushand
by a judicial or legal interdiction.

-

190.

is affected

MiTWr.

An unemancipated
Art.

CODE

minor

shall have the domicile

191. - Interdicted
person.
An interdicted
person shall retain his domicile
established
at the time of his interdiction.

of his guardian.

at the place where

it was

TITLE II. CAPACITY OF PERSONS
Chapter 1. General Principles
Art. 192. - Rule of capacity.
Every physical person is capable of performing
less h~ is declared incapable hy the law.
.
Art. 193. - General disabilities.

all the acts of civil life un.

General disahilities
depend on the age or mental
on sentences passed upon them.

Art. 194.
(1)

-

disabilities

persons

or of the functions

They

shall

(1)

-

Voluntary restrictions.
person

may

of such rights
terest.

of the nationality

of

hy them.

hy Chapter

5 of this Title

(Arts.

389.393)

renounce,

even

partially,

the

enjoyment

or

the

restriction

imposed

on the enjoyment

or on the exercise

shall be of no effect unless it is justified

hy a lawful

in.

Proof of disability.

(1)

Capacity

(2)

Any person
that

hy reason

exercised

of civil rights.

(2) Any voluntary

-

or

laws.

No

exercise

Art. 196.

may he prescribed

he as provided

and by special

Art. 195.

of persons

Special disabilities.

Special

(2)

condition

is presumed.
who alleges the disahility

such person

is under

of a physical

person

shall prove

a disahility.

Art. 197. - Bodies corporate and property with a specific destination.
The capacity of hodies corporate and property with a specific destination
shall be regulated, according to their nature, hy the provisions applicahle
to them.
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Chapter 2. :Minol"J
Section 1. General provisions
Art. 198. - Definition.
A minor is a person
of eighteen years.
Art.

of either

sex who

199. - Disability of minors.
(1) A minor, as regards the proper

has not

attained

care of hie per~on,

the

shall

full

age

be placed

under the authority
of a guardian, whom he shall obey.
(2) In matters concerning
his pecuniary
interests and the administration
of his property,
;l minor shall be represented
by a tutor.
(3) The minor may not perfoml juridical
acts except in the

eases pro-

vided by law.
Art. 200. - Proof of age. -- 1. Principle.
(1) The age of a peroon shaH be established
by his record of birth.
(2) In the absence of a record of birth. the age may be established
producing

an act of notorif'ty

signed

hy reliable

by

witnesses.

Art. 201. - 2. Proof to the contrary.
(I) The court may authorise the proof against the particulars

in the record

of birth where there are serious indications
which put in doubt the
accuracy of the particulars
in the record.
(2) An appeal shall lie against a decision of a court, disallowing the proof
(3)

against the particulars
The act of notoriety

of the record
JlJay be freely

of birth.
challenged

by producing

reliable

witnesses.
Art. 202. - 3. Proof of judicial decision.
(I) Where an act of notoriety is challenged

or the proof

against

the par-

ticulars in the record of birth is authorised.
the court shall for the
solution of the controversy wbich is ~ubmitted to it, determine the age
of the pereon.
(2) For this purpose, it may order that all the measures
required
for
forming

its conviction

be taken.

Art. 203. - 4. Appeal.
(1) An appeal shall lie against

a decision

of a court

of

first

instance,

ordering or refusing to order in this regard a measure to elucidate
case.
(2) The same shall apply to a decision of a conrt which determines
age of the person.

the
the
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2. Organs

of prc,tection

Paragraph 1. -

Guardian

Art. 204. - Authority
of parents.
The father and the mother are, during
and tutors of their minor children.

of a minor

and tutor

their

marriage,

Art. 205. - Default of one of the parents.
(1) In case of death, disability,
unworthiness

jointly

or removal

guardians

of one of the

parents the one who remains shall afone exercise such functions.
(2) The mother shall exercise such functions
where
the
father
the child

of

is unknown.

Art. 206. - Divorce of parents.
(I) In case of divorce of the father

and mother,

the tutor

and the guar-

dian of the child shall be appointed
by the family arbitrator!!.
(2) The surviving father or mother shall not as of right require the exercise of such functions

Art. 207. (1)

Testamentary

The surviving

where

his or her divorced

guardian or tutor.

father

or mother

-

spouse dies.

1. Principle.

of a minor

may, by a last will, stipu-

late who shall he guardian or tutor of the child after his or her death.
(2) The surviving
spouse may restrict the powen of the guardian
or
(3)

tutor or subject the exercise of such powers to specified conditions.
He may stipulate that one or more specified persons may not be appoint

Art.

208.

-

as guardian
2. Condition

or tutor

of the child.

for appointment.

The right referred to in Art. 207 shall appertain
to the father or mother
of the minor only where he or she exercised during his or her lifetime the
functions of guardian of the child, or where he or she had been relieved of
such functions at his or her request.
Art. 209. - 3. ApI,lication
to the court.
The restrictions
or conditions imposed by the father or the mother on the
powers of the guardian
or tutor may, where the interest of the minor 80
requires, be revoked or modified by the court.
Art. 210. -

Relatives

called to exercise such functions.
1. Order to bi'
followed.
Where the child no longer has his father and mother, and in default of a
valid appointment
made by the survivor, the functions of ~ardian
and
tutor of the child shall devolve, by virtue of the law, on the following
persons:
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(a)

the paternal

(b)

of the child; or
in their default,

maternal
(c) in their

grandfather

and, in his default,

.
the maternal

grandmother
default, the

grandfather

the patenlalsr8l1Cfmother
and.

in his delault,

the

of the child; or
eldest paternal
uncle

or paternal

aunt

eldest

or maternal

a1D1t of the

child; or
( d) in their default,

the

child; or
(e) in their default,

the youngest

maternal

uncle

grand1D1cle or grandaunt

of the

of the child.

of such order.
Art. 211. - 2. Possible modification
( ]) Any relative of the child by consanguinity
or by affinity may apply
that the functions of guardian or tutor of the child he accorded to him
and not to the person who should perform 8UCb functions by-rirtue
of Art. 210.
(2) Such application
shall be made to the family council, if the intereeted
persons are in agreement,
or, in other C8IIe8, to the court, within two
months from the day on which the legal guardian or tutor baa heeD
vested with his functions.
(3) The application
shall be allowed or dismiued having regard IOlely to
the interest of the minor and after the interested
partis
harYe beeD
heard and the opinion of the family council has been obtained, whelle
appropriate.
Art. 212. - When. there is no relatit1e enabled in terrm of law.
(1) Where by applying the preceding Articles, a child remaine

without

a

guardian
and without a tutor, the relative functions devolve on auch
person as shall be appointed
by the court.
(2) The ~urt may take cognizance of the matter of its own motion or on
the application
minor or not.
(3) The authority
the matter
Art.

213.

-

of any interested

who has such obligation

before

Appointment
sanguinity

party whether

he be a relative

by virtue

of the

of the law ahalllay

the court.
by the court.

-

1. Relatit1e

of the minor

by eon-

or trffinity.

The court shall appoint, as far as possible, as guardian and tutor a Dear
relative of the minor, by consanguinity
or by affinity, fit to perform IUch
functions
and willing to perform them.
Art. 214. - 2. lrutitution of lJS&istance.
(1) The functions of guardian
or of tutor
trnsted

by the court to an institution

may, where

of assistance.

ueceI881'Y, be

_.
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(2) The management
its members
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of the institution

to exercise

shall in such case delegate

one of

such functions.

Art. 215. -

Assimilated
ClUeS.
For the purposes of the preceding

(1)

Articles,

a penon

shall be deemed

to be dead where he is not in a position to exercise the functions of
guardian and tutor for any legal or material reason.
(2) The family of origin of a child who has been adopted shall not be
taken

into consideration.

Art. 216. - Identity.of
guardian and of tutor.
( 1) As a rule, the person to whom the care of the penon
has been entrusted
(2) The appointment

of the minor

shall at the same time be his tutor.
of a guardian or of a tutor of the child,

made

by

the surviving father or mother or by the court shall apply to both
functions,
unless the contrary
results from the cil'CUJl18tances of the
case.
Art. 217.

-

Right

given

to father

and mother.

The father or the mother may, where they think fit, appoint
child, reserving to themselves the functions of guardian.
Art. 218.

-

Right

given

to the court.

The court may for good cause appoint as tutor a penon
guardian, where it has the right to make such appointment.
Art. 219. - Co-tutor.
(1) The administration
(2)

a tutor to the

of certain

property

of the minor

to a co-tutor appointed
by the court.
Where property
is donated or bequeathed

other

than

the

may be entrusted

to the minor,

the donor

or testator may appoint a co-tutor who shall be entrusted
with the
administration
of such property during the minority of the donee or
legatee.
(3) The same right may be exercised by the father or mother 01' other
ascendants
of the child in regard
shall receive from their succession.
Art. 220.

-

Tutor

to the property

which

the minor

"ad hoc". - 1. Conflict of interest8 between tutor and
minor.
(1) Where there is confJict of interests between the tutor and the minOl',
a tutor "ad hoc" shall be appointed to the latter by the coart.
(2) The appointment of a tutor "ad hoc" shall be made on the application
of the tutor or any member of the family council.
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(3) The assistant
the functions

tutor,

if any, shall be vested

of tutor

by virtue

Art. 221. - 2. Conflict of interests of several minors.
(1) The provisions
of Art. 220 shall apply where there
ween the interests
representative.
(2) The

conflicting

tutor

of several
interests

and the tutor

of the law, with

"ad hoc".

minors

shall

is a conflict

of whom the tutor

in such

bet-

is the common

cases he settled

between

the

"ad hoc".

Art. 222. - Commencement of functions.
(1) The functions of guardian and of tutor shall commence from the, appointment of the guardian or the tutor by virtue of the law or by the
court.
(2) No liability shall he incurred by the guardian or tutor so longaa he
is not aware of the circumstances under which such functions devolve
on him.
Art. 223.

-

Compul.ory

natUTe of functions.

The functions
of guardian
or tutor
person who is vested with tAem.

of the minor

are compulsory

for exemption.
Art. 224. - Application
(1) A person may apply to the court to be exempted

if the performance
inconveniences.
(2)

The guardian
relieved

thereof

and the tutor

of the functions

entails

for him

from such functions

particular

may on the same conditions

assumed

for the

difficulties
apply

or
to be

by them.

Art. 225. - Legal exemptions.
The following persons shall be exempt from the functions of guardian or
of tutor, upon a mere declaration
on their part, except as regards their
own children:
(a) women; and
(b) any person who has completed
his sixty.fifth year; and
(c) any person who has four minor children;
and
(d) soldiers in active service; and
(e) public officials who have to live abroad by reason of their office.

Art. 226.

-

Obligation to exercise such functions provisionally.

(1) The guardian
or tutor who puts forward an objection
or a case of
exemption
shaH exercise his functions until a new guardian or tutor
has been appointed.
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(2)

The same shall
impugned.

apply

to the guardian

or tutor

of functions.
Art. 227. - Termination
(1) The functions
of guardian
and of tutor
dies or attains his majority.
(2) They shall cease where the guardian

shall

whose

ceue

or the tutor

capable or unworthy or is removed.
(3) They shall cease where a new guardian

or tutor

appointment

where

is

the child

dies or becomes
is appointed

in-

to the

minor.

Art. 228. - Incapacities. - 1. Minor.
A minor is incapable of exercising the functions of guardian or of tutor
except as regards his own children.

Art. 229. -

2. Judicially interdicted persons.

(1) A penon

is incapable

under a judicial
(2) Where a person

of being

guardian

interdiction.
during the exercise

or tutor

of a minor

of such functions

if he is

is judicially

in-

terdicted
his tutor shall without
delay inform the penon
who, by
virtue of the law, is to replace the interdicted
penon in those functions.
(3) In default of such person, he shall apply to the court for another
person

to be appointed

in place

of the interdicted

person.

-

Unworthiness.
Art. 230.
(1) A penon
may be declared

by the court

unworthy

of exercising

the

functions
of guardian
or tutor, where he is sentenced for a criminal
offence to a punishment
restrictive
of personal liberty or to capital
punishment.
(2) The court may, in passing such sentence, declare the unworthiness
of
the convicted person
to the circumstances.
Art. 231. - Removal.
(1) The guardian

-

to the extent

which

it thinks

fit, having

regard

1. Guardian.
of a minor

may be removed

by the court

where

the

minor does not receive the care which his condition
requires, a morally sound education or an instruction
which accords with his disposition.
(2) For this purJ'ose, regard shall be had to the environment
in which the
(3)

guardian lives and all the circumstances
of the case.
The guardian may in particular
be removed by the court
minor

has committed

a criminal

offence

and it appears

where
that

the

his be-
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ha~our
is due to bad education
of hia guardian.

or to lack of education

on the part

Art. 232. - 2. Tutor.
The tutor may be removed by the court, where it appears that he administers badly the property of the minor, or where he does not comply with
the directions validly given to him by the father or the mother of the child
or by the family council, or where hia insolvency has been judicially
established.
Art. 233. - 3. Removal of lUIcendants.
(1) The caurt shall declare only with extreme

caution

the removal

of the

mother or of the father or of the other ascendants
as guardians
or
tutors of their children or descendants.
(2) The court may at any time vary its decision on the application
of the
person who has been removed.
Art. 234. - 4. Procedure.
(1) An application
for the removal

of the guardian

made hy any relative of the minor,
by the public prosecutor.
(2)

Before

declaring

the removal

or of the tutor

by consanguinity

of the guardian

may be

or by affinity,

or tutor,

or

the court shall

enable the latter to give his reasons whenever this is possible without
causing serious danger to the person or property
of the minor.
(3)

Whenever
to appoint

the court remov~
another

the guardian

or the tutor

it shall proceed

in his place.

-

Duties and powers of the court.
Art. 235.
(1) Where the court is to appoint or to remove

a person

as guardian

tutor of a minor it shall before making its decisions
as it is p06Sible, the family council of such minor.
(2) Where it thinks fit, it may hear the minor himself.
(3)

The

court

shall

minor and without
tained.

decide
being

having
bound

regard

Art. 236. - Tutor may be remunerated.
(1) The functions of guardian or tutor
(2) An annual

compensation

solely

to the

by the information

constitute

may be granted

ministration
of the property
of the minor
of his time or he is not related to the minor
by affinity.

insofar

interest

of the

which

a gratuitous

to the tutor
takes
either

or

consult,

it has ob.

office.

where

the ad.

a considerable
part
by consanguinity
or
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(3)

Such compensation

may only be taken

and may not exceed

one third

from the income

Art. 237. -- Personal nature of functions.
( 1) The functions of guardian and tutor

constitute

a personal

does not pass to the heirs of the gua];dian or tutor.
(2) The latter shall be liable only for the management
whom they succeed, within the limits
Code relating to "Successions".
Art.

238. (I) The

Duties of heirs.
heirs of the guardian

of the minor

of such income.

or tutor

specified

shall

without

of

office which
the

person

in the Title

of this

delay

inform

of his

death the person who is by virtue of Art. 210 to replace
functions.
(2) In default of such person they shall apply to the court

to appoint

new guardian or tutor.
(3) Until they have fulfilled

(1) and

they shall remain

liable

their

obligation

to the minor

under

and third

sub-art.

him in such
a
(2)

parties.

Art. 239. - Proof of capacity of guardian or tutor.
( 1 ) The guardian or tutor may apply to the court to be given a document
enabling him to prove his capacity where necessary.
(2) Such document
may be given to the guardian
or tutor by a notary,
if any.

Art. 240. - Analogy with the tutor.
The provisions of this Title relating to tutors shall apply to co-tutors and to
tu!ors "ad hoc".
Paragraph

2.
A.

Art. 241. - Principle.
( 1) The family council
(2)

- Family Council and Assistant
Composition
of family council

of the minor

shall consist of the ascendants

of the

minor and of his brothers and sisters who are of age.
Where a contract of adoption
has been concluded
in respect

of the

minor only the members
the family council.

Art. 242.

Tutor

--

Where

there

of his adoptive

family

shall be members

of

ure no ascendants.

Where a minor has no direct ascendant,
the oldest uncle or aunt, or in
their default the eldest granduncle
or grandaunt
of the minor shall be
members
of the family council.

CIvIL
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Art. 243. -- Divorce of father and mother.
Where the father and mother of the minor are divorced, the family council
shall comprise, in addition to the persoD.8 mentioned
in Arts. 241 and 242,
the family arbitrators
who have declared the divorce.
members.
Art. 244. - Additional
(1) The father of the minor

may, by a last will, stipulate

that one or two

specified persOD.8 shall be members of the family council
child.
(2) The mother ()f the minor shall have the same right.

Art. 245. -

Exclwion

of

of his minor

members.

The father or the mother of a minor may, by a last will, stipulate that vne
()f the family oouncil
or more ()f their own children shall n()t be members
of their brother or sister who is a minor.

Appointment of additional members.
Where the family council of the minor, composed as provided in the

Art. 246. (1)

preceding
Articles, d()e8 not comprise four members, it shall he completed by calling such persons as take an interest in the minor, wh.cther
they be his relatives or not.
(2) Such persons shall be appointed by the members of the family ,.ouncil
(3)

where these are at least two in number.
In other cases, or in default of unanimous

agreement

between

the

members of the family council, such persoD.8 shall be appointed hy the
head of the commune where the minor resides, without prejudice
to
an application
to the court by any interested
party.
B. Meetings of family council
Art. 247. - Meetings by virtue of the law.
The family council shall meet by virtue
death of the surviving father or mother
before such date.

of the law forty days after the
of the minor, unless it has met

Art. 248. - Convocation of council.
(1) The family council shall meet whenever
or tut()r of the minor or by the court.
(2) It may also be convened by the assistant

it is convened
tutor.

(3) Where no assistant tutor has been appointed,
family
Art.

council

may convene

by the guardian

any member

of the

it.

249. - Time.
A reasonable
time shall be granted
council to take part in the meeting.

to enable

the members

of the family

44
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250. - Order of the
(I) The ooavooation
order of the day,
and a vote of the
(2)

day.
of the family council shall be accompanied
ey an
showing the matter or matters on which a deci8ion
council are required.

The first family council which meets after the death of the surviving
father or mother of the minor shall examine in a general manner the
condition of the minor and take in accordance
with the provisions of
the following Articles such measures falling within its jurUdiction
as
it thinks fit.

Art. 251.

-

Meeting

(1) The family
principal
mother.
(2)

pUree.
council

residence

shall

meet

at the place

at ~he time of the death

The court may on the application

-

the minor

of his surviving

of the guardian

authorise for good cause the convocation
other place.

Art. 252.

where

-

or

or tutor of the child

of the family

council

in an.

of the

family

Expenses.

All expenses
arising from the convocation
and meeting
council shall be borne by the members of such council.
Art. 253.

had his
father

Consultation

by letter.

The tutor may, without convening the family council, seek by letter the
advice of each of the members
of such council on a particular
matter
whenever he thinks fit.
Art. 254. - No representation
of members.
(1) Members of the family council who are prevented
meeting may express their opinions
(2) They may not send a representative

Art. 255.

-

the

Majority required.

( I) The decisions

of the family

council

majority
of votes of the members
present or not at the meeting.
(2)

from attending

or may vote in writing.
to the meeting of the council.

They shall be recorded

in a minute

shall

be taken

of the council,
signed

by

an

whether

by the members

absolute
these

are

of the fa.

mily council.
(3) For the validity
the majority

of a decision

who approves

it.

it suffices

that

the minute

be signed by
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Art. 256. - Position of guardian and tutor.
(1) The guardian and the tutor of the minor

shall be present

at the deli.

berations of the family council, even if J;hey are not members thereof.
(2) In the latter case, they may only tender their advice at the delibera.
tions of the council.

Art. 257.

-

Position of minQr.

Unless otherwise
the deliberations

decided by the family council,
of the family council.

the minor

shall not atten,l

Art. 258. - Substitution
of court for council. - 1. Failure to reach majority.
(1) Where no majority
can be reached in the council, owing to the ab.
sence or disagreement
of its members, the decision which the council
could not take shall be taken by the court.
(2) The matter may be laid before the court by the guardian or by th~
tutor of the minor.
(3) The matter may also be laid before
in default

Art. 259. -

of an assistant

tutor,

the court by the assistant

by any member

of the family

tutor

or,

council.

2. Urgerrey.

The court "may, on the application
of the same persons, take a decision instead of the family council, where it is difficult to hold a meeting of the
latter, and there is urgent need of a decision.

- Appeal.
(1) An appeal shall lie to the court from the decisions

Art. 260.

ciI, within one month after they are taken.
(2) The appeal may be lodged by the guardian,
tutor 'of the child, or by any member

of the family

the tutor

of the family

coun-

or the assistant

council.

C. Assistant Tutor

Art. 261. - Appointment.
The family council may appoint one of its members, or a third party, to
exercise the functions of assistant tutor.
Art. 262.

-

Supervision

(1) The assistant

of tutor.

tutor

shall receive

the family council.
(2) He shall assist the tutor

the accounts

in the performance

the family council.
(3) He shall convene the family

council

whcnever

of the tutor

in place of

of the acts "pecified
he thinks

fit.

by
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263. - Replacement
of, or assistance to, tutor.
(I) The assistant tutor shall replace the tutor, at the request
where the tutor in a particular
matter
those of the minor.
(2) He shall assist the tutor, at the request
conflict between the interests
the common repreeentative.

of the latter,

has interests

conflicting

of the latter,

where

of several

minors

with

there

of whom the tutor

is a
is

D. Common provisions
Art. 264. - Nature of office.
(1) The office of member of the family council and of assistant tutor ~re
compulsory,
under the same reservations
as those relating to the office
of tutor.
(2) Snch offices are gratuitous.
(3)

The

provisions

relating

to the disability

the tutor shall apply to the members
as&istant tutor.

Section

3. Powers of the Guardian
of the Tutor

Paragraph 1. Art. 265. - Residence
(1) The guardian
(2) The minor

Care of the person

may not abandon

Art. 266. - Health of minor.
(1) The guardian shall watch
In case of sickness
measures

of the latter,

is to reside.
the authorisation

authorisation,

of

the guardian

of the minor.

the guardian

shall take the necessary

for his recovery.

Art. 267. -- Education
of minor.
(1) The guardian shall direct the education
(2) He may inflict light bodily punishment
of ensuring

of

and to the

of the minor

such place without

over the health

council

and

of minor.
shall fix the place where the minor

the guardian.
(3) If he goes away from such place without
may compel him to return thereto.

(2)

and to the unworthiness

of the family

of the minor.
on the minor,

for the purpose

his education.

Art. 268. -- Social contacts and correspondelU'e.
(1) The guardian
shall supervise the sodal

contacts

of the minor.
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(2) He may cause the correspondence of the minor to be delivered to him.
(3) The guardian may not, except for good cauae, prohibit the child from
seeing his ascendants

or from correeponding

education.
Art. 269. - General and professional
( I) The guardian shall ensure that the minor

and as much instruction
(2) He shall
authorise

with them.

be given general

education

in a calling as is suitable to his abilities.

conclude

the

contracts

the minor

to pursue

necessary

for

such

education

and

a calling.

Art. 270. - lru:ome of minors. - 1. General case.
( I ) The guardian shall receive the income of the minor and use it in the
interest of the latter.
(2) He shall not be bound to render an accoUllt of such use.
Art. 271. - 2. Considerable
( I ) Where the income

iru:ome.
of the minor

is considerable

and the guardian

is

neither the father nor the mother of the minor, the provisions of Art.
270 (I) may be set aside by the family council.
(2) In such case, the family council shall fix a lump sum, which shall be
given each year to the guardian out of the income of the minor, for
the normal expenses of the maiutenance
and education of the latter.
( 3 ) The balance of the income of the minor shall remain in the handa of
the tutor

to be invested

Art. 272. - 3. Work of minor.
(I) From the age of fifteen

by the latter

years onwards,

the income deriving from his work.
(2) He may freely dispose of such income

in the interests

the minor

of the minor.

himself

shall receive

but shall contribute

to his own

maintenance.

Art. 273.

-

(1) The

4. Property Mnated or beque4thed.
person

who donates,

bequeathes

or leaves

property

to aminOI',

may order that. the income from such property shall not daring the
minority of the child be received by his guardian.
(2) The provisions laid down in the contract of donation or in the will
concerning
the
complied with.

administration

and the use of such

Art. 274. -- 5. Assignment
or attachment
( I ) The income of the mjnor which

income

shall

be

of iru:ome.
is not yet due may not be assigned
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by tbe guardian

nor may it form the subject

taken by the latter.
(2) h may not be attached
Art. 275. - Paternity.
(l) The personal

CODE

consent

hy the creditors

of the minor

ing an illegitimate
child.
(2) The minor may freely revoke

of an oblip;ation

of the latter.

shall be required

such

under-

{or acknowledg-

acknowledgment

so long

as his

disability
lasts and during the year following thf> cessation of such
disability, unless it has been authorised
by his guardian.
(3) Such right of revocation is strictly personal to the minor and may not
be exercised

by his representatives

or his heirs.

Art. 276. - Exercise of authority of father and mother. - 1. Principle.
(l) Where the father and the mother of the child are both vested with the
functions of guardian, the father
(2) The mother shall exercise them
in a position to manifest
any other cause.

alone shall exercise
in his stead where

his will by reason

Art. 277. - 2. Dispute$.
(1) The mother of the child

may -apply

such functions.
the father is not

of his being

to the family

away or for

arbitrators,

if /I

dispute regarding
the care of the person of the child arises between
her and the father of the child.
(2) No person other than the mother may lay such dispute before the
family

Art. 278. (1) The

arbitrators.

Appeal to the family council.
deeision

taken

by the

-

guardian

1. Principle.
of the

child

may

be appealed

from to the family council by an ascendant of the child.
(2) In default of ascendants, the appeal may be made by any member
the family
Art. 279. -

of

council.

2. Where

the guardinn

is the fnther

or mother.

No appeal shall lie against the deeision of the guardian where he is the
father or the mother of the child unless:
(a) the father and mother of the child are divorced from each other; or
(Ii) the father or the mother who exercises authority
on the child is re>married

or keeps

Paragraph

Art. 280.
(1)

--

The

an irregular

2. -

Administration

union.
of the prnperty

of the minor

Principle.
tutor

shall

represent

the

minor

ill a11 civil

matter~.
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(2) He shall take care of the pecuniary

interests

01 the miDOR'

nister his property as a "bonus paterfamilias".
Art. 281. -

Inventory

and valuation

......

- 1.After
thetutor
-

of property.

his functwns.
(1) Within forty days from, assuming

-

49

his functions,

the tutor shall proceed

to draw up an inventory of and value the property of the miaor in the
presence
of reliable
witnesses chosen, if possible, from 8JDOI1I the
.
members of the family council.
(2) Where the minor owes him anything he shall state it in tIte invea.toI'y
under

pain of losing his right

thereto.

Art. 282. - 2. Succession devolving on the minor.
(1) Where a succession devolves on the minor,

the tutor,

before

aceeptiDJ

such succession on behalf of the minor, shall cause an inventory th~
of to be prepared
in the presence of reliable witnchoeen, if p0ssible, from among the members of the family council, which invea.tory
shall specify the value of the succession.
(2) Where anything is due to him from 8uch succession, he shall state it
in the inventory,
(3) The tutor shall
the absence

under pain of losing his right thereto.
be liable to the minor for any damage

from

of an inventory.

Art. 283. - Property of tutor merged with that of the minor.
(1) The tutor shall ensure that the property
of the minor
with his own property.
(2) In particular,
he may not deposit
IIOnal bank

arising

account

monies

be not mixed

or cause to be deposited

belonging

in his per-

to the minor.

Art. 284. - Securities and articles of value to be deposited in a safe place.
Securities,
articles of value, important
documents and other similar things
shall be deposited by the tutor in a safe place, if no inconvenience
for the
administration
of the property of the minor results therefrom.
Art. 285. - Convening family council.
( 1) A tutor, who is not the father

or the mother,

at the beginning

management,
shall convene the family council and explain
financial position of the minor.
(2) Until that time, the tutor shall confine himself to performing
of administration

as are of an urgent

of his

to it the
,
such acts

nature.

by the family council.
Art. 286. - Instructions
(1) The family council may give to a tutor,

who i8 Rot the father

or mo-
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ther, instmctions
minor.
(2) It may prohibit
the performance

concerning
him from
thereof

Art. 287. - Property donated,
(1) A person who donates

the management
performing

of the property

certain

acts or it may subject

to some given condition
bequellthed

or devolving

or bequeathes

property

of the

or authorisation.
on minor.

to a minor

or a person

from whose succession a minor inherits property, may order that, for
the administration
of such property, the tutor shall conform to certain
mles.
(2) Where it subsequently
appears that the observance
of such mles is
apply to the
impossible
or prejudicial
to the minor, the tutor may
court to vary them.
or other enterprises.
Art. 288. - Commercial
(1) Where commercial,
industrial
or other

enterprises

form

part

of the

estate of the minor, the family council shall instmct a tutor, who is
not the father or mother of the child, whether he should liquidate
such enterprises
or keep them going.
(2) For this purpose. it shall have regard to the time for which the tutorship is to last and the abilities
118the interests of the minor.

and potentialities

of the tutor

as well

of certain property.
Art. 289. - Alienation
(1) The tutor may alienate corporeal
chattels, stocks and securities b,-~longing to the minor.
(2) The family council ))lay ~ivc to a tutor, who is not the father or
mother of the child,
from effecting it.

instructions

Art. 290. - Securities to bearer.
(1) A tutor, who is not the father

coiIcerning

shall

alienate
within

---

of the child,

him

securities
to bearer, or convert them in registered
securities,
a period of three months after they devolve on the minor.
(2) The family counci! may exempt him from such duty.

Art. 291.

or mother

such sale or prohibit

Debts and claims.

(1) The tutor shaH pay the debts which are due by the minor.
(2) He shall receive the capital and income devolving on the minor
give receipt therefor to the person effecting payment.
of Cl!l,it(d~..1. Duty of the tutor.
Art. 292. - Investment
(1) The tutor shall invest capitals helonging to the minor where
pitals exceed the ,HIli of five hundred Ethiopian
dollars.

and

such ca-
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The family

council

Art. 293. -'- 2. Time.
(1) Capitals shall
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may vary the amount

be invested

within

specified

tilrC" llIonths

in sub.art.

from

(1).

the time

when

they are at the disposal of the tutor.
(2) The family council may vary such period.

Art.-294. -

Nature

of property

to be acquired.

The family council may determine
beforehand
the kind of property
a tutor, who is not the father or mother of the child, may acquire
half of the minor.
Art. 295. - 4. Sanction.
(II The tutor shall

bc liable

to pay to the minor

monies which he has failed to invest.
(2) He may be condemned
to pay damages,

Art. 296.
(1)

-

where

legal

interest

which
on be-

on the

appropriate.

Income.

The tutor

shall

deliver

to the guardian

of the minor

the income

of

the latter to be used for his maintenance
and his education.
(2) Such delivery shall be made on such conditions
and at such times as
shall be fixed by the family council.
(3) In defanlt
of such decision, the delivery shall be
made every six
months at the principal
residence of the guardian.

Art. 297.

-

Leases.

I~eases made by the tutor shall be binding on the minor for not more than
three years after he attains majority,
unless they have been entered into
with the authorisation
of the family council.
Art. 298. - Successions.
(I) The tutor shall accept
ing on the latter.
(2) He may not renounce
the authorisation
riously insolvent.

on behalf

of the minor

a succession

of the family

Art. 299. - Donation or bequest.
(I) The tutor may not refuse

devolving

council,

a donation

the successions

on the minor

except

unless such succession

or bequest

of more

devolvwith

is noto-

than

five

hundred Ethiopian
dollars offered to the minor except with tht" authorisation of the family council.
(2) He may not make any donation on behalf of the minor, other than
small presents

which

may he required

by cU!;tom.
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Art. 300.

-

Contracting suretyship.

The tutor may in no case stand
behalf of the minor.
Art. 301.

-

surety

for the debt of another-

person

Compromise.

A tutor may not enter into a compromise
agreement
concerning
terests of the minor except with the authorisation
of the family
unlees the interest in dispute is less than three hundred Ethiopian
Art.

on

302. - Contracts between tutor aTUl minor.
(1) A tutor may not buy or take on lease the property

the incouncil,
donars.

,
of the minor

nor

may he conclude any other contract with the minor, except with the
authorisation
of the family council.
(2) He may not accept the assignment
of any right or claim against the
minor

except

with the authorisation

of the family

council.

Art. 303. - Loans.
The tutor may not contract any loan on behalf of the minor except with
the authorisation of the family council.
Art. 304. - Consultation
(1) Where a minor

of minor.
is capable

of discernment

and at least

fifteen

years

old, he shall as far as possible be consulted on all the important
acts
concerning
him.
(2) The consent of the minor shall not relieve the tutor of his liability.
Art. 305. - Authorisation
to act given to the minor.
(1) The tutor may authorise
the minor to conclude
which, considering
his age and his financial
garded as acts of everyday life.
(2) Such authorisation
may be tacit.
Art.

306. - 2. Acts of everyday life.
(1) An act may in no case be regarded

1. Principle.
alone those contracts
position,

are to be reo

as an act of everyday

life where

for its conclusion
the law requires
the authorisation
of the family
council.
(2) Nor may an act be ever regarded
as an act of everyday life where it
entails on the minor an expense or obligations
exeeed& one hundred Ethiopian
dollars.
Art.

307. - 3. Effect with regard to the tutor.
The tutor &hall stand surety, in favour of third parties,
which the minor has assumed with his authorisation.

the value

of which

for the obligations

,
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Art. 308.

-

Will.

(1) The tutor may not make a will on behalf of the minor.
(2) A minor may make a will alone when he attains the age of fift"f'1I
years.
(3) The will made

before

he has attained

notwithstanding
that the minor
tained the age of fift,'en years.
Art. 309. - Marriage contracts.
I)) The consent of the minor

such age shaH be of no eHed.

has not

revoked

and of the verson

it after

mentioned

havin:.; at-

in Art. 5(,2 of

this Code shall be required
for the marriage of a minor.
(2) The verson mentioned
in Art. 562 of this Code may give his eomt'nt
through a representative.
(3) No proof of the power
representative
of this Code.
Art. 310. The tutor
connection

Expenses

is himself

of representation

shall be required

one of the persons

mentioned

where

in i\rtid..

;,(,:.:'

of management.

has the right to the refund of the expenses which he incurs
with the management
of the interests of the minor.

Art. 311. - Rendering
(1) In the course

tl...

of accounts of management.
of the tutorship,
the tutor shall render

any account

in

of

his management
to the family council on such conditions and at such
times as shall be fixed by the latter.
(2) The father and the mother of the minor are exempt from such o'.ligation when they exercise the functions of tutor.
(3) They may exempt therefrom
the tutor appointed
by them.
Art. 312. - Reference.
The provisions
of Art. 277.280 of this Code shall
to appeals against the decisions of the tutor.

Section

to tuton,hip

and

4. Sanction of the Rules for the
Protection of the minor
Paragraph

Art. 313. - Principle.
Juridical
acts performed
no effect.

1. -

Acts of the minor

by the minor

in excess of his powers

for nullity.
Art. 314. - Application
(1) The nullity of such acts may be applied
representative

apply

or his heirs.

shall he of

for only hy the minor.

his
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(2) Without

prejudice

to the

provisions

of the

following

rulcs relating to nullity of contracts on the ground
has hecn given by mistake shall apply to such cases.
Art. 315.

-

Articles.

that

the

the consent

Good faith of person contracting with minor.

Contracts entered into by a minor shall be valid where the other contracting party could in good faith believe that the minor had received the
authorisation
to conclude them and he has not taken advantage
of the
inexperience
of the minor.

Art. 316. (1)

Payments.

Where

it is proved

that

the minor

has benefitted

thereby,

payments

made to a minor shall be valid to the extent of the enrichment
which
remains to his benefit on the day when the action of nullity is instituted.
(2) In other cases, such payments shall be null but the minor is not bound
to make
Art. 317. -

repayment.

Extra-contractual

liability

and unlawful

enrichment

1. Prin-

-

ciple.
The provisions
of the Title of this Code relating to extra-contractual
liability and unlawful enrichment
shall apply to the extra-contractualliability of the minor and to the unlawful enrichment
he may have derived
(Art. 2027-2178).
Art. 318. - 2. Mere statement of majority.
(1) The mere statement
made by a minor

that

he is a major

shall

not

deprive him of the right of availing himself of his minority.
(2) Such statement shall not amount to a fault entailing his extra.contractualliability.
Paragraph

2. -

Art. 319. - Acts regularly performed.
(1) Acts performed
by the tutor,

Acts of the Tutor

within

the limits

of his powers,

or with

the necessary authorisations,
may not be impugned
by alleging that
they have been performed
for a minor.
(2) They shall be binding on the minor as though he had performed
them
himself, being a major.
(3) They shall not be binding
undertaking

on the tutor

personally,

on his part or in the cases provided

Art. 320. - Violation of legal provisions.
(1) Acts performed
by the tutor in violation

saving

an explicit

by law.

of legal provisions

shall he

subject to the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to Agency
in the case in which a representative
has exceeded his powers.
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(2) The same shall apply

to acts which

the tutor

has.performed

without

the authorisation
of the family council, where such authorisation
required by law.
(3) The same shall apply also to acts performed
by the tutor with
authorisation
of a family
deliberated
irregularly.

council

irregularly

composed

or which

i"
the
has

-

Violation of imtructions not laid down by law.
Art. 321.
( I) The fact that the tutor has acted contrary to the instructions

of the

family council may not be set up against third parties unless they have
or should have known, in due time, the limitations
imposed by the
family council on the powers of the tutor.
(2) The same shall apply to those limitations
imposed on the powers of
the tutor by a person who has donated, bequeathed
or left property
to the minor.
(3) The burden of proof of the bad faith of third parties shall lie with
the person
Art. 322.

-

involving

Co-tutor

the nullity

of the act.

and tutor and hoc.

The provisions of the preceding articles shall apply to the ct>-tutor and to
the tutor ad hoc.
Paragraph 3. Liabilities which may be incurred
~

Art. 323. - Tutors.
( I ) The tutor shall be liable for the damage which may be caused to the
minor through his negligence, mismanagement
or the fact that he has
not obeyed the instructions
given to him by the family council or the
fact that he has acted in a case where his interests were in conflict
with those of the minor.
(2) Except in the case of fraud, he shall not be liable where he has acted
in conformity with the instructions
given to him by the family council.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply to the co-tutor and to the
tutor

ad hoc.

Art. 324. - Assistant tutor.
The assistant tutor shall be jointly and severally liable with the tutor, as
regards condemnations, unless he can show that he has committed no fault.
Art. 325. - Tutor of fact.
(1) Any person who, without

being

a tutor,

perfonDs

the functions

tutor, shall be liable for his management
of affairs.
(2) The tutor shall be jointly and severally liable in respect
demnati0D8

passed

upon such person.

of

of the con-
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Art. 326. - Husband of a tutrix.
The -husband of a tutrix shall be jointly and severally liable in retipect of
the condemnations
passed on her, by reason of facts which are connected
with the tutorship
and which have OCCUITt"dduring tht" marriage.
Art. 327. - Members of fnmily council.
(1) Members of the family counci I shall
their

functions,

(2) However,

cxpect

by signing

incur

the minute

of the meeting

they guarantee
that it has bt"en convened
in conformity
with the law.

Section
Art. 328.

-

of

of the family

and that

council,

it has deliberated

5. Ce:3sation of the disability
of the Minor

of the minor

shall cease on his attaining

Paragraph

A minor

hy reason

Cause6.

The disability
emancipat!'I!.

Art. 329. -

no liability

in the case of fraud.

1. -

majority

or being

Emanripation

Marriage.
shall be emancipated

as of right hy marriage.

Art. 330. - Explicit emancipation.
(1) A minor may be emancipated
years.
(2) A decision

of the family

1. COllditions.
when he has attained

cOimcii shall he required

the age of fifteen
for this purpose.

Art. 331. - 2. Application.
The decision of the family council whereby the minor is emancipated
may
be taken on the application
of the minor himseH or of one of his ascendants or of his guardian or of his tutor.
Art. 332. - 3. Inadmissibility
of application.
The family council may not grant the emancipation
his father and mother, unless at least one of them
emancipation.
Art, 333. -

where the minor has
expressly agrees to the

Effect6.

An emancipated
minor shall he deemcd under the law to have attained
majority in all that conn'ros the care of his person and the management
of
his pecuniary interests.
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Art.

334. - Irrevocability.
(1) Emancipation
may not be revoked.
(2) Emancipation

resulting

from marriage

shall retain

standing that the marriage is dissolved.
(3) The court may give a decision to the contrary,

its effects notwithwhere

it pronounces

the dissolution
of the marriage on the ground that one of the spouses
had not attained the age prescribed
by the law far marriage.
Paragraph 2.
Art. 335. - Principk.
(1) Where his functions

~--

Rendering

terminate,

of accounts

of tutorship

the tutor

shall

render

an account

his administration
to his ex-ward or to the heirs of the latter.
(2) He shall hand over to him the property
which belongs to him
prepare for him a statement showing
and the debts to whieh he is hound.

the rights

whieh

Art. 336. - Where there is IW inventory.
(1) Where the tutor has failed to draw up an inventory

pertain

of
and

to him

when he assumed

his functions
or when a succession has devolved on the minor, the
minor may prove by all means of which property his estate or such
succession consists.
(2) Unless the contrary is proved, property shall be deemed to have pertained to the minor
this effect.
Art. 337. - Approval
( 1) The approval

where

reliable

of accollnts.
of the accounts

witnesses

of the tutorship

make

an attestation

given by the ward may

be revoked by him within one year after it has taken
as the ward has not attained the age of eighteen years.
(:1) The same shall apply to the exemption
ed by the ward to the tutor.
(3) The provisions
of sub-arts. (1) and

to

from rendering

place,

so long

accounts

grant.

(2) may not be invoked

by the

heirs of the minor who have attained majority when they themselves
have approved the accounts of the tutor or exempted the tutor from
rendering
accounts.
Art. 338. - Limitation.
(I) Any action of the minor,

his repreeentatives

or his hein

against

the

tutor, based on the liability of the latter and relating to acta of the
tutorship shall be barred if it is not instituted within five years followin~ the c~~ation of the function~ of the tutor.
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(2)

Upon the expiry

of the above period,

to claml the restitution
of his property
on unlawful enrichment.

the minor

shall retain

or to institute

the ript

an action

bued

Chapter 3. Insane Persons and Infirm Persons
Art. 339.

-

Definition.

( I ) An insane person is one who, as a consequence
of his being insuffidently developed
or as a consequence
of a mental disease or of his
senility, is not capable to understand
the importance
of his actions.
(2) Persons who are feeble.minded,
drunkards
or habitually
intoxicated,
and persons who .ue prodigals
lated to insane persons.
Art. 340. --

Infirm

shall

in appropriate

cases be assimi-

persons.

Deaf.mute,
blind persons, and other persons who, as a consequell.Qf) of a
permanent
infirmity are not capable to take care of themselves or to administer their property may invoke in their favour the provisions of the law
which afford protection
to those who are insane.

Section
Art. 341.

-

i'iotorious

1. Insane persons and inLrm persons
who are not interdicted
insanity.

-

1. An insane person

who is an inmate

of an

institution.
A person shall be deemed by law to be notoriously
insane where by reuoo
of his mental condition,
he is an inmate of a hospital or of an institution
for insane persons or of a nursing home, for the time for which he remains
an inmate.Art. 342. -

2. Rural

communes.

In communes of less than two thousand inhabitants,
the inaanity of a perSOD shall be deemed to be notorious, where the family of that person, or
those with whom he lives, keep over him a watch required by his meDtU
condition,
and where his liberty of moving about is, for that reason, restricted by those who are around him.
insane person. - 1. Principle.
Art. 343. - Juridical acts of notoriously
( I) Juridical
acts performed
by a person at the time and in a place

iD

which his state of insanity was notorious, may be impugned
by that
person, by his representatives
or by his heirs.
(2) The same shall apply to juridical
acts performed
by a person where
the infirmity whioh renders such person unfit
and to administer
his property is apparent.

to take care of bimlelf
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Art. 344. - 2. Practice.
(1) Unless the contrary is proved, the coment of such penon shall be
deemed to be affected by . defect which brings about ita nullity.
(2) The provisiom of this Code relating to the annuIm.eot of COIltracta 011
the ground of error shall apply in such case (Art. 1696-1703).
Art. 345. - Liability incurred. -- 1. Principle.
An insane person shall be liahle for the damage caused to third partiea
in good faith by the nullity of contracts they have concluded with him.
Art.

346.

-

2. Proof.

(1) The good faith of third persom shall he presumed, saving proof to the
contrary.
(2) In the casQ.provided in Art. 342 of this Code, a third person shall be
deemed to be in bad faith, notwithstanding any proof to the contrary,
where he lives in the same commune as the wane person or in an
adjacent commune.
Art. 347. - P.erson.s whose insanity is not notorious.
( 1) Juridical
acts performed
by a person may not be impugned

011 the

grounds of his imanity where his condition is not notorioua.
(2) The insane person may not obtain the annulment
of such acts uo.l.e68
he can show that, at the time he performed
dition to give a consent free from defects.

,em, he was not in a con-

Art. 348. - Heirs and credi!o.-s. - 1. Principle.
The heirs and the creditors of a person whose insanity is not notorious may
not demand an annulment
of an act performed
hy that person by alleging
that, on account of his insanity, he could not give to such act a COOBelltfree
from defects.
Art. 349. - 2.Exception.s.
(1) The provisiom of Art. 348 'shall not apply where

the mental

infirmity

of the person who performed
the act results from the contents of the
act itseJf.
(:!) They shall not apply where the interdiction
of the person who per.
formed the act has been demanded, notwithstanding
that the demand
is made after the act in question, unless the person who performed the
act dies before the application
for interdiction
is decided on.
Art. 350. - Extrcw;Ontractualliability.
(1) A notoriousJy
imane person M1all be extra.contractually
though he were of sound mind (Art. 2027-2161).

liable

lis
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(2) An insane

person

shall be, hound

obligations
resulting
(Art. 2162-2178).

Section

from

as though

any unlawful

2. Judicial

he were of sound mind, by
enrichment

of an insane

his health and his interest so require.
(2) The interdiction
may also be pronounced
sumptive heirs of the insane person.
It may also be pronounced
in the
through
permanent
estate (Art. 340).

disability

Art. 352. - Declaration
of notoriety
(I) Where the court pronounces

by him

interdiction

Art. 35l. - Judgment of interdiction.
(1) The OQurt may pronounce the interdiction

(3)

derived

in the interest

case of a person

to govern

person

himself

of insanity.
the interdiction

where

of the pre-

who is unable

or to administer

of a person,

his

it may de-

clare that the insanity of such person was publicly known since such
date as may be fixed in the judgment.
(2) The decision mentioned
in sub-art. (1) may be given after the judg(3)

ment of interdiction.
The date fixed in the judgment
tion for interdiction

Art. 353. - Application
(1) An application

may not precede

by more than

that

of the applica-

two years.

for interdiction.
for interdiction
may be made

by the insane

or infirm

person himself, or by his spouse, or by any of his relatives by consanguinity or affinity, or by the public prosecutor.
(2) The judgment
of interdiction
may be given before the person whose
(3)

interdiction
is applied for attains his majority.
If may not be given after the death of the person
applied

whose interdiction

is

for.

Art. 354. - Procedure for interdiction.
( 1) Before pronouncing
the interdiction

of a person,

convinced that such measure is necessary.
(2) It may not pronounce
the interdiction
without
whose interdiction
is applied for.
(3) Where the personal
appearance
of such
court shall proceed to his examination
members or by appointing
an expert.

having

person

either

the court

shall

be

seen the person

is not

possible,

by delegating

the

one of its
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Art. 355. - Appeal.
The insane or infirm person himself, his spouse, any of his relatives by
consanguinity
or affinity, or the public prosecutor
may enter an appeal
against a judgment
of interdiction.

Art. 356. -

Register of judicially
interdicted
per$OTM.
A special regi,;ter kept in the registry of each Teklay

(1)

Guezat

Court

shall contain the list of every person, whose interdiction
has been
judicially
declared, residing within the jurisdiction
of the court.
(2)

The register shall contain only such details as are necessary
tify such persons and to iclentify the judl/;ment or judgments
to the interdiction.
(3) It may be perused by any interested person.

to idenrelating

Art. 357. - Noti8e of judgment.
II) The guardian of the interdicted
person shall ensure that the judgment
of interdiction
be brought to the notice of the registry of the court of
the province or provinces where the interdicted
person resides or is
called upon to reside.
(2) The same shall apply to any judgment
modifying
the effects of the
interdiction.
Art. 358. -

Protection

of interdicted

person.

Without
prejudice
to the provisions
of the following Articles, a person
who has been judicially interdicted
shall be subject in respect of his person
and of his property to the same rules of protection
aJ! 8 minor.

Art. 359. -

Guardian
The guardian

(I)

and tutor.
and tutor of an' interdicted

appointed
by the court.
(2) No person, other than the spouse,

person

the ascendants,

shall in all cases be
and descendants

of

the interdicted
person, shall be bound to retain the functions of guardian or tutor of an interdicted
person for more than five years.

Art. 360.
(l)

Family council. -- 1. Constitution.
-The provisions of this Title relating to the constitution

of the family

of a minor

of the council

shall not apply to an interdicted

penon.

121 The council of the family of an interdicted
person shall consist of his
ascendants, his brothers and sisters who are of age, his SpoUile and his
descendants
who have attained majority.
(3) Where the number of the members of the family council thUB composed is less than four, the court shall make up that number

by caning
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on the persons, whether related
take interest in his condition.
Art. 361. - 2. Meeting place.
(1) The family council shall meet
court.
(2) In default

of such vlace,

to the interdicted

in such place

it shall meet

dicted person had his or her principal
diction has been pronounced.
Art. 362. - Residence
(1) The !l;ll'udian

of interdicted

person

or not, who

as may be fixed by the

in the place
residence

where

the inter-

on the day the inter-

person.

of the inter~~cted

person

shall

ensure

that

the inter-

dicted person live in the place where his disability has been given the
publicity required by law.
(21 Where the interdicted
person changes his residence, his guardian shaH
ensure that the publicity required by law be made in the place of the
new residence.
Art.

pel'son.
363. -- Income of interdicted
(1) The income of the interdicted
person
of his guardian.
(2) It shall be used
dicted person.
(3) The guardian

mainly

shall

not become

for the maintenance

shall render

an account

the property

and care of the inter-

of its use.

Art. 364. - Appeal against decisions of the guardian.
Any member of the family council may in all cases appeal to such council
against the decisions taken by the guardian of the interdicted
person.
Art. 365. --

Father

and mother

of interdicted

persoll.

The provisions which place the tutor of a minor in a privileged
position
when such tutor is the father or the mother of the minor, shall not apply
to the tutor of an interdicted
person.
Art. 366. - Leases.
Leases granted by a tutor shall not he hinding on the interdicted
person
for more than three years after the termination
of his disability,
unless
they have been entered into with the authorisation
of the family council.
Art. 367. - Donations.
(1) Donations may be made by the tutor of an interdicted

peBon

on behalf

of the latter, to the descendants
of the interdicted
person.
(2) Such donations shall be of 110 effect unless they have been a1lthorised
by the family council.
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may not make

hy him prior

a will after his interdiction

to being interdicted

has

shall be valid.

(3) The court may invalidate
in whole or in part the will made by an
interdicted
person prior to being interdicted
where it is of opinion
that the provisiom
contained
in such will are contrary to equity or
have been affected by the state of health of the testator.
Art. 369. - Marriage.
(1) A person who has been judicially

interdicted

may not contract

riage unless he is authorised
for that purpose hy the court.
(2) An application
to this effect may be made by the interdicted
himself or by his guardian.
(3) Any interested
party may

apply

to the

court

to' declare

of a marriage
which an interdicted
pt>rson has
having obtained the authorisatiO'n
of the court.
Art. 370. - Divorce and disowning.
( 1) The personal consent of the interdicted

(2)

guardian
shall he required
end to an irregular
nnion.

for

The child of an interdicted

person

laid down in the Book
(Art. 782-795).

person

requesting

the nullity
without

as well as that

may he disowned

of this Code relating

person

contracted

a divorce

mar.

of his

or putting

an

on the conditions

to Family

Relationship

of effects of interdiction.
Art. 371. - Limitation
- 1. Principle.
(1) The court may, in prO'nouncing the interdiction
or after such decision,
limit the effects
(2)
(3)

It may authorise

of the interdiction.
the interdicted

It may also decide
perform

certain

that

the tutor

acts without

person

to do certain

of the interdicted

the concurrence

acts himself.
person

of the interdicted

may not
person.

Art. 372. - 2. Effect.
( 1 ) The limitations
imposed by the court to the powers of the tutor
the interdicted
person in aecordanoo with Art. 371 may IlA)t he set
against third parties in good faith who have had dealings with
tutor.
(2) Saving proof to the contrary, the good faith of third parties shall
prcs1lmed.

of
up
the
he
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person.
Art. 373. - Nullity of the acts of an interdicted
(1) Acts performed
by an interdicted
person in excess of his powers may
be impugned
in the same circumstances
as if they had been perfor.
med by a minor.
(2) The court may not uphold the effect of such acts on the ground that
they could
interval.
Art. 374. -

have been performed

Liability

of guardian

by the insane

of interdicted

person.

person

-

during

a lucid

1. Principle.

Where the interdicted
person enters into a contract with a third party who,
in good faith, is not aware of his disability, the guardian of the interdicted
person shall be liable to such third party for the prejudice
which the nullity of the act causes to the latter.
Art. 375. - 2. Good faith.
A person shall never be deemed to be in good faith where he has ~ntracted
with the interdicted
person within a province where his interdiction
has
been given publicity in terms of the law.
Art.

376. - Liability
( 1) The registrar

of Registrar.
of the court shall be liable

in lieu of the guardian

of the

interdicted
person where the registrar
having received notice of the
judgment
of interdiction,
has failed to enter the name of the interdicted person in the special register kept for this purpose.
(2) The same shall apply where he has refused to m~e the registrar register accessible to a third
terdicted
person.

Art. 377. (1)

The

Withdrawal
disability

person

of interdiction.
of the interdicted

who has had dealings

-

with the in.

1. Application.
person

drawal of the interdiction
is pronounced.
(2) The withdrawal
of the interdiction
may

shall

cease whe!"e the with.

at any time

be applied

for

to the court by the persons who may apply for the pronouncement
of
the interdiction,
with the exception of the interdicted
person himself.
(3) It may also be applied for by the guardian or tutor of the interdicted
person.
Art. 378. - 2. Prorwuncement.
The withdrawal
of the interdiction
shall be pronounced
by the court, where
it appears that the causes of the interdiction
have ceased and that the interdicted
person is in a position to conduct himself and to administer
his
property by himself.
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Art. 379. - 3. Effects.
The withdrawal of the interdiction
emancipation of a minor.

Chapter

shall have the same effects a& the

4. Persons interdicted by law

Art. 380. - Definition.
( I ) A person interdicted
by law is one from whom the law withdraws the
administration
of his pro~rty,
as a consequence
of a criminal sentence
passed on him.
(2) The cases in which a person is to be considered
as interdicted
by law
are determined
Art.

-

381.

Rules

by penal

governing

Without
prejudice
to the
governing the interdiction
interdiction.

laws.

interdiction

by law.

provisions
of the following Articles the rules
by law shall be the same as those of judicial

Art. 382.- No guardian.
A person interdicted by law has no guardian.

Art. 383. -

(1) The

Tutor. - 1. Appointment.
administration

of the property

of a person

interdicted

by law

shall be entrusted to a tutor appointed
by the court.
(2) The tutor appointed
by the court may be replaced at his own request
or at the request
or at the request

of the spouse or a relative
of the public prosecutor.

Art. 384. - 1. Voluntary nature of office.
(1) The acceptance
of the office of tutor

of the interdicted

of a pel'SO'D interdicted

person

by law

is optional.
(2) A person who has accepted such office may not request to be replaced
except for a just reason to the satisfaction
of the court.
(3) His request shall be allowed where he ha& held such office for five
years or more.

Art. 385.

-

Family council.

The powers conferred
on the family council in the case of judicial interdiction shall, in the case of interdiction
by law, be exercised by the court.

-

Acts performed in the exercise of family rights.
Art. 386.
(1) The person interdicted
by law may contract marriage

or acknowledge

an illegitimate
child.
(2) He may also a&k for a divorce or disown a child.
(3) His tutor may not perform such acts in his name.

5"
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per.~on.
387. - Nullity of ads of interdicted
(1) Juridical
acts performed
by a person interdicted
his powers shall be of no effect.
(2) The .nullity thereof may be required
person
though

by law in excee& of

by the interdicted

with whom he has contracted
or the
the subject matter of the act performed

person,

public prosecutor,
were illicit.

the
as

Art. 388. - Termination
of interdictiq(!,.
The interdiction
by law shall come to an end when the person interdicted
by law has undergone
the punishment
for the duration of which the disability was to last.

Chapter 5. Foreiqners
to Ethiopians.
Art. 389. - Assimilation
(1) Foreigners
shall be fully assimilated

to Ethiopian

subjects

the enjoyment
and exercise of civil rights.
(2) All rights the exercise of which does not imply

as regards

any participation

in

the government
or administration
of the country shall be considered
to be civil rights.
(3) Nothing
in this Article shall affect such special conditions
as may
be prescribed
regarding
work in Ethiopia.
Art. 390. -

Restriction

regarding

the

granting

ownership

to a foreigner
of immovable

1. Principle.
No foreigner may own immovable
property
accordance with an Imperial Order.

situate

of a permit
property.

in Ethiopia

Art.

392. - 3. Penalties.
(1) Where a foreigner

has failed to dispose of such immovable

except

Art. 391. - 2. Duty to sell.
Any foreigner who is found to own immovable property in good
does not hold such immovable
property
in accordance
with an
Order issued under Art. 390 shall be required by the competent
to dispose of such immovable property to an Ethiopian
within a
six months.

to

in

faith but
Imperial
authority
period of

property

to

an Ethiopian
within the period provided in Art. 391, the immovable
property shall be seized and sold by the competent authority.
(2) The proceeds of the sale shall be paid to the foreigner less twenty per
cent which shall be deducted
the expenses of sale.

as a penalty

and with a view to covering
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be deducted

where

the foreigner

acquired

by succession.

Art. 393. - Rights a.ssimilated to rights in ownership.
The provisions of Art. 390-392 shall apply where a foreigner
or usage for a period exceeding fifty years or a like interest
death.

acquires righu
terminable
on

TITLE III. BODIES CORPORATE
AND PROPERTY WITH A SPECIFIC DESTINATION
Chapter 1. Administrative
bodies and the Church
Art. 394. - The State.
(1) The State is regarded
(2) As such
which

by law as a person.

it can have

are consistent

and exercise,

Art. 395. - Territorial
subdivisions
(1) Teklay
Guezats,
Awradja
Guezats and urban and rural
rights.
(2) .As such they can have and
rights

which

Art. 396. - Ministries.
(1) The ministries
of rights.
(2) As such they
rights

which

through

its organs, all the rights

with its nature.

are vested

communes
exercise,

in them

of the Imperial
can have
are vested

of the State.
Guezats,
Woreda
shall

and

also be the subjects

through

their

organs,

by the administrative

Ethiopian

and exercise,

Mektl.Woreda

their

all the

laws.

Government

through

of

are the subjects
organs,

in them by the administrative

all

the

laws.

Art. 397. - Public administrative
authorities
and establishments.
All public administrative
authorities,
offices or establishments
to which
personality
has been expressly given by the administrative
laws are like\rise the subjects of rights.
Art. 398. - Ethiopian
Orthodox
(]) The Ethiopian
Orthodox
(2) As such it can have and
which are vested in it by
Art. 399. - Dioceses,
Dioceses, parishes

parishes

Church.
Church

is regarded

exercise, through
the administrative

by law as a person.
its organs,
laws.

all the righu

and monasteries.

and monasteries

which

form

part

of the Ethiopian

Or.
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thodox Church are likewise the subjects of rights undet
within the limits fixed by the administrative
laws.
Art. 400. - Powers and organs.
(1) The powers of the bodies

referred

to in the preceding

as the organs which are authorized
prescribed
by administrative
laws.
(2) They may impose on such organs
tions or formalities

for the exercise

to represent

articles

and

88 well

such bodies

the observance
of certain

-

the conditions

shall be

of specified

condi-

rights.

Art. 401. - Failure to comply with legal requirements.
(1) Acts performed
by the bodies refen-ed to in this

Chapter

in excess

of the powers given to them by law or without the observance of the
conditions
or formalities
required by law shall be of no effect.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall apply notwithstanding
that nullity
is not expressly

provided

by law in such circumstances.

Art. 402. - Nullity.
(1) The nullity provided for in Art. 431 may be invoked by any interested
party.
(2) It may no longer be invoked after ten years have ela~ed
from the
date when the act was performed.
Art. 403. - Extra-contractual
(1) The bodies referred

liability.
to in this Chapter

shall be liable

for any damaglj

arising from the fault or act of their organs or servants in accordanctt
with the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Extra-Con~
tractual Liability and Unlawful Enrichment"
(Art. 2027-2161).
(2) They shall in accordance
with the provisions of the same Title pay
back any unlawful

enrichment

they

have derived

(Art. 2162-2178).

ChaptGr 2. Associations
Art. 404.

-

Definition.

An association is a grouping formed between two or more persons with a
view to obtaining a result other than the ~ecuring or sharing of profits.
Art. 405. - Partnerships.
(1) Groupings formed

with a view to securing

or sharing

profits

subject to the provisions of the Commercial
Code relating
ships.
(2) The same shall apply to cooperative
and other groupings
to satisfy the financial interests
a position to save money.

of their

members

shall be

to partnerwhich

by placing

tentl

them

in
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-

Trade Unions.
Art. 406.
(1) Groupings formed with

a view to a defending

the financial

interests

of their members or to representing
a particular
calling shall be subject to the special laws concerning
trade unions.
(2) In the absence of special laws, they shall be subject to the provisions
of this Chapter.
Art. 407. - Groupings of a religious character.
(1) Churches,
religions, associations
other than
Church
(2) Failing
sociations

Section

the Ethiopian

Orthodox

shall be subject to the special laws concerning them.
such special laws, these groupings shall be deemed to be asfalling

under

the provisions

1. Memorandum

of this Chapter.

of Association

and Statutes

of association.
Art. 408. - Memorandum
( 1) Associations shall be governed by a memorandum
to by their founders.
(2) The provisions of such memorandum

of association

shall be supplemented

or super-

seded by those of this Chapter, whenever the memorandum
any of its provisions is contrary to the law.
Art. 409. - Obligation
(1) Notwithstanding

to draw up statutes.
any agreement
to the contrary,

agreed

is silent or

associations

shall be

provided with statutes whenever any of the associates so requires.
(2) The request that the association
be provided with statutes may also
be made by the office of associations of the province where the allsociation carries out its activity.
(3) An association may be dissolved by the office of associations where it
is not provided with statutes
this effect has been made.
Art.

410.

-

(1) The

within

Purpose of statutes.
memorandum
of association

three

shall

months

lapse

when

after

a request

to

the association

i.

provided with statutes.
(2) The association
shall thereupon
be governed by its statutes.
(3) The provisions of the statutes shall be supplemented
or superseded
those of this Chapter,
provisions is contrary

whenever the statutes
to the law.

are silent

by

or any of these

Art. 411. - Contents and form of statutes.
(1) The statutes of the association shall be of no effect unless they mention
the name of the association, its object, the place where
has its head office and the date when they are made.

the l188OCiation
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(2) They ahall be signed by not less than five a88OCiates, who shall be
.blown .. the founden of the 888OCiation.

Art. 412.

-

Adophon of model #at~.
(1) Statnte& which conform to a standard model approved by the Ministry
of Interior need not be signed.
(2) In such caaee it shall be sufficient that a special act be prepared,
making reference to such statutes and signed by not less than two
8IIOciatee.
(3) Such act shall be of no effect unless it mentions the name of the association, its object, the place where the association has its head office,
and the date when it is made.

Art. 413. - Depcnit of statutes.
The statutes of the association, or the special act making reference to
those statutes, shall be deposited within one month with the office
of associations of the province where the association has its head office.
Art. 414. (1)

Communication

of statutes.

The statnte& of the 888OCiation shall

be served

without

delay

on any

interested party upon a request addressed to the president of the association.
(2) The date on which the statutes are served shall be entered on the
copy served.
(3) The prescribed. fee may be charged by the association, in addition to
the postal
priate.

ex:penses

arising

Section
Art. 415. -

from

service

of the statutes,

where

appro-

2. Associates

Associates.

The association
consists
joined the association.

of its founders

and of the members

who

have

Art. 416. - New members.
Withont prejudice to any provision to the contrary, the association may receive new memben.
Art. 417. - Promi8e to join an association.
A promise to join an 888OCiationshall be of no effect.
Art. 418. - Equality of auociates.
Without prejudice to any provision to the contrary in the memorandum
8IIOciatioa or in the statntes, all associates shall have equal rights.

of
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Art. 419. - Personal character. of the capacity of associate.
(1) The capacity of associate is inalienable.
(2) It shaIl not pass to the heirs of the associate.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in the memorandum of association or the statutes.

-

Art. 420.

Exercise of the rights of an associate. -

1. Representation.

Without prejudice to any provision to the contrary in the memorandum
of
association or in the statutes, an associate may not exercise his rights as an
associate through a third person.
Art. 421. - 2. Payment of subscriptions.
An associate may not exercise his rights as an associate unless he has previously paid the subscriptions
fallen due which he owes to the association.

-

Art. 422.

Subscriptions.

(1) Without

prejudice

to any provision

to the contrary,

the membership

subscription
shall be paid during the first quarter of each year.
(2) An action may only be brought against an associate for the payment
of his subscription

for the current

year and preceding

year.

Art. 423. -- Right to withdraw from the association.
(1) An associate may at any time withdraw from the association, notwith.
standing that it has been constituted
for a definite period of time and :
notwithstanding
any provision to the contrary.
(2) An associate
scriptions
year.

-

Art. 424.

who withdraws

which

Expulsion

(1) An associate

have fallen

from

the association

from the association

provided

for in the memorandum

(2) In addition

to those

cases, he may also be expelled

-

in the cases and in

of association

tion for good cause by the general meeting.
(3) The associate who has been expelled may, within

Art. 425.

pay the subof the current

of an associate.
may be expelled

the manner
statutes.

he has been
such decision

shall

due and the subscriptions

or in the

from the associathree

montlls

informed
of his expulsion,
appeal to the court
on the ground that the expulsion is not justified.

after
against

The association does not represent the associates.

The associates shall not be liable
activities of the association.

to third

parties

as a consequence

of the
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Section 3. Management
Art. 426. - Appointment
(1) The association

oj directors.
shall be managed

by one or more directors,

appointed

in conformity
with the memorandnm
of association or the statutes.
(2) Unless otherwise
provided,
they shall be appointed
by the general
meeting.
Art. 427. - Directors must be members.
Without prejudice
to any provision to the contrary, the directors
appointed
from among the members of the association.

Art. 428.

-

shall be

Board oj management.

(1) When there are several directors, they shall form
gement.
(2) Without prejudice
to any provision to the contrary,

a board

of mana-

the decisions

con.

cerning the association shall be taken by the board which shall decide
by a majority of its members present or represented.
(3) Those who do not agree with the decision taken by the majority may
reqnire

Art. 429.
(1)

-

that their

dissenting

Powers oj directors.

The directors

opinion

be recorded

in a minute.

- 1.Law.

of an association

shall perform

the management
of the association.
(2) They shall represent
the association

all the acts necessary

in judicial

and

for

extra-judicial

matters.

- 2. Statutes.
(1) The statutes may limit

Art. 430.

the powers of the directors
or regulate
manner in which such powers are to be exercised.
(2) Their provisions
may not be set up against third parties unless

the
the

statutes have been deposited in the office of associations or it is proved
that the third parties were actually aware of such provisions.

Art. 431.

-

3. Memorandum

of association or general meeting.

(1) The provisions whereby the memorandnm
of association or the general
meeting of the association, limit the powers of the directors, or regulate
the manner in which such powers are to be exercised, may not he set
up against third parties unless it is proved that such third persons
were actually aware of those provisions.
(2) They have as their only sanction the responsibility,
in relation to the
association, of the director or directors who have contravened
them.
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Art. 432.

-

Pr01Jisional

director.

If the persons authorised
to act on behalf
able or are impeded, a provisional
director
on the application
of any interested party.
Art. 433. -'Proof
of capacity.
( 1) The persons authorised

of the association are not availshall be appointed by the court

to act on behalf

of the association

may require

that a document
showing their capacity and powers be delivered to
them by the office of associations.
(2) Such document shall specify, where appropriate,
the period for which
the powers

have been given.

Art. 434. - Liability of directors.
The directors of an association shall be liable to the association in accordance with the rules relating to agency (Art. 2179-2233).
Art. 435. - Exclusion from right to vote.
Notw.thstanding
any agreement to the contrary, directors may not vote in
a general meeting called to approve their accounts or to decide on liabilities incurred by them.

Section

4. General

Meeting

Art. 436. - Character of supreme organ.
(1) The general meeting of the associates is the supreme organ of the
association.
(2)

It shall decide
fall within

on all matters

the jurisdiction

Art. 437. - Appointment
(1) Unless otherwise

concerning
of another

and control
provided,

the association

do not

of directors.
the

general

meeting

directors, control their activity and approve their
(2) It may give directions regarding the management
Art. 438. - Dismissal of directors.
( 1) The general meeting may

which

organ.

at any time

dismiss

shall

appoint

the

accounts.
of the association.

the directors

prejudice
to their right to the remuneration
which has been
upon.
(2) This right of dismissal may neither be restricted nor excluded

without
agreed
where

the directors
are dismissed for good cause. in particular
where they
have committed
a serious breach of duties or are unable to manage
properly the affairs of the association.
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Art. 439. - Admission
and expulsion of members.
( 1) The general meeting shall decide on the admission

of new members,

or on the expulsion of members of the association.
(2) The power to admit or to expel members may not he entrusted
organs of management
general meeting.

except

under

reservation

of ratification

Art. 440. - Amendment
of statutes. - 1. Principle.
(1) Without prejudice
to any other provision to the contrary,
meeting may amend the memorandum
of the association.
(2) The power to amend the memorandum
may not be conferred
Art. 441. - 2. Restriction.
( I) The unanimous
consent

on any other

the general

of association

or the statutes

of association

or the statutes

person

of the associates

to the
hy the

or organ.

shall

be required

where

the

decision to he taken aims at modifying
the object of the association
or at giving unequal rights to the associates.
(2) Privileged
rights may not he withdrawn
from associates except with
the consent

of such associates.

Art. 442. - Convocation.
- 1. Principle.
A general meeting shall he convened hy the directors in the cases provided
for in the memorandum
of association
or in the statutes and, in cases of
urgency, whenever it is in the interest of the association to do so.
Art. 443. - 2. Right of associates.
( 1) A general meeting shall he convened

whenever

such number

ciates as is fixed by the statutes asks for its convocation.
(2) H the statutes are silent in this regard, a general meeting
convened if one-fifth of the associates
the purpose of the meeting.

so require

Art. 444. - 3. Convocation
by the court.
(1) Where the hoard of management
fails to convene

in writing

of assoshall

he

and specify

the general

meeting

whenever it is hound to do so, the general meeting shall he convened
by the court on the application
of one or more associates.
(2) In such a case, the court shall make the necessary provisiom
for the
chairmanship

of the meeting.

Art. 445. - 4. Procedure and time.
(1) The procedure and time of the convocation of a general meeting shall
he as provided by the memorandum of association or the statutes.
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they

shall

be fixed

by the directors

in a

manner.

-

Voting at meetings.
Art. 446.
(1) Decisions of the general

meeting

shall

be taken

members who are present or represented.
(2) A decision relating to a point not mentioned
shall
Art. 447.

-

by a majority

in the order

of

of the day

be of no effect.

Equivalence.

A proposal
be doomed

which has been agreed to in writing
to amount to a decision of a general

by all the associates
meeting.

shall

Art. 448. - Nullity of "decisions of a general meeting. - 1. Action.
(1) Notwithstanding
any agreement
to the contrary, every associate may
appeal to the court against decisions of a general meeting to which
he has not adhered and which are contrary to the law or the memorandum of association or the statutes.
(2) The right to appeal to the court shall be barred if not exercised
within one month
decision.
(3) An associate shall

from

the day on which

be deemed

the associate

to know the decisions

ral meeting, where it has been convened without
cordance with the provisions of the memorandum
statutes or the law.
Art. 449.

-

2. Authority

-

taken

of the

by a gene-

fraud and in acof association, the

of the judgment.

A judgment
which declares the nullity of a decision
shall have effect with respect to all persons.
Art. 450.

knew

of a general

meeting

Suspension of decisions.

The court may, on the application
tion or of the office of associations,
nulment of which is demanded.

Section

5. Rights and obligations
of the Association

Art. 451. --- Principle.
(1) An association
is an entity
composed.
(2) The rights and obligations
obligations

of one of the directors of the associastay the execution of a decision the an-

of its members.

distinct

from

the persons

of the association

are

of whom
not

rights

it is
and
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(8) The righta aM OtbJipuoJ. de JII8IIIben of the lIIIOCiatien are not
rights and obligatiOlJ8 of the aasociation.

Art. 452.

-

Name.

(1) The name of an aeeoci.uon is protected in the lIaDlemanner asthat
of a physical person (Art. 45 and 46).
(2) Such protection shall not be granted by the law unlesa the etatute8
of the aa&oe:iauon have been deposited in the office of uaociauoDl! or
the person who hu violated the rights of the UIOCiauon has done so
knowing what he was doing and in bad faith.
Art. 453.

-

Reridence.

(1) The aseociation shall have its principal residence at the place where
its head office is situate, i:it.acoordance with the memorandum of asaociau~ or the 1tatUte&.
(2) It baa secoIldary re&ideocee in any place where it has or oceupiea premiae8 perm.arumtly.
Art. 454. - Capacity. - 1. Principle.
(1) An aseociauon may perform all civil acts which are oon&istent with
its nature.
(2) It shall perform lIuch acts through its organ& of management.
Art. 455. - 2. Law suits.
(1) An aseociatiOil may sue or be sued.
(2) For this purpose, it shall be represented by such person or persons as
axe so authorised by the memorandum of usociation or the statutes.
(3) Correspondence may be addressed to and notices may be served on the
lIMOOiauoDor its president without it being D.eCet1I!oarY
to specify the
organ& qualified for receiving 8uch eorrespoDdence or n0tke8.
Art. 45(j. - Donations and legacies.
(1) The office of assoeiauoos may demand
or legacy made to an a8saciauon
a certain amount.
(2) In lIuch a case, the UI!Ociauon
within six months
legacy.
Art.

457.

-

Extra-contractual

from

where
shall

to be informed

inform

the day on which
liability

of any doaauon

such dOllatioD or legacy exceeds
the office
it received

of usociauOlJ8
the donation

or

of the association.

(1) An aBIIOCiationshall be liable for the acts and omiMiona of ita directors and servants. whenever such acts and omisilioDl!bave taken place
in the ex-tion
of the fUDctiOll&which it is their duty to perform and
which entail liability.
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(2) An 3880Ciation shall be liable whenever it enriches itself unlawfully.
(3) The provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Extra-contractual
liability
and unlawful
2027.2178) .

enrichment"

shall

apply

in this

regard

(Art.

Art. 458. - Surety for the debts of the association.
A director who has acted on behalf of an association shall stand joint an.l
several surety for the association, by virtue of the law, whenever the association does not function in conformity
with the statutes deposited in the
office of associations.

Section
Art. 459. -

6. Dissolution and
of an association

Dissolution. -

An association
memorandum

liquidation

1. Statutes.

shall be dissolved in such cases as are provided
of association or the statutes.

for in the

Art. 460. - 2. General meeting.
Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, the general meeting may
at any time decide to dissolve the association.
Art. 461. - 3. Court.
An association
shall be dissolved by the court on the application
of its
hoard of management,
or of oDl~..fjfth of the associates, or of the office of
associations where :
(a) as a result of the reduction
of the number of associates or for any
other cause, it is no longer possible to appoint the members of the
hoard of management
or to make the asscciation
function in conformity with the memorandum
or" association or the statutes;
(b) the object of the association has been attained or it has become impossible to attain it, or a long inactivity shows that the association has
ceased to pursue that object;
(c) the lHIIIOciation pursues an object which is different to that which is
(d)

determined
by the memorandum
of association
the association has become insolvent.

decision.
Art. 462. - 4. Administrative
(1) An association
shall be dissolved

by the office

or the statutes;

of associations

where

its object or activities are unlawful or contrary to morality.
(2) An appeal from such decision may be made to the Ministry of Interior
by any of the directors
of the association
within one month after
it has been

made

known

to the association.
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(3) The court may, pending
of the decision

the decision

dissolving

on the appeal,

the association.

Art. 463. - State of liquidation.
(1) An association shall be in a state of liquidation
in conformity
(2) It continues

with the law.
to be deemed

for the requirements
Art. 464. - Liquidators.
(1) Unless otherwise

stay the execution

to have

where

a personality

until

it is dissolved
the end and

of such liquidation.

- 1. Appointment.
provided by the memorandum

of association

or the

statutes or ordered by the court, an association shall be liquidated
by
such persons as have been entrusted with its management.
(2) In default of such persons, the association shall be liquidated
by one
or more

liquidators,

Art. 465. - 2. Powers.
(1) The liquidator

appointed

has the powers

gement.
(2) He may not exercise

shall

which

his powers

liquidation.
(3) He may not undertake
Art. 466. - 3. Liability.
(1) The liquidator

by the court.
appertain

except

to the board

for the requirements

of manaof the

any new transaction.

be liable

to the association

and to the creditors

of the association,
for the damage which he causes to them through
any mistake which he may make in the exercise of his functions.
(2) The question of his liability to the association may be raised by any
of the associates who has exercised the functions
of director of the
association during the five years preceding the institution
of the action.
of property.
Art. 467. - Devolution
(1) The estate of an association

which

has been dissolved

be partitioned
among the associates.
(2) In default of a provision in the memorandum

may in no case

of association

or in the

statutes, and unless the general meeting validly destined it for another
purpose, such estate shall become the property of the State.
(3) The general meeting may not decide on the destination
of the property if the association is dissolved hy the office of associations.

Section

7. Control

of associations

i Art. 468. - Office of associations.
(1) An office of associations shall be established in the capital of each
province in connection with the governorate of such province.
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supervision

over all associations

acting within

the province.

-

Art. 469.

Deposit

of statutes.

The office of associations shall call upon the founders or the persons managing associations,
where appropriate,
to draw up and to deposit statutes
for the lU!8OCiatioD.

-

Register of declared associations.
Art. 470.
(I) The office of associations
shall keep in alphabetical

order

a register

of the associations
established
in the province and which have been
declared to it.
(2) The directors
of an association
may appeal to the court against a
refusal
tions.

of registration

which

number.
Art. 471. - Progressive
(I) Every association entered

is made to them

in the register

by the office of associa-

shall be given a progressive

number which refers to the file which the office opens for the ass0ciation.
(2) Such progressive
number shall appear on the statutes and on all the
documents
parties.

Art. 472.

-

making

up the correspondence

of the association

with third

File of the association.

The file of each association entered in the register shall contain:
(a) the name of the association together with its progressive number;
and
(b) the statutes of the association,
and the amendments
made to such
statutes, together with the date of such statutes or amendments;
(c) the name of the directors
of the association,
or of the persons
(d)

powered to represent it; and
an indication
of the secondary

have; and
(e) the decision
liquidators,

taken
where

to dissolve

residences

which

the association

the association

and the names

and
emmay

of the

appropriate.

Art. 473. - General meetings, (1) The office of associations

1. Convocation.
shall be informed

in due time whenever

a

general meeting of an as8Ot.'iation is held.
(2) It may be represented
by an observer at such general meeting.
(3) It may prescribe any measure it thinks fit to ensure the good functioning of the general meeting as regards in particular
the manner and
times of convocation,
the order of the day and the holding of the
meeting.
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Art. 474. - 2. Decisions.
The office of associations
shall be informed
within the month following
the holding of the general meeting of all the decisions taken by such
meeting which are to be entered in the file of the association kept by the
office.
Art. 475. - 3. Armulment
of decisions.
(1) The office of associations may impugn
of the general meeting
(2) The right to institute

before

the court such decisions

as are contrary to the law or to the statutes.
such action shall be barred where the action

not instituted
within a month from the day when the office
ciations has been informed of the decision taken.

is

of asso-

-

Amendments of statutes.
Art. 476.
(I) Where statutes have been amended,

a copy of the amended

statutes

"hall be dep<l6ited with the office of associations,
within the month
following the approval of the amendment
by the general meeting.
(2) Such copy shall bearon the cover the words "Text as amended on
"
(3) Amendments
of the statutes may not be set up against third parties,
80 long as they have not been declared to the office of associations
unles& it is proved that the third parties were aware of them.
Art. 477.

-

Directors

of the association.

(I) The name of the members of the board of management and of the
persons empowered to represent the association shall be communicated
to the office of associations within the month which follows the appointment of such persons.
(2) E:vV modification made to such list shall be communicated within
the 8am.e period.

-

Art. 478.
Balance sheet.
(l~ The lI8IJOCiation "hall communicate
every year to the office
ciations its balance sheet approved by the general meeting.
(2) The Ministry of Interior may prescribe such rules as it thinks
a view to ensuring
balance sheet.
Art. 479. - Ministry
( I) The Ministry

a good presentation

of Interior.
of Interior

may pre>cribe,

and the tmthfulnese

within

the framework

of assofit with
of such

of the

existing laws, any other measure it thinks fit with a view to placing
the offices of associations in a p<l6ition to exercise an efficient control
OIl the associations.
(2) Sudl meuures
may differ according
to the object, the importance
and the duration

of the association.
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lllay al60 be prescribed

for the associations

which

have their head office in a foreign country, 01' which carry on an actio
vity in a foreign country or the majority of whose members are foreigners, or which have a bourd of management
in which one or more
members are foreigners.
Art. 480. - Criminal
The punishments
(a) the founders

sallctiolls.

-- 1. Declarations

to the office.

laid down in the Peual Code shall apply where:
of an a~f.ociation huve not deposited the statutes thereof

at the office of associations within the period luovided by the law; or
the directors of an association have contravened
the provisions of this

(b)

Chapter relating to the declarations
to be made to or documents
deposited in the office of associations.
of variou.s provisions of the law.
Art. 481. - 2. {nfringements
The punishments
laid down in the Penal Code shall apply where:
(a) the progressive
number
of an association
has not appeared

to be

on the

statutes or on a document of correspondence
with third persons;
(b) the statutes of an association have not becn communicated
according
to the law to an intere!'ted

Art. 482.

-

person

on a request

of the latter.

3. Association declared illegal.

(1) The directors

of an association

dissolved

by the office of associations

who continue to carry on an activity i.n their said capacity shall be
liable to the punishments
laid down in the Penal Code.
(2) The members of an association who have continued to take part in its
activities being aware of its illegal
punishments
laid down in the Penal

character
Code.

shan

be liable

to the

Chapter 3. Property with a specific destination
Section 1. Endowments
Art. 483. - Definition.
An act of endowment
is an act whereby a person
irrevocably
and perpetually
to a specific object
than the securing of profits.
Art. 484. - FOTrM.
( 1) An endowment
(2) Its constitution

may be constituted
shall be subject,

to the rules relatinl;

to donations

either
as regards

destines certain property
of general interest other

by a donation
its form

or by a will.

and its substance,

or wills.
6*
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Art. 485.
(1)

-

Administrative
approval necessary.
An endowment
shall not be definitively
approved

(2)

Before

by the Ministry
making

its decision,

appropriate
the advice
the endowment.

Art. 486. -

Application

constituted

unless it has been

of Interior.
the Ministry

of other

for approval.

of Interior

ministries

which

may take

where

have an interest

in

1. During lifetime of founder.

-

The approval of the act of endowmcnt
may not hc sought during the lifetime of the founder, except by the founder himself or his representative.
Art. 487. - 2. After his death.
(1) After the death of the founder,
whom the founder
(2) In default

has entrusted

of such person,

it shall

it shall

be sought

have drawn up the act of endowment
or who hold that act in deposit.
(3)

Where

the persons

be sought

by the person

such task and who has accepted

who are bound

hy those

to

it.

persons

who

or who have heen witnesses

to it

to seek the approval

of the act fail

to do so, the approval of the act of endowment
may be sought, three
months after the death of its author, by the puhlic prosecutor
or by
any interested
party.
of act oj endowment.
Art. 488. - Revocation
(1) The author of an act of endowment
he has not obtained
terior.
(2) The heirs

the approval

of the founder

may revoke

it freely

so long as

of such act by the Ministry

may only exercise

such right

of In-

of revocation

where the endowment
has not been approved by the Ministry of In.terior within two years from an application
having been made to such
Ministry with a view to obtaining its approval.
of approval.
Art. 489. - Retroactivity
(1) The administrative
decision approving;

tlje endowment

troactive effect from the day of the application
application
has been made by the founder.
(2) It shall
founder

have

retroactive

if the approval

effect

from

has been sought

the

shall havc rc-

for the approval

day of the

death

if such
of the

after the death of the founder.

(3) Such retroactivity
may not, however, be prejudicial
to those persons
who, in good faith, have acquired rights on the property of the endowment before such endowment
has been approved.
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Art. 490. - Protection
and control of endowment.
( 1) The act by which the endowment
is approved

shall

organism which is to be responsible
for the protection
the endowment.
(2) If no organism is designated
for this purpose in that

determine

the

and control

of

act, the protec.

tion and control of the endowment
shall be ensured by the office of
associations
of the province where the endowment
has its seat.

Art. 491. -- Statutes of endowment. -- 1. Role.
An endowment shall be governed by statutes, in conformity with which it
shall be organized and administered.
Art. 492. -

2. Contents.

The statutes shall mention in particular
the name
object and the place where it has its seat.

of the endowment,

its

(1) The statutes of an endowment
may be drawn up by the founder.
(2) Failing such, they shall be drawn up by the Ministry of Interior,
by the organism for protection
and control given to the endowment

or
by

such Ministry.
(3) Any interested

to

Art. 493.

-

3. Drawing up.

amend

party

the statutes,

may within

three

if these are contrary

years

apply

to the

court

to the act of endowment.

Art. 494. - Management.
( 1 ) The endowment
shall be managed in conformity
with its statutes by
one or more directors.
(2) The provisions
of this Title relating to the directors of a88OOiatioos
(Art. 428.435) shall apply to the directors of endowments.
of management.
Art. 495. - Committee
( I ) A committee of management
constituted
in terms of the statutes
endowment
is the supreme organ of the endowment.
(2) The organisDl for the protection
and control of the endowment
he represented

on such committee

of the
shall

of management.

Art. 496.-- Functions of committee
of management.
(1) The committee
of management
shall decide

on all the affairs

of the

endowment
which do not fall within the sphere of another organ.
(2) In particular,
it shall appoint and dismiss the directors, control their
activity

and approve

their

accounts.

Art. 497. - Amendments of statutes. - 1. Principle.
Amendments of the statutes of the endowment, decided upon by the com.
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mittee of management,
shall be of no effect until they have been approved
by the organism for the protection
and control of the endowment.
Art. 498. - 2. Prohibition by founder.
(1) The author of the act of endowment
(2)

may,

prohibit certain amendments
of the statutes
The person appointed
by him or the heirs

by an explIcit

provision,

of the endowment.
of the founder may apply

to the court to declare that the endowment
has lapsed, if the statutes
are amended against the will of the founder thus expressed.
(3) The right provided in sub-art. (2) may no longer be exercised if three
years have elapsed since the date of the amendments
thirty years since the death of the founder.
Art. 499. - Meetings of committee.
(1) The committee
of management

of the statute..

or

shall meet on such dates as are fixed

by the statutes.
(2) It is convened

by the directors

of the endowment
Art.

500. - Decisions
(1) The decisions
absolute
(2)

(2)

cases whenever

-

the interest

of committee.
of the committee

of management

shall be taken

by an

majority.
of the endowment
of such decisions

may
or to

Rights and obligations of endowment.

The provisions of this Title relating to the name, residence and capacity of associations
shall apply to endowments
(Art. 452-457).
An endowment

may accept

tion of the organism
Art.

in urgent

it.

The organism for the protection
and control
apply to the court to declare the annulment
stay their execution.

Art. 501.
(1)

requires

donations

for its protection

or legacies

with

the authorisa-

and control.

of endowment.
502. - Rights of beneficiaries
(1) The persons in whose favour the endowment
is constituted
may take
legal action to enforce their rights against the endowment.
(2) If the persons interested
are not sufficiently
determined
by the statutes, the directors of the endowment
to their equitable
discretion.

Art. 503.

-

Termination

The endowment
Itatutee.

shall

of endmcment.
terminate

-

in such

shall determine

them

according

1. Statutes.
cases as lU'e determined

by the
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2. Other cases.

The endowment
is declared terminated
by the court on the application
of
the organism for its protection
and control or the public prosecutor where:
(a) its object has been attained
or it has become impossible
to be at.
tained ;
(b) such object has become illicit or contrary to morality;
(c) the endowment
pursues an object which is different
mined by the statutes;
( d) the endowment
has become

Art. 505.
(1)

-

Amalgamatwn

The court

to that

deter-

insolvent.

of several endowments.

may on the application

of the Ministry

of Interior

autha-

rise the amalgamation
of two or more endowments
with a view to coordinating
their activities,
if such amalgamation
is desirable in the
general interest.
(2) The application
to this effect may be made to the court by the organism for the protection
and control, if such organism is common to
the interested
endowments.
(3) New statutes shall be given to the new endowment
which is thus
formed.

Art. 506. - Liquidation and control.
(1) The provisions of this Title relating to the liquidation of associations
shall apply to the liquidation of endowments (Art. 463-467).
(2) The provisions of this Title relating to the control of associations shall
apply to the control of endowments (Art. 468-482).
(3) The functions exercised by the office of associations shall be exercised
by the organism
for the protection
and control of the endowment
where

such an organism

has been established.

Section 2. Committees
Art. 507. - Need of authorisation.
(1)

Committees

having

the object

of collecting

money

or other

property

in aid of public collections,
fairs or activities of the same nature, in
favour of a specific philanthropic
work or work of general interest,
may not exercise their activity unless they have been authorised
in
that behalf by the Ministry of Interior, where such activity is to be
carried out on a national
scale, or by the governor of the province
concerned, where such activity is to be carried out on a provincial or
local scale.
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(2)

WhO!!oever organizes

public

from the public without
liable to the punishments
Art.

collections

or solicits

508. - Organization
of committee.
(1) The decision granting the authorisation
constitute the committee.
(2) It shall specify the purpose
(3)

donations

or funds

having received such authorisation,
laid down in the Penal Code.

shall specify

shall

the persons

and the seat of the committee

time within which it has to achieve
It shall determine
where appropriate

its purpO!!e.
the manner

be

who

and thc

in which

the action

of the COlllnlittce may be exercisetl and prescribe such measures as arc
necessary to control thc amount and the use of the' monies collected
by the committee.

Art. 509.

--

Donations and subscriptions.

(1)

The committee

may receive

(2)

The

of the committee

president

for the purpose

donations

of attaining

and suhscriptions.

may take

the fulfilment

Art. 510. -- Liability of members.
(1) The members of a committee

action

against

of their

shall be personally

and jointly

verally liable for its activities and its management.
(2) Any donor or subscriber
or the public prosecutor
question
Art. 511. -

of their

Termination

subscribers

promises.

may

and se.
raise

the

liability.
of committee.

A committee
shall cease to exist upon the expiry of the prescribed
time
or when it has achieved its purpose or when it has itself decided to dissolve.
Art.

512. -

Dissolution

of committee.

A committee
may be dissolved by the authority
carry out its activities where:
(a) it deviates from its purpose;
(h) the achievement
of its purpose has become
come clear in any manner
Art. 513. - Liquidation.
(1) Where the property

which

impossible

authorised

it to

or it has be-

that it has been abandoned.

1. Insufficient
property.
collected by the committee

is insufficient

to at-

tain the object which the «}mmittee
proposed to achieve, or where
that object comes to appear impossible,
such property shall have the
destination
prescribed
by the decision whieh has authorised
the committee.
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to that effect, the 'property

shall be placed

at

the disposal of the administration
which shall destine it for some work
of charity.
(3) The persons who have given property to the committee may not take
it back unless

Art. 514.
(I)

-

they have expressly

reserved

the right

to do so.

2. Balance.

Where

the property

collected

by the committee

amounts

to more than

is necessary for the attainment
of the proposed purpose, the balance
shall have the destination
prescribed
by the decision authorising
the
committee.
(2) In default of a provision to that effect, it shall be placed at the disposal of the administration
which shall destine it for some work of
charity.
(3) The persons who have given property to the committee may not take
it back.
Art. 515. -- Change into an endowment.
(1) Where under the statutes the
is to be destined to a specific
constituted
for the attainment

property

collected

lasting object,
of such object.

by .the committee

an endowment

shall

be

(2) The rules relating to endowments shall apply in such case (Art.483-

506).

Section 3. Trusts
Art. 516.

--

Definition.

.

A trust is an institution
by virtue of which specific property is constituted
in an autonomons
entity to 1,e administered
by a person, the trustee, in accordance with the imtructions
given by the person constituting
the trust.
Art. 517. - Form.
(1) A trust may he constituted
(2) Its constitution

to the rules relating
An express

(3)

stitution

Art. 518.

-

to donations

provision

of the

Beneficiary

by a donation

'inter

vivos' or by a will.

shall be subject, as regards the form and substance,
or wills.

in the donation

or will is necessary

for the con-

trust.

of tmst.

A trust may be constituted
provided it does not offend

fOl' the benefit of any person,
public order or morals.

action

or idea,
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Art. 519.
liumber 01 U'ustees.
(I) The trust may be administered

hy one or more trustees,

ber of trustees may not exceed four.
(2) Where more than four trustees have

been

alone shall exerciae such functiODB.
(3) The other persoDB designated
as trustees

appointed,
bhall

01 trustee.
520. - Appointment
(I) The trustee may be appointed

by the person

the first

replace

in which they are designated
the trustees, where
cise their functioDB, die, or are incapacitated.
Art.

hut the num-

they

four

in the ordcl'
refuse

constituting

to exer-

the trust,

or by the person designated by him, or, in default of such person. by
the courL
(2) Where the trustee so appointed
refuses his office, dies or is incapacitated, a new trustee shall be appointed by the person on whom such
power has been conferred
by the person constituting
the trust, or in
default of any such person, by the court.

Art. 521.
(I)

-

Resignation
01 trustee.
A trustee may resign his office

if he has a good reason

to do so, or

if he has exercised his functioDB for ten years.
(2) He shall remain liable for the administration
of the trust
liability
p888eS to another
his resignation.
Art. 522.

-

Dumissal

trustee

appointed

either

until

before

such

or after

01 trustee.

The court may, on the application
of the person constituting
the trust or
of a person designated by him, or of one of the trustees or of a beneficiary
of the trust, revoke the appointment
of a trustee, if there is a just reason
for 10 doing, and replace such trustee by a new trustee whom it shall
appoint.

-

Art. 523.
Prool of trusteeship.
(1) A trustee may obtain from the court
and his powers.
(2) Such document
the powers

shall specify

have been granted

Art. 524. - Several trustees.
(1) Where there are several

where

a document
appropriate

showing

his capacity

the period

for which

to him.

truste~s,

the decisioDB relating

stration of the trust shall be taken, without prejudice
to the contrary,by
a~reement between them.
(2) In case of disagreement,
the opinion of the majority

to the adminito any provision
shall

prevail.
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(3)

ThOtie who are not in favour
require

that their

dissenting

Art. 525. - Administration
(1) The trustee shall
businessman.
(2) He shall avoid

(1)

Judicial
The trustee

(2)

lIe issued

the trust

measures

taken

like

forming
appropriate

in judicial

as trustee

hy those

constituted

on the property

the tru6t are those of an owner.
(2) He lllay not, however, alienate immovable

cautious

of the trust

to this purpose.

in his capacity

011 the property

and

the ohject

of trust.
the trust

havc an interest

Illay

in a minute.

a prudent

representation
shall represent

Art. 527. - Powers of trustee.
(I) The powers of the trustee

by the majority

be recorded

the property

with his own property.
(3) He shaH take all nece8sary

Art. 526.

89

of a decision
opinion

of trwt.
administer

mixing

CODE

proceedings.
persons

who claim

to

form the object

of

in trust.
which
property

except

with

authorisation
of the court, without prejudice
to any provision
contrary in the act of constitution
of the trust.
(3) In 110 case lllay the trustee alienate the property hy a gratuitous
Art. 528. - Directions of person constituting
the trust. - 1. Principle.
(1) Thc trustee shall conform with the express instructions
which
received
(2)

Where

frolli the persou
the

interest

constituting

of the beneficiary

trustee lllay and shaH obtain
trom such instructions.
Art. 529. (1) The

the

to the
title.

he has

the trust.
of the trust

an authorisation

50 requires,

the

from the court to depart

2. -""netina.
provisions

whereby

the act of constitution

of a trust

limits

the

powers of the trustee, or regulates the manner in which such powers
must be exercised, may not be set up against third parties unless it is
proved that such third parties were or should huve heen aware of such
provisions.
(2) They have as their only sanction the liahility of the trustee who has
infringed them.
(3) The court may relieve

in whole or in part the trustee

from such liabi-

lity where it is of opinion that the trustee has in good faith I'ded or
believed to act in the interest of the trust and that such belief wal
reasonable.
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of property.
Art. 530. -- Replacement
The property acquired by the trustee in substitution
for property alienated
by him or with the income of the property which forms tho ohject of the
tnIst

shall repla('e

Art. 531.

-

or form :m addition

No personal

to the latter

property.

benefit.

The trustee may not draw any penonal benefit from the trust, apart fl'Om
the advantages which are expressly granted to him by the 'lct of «onstitution of the trust.

Art. 532.

Indemnity.

-

The trustee is entitled to be indemnified
for all the expenses
tions arising out of the administration
of the trust.

and obliga-

Art. 533. -- Liability of trustee.
The trustee shall be liable for the good management
of the trust, in accordance with the provisions relating to agency, to the beneficiaries
of ,jJC
trust and to the persons who are to receive the property at the termini!tion of the trll8t.
of accounts. - 1. To whom it is made.
Art. 534. - Rendering
(1) The tnIstee shall render an account of his administration
actual
person

and of the

state of the property
fonning the object of the trust,
appointed
in the act of constitution
of the trust.

(2) In default

of such person,

he shall

render

an account

to the

to any person

who has an interest therein in accordance
with the act of constitution of the trust or to the person who replaces him in the office of
trustee.

Art. 535.

-

2. When.

(1) Unless

otherwise

prescribed

by the

act of constitution

of the trll8t,

such rendering
of accounts shall take place every year during the
month determined
by the trustee at the beginning of his management.
(2) The court may for good cause authorise
an interested
party to ask
for the accounts
retard or modify
Art. 536. --

Creditors

at an intermediate
time, or authorise the trustee
the datc fixed for the rendering of the accounts.

of trustee.

The creditors
of the trustee have
fonning the object of the trust.

no right

Art. 537. -- Creditors of the trust.
(1) Those persons with whom the trustee

whatsoever

has entered

on the

property

into an agreement

to
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relating. to the property
constituted
in tl"U5t may enforce
on all the property
fomling the object of the trust.
(2) The trustee

shall not be liable

himself or in accordance
"Representation"
of this

Art. 538.

--

may claim

profits- which, according
accrue in his favour.
(2) Where

his

rights

are

unless he has expressly

with the provisions of the Title
Code (Art. 2179-2198).

Rights of beneficiary. -

(1) The beneficiary

to them

the trustee

(2)
(3)

jeopardised,

the object

In relation

to such property,

such as the interruption

he may

apply

to the

are to

court

to

guarantees.

of or to administer

of a prescription.

with a view to informing

of the fact

that

certain

Art. 540. - Creditors of beneficiary.
- 1. Principle.
(1) The person constituting
a trust may declare
trust shall not be attached in the hands
of the beneficiary
of the trust.
the income

over of the

of the trust,

he may only do those acts which preserve

He may also mak~ publications

(2) Where

to

of the tl"U5t.

his rights,

or certain third parties
object of the trust.

bound

relating

the making

to the act of constitution

Art. 539. - 2. On the property of the trust.
(1) The beneficiary
of the trust has 110 right to dispose
fomling

right

1. In relation to the trustee.
from

dismiss the tl"U5tee or to comp~l him to give appropriate

the property

their

has been aeclared

not even be validly transferred
neficiary of the trust.

property

that

not liable

parties

form

the income

of the trustee

or subjected

third

the

of the

by the creditors

to attachment

to obligations

it may

by the be-

Art. 541. - 2. Power of the court.
The court may, however, on the application
of the beneficiary
of the
trust or of one of his creditors, authorise the attachment
or the assignment
of the income in the cases provided in Article 540, if such is the interest
of the beneficiary
of the trust or if the claim which is brought forward
ill in relation to a criminal offence or to a fraud for which the beneficiary
of the trust is respooaible.
Art. 542.

-

Termination

A trust shall terminate
constitnting
the trust.

of the trust. on the expiry

1. Normal case.
of the period

fixed

by the person
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Art. 543. - 2. Power 01 the court.
0) The court may at any time on the application
trust,

declare

the

terniination

of the

trust

of the beneficiary
where

it think&

circumatances
of the 0II8e.
(2) The trustee shall be heard during the proceedings.
(3) The person constituting
the trust may, by an express
hibit
Art.

544.

-

that this power
Liquidation

of the

fit

provision,

~

in

pro-

be made use of.

01 the trust.

At the termination
of the trust, the property which formed
its ohject,
together with the documents
which are required
to prove the ownership
of such property
and to justify the administration
of the trustee, shall be
handed over by the trustee to the persons who are entitled to it in terms
of the act of constitution
of the trust.

Chapter

4. Foreign bodies corporaJe and property
with a specific destination

Art. 545. - Bodie&corporate.
(1) Bodies

corporate

whose head office is situate

in a foreign

country

and

which wish to c~ry out activities in Ethiopia shall apply for an authorisation to the office of associations
in Addis Ababa. A copy of the
articlee of association shall be attached to the application.
(2) The office of associations
may refuse to grant the authorisation
applied for where the proposed
activities are contrary to the
'aw or
morals. The office of associations
may, before making its decision,
consult the Ministry concerned with the proposed activities.
(3) No foreign body corporate
may carry out activities nor recruit memhen in Ethiopia for so long as the authorisation
by the office of associations.
Art. 546. -

Property

(1) Endowments,

with
trusts

a specilic

has not been granted

destination.

and committees

constituted

in a foreign

country

may not earry out any activity in Ethiopia for so long as they have
not been granted the necessary approval by the Ministry of Interior.
(2) The Ministry of Interior may refuse its approval where the proposed
activity ia COIltrary to the law or morals. The Ministry of Interior may,
before making its decision, I;onsult the Ministry concerned
with the
proposed activity.
Art. 547. - ElJcct 01 authorisation
or approval.
(I) Bodies corporates which have been granted

the authorisation

specified
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in Art. 545 and endowments,
trusts or committees
approved
under
Art. 546 shall be fully assimilated
as regards the enjoyment
and exercise of civil rights, to bodies corporate, endowments,
trusts or committees established
in Ethiopia.
(2) They shall be deemed to enjoy such nationality
liS is recognized
to
them

in the State where

their

head

office is situate.

Art. 548. - Restriction.
(1) The carrying out of regnJar activities in Ethiopia
by foreign bodies
corporate,
endowmt'nts.
trusts or committees
or certain classes of the
eame may be prohibited
or regulated by the Ministry of Interior.
(2) The restrictions
imposed upon foreign physical persons with regard to
ownership
of immovable
property
in Ethiopia
shall apply
bodies corporate,
endowments,
trusts and committees.
of authorisation
or approval.
Art. !149. - Revocation
(1) Any authorisation
granted under Art. 545 and

to foreign

any approval

given

under Art. 546 may at any time be revoked for good cause by the office of associations or the Ministry of Interior, as the case may be.
(2) An application
to set aside such decision may be made to the court by
any of the directors of the body corporate,
endowment
or committee
concerned
or any of the trustees within one month from the day on
which he was informed of the revocation.
(3) The court may stay the execution of the order of revocation until the
application
is decided on.

BOOK 11. F AMrt Y AND ~TJCCESS~ONS
TITI'..E IV. BONDS OF ~ELATIONSHIP
BY CONSANGUINITY
AND BY AFFINITY
Chapter 1. Relationship
by consanguinity
and by
affinity in general
Art. 550. - Natural relationship.
(1) Bonds of natural
relationship
derive from community
of blood.
(2) A bond of relationship
bycol19anguinity
exists, in the direct line,
between ascendants
and descendants.
(3) In the collateral
line, it exists between
one or more common

Art. 551.

-

(1) The

Degree of relationship
degree

perSODi who

descend

from

collateral

line

ascendants.

of relationship

by consanguinity.
by consanguinity

shall be calculated
by counting
1I1e COmIDon ancestor.

seven

in the

generations

in each line from
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(2) Relationship

Ly consaIllluinity

shall be of no effeet heyon,j

the seventh

generation.

Affinity.
Art. 552.
(II Bonds of affinity
~~

derive from marriage.
(21 A bond of affinity exists, in the direct line, hetween
ascen<lants or descendants
of his spouse.

I:11 In tl... ..ollateral
his spouse.
Art. 553. --

Limitation

lint'. it exists between

up to third

AffiJ!ity shall be of no

effect

a person

a person

and the

and the collaterals

of

degre('.

heyond the third dellree in the collateral line.

Art. 554. - Double affinity.
(11 A hond of double affinity

exists between

a person

awl the spouse

of

the persons to whom he is related by affinity.
(2) Such bond of double affinity shall produce the same effect as a bOIlll
of simple affinity.
Art. 555. A bond
standing

of affinity shall subsist in the direet and collateral
line notwiththat the marriage by which it was created is dissolved.

Art.

Relationship

Art.

556. --

Cessation

of affinity.

by adoption.

-- 1. Principle.

Bonos of consanguinity

and affinity may be created Ly a contract of

adoption,
in accordanct'
(Art. 796-806).

with

557. -

the provisions

of Chapter]

1 of this

Titk

2. Effects.

Without perjudiee
to the provisions of Art. 558 an adopted
all purposes be deemed to be a child of the adopter.
Art. 558. - 3. Saving clauses.
(1) Adoption
shall be of no effect

with

regard

child

shall for

to the ascendants

or eol-

laterals of the adopter
who have expressly declared to be opposed
to the adoption.
(2) The declaration
referred to in sub-art. (1) shall be of no effect unless it is registered with a notary or in a court registry within one year
from the approval of the contract of adoption.
(3) It shall produce effect in regard to the spouse and the descendants of
the person

making

it.

Art. 559.
Family of origin.
(l) The adopted child shall
-~

retain

his Londs

with

his family

of origin.
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to the spouse and the descendants

has to be made

of origin,

the family

between

of the adopt-

the family

of adoption

of adoption

shall prevail.

Chapter 2. B~trothal
Art. 560.

-

Definition.

(1) A contract

of betrothal

is a contract

whereby

two members

of two

families agree that a marriage shall take place between two persons,
the fiance and the fiancee, belonging to these two families.
(2) Betrothal
shall be of no effect nnless the family of each of the future
sponses

consent

thereto.

Art. 561. - Simple promise of marriage.
(1) A simple promise of marria/!e, exchanged
not constitute
a betrothal.
(2) The breach of such promise

between

two persons,

lllay give rise to damages

shall

in cases of

fault in accordance
with the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Extra-contractual
liability and unlawful enrichment".
Art. 562.

--

Representative

of the family.

-

1. First ma:rriage.

For the spouse who contracts a first marriage, the following
be deemed to be the representative
of the family:
(a) the father of sueh spouse;
(b)

person,;

,hall

in his default

or if he is not in a position

to give his consent,

the

mother;
(c) in her default

or if she is not in a position

to give her consent,

oue

of the grandparents
or great-grandparents;
(d) in default of ascendants
or if no one of them
his consent,
Art. 563. -

an elder brother

2. Subsequent

or a paternal

is in a position

or maternal

to give

uncle.

marriage.

Any of the persons mentioned
in Art. 562 may consent to the betrothal
in his capacity as representative
of the family, when it is contracted
by
a person who has been previously
married.
Art. 564. - 3. Absence of legal representative.
(1) Where either of the future spouses has no .ascendant,

elder

brother

or paternal or maternal uncle who may represent the family, he may
appoint a person to act as representative
of his family for his hetrQthal.
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Art.

Art.

The same shall apply to future

spouses,

thirty

years of age or the fiancee

-

Con&ent of betrothed couple.

Betrothal

shall be of no effect unless

565.

both

is more than

future

spouses

years of age.

consent

thereto.

-

Existence of obstacle to marriage.
566.
(1) Betrothal
shall be of no effect unless there

is no legal obstacle

to the

marriage of the future spouses.
(2) In particular,
it shall be of no effect until

both

attain

the marriageable

age required

568. - Witnesses.
(1) A contract of betrothal

future

spouses

by law.

Art. 567. - Form of betrothal.
The form of betrothal
shall be regulated
it is celebrated.
Art.

where the fiance

is mpre than twenty-five

by the usage of the place where

shall be of no effect unless

it is made

~n the

presence of two witnesses for the future bridegroom
and two witnesses for the future bride.
(2) One of the witnesses for the bridegroom
and one of the witnesses
for the bride

may have the character

of principal

Art. 569. - Proof of betrothal.
(1) Betrothal
need not be entered in the registers
(2) It may be proved by all means of evidence.

witness.

of civil status.

Art.

570. - Duration of betrothal.
If, at the time of the betrothal,
no period has been agreed up<ln for the
celebration
of the marriage,
the marriage
shall take place within six
months from either of the future spouses or the authorised
representative
of their family having expressed
his or her wish that the marriage
be
celebrated.

Art.

571. - Breach of betrotlwl.
(1) Betrothal
shall be broken

if either

of the future

spouses

or another

person who had consented thereto, refuses to consent to the marriage,
without a good cause justifying
his delay or his refusal.
(2) It shall also be broken if either of the future spouses or a person
who has given his consent to the betrothal,
behaves in such
that the marriage is rendered,
in fact or morally, impossible.
Art.

572. ::: Effects of breach. - 1. Expenses and restitution.
(1) The person who is responsible
for tbc breach of betrothal
/Ill the expenses

incurred

in connection

with the betrothal,

a way

shall pay
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on the occasion

of the betrothal

who is responsible

for the breach

shall

be returned

as well

as by the

of his family.

Art. 573. - 2. Moral
(1) A reasonable

prejudice.
compensation

may

be awarded

to the

fiance

or the

fiancee who is not responsible
for the breach, or to his or her family,
in compensation
of the moral prejudice
caused by the breach of
betrothal.
(2) In establishing
the amount of the indemnity
and who i~ qualified
(3)

for requiring
it, the court shall have regard to local custom.
The indemnity
awarded in compensation
of moral prejudice
may not
exceed

Art. 574. (l)

one thousand

Ethiopian

dollars.

3. Penalty.

If a penalty

clause has been attached
to the betrothal,
the person
responsible
for the breach
of the betrothal
shall pay the agreed
amount.
(2) Such amount may be reduced having regard to the circumstances
of
the case.
(3) It may be reduced

where

it appears

that

it is manifestly

Art. 575. - Opposition
of a.scendant.
(1) A breach of betrothal
shall give rise to no liability

exaggerated.

where

an ascen-

dant of one of the future"~J'°uses
has not expressly consented
betrothal
and opposes to the marriage.
(2) The presents received by both parties shall then he returned.
Art.

576.

to the

- Limitation.

All actions based on breach of betrothal shall be barred if not instituted
within one year from the day when the betrothal has been broken.

Chapter 3. Conclusion of marriage
Art.

577. - Various kinds of marriages.
(1) Marriages may be contracted
before an officer of civil status.
(2) Marriages
contracted
according
to the religion of the parties
local custom

shall

also be valid

under

or to

this Code.

Art. 578. - Civil marriage.
A civil marriage shall take place when a man and a woman have appeared
before the officer of civil status for the purpose of contracting
marriage
and the officer of civil status has received their respective
consent.

7*
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579. -

Religious

marriage.

:A religious
marriage
shall take place when a man and a woman have
performed
such acts or rites as are deemed to constitute
a valid marriage
by their religion or the religion of one of them.
Art.

580. -

Marriage

according

to cllstom.

A customary marriage shall take place when a man and a woman perform
such rites as constitute
a permanent
union between such man and woman
under the rules of the community
to which they belong or to which one
of them belongs.

Section
Art. 581.

-

1. Conditions

common

to all forms of marriage

Age.

(1) A man

who has not

attained

the full

age of eighteen

years

and

a

woman who has not attained the full age of fifteen years may not
contract marriage.
(2) His Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia or a person specially appointed
by Him for the purpose
may, for good cause, grant dispensations
concerning
age of not more than two years.

Art. 582. - Consanguinity.
Marriage between persons related by consanguinity

is prohibited.

Art. 583. - Affinity.
Marriage between persons related by affinity is prohibited.
Art.

584. - Filiation
not established
legally.
The existence of a bond of natural filiation which is commonly known is
sufficient
to render applicable
the impediments
to marriage
referred
to
in Art. 582 and 583 notwithstanding'that
the filiation is n&t established
legally.

Art.

585. - Bigamy.
A person may not contract
of a preceding marriage.

marriage

so long as he is bound

Art. 586. - Representation
not allowed.
(1) Each of the spouses shall personally
time of its celebration.
(2) Representation
shall not be allowed
good cause by the Advocate

General.

consent

by the bonds

to the marriage

unless a dispensation

at the

be given for
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Art. 587. - Marriage oj minors.
The conditions
on which a minor may contract marriage
in the Title of this Code relating to "Capacity of Persons"

are laid down
(Art. 309).

interdicted
persons.
Art. 588. - Judi£wlly
The conditions
QJI. which a judicially
interdicted
person may contract
marriage
are laid down in the Title of this Code relating to "Capacity
of
Persons"
(Art. 369).

Art. 589.

-

Violence.

(l)

No consent shall be valid
(2) Violence shall be deemed

which has been extorted
to have occurred where

by violence.
consent is given

only with a view to protecting
the person who hall given it, or one
of his ascendants or one of his desccndants,
from a menace of a grave
and jmminent
evil.
(3} Violence
shall not be deemed to have occurred
where consent ie
prompted

by reverential

fear towards

an ascendant

or another

person.

Art. 590. - Error oj substance. - 1. Principle.
Consent shall be vitiated where it was given only as a result of :10 prror
of substance of one of the spouses on the person of his spouse.
enumeration.
Art. 591. - 2. Restrictive
The following errors only shall be considered
as errors of substance:
(a) error on the identity of the spouse, who is not the person with whom
(b)

a person intended to contract marriage;
error on the religion of the spouse, who does not belong

faith
(c) error

as the spouse who is the victim of the error;
on the state of health or the bodily conformation

to the same
of the spouse,

who is affected by leprosy or who does not have the requisite
for the consummation
of the marriage.
Art.

592. - Opposition.
- 1. By whom made.
(1) Opposition
to the marriage may be made by the person
Art. 562 or by the guardian
(2) Opposition
(3)

Art. 593. - 2. Time and form.
(1) Opposition
shall be made
brated.
(2) It shall be subject

mentioned

in

of the spouse who is a minor.

may also be made by the public

Opp()@ition may be made

organs

by no other

at the latest

to no special

form.

prosecutor.

person.

when

the

marriage

is cele-
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594. - 3. Withdrawal
of opposition.
(1) The withdrawal
of the opposition

to the marriage

may be required

by either of the spouses notwithstanding
that he or she is a minor.
(2) No appeal shall lie against the opposition
made by the father or thc
mother of one of the future spouses, when the person to whoee marriage opposition
is made is under twenty years of age.
Art. 595. - 4. Impossibility.
(1) No opposition
may be made to a marriage,

when the withdrawal

previous opposition
made to such marriage has been ordered
court.
(2) No opposition
may be made, except by the public prosecutor,
marriage

Art. 596.

-

of a person

who has been previously

of a
by the
to the

married.

Period of _,,!,idowhood.

(1) A woman

may not remarry

unless

one hundred

and eighty

days have

elapsed since the dissolution
of a previous marriage
or irregular
union.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (I) shall not apply where the woman gives
birth to a child after the dissolution
of such union.
The court may dispense a woman from observing a period

(3)

of widow-

hood.

Section 2. Civil marriage
Art. 597. - Competent officer of civil status.
Civil marriages
shall be celebrated
before the officer of civil status of
the commune where one of the spouses, or one of his parents or ascendants,
has his residence
established
by continuously
living there for not less
than six months prior to the date of the marriage.

Art. 598.

-

Undertaking

(1) Any undertaking

not to marry.
made by any person

shall be of no effect.
(2) The officer of civil status

Art. 599.

-

not to marry

or not to remarry

shall not take it into consideration.

Request for celebration

of marriage.

The future spouses shall inform not less than one week in advance
officer of civil status of their intention to contract marriage.

Art. 600.
(1)

-

Refusal to celebrate marriage.

The officer
riage

the

of civil status

are satisfied.

shall

ascertain

that

the conditions

of mar-
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(2) He shall refuse to celebrate the marriage if h., fUidt 01' bu good
reUOD8 to believe that there exists an obstac!e to the JWPTi4ige.
(3) Ia such cue, the officer of civil .tatus shall give the reuon of hie
refusal to the future SpoUSei.
Art. 601. - Appeal against refusal.
(1) Either of the 8pOU8e8may appeal agawt a refusal under Art. 600 to
the court which 8hall decide whether 8uch refusal is justified or not.
(2) Where the court finds the refusal of the officer of civil 8tatus to be
unjustified, 8uch officer may not refuse to celebrate the marriage
for any reuon whatsoever.
Art. 602. - Fixing date of marriage.
The exact date of the celebration of the marriage 8hall be fixed by agreement between the future SpoUSei and the officer of civil 8tatUl.
Art. 603. - Publicity of marriage.
Marriagel shall be celebrated publicly, in the preleDce of the future
8poUSes and of two witnesses for each of the future 8pOUSei.
Art. 604. - Formalities of celebration.
(1) The future 8pOUSesand the witnesses 8hall take an oath that, to their
knowledge, there exists no ob8tacle to the marriage.
(2) The officer of civil 8tatUS shall receive from each of the future
8poUSel, one after the other, a declaration that they want to take one
another u husband and wife.
(3) In the name of the law, he shall pronounce them united in marriage
and shall immediately draw up the record of marriage, if he is qua.
lified to do 80.

Section 3. Other marriages
Art. 605. - Religious marriage.
(1) The 'conditioD8 on which a religious marriage may be celebrated and
the f~alities
of such celebration 8hall be as prescribed by the r&o
ligion of the parties concerned.
(2) The provisioD8 of this Code relating to the conditioD8 common to all
forms of marriage shall be complied with in all casel (Art. 581.596).
(3) A record of marriage shall be drawn up in accordance with the provisiOD8 of the Title of this Code relating to "Physical
persons"
(Art. 47.120).
Art. 606. - Marriage according to custom.
(1) The conditions on which a marriage

according

to custom

may be cele-
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brated and the formalities
of such celebration
by local custom.
(2) The provisions
of this Code relating
to the
all forms
596).
(3) A record

of marriage
of marriage

visions of the Title
(Art. 47-120).

shall

be complied

shall be drawn
of this

Code

shall be as prescribed
conditions

with

up in accordance

relating

common

in all cases

to

(Art.

to
581-

with the pro-

"Physical

persons"

Chapter 4. Sanction of the conditions of marriage
Section 1. Conditions common to all forms of marriage
Art. 607. - Age. - 1. Criminal sanction.
(1) An officer of civil status or authority

having

celebrated

the marriage

of a man under eighteen years of age or a woman under fifteen years
of age shall be liable to the punishments
provided
in the Penal Code
if he knew or should have known such circumstances.
(2) The bridegroom
or the bride who is under eighteen or fifteen years
of age respectively,
the persons who have consented
and the witnesses shall be liable to the punishments
~enal Code.

to the mamage
provided in the

Art. 608. - 2. Dissolution of marriage.
(1) The dissolution of the marriage shall be ordered in the case mentioned in Art. 607 on the application of any interested person or of
the public prosecutor.
(2) It may no longer be applied for after the conditions of age required
by law for marriage are satisfied.

- Consanguinity or affinity. - 1. Dissolution of marriage.
The dissolution of a marriage celebrated notwithstanding an impediment
arising out of consanguinity or of affinity shall be ordered on the application of any interested person or of the public prosecutor.

Art. 609.

Art. 610. - 2. Criminal sanction.
(1) An officer of civil status or authority having celebrated a marriage
between two persons, notwithstanding an impediment arising out of
consanguinity or of affinity, shall be liable to the punishments provided in the Penal Code, if he knew or should have known of such
circumstance.
(2) The spouses, the persons who have consented to the marrill~~ 8JJ.d
the witnesses shall be liable to the punishments proviileCl in the
Penal Code, if they knew or should have known of the bond of consanguinity or of affinity.
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(3) The punishments
unless

referred

the dissolution

to in sub. arts.

of the marriage

(1) and (2) shall not apply

has been ordered

by the court.

-

Biga;my. - 1. Criminal sanction.
Art. 611.
(1) An oHicer of civil status or authority
having

celebrated

the marriage

of a person bound by the bonds of a previous marriage, shall be liable
to the punishments
provided in the Penal Code, if he knew or should
have known of such circumstance.
(2) The spouses, the persons who have consented to the marriage and the
witnesses shall be liable to the punishments
provided
in the Penal
Code, if they knew or should have known of iuch circumstance.
Art. 612. - 2. Dissolution of
(1) In the case mentioned
shall be ordered
bigamous spouse
(2) The court

marriage.
in Art.

611 the

on the application
or on the request

shall not order

dissolution

of the marriage

of either of the spouses
of the public prosecutor.

dissolution

unless

of the

it is established,

in

indisputable
manner, that the former spouse of the bigamous
was alive at the time when the marriage was celebrated.

- 3.

Art. 613.

Validation.

The marriage
contracted
the day when the former
Art.

an

spouse

by the bigamous
spouse dies.

spouse

shall

become

valid

on

person. 614. - Marriage of incapacitated
1. Criminal sanction.
(1) An officer of civil status or authority
having celebrated
the marriage
of a minor
sations shall
if he knew
interdicted
(2) The spouse

or of an interdicted
person without the
be liable to the punishments
provided
or should have known that the spouse
person.
of such minor or interdicted
person

shall be liable

Art. 615.

-

to the punishments

provided

necessary authoriin the Penal Code,
was a minor or an
and the

in the Penal

witnesses

Code.

Dissolution of marriage.

(1) The dissolution

of the marriage

may be requested

from the court

by

a minor or by an insane person who is interdicted
or by a person who
should have consented to the marriage of the minor or by the guardian of the interdicted
person.
(2) An application
for dissolution may no longer be made by the incapacitated person six months after the termination
of his disability.
(3) It may no longer be made by the other persons six months after the
day on which they eame to know of the existence

of the marriage

and,
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in any case, when the disability
ceased.
Art. 616. - Defect
(1) Whosoever

of violence.
by violence

of the minor

or interdicted

- 1. Criminal sanction.
forced a person to consent

penoo

baa

to a marriage

and

the witnesses of such marriage shall be liable to the punishment
provided in the Penal Code.
(2) An officer of civil status or authority having celebrated such marriage
shall be liable to the punishments
provided in the Penal
knew or should have known of such circumstance.
Art. 617. - 2. Dissolution
of marriage.
(1) A person who has contracted
a marriage
lencc
(2) Such

may apply
application

such violence
marriage.

under

Code, if he

the influence

of Tio-

to the court to order the dissolution thereof.
may not be made six months after the cessation

and, in any case, two yean

after the celebration

of

of the

-

Art. 618.
Error.
(1) Whosoever

has

contracted

a marriage

under

the

influence

of an

error of substance
may apply to the court to order the dissolution
thereof.
(2) Such application
way not be made six months after the discovery
of such error,
marriage.

and, in any case, two years after the celebration

Art. 619. - Opposition.
(1) An officer of civil status or authority

I

notwithstanding

.' 592-594),
i
Code.
(2)

an opposition

shall

The spouses

be liable

validly

to the

who are over eighteen

having celebrated
made

punishments

to such
provided

of the

a marriage

marriage

(Art.

in the Penal

years of age, the persons

who h"ve

consented
to the marriage
and the witnesses .hall be liable to the
punishments
provided in the Penal Code.
(3) The dissolution
of the marriage
may not be ordered
for the bole
reason

that

an opposition

has not been taken

into conaideration.

-

Art. 620.
Period of widowhood.
(1) An officer of civil status or authority

having

celebrated

the marriage

of a woman before the expiration
of the period of widowhood
(Art.
596) shall be liable to the punishments
provided in the Penal Code".
(2) The spouses, the persons who have consented to the marriage and the
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to the

punishments

provided

in the

Penal

Code.
(3)

The

dissolution of the marriage

reason

that the

period

Seciion
Art. 621.-

Incompetence

may

of widowhood

not be ordered
has

not

heen

for the sole

oh~erveo.

2. Civil Marriage

of officer

of civil

status.

(I) An officer of civil status who celebrates a marriage when the condi.
tion of residence required by this Code is not satisfied (Art. 597) shall
be liable to the ppnishments
provided in the Penal Code, if he knew
or should have ~l(;;wn of such circumstance.
(2) The spom,es an,f!, the witnesses of such marriage
shall
b" liable to
the punishments
provided
in the Pcnal Code.
(3) The dissolutionpf
the marriage
may not bc ordered w)f'ly on thO',
ground

of incomPetence

of the officer of eivil status.

Art. 622. - NOTWJbservance of formalities.
(I) An officer of civil status who celebrates

a maniage

without

observ-

ing the provisioiJ8 relating to such celebration
(Art.
603 and 604)
shall be liahle to thc punishments
provided
in the Penal Code.
(2) The dissolution
of the marriage
may not be ordered on the ground

of such circumstan('cs.

SectioYl 3. Other
Art. 623. -\ullity.
(I) The annulment

of a marriagc

Marriaqes

may not he ordered

by the court on the

ground that some conditions
or formalities
required
by religion or
by custom have not becn ohserved.
(21 The annulment
of a religious
marriage
ordered
by the
religious
authorities
shall only constitute
a scrious ground for divorce.
(3) The annulment
of a marriage
according
to custom ordered by the
customary

authorities

shall be of no legal effect.

Art. 624. - Fine and damoges.
(1) The conditions
and formalities

(2)

required

in the

case of II religiow,

marriage or of a marriage according to custom may be sanctioned
by
II condenmation
to a fine or by a condenmation
to pay damages to
the injured party, according to the religion or custom concerned.
Notwithstanding
any custom or stipulation
to the contrary, the court
lIlay reduce
such amount

the

<-mouEt cf such fire

appears

or dnma/!,es as are dut' where

to it to be excessive.
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(3) It may also refuse
if it appears
rality.

to give effect to the custom

to it to be unreasonable

relating

or contrary

to such matter

to equity

or to mo-

Chapter S. Effects of Marriage
Section 1. General rules
Art. 625. -- Various
(1)

Marriage

forms
produces

of marriage equivalent.
the same legal effects,

whatcver

ing to which it has been celebrated.
(2) No distinction
shall be made as to whether
celebrated
prescribed

before an officer of civil status
loy religion or custom.

of marriage.
Art. 626. - Consummation
The effects of marriage shall in no way depend
consummation
of the marriage.
Art. 627. - Contrad
(1) The spouses

of marriage.
may, before

their

marriage,

the form

the marriage

or according

accordhas been

to the forma

on the real or presumed

regulate

marriage the pecuniary
effects of their union.
(2) They may also specify in such contract their

by a contract

reciprocal

rights

obligations
in matters concerning
their personal relatious.
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the mandatory
provisions

of
and

of the

law.
Art.

of a spouse.
628. - Incapacity
(1) The consent of the minor and of the tutor
ing the contract of marriage of a minor.
(2) The contract of marriage
of a judicially

shall he required
interdicted

person

for makshall

be

of no effect unless it is entered into by the interdicted
person himself
and approved by the court.
(3) As regards the making of a contract of marriage, a person interdicted
by law shall be subject

to no incapacity.

Art. 629. - Form of contract.
A contract of marriage shall be of no effect unless made in writing and
witnessed by four witnesses, two for the husband and two for the wife.
Art. 630. - Deposit of contract.
(1) A copy of the contract of marriage
of the court

or with a notary.

shall be deposited

in the registry
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there

by anyone

for this purpose

of the spouses

by the spouses

Art. 631. - Restrictions
to freecrom of contracting.
( 1 ) A contract of marriage may not impose an obligation
ties nor derogate any mandatory
provision of law.
(2) It may not refer purely and simply to local custom.
Art.

to contract
632. - Modifications
(1) The family arbitrators
may,
(2)

of marriage.
at the request

of both

upon third

spouses,

the terms of the contract of marriage.
The arbitrators
may. at the request of one of the spouses

such terms if the interest of the family so requires.
(3) A copy of the modifications
made shall be deposited
of the court

or by any

or by the court.

par-

modify

only, modify

in the registry

or with a notary.

Art. 633. - Contracts between spouses.
( 1) Contracts made between spouses

during

marriage

shall be of no effect

under the law, unless they have been approved
by the family arbitrators or by the court.
(2) Nothing in this Article shall affect the specific provisions of this Code
relating

to contracts.

Art. 634. - Legal regime.
Where there is no contract or the provisions
or of the contract made between the spouses
provisions
shall apply.

of the contract of marriage
are not valid, the following

Section 2. Personal effects of marriage
Art. 635.

-

Head of the family.

(1) The husband is the head of the family.
(2) Unless otherwise expressly provided by this Code, the wife owes him
obedience

in all lawful

things

which

he orders.

Art. 636. - Respect, support and assistance.
(1) The spouses owe each other respect, support and assistance.
(2) The contract of marriage may not derogate such rule.
of family. - 1. General case.
Art. 637. - Management
(1) The spouses shall co-operate,
under the guidance

of the husband.

in

the interest of the family, to ensure the moral and material direction
of the family, to bring up the children
and to prepare for their establishment
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(2)

The undertakings
of marriage

Art.

made by the spouses

in this regard

in the contract

shall be given effect to.

638. - 2. Impediment oj one spouse.
(1) Where one of the spouses is under

a disability,

absent

or condemned

for abandoning
his family, the other shall alone carry out the duties
mentioned
in Art. 637.
(2) The same shall apply where one of the spouses voluntarily
abandom
life in common or is not in a state of manifesting
his will by reason
of his being away or for any other cause.
(3) Any provision to the contrary
in the contract of marriage
shall be
of no effect.

Art. 639.
(1)

Each

Children oj previous marriage.
of the

spouses

shall

retain

an exclusive

right

of decision

in

matters concerning the education of the children whom he had before
the marriage.
(2) Any agreement to the contrary shall be of no effect.
Art. 640. - Cohabitation.
(1) The spouses are bound
(2)

They

shall

have

with

to live together.
one

another

marriage, unless these relations
their health.
(3) Any agreement to the contrary

the

involve

sexual

relations

a risk of seriously

normal

in

prejudicing

shall be of no effect.

Art. 641. - Establishment
oj residence.
(1) The common residence shall be chosen by the husband.
(2) Where the residence is established
by the husband in a manner

which

is manifestly
abusive or contrary to the agreements
in the contract
of marriage, the wife may appeal to the family arbitrators
against the
decision of the husband.
Art.

by agreement.
642. - Separation
(1) The spouses may agree to live separately
period of time.
(2) An agreement
made
one of the spouses,

-

to this
provided

effect

may

for a de£inite
be revoked

such revocation

or indefinite

at any time

is not arbitrary.

Duty oj Jidelity.
Art. 643.
(1) The wife owes fidelity to her husband.
(2) The husband owes fidelity to his wife.
(3) An agreement to the contrary shall be of no effect.

by
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Art. 644. - Husband to give protection.
(1) The husband owes protection
to his wife.
(2) He may watch over her relations and guide her in her conduct,
vided this is in the interest of the household,
and without vexatious or other abuses.

Art. 645. - Occupation of spouses.
c:1
(1) Each of the spouses may carryon

without

being

the occupation or the activity of his

choice.
(2) The other spouse may, in the interest of the- household,
carrying on of a given occupation
or activity.
Art. 646.

-

pro-

arbitrary

object

to the

Household duties.

Where the husband is not in a position
she is bound to attend to the household

Section 3. Pecuniary

to provide his wife with servante,
duties herself.

effects of marriage

Art. 647. -

Personal property of spouses. - 1. Property not acquired by
onerous title.
The property which the spouses possess on the day of their marriage or
which they acquire after their marriage hy succession or donation shall
remain their personal property.

Art.

648.

(1)

-

2. Property acquired by onerous title.

Property

acquired

by an onerous

title

by one of the spouses

during

marriage
shall also be personal property
of such spouse where such
acquisition
has been made by exchange for property owned personally
or with monies owned personall'Y or deriving from the alienation
of
property
owned personally.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (l)
shall not apply unless the family arbi.
trators, at the request of one of the spouses, have decided that the
property thus acquired shall he owned personally by such spouse.
Art.

649. -

Administration

of personal

property.

- 1. Principle.

(1) Each spouse shall administer his personal property
income thereof.
(2) He may freely dispose of his property.

and

receive

the

Art. 650. - 2. Contract of marriage.
(1) It may be agreed in the contract of marriage that one of the spouses
shall administer
the property or certain property of the other spouse
and that he may dispose of such property.
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(2) Unless

otherwise

agreed,

an annual

statement

nagement may in such case be required
administration
of his property.

of accounts

of the ma-

by the spouse who has not th~

Art. 651. - 3. Agency.
One of the spouses may freely entrust to his spouse the administration
hil property or lome of his personal property.

of

Art. 652. - Common Property.
(1) The salaries and the income of the spouses shall be common property.
(2) All property
acquired by the spouses during marriage by an onerous
title and which has not been declared by the family arbitrators
to be
personal property
shall be common.
(3) Property donated or bequeathed
conjointly to the two spouses shall be
common, unless otherwise stipulated
in the act of donation or will.
Art. 653. - Pre$umption.
(1) All property shall be deemed

to be common

unless one of the Ipouses

proves that he is the sole owner thereof. .
(2) The fact that certain property is personal may not be set up by the
epouses against a third
known such fact.

person

unless

the latter

knew

or should

and income. - 1. Normal mamzgement.
Art. 654. - S~
(1) Each spouse shall receive his earnings and salaries.
(2) Each spouse may have a bank account wherein to deposit

his earnings

and salaries and the income from his personal property.
(3) He shall, at the request of the other spouse, render an account
latter

of the salaries

and income

received

Art. 655. --- 2. Rights of spouse.
( 1) A spouse may freely give to the other

to the

by him.

spouse a mandate

ealaries and income which are due to him.
(2) The family arbitrators
may at the request

have

to receive the

of one spouse,

authorise

such spouse to receive the salaries and income of the other ~pouse and
to give receipt therefor.
(3) They may also authorise
a spouse to attach the salary or income of
the other spouse
whom it is due.
Art.

656.

(1)

-

Adminiatration

in whole

or in part

of common

in the hands

of the person

by

property.

CoDUllOD property other than the earnings, salaries and income
wife, shall be administered
by the husband.
(2) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provieioua of Art. 638.

of the
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The family arbitrators
may, at the request of the wife, entrust to her,
in the interest of the family, the administration
of the Willmon property or certain conlmon property.

Art. 657. -- Duty to give notice.
The ~pouse who performs
an act of management
in respect
property shaH without delay infom) the other ~pouse thereof.

of common

Art. 658. - Re..triction of powers.
The agreement
of both spouses shaH be required for:
(a) alienating
a common immovable;
(b) alienating
a common movable the value of which exceeds five hundred
Ethiopian
doHars, or securities registered in the name of both spouses:
(c) contracting
a loan exccedin~ one thousand
Ethiopian
doHars:
(d) making a donation f'xccedin~ one hundred Ethiopian
dollars or standing surety for a debt of a third
hundred
Ethiopian
dollars.

party

in an amount

exceeding

one

Art. 659. - Debts of spouse...
(1) Debts due hy one spouse may he recovered on the personal property
of such spouse and on common property.
(2) Debts incurred
in the intcrpst of the household
shall be deemed to
be joint and several debts of hoth spouses and may be recovered on
the personal property of each spouse and on common property.
Art. 660. -

Debts in the interest

The following debts
of the household:
(a) debts contracted

of household.

shaH he df'emf'd

their children;
(h) debts contracted

to he deht~ incurred

in order

to cmure

the livelihood

in ordcr

to fulfil

an ohliv.ation

whieh the spouses or one of them is bound:
(c) other debts which are acknowledged
to be surh
trators

at the request

of a spouse

6. m!""olution

of the spouses
of maintenance
hv the family

or
to

arbi.

or creditor.

Art. 661. - Contribution
to hou..ehold e1:l'f'nses.
The spouses shall contrihute
to the homehold
their respective means.

CbaptE'r

in the intere~t

f'XpCllSf'S in proportion

to

of marriaq'e

Art. 662. - Variow forms of marria{{e equivalent.
(I) The causes and effects of dissolution of marriage shall be the Sallie
whichever the form of celebration of the marriage.
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no distinction
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shall be made

as to whether

riage was celebrated
before an officer of civil status
the formalities
prescrihed
by religion or custom.

Section

1. Ccuses

of dissolution

the mar-

or according

to

of marriage

Art. 663. (1)
(2)

Various causes.
Marriage shall terminate
It shall termin:,te
where

by the death of the spouses.
the court orders its dissolution

as a sanction

of one of the conditions
of the marriage.
( 3 ) It may be terminated
by divorce.

Art. 664. - Repudiation.
Any unilateral repudiation of the wife by the husband or the husband by
the wife shall be of no effect.
Art. 665. - Divorce by mutual consent.
(1) Divorce hy mutual consent is not permitted
by law.
(2) Divorce may not be ordered between two spouses except in accordance
with the provisious

of this Code.

Art. 666. - Petition for divorce.
( 1) A petition for divorce may be made

to the family

arbitrators

by the two spouses conjointly
or by one of them.
(2) It may be made by no other person.
(3) The death of one of the spouses which occurs before
been ordered

shall put an end to divorce

668.

-

Prononncemm:t

of divorce

for

seriolts

the divorce

has

proceedings.

Art. 667. - Serious causes nnd ot!:pr causes.
The conditions
on which a divorce may be ordered
divorce differ according
to whether the petitioner
existence in his favour of a serious cause of divoree.
Art.

either

and the effects of the
establishes
or not the

cause.

The family arbitrators
shall make an order for divorce within three
months from the petition
having been made where the petitioner
establishes in his favour the existence of a serious cause of divorce.
Art. 669. - Serious cnuses of divorce. ~. - 1. Due to a spouse.
There is a serious cause for divorce:
(a) when one of the spouses has committed
adultery;
or
(b) when one of the spouses has deserted the conjugal
when, since at least two years, the other
he is.

sponse

residence

and

does not know where
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Art. 670. - 2. Not due to a spouse.
There is also a serious cause for divorce:
(a) when OIIleof the spouses is confined in a lunatic
than two years;
(b) when the absence

-

Art. 671.

3. Annulment

of one of the spouses
of religious

asylum

since not less

has been judicially

declared.

marriage.

There is also a serious cause of divorce when. a marriage
contracted
according to the formalities
of a religion has been declared null by the reli.
gious authority.
Art. 672. - D"appearance
of the character of serious cawe.
(I) The fault imputable
to one of the spouses shall cease to constitute
a serious cause where the other spouse has granted forgiveness.
Notwithstanding
any proof to the contrary, such pardon shall be pre-

(2)

sumed where no petition for divorce has been made within six months
from the culpable conduct of the spouse having ceased.
(3) The annulment
of a religious
marriage
shall cease to constitute
a
serious cfluse of divorce
siOlll pronouncing
such

if the spouses, after having known of the deciannulment.
continue living together.

Art. 673. - Other grouruls.
(1) Any other ground of divorce invoked by one of the parties shall not
COD&titutea serious cause of divorce.
(2) A divorce may validly be ordered on one of such grounds if it be ordered on the conditions and at the times mentioned in the following
articles.
Art. 674.
(I)

-

PrOfJ"iorud measures.

From the time the matter

is brought

before them, the arbitrators

shall

order such provisiOlllal measures as are required by the circumstances
in particular
as regards the maintenance
of the spouses and of the
children 01' the management
of the property of the SpoU8e8.
(2) They may assign or prohibit
a determinate
residence to the husband
or to the wife.
Art. 675. .-

Ret1"ioFl may be made.

Any provisional
nulled by them

Art. 676.
( I)

-

Attempt

Where

there

measure taken by the arbitrators
may he revised
on the request of any interested penon.

or an.

to reconcile.
is DO serious ca1l8e of divorce,

the family

arbitraton

shall

8*
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petition

for

dhoree,

(2)

To this

end.

they

tl..,

may

CODE

parti,'s

and

pre.crihe

to the

to

make

spouses

tlu'm

renounc('

any measure

they

tll<'
think

fit.

Art. 677.
(I)

-.- Agreellwflt
on ('(mditio/l.' of divorce,
Where the arl1itl'ators fail to r('concile the ,;pouses, they "hall attempt

to make them ag.ree on tlltO conllition" of diYlH.,,(',
(2) Where such agre('Jllent
of divorc('
i" reached. the judgment
made in aeeordanc(' therewith,

Art. 678.
(I)

--

Time for tlH' delirery of judf,/Ilelit,

Failing

agreement

))('tween

tlu,

pronounce
the divorc.' within
having heen made to thclIl.
(2) Such period may J,.. ..xtended
the parties
riage.

concluded

dth('r

the

family

arhitrators

one year from the petition

which

pronolluee-

regarding

shall

for divorce

to five years by an agreenwnt

hefore or aft..r the cel('hration

regulate the eon"ell'le]\,','"
th('reof.
It shall in partieular
give directions

1)('

I. Prif/ci;>/(',

parties,

Art. 679. - Contents uf judgment,
(I) The judgment
of th.. arhitrator"
(2)

shall

hetwe(,11

of the mar-

the divorce

the custody

shall

and main.

tenance of minor child1'cn born of tlw marriage and make such provisions as may he IH'CC"''ilry for the liquiJation
of the relations hctw('('n
the spouses.
jwlgmelit,
Art. 680. - Supplementary
(I) In a first .judgm('nt
the ar1litratol's

IlId~ ..on fine theJl1,;e!ves

to pro-

nouncing the divorce and may rcservc for a supplementary
judgment
the regulation
of the fJlIt.,;t;cas or of ccrtain Ifuestions which arise out
of the divorce.
(2) The supplementary
jutl[!lIlent shaH hc delivcre,! within six months
from the judgment
Art. 681. - Custody
(I) The custody

of clivorce

having

heen (!iven.

of childrell,
1. Principle.
and maint('nancp
of ehildren

hom

of the marriage

shaH

'be regulated having regard solely to the interest of such children.
(2) Unless there be a serionb reawn for deciding otherwise, the children
shall be entrusted
Art. 682.The

2. Revision
provisions

to their

mother

up to the age of five years.

may be made,

made

regarding

the eustody

and maintenance

of the chil-
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dren may at any time be revised by the arbitrators
on the application
the father, mother or other ascendant of the children.

of

III"'c

Section

2. Liquidation

of pecuniary

Paragraph 1. -

relations

beL:een S90uses

Case of death of one of the sponses

Art. 683. -- Autonomy
of agreements.
(I) On the death of one of the spouses, the pecuniary
relations between
the spouses shall be liquidated
in accordance with the contract of mar.
riage and with the agreements
entered into by the spouses.
(2) In default of agreements
or if these have not been validly stipulated.
the pecuniary
relations
hetween spouses shall
cordance with the provisioDR of this Section.

be liquidated

Art. 684. - Retaking
personal property.
Each spouse shall retake in kind the property which
by him where he shows that he is the owner thereof.

is owned

Art. 685. - Withdrawal
beforehand
from common property.
(l) If one of the spouses proves that any of his personal

in ac-

personally

property

has

been alienated
and that the price thereof has fallen in the common
property, he shall withdraw beforehand
therefrom
money or things of
a value corresponding
to such price.
(2) The wife shall make her withdrawal
before the husband.

Art. 686. -

Indemnities.

-

1. Principle.

Notwithstanding
any agreement or final acquittance
to the contrary, damages may be awarded to one of the spouses by reason of acts which have
been performed
by the other spouse and which have affected the common
property
or the property owned personally
by either spouse where:
(a) the spouse who has performed
such acts did not have the right to per(b)

form them; or
such acts constitute
formed

Art.

in fraud

acts

of bad

of the rights

administration

of the person

making

or have

been

per-

the claim.

687. - 2. Inadmissibility
of action.
No claim for indemnity
based on Art. 686 may be made by reason of acts
which have been performed
more than three years before the dissolution
of the marriage.

Art. 688. - Unlawful enrichment.
Unless otherwise agreed., an indemnity

shall be awarded

to a ~pouse who
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provee that the penonal
property of his spouse has been enriched
prejudice
of his own personal property
or of eomm~
property.
Art. 689. - Partition of common property.
(1) Without
prejudice
to the provisions

of the

preceding

Articles

to the

and

unless otherwise provided in the contract of marriage or in a contract
validly concluded between the spouses, common property shall be divided equally betwecn the spouses.
(2) Those provisions
in the Title of this Code relating
to Successions
which concern the manner
of making a partition,
the
relations
between co.heirs after partition
and the rights oJ. creditors after partition shall apply mutatis mutandis
to the partition
of common property (Art. 1079-1113).
Paragraph 2. -

Art. 690. -

Case of divorce

General rule.

(1) Without

prejudice

to the provisions

of the following

Articles,

pecu-

niary relations between spouses shall be liquidated
in case of divorce
as in the ease of death of one of the spouses.
(2) The provisions of the fpllowing Articles may not be set aside by the
contract of marriage nor by another agreement
before the dissolution
of the marriage.
benefits.
Art. 691. - Presents and matrimonial
( 1) On the request of the persons who have

given

made

by the spouses

presents

or of their

heirs, the family arbitrators
may order the restitution
of such presents
as may have been received by the spouses on the occasion of the mar.
riage or by reason of the existence of the marriage,
whether by one
spouse from the other or from the ascendants of one of the spouses or
from other persons.
(2) They may invalidate
such other benefits as may have been made or
promised to the spouses or to one of them, by one of the spouses or
by a third person on the occasion or in consideration
of the marriage.
Art. 692.

-

Unequal

treatment

of spouses.

(1) The family arbitrators may award to one of the spouscia a greater
portion or even the whole of the common property.
(2) They may also award to one of the spouses property belonging to the
other spouse, provided the value of such property does not represent
more than one third of the estate of such other spoWle.

-

Responsibility
Art. 693.
(i) Where the divorce

for divorce. is ordered

1. Serious cause.

for a seriO\ll! cause imputa1,)le to ODe of
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the IpoII8e8, the penalties specified in Art. 69! and 692 .haIl epply
to the prejudice of such spouse.
(2) They may not be applied to the prejudiQe of the other II~.
(3) They may not be applied either to one or to the other of the SpoU8el
when the divorce is ordered for a cause not imputable to ODeof the
Spo1ll8ll.
Art. 694. - 2. Absence of serious cause.
( 1) Where the divorce is not ordered

for a serious

cause,

mentioned
in the preceding
Articles shall apply
has made the petition for divorce.
(2) They may not be applied to the othe... 'pouse.
Art.

695. - Direction. to be followed.
( 1) The family arbitrators
shall as a rule be bound
mentioned
in the preceding
Articles.
(2) Notwithstanding
the provisions
of sub-art.

the penaltied

to the

spouse

who

to apply the penaltiea

(1) they

have

a di8Cl"e-

tionary power whether to apply them or DAttaa welllJ8 f~r ee~~
in whi~h measure to apply them.
(3) In ~D&
th.ejr dt:ci,eion, they she,l.l hjJve reg!lreJ to all the c;4'9umstances of the case and in particular
to the import~
~d ~!f gra~ty of the faults by reaaon of which the divorce haa been ordered
and the more or less morally reprehensible
nature of the peUtimI.
for divorce.
Paral11\Ph 3.

-

Other ca-

Art. 696. - Rule to be followed.
( 1) Wh~re the court orden
of the conditions
the consequences
(2)

It shall

be guided

of dissolution

the dissolution

of marriage,
it shall
of such di8801ution.
by the

tiODS between apouaes
(3) It shall in particular

rules

regarding

of marriale

of a marriage
regulate
the

as a, SlUJ.ctiOl1

according

liquidatiOD

to equity
of the

in cases of div~e
(Art. 690-(95).
have regard to the good or bad faith

~
qf the

.~,
the fact that the marriage
baa beeD coneummated
or Dot,
the interest of lb., children,
if any, born of the dissolved umOD and
the interest of third parties in good faith.

CbapteJ'

7. PJ'oof of maniage

Art. 697. - Legal prop/so
MaITiage may be proved oaly by the modes of pK1M)f
p~
Chapter.

,.. in dah
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Art. 698.

Record

of marriage.

Marriage is proved by producing
the record or marriage drawn
time of or after its celebration
in accordance
with law.
Art. 699. - Possession of status. - 1. Definition.
(1) In default of the record of civil status,

marriage

possession of the status of spouse.
(2) Two persons have the possession of the status

up at the

is prfWed

of spouses

by the

when

they

mutually
consider
and treat themselves
as spouses and when they
are considered
and treated as such by their family and by society.
Art.

700. - 2. Proof and contestation.
(1) The possession of the status of spouse

by producing

four witnesses, relatives or not of the interested
parties.
It may be also contested
by producing
four witnesses,

(2)

Art.

may be proved

not

of the interested

-

Act of notoriety.

701.

relatives

or

parties.

In default of possession of status or if the possession of status is contested, the existence of the marriage
is proved by an act of notoriety
approved
by the court.

Art. 702.
(1)

-

Authorisation
necessary.
The existence of a marriage

of notoriety
(2)

unless

An application

may not be proved

the court

to this

authorises

effect

terested person.
(3) Save in case of force

such

may be made

majeure

the

spouses

by means

mode

of an act

of proof.

at any time
or their

by any in-

heirs

shall

be

heard.
Art.

703.

-

When

authorisation

may be given.

The court may authorise the marriage to be proved by an act of notoriety
where:
(a) the circumstances
mentioned in Art. 146 of this Code have occurred; or
(b)

a record of marriage
by the plaintiff;
or

(0) a contract
(d)

the

of marriage

defendant

spouse

drawn

up by a religious

is produced
acknowledges

or there are presumptions
constant and sufficiently
the authorisation.

authority

by the plaintiff;
the

existence

is produced

or
of the

marriage,

or circumstantial
evidence resulting from
serious facts to enable the court to grant
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Art. 704. -

Duties of officer of civil status.
( 1 ) The person requested
to draw up an act of notoriety
in connection
with .Ii mlU"riage shall ensure that such request be given publicity,
in conformity
with the regulations
and with the instructions
given
to him hy the court.
(2) He shall invite third parties
to record their oppoeition,
if any,
within

Art.

one month

from

such

705. - Forms and approval.
( 1) The act of notoriety
aiming

publicity.

at proving

the existence

of a marriage

shall indicate, in so far as poesihle, the date since when the marriage
exists and the date, if any, on which it has ceased to exist.
(2) It shall he of no effect unless certified
hy four witnesses and approved
Art.

hy the court.

706. - Probatory
value.
( 1) The record of marriage

or the

act of notoriety

court shall he effective as regards all persons.
(2) The person who alleges the falseness of either
against it either that
has heen celebrated
such record or act.

approved
of them

shall

hy the
prove

the marriage has not heen celehrated
or that it
on a date different
to that
resulting
from

Art. 707. - Nullity
or dissolution
of marriage.
The person who alleges that a marriage is null or has heen dissolved
prove such allegation.

shall

Chapter 8. Irregular unions
Art. 708. - Definition.
An irregular
union is the state of fact which is created when a man and
a woman live together
as hush and and wife without
having CODtracted
marriage.

Art. 709. - Explanation.
(1) It is necessary and sufficient

in order to have an irregu1ar union

that the behaviour of the man and of the woman be analogous to that
of married people.
(2) They need not represent themselves to third plU.'tie8 8S beinI married.
(3) The mere fact that a man and a woman keep up eemal relatiOl18
hetween them, even if repeatedly and notoriously, i. not aufficieot,
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by itself,
woman.
Art.

to constitute

710. - No bond
(1) An irregular

an irregular

of affinity created.
union shall not create

the man and the relatives
the relatives of the man.
(2) The provisions
concerning
affinity
Art.

711.

-

union

shall however

No obligation

between

any bond

of affinity

of the woman

or between

impediments

to marriage

apply

such

man

between

the woman
in the

in the case of an irregular

and

and

case of

union.

for maintenance.

An irregular
union shall not create any obligation to supply
between the man and the woman engaged in such union.

maintenance

ArL 712. - No community.
An irregular union shall not create any community of property
the man and the woman engaged in such union.

between

Art. 713. - No rights of succession.
An irregular union shall not create any right of succession between the
man and the woman engaged in such union.
Art. 714. - Surety for debts of woman.
A man engaged in an irregular union shall stand joint and several surety
of the woman, by virtue of the law, in all contracts which are concluded
by the woman and which are necessary for the maintenance of the man
or of the woman or of the children bom of the irregular union.
Art. 715. - Filiation of children.
The filiation of the children bom of an irregular union shall be established in accordance with the Chapter of this Title relating to "Filiation".
of union. - 1. By the woman.
Art. 716. - Termination
(1) A woman engaged in an irregular union may at any time put an end
(2)

to such union.
By so doing she shall

not be liable

Art. 717. - 2. By the man.
(1) A man engaged in an irregular
such union.
(2) In such a ease, if equity

union

so requires,

for any indemnity

or restitution.

may at any time put an end to
he may be condemned

by the

court to pay an indemnity
to the woman corresponding
to the expense of the maintenance
of the woman for not more than six months.
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Art. 718. - ProoJ oj union. - 1. Principle.
(1) An irregular union is proved by the poesessiOll of status.
(2) A man and a woman have the poesession of the status of people
living in an irregular union when, although they are not married,
they behave as such, and when their families and their neighbours
consider that they live as married people.
Art. 719. - 2. ProoJ and contestation of possession of Status.
(1) Poesesaion of status shall be proved by producing reliable witnesses.
(2) It may be contested by producing reliable witnesaes.
Art. 720. - Act oj notoriety.
(1) If the possession of status is contested, the existence of an irregular
union shall be proved by an act of notoriety approved by the court.
(2) The provisiona of Art. 702.706 of this Code shall apply to the proof
of an irregular union.
Art.

721. - Other relations out of wedlock.
( 1) Relations
established
between a man
or out of an irregular
them.
(2) Neither the interested
in legal
(3) Without

union
penons

and

a woman

shall have no juridi~
nor third

parties

out of wedlock
effect

attached

to

may avail themselve.

proceedings
of such relations
for any purpose whatever.
prejudice
to the provisions of this Code relating to acknow-

ledgement
or adoption,
children
born of such relations
juridical
bond only with their mother.

shall

have a

Chapter 9. Conflicts in cases relating to marriages.
divorces and irregular unions
Art. 722. - Existence of valid betrothal.
Only the court is competent to decide whether a betrothal
brated or not and whether such betrothal is valid.
Art. 723.

-

Disputes

arising

has been cele-

out oj betrothal.

(1) Disputes arising out of a betrothal or out of a breach of a betrothal
shall be submitted to the arbitration of the penons who have been
the witnesses to the contract of betrothal.
(2) If some persons have been designated as first witnesses, the disputes
shall be submitted to their arbitration.
(3) The parties may agree, at the time of the betrothal 01' aubeeqoently,
to have recoune to the arbitration of other per8Oll8.
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----_._-Art. 724. ~

Existence

of valid

marriage.

Only the court is competent
to decide whether
tracted and whether such marriage is valid.

a marriage

arising out of marriage.
Art. 725. - Difficulties
( 1) Difficulties
which arise between the spouses during

has been con-

the marriage

shall

be submitted
to the arbitration
ol. the persons who have been witnesses to such marriage.
121 If SOIllC persons have been designated
as first witnesses, the disputes
shall be submitted
to their arbitration.
(3) The parties Illay agree, at the time of the marriage or subsequently,
to haye recourse
Art.

726. -

to the arbib'ation

Dissolution

of marriage

of other

persons.

by death.

Disputes arising out of the dissolution
of a marriage shall be submitted
to the arbitration
of tlle same persons, when the dissolution
of the marriage is caused by the death of one of the spouses.
for divorce.
Art. 727. = Petition
A petition
for divorce made by both spouses or one of them
submitted
to the arbitration
of the same persons.
Art.

728. - Disputes arising out of divorce.
(1) Disputes arising out of divorce shall
of the

arbitrators

who have

be submitted

pronounced

the

--

Existeru;e

be

to the arbitration

divorce.

121 The intercsted
parties may agree, at the time
subsequently,
to have recourse to the arbitration
Art. 729.

shall

of the divorce or
of other persons.

of divorce.

Only the court is competent
nounced or not.

to decide

Art. 730. -- Irregular union.
( 1) Only the court is competent

whether

to decide

a divorce

whether

has been established
between two persons.
(2) Only the court is competent to decide on disputes

has been

an irregular
arising

pro-

union

out of such

union.
of arbitrators.
Art. 731. - Appointment
If, on applying the rules bid down in the preceding
Articles, it is found
that no arbitrator
has been designated
for resolving a dispute which is
to be submitted
to arbitration,
each of the spouses shall appoint two
arbitrators.
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Art. 732. - Designation
of supplementary
arbitrators.
Notwithstanding
any agreement
to the contrary,
the family arhitrators
may by a majority between them agree to complete their jurisdiction
by
calling one or more supplementary
arbitrators.
Art. 733. - Replacement
(I) Where
a person

of arbitrator.
= 1. Principle.
called to give a decision
as arbitrator

is not in a position to decide
arisen, he shall be replaced
appointed.
(2) Where he refuses to perform
dismissed by the court, a new
court.
Art. 734. -

2. Disagreement

dies

or

without delay the dispute which has
in the same manner
as he has been
the functions
of arbitrator
arbitrator
shall be appointed

on appointment

or is
by the

of (!rbitrator.

Where the parties required to appoint an arbitrator
by agrel'ment
themselves
ao not agree on such appointment,
the arhitrator
appointed
by the court ..t the request of either party.

between
shall l,e

Art.

735. - Failure to appoint
arbitrator.
Where the party required
to appoint an arbitrator
fails to do so within
fifteen days after having been required
to do so or appoints an-arbitrator who does not accept his functions or who eannot for whatever reason
carry out his duties without
delay, an arbitrator
shall be appointed
by
the court on behalf of such party on the application
of the other party.

Art.

736. - Appeal to court against decision of arbitrators.
The decisions
made by the arbitrators,
in the cases mentioned
in the
preceding Articles, may only be impugned before the court by alleging the
corruption
of the arbitrators
or fraud in regard to third persons or the
illegal or manifestly
unreasonable
character
of such decisions.

Art. 737. --

Failure

by arbitrators

to give decision.

The court may take cognizance
of the matter on the application
of one
of the parties, if the arbitrators
fail to make their decision within the
period prescribed
to them by the law or, in default of such period, within
a reasonable
period.

Section
Art. 738.

-

Chapter 10. Filiation
1. Ascertainment
of the father and of the mother
Legal

Paragraph l. rules mandatory..

The legal rules concerning

General provisions

the ascertainment

of the father

and of the
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mother may not be derogated by agreement,
law expressly authorises
such agreements.
Art. 739. - Maternal
Maternal filiation
Art.

except

in the cases where the

filiation.
results

from

740. - Paternal filw.tion.
(1) Paternal
filiation
results

the sole fact of the birth.
from

the

matemal

filiation

when

a rela-

tion, provided
for by the law, has existed between the mother and
a certain man at the time of the conceptioa
or of the birth of the
child.
(2) It may result from an acknowledgement
of paternity
made
by
(3)

the father of the child.
It may result from a judicial
or rape

declaration,

in the case of abduction

of the mother.
Parasraph 2. -

Presumption of paternity

Art. 741. - Presumption of paternity of the husband.
A child conceived or bom in wedlock haa the hu~band as father.
Art.

742.

-

Generality of presumption.

(1\

The provisi(}DS of Art. 741 shall apply whatever the manner in which
the maternal
filiati(}n of the child may have been established.
(2) They shall also apply when the record of birth of the child does n(}t
indicate
the husband
as being the father (}f the child or when it
(3)

indicates that another man is the father
In such cases, the record of birth shall

Art. 743. - Duration of pregnancy.
( 1) A child shall be deemed to have

been

of the child.
merely be corrected.

conceived

is bom more than 180 days after the celebration
less than 300 days after its dissolution.
(2) N(} proof to the contrary shall be admitted.

in wedlock

if he

of the marriage

Art. 744. - Absence of husband.
When the birth occurs after a judgment
has declared the absence
husband, a child shall not have the husband as father.

and

of the

Art. 745. - Irregular union.
( 1 ) A child conceived or born during an irregular
union has as father
the man engaged in such uni(}n.
(2) The pr(}visi(}ns of Articles 742 and 743 c(}ncerning the generality
of the presumpti(}n
such presumpti(}n.

and

the

duration

of pregnancy

shall

apply

to
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Acknowledlement

of patemity

Principle.

When the father of the child is not determined
ceding Articles, the paternal
filiation of the child
an acknowledgement
of paternity.

Art. 747.

by applying
the pI'&may be eetabliahed
by

-

Contents of acknowledgement.
(1) An acknowledgement
of paternity

shall

result

from

the

declaration

made by a man that he COD8iders himself the father of a certain child,
born or merely conceived.
(2) Such declaration
need not have been made with a view to produoin«
the effects

of an acknowledgement

of paternity.

-

Art. 748.
Form and proof of ackrwwledgement.
( 1) An acknowledgement
of paternity
shall be of no effect
made in writing.
(2) Except in tile cue
ledgement

mentioned

may not be proved

in Art.

146 of thi.

UDlee. it iI

Code, the aebaow.

by witnesses.

-

Art. 74.9.
Representation.
(1) The declaration
shall

be made

even thoup.
he is a minor.
(2) The mandate
to make it may
(3)

personally
only

be given

attorney approved by the court.
It may be made personally
by a person
tion or in his name
of the court.

by a legal

by the father

by a special

subject

representative,

of the child,
power

to judicial
with

the

of

interdicpermission

Art. 750. - Death of father.
(1) H the father of the child is dead or not in a position of manifeating
his will, the acknowledgement of paternity may be made in his name
by the paternal grandfather or grandmother.
(2) In default of paternal grandparents it may be made by another ,..
ternal ascendant.
Art. 751. - Admission
of the mothf!r.
(1) The acknowledgement of paternity shall be of DOeffect unleIa it h..
been acknowledged to be well.founded by the mother of the child.
-

(2) H the mother of the child is dead or not in a position of manifesting
her will, the acknowledgement
of paternity
may be accepted
maternal
grandfather
or grandmotilaer
of the ehild.

by the
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(3)

In default of maternal
grandparents,
it may be accepted
maternal
ascendant
or by the guardian of the interdicted

by another
penon.

of the child.
Art. 752. - Majority
The acknowledgemcnt
of paternity shall be of no effect unless it has been
accepted by the child him,elf when it is made after
the
latter
has
attained majority.
Art. 753. - Form of acceptance.
The acknowledgement
of paternity
shall be deemed to be accepted where
the penon required
to accept it has not raised any protest against such
acknowledgement
within one month after he has come to know of it.
Art. 754. - Death of child.
The acknowledgement
of paternity
may not be made
the child unless the latter has left descendanu.
Art. 755. -- RevOCQtion.
(1) The acknowledgement

of paternity

after

the death

of

may not be revoked.

\2)

A minor who has acknowledged
a child may revoke such acknowledgement
for so long as he is incapable
and within the year following the cessation of his incapacity,
unless his guardian consented to
the acknowledgement.
(3) This right of revocation
may be exercised
by the minor only. It
may not be exercised by his legal representative
nor by his hein.

,Art.

756. - Annulment.
(1) It may be annulled

on the

ground

of violence,

in accordance

with

the provisions
of the Title of this Code relating
to "Contract8
in
general"
(Art. 1706.1709 and 1808.1818).
(2) It may not be annulled on the ground of error or fraud, in accordance with the provisions
of the same Title, unless it is decisively
proved that the child could not have been conceived of the person
making the acknowledgement
(Art. 1697-1705 and 1808-1818).

Art. 757. -

Several

acknowledgement~

prohibited.

Where an acknowledgement
of paternity
has been made in regard to 3
child and such acknowledgement
has been duly accepted,
no other
acknowledgement
of the child by another man shall be permitted
unleas
the first acknowledgement
has been annulled.
Parasraph 4. - Judicial dedaratioD of paternity
or rape.
Att. 758. - Abduction.
When, after applying
the preceding

Articles..

the

child

has DO father,
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or when he has been disowned, a judicial declaration
of paternity
may
be obtained
where the mother of the child has been the victim of an
abduction
or of a rape at the time when the conception
of the child i8
considered
to have taken place.
Art. 759. - Bringing of action.
(1) The action for a judicial

declaration

of paternity

may be instituted

only by the mother of the child or, if she is dead or not in a poeition
to manifest her will, by the guardian of the child.
(2) It may not be instituted
two years after the birth of the child or
after the sentence
rape.
Art. 760. -

Issue

of a criminal

court

in regard

to the abduction

or

of the action.

The judicial declaration
Q/ paternity
shall be made after the facts coDstituting the abductioD or rape are established,
unless it is decisively proved
that the child has not been conceived of the man who has abducted or
raped the mother.

Art.' 761. - No other cases.
A judicial declaration of paternity lllay not he demanded or made in any
other case.

Section
Art. 762. -

2. Conflicts

Regulation of paternity.

-

of paternity

1. Principle.

When, on applying the preceding
Articles, a child must be attributed
to
several fathers, a regulation
of paternity may he made hetween the persons
to whom the paternity of the child is thus attributed
by the law.
Art. 763. - 2. Form.
(1) The contract hy which the regulation
of paternity
is made shall he
attested hy four witnesses and approved by the court.
(2) Except in the case of force majeure, the mother of the child shall be
heard
Art. 764. Failing
applied
(a) the

in person.
Legal presumptions.

re~lation
of paternity,
the two following presumptions
successively, where necessary:
child shall be attributed
to the husband of the mother

shall

be

in prefer-

ence to the man who has an irregular union with the mother;
(b) the child shall be attributed
to the husband or the man with whom
the

mother

is living

at the time

of the birth,

in preference

to the
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huaband
eeption.

Art. 765. -

or the man with whom she WIUIliving

Contractual a&signment of paternity. -

at the time of the con-

1. Where permissible.

Where the child is bom more than 210 days after the dissolution
of the
marriage or the cessation of the irregular union, the husband or the man
who lived with the mother' may by contract
IUIsign the patemity
of the
child to a third penon who declares that he is the father of the child.
Art. 766. - 2. Form.
(1) The contractual

assignment

of paternity

shall

be attested

by foUl"

of the child

shall be

shall be concluded

by the

witnesses and approved by the court.
(2) Except in the case of force majeure, the mother
heard

in penon.

Art. 767. - Reprelentation.
(1) The agreements
mentioned

in this Section

interested
parties themselves.
(2) They may not be concluded in the name of such parties
representative
or their
(3) A mandate to conclude
attomey

approved

hein.
them

by their

may only be given by a special

legal

power of

by the court.

Art. 768. - Revocation and annulment.
(1) The agreements mentioned in this Section may not be revoked.
(2) They may be annulled on the ground of violence in accordance with
the prori,ei0D8 of the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts in general" (Art. 1706-1709 and 1808-1818).
(3) They may not be annulled on the ground of error or fraud, in aCOOrdanee with the provisions of the same Title, unless it is decisively
proved that the child could not have been conceived of the penon
who hu declared to be his father (Art.1697-1705 and 1808-1818).

Section 3. Proof of filiation
Art. 769. - Record of birth.
Both the patemal and the matemal filiatioo of a penon are proved by his
reeord of birth.
Ad.

770.

-

POAeNion

(1) In default
the Itatu8
(2) A penoo
.., a man

of st/JW.S.

-

1. Definition.

of a record of birth. filiatioo is proved by the possession of
of child.
hu the possession of the status of child when he is treated
01' a WOII1aI1o
by their ..datives and by society u being the
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child

of such man or woman.

Art. 771. - 2. Proof and contestation.
(1) Possession of status shall be proved
(2)

It may be contested

by producing

by producing

four witnesses.

four witnesses.

Art. 772. - Action of child to claim his status.
In default of possession of status or where the possession of status is con.
tested or does not correspond
with the particulars
in the record of birth,
filiation is proved by an act of notoriety,
approved by the court, upon a
decision given on an action of the child to claim his status.

-

Art. 773.
1dmissibility of action.
(1) The action of the child to claim

his status

may not

except with the permission
of the court.
(2) Such permission shall not be granted unless there

be

instituted

are presumptions

circumstantial
evidence resulting
from facts which are constant
sufficiently
serious to enable the court to grant the permission.

Art. 774.

-

Inadmissibility

or
and

of action.

No permission
to institute
the action to claim a status shaD be granted
where the person whose filiation is to be established
has already another
filiation resultinl! from his record of birth and corroborated
by a possession of a status in conformity
with such record.

Art. 775. - Person instituting the action.
(1) The action to claim a status may be instituted by the child, by his
guardian or his heirs.
(2) It may be instituted by those who claim to be the father or mother
of the child.
(3) It may also be instituted, with a view to disowning his paternity, by
the person to whom the paternity of the child would be attributed,
should the action be successful.
Art. 776.

-

Time.

(1) The child may institute the action to claim a status at any time
during his life.
(2) The guardian of the child and the persons meutioned in sub-arts. (2)
and (3) of Art. 775 may institute it ouly during the minority of the
child.
(3) The heirs may not institute it unless the child died before the age of
twenty years and within one year after his death.

9*
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777. - Person against whom action instituted.
.,
( 1 ) The action to claim a status shall be instituted
against
the
child
where the claim is made by the mother.
(2) In other cases, it shall be iJ:!.stituted against the mother or her heirs.
(3) The mother and the person to whom the paternity
of the child will
be attributed
the suit.

Section

in case the action

4. Contestation
Paragraph 1. -

Art. 778. -

is successful

of status

must be made

a party

to

and disowning

Contestation of status

Principle.

The maternal
filiation
interested
person.

of the child

of action.
Art. 779. - Admissibility
(1) The action to contest a status

may be contested

IIlay not be instituted

permission
of the court.
(2) Such permission
shall not be granted
or circumstantial
and sufficiently

at any time by any

unless

except

there

with the

are presumptiom

evidence resulting
from facts which are constant
serious to enable the court to grant permission.

of action.
Art. 780. - Inadmissibility
The authorisation
to institute
an action to contest a status shall be
refused where the filiation which the plaintiff seeks to contest result from
the record of birth of the interested
party and is corroborated
by a possession of status corresponding
with such record of birth.
Art.

in the suit.
781. - Defendant
(1) The action to contest a status

shall

be instituted

against

whose filiation is contested or against his heirs.
(2) The mother and, where necessary, the father of the
joined

as parties

the person

child

shall

he

in the proceedings.
Paragraph

2. -

Disowning

Art. 782. - Principle.
The paternal filiation of a child may be contested ouly by means of an
action to disown.
Art. 7R3. -

Where there are no relations with the mother.

--

1. Principle.

The person to whom the law attributes
the paternity
of a child may
disown such child by proving decisively that he could not have had sexual
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relations with the mother during the period included
and 180th day before the birth of the child.
Art. 784. - 2. Presumption.
(I) The spouses shall be deemed

to have

had

between

no sexual

the 300th

relations

with

one another during the time when they actually lived separated
fol.
lowing a petition for divorce made by one of them or in consequence
of a written agreement
concluded
between them.
(2) Proof to the contrary by any means is admissible
and in particular
may

result

from

mere

presumptions.

Art. 785. - When paternity
is impossible.
- 1. Principle.
The person to whom the law attributes
the paternity
of a child may
disown such child by proving decisively that it is absolutely
impossible
in the particular
case that he could be the father of the chiid.

Art. 786. (1)

J'

2. Admissibility of action.

In the case mentioned

in Art. 785, the action

instituted

with

the permission

of the court.

shall

not be granted

uuless

(2) Such

except

permission

or circumstantial
and sufficiently

Art. 787. (1) The

to disown may
there

not be

are presumptions

evidence, resulting
from facts which are constant
serious to enable the court to grant the permission.

.,

3. Presumptions and serious circumstantial evidence.
presumptions

and

serious

circumstantial

evidence

may

consist

of physical characteristics
of the child recognized
by science to be
incompatible
with those of the father.
(2) They may also result from the fact that the mother has concealed
the birth or even merely her pregnancy to the husband or to the man
with whom she lived, under circumstances
which are apt to create
doubts as regards his paternity.
Art. 788. - 4. Adultery
or admission of the mother.
The adultery of the mother or her admission that
father are not sufficient, by themselves, to constitute
evidence.

the child has another
serious circumstantial

paternity.
Art. 789. - Improbable
When the maternal
filiation
of the child is established
by an action to
claim a status, the person to whom the paternity
of the child is attributed may disown the child by bringing forward any facts apt to prove
that he is not the father of the child.
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790. - Plaintiff
in the suit.
(l) Only the person to whom
the
(2)

application

the paternity

of the legal

No application

to this

rules

effect

man who claims the paternity
or by the child himself.
Art.

of the child

may institute

may be made

is attributed

an action

by the mother

of the child or by the public

791. - Judicially
interdicted
persons.
(I) An action to disown may, with the permission

of the interdicted
Art.

person

prosecutor

be in-

in the name

by his guardian.

792. - Time. - 1. Principle.
(I) An action to disown shall be instituted
within the 180 days following the birth of the child.
(2) Where the maternal
filiation is established
by an action to claim a
status, the action to disown shall be instituted
within
the judgment
decidin~ on the action to claim a status
final.

Art.

or by a

of the court,

<stituted by the judicially
interdicted
person himself.
(2) The action may, with the same permission,
be instituted

by

to disown.

793. - 2. Exception.
(1) Where the person

to whom

the paternity

of the child

180 days from
having become

is attributed

by law dies or becomes incapacitated
within the time fixed by law
for instituting
the action to disown, the right to disown the child
may be exercised,
in his stead; by one of his descendants.
(2)

In

default

of descendants,

it may

be exercised

by his father

and

mother or in their default by another of his ascendants.
(3) In default of ascendants,
it may be exercised by one of his brothers
or sisters

Art. 794.

-

to the exclusion

Inadmissibility

of any other

heir

or representative.

of action.

Disowning shall not be allowed where it proved that the child has been
conceived
by means of artificial
insemination
with the written consent
of the husband.
Art.

in the suit.
795. - Defendant
(1) The action to disown shall
he is dead, against his heirs.
(2) Where the child is a minor,
hoc appointed

by the court.

be instituted
he shall

against

the child

be represented

or, where

by a tutor

ad
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11. Adopaon

Chapter

filiation.
Art. 796. - Adoptive
(1) A bond of filiation
lllay be created
artificially
by a contract
adoption between the adopter and the adopted 'child.
(2) The bonds of consanguinity
or affinity resulting
from adoptiun
regards
adopted
adopter

as

the relations
between
the udopter
and the family of the
child and between the adopted child and the family of the
are set forth in Chapter 1 of this Title.

Art. 797. - Age of adopter.
(1) Any person of age may adopt.
(2) Where an adoption is made by two spouses,
them

of

it is sufficient

that one of

be of age.

by married person,
Art. 'i98. - Adoption
(1) Where the adopter
is married,
a contract

of adoption

may

not be

made unless the two spouses conjointly
adopt the adopted child.
(2) The provision of sub-art. (1) shall not apply where a person adopts
(3)

the child of his spouse.
Nor shall it apply where
manifest

one of the spouses

is not in a position

to

his will.

of child merely conceived.
Art. 799. - Adoption
(1) A child merely conceived may be adopted.
(2)

The

adoption

may, in such case, be revoked

of the mother,
of the child.

before

or within

three

Art. 800. - Children of adopter.
The existence of children
of the adopter
to adoption.

shall

by several persons.
Art. 801. - Adoption
(1) No person may be adopted hy several
spouses.
(2) However,
sihle.
(3) Where

in the case of death
a child

spouses dies,
survivor.

the

has been
child

persons

unless

the

hy the

and

birth

an obstacle

these

a new adoption

by two spouses

be adopted

at the will

following

not constitute

of the adopter,

adopted
may

unilaterally

months

are two
is pos-

one of such

new spouse

of the
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Art. 802. - Parties to the contract.
(1) The contract
of adoption
shall

be made

between

the

adopter

and

the adopted child, if the latter is more than fifteen years of age.
(2) In other cases, it shall be made between the adopter and the guardian
of the
Art.

adopted

child.

803. - Consent of parents of adopted child.
(1) Both the father and the mother of the child

must give their

to the adoption where they are alive and known.
(2) Where one of them is dead, absent, unknown or incapable

consent
to mani-

fest his will, he shall as far as is possible be represented
by his
nearest ascendants
who shall give their consent to the adoption.
(3) Where the child has no ascendant
susceptible
of giving his consent,
the consent
Art.

of the family

804. - Approval
( 1) The contract

council

of adoption.
of adoption shall

by the court.
(2) Before making

its decision,

shall be required.

be of no effect

the

court

shall

unless

hear

the

it is approved
adopted

child

himself, if he is over ten years of age, and the person
to whose
custody the adopted child is entrusted,
if such person has not given
beforehand
his consent to the adoption.
Art. 805. - Conditions
for approval.
Adoption
may not take place unless there are good reason!!
unless it offers advantages
for the adopted child.

for it and

Art. 806. - Revocation of adoption.
Adoption may not be revoked for any reason.
Chapter

12. Obligation

to supply

maintenance

Art. 807. - Subject matter of the obligation.
The person bound to supply maintenance shall supply to his creditor the
means to feed, to lodge, to clothe and to care for his health in a decent
manner, having regard to the social condition of the interested persons
and local custom.
Art. 808. - Persons between whom the obligation
exists.
(1) An obligation
to supply maintenance
exists between
(2)

sanguinity
or affinity in the direct line.
An obligation to supply maintenance
likewise
and sisters born of the same parents
of the same mother.

or horn

relatives

exists between

by conbrothers

of the same father

or
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809. - 1. Where there is no obligation.
The obligation to supply maintenance
shall not subsist between relative.
by affinity in the case where the bond which created the affinity h..
been

Art.
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dissolved

by a divorce.

of paternity.
810. - 2. Judicial declaration
In the case of abduction
or of rape, the obligation to supply maintenanOfJ
shall not exist in favour of the person whose paternity
has been declared
judicially.

Art. 811. -

3. Condemnation

of creditor.

Nor is maintenance
due in the case where the creditor for maintenance
has been condemned
for having made an attempt on the life of the debtor
for maintenance
or of an ascendant
or of a descendant
or of the spouse
of the latter.
Art.

8]2. - Conditions
(1) The obligation

for the existence
of the obligation.
to supply maintenance
shall not exist unless the person

who claims its fulfilment
is in need and not in a state of earning
his livelihood
by his work.
(2) Nor shall such obligation exist where the person from whom maintenance is claimed

Art. 813. -

is not in a position

Mode of fulfilment

(1) The obligation

to supply

it.

of obligation.

to supply

maintenance

shall

as a rule be fulfilled

by

means of a maintenance
allowance paid hy the debtor to the creditor
for maintenance.
(2) The amount of such allowance shall he fixed by taking into consideration
the needs of thc
person liable thereto.

person

claiming

it and the means

of the

of revision.
Art. 814. - Possibility
The decision which fixes the amo?Dt of the maintenance
allowance may
be reviewed at any time upon the demand of the debtor or of the ere.
ditor.
Art. 815.

-

Place

where

allowance

paid.

Saving any decision of the court to the contrary, the arrears of a maintenance allowance shall he payable at the residence of the creditor.
Art.

816. - Arrears. - 1. May not be assigned or attached.
(1) The arrears of a maintenance
allowance may neither be assigned
attached,

without

prejudice

to the provisions

of sub-art.

nor

(2) and (3).
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they

fall

..-.----.---..---.-(2)

They

may,

even

before

stitutions of assistance
of the allowance.
(3) The may be attached
ficiary

of the

which

due,

provide

by the persons

allowance

what

be assigned

for the needs

in favour

who have supplied

was necessary

to the bene-

for his subsistence.

Art. 817. - 2. No accumulation.
All arrears which have not been received or claimed within three
from their falling due shall cease to be due unless the creditor
that such arrears were necessary for his subsistence.
Art. 818. - Creditor may be taken
(1) The debtor for maintenance
taking ~e
(2) The court

into debtor's house.
may offer to discharge

months
proves

his obligation

creditor for maintenance
into his house.
shall decide whether,
having regard to all the

stances, such offer shall be accepted or not.
(3) The debtor for maintenance
may never be compelled
house

the person

entitled

to claim

of in-

of the beneficiary

by

circum-

to take into his

maintenance.

Art. 819. - Plurality of debtors. - 1. Principle.
Where several persons are liable to supply maintenance to a creditor for
maintenance, the latter may claim maintenance from any of such persons.
Art.

820. (1) The

2. Recourse.
debtors

who have

been

condemned

to pay the

allowance

shall

have recourse against those who have not been made parties to the
suit.
(2) The court may condemn the latter to rep,ay the whole or part m the
allowance, taking into account their means and their degree of rela.
tionship
by consanguinity
or by affinity with the person cl ~iming
maintenance.
Art. 821.

-

3. Order of debtors.

The different
debtors shall finally bear the liability
arising out of the
obligation
to supply maintenance
in the following order:
(a) in the first place, the spouse;
(b) in the second place, the descendants,
according to their degree;
(c) in the third place, the ascendants,
according
to their degree;
(d) in the fourth place, the brothers
and sisters of the full blood;
( e ) in the fifth place, the brothers and sisters of the half blood, whether
(f)

on the father's or on the mother's side;
in the sixth place, the descendants
by affinity,
degree;

according

to their
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(g)

in the
degree.

seventh

place,

the

ascendants

by affinity,

Art. 822. -. 4. Agreement
between co-debtors.
(1) The debtors for maintenance
may validly
procal relations, that maintenance
creditor by one of them.
(2) 1£ the creditor for maintenance

agree,

according

as regards

shall be supplied
has adhered

their

to their

to such

to their

reci-

common

agreement,

he

may not make a claim against the other debtors to obtain maintenance
unless he has a serious reason for not respecting such agreement.
Art. 823. - Case of adoption.
(1) The adopted child, his spouse

and his descendants

may

not

claim

maintenance
from the family of origin of the adopted child unless
the adoptive family is not in a position to supply such maintenance.
(2) They shall'not
be bound to supply maintenance
to the ascendants
of the family
from aJ)'')ther

Art. 824. -

cannot

claim

maintenance

Funeral expenses.

(1) Whosoever
(2)

of ')rigin unless the latter
member of theil- family.

is bound

to supply

maintenance

to a person

funeral expenses of such person.
The person who has advanced
such expenscs

may

shall pay the

claim

the repay-

ment from the dcbtor for maintenance,
in accordance
with the provisions relating to voluntary
management
of the affairs of another
person (Art. 2257-2265).
agreements.
Art. 825. - Particular
Any particular
agree~ent
providing
this Chapter shall be of no effect.

for exceptions

to the

provisions

of

TITLE V. SUCCESSIONS
Chapter 1. Devolution of Successions
Section 1. General Provisions
Paragraph 1. -

Opening of succession and things making up a succession

Art. 826. - Opening of succession.
( 1) Where a person dies, the succession of such person, called the d&ceased, shall open at the place where he had his principal
residence
at the time of his death.
(2) The rights and obligations
of the deceased which form the inheritance shall pass to his heirs
visions of this Title, unless
the death of the deceased.

and legatees, in accordance
such rights and obligations

with the proterminate
by
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Things making up in/writance.
1. Life insurance.
.Art. 827. (1) Monies due in performance
of a contract of life insurance

to which

the deceased was a party, shall form part of the inheritance
where
the deceased has not detennined
the beneficiary
or the insurance is
made to the benefit of the heirs of the deceased without any other
indication.
(2) In other cases, they shall not form part of the inheritance.

.

Art.

828. - 2. Pensions and indemnities.
Pensions or indenmities
payable to the relatives or to the spouse of the
deceased as a consequence
of his death shall not form part of the inheritance.

kinds of successions.
Art. 829. - Different
( 1) The succession of the deceased may be either intestate
(2) It may he partly intestate
and partly testate.
(3) The property
of which the deceased has not disposed
devolve

upon

by will shall

his heirs-at.law.
Paragraph

2. -

Capacity

to Succeed

required for succeeding.
Art. 830. - Conditions
A person may not succeed the deceased unless
not unworthy
of succeeding him.
Art.

or testate.

he survives

831. - Survival of heir to the deceased.
(1) The proof that a person exists on the day of the death

him and he is

of the deceased

shall he made in accordance
with the provisions
of the Title of this
Code relating to "Physical
Persons"
(Art. 47.153).
(2) The provisions
of the same Title shall apply as regards the conse(3)

quences
Nothing
sentation

Art.

832. -

of absence (Art. 154.173).
in this Article shall affect

the provisions

relating

to repre-

in successions.

Persons

dying

simultaneously.

Where two or more persons are dead and it is not possible to prove
which of such persons survived the other, the succession of each one of
such persons shall be regulated
as if he had been the last survivor without, however,
receiving
anything
from the succession of the other persons.

Art. 833. - Death of /wir.
Where a person who is called to a succession dies after such succession
has opened, his rights relating to the succession sha}l pass to his heirs.
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Art. 834. - Child merely conceived.
A child who is merely conceived may be called to a 8UC0088ion as provided
in the Title of this Code relating to "Physical PersOl18" (Art. 24).
Art.

835. - Bodies corporate.
The capacity of hodies corporate
and of property
with a specific destination to receive legacies shall he as provided in the Title of.this Code
relating to "Bodies Corporate
and Property
with a Specific Destinatioo"
(Art. 394-402, 456 and 501).

Art. 836. - State of legitimate,
iilegitimate
or adopted
( 1) The legitimacy
or illegitimacy
of the deceased

child.
or of the heir

shall

not affect the ascertainment
of the heirs or the value of the portion
of each of them.
(2) Without prejudice
to the provisions of Art. 557 of this Cod.:, adopted
children

shall

he assimilated

to the other

of heir.
Art. 837. - Sex, age, nationality
The sex, age and nationality
of the heir shall
ascertainment
of his rights to the 8uccession.

Art. 838.

-

Unworthiness.

Any person
(a) having

-

children.

not affect

in any way the

1. Crimes or condemnations.

who has been sentenced for:
intentionally
caused the death

of the deceased

or the dedh

of a descendant,
ascendant or spouse of the deceased; or
(h) having attempted
to kill anyone
of such persons; or
(c) having made a false accusation
or testimony
which might
tailed the condemnation
of anyone
of such persons to capital
ment or rigorous imprisonment
for more than ten years,
shall lose his capacity to succeed the deceased as unworthy.
Art. 839. -

have ellpuDish.

2. Explanation.

The loss of capacity provided in Art. 838 shall not take place where the
crime or attempted
crime has hecn committed hy the person called to the
8uccession after the death of the deceased.
Art. 840. - 3. Other causes.
Whosoever:
(a) hy taking advantage of the physical

state of the deceased.

haa. within

three months prior to the death of the latter, prevented
him from
making, modifying
or revoking his will; or
(h) has intentionally
destroyed,
caused to disappear
or altered the l8It
will

of the

deceased,

without

the

consent

of the

latter,

or

hu
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availed himself of a false will knowing it to be such,
shall l08e his capacity to succeed the deceased as unworthy.
Art.

841. - 4. Pardon by deceased.
(I) The I08S of capacity provided

in Arts. 838 ami
irlO shall not take
place where the deceased has expressly stated in a wili that hc pardoned his heir.
(2) Nor shall it take place with regard to a legacy, where the legacy
has been ordered by the deceased, with full knowledge
of the circunlstllnces, after the happening
of the event giving rise to unworthineu.

Section

2. Intestate

Art. 842. - First relationship.
(1) The children
of the

deceased

Successions

shall

be the

first

to bc called

to his

succession.
(2) Each of them shall receive an equal portion of the succession.
(3) Where the children,
en one of the children of the deceased are dead
and are survived by descendants,
they shall be represented
in the
.
successions by such descendants.
Art. 843. - Second relationship.
- 1. Principle.
Where the deceased is not survived by descendants,
his father and mother
8hall be called to his succession.
Art. 844. - 2. Application.
(I) Each of them shall receive
(2) The

predeceased

father

and

a moiety
mother

of thc inheritance.
shall

children
or other descendants.
(3) In default of an heir in one of the lines,
devolve

upon the heirs

of the other

be represented

by their

all the inheritance

shall

linc.

Art. 845. - Third relationship. - 1. Principle.
(1) Where the deceased is not SUl"Vivedeither by descendants or by hie
father
or mother
or their descendants,
his grandparents
called to his succession.
(2) The grandparents
of the paternal
line or their descendants

shall

bc

shall

be

entitled to fI moiety of the inheritance,
and the grandparents
of the
maternal line or their descendants shall be entitled to the other moiety.
Art. 846. - 2. Devolution
upon another line.
(1) Where a grandparent
of the paternal
descendants,

his portion

shall devolve

or maternal

line

dies without

upon the heirs of the same line.
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line

upon

die without

the heirs

1. Prillciple.
Art. 847. - Fourth reh!tiollshifl. In default of heirs of the third relationship,
the deceased shall be callcd to the ''llccession.

the

descendants,

of the other

the

line.

great-grandparents

of

Art. 848. - 2. Application.
(1) The great-grandparellb

of the paternal
line or their descendants
.hall he entitJed to a moiety of the inheritance
and the great-grandparents of the matemnl
linl' or their descendants
shall be entitled to
the other moiety.
(2) Without prejudice
to the provisions of sub-art. (1), each of the sur.
viving great-grandpnrcnt
or his descendants
capable
him shall recchl' an equal portion of the succession.

Art.

of representing

1. Principle.
fluternis materna maternis"
849. - Rule "paterna
(1) The application
of the preceding
Articles shall never have the effect
that immovable
property
deriving by way of succession or donation
from the paternal
linf' of the df'ceased be assi~ed
in full ownership
to the heirs of the maternal line.
(2) Nor shall it have the effect that immovable
property
deriving by
way of Succf'ssion or donation from property deriving by way of succession or donation from the maternal line of the deceased be assigned
in full ownership
to the heirs of the paternal line.
(l) and (2) shall apply up to
(3) The rules laid down in sub-articles
the second degree so that immovable
property
deriving by donation
or EUccession from the grandpaternal
line hc not assi~ed
to an heir
of the p-andmaternal
line and vice-vf'rsa.

Art. 850. - 2. Application.
(l) WI'ere by reason of thc provision of Art. 849, an heir cannot receive
thc portion which derives to him from the succession, a mere right
of usufruct
on the immovable
property
which he cannot receive in
full ownership
shall he a.signed to such heir.
(2) No compensation
shall he due to thc heir whose rights have been
so reduced.
Art. 851. - 3. Restriction.
The rule paterna paternis materna maternis
are heirs only in thc paternal
or maternal
or grandmaternal
line.

shall not apply where there
line or in the gralldpaternal
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Art. 852. - Devolution
upon the State.
In default of relatives, the inheritance
the State.

of the deceased

Art. 853. - Representation.
- l. Principle.
(I) Where representation
takes place, the partition
stirpes".
(2) The children
of the person represented
shall

shall devolve

shall

be made

take

his

place

upon

"per
and

exercise his rights relating to the succession.
( 3 ) Where one or more children of the person represented
are dead, they
shall themselves he represented
according to the same principles.
Art. 854. - 2. Renunciation
to a succession.
(I) Representation
shall not take place where a person who is called to
a succession has renounced
it.
(2) The person whose succession has been renounced
may be representeil
Art. 855. - 3. Unworthiness.
The children or other descendants
of a person who is unworthy
represent him in the succession of the deceased.

may not

Art. 856. - 4. Bond of legal relationship
necessary.
Representation
shall not take place where, in terill€ of the law, there is no
bond of relationship
between the persons who claim to have the right of
representation
and the deceased.

Section
Paragraph 1.

--

Conditions

3. Wills
for the validity

of will.

A. Essential Condition.
Art. 857. - Strictly personal nature.
(I) A will is an act which is strictly personal to the deceased.
(2) Any agreement whereby a person grants to another person the power
to make, modify or revoke a will on his behalf shall be of no effect.
(3) A person may not entrust a third person with the task of determining how and on whom his succession

is to devolve.

Art. 858. - Prohibition
of joint wills.
Where several persons make their will by one and the same instrument,
such instrument
shall be of no effect.
Art. 859. - Undertakings
(I) Any undertaking
or revoke

relating to wills.
whereby any person

a will shall

be of no effect.

binds

himself

to do, modify
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(2)

Notwithstanding
time

any stipulation

be modified

or revoked

to the contrary,

a will may at any

by the testator.

Art. 860. - Captreity. - 1. Mirwrs.
The conditions
on which a minor may make a will are laid down in the
Title of this Code relating to "Capacity
of Persona"
(Art. 308).
Art. 861. - 2. Judicially
interdicted
persons.
The conditions
on which a judicially
interdicted
are laid down in the Title of this Code relating
(Art. 368).
Art. 862. - 3. Power of the court.
(1) The court may maintain
in whole
visions
visions

person may make a will
to "Capacity of Persons"

or in part

the effcct

of the pro-

contained
in such wills where it is of opinion that such prowere not influenced
by the state of health of the testator.

(2) No legacy

may be thus maintained

ten thousand
Ethiopian
dollar I!.
(3) The heirs-at.law
of the interdicted
at least three-fourths

in effect for a value of more than
person

shall

in any case receive

of the succession.

Art. 863. - 4. Imanity.
A will may not be invalidated unless the testator was notoriously insane at
the time when he made the will.
persons.
Art. 864. - 5, Legally interdicted
A legally interdicted
person shall be under
making of a will.

no disability

as regards

Art. 865. - Execution
impossible.
A testamentary
provision
which fails to specify in a sufficiently
manner its beneficiary
or its object shall be of no effect.
Art. 866. - Illicit provisiom.
(1) A provision contained

in a will shall be of no effect where

is contrary to the law or morality.
(2) A provision
in a will shall be of no effect

where

the

clear

its object

it cannot

be en.

forced.
Art. 867. - Violence.
(1) A provision contained

in a will shall

be of no effect

where

it has

been made by the testator under the influence
of violence.
(2) In such case, the provisions
of this Code relating to the annulment
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of violence

shall

apply

by analogy

(Art.

Art. 868. - Undue influence.
- 1. Principle.
A provision
contained
in a will may not be invalidated
by alleging an
excessive influence
which the beneficiary
of such provision or any other
person had on the testator.
Art. 869. - 2. Provisions
in favour of guardian or tutor.
(1) The court may reduce or invalidate
a testamentary
by the testator
(2) The provisions

in favour of his guardian or tutor.
of sub-art. (1) shall not apply unless

before he attains the age of twenty years.
(3) The provisions
of sub.art.
(1) shall not apply
of the testamentary

provision

is an ascendant

Art. 870. - 3. Physicians
and Clergymen.
(1) The court may reduce or invalidate

provision

made

the testator

where

dies

the beneficiary

of the testator.

a testamentary

provision

by the testator within six months preceding
his death,
a physician
or any other person who has professionally
him bodily care or spiritual
assistance.
(2) For the purpose of sub-art.
(1), the word "physician"

made

in favour
bestowed
means

of
on
any

person who even illegally has prescribed
or applied a medical treatment to the testator.
(3) The provisions
of this article shall not apply where the beneficiary
of the testamentary
nity or the spouse

Art. 871.

-

provision
is a relative
of the testator.

~-

or affi-

4. Notary or witness of will.

The court may reduce or invalidate
a testamentary
testator
in favour of a notary, registrar,
witness
taken part ill the making of the will.

Art. 872.

by consanguinity

provision made by the
or interpreter
who has

5. Spouse of testator.

The court may reduce or invalidate
a testamentary
provision
made by
the testator in favour of his or her spouse, where the testator is survived
by descendants
who are not also the descendants
of the spouse.

Art. 873.

---

6. /nterm"diaries.

Thc court may reduce
favour of a descendant,
tioned in the preceding

or invalidate
a testamentary
provision
made in
ascendant
or spouse of any of the persons Inl'narticles.
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Art. 874. - 7. Application
for reduction
or invalidation.
(1) Where a testamentary
provision
is made in favour of the spouse
of the testator,
its reduction
or invalidation
may he required
from
the court only by the descendants
of the testator.
(2) In other cases. the request lIlay he made hy the descendants,
ascen.
dants or spouse of the testator and hy no other heir.
13 I The request for reduction
or invalidation
shall be harred where it
is not made within three months following
an application
hy the
heneficiary
of the provision for the execution of the will.
Art. 875. -- 8. Court to give reasoned decision.
The court shall give in its judgment
the reasons why it deems it equitable
to invalidate
or reduce a testamentary
provi :on made hy the testator.
Art.

876.

-

Fraud.

The provisions contained
in a win may not be invalidated
on the ground
of fraud hy l!lleg-inr: t11:11the ])eneficiary
used unfair manoeuvres
to gain
the testator's
favour.
Art. 877. - Error.
of this Code relating to the in.
e I) In the case of error. the provisions
validation
of contracts on the ground of error shall apply hy analogy
(Art. 1697.1705 and 1803.1818).
(2) A provision
contained
in a will may not be invalidated
on such
~l'otmd unless the error whict> was committed
hy the testator
and
influenced
his mind in a de.'i,ive manner results from the contents
of the will itseJf, or from a wriden document to which the will makes
reference.
Art. 878. -- Effect of Illtllity of a provision.
The nullity of a provision contained
in a wil1 shall not entail the nullity
of other provisions
contained
in the same will, tmless it appears in a
clear manner that there existed in the mind of the testator a necessary
connection
hetween the execution of the provision which is null and that
of other provisions.
Art. 879. - Nullity of conditions
or burdens.
(I) Where a testator has made a legacy to depend on a condition or has
imposed
a hurden
on a le/!acy, such condition
or hurden shall be
deemed not to have heen attached or imposed where it is impossible
or contral'Y to the law or morality.
12) In 8ueh case, the le!(aey shall not he null, notwithstanding
that the

10*
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consideration
of the condition
the disposition.
B.

Art. 880. -

Various

kinds

or burden

Form and Proof

induced

the testator

to make

of Wills

of wills.

There are three kinds of wills:
(a) public wills;
(b) holograph
wills; and
( c) oral wills.

~~

Art. 881. - Public will. - 1. Form.
(1) A public will shall bc written

by the testator

himself

son under the dictation
of the testator.
(2) It shall be of no effect unless it is read in the presence

or by any perof the testator

and of four witnesses, and mention of the fulfilment
of this formality
and of its date is made therein.
(3) It shall be of no effect unless the testator and the witnesses immediately

Art. 882.

sign the will or affix their

thumb

mark

thereon.

2. Number of witnesses.

-

A public will shall be valid where it is made in the presence of two witnesses one of whom is a registrar or a notary acting in the discharge of
his duties.
Art. 883. - 3. Capacity of witnesses.
(1) The witnesses to a public will

shall

themselves

be able to read

to hear ~hat is read and to understand
the language
will is drawn up.
(2) The will shall be of no effect where such requirements

in which

or
the

are not ful-

filled.
will. - 1. Form.
Art. 884. - Holograph
(1) A holograph
will shall be of no effect
the testator himself.
(2) It shall be of no effect
a will.
(3) It shall
is dated
Art. 885. -

be of no effect
and signed

2. Typewritten

unless
unless

unless

it is wholly

it says in an explicit
each of the leaves

manner
which

written
that
make

by
it is

it up

by the testator.
will.

A holograph
will typewritten
by the testator
it bears on each of its leaves a handwritten

shall be of no effect unless
indication
of such fact.
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to understand

the

will.

A holograph
wal shall be of no effect where it appears that the testator,
being aliterate
or not knowing the language in which the wal is drawn
up, has reproduced
graphic ~ymbols without understanding
their meaning.
Art. 887. - Date of will.
(I) A public or holograph

wal

shall

be of no effect

where

it does not

show the day, month and year on which it is made or does not contain
other indications
to the same effect.
(2) The falseness of the date shown on the instrument
shall not entail
the nullity of the wal where it is evident that it is due to a mere
inadvertence
and the true date of the will can be established
with
sufficient accuracy by the aid of indicati .ns taken down from the will
itself and from other written documents emanating
from the testator.
Art. 888. -

Will

"per

relationem".

A public or holograph
will shall be of no effect where it cannot
stood unless it he supplemented
by documents
which have
written and signed by the testator.

be undernot been

Art. 889. - Erasures, rancellations
and words written over.
(1) A public or holograph
will shall bc of no effect where it contains
erasures, cancellations
or words written vver others which may modify
the will of the testator.
(2) No nuIIity shall follow where the erasures,
cancellations
or words
written over others have been approved in an explicit manner by a
note signed by the testator ?UO in the case of a public will, by the
witnesses.
Art. 890. - Additions.
(1) The provisions

of Art. 889 shall

apply

where

a public

will contains

additions
in the margin or between the lines thereof or after
signatures
of the witnesses.
(2) A hol9graph
will shall be not vitiated by such additions.
Art. 891. - Deposit of wills.
(1) A public or holograph

wal may he deposited

particular
a notary or in a eourt registry.
(2) A register, showing in alphabetical
order
whose wills have been so deposited,
and in each court registry.
(3) An indication
shall be made in the
deposit

of the will has taken

place.

with

a third

party,

the

in

the names

of the

persons

be kept

by each

notary

shall
register

of the

date

when

the
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892. - Oral will. - 1. Form.
An oral will is that whereby a per,son who feels that his death is imminent declares verbally
the dispositions
of his last will to two witnesses.

Art. 893. - 2. Contents.
By means of an oral will, a testator may only:
(ai giv\e directives
regarding
his funeral;
(b) make dispositions
for particular
legacies the amount
may not exceed
(c) make provisions

five hundred
Ethiopian
dollars;
regarding
the guardian
or the

of each of which

tutor

of his minor

children.
Art. 894. - 3. Sanctions.
(1) Any other disposition
made by an oral will shall he of no effect.
(2) Legacies exceeding
fin~ hundred
Ethiopian
dollars ordered
by
oral will shall
Art.

he reduce.}

to that

895. - More than one will.
Testamentary
provisions
111<1I1eby a person

may be contained

or more wills.
(2) The provisions

shall

(1)

contained

in various

wills

gether where such course is possible.
(3) Where the provisions
of two wills cannot
provisions
Art.

896. -

Proof

contained
of will. -

Whosoever
claims rights
contents of snch will.

in the latest
1. Bnrden
under

an

amount.

wHI shall

in one

all be enforced

he enforced

together,

to.
the

prevail.

of proof.

11 will shall

prove

the existence

and the

Art. 897. - 2. Proof how made.
(1) The existence and contents

of a puhlic or holograph
will shall he
proved hy producing
the instrument
itself in which such will is contained, or a copy thcre'jf ecrtified to be true by the notary or registrar
who has received the will for the deposit thereof in his archives.
(2) They may not be proved by any other means for the purpose of

(3)

obtaining
their execution.
They may be proved by any

means

for the

purpose

damages from the person who, through
his fault
caused the will to disappear.
C. Revocation and Lal"e of Wills
Art.

898. -- Express revocation.
(1) A will shall be revoked

in its entirety

where

of obtaining

o:r negligence,

the testator

has

expressly
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declares 'in the forms required for the validity of willa did 01.,.
vokes his will.
(2} It shall be revoked partially where the testator, in the 88IIIe fon8p.
makes

a disposition

which

cannot

be executed'together

with 8

~

of the will.
Art. 899. --- Destruction
(1.1 The -te.tator

or cancellation.
may

revoke

his will or a provision

contained

theniD,

by materially destroying or by tearing or by cancelliDg the ~.
thereof, in a manner that shows sufficiently
ing or modifying
his will.
(2) Unlc.s the contrary is proved, the testator

his intention
shall

be deemed

of revok.
to ha.e

wanted to revoke his will where he has done anyone
of the 'aetIeee
hereinbefore
referred to.
(3) Unless the contrary is proved, the destruction
or cancellati..
of the
will shaH be deemed
Art. 900. -- Alienation
]
I I Any alienation
made willingly
legacy in regard
(2) Such revocation

to have heen

of the thing

by the testator.

bequeathed.

of the thing bequeathed,
whether in whole or in part,
hy the testator shall operate as a revocatioa
of the
to all th at which ha. heen alienated.
shall remain effective notwithstanding
that the thing

comes again to hdong

to the testator

Art. 901. -- Eflects of revocatio1l.
I]) Unless otherwise
provided,
the proviilions

done

of a prf'viou8

the

at a later

revocation

date.

of a will shan

not cause

will to revive.

i 21 Testamentary
provisions
which
executed llotwitJlstallding
that the
them cannot he enforced
<,wing
his renunciation
oE the le![ucy or

halVe heen revoked
shall not be
new provisions which have replaced
to the incapacity
of the legatee or
for any other reason.

Art. 902. - Lapse of oral wills.
An oral will shall lapse three months
testator is still alive on such day.

after

it has been made,

where

will,~.
Art. 903. - Lapse of holograph
A holograph
will shall lapse w!lCre it is not deposited with a notary
in a court rcgistry within scven yean; after it has heen made.
Art. 904.

-- Birth of child.

Notwithstanding
any
universal
or singular

-

the

or

1. Principle.

provision
to the contrary,
legacies,
whether
title. contained
in a will shall lapse where,

by
after
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the date of the will, a child
the succession.
Art. 905. - 2. Restriction.
(1) In the case provided

is born to the testator

in Art. 904 the court

and such child

may maintain

accepts

the effects

of the legacies, in whole or in part, where it appears that, had the
testator known the circumstances,
hc would probably have maintained
them.
(2) The child of the testator who is born after the making of the will
shall in any case receive three fourths
receive in the intestate succession.

of the share

which

he would

Art. 906. - Legacies in favour of spouse.
Any testamentary
provision made by the testator in favour of his spouse
shall lapse where the marriage of the testator with that spouse is dissolved
through any cause other than death.
Art. 907. - Lapse of legacies. - 1. Principle.
A legacy made in favour of a person shall lapse where the legatee dies
before the testator or he cannot or does not want to take such legacy.
Art. 908.. - 2.
Where the
take place:
(a) where
(b) where

Representation.
legatee

named

dies

before

the

testator,

representation

it is a case of a legacy by universal title; or
it is a case of a l~gacy by singular title and where,

of a legatee, the property
bequeathed
is to devolve upon
Paragraph 2. - Contents and Interpretation of Wills
Art. 909.

-

Different

shall

in default
the State.

kinds of dispositions.

The
(a)
(b)
(c)

testator may in his will:
appoint one or more legatees by universal title; and
order legacies by singular title; and
disinherit
one or more of his heirs or consmute
an endowment
or
trust; and
(d) give directiOll8 regarding
his funeral;
and
(e) make any other declaratioDi
of wiD to which this Code or particular
laws acknowledge

Art.

910.

-

juridical

effects

after his death.

Interpretation.

(1) In case of doubt, a will shall be interpreted in conformity with the
presumed intention of the testator 88 resulting from the will itself
and other circumstances.
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(2) Where the terms of the will are clear, they may not be departed
to seek by means

of interpretation

Art. 911. - Presumption.
(1) Where the testator

the true

has used expressions

intention

from

of the testator.

like "my heirs"

or "my pro-

perty" or "my immovable
property",
in order to give meaning to
such words, he shall be deemed to have envisaged the position at the
time of his death.
(2) Proof to the contrary is admitted to rebut such presumption.
Art. 912. - Legacies by universal or singular title.
(1) A legacy by universal title is a disposition
whereby

the testator

calls

one or more persons to receive the full ownership or the bare ownership of one whole or of a portion of the property.
'(2) Any other disposition
is a legacy by singular title.
Art. 913. - Legacies and rules of partition.
An assignment
of a portion of the succession or of property forming part
of such succession made by the testator to one of his heirs shall not be
deemed to be a legacy but a mere rule for partition,
unless the contrary
intention
of the testator emerges Irom the disposition.
of legatee by universal title. Art. 914. - Appointment
The appointment
of a legatee by universal
title shall
any special form.

1. Form.
not be subject

to

Art. 915. - 2. Effecu.
,(1) Unless otherwise expressly provided by the testator, a legatee by uni.
versal title shall be assimilated to an heir-at-Iaw.
(2)

In particular,-

he shall

be called

to receive

the whole

default of any other legatee or heir-at-Iaw.
(3) The testator may expressly specify that the legatee
shall not receive

Art. 916. -

Conditional

more than

a given portion

legacies.

1. Principle.

-

Legacies whether by universal or singular
upon the accomplishment
of a suspensive
Art. 917. - 2. Condition of marrying
(1) Acopdition;
that t~ legatee

by universal

tenns

in
title

of the succession.

title may be made conditional
or resolutive condition.

or not marrying.
shall marry or shall not marry

cul~ person shall he valiq.
(2) A condition imposed in general
or not re-marrying
I (3) The testator may

succession

on the legatee

shall be of no effect.
stipulate
that the legatee

shall

a parti-

of not marrying
have

the usufruct
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of certain property
shall not marry.
Art.

or ~hall receive

918. - 3. Presumption.
(1) Unless otherwise
expressly

provided

a specified

pension

by the testator,

so long as he

a legacy

made

under a condition that the legatee does not do a specified thing shall
be deemed to be wade under a resolutive condition.
(2) The same shall apply where a legacy is made under the condition
that

Art. 919.
(1)

-

the legatee

shaH continue

to do a specified

thing.

4. Security.

Where

a legacy

is wade

by the testator

subject

to a resolutive

con-

dition, the court way, on the application
of any interested
person,
order the legatee to give a security or another guarantee for the restitution of the property bequeathed
in the case that the resolutive condition is accomplished.
(2) Where a legacy is made hy the testator subject to a suspensive condition, the court may. on the application
of the legatee, order the
person who is in possession of the thing bequeathed
to give a security
or another guarantee for the delivery of the thing bequeathed
to the
legatee in the case that the suspensive condition
is fulfilled.

Art. 920. -

Charges.

u..

1. Pril~ciJll,.,

The testator may hind heirs 01' legatees, on the value of the property,
to give something to or to do something for one or more specified persons.
Art. 921. - 2. Limit of obligation.
The heir or legatee on whom the charge has heen imposed shall he liahle
for the execution
of such charge to the extent only of the value of the
portion of the succession or of the legacy which he has received.
Art. 922. -- 3. Execution
of charge.
(I) The penon to whose benefit
mand its execution.
(2) Where such action

is justified

the charge

has heen

in the circumstances,

ordered

may de-

such penon

also require the heir or legatee thus charged to give a security
another guarantee for the execution of the charge.

may
or

(3) The same rights may be exercised by the person named for this purpose by the testator or, in default of such pe1'8On, by each of the heirs
of the testator or hy each of his le,:atees by univenal
title.

Art. 923. - 4. Dusolution of leB~'
( I) The failure to. execute the charge shall not entail the di8801ution
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of the legacy unless the testator has expre88ly so disp06ed and regulated the consequences
thereof.
l2) The rights which third parties in good faith have acquired on the
property
bequeauled
shaH not hc affected.
of benefi<:iary of lescu:y.
Art. %4. - DetenniIJ4twn
l1) The heneficiary
01 a legacy is suillciently
determined
where the will
hinds the heir, the legatee hy universal
title or another person to
select such beneficiary
from among a specified category of persons.
l2) The court may, on the application
of any interested
person, fix a
time within which the person who is to designate the beneficiary
of
the legacy shall make his selection.
(3) Where such person fails or refuses to make such designation,
the
court shall entrust that task to another pcrson under conditions which
are most appropriate
for giving effect to the presumed
intention
of
the testator.
Art. 925. - Legacy in favour of the poor.
(1) A legacy made in favour of the poor,
shall be valid.
(2) Unless the contrary

is proved,

without

it shall

any other

be deemed

designation,

to be made

in

favour of the poor of the place where the testator had his principal
residence at the timc of his death.
(:q The authority
qualified to accept the legacy and to give effect to the
intention

of the testator

shall

be prescribed

by regnlations.

Art. 926. - Several legatees.
ll) Where the testator h<:s appointed
several legatees by universal title
or bequeathed
a thing to two or more persons, without specifying
the portion of each, the legatees shall huve equal rights to the succession or to the thing bequeathed
to them.
(2) Where any of such legatees cannot or does not want
to accept
the disposition
co-beneficiaries.

made

in his favour,

his portion

of subject of legacy.
Art. 927. - DetermirwtWn
(1) The thing forming the subject of a legacy
where the testator
some other person
among things of a
(2) The legatee shall
not

specified

who

shall devolve

is sufficiently

upon his

specified

has ordered that the heir or the legatee himsel£ or
shall choose it from among various things or from
specified nature or of a specified value.
make tlle selection himself where the testator has
shall

make

it or where

the

person

charged

with
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~aking it has not made it within
the legatee.
Art. 928. - "$ubstitutio
vulgaris".
(1) The testator may order that,

a reasonable

in default

period

given to him by

of a legatee

by universal

or

singular title, some other person shall be called to receive the legacy.
(2) Unless otherwise expressly provided, a disposition to that effect shall
benefit the substituted
legatee whenever the legatee appointed
in the
first place cannot or does not want to receive the legacy made in his
favour.
Art. 929. - Entails.
(1) The testator

- 1. Principle.
may order that

his heir

or legatee

shall,

on the expiry

of a certain period or on his death or on the accomplishment
of a
specified
condition,
pass the property
or certain property
forming
part of the succession to one or more other persons who shall he
substituted
for him.
(2) The heir or the legatee who receives the property in the first place
is called "the holder in tail".
(3) The person to whom he shall pass the property
substitution

is "the

person

called

on the opening

Art. 930. - 2. Persons w/w may be called to succeed.
(1) The person called to succeed need not have the capacity
the day of the death
(2) It shall be sufficient

of the

to succeed".

of the testator.
that he can be determined

to receive

and that

on

he have

the capacity to receive on the day when the substitutiOli
comes into
effect.
(3) The substitution
may also be made in favour of the descendants
or
of the heirs

of tlle holder

in tail.

Art. 931. - 3. Effects.
(1) A disposition
made in terms of art. 929 has, in relation to the property to which it refers, the effect of a disposition
prohibiting
alienation or attachment.
(2) Without
prejudice
to the provisions
of the following Articles, th~
rules contained in the Title of this Code relating to "Joint ownership,
Usufruct and Other Rights in rem" shall apply for the purposes of
determining
the effects of such disposition
(Art. 1426-]443).
Art. 932. - 4. Limitation
of power of the court.
The court may in no case autllOrise the alienation or the attachment
of immovable property on the-application
of the holder in tail or his creditors.
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Art. 933.
(1)

-

The
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5. Time for bringing action.
person

called

to succeed,

his representative

or

the

person

appointed
by the testator for the pur~se
of having the substitution
complied with, may at any time demand the nullity of the alienation
or of the attachment
which haye taken place unduly.
(2) It suffices that they institute their action within two years from the
opening

of the substitution.

Art. 934. - 6. Limitation
of sub.~titution
(]) A provision whereby the testator
not be alienated
or attached after
person called to succeed shall he
(2) A provision whereby the testator
to such property
c311ed to succeed

to one passage.
declares that property or rights canthey have been transmitted
to the
of no effect.
seeks to regulate what is to happen

or rights after they are transmitted
shall be of no effect.

to the person

Art. 935. - 7. Refusal by holder in tail.
(1) Where the holder in tail calIDot or does not want to accept
been bequeathed
to him, the provisions contained
case shall apply, if any.
(2) Failing such provisions,
the court shall prescribe
likely to enforce
of the substituted

Art. 936. (1)

the testator's
legatee.

intention

what has

in the will for this
such solution

and to safeguard

as is

the interest

8. Default of person called to succeed.

The holder

in tail may dispose

freely

of the property

and the rights

forming the subject matter of the substitution,
where the person to
whom he must deliver such property
dies or where, for any other
reason, it becomes clear that it will not be possible for the substitution
to take place.
(2) Where, on account of the default or refusal of the person (Jalled to
succeed or for any other reason, the substitution
ordered
by the
testator cannot take place, the property held in tail shall pass to the
heirs of the holder in tail.
(3) Unless otherwise stipulated
in the will, the heirs of the testator shall
have no right

on such property.

Art. 937. -- Disherison.
- 1. Express.
(1) The testator may, in his will, expressly

di,sinherit

his heirs-at-Iaw,

or

any of them, without appointing
a legatee by universal title.
(2) In such case, the succession shall devolve as though the heir or heirs
who has or have been

disinherited

had died before

the testator.
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Art. 938. - 2. Special provision
regarding descendants.
( i ) An express disherison
of a child or other descendant
shall be of no
effect unless the testator hall given in his will a reason which justifies
the disherison.
(2) The court shall ascertain
whether the reason given by the testator,
assuming that it is correct, justifies the disherison.
(3,1 It may not ascertain whether, in thc circumstances
case, the reason

given

of the particular

is correct.

Art. 939. - 3. Tacit disherison.
(I) Unless otherwise provided,

the appointment

of a legatee

hy universal

title shall imply the disherison
of the relatives of the testator if they
are of the second, third or fourth relationship.
(2) It shall not imply the disherison
of the descendants
of the testator.
(3) Where the testator is survived hy descendants
and has not expressly
disinherited
them, the legatee hy universal
succession together
with imch descendants
child of the testator.
Art. 940.

--

4. Prohibition

title shall partake of the
as if he himself were a

of certain provisions.

Any provision whereby the testator orders the disherison,
in whole or in
part, of his heirs or any of them, should they impugn the validity of the
will or of any disposition
contained therein, shall be of no effect.
Art. 941. - - Dispositions

providing

for arl}itration.

(11 The testator may order in his will that any dispute between the heir"
or the legatees relating
to the liquidation
or the partition
of the
succession shall be dt'{,ided by one or more persons, designated in the
will as arbitrators.
(2) The powers vested in the court under the Vl'Ovisions of this Title
shall in such a case be exercised by the arhitrators.

Chapter 2. Liquidation
Art. 942. - Guiding principle.
So long as a succession
has
distinct estate.
Art. 943. - Security of creditors.
(I) Pending the liquidation,

not

heen

of Successions
liquidated,

it shall

constitute

the creditors
of the inheritance
shall have
the property
which forms part of the inheritance
as their exclusive
security.
(2) They shall have no right on the personal property of the heirs.

a
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Pending

the

have no right

liquidation,

the

on the property
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personal

creditorB

of the

hein

sliall

of the sUcceBsion.

Art. 944. - What the liquidation
consists of.
The liquidation
of the succession consists of:
(a) the detennination
of the persons who are called

to take the property

in the inheritance;
(b) the determination
of what it is made up:
(c) the recovery of debts due to and the payment

.
of the debts due by the

succession which are exigible;
(d) the payment of the legacies by singular

and the taking

other steps as are required
by the deceased.

to carry

title

into

effect

of such

the provisions

made

Art. 945. -

Agreement
providing for arbitration.
(1) The heirs and the legatees may agree that any dispute

arising

between

them regarding
the liquidation
or partition
of the sUccell8ion shall
be submitted
to one or more arbitrators.
(2) The powers vested in the court under the provisions of this Title shall
in such a case be exercised

Section

by the arbitrators.

1. Liquidator

of the Succefjsion

Art. 946. - Principle.
A succession, whether intestate or testate, shall be liquidated
more persons hereinafter referred to as "the liquidators".
by the law.
A.rt. 947. - Designation
On the day of death, the capacity
to the heirs-at.law.

of liquidator

shall "pertain

by will.
Art. 948. - Designation
(1) Where the deceased has left a will, the capacity

by one or

"ipso

facto~

of liquidator

shall

pertain
to the person designated
by the deceued
in Buch will as
testamentary
executor.
(2) Failing any express disposition, it shall pertain "ipso jure" to the legatees by universal

title

appointed

in the will.

(3.1 The heirs-at-Iaw shall act jointly witl. the legatee by universal title as
liquidators,
unless they are under the will to receive no share in the
succession.
Art. 949. Where,

Liquidator
in tenns

who is a minor
of the preceding

or an interdicted
Articles,

a minor

person.
or an interdicted

per-
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son is the liquidator
for the performance
Art. 950. -

Judicial

liquidation.

cession.
The court shall

(1)

of a succession,
of the functions
-

appoint..a

he shall be represented
of liquidator.

1. Unaccepted
liquidator,

inheritance

on the

by his tutor

or vacant

application

SltC-

of any in.

terested person, where the heirs are unknown or all the heirs.at.law
have declare,d that they renounce or do not want to liquidate the succe88ion.
(2) It shall appoint a liquidator
where the testator has not left heirs and
his succession is taken by the State.
(3) The person or authority
which is to be appointed
court

may be prescribed

liquidator

by the

by regulations.

Art. 951. - 2. Other cases.
The court may, on the. application
of any interested
person, appoint a
notary or some other person to replace the liquidator
referred to in the
preceding
Articles, where:
(a) there is a doubt regarding
the designation
of a liquidator
because
the validity of the will whereby he was appointed
is contested,
or
for any other reason; or
(b) there are several liquidators
and they are not in agreement
on the
administration
and liquidation
of the succession;
or
( c) among the heirs, there is a minor or an interdicted
other person, who, for any other
after his interests;
or
( d) the liquidator
remains
inactive
incapable

to perform

his functions

reason,

person

or any

is not in a position

to look

or is dishonest

or is found

properly.

Art. 952. - Security.
The court may at any time, on the application
of any interested
require tbe liquidator
to give a security or some other guarantee
proper performance
of his functions.

Art. 953.

-

to be

person,
for the

Voluntary nature of functions.

No person

is bound

to accept

the functions

of liquidator.

-

Art. 954.
Resignation.
(1) The liquidator
may

at any time

resign

his functions,

unless

he has

expressly undertaken
to bring them to their conclusion or to perform
tbem for a certain time.
(2) The resignation
shall involve the liability of the liquidator
where it
is made

at a time which

is not convenient.
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(3) It shall
the
Art.

in

other

no

case take

liquidators

Termination
955. The functions

(2)

and
Art.

it

has

been

cease where
the

liquidator
of his

law,

will

has accomplished

the

deceased
of the

(b)
( c)

pay

which

( d)

pay the legacies

debts
to

of the

him

out

of

whether

succession

ordered

execute

Limitation
957. The deceased

the

court

instructions

may

limit

regarding

the

(3)

in sub-art.
(1).
Notwithstanding

any

such instructions

has the liability

for

good

Several liquidators.
958. Where
there are several

the
(3)

liquidation

(Art.

Art. 959.
The

may

powers

contrary,

the

they

among

stipulatiom

or mandate,
liquidation,
the

affairs

of

referred

a transgression

of

act together,

without

deceased
the

with

tasks

or the
which

a mandate

if a liquidator
rules relating

another

to

sanction.

by the

of them

perform

as its only

themselves

one

liquidator

he shall

instructions

shall

contrary

of the

how

to

or entrust

of the

the

manner
the

to the

an act of '.the

management

liquidator
work

deceased,

measures

person

shall

to

perto voapply

2257-2265).

- Remuneration

by the

all other

of the liquidator

distribute

involves,

by himself

luntary

and

and

and

and take

modify

liquidators

stipulation

make such liquidation.
In the absence of such
forms

cause,

stipulation

(1)

court.
The liquidators

a will,

puwers.

or the

to any

has left

will.

(2)

(2)

a
of

his functions

succession;

are exigible;

by the deceased

his functiom"
The court may,

prejudice

by

or a decision

management.

property

or give

to

appointed.

he is replaced

the

establish
who is to receive the
administer
the succession;
and
the

communicated

has been

of liquidator.

(1)

Art.

with

the

an account

liquidator
shall:
make a search to find

necessary
Art.

cease where

Duties

shall

in conformity

rendered

956. The
(a)

unless
liquidator

of a liquidator

liquidator

the court.
They shall

effect

or a new

of functions.

(l)

new
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shall

of liquidator.
be entitled

he has performed,

or by agreement

to a remuneration
under

between

the

where

COIlditiOll8

the heirs,

or by the

this

is justified

determined
court.

by the
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Art. 960. (1) The
has
(2) He

Rendering

accounts

of management.

liquidator
shaH render the accounts
accomplished
his functions.

of his lIlanagenwnt

when he

shaH render the accounts thereof before that date, at such times
as are agreed upon with the heirs or fixed by the court.

Art. 961. - Liability.
(1) The liquidator

shall

fault of negligence.
(2) He shall be dcemcd

IJC liable

for any dam::;.:e he causes through

to be at fault where

he act. contrary

his

to the pro-

visions of the law, to the provisions of thc wi II or to the instructions
given to him hy the deceased or hy the court.
(3) The court may relicV{' him in whole or in part of such liability in
his relations with the heirs or legatees where it appears that he has
acted in good faith with the intention of performing
his functions.

Section

2. Final

Paragraph 1.

Determination
of the Pc;I.c;ons entitled
to the Succession

--- PwvLiona!

Delermination

Art. 962. -- :)earch for a will.
(1) The liquidator
shall in the

of Persun,

first

place

c;;l:tled

make

whether the deceased has left a will.
(2) For this purpose, he shall examine the papers

to

Succeed

a search

to find

of the deceased

make aH ne(:essary researches
in particular
with the notaries
the registries of the courts of the pInel's where the deceased
sided.
Art.

963. (II

Duty

Whosoever

to declare

and

and in
has re-

will.

has in his possession, finds or knows, in his capacity as
. of
a will made by the deceased shall make a declaration

a witness,
regarding such will to the liquidator
the death.
(2) He shall make such declaration
to he affected by nnllity,
Art.

out

as soon as he comes to know of

notwithstanding

that

the will seems

964. - Deposit of will.
(1) A public or holograph
will shall he deposited
without delay with
a notary or in the registry of the court in the place where it is disco.
vered or conserved,
where the liquidator
or any interested
person
makes an application
to this effect.
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(2) An oral will shall, under the same conditions, be immediately
up in writing
Art. 965. - Opening
(1) A will shall

and deposited
of will. be opened

of the deceased.
(2) Where it has been

by those who have been witnesses

drawn
thereto.

1. Date.
by the liquidator

discovered

after

forty

days after

the death

such date, it shall be opened

on

a day fixed by the liquidator
within the month following such discovery.
(3) In 8uch case it shall first be deposited with a notary or in the registry
of the court
Art. 966. (1) The

in conformity

with the provisiom

of Art. 964.

2. Anticipated opening.
date mentioned

in Art. 965 (1) may be put forward

where

the

deceased has so ordered
or this appell1'8 nece88ary for the purpose
of making arrangements
for his funeral or the majority of the heirs
called in the first place by the law agree to the putting forward of
the date of the opening.
(2) Where any of the heirs called in the first place is not in II position to
be present or represented
at the anticipated
opening of the will, the
will shall, prior to its opening, be deposited with a notary or in the
registry of the court in the place where it is to be found.
Art. 967.

- 3. Place.

(1) The will shall be opened in the office of the notary or in the registry
of the court where the will has been deposited during the lifetime
of the deceased or after his death.
(2) Failing such deposit, the will shall be opened in the place where the
deceased had his principal residence at-the time of ~is death.
Art. 968. - 4. Publicity.
(1) The heirs.at.law whom the law calls in the first place to the suc.
cession of the deceased shall be invited to be present or represented
at the opening of the will.
(2) In any case, at least four persons of age and not interdicted shall be
present at the time of the opening of the will.
Art. 969. - 5. Order of the day.
(I) At the time of the opening of the will, the liquidator and all persons
present shall verify the validity or the form of the will.
(2) The contents of the will shall be read out.
(3) Arbitrators shall, as far as is possible, be appointed to settle any
dispute arising out of the succession, and the nece88ary provisions
shall be made to ensure the conservation of the will.

11*
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970.

-

6. Several wills.

The provisioos of the preceding Articles shall apply
left only one will or more than one will.
Art. 971. - Establishing
order of partition.
(I) During the meeting, the liquidator

whether

the deeell8ed

- 1. Testate succession.
shall detcrmine
who are the heirs

or legatees of the deceased, and to what portion of the succession
each of them is entitled.
(2) He shall inform the interested
persons, without delay, of the lllanner
in which he considers that the succession should devolve.
(3) For the purpose of sub-art. (2) the expression
"interested
means
d~
called

the

persons

and those
to receive it.

who

arc called

who, in the

to receive

absence

Art. 972. - 2. Intestate
sltCCession.
(1) Where it appears that the deceased

the

persons"

property

of a will, would

of the

have been

has not left a will, the liquidator

shall inform the interested
persons of the manner how he considers
that the suecession should devolve.
(2) Such informatiou
shall be given as soon as it appears certain that there
is no will and, at the latest, forty days after the death
Art. 973. - Action
(I) Whosoever

of nullity.
is present

- 1. Persons
or represented

present.
at the opening

of the decease(j.

of the will may

within fifteen days from the opening of the will declare his intention
to apply for the nullity of the will or of a provision contained in the
will, or to impugn the order of partition
proposed by the liquidator.
(2) Any such declaration
shall be of no effect unless it is made in writing
and notified to the liquidator,
the court
period specified in sub. art. (I).
Art. 974. - 2. Persons not present.
(1) With regard to persons who

or the arbitrators

are not present

within

nor represented

the

at the

opening of the will, sueh period shall begin to run from the day
when the liquidator
informs them of the order of partition
proposed
by him. It shall run in like manner where there is no will.
~2) The validity of a will and the order of partition
proposed
hy the
liquidator
may in no case be contested after five years from the day
of the opening of the will or, if there is no will, five years from the
death of the deceased.
Art. 975. - 3. Pr01Jiswnal measures.
The court may, on the application

of any interested

person

and pending
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the delivery of a judgment on the applications mentioned in Art. 973 and
974, take all provisional measures it thinks fit to avoid delays in the liquidation of the succession.
Option of Heirs and Legatees by Univers.l Title

Paragraph 2. Art. 976. No heir

No necessary
is bound

heirs.

to accept the succession

Art. 977. - Personal nature of the
( 1 ) The right to accept or to
to the heir.
(2) It may not be exercised by
(3) The rights of the creditors
ing the succession in fraud

or legacy

option.
renounce

a succession

when the liquidator
has informed
cession.
(2) The court may, on the application
of three

months

he is called.

is strictly

personal

the creditors of the heir.
shall not be affected by the heir renouncof such rights.

Art. 978. - Time for renunciation.
(1) An heir may renounce the succession

mum

to which

the period

within
him

that

one month

of the heir,

extend

fixed in sub-art.

Art. 979. - Form of renunciation.
(1) The renunciation
of a succession

to the suc-

up to a maxi-

(1).
unless

it is

made in writing or in the presence of four witnesses.
(2) It shall be of no efject unless it is made known to the liquidator

he-

fore the expiry

of the period

shall

from the day

he is called

fixed

be of no effect

in Art. 978.

Art. 980. - Form of acceptance.
Acceptance
may he express or implied.
Art. 981. - Express acceptance.
The heir who assumes the status of heir in a written
to have expressly accepted the succession.

Art. 982.

-

(1) The

Implied
heir

act shall he deemed

acceptance.

who

performs

any act which

shows

unequivocally

his in-

tention to accept the succession shall he deemed to have impliedly
accepted the succession.
(2) The heir who has not renounced the succession within the period fixed
hy law shall he deemed to have impliedly
accepted the succession.
Art. 983.

-

Renunciation

in favour

of others.

(1) A renunciation made in favour of one or more specified persons shall
be deemed to he an assignment of the rights to the succession.
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(2) An heir

who makes

such renunciation

cepted the succession.
(3) This rule shall not apply where
in favour of all his co.heirs
niary compensation.
Art. 984.

-

Acts. of preservation

shall

be deemed

the heir has renounced

indistinctly

without

to have

ac-

the succession

receiving

any pecu-

or administration.

The heir who performs
acts of preservation,
such as those of supervision
or the drawing up of an inventory,
and urgent acts of administration
in
relation
to the property
of the succession, shall not be deemed to have
impliedly
accepted the succession.
Art.

985.

-

The heir
hereditary

-

Art. 986.

Misappropriation

Individual

Where several heirs
others renounce it.

Art. 987.

-

or concealment.

who misappropriates
or conceals property
forming
estate, shall be deemed to accept the succession.

Death

nature

part

of the

of option.

are called

of heir before

to the succession,

making

some may accept

and the

option.

Where the heir who is called dies before having accepted or renoun-

(1)

ced the succession, the right to accept or renounce the succession shall
devolve on his heirs.
(2) Some may accept the succession and the others renounce it.
(3) ThOBe who have renounced
the succession of the heir shall be deemed
by 80 doing to have renounced
the succe88ion of the deceased.
Art. 988. - Option to be pure and simple.
(1) The acceptance or renunciation
of a succession
a time limit or under a condition.
(2) An heir shall be deemed not to have taken
made his acceptance
a condition.

Art. 989.

or his renunciation

may not be made with
a decision

with

a time

he has

or under

-

Partial acceptance
or renunciation.
(1) The acceptance
or renunciation
may not be partial.
(2) Whosoever
has renounced
the succession in his capacity
universal
deceased.

(3)

where
limit

title may still accept

it in his capacity

as legatee

as heir-at-Iaw

by

of the

An heir in whose favour a legacy by singular title has been ordered
may renounce
the succession
and
accept the succession and renounce

accept the legacy or, conversely,
the legacy by singular title.
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-

Acceptance not revocable.
Art. 990.
(1) An acceptance
of the succession made
(2) It may not he annulled in any case.
Art. 991. - Revocation
( 1) A renunciation

hy an heir

is irrevocable.

of renunciation.
- 1. Causes.
of a successio"n made hy an heir may he revoked

it has been extorted hy violence.
(2) It may also he revoked where it has been obtained

through

the fraud

of a person who is called to the succession, or of a descendant,
dant, hrother, sister or spouse of such person.
(3) It may not he revoked for any other cause.
Art. 992. - 2. Form and effects.
( 1) An heir who intends to revok.e his renunciation

where

shall hring

ascen.

an action

before the court, under pain of loss of right, within two years from
the cessation of the violence or the discovery of the fraud of which
he has heen the victim.
(2) The renunciation
of a succession may in no ease be revoked ten years
after it has heen made.
(3) The court shall specify

the

effects

of the revocation

in accordance

with the provisions
of the Section relating to "Invalidation
and can.
cellation of contracts"
in the Title of this Code dealing with "Con.
tracts in general"
(Art. 1808.1818).
Art. 993. - "Actio PaulUma".
(1) The creditors
of a person

who renounces

a succession

may,

within

two years from the day when the renunciation
has taken place, apply
to the court to annul it, if it is prejudicial
to them.
(2) The renunciation
may not be annulled by the court except in favour
(3)

of the creditors and only up to the extent of what is due to them.
It may not he annulled for the benefit of an heir who has renounced
the succession.

Art. 994.

-

Effect of aceeptance.

Acceptance

shall

he effective

from the day of the death

Art. 995. - Effect of renunciation.
(1) An heir who has renounced
have been an heir.
(2) The portion which

a succession

he has renounced

who have accepted the
heirs who come next.

succession,

shall

he deemed

shall devolve
and,

where

of the decealed.

upon

never

to

his co-heirs

appropriate,

to the
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heirs

who

have
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already

accepted

the succession

such portion within one month from the day when
of their co-heir is brought to their knowledge.
Paragraph

3. -

Certificate

of Heir and "Petitio

may

renounce

the renunciation

Haereditatis"

Art. 996. - Certificate
of heir.
- 1. Issue.
(1) An heir may apply to the court to be given

a certificate

of heir

of

the deceased and the share of the succession which he is called to
take.
(2) The court may require the applicant to adduce such evidence and to
give such securities

Art. 997.
(1)

as it thinks

fit.

- 2. Effects.
So long

as the

certificate

has not been

annulled,

the heir

shall

he

deemed to have the status which the certificate
attributes
to him.
(2) The acts performed
by the heir in such capacity may not be impugned, unless it is proved that the person who avails himself of such
acts knew for certain, at the moment when such acts were perfonned,
that the heir had no right.
Art. 998. - 3. Annulment.
(1) Where an action

of "petitio

haereditatis"

has been

instituted,

the

court may annul the certificate
of heir it issued.
(2) In such case, the heir shall return the certificate.
(3)

Where

the heir

alleges

that

the certificate

has been lost or that

for

any other reason he is unable to return it, he shall be ordered to give
all appropriate
securities to ensure that he will not in fnture make
use of the certificate.
Art.

999.

-

"Petitio

haereditatis".

-

1. Principle.

Where a person without a valid title has taken possession of the succession or of a portion thereof,
the true heir may institute
an actiO'n o~
"petitio haereditatis"
against such person to have his status of heir acknowledged
and obtain the restitution
of the property
of the inheritance.
Art.

1000. - 2. Periods of time.
(1) An action of "petitio haereditatis"

shall

be barred

after

three

years

from the plaintiff having become aware of his right and of the taking
possession of the property
of the inheritance
by the defendant.
(2) It shall be absolutely
barred after fifteen years from the death of
the deceased or the day when the right of the plaintiff
enforced, unless the action relates to family immovables.

could

be
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Art. 1001.

-

3. Effects.

f I)

The defendant
who 1000esa suit of "petitio haereditatis"
shall retW'D
to the plaintiff
all the property
of the inheritance
which hu remained in his po8session.
(2) He may not claim to have become the owner of such property as a
(3)

result of his good faith.
As regards the rest, the
relating

Art.

1002.

-

to "Unlawful

provisions

of the

Enrichmeut"

shall

Chapter

apply

of this

(Art.

Cod.

2162.2178).

4. Legatees by singular title.

The provisions
title.

of the preceding

articles

shall apply to legatees

Section 3. Administration

by sinlular

of the Succession

Art.

1003. - Principle.
The liquidator
shall administer
the estate of the deceased from the day
when he is appointed
until the persons having a right to the succeslion
have received the shal"es or the property to which they are entitled.

Art.

1004.
( I) The

-

Setda.
affixing

of seals on the effects,

or on some of the effects,

may

he ordered by the court on the application
of any interetlted perIOD,
inuuediately
after the death of the deceased.
(2) The expenses of the affixing and removal of seale shall be bby the person
Art.

requested

the affixing

of seals.

-- l. What the succession is made up of.
1005. -- Inventory.
(l) The liquidator
shall establish
what the succession is made
hy drawing
up an inventory
within forty days
from
the
of the deceased.
(2) Supplementary
within

Art.

having

fifteen

statements
days from

shall
any other

of property.
1006. - 2. Valuation
(I) Each of the constitueJts,
whether

he

drawn
property

up,

where

having

by the
he made

nece888l"Jt

been discovered.

an asset or a liability,

cession shall be provi~
valued
same periods.
(2) Where necessary,
the valuation
shall
of experts.

up of
death

liquidato!'
with

of the IUCwithin

the

tile

assistallee

Art. 1007. - Duties of heirs.
(1) In their relations with the su('cession, the heirs shall retain all the
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aptl md

obIigatiODl which they had against or in favour of the
ilecealleCl. with the exception of the rights and obligation8 which

to - ead with the death.

(2) In ngud to auch rights and obligatiODl, the heirs 8hall give the liqui.
,~
.n relennt information 80 as to enable him to draw up the in.
TfJIIbr.

1n. 1-

- 4. lafOl'DlGlion
to mterated persoru.

(1) WhOlOeVer is called to receive a share of the 8uccession may require
that a copy of the inventory be sent to him at his expen8e.
~I~ The I8I8e ript -may be granted by the court to the creditors of the
deceased or of the 8uccession.
Art. -1009. - 5. Revilion of valuation.
(1) Until the final partition of the 8ucces8ion has been effected, the per8OD8referred to in Art. 1008 may require that the provi8ional valua.
tiOG of the property made by the liquidator be revi8ed.
'(2) The expenaea of the valuation by experts 8hall be charged to the 8Ueceuioo where the provisional valuation i8 found to be incorrect.
(3) In other cases, the expenaes 8hall be charged to tl1e per80n who has
pven cause to them.

-

Art. 1010.
General power' of the liquidator,.
(1) The liquidator shall admini8ter the property of the 8ucces8ion with
the prudence and zeal of a bonus pater familia8.
(2) The heiR acting in agreement between them or the court on the application of any interested person may give him directive8 concerning
8uch administratiOD.
Art.

1011.

-

Acta of presertHJtion.

The liquidator may in particular:
(a) perform all the acta and institute all the actiOll8 necessary for the
preservation of the property of the 8ucces8ion, and
(b) contest actiODS inatituted by third parties who claim to have rights
OIl the property

Art. 1012.

-

of the 8ucces8ion.

Thin!, due to the succeuioa.

/

0

(1) The liquidator may demand payment of what is due to the 8Ucces.
8ion if the debts are exigible.
(2, He i8 authoriaed to give acquittance for 8uch debts.
Art. 1013. - Sale of property pertaining to the inheritance.
(1) The liquidator may lell the fruits and the crope of the IUCceuion, a8
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well as all movables pertaining
to the succession which. are rapidly
perishable
or which, for their custody and preservation,
require considerable expense or particular
care.
(2) He shall not sell other movable goods unless such sale is necessary to
pay the debts of the succession.
(3) He may not sell the immovable
the heirs,

property

or with the authorisation

except with the consent

of all

of the court.

Section 4. Payment of the debts of the
Succession
Art. 1014.

-

Order

to be followed.

The debts of the succession shall be paid in the following order:
(a) in the first place, the expenses of the funeral of the deceased;
(b) in the second place, the expenses of the administration
and of the
liquidation
of the succession;
(c) in the third place, the debts of the deceased;
(d) in the fourth place, the debts regarding
maintenance;
(e) in the fifth place, the legacies by singular title ordered

Art.

by the de-

)

ceased.

1015. .- Funeral expenses. - V~iple.
(1) Funeral
expenses shall not have

priority

over

other

debts

of the

succession unless they are justified,
having regard to the social poeition of the deceased.
(2) They shall not include the expenses for the commemoration
of the
deceased.
(3) The commemoration
obligation
Art.

of the deceased

of his spouse

shall

not constitute

a juridical

or relatives.

1016. - Expenses of administration.
The expenses of the administration
and liquidation
of the succession shall
comprise:
(a) the expenses of the affixing of seals and of the inventory
and those
(b)

of the account of the liquidation;
the useful expenses incurred by the liquidator

for the ordinary

pre-

servation,
maintenance
and administration
of the property
of the
inheritance ;
(c) the expenses of the partition
and those of the transmission
of the pro(d)

perty of the inheritance
estate duty.

to the heirs;
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Debts of deceased. - 1. Search for creditors.
1017.
(I) The liquidator
shall take all necessary steps with a view to establishing whether they are any persons who are creditors of the succession.
(2) To this end, he shall examine the registers
and papers of the de.
ceased and make the necessary searches
the places where the deceased has resided
immovable
property.

Art.

and notices.
1018. - 2. Publicity
(I) Where there is reason to believe

in the public registers,
in
and in those where he has

that the deceased

lllay have creditor,;

whom search has not disclosed,
the liquidator
shall make in the
places where this seems useful such publicity
as is appropriate
to in.
form the creditors
of the death of their debtor.
(2) He shall require
the creditors
to make themselves
known to him
within
Art.

three

months

1019. - Exigible
(I) The liquidator

from

the

date of the publicity.

debts.
shall pay such debts of the succession

as arc exi!!=ihle,

unless opposition
has heen made to such payment or it appears ohvious that the assets of the succession are not sufficient to satisfy an
the ~editors.
(2) In th~se t\\)o CllEes, he shall obscrve the rules laid down in the Co<le
of Civil-PtOcedure
Art.

relating

1020. - Executive title.
(1) Executive
titles enforceable

to the insolvency

against

the

ceable against the liquidator.
(2) However, the liquidator
may po.tpone

of a dehtor.

deceased
the payment

?ore equally

enfor-

of all deht,; till

the time when he has made the inventory of the succession.
(3) The court may, on the application
of any interested
person,

compel

the liquidator
to pay the debts or certain debts before that tillie, if
it is evident that the succession will be in a position to pay such debts.
Art.

1021. (I) The

Debts not exi!ible.
creditors
of the succession

whose

debts

are not

exigible

may

require that securities
be given to them to ensure the payment
of
their debts when they fall due.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall apply to those persons who have
conditional

Art. 1022.

-

claims

to bring

forward

against

Property de3tined for payment. -

the succession.

1. Liquid cash.

In order to pay the debts of the succession, the liquidator
shall make
in the first place of the liquid cash which he finds in the succession.

use
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2. Property not bequeathed in legacy.

--

( 1) Where

pro~rty

is to be sold to pay the

debts,

the liquidator

shall

offer such pro~rty
to the heir8 before 8elling it to another ~r8on.
(2) He shall sell it to an heir, where the latter offer8 for it the market

a higher price.

v~
Art. 1024. -

3. \Property bequeathed in legacy.

The property bequeathed
in legacy by the deceased
the debts can be paid by selling other property.

Section 5. Debts of the succession
to maintenance

may not be sold, where

relating

Art. 1025. - Principle.
Before paying the legacies,
maintenance
which certain
Art.

the liquidator
shall pay the debts relating
persons may claim against the succession.

1026. - Determination
of creditors.
( 1) The spouse of the deceased, his descendants,
and sisters shall have a claim for maintenance,
down in the following Articles.
(2) Where the succession devolves on the State,

ascendants

to

and brother8

on the conditiOO8 laid
the persons

who lived

with the deceased or were maintained
by him at the time of his
death shall also have a claim for maintenance,
on the conditions laid
down in the following Articles.

Art. 1027. - Lack of means of creditors.
The ~rsons mentioned in Art. 1026 shall have no claim for maintenance,
unless they are in need and are not in a position to earn their living by
their work.

Art. 1028. -

Creditor being heir.at.law.

( 1) Descendants,

ascendants

and brothers

and sister8 shall have no claim

for maintenance
unless they are called by the law to take the succsesion of the deceased or a part thereof.
(2) They shall have no such claim if they are excluded from the succes(3)

sion as unworthy.
Nor shall they have
cluded

by heirs

Art. 1029. - Maximum
( 1) The descendants,

such

claim

who have a better

where,

under

the law, they

are ex.

right.

amount
of claim for maintenance.
ascendants
and brothers
and sister8 of the deceased

who have a claim for maintenance

may only get money

or things

of a
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value equal to that which they would have received from the succession by virtue of the law, had the deceased not made testamentary
dispoeitions
to their prejudice.
(2) Liberalities
~de
by the deceased during the last three years preceding
Art.

1030. -

his~th
Claim

shall be assimilated
of the spouse

to testamentary

dispositions.

for maintenance.

The spouse who has a claim for maintenance
may get from the succession
maintenance
in conformity
with the rules laid down in the Chapter of
this Code relating to "Obligation
for maintenance"
(Art. 807-825).
Art.

1031. - Claim by creditor.
(1) A claim made with a view to establishing

a debt

for maintenance

shall be made io the liquidator
within one year from the opening
of the succession.
(2) In urgent cases, a provisional
claim for maintenance
may be acknowledged by the liquidator
in favour of the interested
persons.
(3) A decision of the liquidator
refusing
to acknowledge
a daim
maintenance
Art.

may

be immediately

1032. - Manner of payment.
( 1) Where the creditor is the spouse

impugned

before

of the deceased

1033. - Annuity.
(I) Where an annuity
the deceased.
(2) The arrears
(3)

of such

annuity

and securities.
it shall be payable
shall

be payable

the creditor for maintenance
has his residence.
Where appropriate,
the court shall order that
to the creditor

Art.

1. Payment
is allowed,

for the payment

for

court.

or is at least sixty

years old, a claim for maintenance
shall be paid
annuity.
(2) In other cases, it shall be paid by way of a lump
Art.

the

by way of a life
sum.

a8 from the death
at the

place

securities

of

where

be given

of what is due to him.

1034. - 2. Revision.
(1) The amount of the annuity shall be fixed definitely.
(2) Such amount may not be revised unless the entity of the succession
(3)

has been erroneously
An annuity allowed

appraised
when it was established.
to a surviving spouse shall no longer

be due in

case he remarrie8.

Art. 1035.
(l)

-

The

3. Arrears.
arrears

of an annuity

may not be a8signed

or attached.
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be assigned

even

stitutions
of assistance
which provide
ficiary of the annuity.
(3) They may also be attached by persons
ficiary
Art.

of the annuity

1036. (1) Any

what

before
for

they

the

wants

who have

was necessary

relating
to ~~
debts of the succession
be of no effect.
(2) Testamentary
dispositions
aiming at excluding

Section

due,

to in-

of the

bene-

given to the bene-

for his livelihood.

Agreements
relating to debts for maintenance.
act or contra~
concluded
during the lifetime

laid down in this Section

fall

for

of the

deceased

maintenance

or modifying

shall

the rules

shall be of no effect.

6. Payment

of legacies

Art. 1037. - Principle.
The liquidator shall pay the legacies odered by the deceased unless the
payment of a legacy has been imposed by the will on one of the heirs.
Art.

1038. --

Option

of the legatee.

Without prejudice
to the provisions of Art. 1039 and 1040, the provisions
of this Title relating to the option of the heirs or legatees by universal
title shall apply to the acceptance
or refusal of legacies by singular title.
Art.

1039. -

More

A person
queathed
Art.

1040. Where
henefit
legacy.

Art.

than one legacy.

to whom more than one legacy by singular title has been
may accept one of such legacies and refuse the other.
Effect

of refusal.

a legatee refuses a legacy hequeathed
to him, such refnsal shall
the person who, under the will, has the charge of paying the

1041. - Time of payment.
The legacies shall he paid as soon as it appears
sufficient
means for paying them.

Art. 1042. - Reduction of legacies.
(1) Where the succession has not sufficient

(2)

be.

that

means

the succeosion

for

paying

has

all

the legacies, the order expressly laid down hy the deceased in his
will shall be followed in making payments.
Failing an express disposition,
the legacies which, in the will or in
another

written

act emanating

from

the

deceased,

are said to have
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been ordered as a remuneration
for services rendered
by the legatee
shall be paid in preference.
(3) The other legacies shall be reduced in proportion
to their value.
Art.

1043. - Legacy of determinate
(1) The liquidator
sha!l deliver

thing.
to the legatee

the thing

bequeathed,

its accessories, in th~
in which it is found.
(2) The legatee may not request that the thing bequeathed

with

be delivered

to him in a good state.
Art.

1044. - Legcu:y of thing of a given genus.
( 1 ) Where the thing bequeathed
has not been determined
except by
its genus, the legatee may select that which he wishes from among
the things of that genus belonging to the testator.
(2) Where several legatees are called to select from things of the same
genus, the order in which they are to make their selection shall be
determined
by the drawing of lots.

Art.

1045. - Legacy of thing pledged or mortgaged.
(1) Where the thing bequeathed
has been given as a pledge or has been
mortgaged
by the deceased, securities shall be given to the legatee to
guarantee
the liberation
of the thing when the debt falls due.
(2) The legatee who pays the debt secured by the pledge or mortgage
when it falls due shall he subrogated
whom he has paid against the heirs.

in the

rights

of the

creditor

Art.

1046. - Legcu:y of thing belonging to others. - 1. Thing of a genus.
Where the deceased has bequeathed
a thing of a genus and at the time
of his death there is no thing of such genus in the succession, the liquidator shall pay to the legatee the value of the thing bequeathed.

Art.

thing.
1047. - 2. Determinate
(1) A legacy made by the deceased

shall

be of no effect

where

for its subject matter
a determinate
thing on which the
had no right at the time of his death.
(2) Notwithstanding
the provisions
of sub-art.
(1), the legacy

it has

deceased
shall

be

valid where the deceased has ordered the legacy knowing such circumstance.
(3) In such case, the liquidator
shall pay to the legatee the value of
the thing

Art. 1048. -

bequeathed.

Legacy of a debt.

(1) A legacy

of a debt

shall

be effective

in respect

of the

amount

of
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such debt due to the deceased on the day of his death,
The liquidator
fulfils the obligation
resulting-from
the will by deli.

vering to the legatee the instrument
of the debt.
(3) The succession shall not guarantee

which makes poesible the recovery
the payment

Art. 1049. - Legacy of an annuity.
Where an annuity has heen b~queathed
thcreof
Art.

~

shall be due 88 from the

of the debt.

by the deceased, the arrears

the death

of the testator.

1050. - Fruits and intere.9t.
( I ) Where a determinate
thing has been bequeathed,
the fmits shall be
due all from the death of the testator.
(2) Where a sum of money has been bequeathed,
interest thereon at the
legal rate shall run from the day when the liquidator
upon to effect payment.

Art. 1051.

-

Expenses of delivery.

The expenses
cession.

of the

Section

delivery

of a legacy

7. Closure

shall

be charged

to the

sue.

of 'the liquidation

Art. 1052. - Time of cw.ure.
(I) The liquidation of a succeSllion shall
the succession who made themselves
gular title have been paid their claim
(2) It shall also be closed where all the
been disp08ed of.
Art.

has been called

1053. - Merger of property.
( I) Mter the closure of the liquidation,

be closed where the crediton of
known and the legatees by sin.
or legacy.
property in the inheritance has

the property

which

remains

from

the inheritance
shall merge with the other property of the heir.
(2) Where necessary it shall be jointly owned by the joint heirs.

Art. 1054.

-

New creditors.

( I) The creditors

of the inheritance

who appear

after the closure

of the

liquidation
may claim payment of what is due to them from the heir.
(2) They shall have, on the property
which the heir received from thc
succession, no better claim than the personal creditors of such heir.
(3) The 'heir shall be liable to such crediton
to the extent of the value
of the property

which

he received

from thesuccessiqp.
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1055. ~ yobte to be raken info consideration..
(1) Saving proof to the contrary by the creditors,

the statement

contained

in the inventory shall, for the purpose of the preceding Articles, show
what the succession is made up of and the value of the property.
(2) Where there has been no inventory or such act. cannot be produced,
the creditor may establish by any means
UP of and the value of the property.

what the succession

is made

Case of concealment.
Art. 1056.
(1) A creditor shall be believed on his mere affirmation with regard to
proved in contestation
of the heir
the value of a thing where h
~

that the thing existed in th
(2) Where the heir demands it,
that

Art. 1057.

his valuation

is made

t

;as
succession.
m y in such case only confirm

on oath

in goo.I faith.

Loss of rhing.

~

The heir may not free himself from his obligatiOll, by alleging facts which
have happened after the closure of the liquidation
in consequence of which
facts the value of the thing which he received has been dimini.hed
or has
disappeared.

Obligation of legatees by singular ride.
Art. 1058.
(1) The creditors of the succesaion who appear after the closure of the
liquidation may not claim the payment of what is due to them from a
legatee by singular title except up to the extent of the value of the
property which such legatee has received from. the succession.
(2) A legatee by singular title shall only be liable in default of the heir.
(3) Be may exercise against the creditor who sues him the rights given to
a guarantor under the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts in
General" (Art. 1920-1951).
~

Art. 1059. ~ Recourse of legaree.
(1) A legatee by singular title who has paid a debt of the successioo. shall
.ahatitute himseU for the" creditors of the heir.
(2) Be shall have no recourse against other legatees by singular title.

Chapter 3. Partition of successions
Section 1. Community of hereditary estate
and application for partition
Community of hereditary estate.
(1) A 8u~ioo.
shall remain in common between the heirs until it is
pertitioaed.
(2) The rightB of the co-heirs OIl the property of the inheritance whidl
is iD COIDJIICIQ
8hall be pveraed by the ~0D8
of the Title of tbiI

Art. 1060.

~
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Code relating to "Joint ownership, nsufmct and other rights in rem"
(Art. 1257-1277).
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisions of Chapter 2 relating to the liquidation
of successions and the provisions of the following Articles.
Art. 1061.

-

Sale or partition

of particular

things.

The co-heirs may not require the sale by auction nor the partition
of
a particular
thing forming part of the property,
still held in common,
of the succession.
Art.

1062.

-

Time

of partition.

When the succession has been liquiday:d,
each of the co-heirs may
any time require that the partition
the inheritance be effected.

pi

Art.

-

at

L

1063.
Time limit fen- partition.
(1) Where the application
for partition

is made

at a time

which

is not

appropriate,
the court may order that the community
be maintained
for a period not exceeding two years.
(2) Unless otherwise
authorised
by the court, the community
shall be
maintained
where the manner of making the partition
depends
the condition of the birth of a child who is merely conceived.
(3) Where necessary, the court shall in such cases appoint a penon
administer
the property
ing part thereof.

of the inheritanee

or certain

property

on
to

form.-

Art. 1064. - Disposition or agreement concerning community.
(1) The right of the co-heirs to apply for partition may be excluded by
the will of the deceased or by a contract concluded between the cohem.
(2) Any stipulation or agreement mentioned in mb-art. (1) .hall be
effective for not more than five Yeal'll or for such .horter period ..
is fixed therein.
(3) Where no period i. fixed or a period longer than five years is fixed,
the stipulation or agreement shall cease to have effect at the end
of five years.

Section 2. Collation by co-heirs
Art. 1065. - Principle of colltaion..
Any descendant of the deceased who accepts his succession shall bring
into the 8uccession the value of the liberalities which he' h.. received
from the deceased and which are not exempted from collation.
12*
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to collation.

be due for what

has been

disbursed

for estabJishing

one of the co-heirs, or for paying his debts.
(2) It shall be due for the dowry given to one of the co-heirs.
(3) It shall not be due for the expenses incurred for the education

of one

of the co-heirs.
Art.

from collation.
1067. - Exemption
( 1) No heir shall be bound to collate

liberalities

which

th.

tended to make to him as a preference
or in addition
or as exempt from collation.
(2) In the case of donations,
an express clause is necessary
such intention.
(3) In the case of legacies,
his heir from collation
Art.

intention

of the deceased

in.

to establish
of exempting

by all me:1ns of evidence.

1068. - Income or premiums.
(1) No heir shall be bound to collate liberalities
which have been made
by the deceased out of his income.
(2) Nor shall he be bound to collate the premiums which have been paid
by the deceased to constitute
an insurance in favour of the heir.

Art. 1069.

-

Indirect

benefits.

No heir shall be bound
acquire from agreements
the deceased.
Art.

the

may be estabhshed

deceased

to his share

to collate the profits which he has been able to
or associations entered into between himself and

1070. - By whom collation is du~.
(1) Collation shall only be due by such descendants

of the deceased

accept his succession.
(2) It may be imposed by the deceased

heirs.

on his other

who

Art.

1071. - Status of heir acquired after the day of the liberality.
An heir shall be bound to make the collation notwithstanding
that he
was not heir presumptive
of, the deceased on the day when the liberaJity
was made to him.

Art.

1072. - Representation.
(1) Whosoever
succeeds

in representation

of another

late the liberalities
made to him personally.
(2) He shall collate the donations which the person
has received

Art. 1073.

-

Collation

person
represented

shall

by him

from the deceased.

Heir who renounces.
shall

be due by an heir

only if he accepts

the

col.

successipn.
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Art. 1074. - Effect of collation.
(1) For the purpose of forming the mass to be divided between the ~
heirs, the value of the property which has been donated or bequea.
thed in legacy by the deceased and of which collation is due to the
succession shall be added to the property left by him.
(2\ A co-heir by whom collation is due shall be deemed to have already
received his portion of the succession to the extent of the value which
he is bound to collate.
Art. 1075. - Effect of collation limited to relatioR.$ between heir,.
(1) Collation shall be effective only as regards the partition of the succes.
sion and the relations between the co-heirs thereanent.
(2) It may not be required by the creditors of the succe88ion nor by the
legatees.
Art.

-

1076.
Principle of collation consists in taking lelJlJ.
(1) Collation is made by taking less.
(2) No heir shall collate more than the value to which
in the succession.
(3) Any agreement
made
that

collation

shall

before

be made

the death
in kind

he has a right

of the deceatled

to the effect

shall be of no effect.

Art. 1077. - Value to be collated.
(1) The value to be collated shall be that at which the property donated
has been valued in the act of donation.
(2) Failing such valuation, the true value which the thing donated had
at the time of the donation shall be collated.
Art. 1078. - Loss of the property donated.
Collation shall be made by the heir notwithstanding that the pro»erty
donated may have perished or he may have ceased to be enriched by
reason of the donation.

Section

3. Partition

how made

Art. 1079. - Partition by whom made.
(1) A partition shall he effected by agreement between the hein.
(2) Failing an agreement between the heirs, a plan of partition drllWD
up by the most diligent amongst the heirs shall be submitted to the
court for approval.
Art.

1080.

-

Approval

by the court.

-

1. Protection

of an heir.

(1) Thc approval of the court shall be 80Ught, under pain of nullity,
one of the heirs is absent or is not properly represented.

R-
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(2) In such case, the nullity of the partition may Dot be invoked except
by the penon
without
whose concurrence
the partition
has been
effected.
(3) The nullity mky be applied for, under pain of I08S of right, within
the year after that such person hu come to know of the partition
m.d, in any case, within ten yean- from the death of the deceased.
Art.

1081. - 2. Protection of creditors.
(1) The approval of the court shall be BOUght when

a creditor

of ODe of

the co-hei1"8 makes an application
to this effect before the partitioa
between the co-hei1"8 hu been made.
(2) The creditor who makes such an application
shall be heard in the
proceedings
relating to approval.
(3) The costs of such proceedings
shall be borne by the creditor unless
the approval hu been refused
mitted by the co-hei1"8.
Art.

Art.

by the court

by reasoa

of fraud

com-

1082. - Rule to be followed.
(1) The partition shall be made in conformity with the provW0D8 made
by the deceased.
(2) Failing such provisioDB, it shall be made in accordance with the pr0vision of the following Articles.
1083.

-

V tUuatUm of property.

-

1. Principle.

(1) The property placed in the shares of the heirs .hall be valued en
the day when the partition is effected.
(2) The valuation of the property shall be made by the heirs themselves.
(3) Failing agreement between them, the valuation shall be made by
arbitrators selected by them or, if they do not agree on the appointment of such arbitrators,. by arbitrators appointed by the court.
Art. 10M.
(1)

-

2. Appraisemeru by experts.

In the

case of an appraisement

of immovables,

the

report

of the

experts shall .how the bues of the appraisement.
(2) It shall state whether
the thing appraised
can be divided CODTeniently and in which manner.
(3) It. shall, in caBe8 of partition,
establish each of the shares which can
be formed

therefrom

and their

value.

Art. 1085. - Formation of skaTes.
(1) The shares .hall be formed by the person chosen by agreement of
the hei1"8between theDJl!elves.

I
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(2) Failing ap'fIUIIeDt, the shares ,hall 'be 'lonaed
.
pointed by the. COIIIt.'

~

by aD eq»ert

ap-

Art. 1086. - Rule of pIII'tition in lAnd.
(1) As a rule. a partition shall be made in kind, each of the .hein receiving some of the property of the succeeeioo~
(2) The inequality of the shares in ~d shall be set off by the paymmat
of suma of money.
Art. 1087.. - HOU1 .luJTu are made up.
(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of the followiDs Articles, the
hein shall receive, 8!1far as poaaible, shares made up in the IUDe
1D8IIDeI'.

(2) The utmoet care shall be tabu
which are molt useful to him.

to give to each of the hein the thinp
.

Art. 1088. - Orip
.

of propercy.
In the partition:
(a) the iouacwablea which came to the deceased from predeCeaaon in title
in the patemalline
abaJl be aaaipedto hein of that line;
(b) the iDuacwablea "Which came to the deceased from predeceuon in title
in the matemal line aball be aaaiped to hein in that ~..

Art. 1089.- N--Eehiopu.n,

-

heir..
H some of the hein are of EtbiopiaDnationality
and otben are fompers,
>,the immovables situated in Ethiopia shall be aaaiped to the Ethiopian
hein.

- Debts of tI,e heir..
Where ODeof the hein is indebted towards the succeaeion, his debt shall
he placed in his share.

Ad. 1090.

Art.

1091.

- Hypolheearydeb" of the ---.

An heir to ~0D1 is a..up>ed mon,_ged property
- to whom property is
pven as - pledge f- debta of the dec._Bed shall he charged with such
debts.

-

Art. 1092.
Propercy M1I&idais difficult to dit1ide. - 1. Principle.
H there is in the 81ICCe88ioaSOllIe other thins which cmnot be divided
without Ierioua .iaeomreaieace, and if the hem do Dot apee as to who
amoDJ them shall haft that thiq .. in his share, "the thins shaD be sold
and the price dmcled.

'
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Art. 1093. -

2. Sole h7 8lICIion.

(1) 'rile we shall be~de by auctioD where ODe.of the h~
(2) Failing agreement between the co-hein,
to such Ale by auetioa.

Art. 1094.- Femfl;robjecll.
(1), Family

papen

a"uI objec18 which

outaiden

10 requires.
shall be admitted
..

.

have

a 8f!D~j~al

value

IDaY Dot

be aold where any ODeof the hein objects to tho aaIe.
(2) Failm, apeemeDt between the eo-heira, the court mall, where appropriate, decide whether such objede shall ~. e6ld 01' allotted to
.
CIllOof the.eo-bein.
(I) ha tho latter C88et'it shaH give auch directiveS as are required to enlUre that such objects remaiD in the family.
Art. 1095. - NtIIuTe of rl,hea to be divitkd.
(1) The proviaioDl of this Section shall apply without there beiD& Decd
to make a diatiDctiOD as to whether thed~ued
was the owner or
the Ieaaee or former tenant of the property forming part of the IUeeeu.iop 01' w~~
he had aDY other right OD such, property.
(2) For tho purpose of putting sueh proviaiODl into effect, it ia sufficient
~at, in the cUcumStaoCC8 of the particular 4.1Ue,they caD be put into

~
Art. 1096.

-

KeePinB community bet-

aewrol

~.

(1) The,pro.ui0D8 of thia Section wbicIt
"0 riF18 to an heir may be
invQbd br several hein if the latter have agreed to eureUeauch
rish18 coujointly.
(2) No property may be anotted to several hem coajoiDtly! uulOI8 such

hein have giVeDtheir explicit -t

to sucl. coajoiDtallotment.

Section 4. Relations betv!een the co-heirs
after'the Partition
Pu8pwph1.- ,,~.bydieeo.putidoaen
Art. 1097. -

Re/f!/l'erta.

(1) ha respect of the corporeal thiup pIaeed in their aharee, tho hein owe
to eaeh other the warranties whieh a eeIler owes to a buyer.
(2) ha respect of riPta" and debta plaeed in their shares, they owe to each
.
other the. wan-mty prorided fOl' in .reprd to the cue. of an, aaaigu.
IDeDt of . debt br CIIIeI'01IItitle.
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Art. 1098. - AmoUnt of indemni'y.
The amount of indemnity due .ball be fixed aeeordius to -value
thing at the time of the partition.
Art.

1099.

-

By whom

indemnity;'

01.the

due.

(1) Indemnity shall be due by each of the co-hein in pIOpanion to the
.bare of the I1IC:Ce86ion
which he hu received.
(2) n anyone of the co-heirs is hwolvent. the part due by him shall be
divided between the heirs in whose favour the warraaty operateI and
all the other heirs who are 101vent, in pl'OpOllion tothe mare of the
luccellion which each h.. received.

Art. noo. - RiSh' eo /wve aecurities.
A co-heir to. whom a lum of mvaer »due

by

ODe ef

theco.hein

to let

off an inequality in the value of shara,OI' in whoee share a debt the rec0very of which il doubtful h.. been pJaced may reqaift: fl'CllDthe IDOJDeDtof
the partition that securities be given to him to gnarantee hie rip...

- N.° warranty.
(I) Warranty shall .not be due where ~e eYi~on 01' ~ect

Art. llOI.

of by the co-pa.rtitioner is due to hil
mb&equent to the partition.
(2) Nor shall it be due where in the act of
agreed in regard to certain property
placed in the share of one of the heirs

complained
fault Or derives from a C81IIe
partition it h.. heeD expreealy
that Inch property .hu heeo
without. warranty.
.

PaJ1IpapIa2. - Amtulment of ParddoIU.
Art. ll02.

-

CGU&e$of annulmene.

Without prejudice to the provilions of the following
Ania putitioo
may be annulled in the same cirC1llll8tances AI other contracte.

-

Art. n03.
Proper'y omiteed.
(1) n, after the partition, SODieotberproperty
wJaichfCll'Jll8put 01.the
suceesaion is diICOYered, a IUpplementary partition III8y be. made in
relation to such property.
(2) The partition previously made shall Bothe thereby affeeted.
Art. lIM.

-

Coruealmen'

of property.

Where the property newly diBCovered WAIin thp pGI8eIIion of oae of the
heirs who, in bad faith, had ~DCealed the exi8t,eDee.thenof from hie c0heirs. Inch heir shall be deprived of his portion of fhe.. pnp...ty 80 coocealed.
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Art. l1OS.
Correction oj partition. .- 1. Cue in. which it talee. place.
(I) A correction of a partition 8hall be made on the application of any
of the per8OD8entitled thereto where, by reason of an en:oncoua valuation of certain property, 8uch penon has received in all lea than
three-fourth parts of what he had a riPt to.
(2) A correction of a partition may aJso be made where a donatioa 8nbject
to collation has not been declared by the penon who w.. bound to
collate it in favour of his _hein.
Art.

1106.

-

2. TUne.

The risht to apply for the correction of a partition shall be barred if not
f«eI'Ci8ed within three yean after the partition has been made.
Art. 1107. - 3. Ellece..
(I) Where the court allows 'an application for the correction of a partition, it ahall fix the amount of indemuity due to the applicant, the
penon by whom and the cooditioua on which such indemnity ahall be
,paid.
(2) Where a partition is corrected in consequence of a donatioa snbject
to collation not haYinc been declared iDthe partition .. corrected,
'--

the _heir

who has received luchdonatiOn ahall be deprived of a

nJne"eqnal to that which he was .bound to collate.
(3) The court may waive the application of sBb-art. (2) where the co-heir
proY- his pod faith.

Art. 1108.- P",.,..,

01 i1uIemaieia.

(1) The indemnitidne ahall in all caaea be fixed in money.
(2) The payment of such indemniti- lDay be reqneated only from thepartitionen of the penon making the reqnest, or from their hein .Jeptee..
Art. 1109. - .4ceio PGUlitma.
The creditors of one of the co-hein may only impup a partition as haYinc
been made in fraud of their rishte where such partition was made without
them notwithatandinJ
8D opposition made by them.

Section 5. Rights of creditors after partition
Art. 1110.

-

DiviIio.. 61 clam..

(1) The creditor ahall divide his claim aJDODSthe hein, in proportioa to
the ~alue of the share received by each, unIea the debt due to him
. iDdmIihle.

BACK
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Om. eo.
(2) Be 11181.
~.
wherebr
Iaein.

uail

a

put

Art. 111L- '..",.,

--

of ~

or the wIaoIe debt

,. of CIIIe
of .

madein thepartitioa
u' chupd

- ~-..j'--

his portioa of the debt

at,..,.. 10~

The L-..pteea hr

~

to one or JDOr'e

co......

In e8II8 01 iDeoIvaaey of
--r CJDeof the co.bein,
aha]) he divided pm rata 8IDOItCaD the othen.
Art. 1112.
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1.. title aha]) he aMiwnn-ted to crediton

of dae

- ft':pftIa the 8ppticahiJity01 Art. 1111.

Art. 1113. - /lei

60_1118die"'"
(1) An heir who. lifter the putitioa,

--.

8haDJune-

had to JNI7 a debt of the IIIC>

apiDIIa
Ilia~where

IlIOn thaD the padi4a wIaieIaehoaId 6aaDr ~

he

peid

to his eharp.

(2) WithRpId to ..4vo
raJ. laid
dowain the10,.
T"1tIe
thiI
CodenIatiq to '"CoDa...
illthe
paenI"
ebaDapplyin
..ofthey
ftIIate to 81Uety8bip (Art. 1920-1951).

CIIapIe.

.t. eoa

.~

10 QD lDhedtcmce

Section 1. Pacts on future successions
Art. 1114. -

~

at ,..,. .. /aIare~
Arq eGDtr.& or 1IIIiJdenI
~lie of
nIatiq
penGIIwho8.11iD...
d8edhrJaw.

- 8lfect--

/

.
to the 8UCC811ioaof a

it u apneaIy autJao..

Art. 1115.- ~"~'_CJ8 fir ~--'
oJ. /aI8re
""""GIIL
(1) It. IlllllIawfaIto 8DCept.. ftIIINOeea IIICem.. ill

ill M
(2) '1'1ae llipv~
1181wiJ1od"'"

-'.

aI8I88I

nfernd

Ie ill

~ ...

(1)

- to
.

8haD he of DO effea&

..~ 11.. ia ~cemed 11M

tIwnto.

Art. 1116.- 1...iI.,.

to a

.

6:rCJ.. .....

NopenGII.., hiad w-Jf .,.
a Jepey to a

I

&to Jean: Ida RIeCeI8ioa
- to
with ... -to a third ......
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~

Section 2. Partitions made by donations
Art. 1117. - Princlple.
The father and the mother and the O\her asc:eDdanta may make a dietribution and partition of their property amODl their ehildreu and descendmta.
Art. 1118. - Forma.
A partition made br douation shall be made aeeordiq
IICribed by the law for douatioD8 inter vivoe.
Art. 1119.

-

to the fOnDllpre-

Subjeel-naauer.

It mar have for ita eubject.matter only the propertr which belongs to
the aaeeadaDt at the moment when ii:takee p~
,",-

Art. 1120.- Omined propmy.
,

Wber'e part only of the prope1'tf which the ~1IIICe"W.ntJeaves ou the day
of his death baa been'included
in the partition made by donation, the
propert)' which h8e not been included shall be divided in eOnfonnity with
the law.

-

Art. 1121.
O".iued children. - 1. Nullity 01 ,he donaUon.
Where any one of the ehildren of the donor haa been omitted in the
partition made br donation. or where a ehild is bona..to the donor after
the day' of I1ICh donation, the nullity i.f the partition made by donation
may, at the time of the death 'of the donor, be applied for by the child
who haa been omitted or b", his rep~Cativea.

Art. 1122.- 2. E..",....
(1) Nullity may DOt-be applied for where the de~t:88edhaa left a valid
will by a dUpoeition of which the omitted child ill validly disinheritecL

(2) In ,neb cue,

1IDf'

eventua1elaim of the di8iDherited child or his

repreeeatatiTel apiD8t the ,~ou.
shall ~ he aU~.
(3) NuDity may DOt be applied for. in tbe c:aae mentioned in Art. 1121
where the deceued haa left mfficient property to he allotted to the
~
child' haide.the
property which has formed the subject
matter of the' partitiou made' by donatiOn.
'

- ,......

Art. 1123.
(1) UnleN otherwise pl'OYided in the act of the putitiou made by donation, the relCisaiou of snch partition made br ~on
may be applied
fOr where one of' ,the deeeeadanta Ii.. llUffeied Jesion of more than
...,~
pm.
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(2) "or the parpoee al eetahli.l.in. whether tbeIe ill . Ie8iaa, the pzoperty BbaD.he valued
~
to ita value ~ the da,. al the parti.
tion made by dnndkla.
(3) An 8dioa. ..
ielioa ahalI be baRed if bot brouprt withmtwo
yean fnm the death al the ueaadaDt who laM iIIade the doaati..
and tell yean at IIIOIItfrom the date of the putitioD made by doaation.

..

Section 3. Assignment

of rights to a succesSion

An. 1124. - Ri&k. 01 INii. ( 1) After the opaiiDg of the laeceeei~

..- heir JllaY 888ip hie ripta

Inch
in whole or ill part.
(2) He may Dot II88ip hie ripta..
a detenninate

to

thins peI't8inins to the

IneceeeiOll before 80m thine has heea allotted to him 88 hie own.

Art:. 1125. -

~

(1) The.~

.

ia cue 01 """"f..
of n.~
have a right of
lepl ~..

.
'.<

fo 4apinet
"~Jion.the penou

to whom ripta to a Su.ca.-iOD have been ueiped, exeepdq the c:ue
where the ueigmoeut has been made in favour of.one of the eo-bein.
(2) The provisiOl18 of the Title of this Coderelatins to "Joint ownenbip,
D8ufruct and other rights in rem" shall apply in. resard to 8DCh pre.
emption (Art.1386-1409).

BOOK m. GOODS
TITLE VL GOODS IN GENERAL AND POSSESSION

Chapter 1. Goods in qeDerat

'

Art.: 1126. - J'IIIiow Icind80/ gooJ.,.
.

Art.

All goode are movable or immovable.
1121.

-

Corpot'-

cIuateh.

Corporeal chattels are tbinp
DUmI tbemeeIvee or be -ed
cbander.

- 1. Prilu:iple.

which have a material .8Ideteace and ...
by DUD without l08ins their iodi"dul

Art. 1l28. -

2. SecariIia.. fo 6esrer.
b,. law. claims and other iDooqMInU -ripta
Uale.- otIJenriee. ~
embodied in eecuritie8 to heuer: sballite

Art. 1129. -

deemed to he eorpon8I chattels.

3. N8IIInIl forces.

UnIeM otbenriee JROrided b,. law, DdDral m...
of .. ecoaomie value,
8Dcb ~. electricity, ehall,he dee8ed to be CGqJOreal
cb-*
where ther
have been III88tend by man and pDt to hie DIe.
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Art. Il3O.

-- ,~

Luada aad bwld~
.

Art. 113~.

-

,.."...

.un be dee8ed 10be

-

,eI_~,. 0/

L PriItc8pIe.

U~ othenrUe prori4Ied.npa. ... or
apply t.o aD
-r~ -.......
"""""..Art. 1132.- 2. Definid-.
(1) AnytIaiDs which by CUlt.-

ia

8blee.
~.

nIatiq to, poda aball

- formias
partof. thins

~

abaDbe deemed 10 be .. hdriB8ic...~t

tha:eof.

(2) Anytbiq which is matsiaIly t8ited 10. thins aDd eaDDOtbe detaeh.
eel theieftM4 without deeIroyiq or dA_Awns 8II£h thins aball be

deemed 10 be .. iDIIiDeic~

Art.1133.- 3.r

-

tha:eof.

avpL

(1) Treea aad cnp8.un

be..

,~

of the land uatil they

an eep8rated then&om.
(2) They.a..n be dieeIaed 10 be 6tiad
coqNIft8I chatteI8 wheze they are
88bjeet 10 eGIdnd8."'"
for tIIeir 8ep8I1diaa &om. the IIIDd or iJD.
,
pIyiq 1Uda.8ep8I1diaa.
Ad. 11M.

- .. IUpI. 0/ I6inl p8'Ii8.

(1) A thing whichbeeomea.. i..-":""" ~
movable

abaD eeaee 10 CIOIIItit8Ie a dUIiDet

(2) All the rip..
be
~

whicIa thUd putie8 pnrio8ly

(3) Nothiq.a..n
lIffect the riPt
hued on IiabiIitJ for dA
(Art. 1135.

-

.4a:e8801'ie8.

-

of .

--we

01' im.

~
had on lOChthinsaball
.

of 8ada thUd parties 10 make ebima
or 8DIawfuI eari..J.noenf

L PriIu:ipI&

fa doubtful C8Ie8, rishta em, or
the 8CCeIIOrie8thaeol.

nIatiac

to, thiap

8baIl apply to

Ad. 1l36. -- 1. De/bUIi-.
Aaytbias which the palle

eta thiqhas

~

for the 1I8eof aueJathins .un be deemed10be .. ~
Art. 1137. - 3. T~

'"* de ,...; when

No IICCeIIOI'Y
.un Ia8eita ch8nda- of ~

~
&om.the
.. -it ia <Ie8thed.
Art. 1l38.- .. lUpI. 0/ d&inI.......
(I) TIre npa.
thUd
..,. -- on a
; ,a
lIffeeted. by."'"
8DnIde.

~
tI1enof.
it is temporarily

8baIl.aot be

10 the 180 of a IIIOV8bJe01' iJD.
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(2) Such ~ta
may DOt he .. up 8piD8t a third puty in pod faith
unIesa they are emIJocJiediD a 1nittea dck..~
dated prior to th8
thiq Iaavin&I8eeD.. de8IiBed.
Art. 1139.

- 5. c-tion

of ~

of --.or,.

(1) The owner of a thins may JMd
.
- -

to the c:hancter of 8eCCIIOryof

BDCh tJUas.

(2)

N~
shall affect the riPta
of third putiee
with the owner 011 the faith of sueh eharader.

hlrrills

had

dea~p

Chapter 2. P088ession
Art. 1140. - DefiniIi-.
POII8e88ion.00IIIIiatBin the actaal -ami
tJUas.

wJaieh a ~

Art. 1141. - Direct or inJired poa.w.n.
The posse8IIOI"may exen:i&e his CGIIboI f1I'fel'a thiq
a third party who holds sueh tJUas.
Art. 1142. - TemportlTy ~
The posse8IIOI"shall not lose his riPta
from exernisingeoatrol
0ftIr . 1hin8-

~

f1I'f- a

directly or throop

where he i8 temporarily

pnm:ated

Art. 1143. - TrtJl&$ler01 ~
Any transfer of posse88iOl1 made by mtue of a CODtract shall be effectiTe at the time when the thine i8 delivered.
Art.

1144.

-

Docup&eIIts repr~

the~.

(1) POII8e88ionmay he traDldem:d to a new po.e.or
by the deliTery of
the documenta rep~
the thine and enabling him to dispoee
thereof.
(2) Where a dispute arises between the holder of the dOC1IDleDtsand the
person who haa the adnaI poM«8ion of the thing, the latter shaD
be preferred WeBB his bad faith can be proved:
Art. 1145. - Constructive po5$P~
(1) The poII8e88ionof thinp which are certain and things pertaining to a
generic species which haTe been indiTidnalized shall be deemed to be
transferred to the new .-or
where the penon who eurciee8
actual control over the thing declares that he shall henceforth detain
(2)

it on behalf of the new JKIII!I8!IMD'.
Nothing in tW§ Article Il'ballaffect
the .18
pe1'8On exercising
bankruptcy.

adDalamb'al

over

.h~ thins

of the creditors
in the

eveot

of the
of hi,
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Art. 1146. -

Secret or dubiou
f'OPeuUm.
(1) Secret or dubio1U p08l1e88ion shall pve riee to no right.
(2) POlllle8llion is secret where he who exercl8611 aetnal control over the
thing conceals his ltatua as poIIe688Or in cireumstances
which justify
the 88Sumption that he has no right in
~
thereof.
(3) P088688ion is dubious where in the cil'ClDD8tances

. it
is doubtful
whether it beJonp to him who alleges himself to he the po886II8Oror
whether he detains the thing on behalf of another penon.

Art.

1147.

-

Claonge oj title.

(I) Unless the contrary is proved, he who
another penon shall be regarded as a
(2) Proof to the contrary may be adduced
(3) It shall not resn1t from a mere change

began to pOII8688on behalf of
mere holder.
by any IIle8JI8.
in the intention of the holder.

Art. 1148. - Protection oj poueuion.
- 1. U.oJJoree.
(l} The po88e&80rand the holder may use force to repel any aet of usurpation or interference.
(2) Where the thing has been taken away from him either by violence
or secretly, he may take it back forthwith, either by expelling the
umrper or by seizing the thing from the hands of a 1UDrpercaught
in the aet or when running away.
(3) He shall refrain from any aet of violence which is not justified in the
cirenmstances.
Art.

1149.

-

2. Legal GCtioa.

(1) The ~r
or. holder who is deprived of his po8IIe&8ionor whose
po8868IIion is interfered with may require the reetoration of the thing
or the eeseation of the interference and claim. compensation for damaps. .
(2) The action shall be barred if it is not brought within one year from
the day of the 1Uurpation or interference.
(3) The court shall order the restoration of the thing or the eeesation
of the interference unless the defendant can prove forthwith and
conclnsively the existence of a right in his favour justifying his eonduct.
Art. 1150. - lrmetion oj poUCUioM.
(I) The po8868sor who i8 entitled to avail himself of prescription shall
benefit by the period8 of prescription having run in favour of the
former po886II8Orwhere 8ueh fonnerpo8lle8llOr could avail himself of
prescription.
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(2) '(he bare own~ may similarly avail him.seH of the taxee paid by the
uaufrw:tuuy.

TITLE VB.

INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP

Chapter

1. A<:quisition. transfer. extinction and
proof of ownership
Section 1. Acquisition.. of ownership
PanlRph 1.

-

Occupation

Art. 1151. - Principle.
Wh080eVer takes JIOIIIM'88ion
of a corporeal chattel which has DO master
with the intention of becoming the owner thereof shall acquire the owner.
ship of such chattel.

-

Art. 1152.
AIIimal..
(1) Tamed or captive animals shall become things without a master where
they escape from the coDtrol of their owner and he does not attempt
to recapture them within the following month or he ceases for one
month to attempt to recapture them. .
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall Dot apply to animals of the equine
or asinine species orcross.breedings thereof Dor to camels and animals
of the borine species.
Art. 1153. - Bees.
(1) Bee 8Warms which have left their hive shall be deemed to be things
without a master.
(2) The. penon in whose hive they settle down shall become the owner
of su£h swarms by virtue of occupation.
(3) The fOl'lllel' owner may take them back

where

arrives where they have seUled immediately

he chaaes -them

afterwarm.

and

"

Art. 1154. - Object loruul. - 1. Duties ollinder.
(1) Whosoever finds and takes possession of a corporeal chattel shall
comply with the administrative regulations requiring. him to report
his find.
(2) Failing 8uch regulations, he shall take all appropriate steps to make
his find known and make such investigations as are required in th~
circUlll8taDce&with a view to informing the owner of his find.
01 objed.
Art. 1155. - 2. P_iDn
(1) The f"mder who has carried out the duties prescribed
shall retain in his possession the thing found.

by Art. 1154

I,
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(2) Be ebaIl in"Ada

a C88e take .n ~.bIe

itep. for

~ pnIeI'VatiOll.

Art. 1156. - 3. Sale of objetL
(1) The finder may 8eIl the _jeetfomad.
8t a pabIic aactiaa whae it is
upoeed to rapi,I deteriGntiaa or ita CUIItodyia cmeruaa.
(2) The proceeds of the uJe 8haD in mda a C88e repIaee the tbias eo1d..
Art. 1157. - 4. Recowry of object h7 CJIaIer.
(I) The 0WDer of the object may ftICJ1Iin ita n:.etitatiaa 80 lcJag
DOt 10llt the ownenhip

thenol.

(2) He ehall in mda a C88enfuad .n
have fOUDd aDd kept

~

object.

~-

- he ....

iIMmredby
thoee who
.

Art. 1158. - Rf1U1fITdto finder.
(1) The court may, where appropriate, pant to the finder a reward not
sceediDg oaequarter
of the VIilue of the object foaad.
(2) In decidiag whether a nwud oapt to he p1IIIted 8Dd in fixing ita
8ID01IDt, the court eh.n have nprd
to the fbumeial poeition of the
parties cooeemed and the eIumees the owaer had of fiadiag the object
himself.
(3) The right to apply for a nwud eh.n he barred where the finder doa
not exerciee it within the year f~
ft8tituIIaa.
.

-

Art. 1159.
Treaure.
(1) A treasure ehall become the ~ty

of the owner' of the l8Dd or

thing in which it - found.
(2) The finder is eaIitled to a nwud eqQalto

-

half of the value of

thet.reaaure.
(3) Thinp of which aoLody can he mown to he the owner ebaIl he deemed
to be treuane. where it appears oedaiD, 8t the tiJDe.of their discovery,
that they hare been buried or hidden for not leas than fifty yean.
Art. 1160. - Antiqaea.
Nothing .ball aBect the prorisi.to archaeological

excavatione

of epecial Jaw. or ngn!atioae

8Dd antiques.

relating
. ~/-

Puqnph 2. - P~
ill pod faith
Art. 1161. - Prirlcipk.
(1) Whosoever in good faith eaten for COIIIIideratiaa into a cootract to
acquire the ownership of a corporeal chattel eh.n become the owner
thereof by virtue of his good fllith whea be takee poueI!8iaa of 8Uch
chattel.
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(2) His rights shall not be affected by the fact that the penon with whom
he contracted had no valid title.
Art. 1162. - Definmon and proof of good faith.
(1) Whosoever acquires a corporeal chattel shall be deemed to be in pod
faith where he beJieyes that he is contracting with a penon entitled
to tranafer the thing to him.
(2) The 800d faith of the acquirer shall be presumed saving evidence to
the CODtrary.
Art. 1163. - Time when good faith mult exist.
(1) Good faith must exist at the time of the entry into po_ion.
(2) Discovery by the possessor that he acquired the thing from a penon
who was not entitled to transfer the ownership thereof shan be of
no effect where snch discovery occurs after he entered into posse&non.
Art. 1164. - When ownership caruwe be reclmmed.
( 1) Whosoever volnntarily relinquishes the ownership of a eorporeal
chattel may not reclaim it from the person who has beeome owner
thereot in good faith.
(2) He may not raise against him the fact that the penon into whose
hands he relinquished his property acted fraudulently.
Art.

1165.

-

Possibility

of reclaiming

stolen

property.

(1) Any person from whom a corporeal chattel was stolen may reclaim it
from the person who has become owner thereof in good faith.
(2) Such claim shall be barred if it is not made withiD three years from
the time when the theft 0CC1lI'I'ed.
Art. 1166. - lnderrmity due to tke poueuor.
Where the person from whom the property is reclaimed acquired it from
a tradesman dea~
in similar articles, in market overt or at a public
auction he may require the seller to reimburse him with the price he paid.
Art. 1167. - Currency and securities to bearer.
(1) Currency or securities to bearer may in no case be claimed from a
person who acquired them in gOod faith.
(2) They may not he claimed either from a person who acquired them
from a third party in good faith.
13*
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Pancnph 3. - U-.:apdOD
Art. 1168. - PrUu:iple.
(1) The poeseIIIIWwho has paid for fifteen COD8eCUti-ve
yean the taxes
relating to the ownenhip of an immovable shall become the owner of
such immovable:
Provided that no land which is jointly owned by memben of one
family in accordance with custom may he acquired by usucaption
and any meJDber of such family may at any time claim such land.
(2) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisioua of Title VI, Chapter
2, of this Code (Art. lI40-lISO).
Art. 1169. - Referenee.
(}) Thoee proriUOIII of thc Title of this Code dealing with contracts in
seaeral which relate to the interruption of limitation periods shall
apply in matters of usucaption (Art. 1851 and 1852).
(2) Those proriaiODl of the same Title which lay down the conditiOlll on
which limitation may be raised, enforced or waived shall also apply
in matters of usucaption (Art. 1853-1856).
P8I'811'8ph4. - Aceee8ioD.
Art. 1170. - IllCl'etl6&
(1) Whosoever owns a thing shall own the natural fruita thereof.
(2) Periodical products of a thing and anythiq which may according to
usage be derived from a thing in conformity with ita purpose shall
be deemed to be fruita.

~

1171.

-

lncreaae from breeding.
(1) As regards ownership, increase from breeding shall follow the mother.
(2) The owner of the mother shall be the owner of the increase.

Art. 1172. - Crop.. - 1. Asainst will of landowner.
(1) Whoaoever &OWlseeds in land the property of another against the
clearly expressed will of the landowner may neither till nor reap what
he haa sown.
(2) Where the b:arveat haa been reaped the whole crop shall be the property of the landowner.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply where the landowner was
unable to object to the sowing.
/

Art.

1173.

-

2. Without objection. by landowner.

(1) Whosoever &OWlseeds in land the property of another without the
landowner objecting to the sowing may till and reap what he has
IIOWILHe shall clear the land after the harvest haa been reaped.
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(2) Where 'the ~
eeted in the heIief that he W8I the
01 the
land or was eatitled to lOWeeeda thereia. ... .qa8IW 01 the enp
aha11devoJye upoa the lOWerand three qauten upca the ----.
..(3) Where the lOWer knew that he w. lICItthe owaer 01 the J8Id or W8I
Dot entitled to lOW eeeda theniD, the wide CI'CIpIhaD .. the .....
perty of the landowuer~
(4) The proviaioaa of this Anic1e maD IIpply IIOtWit1IIt8Ddb that the
landOWDel' was aware of the IIOWiDgand failed to altjeet th.eto.
Art. II74.

-

3. Claim by ltmtlowner.

(1) The landowuermall be entitled to the crop or . Ihan therein in ..
cordanee with the proriai0D8 of Art.. 1172 aud 1173
01
whether his laud was pnrioady
ca1tiTated or IIOL
(2) Where the crop baa beea IOld, pea
away or ~
the Jmd.
owuer shall he eatitled to the nIne which the CI'CIpor hi8 .....
therein would have had 011the day 011whieh he maba his cI8bD.
(3) The right of the landOWDel' to claim the crop or .' siun therein IIWl
be barred if it is Dot exercised withiD ODe year from. the napm, of
the crop.
Art.

II7S.

-

P'-'atiom.

-

1. Agaimt II1illof 1andoImer.

(1) Whosoever pl8Dt8 trees 011laud the property of 8JIGIhao.apiDIt the
clearly expressed will of the landowner mall hoe bo ript 011 Iach
trees.
(2) He shall Dot be entitled to any COmpeD8atiOl1for the earW"thereby OCCasiODedto the laudowner.
(3) He mall bear the coeta iDearred in reJIIOYiDI the tnIe8, when the
laudowner orders their removal.
Art. II76. - 2. With lonOOwner'. permiaWn.
(1) Where the plautatiOl1 was made with the permiI8ioo of the 1mdowaer,
the latter may at auy time acquire the full cnmenbip of the trees
agaiaat payment of compeaaatiOl1 the amoaDt of which ahaJl be fiucl
by agreement between the parties.
(2) FailiDg agreemeat, the prorisi0D8 of Art. 1177 mall apply.
Art. II77. - 3. Compell88tion.
(1) The amoUDt of the COIDpeD88tiOl1
provided in Art. 117611Wl be equal
to OI1ehalf of the value of the profits which ate 1ibly to be derived
from the trees during.
period of tea 188ft, where eueh trees are
Dormally grown for their products.
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(2) It ahaD be equal to one half of the value which the trees are likely
to haTe after a period of tenyean, where such trees are normally not
pown for their products.
(3) The period of ten yean specified in sub-art. (1) and (2) shall ruu
from the day on which the landowner expressed his intention to
terminate the joint ownenhip.
Art. 1178. - Buildings. -- 1. Against will of landowner.
(I) Whoeocver haa erected a building on land the property of another
against the clearly expressed will of the landowner shall have no right
on auch buildiq.
(2) The landowner may at his option evict the huilder or order him to
take the building down without compensation in either cue.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply where the landowner W88
unable to object to the building.
Art. 11'79. - 2. Without objection by landowner.
(1) 'Whoeoever haa erected abuilding on land the property of another
without the landownt'r ohieeting to the huildin,; sball be the owner
of auch building.
(2) The landowner may evict the builder against payment of compensation tbe amount of which shall he fixed by agreement between the
parties or, failing a~ement.in
accordance with the provisions of
Art. 1180. The huilder may at any time take the huilding down at
his own expense and clear the land.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall not apply unless the landowner
waa aware of the building and failed to object thereto.
Art.

1180.

- 3. Compemation.

(1) The amoont of the compensation due to the builder in the case mentioned in Art. 1179 (2) shall he fixed in accordance with the proviDons of the Title of this Code relating to "Compromise and Arbitration" (Art. 3307.3346).
(2) Such amonnt shall he reduced by three-quarten
where the builder
knew or should have known that he was not the owner of the land or
was not entitled to erect' a huilding thereon.
Art. ll81. - Urinr material the property of another.
(1) A landowner who makes huildings, plantations 01' works with material
the property of another shaH hecome the owner of such material.
(2) Be shall refund the value of the material and may be ordered. to pay
damages, where appropriate.
(3) Tbe owner of auch material may not take it back.
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Art. lIS%. -

SpecifiarAon.
(1) Whem a penon has worked with or traDaformed a aubstance which
did DOt."",
to
tile uew. adicIe shaD become the property of
the woSer where the ~
aupplied is of greater value than that
of the lllhet8Ce.
(2) Wheft the WOIker did DOt 8I:t in pod faith, the court may allot the
new tIain& to the OWIIB of the aubstance even though the value of the
labour auppJied is greater.

of the Title of thia Code relating
(3) Nothinc ahaB affect. the ~to ..Extra-eontractual Liability and Unlawful Enrichment" (Art. 2027-

2178).
Art. 1I83. - Mer&er arul embodiment.
(1) Where thinp belonging to several ownen are mixed together or embodied in auch a JlWlDer that they CaDDot be separated without ape
preciable deterioration or only at the eo&t of excesaive labour or ex.
penaea. the partiea conceraed shall become joint ownera of the new
thin~ pro rata to the value of its eom.ponent parts prior to the mixture
or embodimeaL
(2) Where two. thinp are mixed tosether or embodied but one of them
JDUBtbe regarded aa an aeceIIIIOI'Jto the other. the new thing ahall
belong to the owner of the principal thing.
(3) Nothinc ahall affect the pruriaiooa of the Title of thia Code relating
to ..Extra-eontraetual Liability and Uulawful Enrichment" (Art. 2027.

2178).
Section 2. Transfer of ownership
Art. 11M.

-

Cawe

oJ &rGll$Jer.

Ownenhip
may be tranaferred
by virtue
ments entered into by the partiea.
Art.

of law or in pursuance

of agree.

1I85. - ImlllDVfJhle property.
An entry in the registers of immovable
property shall be required for the
purpoee of transferring
by contract or will the ownership
of immovable
property.

-

CorporetJ.
(1) The ownership

Art. 1186.

c1uJuels.
of corporeal

chattels

shall

be transferred

to the pur-

chaser or le~tee
at the time when he takea possession thereof.
(2) Nothinc in thia Article shall affect the provisions
of special laws or
ftIPlatiOl18

relating

to apecial

kinds

of corporeal

chattels.
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-

Art. 1187.
Limited owner,hip.
Proviai0D8 to the eIfec& that ownenhip shaD he tnDIlerred at a different
time than that fixed in the prec:ediDg Articles shaD not affect third partie~
uuleaa the latter have accepted such provisioDa or .uch provisioaa have
been given publicity throUlh regi.tration in a public registry in accord.
ance with law.

Section 3. Extinction of ownership
Art. 1188. --'- LoA of thing.
Ownership shaD be extinguished where the thing to which it extends id
destroyed or 10lle8 its individual

character.

-

Art. 1189.
Acqw.ition by third party.
Ownership shaD he extingui.hed where it i. acquired by, or tranderred
to, a third party in aceordance with law.
Art. 1190. - Strikms off resister.
The ownership of an immovable shall be extinguished where the entry
relating to such immovable is struck off the register of immovable property.
Art.

1191.

-

Waivmg

of right.

. The ownership of corporeal chattels shall be extingui.hed where the owner
expreesea in an unequivocal manner his intention to waive his rights as
an owner.
Art.

1192.

-

Prescription.

The owner of a corporeal chattel shall lose his rights as an owner where
he failed to exercise them for a period of ten years by reason of his not
knowing where such chattel was or that he was the owner thereof.

Section

4.

Proof of ownership

Art. 1193. - Corporeal chatteu.
(1) Whosoever is in possession of a corporeal chattel shall be deemed
to possess it on his own behaH and to be the owner thereof.
(2) Whosoever disputes such ownership shall have to show that the presumption laid down in sub-art. (1) is not justified in the cireumstances.
Art. 1194.

-

Immovables.

- 1. Vacant

immovables

Immovables
situate in Ethiopia
which
shall be the property
of the State.

are vacant

without a master.
and without

a master
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Art. 1195.

- 2. Tide deed..

The iuue by the .d...i~illtrative authorities of a title deed to the effect
that. giVeDimmovable beloDp to a given pel'llODshall raise a presumpti~

that

aw:h pel'IIOD is the owner

of sUC;h immovable.

.

-

Art. 1196.
Proofw the contrary.
The presumption laid down in Art. 1195 shall be rebutted where it is
shown that:
(a) the title deed was not i88ued in accordance with the law or was
iuued by an authority having no jurisdiction; or
(b) the title deed was iuued on the basis of an invalid act; or
(c) the plaintiff acquired the ownenhip of the immovable after the day
on which the title deed was iuued.
Art.

1197. - Duties of adminiltrative
(1, Prior to i88uing to a penon

authorities.
a title deed relating

to an immovable,

the

administrative
authorities
shall require that the title deed previoU8ly
i88ued to another pel'llOD in relation to the same immovable
be returned to them 80 that it may be cancelled.
(2) Where it is alleged that such previoua title deed has been lost or
destroyed,
the administrative
authorities
applying for a new title deed to produce

shall require
the pel'IIOD
sufficient security to cover

such damage as may be cauaed to third parties
vioua title deed not having been cancelled.

by reason

of the pre-

-

Art. 1198.
Liability of the State.
(1) The State shall be liable for any damage caused to a penon who hu
acquired a right on an immovable on the basis of a title deed which
was not iuued in accordance with the law or was iuoed by an authority having no jurisdiction.
(2) The State shall be liable for any damage caused to a penon who has
acquired a right on an immovable on the basis of a title deed which
the administrative authorities failed to cancel.
(3) Nothing shall affect the right of the State to make a claim against
the public officials at fault.
Art. 1199.

-

DernGl'cation

of lands.

(l) The boundaries of lands shall be determined in accordance with the
cadaatral survey plan and the boundary marks found on the land.
(2) The boundaries appearing in the cadastral survey plan shall prevail
where they differ from those pointed out on the land.
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Art. 1200. - Building-. pltmtatiou

fSIId -b.
(1) .AD buildinp. pLmtaticma 8Dd wcd8 -laud.un
be
hue
been made by the owner at his own expeuee "aad to be his property.
(2) Evidence may be produced to rebut the Pft81UIIPIi- laid dowa ill
sub-art. ( 1) .

--"10

Art. 1201. - Parey-'ls.
(1) Any wall or fence separatinc two pan:ela of Lmd abaJI he deemed to
be jointly owned by the ownen of sueh pueeJ..
ODe panel of
-land only is fenced ill.
(2) Evidence may be produced to rebut the p-ptica
laid din
sub-art. (1).
Art. 1202.

-

Ditchea.

(1) A ditch shall not be deemed to be joint property where the embaakment is to be found on one side of the ditch oaly.
(2) The ditch shall be deemed to be the sole property of the owner of
the land on which the embankment is.
(3) Evidence may be produced to rebut the pre&DJllptioua laid down in
sub-art. (1) and (2).
Art.

1203.

-

Water,

ps

and ~l

mpply.

(1) Water and gas pipes. electrical and other lines shall be deemed to be
aeeell80ries of the undertaking from which they originate dnd to be
the property of the owner of auda undertaking.
(2) Evidence may be produced to rebut the presumption laid dowu in
sub-art. (1).

Chapter 2. Rights and dutioo of owner
Section 1. General provisions
Art. 1204.- Definition.
(1) Ownership

is the widest

right

(2)

may neither

be divided

Such

right

that

may be had on a corpoftal
nor restricted

except

thing.

in accoN-

anee with the law.

Art. 1205. - &ope of right.
(1) Without prejudice to such I'e3trietiona as are preecribed by law, the
owner may use his property and exploit it III'he thinks fit.
(2) He may dispose of his property for COD!'ideration or p'8tuitoualy,
inter

vivos

or mortis

CflUStL
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Art. 1206. - IUsht to reclaim property.
The owner may claim his property from any penon who 1IDlawlully po&Eoe88e8
or holds it and may oppose any act of usurpation.

Section 2. Special rules regarding

immovable

property

-

Art. 1207.
F~.
An owner may fence his land.

-

Art. l208.
Boundary mar,".
Where the boundaries of pareels of land are unc:ertaio, each landoWDeI'
shall, if 80 required by his neighbour, 888m in ucertaiomg such homadarlee.
Art. 1209. - Owner.hip of .ublOil.
Ownenhip of land shall extend below the surfaee of the land to the edent
necessary for the use of the land.

-

Art. 1210.
E%CfJtJfJtioRl or wor," unJergroruul.
An owner who makes excavations or works below the surface of his laud
shall not shake his neipbour's
land, expose it to dam.
or_danpl'
the
solidity of the works thereon.
Art. 12ll. - Owner.hip above the land.
Ownenhip of land shall extend above the surface of the land to the extent
necessary for the 1I8eof the land.
Art. 1212. - Brancha and rootl.
(1) An owner whose land is encumbered by branches or roots sprinpng
from adjoining land may apply to the court to order his nmpbour to
cut such branches 01' roots within one month.
(2) The owner of a land may, without having to make a request, eat 88
from the boundary all roots risiog on his land.
Art. 1213. - Building. and plantatioRl.
An owner may make on his land such buildings or p!antatiODl 88 he thinb
fit.
Art. 1214.

-

IVor," abooe or below land.

- 1. Principle.

(I) Buildings and other works C0D8tructedabove or below a pareeI of
land or permanently united therewith may have a di8tinet 0WII8Ir..
(2) The rights of such owner shall be subject to the prorisiona nIatinc
to serritudes (Art. 1359.1385).
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- 2. Rem-iction..

(1) '~othmg shall ~ect the provwooa relating to the joint ownenhip
.'
of parts of a building (Art. 1281-]3(8).
(~)Nothing
ahall affect the proviaiooa of Art. 1178-1180.
Art. 1216. - Acceu prohibited.
An OWDer may prohibit third partiea from entering on hia land.
Art. 1217.

-

(1) Where

Treap4U necessary. a penon

1. Imminent

C8DI10t protect

damage or danser.

him8eH or another

from

an imminent

damage 01" actual danger except by entering OJ! aomebody e1ae'a ~d,
the owner thereof ahall permit acceaa.
,
(2) The owner may claim compenaation
for
"y damage thereby caused.

Art. 1218. - 2. Repair 0/ waU or building.
(1) Access to land ahall be permitted where it is necea&ary fOl" the purpose of repairing a wall or building set up on adjoining land.
(2) The owner may claim compenaation for any damage thereby caused.
Art. 1219. - 3. Lou tking. or animala.
(1) Wheretbinga
have been carried away or animala auch AI cattle, bee
awarma or poultry have atrayed on somebody else'a land by the operation of a natural force or in consequence of a fortuitoua event, thie
owner of the land ahall allow the interested perlOn to enter on hia
land for purpoaea of aeareh and removal.
(2) The owner may claim compeoaation fOl" any damage thereby caused
and ahall have a right to detain the loat thing or animal.
(3) The owner may prohibit access where he bimaeH immediately aearehea
the lost thing or animal and retUrDB it to the interested. perIOn.
Art. 1220. - Pipe..
(1) An owner abell, againat full payment in advance of compenaation for
the damage thereby caused. allow the ioatallation on his land of water,
gaa or electrical linea or similar works to the benefit of other lands.
(2) The ioatallation shall be made with miuimum disturbance to the land
encumbered.
(3) The owner may at any time require that the ioatallation be removed
at his own expenae and placed on some other part of the land.

- Riskt 0/ way. - 1. Principle.
An owner whoae land constitutes an enclave or whoae access to public
ways is not sufficient to enable him to exploit hia land may demand right

Art. 1221.
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of way from his neighhour apbut payment of eompen.ation
nate to the damage that may becaWled thereby.

proportio-

Art. 1222.- 2. Demand against whom mtrde.
(1) Right of way.ball he demanded from the neighhour from whom it ie
the more re880Dable to demand it.
(2) For thie purpose, regard .hall be had to the position of the lands,
the aeeeas thereto, the exigencies of the encIosed land and the incoovenienee oeeasioned to the encumbere~ I~d.
Art. 1223. - 3. Division of land.
Where the enclave arises from'the division of land by we, ba,rter, partition or any other contract, right o(way shall be demanded from the ori.
ginal owner.
Art. 1224. - 4. Works neceuary.
The owner of a right of way shall maintain such right of way and .ball
cause the least damage possible to the land over which such right of wa)p8811e8.
Art. 1225. - .Abuse of ownership. - 1. Principle.
(1) The owner shall not C8W1enuisance or damage to hi. neighboar.
(2) He shall not cause smoke, lOOt, unpleasant smells, noise or vibrati0D8
in excess of good neighbourly behaviour.
(3) Regard shall be had to local custom, the position of the lands and
the nature thereof.
Art;

1226.

-

2. Penalty.

An owner who is caused or threatened with damage by reason of another
owner abusing his rights may require such owner to repair the damage
cansed or prevent the occurrence of damage without prejudice to any
claim for damages.
Art. 1227.
(1)

-

Restrictions

The restrictions

on ownership binding.
on ownership

in this Section

shall apply without

in the registers of immovable
property.
(2) They may not be waived nor altered by agreement

Section 3. Ownership

between

entry

the parties.

and use of water

Art. 1228. - Ule by community.
(1) The eommunity shalJ have priority in the usage of all running and etill
water.
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(2) Saeh water abaIl be eoatzolled aDd proteeted by the eompeteDt authority.
Art. 1229. -

A.ppropriatioR of 1CIGIer.

W Mer .ball be private property where it ia eoDeeted in a IIUID-made reservoir, basin or cisteni from which it doee not flow naturally.

-

Art. 1230.
L.al prOtJUioru re~
water.
(1) The couditiOll8 on which water may be appropriated 01' ased and the
rights of U8e or aervitudes to which it may be 8ubject shall be as laid
down in thi8 Title.
(2) Nothing 8hall affect the provision8 of thi8 Code relating to the col.
lective exploitatiOll of.irrigatiOD or drainage area8 (Art. 1501.1534).
(3) Nothing shall affect the provi8ion8 of 8peciallaw8 and administrative
regulations, whether of general or local application.
Art. 1231. - Power .of ehe COUTe.
(1) In deciding on a di8pute arising between two per8OII8 to w~om water
may be of we, the court .ball reconcile the conflicting interests with
the respect due to ownership.
(2) Unless otherwise provided by law, any infringement of rights of
ownership shall give rise to compensation.
Art. 1232. - Domenic we. - I. Ri&he of OWRer.
A landowner may use the water on, below, running through or bordering
his land for his persODal 1I8e, that of the person8 living with him and for
watering his cattle.
Art. 1233. - 2. Right of raeighboUT&.
A landowner who has water in excess of what he requires for domestic
purposes shall give hi8 neighhonrs the water indispensable for their domestic use, where they cannot get water elsewhere except at exaggerated
costs.
Art. 1234.

-

3. Right

of raeighboUT& how exerched.

(I) The landowner may regulate in a reasonable manner the exercise of
the right granted to his neighhours under Art. 1233.
(2) He may require a fair compensation where his rights as aD owner are
notably reduced or impaired by the neighbours exerci8ing their right.
Art. 1235. - Prohibieed war,".
(I) Whosoever is entitled to use a well, 8pring or other water, whether
...atiU. may object to the COll8truction of any work 8uch al
~
. eewer or l~e,
capable of polluti,ng the water used by him.
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(2) He may require that any such work done in disregard of his rights
be deetl.,M.
Art. 1236. - IrriptioR.
- 1. R~kt 01 Otmer.
(1) An owner whose land is eroeaed or bordered. lIy running water may
nae such water for irriptinc bia lanel.
(2) Such right may not be exercised to the detriment of those who, 011
the land 01"downatream, nae such water fOl" domestic p~
or to
water their cattle.
,

Art. 1237.- 2. Priority 01 dome8&kwe.
(1) Where the nae of. water for purposes of irrigatiOli is or may be detri.
mental to per8Oll8 downstream who nae auda water for purpoaea other
than domestic, the said pel'8Oll8 may. Where they show the existence
of vested rigLts.' to their benefit, object to the water being used for
irriptioo.
(2) There shall be deemed to btl vested rights on the. nae of water for
parpoeea other than domestic where apparent or notorioua WOl"Dor
inataIIatiOll8 have been dOlie OIl the ground with a vi~w to uaing the
water fOl"nehp~.
.

Art. l238. - 3. Penally.
Where the existence of vested rights is proved, the court shall order the
ceaaatiOlior pntting out of nae of the works or inataIlatiOll!ldoae on the
land upstream to the extent that they are incompatible with such vested
riPta.
Art.

Art.

1239.

-

l24O.

-

4. Compen.aalion.
The owner of the land upstream aha1I be entitled to compensatiou where
the exploi..tiou of bia land is. imp8ired 01" rendered impouible by the
prohibitiou &om D8ing water ero.-inJ or borderinJ bia land.

5. ..4...".,

of COIR~

(1) The court shall fix in acccmlance with equity the amount of compeneatioa due under Art. 1239.
(2) In maldJ1s ita deciaiou, the court shall haft regard to aD the eiftam&taDce8of the cue ad m particaJar to the deereue in the value of
the Jmd whieh the prohibitiaa from D8ing water eataila and to the
profit derived from the nae of the water by the per8OII8 downstream.
(3) ClJ8llHllllaIiGa Ihall. in all C8Ie8 iDclade the nlue of the worb or
in8tal1ati0ll8 the nae of which is pnlUbited by the court ad which
have been doae. in pod faith without the pei8OD8 downstream objectiDs tMnto.
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Art.. 1241. - 6. C"",.t hmJinK jurisdictWm.
Any dispute as mentioned in the preceding Articles shall be eettIed bv the
court in whose jurisdiction the immovable on which works or ins~tiOlJ8
.
are contemplated or have been done, is situate.
Art. 1242. - Industrial use. - I. Right of owner.
(I)' The owner of land which is crossed or bordered by water may use
sucL water for indusirial or commercial undertakings such as water.
mills, wash.houses or bathing establishments.
t2) He sball ensure that the water flowing from his land be unsoiled
and fit for the uses to which it may normally be p~t.
Art. 1243. - 2. Rutriction.
(1) Where the owner prevents the flowing of water fro~l1is land or the
water flows soiled or unfit for certain uses, the provisions of the pre.
~g
Articles regarding the use of water for purposes of irrigation
shall apply.
(2) The owner of landshaIl
not be entit1edto compensation except as
regards works or installations the use of which is prohibited by the
court and wlaich have becn done in good faith without the persons
downstream objecting thereto.
Art. 1244. - Hydraalic power.
Only those undertakings which have been.:granted a coneeuion by the
competent authority may do work on rivers with a view to distributing,
carrying or selling hydraulic power.
Art.

1245.

-

RtJinwtJter.

( I) The owner of a .building shall build the roof so that rainwater falls on
his and not on his neighbour'l land.
(2) He shall make such gutters or pipea as may. be neceasary to bring the
water to public sewen.
Art. 1246. - Dutia fJJ landowners below.
.
(1) The owner of land on a IO\f~el
shall ~ept the flow of water from
land on a higher level. wh~re su.ch water flow;s naturally and not arti.
.
ficUlly.
(2) The owner of the land below may not setup a dike to fJ"'Ventluch
fiow.
(3) The owner of the land above may not increase the responsibilities
of the landowner below.
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-

Art. 1241.
DraintJp.
(1)- Where ~e owner of the land above eopstruc:t8 drainage worb on hi.
land, the landownen below ahall accept without compenaation the
waterfiowing
therefrom.
(2) The owner of the land above .hall CODItruCt .ueh works .. are required to reduce to a minimum the damage to be oecaaioned to landowners below.
(3) The landowners below may require that the. water be evaeuated by
IJM'8D8of underground-pipes
where, failing such pi~.
the water
Would run on land on which buildings are erected.or on gardem or
yard. pertaining to lOch buildings.
Art. 1248. - New ,prin,..
The provieiOD8 of Art. 1241 shall apply where an OWDeI'creaae. apriDp on
his land by. boring or underground worb.
TAking of water. - I. Right of owner.
Art. -1249.
(1) An OWIler who requires water bordering his land for inigation or
other purpoees may build on the neighbouring
riparian'. land the
..
works neceuary for the taking of water.
(2) He shall have aCCe&8to .ueh neighbouring land for the purpoee of
couatructing or maintaining .nch works.

-

Art.

1250.

-

2. CompemtJlion.

(1) The neighbouring riparian ahallbe entitled to compeaaation where
the worb conatructed on his land deprive him permanently of a part
of his land.
(2) The.. neighbooring riparian shall be/entitled to. CODlpeDlation where
he is unduly or unreuonably inconvenienced..
a neighbour by the
size or duration of lOch worb.
Art. 1251. - 3. Use of works.
(I) The owner on whose land worb are to be conatructed .hall bear one
half of the eost8 of building and maintenance where .nch worb are
for his own benefit.
(2) Where the o1mer of land wishes to use such wor}E8to hi. own benefit
doring construction or after Completion, he ahall bear the COIItIarising
from any changel in the worb required to adapt them for his use.
Art. 1252.

-

Aqueduct.

- 1. RiBht of owner,.
., .. An owner who wishes to make use for domestic or irrigation or other purpoaeaof .water which does not cross or border his land may apply to the
court to be allowed to bring such water through other penoD6' land against
payment in advance of a fair compensation,
.
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Art. 1253. - 2. Laying out oj pipes.
(1) Regard shall be had to all the circumstances of the case for the purpose of laying out the pipes and detenn~ing their !Siting and nature.
(2) Pipes shall be installed so as to reduce to a minimum any damage
to the oWDers whose land they croes.
(3) Pipes shall as far as possible avoid land on which buildings are ereeted
or gardens or yards pertaining to such buildings.
Art. l254. - 3. Compensation.
(1) The oWDers whose land is crossed by pipes shall be entitled to compensation.
(2) In fixing the amount of compensation, regard shall be had to the
value of the land of which the OWDerl!lare permanently deprived.
(3) Regard shall also be had to the mconvenience caused to an OWDerby
reason of the installation and mamtenance of the pipes.
Art. l255.

-

Underground

water.

(1) Underground accumulations of water and rivers altall form part of the

.
.
public domain.
(2) No person may withou.t pennission construct on his land a driUing
exceeding one hundred metres in depth.

.

Art.

1256.

-

Fi&hing

IJ1Id lIfltJigation.

(1) The ript to fish shall be aubjeet to. the provisions of special laws.
(2) As ahall the right to sail on riven and lakes.

TITLE VDI. JOINT OWNERSHIP, USUFBUcr
AND OTHER RIGHTS IN REM
Chapter 1. Joint ownership
Section 1. General provisions

Art. 1257. -

Principle.

.

(1) A thing may be owned by several persons 88 joint owners thereof.
(2) Nothing shll)! affect the ru1a relating to asrienlturaI communities
and official associationl!l of owners laid doWD in Title IX of this Code.
(Art. 1489-]534).
Art. 1258. - Joint OU!neTship how regulaled.
(J) Without prejudice to the IIUIIldatory provisions of the law, the ripts
and duties of joint owners shall be subject to the inatrameat wherefrom joint oWDership oriPatea
and to the apeements entered iDto
by the joint owners.
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(2) SacIa prori8i.- .un apply when DO iDatrameDt or agreements ..
IDIIDtiGaediD 8Ub-art. (1) 818 made or where euch iDatrumeat or
818 cWectift 01' ..-buy
to Jaw.
"-""'''''

Art. 1259.
The
Ad. 1260.

-

-

(1)
(2) ne
Ad. 126L -

Pra8~
01 ep8Iiey.
heLl by each joiDt

.un

be p1'e81lJlledto be equaL

IfiPI8oa --..
joiDt
cndit8a

..,. diIpo8e of ell' pledp his share.
of each joiDt
may aU8eh his mare.

Lepl risk 01 ~

(1) Jaiat
eIWI he lepDJ eatitIed to eompel any third party who
8CqUin8 . sIaan iD the thiDc joiDtIr cnmed to eell it to them.
(2) The apt
I iD IIIIIHd. (1) man be exereiIed in the manner
pn8eribed by Chapter t of this Title (Art. 1386-1409).

Art.J26t.- ~

of ....

(1) When. joiDt
_&-d.ft
his ehare in a thing jointly owned,
IIieh 8Iaan .un aecrae to the other joint ownen.
(2) A joiDt cnraer who
_&~
his ahare ,hall he Jiable for the
deItta whieIa lie .. IWaJe fell' priCII'to I1IIftDder.
Ad. U63.

- V. 01,..,.

E8cIajoint

the thiDgjoiDtlycnmedin aeeordancewiththe

may-

; d aad with due resard to the rishts of

parpeae fell' wJaich it ..

the odIerjoiDt--.
Ad. 12M.- l~
(1) The fraiIa of . thias joiDtIr cnraed .un
c (2) BMlajoiDt
fraiI8.

..,.

i Art. 126S.

-

i."...

Ad. IJIi6.

-

2;.DeeW-- I...",

at ..,

01~

he jointly owned.

tilDe apply for the partition of auch

joiady0fI18fJtl.
- L Ruleof majority.

(1) A tlUacjeiatly owaed.un he .-I-n.Ht-M .y the joint ownen ac:tiq
topW.
(2) ))eo~hpadMa aaeJathiDg .un be taka by a majority Tote of
",-IIV-:, . -jodly ahue.

I

"-;'-'

0DIU8IIe.

.un he required w.ere the thing ia
The
of aD tile jaiId -ell' tile purpoee fell'which the thing ...
to he ..., II88dof, --"-'
AeJ."""
148
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1267.

- 3.Con..

The joint owners shall bear in proportion to their ~are the C08t8 of
administration, taxes and pledging or mortgaging the thing jointly owned
and all other charges resulting from joint ownenhip or cLarging the thing
jointly owned.

-

Art. 126&
N«enary expen.&.
(1) Where a joint owner without authority incurs ex~
to aYOid Io.
or damage to the thing jointly owned, the expeneea .hall be home by
all joint owners.
(2) No refund shall be payable where the expeaditure was pUl'pollelesa 01'
wa~ rendered necessary by the fauIt of the joint owner or a persoa
re.ponsible to such joint owner.
(3) A joint owner may reli~e himself of his d~ to share expell8el by
.urrendering his share to the other joint owners.
Art.

1269.

-

Ezpemea

no' necenary.

-

1. Principle.

(1) Where a joint owner without authority has ~C1Il'red in CODDecti~
with the thing jointly owned expenditure which was not DecCl8ary
but increases the value, usefulness or appearance of such thing, he
.hall not be entitled to any refund of expenditure.
(2) He may restore the thing to its previous COOditiOD.
Art.

1270.

- 2. Increase.

.

(1) The provision. of Art. 1269 sha]] Dot apply to expenditure iDenrred
iD the production or co]]ection of fruits or crops.
(2) Where a joint owner without authority has incurred expenditure
in. the productioD or collectioD of fruits 01' crop., he shall deduet
lOch expenditure before the proceeds from mehfruita. or crope are
divided.
Art. 1271. - Sole by -moll
of 'hills joimly 0IC7ned.
(1) Notwith~ding
any provision to the coatrary, each joint owner may
at aDYtime apply for the. thing jointly owned, if a corporeal ehatteI,
to be sold. by .auction.
(2) Where the time for .a1e is inappropriate the court may-dud the
thing .hall remain jointly owned for a period DOt.--ling........

Art. 1272. - DiWaioRof immotHJblejoindy 0IC7ned..
- L Priaciple.
"

(1) Each j~int owner may at any time apply I.

if an immovable, to be divided.

~ thiasjoiDIIy
--.
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(2) Where division is contrary to the nature or purpose of the immovable
or would reduc:e ita value conaiderably or eerioUBly impair the makinl
ue of it, the eourt shall order that the immovable be sold by auctioa
and not divided.
Art.

1273.

- 2. Power of eM courC.

(I) Where the time for division or sale by auction ie ioapp<opria~ the
eourt may order thlt~ the thing shall remain jointly owned for a period
not exceedins two y~
(2) Where neceuary, it shall appoint a penon
during the period specified in the order.

to admioiater the thins

Art. 1274.. - 3. Ayeement prohibiting division.
(I) The rilht of a joint owner to apply for divi.iODlDay be prohibited by
the aet creatins the joint ownership or by the eublequeDt UDaDimOUl
agrement of the joint ownen.
(2) /my aach asreemeot shall be effective for not more ~8D five yean
or for aach shorter period..
may have been fixed.
(3) /m agreement which does not fix any period or me. a period Icmger
than five years shall be of no effeet after five yean.
Art. 1%75. - ProuiIioA lor arbitratioa.
(I) The aet creating the joint ownenhip or an agreement entered into by
the joint owoen may provide that any diepute arisinl between joint
owoen in relation to the thins jointly owned shall be settled by one
01' more arbitraton.
(2) 10 such a cue. the provisioDB of Art. 3307~
of thie Code shall
apply.
Art. 1276. -

P...petutd

jow

oumeralr.ip. -

1. Flum pouiblc.

Joint ownenhip may be perpetual where thie ie accordance with the nature
or parpoBe of the thloB and the aale or diviaioD thereof ie impoeaible 01'
would be 1UII'e88OIiable.

Art. 1m. - 2. SpeciGl qremenC n«eaary.
(1) Where a thins ie in perpetual joint ownership, an asreemcot shall be
,

made regarding the rights and duties of the joint ownen and the ad.
ministration of the thing..
(2) Failing unanimous agreement betweeD the joint oWnen the court ehall
.'
Bettle the terms of the apeemeDt.
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Section 2. Special cases
Art. 1278. - Liberty of owner..

I. - ~

No person may compel his neipboor

Art. 1279.- Reb~

to bnild or repair a party-wall.

fHITty...u.

.

(I) Where a party.wall is destrOyed aad oae of the ownen muses to share
in ita reconstruction, the other owner. may rebnild iL
(2) Any wall thus rebnilt shall be the sole property of the owner who
rebnilt it, notwithstandinc that it is bnilt partly 011 the aeiPbour's
land.
(3) The owner who did not &hare ill the recoastrurtion of the wall may at
any time. cause suda w.JJ to become a party-wall by payiq to his
Deighboar haH of the e:xpeII8e8
in reItniIdiq the wall.
--Art. 1280. - RiBhts OR pany
u..
A joint owner may not, without the ~
the height of a party-wall, lean bniJ~1P'
or do any act implyins fnll ~p.

ParaP'llpJa
Z.- o

J.ia... --

of the other ',joint owner, raise
apinet it, open holes therein

- --

.. . .......

Art. 1281.-Pare. 01buildinp deenaetllo6e joiaIly -.I.
(I) Where floon or parts of a bnildiac are owned by differeat penons,
such penons .hall, in the abseaee of any erideace to the contrary, be
deemed to be joint ownaa of the land 8Dd of sudtparts of the bnild.
ing as are not intended for the excInaive use of one owner only.
(2) The walla aeparatins parts of a bnildinc sh.n be jointly owned by the
.
owners of such parts.

-

Art. 1282.
Joint owner.hip .".eelllelll.
(I) The righta and dutieS of each joiat

owner -d the ..-er

in which

the immovable jointly owned. sh.n be managed shall be as provided
in the joint ow.nership apeement

~

.ueh immovable.

(2) The agreement shall fix the share of each joiatowner
jointly owned of the immovable.

in the parb

Art. 1283.- Form of ~.
AD agreemeot reprdiDc
iawritiq.

joiDt GWDenbip 8hall be of no elJect anJe.

made

Art. 1284. - Depo6it of qreelllelll.
(1) A copy of the aFeemeat
be .~
with a DOt8I'y 01' eoart
rqiatry at the place when: the IaaiLIiac ill 8it8Me.
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(2) Any interested pany may have access thereto and be supplied with a
copy thereof.
..
An.

1285. - Drawing
(1) An agreement

up of agreement.
regarding
joint ownership

may be drawn

up, prior

to

the building being built, by the prospective
joint owners or by the
person who undenakes
the oonstrnction
of the building to be jointly
owned.
(2) Where the building has been completed, the agreement shall be drawn
up by the syndicate of joint owners on the application
owner.
(3) Failing unanimous consent of the joint owners, the terms
ment shall be settled

of any joint
of the agre&-

by the court.

Art. 1286. - Effect of agreement.
The agreement may be set up against any person who claims to have a
right on the building, where such right has been acquired after the agre&ment has been deposited in accordance with An. 1284.
An. 1287. - Agreement rwt deposited.
(1) The agreement whether deposited or not shall bind the joint owners.
An instrument referring thereto shall bind such joint owners as have
entered into it.
(2) It shall bind the heirs and creditors of such joint owners.
An. 1288.

-

Incomplete

or unlawful agreement.

The provisions of this Chapter
or contrary to law.

shall apply where the agreement

is defective

An. 1289. - Parts rwt jointly owned. - 1. Principle.
(1) Each joint owner shall exercise the rights of a full owner on such
parts of the building as are his and are not jointly owned.
(2) He may in panicular dispose of, rent or mortgage the part of which
he is the full owner.
Art. 1290. - 2. Application.
Each joint owner shall have regard to the nature of the buildiug and ~hall
not exercise his rights to the detriment of the other owners.
Art. 1291.

-

Parts jointly owned.

-

1. Use.

Each joint owner may, in exercising his rights on his share, make use of
the parts jointly owned of the building
in accordance
with their purpose but so as not to disturb the rights of the other joint owners.
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1292.

-

2. Charge&.

(1) Each joint owner shall share in the costs arising from the preservation,
maintenance or administration of the parts jointly owned.
(2) Such costs shall be apportioned in accordance with the value of the
respective shares.

-

Art. 1293.
Syndicate of joint owners. - 1. Purpose.
(1) Joint owners shall constitute a syndicate which shall act as their legal
representative.
(2) The syndicate shall, in accordance with the agreement regarding joint
ownership, make all decisions relating to the use and administration
of the parts jointly owned.
Art. 1294. - 2. Operation.
(1) Each joint owner shall have a number of votes proportionate
value of his share.
(2) He may be represented at meetings and vote by proxy.

to the

Art. 1295. - 3. Meetings.
(1) The manager of the syndicate shall convene all meetings of the syndicate at the place where the building is situate.
(2) A meeting of the syndicate shall be convened where not less than five
joint owners so require.
(3) The manner of convening and time of the meeting shall be fixed by
the manager in a reasonable manner.
Art. 1296. - 4. Decisions.
(1) The decisions of the syndicate shall be taken by a majority vote.
(2) They shall be served by the manager on the joint owners who were
not present or represented at the meeting.
Art.

1297. - 5. Appeal.
(1) Notwithstanding
any provision

to the contrary,

any joint

owner

may

appeal to the court. against any decision, taken by the syndicate, to
which he has not agreed and which is contrary to law or the agreement regarding
joint ownership.
(2) The right of appeal shall be exercised within one month from the
(3)

decision having been served on the joint owner concerned.
Any judgment
invalidating
a decision of the syndicate shall be binding on all joint

Art.

1298.

-

Manager.

owners.

- 1. Appointment.

(1) The syndicate sh~II be managed by a manager who need not be a joint
owner.
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(2) He shall be appointed
by the syndicate.
(3) Where necessary,
a manager may be temporarily
court on the application
of a joint owner.
Art.

1299. - 2. Writtw
authority.
( 1) The manager JDay require
authority
specifying
(2) Where the manager
be specified

Art.

the syndicate

to provide

his duties and powers.
is appointed for a period

in the written

appointed

by the

him with a written

of time such period

shall

authority.

1300. - 3. Remuneration.
-'-'(1) Dol.ess otherwise agreed, the manager shall not be remunerated.
(2) He shall be paid expenditure
incurred on behalf of the syndicate.

Art. 1301.
(1)

-

4. Revocation.

The eyndicate

may at any time

revoke

the appointment

of the man-

ager, without prejudice
to the right of the manager to claim such remuneration
as may have heen agreed.
(2) Any agreement
to restrict revocation
of the appointment
of the man-

.

ager for good cause shall be of no effect in particular
where the manager commits a serious hreach of duties or is incapable
of carrying
out his duties in a proper manner.
Art.

1302. - 5. Duties.
(1) The manager shall be responsible
liness and repair
(2) He shall convene
(3) He shall represent
and extra-judicial

Art. 1303.

-

for the maintenance,

security,

clean-

of the parts jointly owned of the huilding.
tlle syndicate and shall enforce its decisions.
the syndicate

and shall act on its hehalf

in judicial

relations.

Liability.

( 1) The manager

shall

be liable

to the syndicate

in accordance

with the

provisions relating to agency.
(2) Notwithstanding
any agreement
to the contrary,
an appeal shall lie
to the ceurt against any decision of the syndicate approving
the accounts of the manager or relating to the manager's liability, where the
manager or his representative
took part in such decision.
Art.

1304. - Loss of building.
Where a building is a total loss by reason of fire or otherwiRe, any joint
owner may apply for the land and remains of the building to be ~old by
auction.
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- 1. Power

of syndictae.

Where a

building is partially destroyed, the syndicate
or not the building shall be rebuilt or repaired.

Art.

1306. - 2. Decision to rebuild.
(1) Where the syndicate
decides

to rebuild

shall decide

or repair

wheth~r

the building,

each

joint owner shall bear the costs of rebuilding
or repair in proportion
to his share in the parts jointly owned of the building.
(2) No regard shall be had to the fact that some parts not jointly owned
may have been destroyed
or damaged and other parts of the same
nature have not.
(3) Nothing shall affect cases where the damage caused to the building is
attributable
responsibla.

Art. 1307. -

to a joint

owner

or a person

for whom

a joint

owner

is

3. Decision not to rebuild.

m Where

the syndicate
decides not to rebuild or repair the building,
such building,
including
the parts thereof as are not jointly owned,
..hall be sold by auction.

(2) The joint

owners

shall

share

in the proceeds

of the sale in propor-

tion to their share in the parts jointly owned of the building.
(3) The provisions of Art. 1306 (2) and (3) shall apply in such cases.

Art. 1308.

-

Creditors of syndicate.

Debts incurred following decisions taken by tlle syndicate shall be secured
by the building,
including
such parts thereof as are not jointly owned,
unless the joint owners or manager have personally
and expressly under.
taken to pay suc'h debts from other property.

Chapter

2. Usufruct

Section 1. General

Provisions

Art. 1309. - Definition.
(1) Usufruct

is the right

of using

and enjoying

things

or rights

subject

to the duty of preserving
their substance.
(2) It may apply to land, chattels, rights or an inheritance.

Art. 1310.

-

References.

(1) Unless otherwise

provided,

the rules governing

the acquisition,

transfer

or loss of ownership
of corporeal chattels shall apply to the acquisition, transfer or loss of an usufruct relating to corporeal chattels.
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(2) Unless otherwise provided, the rules governing the acquis.aon, trauelor extiuction of credits aud other iucorporeal rights shall apply to the
acquisitioB, trausfer aud extiuction of a right of usufruct relatiug to
credits or other iucorporeal rights or au iuheritauce.
Art. 1311. - Rights oj the USUjructlUlTY,
(1) The usufructuary shall he entitled to the possessioB, use aDd eujoyment of the thiug.
(2) He shall admiuister the thiug.
Art. 1312. - MaTUlgement.
In the exercise of his rights, the usufructuary
of souad mauagement.
Art.

1313.

-

Upkeep

oj the thing.

The usufructuary<shall
mauagement
expenses,
charged thereon.
Art.

1314.

-

(1) The

shall comply with the rules

hear the normal
as well as the

Ordinary charges.
usufructuary
shall

pay,

when

costs of upkeep of the thiug aud
payment
of iuterest
upon debts

they

are

due,

annual

taxes

aud

other charges on the thiug which are normally
paid out of the iucome.
(2) The usufructuary
who has paid the laud taxes chargiug au immovable
may not claim to have thereby ~quired
the ownership
of or a right
on such immovable
to the prejudice
of the bare owner.
Art.

-

1315.
(1) Any

Extraordinary

charges.

extraordiuary

charge

usufruct shall be horne
(2) Where the usufructuary

on the

thing

during

the

by the owner of the land.
does not lend him the necessary

interest, the owner may, in order to pay such charge,
rights to which the usufruct extends.
Art.

1316.

-

cOurse

of the

sums without
sell things

or

Inventory.

The owner and the usufructuary
may at any time require that au inventory he made at the joint cost of both parties of the goods to which the
ustrlruct extends.

Art. 1317.
(1)

-

Restoration

The usufructuary

oj thing.
shall

restore

the thiug

to the owner

mination
of the usufruct.
(2) He shall he liable for the loss or deterioration
he can show that
fault on his part.

such

loss or deterioration

upon

the ter-

of the thiug
occurred

without

unless
auy
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Art. 1318.
Righe. in rem.
(1) The usufructuary may not charge the thing to which the usufruct
extends with any right in rein capable of impairing the rights oj the
owner.
(2) In particular, he may not give.auch thing in pledge to the prejudice
of the rights of the owner.
(3) Where the' usufructuary disregards the prohibitions laid down in this
Article without the consent of the owner, the latter may terminate
the usufruct without compensation.
Art.

1319.

-

Loa

of thing.

(1) The usufruct shall be extinguished by the loss of the thing to which
it extends.
(2) The usufruct shall extend to the equivalent value of the thing in
cue of its expropriation or requisition.
Art. 1320. - IMurance.
(1) The owner and the usufructnary may, where they think fit, insure
their respective rights.
(2) Unleu otherwise provided, the insnrance effected by the owner shall
not benefit the usufructuary.
(3) Unleu otherwise provided, the insnrance effected by the usufructuary shall not benefit the owner.
Art. 1321. - Valruaion of the goods.
(1) Unless otherwise agreed, an assessment of the value of the goods to
which the usufruct extends made in an inventory or any other instrum81t shall not transfer the ownership of the goods to the usufructuary.
(2) The usufructuary shall upon the termination of the usufruct restore
the goods themselves to the owner and not the value at which they
were aseessed.

-

Art. 1322.
Extinction of usufruct.
(1) The usufruct shall terminate upon the death of the usufructuary or
where the period of time for which it was created expires.
(2) The usufruct of bodies corporate or property with a specific destination shall terminate after thirty years or lIuch shorter period as may
ha'V:ebeen fixed.

-

Art. 1323.
Owner dilposing of thing.
(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of Art. 1315, any act whereby
the owner disposes of the thing or right to which the usufruct exteDds .hall uot affect the rights of the usufructuary.
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shall retain his rights UDle88 he

has

expressly

-

Art. 1324.
Proteelion of the owner.
(1) An owner who can show that his rights are in jeopardy may require
sureties from the usufructuary.
(2) He may at any time require sureties prior to restoration where the
usufruct extends to consumable goods.
(3) Where the usufructuary fails on request to produce sureties within
a reasonable period of time or where after the owner has objected
he continues to make unlawful use of the thing the court shall or.Jer
the thing to be vested in a curatory.

Section

2. Special

rules regarding

of corporeal

usufruct

goods

Art. ,1325. - Absence of liability of owner.
(1) The usufructuary shall take the thing in the condition 4n which he
finda it.
(2) He may not requi~ the owner to repair it.
Art. 1326. - Ule of thing.
(I) The usufructuary of a corporeal chattel may use it for normall)urp08e8 having regard to its nature.
(2) He shall not be liable to pay compensation for depreciation caused
by ordinary wear and tear.
Art.

1327.

-

Cowumable

thmgs.

(I) Where the usufruct relates to things ~ch
cannot be used without
being consumed, the usufructuary shall become the owner thereof.
(2) Upon the extinction of the usufruct, he shall pay the value of the
things calculated at the time the usufruct was created.
Art. 1328. - Fruiu.
(1) The uaufructuary shall become the owner of the natural fruits produced by the thing at the time when 8uch fruits are in good faith
lleparated from the thing according to its destination or custom.
(2) Fruits collected in exce88 of his entitlement shall be returned to the
owner.

-

Art. 1329.
Treaure.
The uaufructuary ,hall haTe no right on a treasure that might be discovered during the currency of the usufruct.
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Art. 1330. - Limits 01 righu 01 wufrucUUJry.
(1) The usufructuary may not abuse his rights.
(2) He may not substantially alter the thing to which the Ulufruet ateIId8
nor change its purpoee.c
(3) The owner may satisfy himself in a reasonable manuel' that the
usufructuary complies with his duties under this Article.
Art. 1331. - Leasing 01 the thing.
(1) The usufructuary may lease the thing to which the usufruct euenda.
(2) He shall become the owner from day to day of the rents produced
by the thing.
Art. 1332. - Termination 01 lease.
(1) The leasing of the thing shall terminate when the uaufruct itself terminates.
(2) Leases made in respect of a land or building between the usufructuary and a farmer or tenant shall bind the owner and third parties
for a ,period of three years from the termination of the usufruct.
(3) Where the usufruct terminates, the owner may forthwith terminate
any such lease where he can show that it was made in abnormal
conditions and in fraud of his rights.
Art.

1333.

-

Working

plan.

-

1. When necessary.

The owner or usufructuary
may rc:quire that a working plan be prepared in
respect of the thing where the usufruct extends:
(a) to a thing such as a forest, the normal mode of exploitation
of which
(b)

does not consist in collecting fruits yearly or at shorter intervals; or
to a thing such as a quarry, the substance of which diminimee
in
consequence

of eXploitation.

Art. 1334. - 2. How prepared.
(1) The working plan shall be prepared by agreement between ~e l)artiea.
(2) Failing agreement, it shall be prepared by one or more axperts appointed by the court and shall be approved by the court.
Art.

1335.

-

3. Alteration.

The working plan may be altered on the request of either party wheIe
exceptional circumstances prevent its being carried ~nto effect or it appears for economic reasons desirable that it be altered.
Art. 1336. - Improvements.
(1) Unless otherwise agreed, the usufructuary shall be entitled to no
compensation for any improvement he may have made on the thing.
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to no compensation

for any building

made on the land given in usufruct.
(3) He may, upon the termination
of the
down
Art.

Art.

and restore

the land

usufruct,

to its previous

he may have

take

such

condition.

1337. - Considerable
repairs. I. Definition.
Considerable
repairs are repairs which entail an expense
average yearly income derived from the thing to which
extends.
1338. - 2. Duties of usufructuary.
(1) The usufructuary
shall inform

the owner

where

exceeding the
the
usufruct

considerable

need be made for the preservation
of the thing.
(2) He shall not himself make such repairs unless he rendered
cessary in particular
fruct originated.
Art.

1339.

to maintain

3. Making of considerable

repairs.

owner

to make

-

(1) The

by failing

thing.
(2) Where

shall

the owner

not be bound
decides

to make

building

the thing

considerable

considerable

rep1\irs
them

ne-

since the usu-

repairs

repairs,

on the

the usufruc.

tuary shall accept the inconvenience
arising therefrom.
(3) In making the repairs, the owner shall have regard to the interests
and convenience

Art. 1340.

-

of the usufructuary.

Debts under a moregage.

(1) The usufructuary

shall not be liable

for the debts under

charging the thing to which the usufruct extends.
(2) Where he has been compelled to pay them, he may require
to reimburse
Art.

1341.

-

Action

a mortgage
the <>wner

him.
of usufructuary.

(1) The usufructuary may claim the thing to which the usufruct extends.
(2) He may bring all actions relating to the possession of such thing.
Art. 1342. - Duty to inform owner.
(I) The usufructuary shall report to the owner any person who, during
the currency of the usufruct, commits acts of usurpation or otherwise
interferes with the rights of the owner.
(2) Where he fails so to inform the owner, he shall be liable for any
damage as though he had himself caused the damage.
Art. 1343. - Loss of thing.
.
Neither the owner nor the usufructuary shall be bound to rebuild what
has collapsed as a result of decay or has been destroyed by accident.
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Art. 1344.
Partial loa.
Where part of the thing to which the usufruct extends is 108t, the usu.
fructuary shall retain his rights on what remaina.
Art.

1345.

-

Ulufruct

of flock.

(1) Where the flock to which the usufruct extends is a 1088 by reason of
accident or disease without tbe usufructuary being at fault, the usufructuary shall return the hides to the owner or refund their value.
(2) Where the flock is not a total 1088,the usufructuary shall replace the
anima18 lost out of the increase from breeding.
Art. 1346. - Limitation.
(1) Any claim arising from changes made in or damage occasioned to the
thing shall be barred where the owner does not bring it within ODe
year from the thing having been returned to him.
(2) The right of the usufructuary to remove any inatallation made .y
him shall be barred after the same period of time.

Section 3. Special rules regarding
and incorporeal

usufruct of credits

rights

.bt.. 1347. - Income.
The usufructuary of a credit or an incorporeal thing shall acquire the
interests, arrears due and dividends on the day on which they mature.
Art.

1349.

-

Subscription

( I) The usufructuary

for new shares.

shall not acquire the ownership of exceptional pro-

fits which may derive from the right to which the usufruct extends.
(2) His right of usufruct shall extend to such profits.

-

Art. 1349.
Sublcription for new Ihares.
(1) Where a preferential right of subscription is granted in respect of
a share to which the usufruct extends, the right to ~ubscribe for the
new shares shall belong to the owner of the share.
(2) The usufructuary's right shall extend to the new shares subscribed
for by the owner or to the proceeds of the sale of the subscription
rights.
Art. 1350. - Capital comtituted by credit
(I) Where the credit or right to which
I
discharged during the usufruct the
usufructuary unless the owner has

or right.
the usufruct extends is satisfied or
principal shall not be paid to the
agreed thereto.

I
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the payment

of the 8um to the

usufructuary,
the debt 8hall be validly dieeharged
where the debtor
depo8iu the awn.
(3) The owner or u8ufructuary
may demand that auch depoeit be made
where

the credit

hu

matured.

Art. 1351. - Usufruct of an annuity.
The usufruct of an annuity shall enable the usufructuary during the term
of the usufruct to collect arrears without being liable for compensation.
Art. 1352. - Issue of distinct title deeds.
(1) The owner or the usufructuary may require from the creditor or the
establishment which issued the eeeurities to which the uamruct extends
that two separate title deed8 be delivered to them at their eoet eri.
dencing their respective righte as owner and usufructuary.
(2) The provisions of 8ub.art. (1) 8hall not apply to bank notes.

Section 4. Right of occupation

of premises

Art. 1353. - Definition.
The right of occupation
occupy a part thereof.

of premises i8 the right to live in a horcue 01' to

Art. ]354. - Beneficiary of right.
Unless otherwise provided, wh080ever benefite by a right of oecupation of
premises may live in the house concerned with hie apo1Ue, his direct
ascendante or descendante and hie aervante.

Art. 1355. - Right extending to part of tJ howe.
Where the right extend8 to part of a ho1Ue, the beneficiary
may we all installations intended for commop nee.

of mch right

Art. 1356. - Expemes of maintenance.
(1) The benefieiary 8hall bear the COBtearising from ordinary II'IAiftt_.
ance repairs of a house or flat intended to be uaed by him onJy.
(2) Where the right of occupation i8 exerciaed concurrently with the
right of the owner, the latter shall bear such COBb.
Art. 1357. - Right not transmissible.
The right of occupation of premises is inalienable
the heirs of the beneficiary.
Art.

1358.

-

Other

prOtJisiom

The provi8ion8 regarding
this Section.

and shall

DOt pall to

applicable.

wufruct

8hall apply in addition

to those of
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Chapter 3. Servitudes
- Definition.
A servitude
is a charge

Art. 1359.
(1)

encumbering

a land,

hereinafter

called

the

servient tenement,
for the benefit of another land, hereinafter
called
the dominant
tenement.
(2) A servitude
imposes on the owner of the servient
tenement
the
obligation
to submit to the commission
the dominant
tenement
or to refrain
inherent
in ownership.

of some acts by the owner of
from exercising
some rights

Art. 1360.Obligation to do.
A servitude may only accessorily cast upon the servient owner the burden
to commit any act.

-

Art. 1361.
Clumge of owner.
(1) A servitude shall run with the land notwithstanding that the servient
or dominant owner changes.
(2) Servitudes which have been registered in accordance with law shall
follow the land into whatever hands it may pass.
Art. 1362. - Creation of servitude. - 1. Contract ()J' wiU.
(1) A scrvitude may be created by agreement between the dominant and
servient owner.
(2) It may be created by a will in which the owner of a land divides such
land between two or more peI'80D8.
Art. 1363. - 2. Creation evidenced by writing.
The creation of a servitude shall be of no effect unless it is evidenced
by writing.
Art. 1364. - 3. Effect on third parties.
A 8Crvitude shall be of no effect on third parties unless it has been entered in the register of immovables at the place where the servient tenement is situate.

-

Interpretation of doubtful clawes.
Art. 1365.
Where it is doubful whether a provision in an instrument creates a servitude running with the land or imposes a personal obligation on the owner
of such land, such equivocal provision shall be deemed to impose a per-,
sona! obligation and not to create a servitude.

-

-

Acquilirion of servitude by prescription
1. Apparent servitude.
Art. 1366.
(1) An apparent servitude may be acquired by enjoyment for ten years.
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(2) A servitude is apparent where its existence is evidenced by some apparent sign.
Art. 1367. - 2. Non-apparent serviwde.
A servitude which is not apparent may not be acquired by prescription.
Art. 1368. - 3. Effect on. third parties.
(1) Whosoever has acquired an apparent servitude by prescription may
require that the existence of the servitude be evidenced by an instrument specifying the extent of the servitude and that such servitude be entered in the register of immovables.
(2) A servitude acquired by prescription shall not affect third parties
unless it has been entered in the register of immovables.
Art. 1369. - Licence.
(1) A licence to me a land in a particular manner shall not be deemed to
be a servitude for the benefit of the person to whom such licence
wa. given.
(2) The person who h88 given such licence may revoke it at any time.
Art.

1370.

-

Extent

of servitude.

(1) The rights and obligations created by a servitude shall be a. specified in the entry of such servitude in the register of immovables.
(2) Within the limits specified in sub-art. (1), the extent of a servitude
may be ascertained having regard to the manner in which the .ervi.
tude was created or peacefully enjoyed in good faith for a long period
of time.
(3) In cases of doubt, the rights and obligations created by a servitude
shall be governed by the provisions of the following Articles.
Art. 1371.

-

Rights of way and rural servitudes.

(1) Rights

of way such 88 the right

to traverse

a parcel

of land

on foot,

with animals,
during the dead season, across fields or out
of a
wood shall be of such extent 88 is recognized
by local custom.
(2) Rights
of pasture,
wood-cutting,
watering
animals,
irrigation
and
other
Art.

1372. (1) The

rural

servitudes

shall have the same extent.

Means necessary for the enjoyment
of seroitude.
existence of a servitude
shall entail the existence

necessary for the enjoyment
of such servitude.
(2) Whosoever benefits by a right to draw water
a right

from

of the means

a well shall enjoy

of way to such well.

15*
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1373.
Neceuary work.. - 1. Principle.
(1) The dominant owner may take any steps and construct any works
necesaary for the enjoyment and preservation of the servitude.
(2) Unless otherwise provided i~ the instrument creating the servitude,
such works shall be constructed at the expense of the dominant owner.

Art. 1374. - 2. SUTTenderof servient tenement.
Where works as defined in A.-t. 1373 are under the instrument creating the
servitude to be done at the expense of the servient owner, the latter may
relieve hi~H
of such: obligation by surrendering to the dominant owner
the whole Bervient tenement or such part thereof as is necessary for the
enjoyment of the servitude.
Art. 1375. - DUties of domimmt owner.
(1) The dominant owner shall exercise his rights so as to cause minimum
inconvenience to the servient owner.
(2) He shall exeftise his rights in accordance with the instrument creat.
ing the servitude and may not make on the dominant or servient
tenement any alteration which would increase the burden of the servitude.

-

Art. 1376.
New. needs of dominam tenement.
New needs occurring for the dominant b'!n..wnent shall not increase the
burden of the servitude.
Art.

1377.

-

Division

of domimmt

tenement.

(1) Where the dominant tenement is divided, the servitude shall be
maintained for the benefit of the owner of each new parcel but the
burden of the servitude may not be increased in consequence thereof.
(2) For instance, all the dominant ownel"8 who benefit by a right of way
shall travene the ~rvient tenement at the same place.
(3) Where the servitude benefits one parcel only, the servient owner
may require that the corresponding entry be ItrDck off the register
of immovable as regards the other parcels.
Art. 1378. - Division of serviem tenement.
(1) Where the servient tenement is divided, the servitude shall remain
annexed to each new parcel of land.
(2) Where the servitude can materially not be exercised on a parcel, the
owner thereof may require that it be struck off the register ~f im.
mOYables as regards his parcel of land.
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0Icmer'.

The eerrient OWDermay do Dothing to reduce or impair the

118e01 the

eerrieat tenement.

-

Art. 1380.
CMn,inB extent of ~itude.
Where a eerritude is exercised OD a part only 01 the Ferrie it tenement.
the eerrient owner may, in appropriate ,cases and provided he pays all
the expensea thereby occasioned, require that the servitude be exer.
ciaed on such other part 01 the servient UiDement u will be cqually COD.
YeDient to the dominant owner.
Art.

1381.

-

E~hmenl

of servitude.

(1) A eerritude entered in the repner of immovables shall be extin.
guished where the entry is canceyed.
(2) An applicatioD lor the cancellation 01 the entry may be made where
the dominant owner has expl'ell8ly releued the tlervitude aDd such
release is mdenced by writiq.
(3) Such an application may also be made iD respect o! aD apparent
eerritude where the apparent signa which evidenced its existence have
disappeared or it hu Dot been exercised lor ten yean.

- Panial ~kmenl.
A eerritude may be extinguisbed by prescriptioD in the same JIW1Deru
it w.. created.

Art. 1382.

Art. 1383.- RedeelflinB~itude.

- 1. Wk"" possible.

A servitude may be redeemed where:
(a) it is c:GIItrary to the interests of the Dational economy or some other
public interest; or
(b) the benelits it entaiJa lor the dominant tenement are out of proportiOD with the incoavenience or damage it occasions to the servient
teoemeot.

-

Ad. 1384.
2. How dome.
(1) Failing agreement between the partiee, the redeeming of a servitude
ahall be ordered by the court OIlthe application of the 8errient owner.
(2) The court Ihall fix the amount of compensatioD (if any) due.
(3) In fixing such amount, the court shall have regard to all the circumItaDC118of the cue, in particular the date on which the eerritude was
created and the change which the 'lel'Vitude oc:cuioaa to the nIne of
the dominant and servient tenements.
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redemption.

The parties may, in the instrument
creating a servitude or in a subsequent
instrument,
exclude for a period not exceeding ten years the right to apply
to the court for the redemption
of such servitude.

Chapter 4. Right of recovery
Art. 1386.

~

Definition.

The right of recovery is the right of a person to recover against payment
a particular
thing given to a third party in ownership or usufruct.

Art. ]387.

~

No right

Art. 1388.

~

No right arising from usage.
of recovery

shall arise from mere usage even though

(1) The joint

owners

shan

have

a legal right

in the thing jointly owned is disposed
(2) The joint owners shan exercise their

may be fuJly exercised
~

~

where

of recovery

jointly owned.
right of ~covery,

a share

concurrently,
8'1cb right

by the other Joint owners.

Right of recovery of parents. ~ 1. Principle.

Tbe relatives
a legal right

Art. ]390.

of recovery

of.
right

in proportion
to their share in the thing
(3) Where one or more of them waive their

Art. 1389.

immemoria1.

Right of recovery of Joint owners.

by consanguinity
of recovery.

of a person

who alienates

a land shall haTe

2. Origin of land.

( 1) A person

may not exercise

his right

of recovery

unless he was Ii rela-

tive in the paternal line of the person from whose succession he who
alienates
the land received it, where such land comes from the paternal line.
(2) A person may not exercise his right of recovery unless he was a relative in the maternal line of the person from whose succession he who
alienates the land received it, where such land comes from the mater.
nal line.

Art. 1391.

~

3. Order to be followed.

Tbe right of recovery of the parents shall be exercised in the order
which such persons are called to an intestate succession (Art. 842-851).

Art. ]392.

~

in

4. Priority given to certain persons.

Within the limits laid down in Art. ]390 and 1391, the right of recovery
shan be exercised first by those relatives of the person alienating the land
who live on such land or participate
by their personal work in ita exploitation.
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1393. - More than one beneficiary.
( 1) Where several persoDs of the same order

may exercise

a right

of re-

covery, such persons shall exercise their right together and shall jointly
own the land in which they shall have equal shares.
(2) The share of those who havc failed to exercise their right shall accrue
to the others.
Art.

of rights oj recovery.
1394. - Classification
The rights of recovery provided by. law shall be exercised
~der:
(a) by the joint owners;
(b) by the parents.

in the following

Art. 1395. - Right oj recovery may not be exercised against certain per.ons.
A persoD may not exercise his right of recovery against. another person who
benefits by a right of recovery, even though inferior in order under
Art. 1394.
Art.

1396. - Right of recovery may not be exercised in certain cases.
The parents may not exercise their right of recovery under the preceding
Articles where the land alienated is situate in a town-planning
area or the
immovable
alienated
consists mainly of a dwelling-house
or some other
building.

Art.

1397. - Right rwt trCU&$missible.
(1) All the rights of recovery provided

by law shall be personal

who benefits thereby under the law.
(2) Rights of recovery are inalienable.
(3) They may not be exercised by the creditors
Art.

Art.

Art.

of the beneficiariO\.

1398. - Cases where right of recovery may be exercised.
The beneficiary
of a right of recovery may exercise it where:
(1) the owner or usufructuary
of a thing alienates his ownership
fruct for consideration;
or
(2) the thing is seized at the request

of a creditor

1399. - Expropriation.
The beneficiary
of a right of recovery
movable is expropriated
by the public

lllay not exercise
authorities.

1400. Whosoever
losing his
informed
to a new

to him

or usu-

of the owner.

it where

the im-

for exercising right. - 1. Notice of transfer.
intends to exercise his right of recovery shall, under pain of
right, d€:clare his intention within two months from having been
that the ownership
or usufruct of the thing has been: transferred
owner or usufructuary.
Time
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Art. 1401.
2. Failure to give notice.
(1) Where the beneficiary, if a joint owner, has not been informed of
the transfer, he shall declare his intention to exercise his right within
one month from the day when he knew of the transfer.
(2) The parents shall in the same circumstances declare their intention
within six months from the day when the new owner or usufructuary
took possession of the immovable.
Art. 1402. - Declaration to whom made.
Whosoever intends to exercise his right of recovery shall give notice to the
new owner or usufructuary thereof within the periods of time laid down
in Art. 1400 and 1401.
.~

1403. - Duty to produce securities.
hy declaration by the beneficiary that he intends to exercise his right
shall be of no effect unless it be accompanied by securities which are suf.
ficient in the opinion of the court to guarantee payment of the price.

Art. 1404. - Effect of declaration.
(1) Where the beneficiary of a right of recovery has declared his intention
to exercise hie right, such declaration shall only affect the beneficiary.
(2) Any IUch declaration made by a relative of the former owner acting
in IUch capacity shall affect all the relatives of the same order who
may decide to auociate themselves with such declaration.
(3) A deci8ion under sub-art. (2) shall be of no effect unless it is made
within lix months from the declaration and accompanied by sufficient eeeurities to guarantee that the penon having made the declaration ehall pay the price.

-

Art. 1405.
Effect of recovery.
(1) Where the beneficiary of a right of recovery has declared in the
manner provided by the preceding Articles his intention to exercise
hie right, the owner .hall tranefer his rights on the immovable to Inch
beneficiary.
(2) Be ehall do 10 as lOOn .. the payments due to him have been made.
Art. 1406. - Hilkt of owner. - 1. Payment of price.
(1) The owner .hall be refunded with the price he paid for the thing.
(2) He may not prove that the price shown in the contract is less than
what be ac:tuaIly paid.
(3) The beneficiary may prove by all means that the price shown in the
CODtrac:tie higher than the price actually paid.
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of immot1f.lble.

(1) Whm, an immovable has been acquired gratuitously,
the owner
thereof shall be entitled to an amount of compenaation equal to the
value of the rights of which he is deprived.
(2) Failing agreement between the parties, such amount shall be fixed in
accordance with the provisiona of Art. 1472-1477.
Art. 1408. - 3. Acceuorie&.
(1) The OWDel'aha1l be refunded with the oxpeD8e8 he made at the time
of acquisition and which arise from the makiDg of the tranafel' deed
and tranafel' chupa.
(2) Legal interest on the price and expeoaea shall run in his favour &om.
the. day such price baa been paid and expeaaea made until he is refunded therewith.
(3) The peI'8ODexerci8ing his right of recovery may relieve himaeIf of the
duty to pay interest by aurrenderiug to the forme!' OWDeI'the fruita
which the immovable produces during one year from the DeW OWDeI'
havinl taken poa&e8Iioa thereof.
Art. 1409. - 4. E%peMeI.
The provisiona of the Chapter of this Code ~ting
to "Ualawful enrichmeat" shall apply as regards the expen8e8 made by the OWDeI'on the immovable and the deterioratioDl occaaioned to the immovable when it
".
in the poaaeaaion of the owner (Art. 2162-2178).

Chapter
Section

S. Restrictions
1. Contractual

on the riqht to dispose
rights

of purchase

of certain

thln98

or pre-emption

Art. 1410. - Definition.
(1) A promise of sale is an agreement whereby the owner of a thing undertakes to aell such thing to a specified peI'8OD,should such penoa wish
to buy it.
(2) A right of pre-emption is a right d~
from an apeelDeDt whereby
the owner of a thing undertakes to aell sucb thing in prd'erenee to a
specified perIOn, should the owner decide to sell it.
Art. 1411. - Scope of ellis Chapter.
;
(1) An agreement for a promi8e of sale or right of pre-emption shall DOt
COIIItitute a restriction on ownership under this .Section DOl' shall it
give rise to a right in rem unless it relates to an immovable 01' a specifie chattel.
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(2) The rights in obligations which it creates for the parties shall be aa
provided by Books IV and V of this Code.
(3) The provisions of the followibg Articles shall only apply to rights in
rem created by such agreement.
Art. 1412. - Conditio",. for validity.
An agreement under this Se~ion shall be of no effect unless it is made
in writing and specifies the time within which and price for which the
person in whose favour the agreement is made may require its performance.

Art. 1413. (1)

Maximum time limit.

No agreement

under

this Section

shall be effective

for more than

ten

year..
(2) Where the period fixed in the agreement is longer than ten years, it
shall be reduced to ten years.
Art.

1414.

-

Expropriation.

The beneficiary of . right of recovery may not exercise his right with regard to immovable property which is expropriated.
Art. 1415.
(1)

-

Unless

Right lWt trammusible.
otherwise
agreed, rights

granted

by agreements

under

this

Section shall attach solely to the person in whose favour the agreement
wumade..
(2) Such rights may not be alienated by such person nor shall they pass to
(3)

his heir..
The crediton

of such person

may ,not exercise

his rights

in his stead.

Art. 1416. - Promue of ade. - 1. Creation of rights in rem.
(1)

Whosoever

has promised

such thing nor charge
is effective.

to sell a thing

to another

may not alienate

it with a right in rem for so long as the promise

(2f'Notwithstanding
the provisions
of sub-art. (1), the thing
may
be
pledged or mortgaged but for an amount not exceeding the price fixed
in the agreement whereby the promise was made.

Art. 1417. - 2. Attachment of thing.
(1) Where the thing to which the promise rela~"is attached, the owner
shall give notice thereof to the person in whose favour the promise
wu made.
(2) Such person shall lose his right if he fails to exercise it prior to the
thing being Bold by auction.
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Art.

1418. - Right of pre.emption.
- 1. Creation of rights in rem.
(1) Unless otherwise agreed. whosoever has granted a right of pre-emption
on a thing may create rights in rem on such thing.
(2) Where he intends to sell the thing, he shall inform
the right
(3) Where

of pre-emption
the thing

beneficiary
Art.

of all the charges

is attached,

existing

the beneficiary

of

on such thing.

the owner shall give notice thereof

to the

of the right of pre.emption.

1419. - 2. Time for exercising right.
(1) A right of pre-emption
shall be exercised

within

two months

from tile

beneficiary
having been informed of the owner's intention to sell.
(2) The parties may by agreement extend this period to one year.
(3) Where a period exceeding one year has been agreed, it shall be red~ced to one year.
Art.

1420. - 3. Failure
(1) The beneficiary

to exercise right.
shallloee
his right where

the time laid down in Art. 1419.
(2) The owner may thereupon
freely
(3) He may also retain the ownership
Art.

1421.

-

4. Attachment.

-

Effect

he fails to exercise

alienate
thereof.

it within

the thing.

(1) Where the thing to which the right relates is attached. the heneficiary
shall lose his right where he fails to exercise it prior to such thing
heing sold by auction.
(2) Any provision to the contrary shall be of no effect.
Art.

Art.

on third

parties.

- 1. Conditions.
Agreements
under this Section which relate to registered
not affect third parties unless they have been entered
immovables.
1422.

1423. - 2. Other iml7W'Vables.
(1) Agreements
under this Section. which

relate

to other

immovables
shall
in the register of

immovables

shall

not affect third parties unless they have heen registered in the registry
of the court of the place where the immovable is situate.
(2) Failing registration,
such agreements
shall only affect such third par.
ties as knew or should

have known

them.

Art. 1424. - 3. M01XJbles.
Agreements under this Section which relate to movables shall only affect
Buch third parties ae knew or should have known them.
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Art. 1425. - 4. Right oj beneJiciary.
(1) Where an agreement under this Section may he aet up again8t third
parties, the beneficiary may require any third party who h88 acquired
the oWDer8hip of an immovable in violation of the righu of the heneficiary to 8urrender 8uch immovable to him on the conditio08 laid
down in the agreement creating the right of pre-emption.
(2) Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, the beneficiary 8hall
lose hie right where he faile to exerciae it within 8ix months from the
third

party

having

taken

..,

po88e88ion of the immovable.

(3) Nothing shall affect the right of 8uch third party to bring an aetiOil
against the penon from whom he ac~d
the immovable.

Section 2. Provisions prohibiting assignment or
attachment of certain things
Art. 1426. - Provisiona relating to corporeal chatteL
(1) Provieione whereby the producer, maker, aelleror owner of a corporeal chattel limiu iu aeeignment or attachment shall affect such per8008 only 88 a~pt them.
(2) They 8hall not affect third parties unleu they are expreeely permitted
by law.
;;.
Art. 1427.
Immot1Clble.

-

"".

The owner of an immovable may not except in the caaee provided by law
8tipulate that it may not be aeeigned or attached.
Art.

1428.

-

Right

oj perlOn _igning

immovable.

(1) Whosoever aeeigne an immovable may prohibit the penon ac:quiring it
from aeeiping 8uch immovable or may snbject any further ..88igJnneqt
to specific conditioll8o
(2) He may 8tipulate that the immovable ehall not be liable to be attached
in the handa of the penon who acquires it.
Art.

1429.

-

Interpretation

of prOVWoRl.

(1) Any prohibitive or restrictive provi.ion 88 defined in Art. 1428 shall
be interpreted in a restrictive manner.
(2) A provi8ion prohibiting assignment 8hall thu not be deemed to prohibit attachment.
Art. 1430.

-

Form of provWon.

A provision prohibiting a88ignmentor attachment 8hall be of no effect unleu it is made in writing and 8pecifiesthe duration of the prohibition.
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period.
t]} No restrictive
or prohibitive

provision
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shall he effective

for more than

twenty year" or more than the life of the person who acquiI-es
immovable.
(2) A provision
made for more than twenty years shall he effective
twenty

years

only.

the
for

.

(3} The periods mentioned in this Article may not he reckoned from-Tn,
'"' a
day later than that when the ownership of the immovable was transferred.
Art. 1432. -

EJJect on third partie..

A prohibitive or restrictive provision shall ~affect
it has been entered in the register of immovables.
Art.

1433.

-

Power oj tke court.

Notwithstanding

-

any ~provisionto

third parties unless

1. Provision prohibitinS
the tCQntrary,

the court

attachment.
may

authorise

the attachment of aD immovahle in respect of which a provision prohibiting attachment was made where:
(a) the creditor applying for attachment requires the payment of alimoDies due to the owner of the immovable or to another person to whom
the owner is bound hy an ohligation of maintenance; or
(b) the claim arises from a criminal offence committed by the owner.
Art. 1434. - 2. PTOt}ision prokibitins aaipmen.t.
(1) The court may authorise the assignment of an immovable in respect
of which a provision prohibiting assignment was made, where it is
of opinion that the interest of the owner requires that 8uch immovable
be assigned.
(2) The parties may by express agreement set aside the power vested in
the court.
(3) The court may not grant an authorisation under sub-art. (1) where
the penon who has transferred the ownership of the immovable is
alive and capable of expressing his will.
Art. 1435.
(1)

-

The

Elfect oj prooision prokibitin.g attachment. III0818bI&
OWDer of an immovable

in respect

of which

1. Owner of ima provision

prohi-

biting attachment
was IQade may enforce such provision 88 long 88 the
immovable
has not been sold by auction following attachment.
(2) Any anticipated
waiving of the right to enforce such provision shall
be of DO effect.

.
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_.~._._-The owner shall be liable

to inform in due time
prohibiting
attachment.
Art. 1436. - 2. Other persons.
(1) A provision
prohibiting

for the costs of attachment

the creditor

attachment

of the existence

may be enforced

where he failed
of the provision

by the person

who made this provision or hy a third party appointed
hy such perlIOn to ensure compliance
with such provision.
(2) Where the owner of the immovable
does not propose to enforce this
provision himself, he shall give notice of the attachment
son entitled to enforce it under sub-art. (1).
(3) Notice shall he given to the same person by the creditor

to the perproceeding

to attachment.
Art.

1437. - 3. Time for enforcing prOtJision..
tl) Where a person who has been informed
of the attachment
proposes
to enforce the provision prohibiting
attachment,
he shall do so under
pain of losing his right prior to the attached immovable
heing sold
hy auction.
(2) Where such person has not heen informed of the attachment,
he may
(3)

enforce the provision
The periods of time
in the instrument

Art.

within two years from the sale by auction.
laid down in this Article may not be extended

providing

for the prohibition

1438. - 4. Duty of purchaser.
(1) Whosoever
enforces a provision

prohibiting

of attachment.
attachment

may require

the person having acquired the immovable
at the sale by auction to
transfer
it to him and shall in such case pay the price fixed in the
instrument
providing
for prohibition
or, where no price has heen
fixed therein, the price at which the immovable
was .knocked down
to the purchaser.
(2) The provisions
of the Chapter
of this Code relating
to "Unlawful
enrichment"
shall apply as regards the expenses made hy the pur.
chaser on the immovable
and the deteriorations
occasioned
to the
immovable
when it was in the possession
of the purchaser
(Art.
2162.2178) .
Art.

1439. - 5. Position of subsequent owner.
(1) Where the purchaser
at the auction sale has assigned

the immovable,

the provision prohibiting
attachment
may not be enforced against the
new owne:r unless he is shown to have known of the prohibition
or
he acquired the immovable
gratuitously.
(2) Where the provision may he enforced, the new owner shall be in the
same position

as the purchaser

at the auction

sale would

have been.
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of provision

it may not be enforced.

prohibiting

force it.
(1) The owner who has assigned
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assignment.

an immovable

1. Who

-

in violation

of a provision

prohibiting
assignment
may not invoke such provision
triment of the buyer.
(2) The said provision
may only be enforced by the person
pulated the prohibition
or by a third party
to ensure compliance
with such provision.

appointed

may en.-

to the

de-

having

sti-

by such person

Art. 1441. - 2. Time limit.
A provision
prohibitin~
asshmrnent
may not be enforced
except within
two years from the assil!;Dment of the immovable
and prior to the expiry
of the period fixed in Art. 1431.
Art. 1442. - 3. EnforcAment.
(1) The person who stipulated

the nrohibition

or such other

person

as is

entitled to do so under the instrument
providing for {)rohibition may,
within the period fixed in Art. 1441. exercise a right of pre-emption
on the immovable
on the conditions laid down in the instrument
providing for prohibition.
(2) Nothinl!,' shall affect the ril!'ht of the nurchaser
to bring an action
against the person from whom he bOl1!!ht the immovable.
Art.

1443. - Trosts.
Nothinl!,' shall affect those provisions
in the Title of this Code relatinl!,'
to "Bodies corporate
and property with II specific destination"
which deal
with trusts (Art. 516-544).

TITLE IX. COLLECTIVE
Chapter

1. Public
Section

Art.

domain

and

1. Public

OF PB.OPERTY

expropriation

domain

1444. - Provisions applicable to State property.
( 1) Property
belonging to the State or other administrative
(2)

be subject to the provisions relating to property
Such property shall be subject to the provisions
it forIDS part

Art.

EXPLOITATION

of the public

bodies

shall

privately owned.
of this Section where

domain.

1445. - Public domain.
- 1. Principle.
Property
belonging
to the State or other
deemed to form part of the public domain

administrative
where:

bodies

shall

be
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(a) it is directly placed or left at the disposal of the public; or
(b) it is destined to a public service and is, by its nature or by reuon
of adjustments, principally or exclusively adapted to the particular
purpose of the public service concerned.
Art. 1446.

-

2. ImFlWfJable&.

The following property, if owned by the State or other administrative
bodies, shall be deemed to form part of the public domain:
(a) roads and streets, canals and railways; and
(b) seashores, port installations and lightho1l8e8; and
(c) buildings specially adapted for public services such as fortificatious
and churches.

-

Art. 1447.
3. W «ter.
(1) Waterways, lakes and unde.rground accumulations of water shall be
deemed to form part of the public domain.
(2) The ownership and use of water shall be governed by the provisions
of Art. 1228-1256 of this Code.
..

Art.

1448.

-

4. MOtJable&.

Movables which are placed at the disposal of the public by a public service or entrusted to the custody of a public service shall be deemed to
form part of the public domain.
Art. 1449. - Limits of public domain.
(1) The competent authorities shall fix the natural limits of
and seashores.
(2) Third parties injured by a decision fixing such limits may
compensation in accordance with the e~sions
relating to
tion, where the court is of opinion that ~e decision of the
is not justified.
(-3) The court may not revoke such decision.

waterways
be granted
expropriaauthorities

Art. '1450. - Expropriation and alignment.
(1) The competent authorities may, by way of expropriation proceedings,
U
obtain the land necessary for the creation of roads or streets.
(2) Such authorities may, by way of alignment p~;np,
widen or
straighten existing roads or streets.
.'1
Art. 1451. - Alignment. - 1. Unbuilt land.
-Where an alignment plan shows that unbuilt land is within public ways,
lIuch land shall forthwith be incorporated to such public ways.
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- 2. Built lmul.

(1) Where an

alignment

plan shows that built land is within

public

ways,

such land shall be charged with a servitude to draw back.
(2) The owner of such land may not do any work for the purpose of
consolidating any building on such land.
Art. 1453. -- 3. Compen$ation.
The provisioD8 of Art. 1470-1477 of this Code shall apply 88 regards compeaaation due to persons whose rights are taken away or restricted under
Art. 1451 or 1452.
Ad. 1454. - Public domtJin inalienable.
Property forming part of the public domain may not be alienated nnlit haa been declared no longer to form part of the public domain.
Ad. 1455. - Poaeuion in good faith and wucaption.
Property forming ~art of the public domain may not be acquired by po&llell8ion in good faith or D8ncaption.
"n
Art. 1456. -- Co_sion.
Property forming part of the public domain may be given in concclISion
to private persons, provided that no such concession may have the effect
of modifying the pnrpose of such property.
Art.

1457.

-

O~pation

of public

domtJin.

(1) No property forming part of the public domain may be occupied by a
private penon except with the authorisation of the competent authoritieL
(2) Snch authorisation shan specify whether the person concerned may
eonatruct WorD on the property and the nature of mch works.
(S) The authorisation shan specify the time for which it is granted and
the dues (if any) to be charged.
.,
Ad.

1458.

-

Failure

to discharge

obligations.

A conce&llion granted under Art. 1456 or authorisation given under Art.
1457 may be revoked at any time where the beneficiary fails to discharge
hie obligati01l8.
Art.

1459. - Right of competent
authoritie$.
(1) Notwithstanding
any agreement to the contrary,

the competent

autho-

rities may at any time order the destruction
of any work or the cessation of any activity which impain
the existence
or purpose
of
the property
forming part of the public domain.
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(2) Any concession
revoked.
(3) Nothing

shall

granted

or authorisation

affect the right

given may in soch case be

of the person

to whom soch conceuion

or auihorisation
was granted to claim compensation
in accordance
with the provisions
of the Title of this Code relating to "Admini.
strative contracts".

Section

2.

Expropriation

Art. 1460. - Definition.
Expropriation proceedings are proceedings whereby the competent authorities compel an owner to surrender the ownership of an immovable required by such authorities for public purposes.
Art.

-

1461.
Other purposes of expropriation.
(1) Expropriation
proceedings
may be used for acquiring
a right of usufruct,
a servitude or other rights
vable.
(2) Such proceedings
may be used for terminating
term a contract of lease relating
public authorities.

Art.

1462.

-

to an immovable

or extinguishing

in rem on aD imm0prior

to the

agreed

the property

of the

Concession.

Persons who have been granted concessions of whatever nature by the
competent authorities may not use expropriation proceedings anless they
are entitled to do 80 under the concession.
Art. 1463.

-

Declaration of public utility.

The project which renders expropriation Decessary shall fint be declared
to serve the public interest by the competent authorities and a notice to
this effect shall be published in accordance with Art. 44 or the Consti.
tution.
Art. 1464. - Concept of public utility.
(1) Expropriation proceedings may Dot be used for the purpose IOlely
of obtaining financial benefits.
(2) They may be used to enable the public to benefit by the increue in
the value of land arising from works done in the public interest.
Art. 1465. - Inquiry.
(1) Where a public inquiry appears to be Decessary, the declaration of
public utility shall not be made until the public interest has been
consulted.
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(2) Any interellted

party

viewli or criticille
(3) The

competent

the manner
Art.

may, in the course

the contemplated
authoritiell

of such inquiry,

expl'e8ll W.

project.

IIhall fix in accordance

with

regulatiom

and time of lIuch inquiry.

1466. - Determining
land subject to expropriation.
( 1 ) Where it hall been declared that a project IICrves the public interest,
the competent
authoritiell
IIhall determine
which immovables
require
to be expropriated
to enable the carrying out of the project.
(2) The

ownen,

notified

hare

ownen

and

of the contemplated

(3) They IIhall be required
the authorities
Art.
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their

1467. - Expropriation
( 1) Immovables
shall

wufructuaries

shall

be

penon ally

expropriation.

to exprelill within

a reallonable

time fixed

by

viewli on the neceliMty of lIuch expropriation.
order.
be expropriated

upon

expropriation

orden

being

made.
(2) Such orden

IIhall tramfer

of the immovable
(3) Nothing

to the competent

concerned

authorities

free of any encumbrance.

shall affect the claims

of third

parties

against

authorities
or on the compensation
due by such
owner of an expropriated
immovable.
Art.

1468. - Service of order.
(l) An expropriation
order

(2)

be served

on the owner

to the

concerned

immovable

It shall be served

designates

that

part

as having

expropriation.
of a building

the whole

Where

on any penon

authorities

1469. - Partial
(1) Where part
(2)

shall

the competent

authorities

on any person whose rights on the expropriated
been entered in the register of immovables..
competent
Art.

the ownenhip

building

of a land

whom

the owner

a right

to the

on the immovable.

is expropriated,

the

owner

may

demand

be expropriated.
is expropriated,

the

owner

may demand

the whole land be expropriated
where partial expropriation
weless that part of the land which is not expropriated.
(3) The provisions
rights to the
movable.

of this Article
bare

and
have

owner

IIhall apply

and usufructuary

all regards

their

that

renden
rellpeCtive

of an expropriated

16 *

im.
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-

Art. 1470.
Fixing amoune of compenMJtion.
The owner, bare owner and usufructuary of an expropriated immovable
and any penon who benefits by a servitude ~n such immovable shall,
within one month from having been served with the expropriation order,
inform the competent authorities of the amount of compensation they
claim.
Art. 1471. - Objecrion eo paymem of comperuarion.."
Any interested party may, within the period mentioned in Art. 1470, in.
form the competent authorities that he objects to the compensation being
fixed bel~ a specified amount or paid in fraud of his rights.
Art.

1472.

-

Duprae

on amoune

of compensation.

Where the competent authorities do not accept the amount of compensation claimed by an interested party, such amount shall be fixed by an
arbitration appraisement committee.

-

Art. 1473.
ArbieratWn apprai&emem commieeee.
(1) The arbitration appraisement committee shall comprise such members, conduct their proceedings and make their award as prescribed.
(2) It shall have as its sole duty to fix the amount of compensation to
be paid by the competent authorities.
(3) It shall not decide on any dispute regardiug the rights giving rise
to compensation.
Art.

1474.

-

Amoune

of compen.sanon..

- 1. Principle.

(1) The amount of compensation or the value of the land that may be
given to replace the expropriated land shall be equal to the amount
of the actual damage caused by expropriation.
(2) The amount of damage shall be that which is a88essed by the com.
mittee on the day when it makes its decision.
Art. 1475. - 2. Element& to be eaken imo accoune.
(1) In making its decision, the committee shall take into account any
statement which the parties concerned may have previously made
regarding the value of the property or rights expropriated.
(2) It shall take into account the increase of value arising from the
construction of public works.
Art. 1476. (1) The
ment
pose

3. Elemems noe eo be taken ineo accoune.
committee shall not take into account any building or improvemade after the service of the expropriation order for the purof obtaining a greater amount of compt'nsation.
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(2) It ehall not take into accoUDt any speculative increase of value arising from the aDDouncement that public works are to be CODBtrueted.
Art. 1477. - Appeal.
(1) An appeal shall lie to the court from the decisioDi of the committee.
(2) Such appeal shall be made within three months from the decision of
the committee having been served on the interested party.

-

Art. 1478.
Taking possession of immovable.
(1) The competent authorities may uot take possession of an expropriated
immovable until they have paid the amount of compensation fixed.
(2) Where the owner appeals against the amount fixed by the committee.
the eompetent authorities may take possession of the immovable after
having paid such amount to the owner. Any additional sum shall be
paid where the court so orders. The court may in no case reduce
such amount.
(3) Where compensation is paid by way of land giVeD to the owner in
substitution for the expropriated land, such land shall be handed to
the owner upon the committee having made its decision. The owner
may receive additional compensation in cash where the court so
orden.
(4) Where the competent authorities appeal against the amount {"!Xedby
the committee, the expropriation order may not be executed until
the court makes its decision. The ""Ownershall be reinstated in hi.
rights and need not comply with the expropriation order where the
amount of compensation is not finally fixed by the court within one
year from the appeal having been made.
(5) Where the amount of compensation is in dispute or an objection is
made to its payment,- the competent authorities may take possession
of the immovable after having deposited the amount to which the
dispute or objection relates.

/

Art. 1479. - Increatle of compensation by the court.
(I) Where in the circumstances defined in Art. 1478 (2) the court in.
CRases the amount of compensation, such increase shall be paid to
\he owner withia One month from the judgment having become final
(%) & .hall any additional compensation granted to the owner who was
given laBd in substitution for the expropriated land.
Art. 1480.

-

ColUlitional expropriation.

(1) The competent authorities may inform all interested parties where a
cpnditional decision to expropriate is made for the purpose of asses-
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sing the expenses which the carrying out of the project would entail.
(2) The provisions
of the preceding
Articles shall in such case apply
prior

to an expropriation

order

being made.

Art.

1481. - Liability.
- 1. Threat of expropriation.
No person may require to be indemnified
by the competent
authorities
for any damage that may have been caused to him by a threat of expropriation.

Art.

1482. - 2. Appraisement
expenses.
(1) Expenses arising from the fixing

of the compensation

shall be borne

by the competent
authorities
where the amount claimed by the interested party aild not accepted' by the authorities
is ultimately
found
justified.
(2) Such expenses shall be borne-by the interested party who has claimed
an amount
Art.

ultimately

found

excessive

to the extent

project. - 1. Principle.
1483. - Abandoning
Where the project in view of which expropriation
doned, the former owners shall have a right of pre.
mer property.

of such excess.

was ordered is abanemption on their for-

Art. 1484. - 2. Right of pre - emption.
(1) The right of pre emption referred to in Art. 1483, even in the absence
of registration, shall be effective with regard to third partie!!. for a
period of one year from the competent authorities reselling the immovable or granting to a third party on the immovable a right incompatible with the carrying out of the project.
(2) The conditions and effects of such right shall be as provided by
Art. 1410.1425 of this Code.

-

(3) Whosoever
price
Art.

the

exercises
amount

his right

he received

of pre

-

emption
in compensation

shall have to pay as a
for expropriation.

1485. Indirect
expropriation.
- 1. Principle.
The competent
authorities
may, without using expropriation
proceedings,
construct works or set up permanent
installations
on land privately owned,
where such works or installations
do not seriously impair the rights of
the owner or notably reduce the value of the immovable.

Art. 1486.

-

2. Application.

The following works may be carried out by way of indirect expropriation:
(a)
works executed within less than one month which do not impair the
,
normal

eXploitation

of the immovable;

and
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of underground
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pipes, aerial lines, poles or pylons,

Art. 1487. - 3. Restriction.
Indirect expropriation may never have the effet of impairing
dwelling-honses.

rights on

Art. 1488. - 4. Compenaation.
(1) In cases of indirect expropriation, the owner may claim compensation for the damage caused by the works and installations done on
his land.
(2) Failing agreement with the competent authorities, a claim for compensation shall be barred if it is not made within three. years from
the work having been done.

Chapter

2. Agricultural communities

Art. 1489. - Principle.
Land owned by an agricultural community such IUIa village or tribe shall
be exploited collectively whenever such mode of exploitation conforms
to the tradition

and custom

of the community

..

concerned.

Art. 1490. - Codification of crutom.
The Ministry of Interior shall take steps to ensure that every community
draws up a charter detailing the custom of such community and, where
appropriate, the supplementary provisions to give effect thereto.
Art. 1491. -

COI&tent$of charter.

The
(a)
(b)
( c)

charter ahall specify in particular:
the persons or families composing the community;
and
the land to which the rights of the community
extend;
and
the manner in which the community
is administered
and its autho-

(d)

rised representative;
and
the manner in which the land

(e)

are allotted and exploited;
and
the conditions
on which the charter

or other

resources

may

of the community

be amended.

Art. 1492. - Di&crimili.aUom prohibited.
Any provision or custom creating between the members of a community
discriminations based on race, religion or social condition shall.4e of no
effect.
Art.

1493.

-

Land

in.aliencble.

(1) Land owned by an agricultural
usucaption.

community

may not be acquired by

-
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(2) Notwithstanding

any custom

to the contrary,

a community

may not

alienate or mortgage its land nor charge it with an antichresis
with the written permission
of the Ministry of Interior.
Art.

-

1494.
(1) The

Duties and representation
community

may

representative.
(2) It may in the same
(3)

The

provisions

enter

manner

of the Title

tualliahility
and Unlawful
to agricultural
communities
to associations.

into

of the community.
agreements

through

its authorised

sue or he sued.
of this

Code

relating

to "Extra-contrac-

enrichment"
(Art. 2027.2178) shall
on the same conditions
as they

Art. 1495. - Rights of creditors.
(1) The creditors of the community may
to the community as are not necessary
or the maintenance of the members
(2) They may not attach other property
sion of the Ministry of Interior.

1497.

-

apply
apply

attach such movahles helonging
for the exploitation of the land
of the community.
except with the written permis-

Art. 1496. - Exploitation of land. - 1. Principle.
The mode of exploitation of land owned hy a community
scrihed hy the charter or, failing such, hy custom.
Art.

except

shall he pre.

2. Modalities.

(1) There shall he specified whether the land may he divided into plots
allotted for the exclusive use of the memhers of the community or
whether the land shall he exploited collectively.
(2) There shall he specified the respective rights of the community and
the members thereof on the land owned hy the community.
(3) There shall he specified the time when and conditions on which a
decision allotting parcels of land to members may he revised.
Art.

1498.

-

( 1) The

Revision
Ministry

of custom.
of Interior

shall,

as circumstances

shall

permit,

en.

courage the revision of the custom of communities,
so as to ensure
the economic progress of such communities
and the implementation
o,,",the principles
of justice and morality
enshrined
in the Ethiopian
Constitution.
(2) Any custom or provision
wherehy the custom or some usages of the
community
conditions

may not be revised or may
only shall he of no effect.

he revised

on unreasonable
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Art. 1499.
Appeal.
Auy interested perty or the public proeecutor may appeal to the eomt
againat any decision taken by aCOlDllUlDity where each decieion:
(I) i8 contrary to the provWODI of. the Ethiopian Coaetitution, the
mandatory provi8iODl of thi8 Code orotber Ethiopian JaWl;or
(2) baa been taken by the authori8ed repreeentativel of the commUDity in
excees of their powen or in violation of fundameota1 ralee of procedure or j1l8tice.
Art. 1500. - Public order.
Auy CUitom or pr0vi8ion excluding the ript of appeal referred to in
Art. 1499 or subjecting the exerei8e of each ript to aureuonable condi.
tions shall be of no effect.

Chapter

3.

Official

CI88OCiatious of lcmdoW1;1.818

Section 1. Formation of association
Art. 1501. - Areas of imprOlJemen.t.
Where considerable works are to be done in a given area in COD8eqUeDce
of which the value of the parcels of land situate within such area will
be altered, such area may be declared to be an improvement area by Imperial Decree and the land~en
within the area may by the same Decree
be constituted into an official association of landownen.
Art. 1502. - Formation by owners.
The ownen of land" within a given area may of their own motion c0nstitute themselvel into an lI88OciatioD of landownen for the p1U'p08e of
exploiting such area collectively or doing within such area collective worb
for its improvement.

-

Art. 1503.
Application for apprOtJGl.
Au associatioD of landownen which consUts of Dot less than one half of
the ownen holding Dot less than one half of the land lituate in the area
con~d~~the~of~~to~~handto
grant it the character of an official lI88Ociation.
Art.

1504.

-

Inquiry.

The Ministry of Agriculture' shall consult with ... the landownen c0ncerned with a view to establi8hing whether the economic and lOCial adVaDtagel which

any modification
Deceesary.

an association

i8

~
of rights of ownenhip

to
produce
are IUch umay
to j1l8tify
which.
ita activitiee
reader
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Art. 1505.
Draft charter.
(1) Where the inquiry resulta in concluaioD8 favourable to the granting
of oUidal approval, the Ministry of Agriculture shall draw up a prelimiDary draft of the charter.
(2) All interested parties ahall be invited to make obeervatiOD8 on 8uch
draft.
(3) The fiDal draft shall be drawu up by the Ministry of Agriculture
within 8ix months from the p~1imin ,. draft having been drawu to
the notice of the landowuers concerned.
Art. 1506. - Grane"", of approval.
Approval of official ueociatioD8 shall be granted by a notice published
in the Negarit Gazeta by the Ministry of Agriculture.

-

Art. 1507.
Contents of Decree or notice.
(1) A Decree under Art. 1501 or a notice under Art. 1506 shall 8pecify in
a precise manner the ~a. within which the ueooiatiOl1 shall carry
out ita activities.
(2) It shall contain approval of tbe charter of the ueooiation.

-

Art. 1508.
Control of tIUOCiationa.
Official 8IIOCiatiOlll of landowners 8hall carry out their ac:tivitiee- under
the control of the authorities of the province in Which the land or the
majority of land comprised in the area specified in the Decree or notice
is tituate.

Section 2. Functioning

-

of association

-

Art. 1509.
Meenn.p
of auociaIion.
1. Principle.
(1) All the owners of land 8ituate within the area specified in the Decree
or notice ahall u of right be members of the official UIIOCiatiou.
(2) They shall form the general meeting of the UIIOCiation.
Art. 1510. - 2. MeefiAp.
(1) The paenl meetinc of the --.iati0l1
shall meet eqry year at such
time and place u are fixed by the charter.
(2) -other meetinp may be convened from time to ~
by the managers
for urpmt b1Dinea8 or wh~ one fifth of the -members of the 88110eiatiaD. 10 nquire.
Art.

1511.

-

DeciliOlll

...

S. Decilioru.

shall

be

~

at ~;np

who are pre8eDt or represented.

by a majority

vote of the memo
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Art.

1512. - Managers.
( I ) The meeting shall
tion and supervise
(2) Those

(3)

provisions

249

appoint and dismiss
their activities.
in the

Title

of this

the managers
Code relating

of the associato "Bodies

Cor-

porate and property
with a specific destination"
directors
of ordinary
associations
(Art. 426-428)
managers
of an association
of landowners.

which apply to the
shall apply to the

The

to the

provisions

of the

same

Title

which

relate

powers

and

liability of the directors of ordinary
associations
(Art. 429-435) shall
apply to the powers and liability of the managers of an association
of landowners.
Art.

-

1513.
Amendment of charter.
(1) Only such provisions in the charter

which

the charter

itseH declares

to be capable of modification
may be amended by the meeting.
(2) No other provision in the charter may he amended except with the
written
Art.

permission

of the

Ministry

1514. - Appeal against decisions
(1) Notwithstanding
any provision

of Interior.

of meeting.
to the contrary,

any member

of the

association
may appeal to the court against any decision taken at a
meeting where such decision is coutrary
to the law or the charter
and he has not agreed to such decision.
(2) The right of appeal

shall he barred

if not exercised

within

six months

from the member
having known of the decision and in any case
within two years from such decision having been executed.
(3)

The court

Art. 1515. (1) The

may stay the execution

of the decision

Duties and representation
of the association.
association
may enter into agreements
through

tivee.
(2) It may in the same manner

sue or he sued.

(3) The provisions

of this

tual Liability
to associations

Art. 1516. -

pending

of the Title

Code relating

appeal.

its representa-

to "Extra-contrac-

and Unlawful Enrichment"
(Art. 2027-2178) shall apply
of landowners
as they apply to ordinary associations.

Ownership of land.

The charter shall specify whether the members of the association shaH
retain the ownership of their land or whether such ownership shall pass
to the lII!8OCiation.
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Paragraph

Art.

1. Where

ownership

is maintained

-

1517.
Principle.
(I) Unless the charter
(2)

provides

to the

contrary,

88sociation shall retain the ownership
of their
They shall exercise their rights in ownership
sions of the following

Art.

private

the

members

land.
subject

to the

of the
provi.

Articles.

1518. - Restrictions
on rights in ownership.
The associatioD
may restrict the rights of the owners of land situate
within the area to the extent necessary for the collective exploitatioD
of
the area or for the doing of works authorised
by the notice published
in accordance with Art. 1506.

Art. 1519. - Compensation.
The owner whose rights are restricted under Art. 1518 or whose land is
charged with a servitude shall be entitled to compensation.
Art. 1520. - Amount 0/ compensation.
(I) The association shall be liable for the payment of the compensation
provided by Art. 1519.
(2) The amount of such compensation shall be fixed by the mceting of
the association.
(3) The owner concerned may appeal to the court against the amount
thus fixed within three months from having been informed of the
decision of the meeting.
Art.

1521. - Surrender
o/land.
(I) An owner may relieve

himself

of the obligatioD

to pay such contri.

butions as may be required
from him by the association by surrendering his land to the association
or such other person'88
may be
designated
by the association.
(2) The association shall in such a case forthwith reimburse to the owner
(3)

the value of his land.
The owner may object

to any work being done on his land until

ue is

reimbursed.
Art.

1522. - Value o/land.
(I) In fixing the value

of the land under

Art.

1521, regard

shall be had

to the provisions
of the charter.
\2) Failing ;;nch pJ"C:visioDS, the value shall he fixed by an appraiseUtent
arbitratiun
oomm.itte.} in accordance with the proviskus
or Chapter I
of this Title (Art. 1473-1476).
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Art.

2.

-

Where

ownership

passes to association

1523. - Time of transfer of ownership.
Where the charter provides that the land situate within the area where
the association
carries out its activities shall become the property of the
association,
the ownership
of such land shall be transferred
to the 8880.
ciation at the time when the notice is published
in accordance
with
Art. 1506.

Art. 1524.
(I)

-

Effect of transfer.

The rights

which

owners

or usufructuaries

enjoyed

on the land prior

to its being transferred
to the association shall be replaced by a right
in ownership
or usufruct in a share in the property owned by the association.
(2) Servitudes charging land the ownership of which is transferred
to the
(3)

association
shall remain in existence
Without
prejudice
to the provisions

after transfer.
of the charter

rights of all interested
parties, mortgages
recovery existing on land the ownership
the association
shall lapse.
Art.

.

1525. - Value of share.
The value of the share referred
charter having
is drawn up.

regard

protecting

or
to

to in Art. 1524 shall be fixed by the

to the value of the land at the time when the charter

Art. 1526. - Appraisement
of land. - 1. Principle.
The value of the land shall be fixed on an uniform basis, having
to the average value of the hectare in the relevant area.
Art.

the

or rights of pre-emption
of which is transferred

1527. - 2. Adjustment
of value.
( 1) The amount assessed under Art. 1526 shall be adjusted

having

regard

regard

to the nature of the land, the facilities it offers for individual
exploi.
tation and the value of the works or constructions
done by the owner
and which become the property
of the association.
(2) The provisions
of sub.art.
(1) shall not apply unlthe land con.
cerned was exploited
prior to being transferred
or works
done to facilitate
its exploitation
or increase its yield.
Art.

1528. - Rights and duties of association.
(1) The association shall have on the land
(2)

or other

same rights as an individual
owner.
It shall have the same duties as an individual

property
owner.

had been

it owns the
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Art. 1529. - Ea:pIDifGliOflof land.
(1) The pen!
meetiDs of the auociation shall determine the manner
in which the lanel belonging to the auociation shall be exploited.
(2) It mall £"Ixin aecordance with the charter the rights and duties of
the memben of the auociatioa.

-

Art. 1530.
Aaipmem
or atl4ch"...,oj
tlure.
(1) The members of the association may assign their share in the property of the association for considerati~
or by .gratuitous title.
(2) They may on their death traDlmit their share to their hein or legatees.
(3) Their ehare may be attached by their penonal crediton.
Art. 1531. - Dm.ion. of tlure.
The charter may provide that shares may not be divided or lay down
restrictions regarding the divisioo of mares.

-

Art. 1532.
COJIMmI of tJuociation.
(1) The COD8eDtof the auociation shall be. sought by the assignee, legatee or purchaser of a share unless he be the spouse or descendant
of the penon from whom he received the share.
(2) Notwithstanding any proof to the contrary, the consent of the ass0ciation shall be deemed to have been obtained where the association does not notify its refusal within three months from the person
concerned having required the consent of the association or having
participated in the capacity of member in a meeting of the association.
Art. J533.

-

( 1) Where

Consent refwed.
it refuses

te pve

its consent,

the

association

shall,

if so re-

quired, inform the person concerned of its intention to buy the share
or name to such person a solvent buyer approved by the association.
(2) The penon concerned may retain his share where the association fails
to give him notice
Art.

ISM.

-

Cond#ions

or to name

a buyer

within

three

months.

of auignmene.

(1) The penon to whom notice has been given or a buyer named in ac.
cordance with Art. 1533 shall assign his share to tbe association or
other. buyer.
(2) The price to be paid for the share shall be fixed in accordance with
the provisions of the cbarter.
(3) Failing such provisions, it shall be fixed by arbitraton.
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Chapter 4.
Art.

1535. - Creation
( 1) Town-planning

Town-planning

of areG.
areas. may be created

areas

by Imperial

to promoting
the development
of towns
manner.
(2) The Decree shall fix in a precisc manner

Decree

with a view

in an economically
the limits

sound

of the area.

Art. 1536. - Plan.
(1) The

municipality

ning area.
(2) The plan
approved
Art.

and

shall

draw

up a plan

any amendment

by Imperial

thereto

Decree

and

1537. - Contents of plan.
(1) The plan shall, where necessary,
(2)

It shall fix in a general
it may be necessary
suh-area.

Art. 1538.

-

manner

to impose

relating
shall

published

divide

each

out the plan,

the mnnicipality

area into

unless
Gazeta.

sub-areas.

and servitudes

which

of the owners within

may impose

restrictions
on the rights of the owners
(2) It may in particular
impose servitudes

each

the necessary

within the area.
not to build, rights

or servitudes
relating to mnnicipal
sewers
(3) It may, where necessary, use expropriation

-

Negarit

Carrying out of plan.

(1) In carrying

Art. 1539.

town-plan-

be of no effect
in the

the restrictions

on the rights

to each

of way

and pipes.
proceedings.

Compensation.

(1)

The owners

whose rights

(2)

shall be entitled to compensation.
Such compensation
shall be fixed

by an appraisement

committee

provisions

in accordance

are restricted

with

the

or whose land is expropriated
arbitration

of Chapter

1 of this

Title (Art. 1473.1476).
Art.

1540.

-

Building

permit.

No person may construct
a building within
he has given notice of his intention
to build
permit in accordance with regulatiOll8.

Art. 1541.

-

Application

a town-planning
area unless
and been granted a building

for permit.

The application
for a building
contemplated
building.

permit

shall

specify

the

nature

of the
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1542. - Partkulars
(1) An application

in applkation.
for a permit to build

a house

shall

specify

whether

such house shall be used as a dwelling-house
only or whether
be used for commercial
or industrial
purposes.
(2)

An application

for a permit

or industrial
premises
commerce or industry.
Art.

1543. -

Other

shall

it shall

to build

a factory,

a shop or commercial

specify

the nature

of the contemplated

partiCulars.

The application
shall specify the time
the cost of the contemplated
building.

when

the work

should

begin

and

Art.

1544. - Grrmting of permit.
The permit shall be deemed to be granted where the municipality
fails
to inform the applicant
of its refusal or of the conditions
imposed for
the granting
of the permit within three months from the application
having been made.

Art.

1545. ( I) The

Allthorised
conditions.
granting of the permit

plicant carrying
the contemplated
(2)

Art.

out street
building.

may be made
work

or laying

It may also be made

conditional

specific requirements
terials to be used.

as to the size or type of the building

1546. -

Prohibited

upon

conditional
upon the appipes in connection
with

the applicant

complying

with

or the ma-

conditions.

The granting of the permit may not be made conditional
upon the applicant employing
specific persons in constructing
the building or upon. the
building
being constructed
by a particular
firm.
Art.

1547. -- Creation of servitudes.
(I) The granting of the permit may be made
cant causing
to build.
(2)

Whosoever

his neighbours

to create

has been granted

a permit

his neighb()urs
(3)

The

c()mpulsory

t() create
creation

may, failing

such servitude
of a servitude

shall be ordered by the court
paid to the servient ()woer.

which

conditional

upon the appli-

in his favour

a servitude

agreement,

not

co.lipel

in his fav()ur.

referred t() in sub-art. (2)
shall fix the compensation
to be
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-

Absence of permit.
Where the construction of a building is undertaken in the abeence c.f a
permit, the municipality may order that the constrnction he IItopped
forthwith.

Art. 1548.

Art. 1549. - PrO'fJilioru regarding individr.ud ownership applicable.
Without prejudice to the provisions of the preceding Articles, the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Individual Ownership"
(Art. 1151-1256) shall apply as regards the rights of owners of land
within town-planning areas.
Art. 1550. - Official association of landowners. - 1. Creation.
The owners of land within each town.planning sub.area shall as of right
be constituted into an official association of landowners.
Art.

1551. - 2. Compositioa and functioning.
( 1) The provision of Chapter 3 of this Title

relating

to the composition

and functioning
of offieial associations
of landowners
shall apply to
the associations
of 0WII81'8 of land
within
a town-planning
area
(Art. 1509.1534).
(2) The

secretariate

of each

association

shall

be the

responsibility

of

the municipality.

Art. 1552.

-

Consultative duties.

(1) Associations

of landowners

within

town-planning

sultative duties only.
(2) They shall examine the plans submitted
and make
fit.

in respect

thereof

areas shall have con.

to them

any observation

by the municipality

or criticism

they think

TITILE X. REGISTERS OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY
Chapter
Art. 1553.

-

1. Keeping of registers and publicity

Principle.

Registers of immovable
property shall be kept, in each Awradja Guezat
of the Empire of Ethiopia,
by the keepers of registers of immovable property.

Art. 1554. - Organisation of the places of CQnservation of registers.
(1) The appointment and the status of the keepers of registers of im.
movable

property

and

of their

the Ministry of Agriculture.

assistants

shall

be as pr~cribed

by

.
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(2)

The

same

Ministry

shall

CODE

prescribe

the material

organisation

of the

places of conservation
of the registers of immovable
property and ensure the regularity
of their functioning.
(3) It shall take the necessary measures for the keeping and the conservation
Art.

of' registers

of immovable

property.

1555. - Districts into which the land is divided.
(I) Registers of immovable
property shall be kept, in each place

of con-

servation, according to the districts into which the land is divided.
(2) The Ministry of Agriculture
shall fix the boundaries
of the districts
into which
Art.

1556.

-

the land

Principal

is divided.

registers.

In each pla~
of conservation
and for each district,
perty and a register of mortgages shall be kept.
Art.

1557. - Register of immovables.
Where the state of the cadastre allows the I,\doption
gister of immovables
shall be kept in each district.

Art. 1558.

-

1559.

-

of pro-

of such system,

a re-

Register of owners.

Where the state of the cadastre
gister of immovables,
a register
instead of such register.
Art.

a register

Other

does not allow the drawing up of a reof owners shall be kept in each district

registers.

The Ministry of Agriculture
may, by a general directiv.,e, or by a directive
specially applicable
to one or more places of conservation,
prescribe the
keeping of additional
registers.

Art. 1560. - Registers may not be removed.
The registers of immovable property may in no case be removed from
the place where they are kept.
Art.

1561. - Publicity
of registers. '" 1. Principle.
The registers of immovable
property
are public.

Art.

1562. ~ 2. Registers of immovables
and of owners.
( I) Keepers of registers shall, on request, deliver a certified

true

copy

of the leaf concerning
a particular
immovable
whkh is to be found
in the registers of immovables.
(2) They shall, on request, deliver a certified true copy of the leaf or
leaves concerning
a particular
register of owners.

owner

which

are to be found

in the
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(3)

They

shall, where

nectl8ary, deliver

a certificate

showing

of an immovable
does not contain any registration
concerning
a particular
owner exists in the register.
Art.

1563. - 3. Principal
registers or supportinB
docu--.
(1) Keepers of registers of immovable
property shall
certified true copies of the acts which
of property or of mortgages.
(2) They shall on request deliver certified
documents

Art.

1564.

are registered
true

copies

that the leaf

or that

on request

DO leaf

deliver

in the registers
of the supporting

kept by them.

- 4. Form

of copies

or certificates.

All copies and all certifjcates delivered by the keeper of registers of im.
movable property shall be of no effect unleaa they bear the seal of the
place of conaervation, the signature of the keeper or of a person authorised to deliver the copy or the certificate, and an indication of the date
on which the copy or the certificate was delivered.
Art.

1565.

- F-

to be charged.

(1) The Ministry of Agriculture shall fix the fees to be charged in respect
of the various registrations in the registers of immovable property.
(2) It shall In the fees to be charged in respect of the delivery of copies
or certificates by the keepers of registers.

Art. 1566. -

Liability of "eeper.

(1) Keepers

of registers

of immovable

property

shall

be liable

for the

prejudice
which they cause to others by the non.performance
or bad
performance
or tardy performance
of the obligations incumbent
upon
them.
(2) The State shall be liable for such prejudice
in conformity
with the
provisions
of the Title of this Code relating
to "Extra-contractual
liability"
(Art. 2027.2161).
(3) Nothing shall affect the criminal or disciplinary
liability of keepers
of registers.

Chapter 2. Contents of the various registers
Art. 1567. - Register of property.
- 1. Principle.
All acts, public or private, made inter vivos or mortis causa purporting
to recognise, transfer, modify or extinguish the right of ownership of
one or more persoua over an immovable shaU be entered in the register
of property.

17"
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Art: 1568.

2. Particular

acts concerning

property.

In particular,
the following shall be entered in the re~ister of property
in conformity
with Art. 1567:
(a) acts of sa¥, donation,
contribution
in a partnership,
partition.
compromise and contracts creating joint ownership,
where such acts have
an immovable
as their subject-matter;
and
(b) acts by which an heir or a legatee accepts a succession or a legacy
relating to an immovable;
and
(c) judgments
which pronounce
the annulment,
of the acts abovementioned;
and
( d) judgments
which give a decision

revocation

as to the

or dissolution

ownership

of an im-

movable upon an action for the recovery thereof; and
(e) judgments
which pronounce
the sale by auction of an immovable
consequence
Art.

of an attachment

effected

as a

by the creditors.

1569. - 3. Acts concerning
other rights over immovables.
The following shall also be entered in the register of property:
(a) all acts purporting
to create, recognise,
transfer,
modify

or extin-

guish a right of bare ownership
or usufruct or a right of habitation
over an immovable;
and
(b) all acts purporting
to create, recognise, modify or extinguish
a ser(c)

vitude;
and
all acts purportiug
tractual
restriction
an immovable.

to create,
of a right

transfer,

modify

of ownership

or extinguish

or of usufruct

a con-

relating

to

Art. 1570. - 4. Legal actions.
Legal actious which aim at obtaining a judgment recognising, transferring,
dissolving or extinguishing
the right of ownership or another right in rem
over immovables
shall also he entered in the register of property.
Art.

rents not fallen due.
1571. - 5. Leases and acts concerning
The following shall be entcred in the register of property:
(a) leases relating
to a dwelling-house
or apartment,
concluded
period of more than
(b) assignments
of rents
than three
(c) discharges
farmer-tenant

Art.

five years; and
not fallen due, covenanted

years; and
for rents not fallen
for a period

due given

of more than

1572. - 6. Grants.
Grants over waters or over mines. made
provinces shall be entered in the register

for a period

in advance
three

for

a

of more

to a les8ee or

years.

by communes,
of property.

departments

ot'
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1573. - Register of mortgages. The following shall be entered in
(a) all acts purporting
to create,
gage or antichresis;
and
(b) all acts purporting
to transfer

1. Principk.
the register of mortgages:
modify or extinguish
a right
a debt secured

of antichresis
or purporting
to assign
buted to such right by the law.

the

by a mortgage
benefit

of mortor a right

of priority

attri-

Art.

1574. - 2. Attachment.
Applications
for the judicial sale of an immovable
on the initiative
of a
creditor, whether or not enjoying a right of mortgage on such immovable,
shall also be entered in the regjster of mortgages.

Art.

1575. - Register of immovables.
- 1. Principle.
( 1 ) Every immovable
existing within the district shall be registered
in
the register of immovables
under its number in the cadastre, and a
leaf be assigned to it.
(2) The register shall contain, on each of its leaves, a summary description of the immovable
made with the object of its individualisation.
(3) All acts subject to registration
which concern the immovable
shall
be mentioned
on the leaf with an indication
ber in other registers and of their date.

Art. 1576.
(1)

-

2. Conformity

The

registration

of their

reference

num-

with cad<1.stralsurvey plan.
and

the

de8()ription

of each

immovable

in

the

register. of immovables
shall he made according to the measurements
and indications
of the cadastral
survey plan.
(2) The register of immovables
shall be kept in permanent
and absolute
conformity
Art.

1577. - - 3. Immovable
situate in more than one district.
( 1 ) An immovable
situate in more than one district shall be registered
in the register of each district with a reference to the register of the
other districts.
(2) Requests
and registrations
shall be entered
in the register of the
district

Art.

with such plan.

where

the largest

part

of the immovable

is situate.

1578. - 4. Public immovables.
Immovables
which are not privately
owned and those which serve for a
public use shall not be registered
in the register of immovables
unless
there are in relation to them rights in rem which need be registered.
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1579. - 5. Partition of
( 1) Where an immovable

an immovable.
is partitioned,

the keeper

of the registers

shall

enter each new portion in the register, making reference
to the old
number.
(2) The new leaves shall contain a reference
~ the leaf which related
to the immovable
before its partition.
Art.

1580. - 6. Separation of a portion.
(1) Where a portion
is separated
from

an immovable

in order

to be

attached to another, the original leaves shall be retained.
(2) Only a mention of the alteration which has taken place shall be made
in the description
of the immovable
under the heading "Area
immovable".
(3) Reference
shall be made to the act which has caused such
tion and to the date of such alteration.

Art. 1581.
(1)

-

of the
altera-

7. Union of several immovables.

The union into one immovable,
under a new number, of several immovables
helonging
to the same owner, may be entered in the register only where there are no mortgages or rights of antichresis
reo
gistered in the leaves of the different immovables
or where the creditors give their consent to such union.
(2) Where the immovables
are suhject to servitudes,
they may not he
united unless the persons entitled thereto give their consent to the
union.
(3) Where there are servitudes in. favour of immovables,
the union may
not be effected unless the owners of the servient tenements
give their
consent thereto.

Art. 1582.
(1)

-

8. Closed leaves.

Where a leaf has ceased to be useful in consequence
of c,artition or
union, it shall he closed by an annotation
to that effect, with an
indication
of the cause, of the date and of the necessary referen<,,,_,
and it shall be struck out diagonally in red ink.
(2) The same rules shall apply where a registered
immovahle
is changed
(3)

into an immovable
not subject to registration.
The closed leaTes may in no case be destroyed.

Art. 1583. - Register of owners.
- 1. Principle.
The register of owners shall contain, classed in alphabetical order, leaves
relating to each one of the persons who, in an act registered in one of the
principal registers, are indicated as being owners of an immovable situate
in the district.
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Art. 1584. - 2. Immovable owned in common
(1) Where an immovable belongs to several owners a leaf shall be drawn
up in the name of each joint owner.
(2) The position of each one shall be mentioned in the leaf relating to
him.
Art. 1585. - 3. Ownership of several immovables.
Where a person owns sevel'al immovables in a district, there shall be drawn
up in his name as many leaves as he has separate immovables.
Art. 1586. - Acts registered on the leaf.
All acts subject to registration which concern a particular immovable shall
be mentioned on the leaf of such immovable, with an indication of their
reference number in other registers and of their date.

Chapter 3. Registration

of acts in the registers

Section 1. Procedure

of registration

Art. 1587. - Mode of presentation of registers.
The registers of property and of mortgages shall consist of files made up
of printed forms, made available to private individuals who shall cancel
any useless indications and fill in any blanks therein.
Art. 1588. - Establishing of forms.
The Ministry of Agriculture shall draw up the forms of the registers of
immovable property and determine their format.
Art.

1589.

-

Supply

of forms.

(1) The forms required for the keeping of the registers shall be supplied
gratuitously to the keepers of the registers of immovable property by
the governor of the province who shall receive them from the Ministry
of Agriculture.
(2) The keepers of the registers of immovable property shall draw up
every six months an inventory of the forms which are in their possession and request, where necessary, that their Stocks be repleted according to the exigencies of their service.
Art.

1590. - Form of registrations.
( 1) The registrations in the register shall be made in very legible writing

and without any abbreviation other. than those expressly anthoriscd
by regulations.
(2) They shall mention the date on which they are effected and the number which is assigned to them in the register in which they are made.
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Art. 1591. - Indication oj sums or oj areas.
Where a registration contains the indication of a sum. or that of an area,
such sum or such area shall be indicated both in figures and in full words.
Art. 1592. - Indication of dates.
(1) nates shall be written simply in figures as regards the year, in a very
legible manner.
(2) They shall be written only in words, as regards the month and the
day of the month.
Art. 1593.

-

Necessity of a request Jor registrG!ion.

The keeper of the registers of immovable
motion effect any registration.

Art. 1594.

-

property

may not of his own

Who may request a registration.

(1) A request for registration
may be made by any interested
person.
(2) The person making the request shall pay, at the time when he makes
his request, the fixed fee determined
a tariff officially established.

Art. 1595. -

by

No reservations

A request for registration
or condition.
Art.

for the filing of such request

may

not be made

subject

to any reservation

-

1596.
Manner or making the request.
(1) The person who requests that a registration
be
shall file, in duplicate, a printed form which the
rities shall place at his disposal.
(2) The person making the request shall fill in a
by writing with a typewriter
or in black ink, the
(3)" He shall cancel the indications
which are useless
obliquely

a line in the blank

which

corresponds

made in the register
administrative
authovery legible manner,
blanks of the form.
in the form or draw
to such indications.

Art. 1597. - Prohibited
indications.
(1) No indication
may be added to those which are set down in the forms
placed at the disposal of the public.
(2) The interested
parties shall, where appropriate,
complete such indio
cations by means of supplementary
or supporting
documents to which
reference shall be ~de
hy the form.

Art. 1598. -

Duties of keeper.

(1) The keeper

shall assign to each request,

when it is presented

to him,

a serial number in the regillter to which such request corresponds.
(2) He shall countersign
the forms sent to him and affix thereon the 8eal
of the place of conservation.
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Handing back of form.

The keeper shall hand back to the pei:son making the request one of the
forms duly signed by him with the seal of the place of couservation
affixed thereon.
Art.

1600. - Other form.
(1) The other form shall
pertains.
(2) The insertion

be incorporated

in the register

to which

of the forms in each of the principal

made in the order in which the requests

registers

it ap-

shall be

are made.

Art. 1601. - Reco':d in the complementary registerl.
An act newly registered shall forthwith be entered in the register of immovables or in the register of owners of the district.

Section
Art.

2.

Forms used for registration

1602. - Indications
common to all forms.
The forms intended for the registers of immovable
property ehall specify
in every caee:
(a\ the date of the request for registration;
and
(b) the immovable
to which the registration
refers, with the particulars
required to individualise
(c) the name, first names,

such immovable;
patronymic
and

and
residence

of the

whose immovable
the registration
refers; and
(d) the name, first names and patronymic
of the person

person

making

to

the re-

quest, as well as a domicile, elected by him, in the town where the
registers of immovable property are kept; and
(e) the number, nature and the reference number of the complementary
or supporting
documents annexed t01he
(f) the acts previouSly registered
to which
together
Art.

1603. The
(a)
(b)
( c)

with their

Form intended
cations.

reference

request; and
it may be necessary

to refer,

numbers.

for the register

of property.

-

1. General

indi-

form intended for the register of property shall specify:
the nature 'of the act which gives cause for registration;
and
the nature of the right affected by such act or event; and
the name, first names, pationymic
and residence or elected domicile

of the person acquiring
under the act; and
( d) in the case of different
tion,

any special

the right,

lessee, assignee

acts or events

stipulations.

which

or other

give came

beneficiary
for registra-

2M
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Art. 1604. - 2. Special stipulations.
The specialstipulatioDII referred to in Art. 1603 shall relate:
(a) in the case of sale, contribution in a partnership, sale by auctiou,
promise of sale, donatiou and other similar acts, to the price or value
of the right which has been transferred; and
(b) in the case of a partition, to the amount which may be due to equalise
the portions; and
(c) in the case of a lease, to the duration of the lease and the anoual
rent; and
(d) in the case of assignments of or discharges for rents not faIlen due,
to the date up to which the rents have been -assigned or received; and
(e) in the case of a promise of sale, to the price for which the sale is to
take place and-the time-limit agreed upon for the promise; and
(f) in the case of other restrictions to the right of ownership, to the date
when such restrictions will cease.
Art. 1605. - Form intended for the register of mortgages.
The form intended for the register of mortgages shall specify:
(a) the name, first names, patronymic and residence of the mortgagee;
and
(b) the amount of the debt; and
(c) the date on which the debt is to be paid back; and
(d) the anoual rate of interest which it produces; and
(e) whether the claim is transmissible by endorsement or is to bearer; and
(f) whether the registration is made as a renewal of a preceding registration.

Art. 1606. (l)

The

InditJidualisation of the immovable.
immovable

to which

specifying
its nature,
cadastral number.
(2) Where the immovable

the

act relates

the commune
is situate

where

-shall1. bePrinciple.
individualised
it is to be found

in a region where there

is DO cadastral

survey plan, its nature, situation.
area and the neighbouring
by which it is bounded shall as far as possible be mentioned.
Art.

1607.
(1)

-

The

by

and its

lands

2. Detailed plan.
particulars

conceroiog

the immovable

to which

the

act relates

may be specified by furnishing
a detailed plan amoDgst the supporting
documents.
(2) This may be done in particular
where the act which is to be registered refers to only a part
number in the cadastre.

of an immovable

which

corresponds

to D.
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(3)

In such case, the registration
bers of the divisions
for registration.

Art.

which

which
appear

is made

shall

on the plan

relating to a body corporate.
1608. - Registrmion
(1) Where the immovable
belongs to a partnership

refer

annexed

to the num.
to the request

or an association,

the

name or the style of the body corporate
shall be indicated
instead
of the name, first names and patronymic.
(2) The same shall apply where the beneficiary
of the act is a partner.
ship, an association or some other body corporate.

Art. 1609. - Deceased owner.
A registration relating to the property of a deceased person may be made
by indicating the deceased person as the owner of the immovable.
Art. 1610. - Immovable jointly owned.
(1) Where an immovable is jointly owned but only one joint owner is
interested in the act, only such joint owner shall be mentioned in the
form and his share of the property be indicated therein.
(2) Where call the joint owners or several of them are interested in the
act, the indication "immovable jointly owned" shall be entered in
the form, and a reference be made in the complementary and sup.
porting documents to a document establishing the state of joint owner.
ship of the immovable.
(3) In the register of owners, a mention of the act shall be made on the
leaves relating to each of the joint owners mentioned in such document.
Art. 1611. - Where there are several beneficiaries of an act.
The provisions of Article 1610 shall apply where several persons are bene.
ficiaries in common of the act. subject to registration.
Art. 1612. - Election of domicile by the
(1) The person making the request
where the place of conservation
is situated unless he already has
(2) All notifications concerning the
on him at such domicile.

person making the request.
shall elect a domicile in the town
of registers of immOvable property
his residence in that town.
registration shall be validly served

Art. 1613. - Supporting documents. - 1. Principle.
(1) The person making the request ~ay attaeh thereto all the documents
which he thinks fit.
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(2)

The keeper of registers may not refuse to accept a request on the
grounda that the necessary docnments have not been attached to such
:request.
(3) He may only call the attention
of the person making the request to
the necessity of such docnment
ahsenee thereof may entail
Art.

-

1614.

and to the consequences

which

the

2. Most frequent documen.ls.

The complementary
or supporting
particularly
include:
(a) a plan of the immovahle;
and

documents

(b)

document

a power

of attorney

or other

attached

wherehy

to a requeat

the penon

the request is authorised
to act on hehalf of the owner
vable or of the beneficiary
of the act; and

may

making

of the immo-

(c)

a copy
tration;

(d)
(e)

a copy of the record of death or of the declaration
of a.bseace of the
owner of the immovable;
and
8D act showing that legal proceedings
relating to the iuunovable
have

(f)

been instituted
hy the person making
a statement
of the rights appertaining

of the
and

deed,

judgment

or act which

gives cause

In

the request;
and
to various joint owners

regis-

on the

immovable.

Art. 1615.

-

3. Classification

of sup~

document.s.

(I)

The complementary
or supporting
docnments
produced
in suppon
of :requests for registration
or for the purpose of obtaining
a correcti~
modification
or cancellation
of a registration
shall be classified
in the place of conservation
of the registers of immovable
property
to be kept therein.
(2) Each of them shall be given a special referencenWDher.

Art. 1616.
(1)

-

NGfUTe of the act.

Under the heading "Nature
of the act" the form shall include the
following options: "sale, contribution
in partnership,
donation, partition, compromise,
contract of lease, judgment
ordering a sale, renunciation, legal action, annulment
of an act, declaration
of a right, creation of-'* right. modification
of a right. extinguishment
of a right.
promise of sale, granting of concession, pre-emption,
assignment of or
discharge
given in advance for rents not fallen due, acceptance
of
succession rights. agreement prohibiting
assignment.
agreement prohibiting attachment,
refer to the annexed document
No. . . . . .".
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the request

shall choose

or those which best correspond
(3) He shall strike out or. where

among

such options

to the nature of the act.
appropriate.
complete the

that

indication

"refer to the annexed document No. . . . . .".
Art. 1617.

-

Nature

01 the right affected.

Under the heading "Nature of the right affected" the penon who make.>
the request shall specify whether
such right is a right of ownership.
or
a part of property
jo~tly
owned, or a right of bare ownership,
ns~
servitude, or a restriction
of a right of (""N1lership.
Art.

-

1618.
(1) The

Amount of debt.
amount

antichresis
(2) Where

of the
shall

4ebt

secured

be indicated

the amount

by a mortgage

in Ethiopian

of the debt is undetermined,

be made for a fixed sum representing
the immovable.
(3) Failing agreement
with the person
the mortgage,
Art.

or by a right

the registration

the maximum
whose

of

currency.
shall

of the security

immovable

is affected

of
by

such sum s~all be fixed by the court.

-

1619.
Debts transferable
to order.
(I) Where the mortgage secures a. debt

which

is transferable

by a men:

endorsement
of the title, the registration
shall be miuIe in the name
of the present holder.
(2) Its benefit shall extend to the succe88ive endorsees of the title, without
there
Art.

being

need

of any formality.

1620. - Debts resulting
(1) Where the mortgage

from title to bearer.
secures a debt resulting

from

a title

to bearer,

a complementary
document
shall specify the name of the iuuer.
date of issue, the series, number and the value of the titles issued.
(2)

It shall
authorised

Section
Art.

specify,

where

to represent

3.

appropriate,
the bearers

the,name

of the

who is

of the titles.

Correction and cancellation

1621. - Correction.. - 1. Principle.
(1) Where the form sent to the keeper

~

the

of registers

of entries
of iDmMIonbJe pn-

perty and inserted in a register is incomplete
or inacc:arate,
gistration
may be corrected.
(2) The registration
shall nOt be null except in the c_prooriW

the fto
by law.
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1622. - 2. MMiliefltion6
auimilated,
to a correction.
Correction8 may also be made where:
(a) one of the peI'8OIl8 mentioned
in the form intends to change the resi.
dence or the elected domicil~ which i8 a88igned to him in the form; or
(b) at lea8t one fourth of the debt 8ecured by a mortgage or by a right
of antichresis
has been paid; or.
(c) the debt secured by a mortgage has been
pledge; or
(d) the act to which
difications
court.

agreed

the registration
upon

relates

by the interested

assigned

or

given

has been the object
persons

or ordered

as

a

of moby the

Art. 1623. - 3. Judicial order neceuary.
(1) A correction of a registration may not be made except by virtue of an
order given by the court to the keeper of the registers.
(2) Any interested person may apply to the court to order a correcti,on.
Art. 1624. -

4. Correction how made.

( 1) A correction

of a registration

shall

be made

by cancelling

with

a

special ink the particulars
in the form which are to be corrected.
The keeper ahall write down on the back of the form the word "cor.
rected" together
with the date of the correction
and a reference to
the judgment
ordering the correction.
(3) Such judgment
shall he kept in the archives of the place of conservatioit together
with the supporting'
dO(:uments.

(2)

Art. 1625. - 5. Annotation in complementary registers.
The word "corrected" shall be written down, after the registration, in the
register of immovables or in the register of owners, together with the date
of the correction.
Art. 1626.

-

6. Copies of
of forms

an act which has been corrected.
delivered to interested
persons shall

(1)

Copies

(2)

respects to the original.
They shall show the contents

of the original

conform

in all

form and the correction

which has been made.

Art. 1627. - 7. Effects of the correction.
A correction of a registration shall be effective only from the date on
which it is made.

-

Art. 1628.
Nullity of a regi8tration.
A registration of an act in the registers of immovable property shall he of
no effect where:

BACK
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it does not show the date on which it has been made; or
it does not make it possible to identify the immovable
to which

refers; or
(c) it does not make

it possible

to identify

the owner

it

of the immovable,

or the person' who grants the right subject to registratior;;
or
(d) it does not make it possible to identify the person wh~ acquires

the

immovable
or the beneficiary
of the right subject to registration;
(e) it does not show the amount of the debt secured by mortgage; or
(f) it is made by virtue of a title which is null; or
(g) it has been made out of time.
Art.

1629.

-

Late registration.

or

...

A regiatration
shall be deemed to have been made out of time where it is
incompatible
with a registration
which has been validly made preYiomly
in the registers of immovable
property.
Art.

1630.

-

CanceUation.

-

1. Judicial

order necessary.

Where the law declares the nullity of a registration,
may apply to the court to order its cancellation.
Art.

any interested

penon

1631. - 2. Agreement
between the interested
persons.
(1) The owner of the immovable
to which the registration
refers may
apply to the court to order the cancellation
of the registration
where
the beneficiary
of the right which has been registered
gives his consent to such cancellation.
(2) Such consent shall be given where the act which has becD registered
has had its effects or where, for any other
lost the purpose for which it was made.

Art.

reason,

1632. - 3. Cancellation made "ex officio".
(1) A registration
shall be cancelled by the keeper

the registration

of registers

has

of immo-

vable property of his own motion where, according to the very terms of
the registration,
the right which formed its subject-matter
was created
fer a determinate
period and such period has elapsed.
(2) A registration
of a mortgage shall be cancelled by the keeper of his
own motion where it has heen made ten years before
has not been applied for.

and its renewal

Art. 1633. - 4. CanceUation hOw made.
(1) The cancellation of a registration shall be made by drawing across
the form two diagonal lines joining the opposite corner of the form.
(2) The keeper shall write on the back of the form the word "Cancelled"
together with the date of the cancellation and, where appropriate, a
reference to the judgment which has ordered the cancellation.
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shall be kept in the archives
the supporting

of the place

of conserva.

documents.

1634. - 5. Copy of the act which htB been cancelled.
(1) A registration
which has been cancelled shall remain
registers.
(2) The persons interested
may request copies thereof.
1635. - 6; Annotation
in. the complementary
regiders.
(1) The word "cancelled"
shall appear after the registration

legible

ill the

in the regi-

ster of immovables
or in the register of oWDers together with the date
of the caDeellation.
(2) The copies of the leaves of such registers givcn to the iIItereeted pereqns shall make
celled.
Art. 1636. (1) The

Fee payable
person who

no mention

of the registrations

which

have been can-

in case of correction or cancellation.
applies for the correction
or the cancellation

registration
shall pay the preseribed
(2) The expenses of a correction
shall

of a

fee on making the application.
be borne by the person who is

responsible
for the error which is to be corrected,
or, where no error
has been made, by the person who applies for the correction
(3) The expenses of cancellation
shall be borne by the person who applies
for cancellation.

Chapter

IV. Effects of reqistration
of immovable

in the reqlsters

property

Art. 1637. - Duty to register acts.
(1)

The

keepers

of registers

of immovable

property

the validity of acts which are presented
to them
.
the registers.
(2) They shall register such aell' without delay when
(3)

on

for registration

in

the formalitiea

re>-

quired by the law have been performed
by the interested persons.
The registration
of an act in the registers of immovable property shall
not constitute

Art.

may not decide

a decision

3' to it;; validity.

1638. - Certain date.
The registration
made in the registers of iwmovable
a certain date to the acts to which such registration
filed ill the archives of the place of conservation
supporting
documents.

property shall confer
relates or which are
as complementary
or

..
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or usucaption.

The registration
of all act in the registers of immovable
property shall
such be of no effect as regards extinctive prescription
or usucaption.
Art.

]640., - Ignorance of a
(1) No persou may take
registration
entered
(2) Nothing shall affect
the State, where
of the service

Art. 1641.

-

registration.
advantage of the fact that he did uot know of a
property.
in the registers of immovable
the liability of the keeper of the registers and of

such ignorance

is dne to a fault

two persons

have required

ject to registration,
the one whose
the registers of immovable
property

(3)

from

the same person

Nothing

shall affect the rights

son from whom

-

( 1) Where

of such second

he has acquired'

a right

right has been registered
shall be preferred.

The' right of the second shall be eJ.-tinguished
opposition to the right which has heen registered

Art. 1642.

in the functioning

Conflict between two registrations.

( 1) Where

(2)

as

insofar
first.

person

sub-

first

in

as it is in

against

the per-

the immovable.

Rights registered on the same day.
two rights

which

are incompatible

with each other

are enteftd

in the register on the same day, preference
shall be given to the person whose title is the older.
(2) Where the titles are equally old or the priority of one in relation to
the other caUDot be established,
preference
shall be given
number of the registration
which in the register comes before.

to that

Art. 1643. - Legal action.
Judgments which acknowledge, trans,fer, modify, or extinguish the ownership of or any other real right' over an immovable may be set up against
third parties as from the day on which the demand having the object of
obtaining them has been registered in the registers of iimnovable property in the place where the immovable is situate.
Art. 1644. - Bad faith.
(1) The bad faith of the person who has requested the registration
or required the right to which the registration
~tea
v8lidity of the registration.
(2) In such case the person to whom the registration
claim damages
defendant.

by pwoving

in a clear

manner

shall DOt affect
is prejudicial
the

bad

faith

the
may

of the
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-

1645.
Where there is no registration
(1) Where, in default of a registration
of an act in the registers

of im-

movable pl'operty, the right of a person may not be set up against
third parties, no person may acquire from such person a right which
may be set up against third parties.
(2) The perWll who has acquired
a right under such conditions
shall,
hefore entering in the register the act by which he holds his right,
regi~ter the act hy which his transferor
held his right.

Art. lc46.

-Notice of registration
to the owner.
The person who has registered
a right in the registers of immovable
property shall, within eight days, serve on the owner of the iJP.Dlovable
to wl}icb such right relates a copy, ee~ified
by the keeper of the registers, of the fonn which has been entered in the registers.
(2) He shan be liable for the prejudice
that may be caused to the owner
of the immovable
or to third parties by reason of his failing to comply with such formality.

(1)

TITI.E XI, LITERARY l;'ND ARTISTIC OWNERSHIP
Art. 1647. - Attribution
of the right.
( 1) The author of a work of the mind shall have on the work he created,
(2)

by the mere fact of his creation, -an incorporeal
He shan have such right regardless of the nature,

(3)

merit or purpose of the work.
He shall have such right notwithstanding

that

right of ownership.
form of expression,

he executed

in pursuance
of a contract of employment
or a contract
formance of a project entered into with a third party.

the work

for the per-

Art. ]648. - Works of the mind.
The following works shall he deemed to be works of the mind:
(a) literary works such as books, booklets, articles in reviews and newspapers, lectures, speeches, sermons, theatrical and other dramatic
works; and
(b) musical compositions with or without text, dramatic-musical works,
radiophonic or radiovisual works, choreographic works or pantomimes
the production of which is reduced to writing or otherwise; and
(c) the works of the figurative arts such as drawings, paintings, engravings
and sculptures, as well as photographic and cinematographic
and
(d) illustrations, maps, plans, sketches, plastic works pertaining
graphy, topography, architecture or- other sciences; and

works;
to geo-
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Art. 1649. - Tramlatioru and adapttaioru.
Withont prejudice to the rights of the author of the oripnal work. traJJ60
lationa, adaptatiol18, musical. arrangements and other reuderinp of a literary or artistic work shall be protected as original worb.
Art.

1650.

-

Encyclopaediae

and amhologiel.

COllections of literary or artistic works such as encyclopaediae or anthologiee which by the choice or arrangement of the material constitute in.
tellectual creations shall be protected as such without prejudice to the
rights of the authon over each of the worb included in such collections.

-

Official te.d8.
Art. 1651.
(1) Official texts of a legislative, administrative or judicial nature shaD
not be subject to the provisions of this Title.
(2) They may be freely reproduced.
Art. 1652. - Right of publication.
(1) Only the author shall have the right to publish his work.
(2) Alter IUs death, this right shall pau to the person named by him or,
in defauh of such person, to the hein of the author.
(3) Where the hein do not agree on the expediency or conditions of
publication, the court shall settle the matter on the application of
any of them.

-

Art. 1653.
Production and reproduction of the work.
(1) Only the author shall have dnring his life the right to produce his
work.
(2) He shall alone have during his life the right to reproduce it.
Art.

1654..

-

Adapttaioru.

(1) Only the author shall have during his life the right to authorise the
adaptation of his work to the theatre, cinematography or television,
or any other kind of adaptation.
(2) A work shall be regarded as an adaptation of a third party's work
where it explicitly refen to the said work or it is obvious, from the
clrCUDl8taDce8of the case, that it closely derivee ita inspiration therefrom.
(3) A parody, pastichear caricature shall not be regarded a8 an adapta.
tion of the work.
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-

Trarularioru.

(1) An author cannot object to the translation of his work.
(2) A translation made without the authorisation of the author shall
expreeeJ.y state this fact' at the beginning of the work.
(3) Failins such a statement, it shall be deemed to be prejudicial to
the author's rights.
Art. 1656. - Private perfm-maru;e$ free of charge.
The author may not forbid private performances of his work giTen free of
charge at a family gathering or in a school.
Art. 1657. - Arricle. and information. of topical were$t.
(1) Articles of topical interest published in newspapers and reviews may
be reproduced in the press, whether printed or broadc88ted, unless
such reproduction was expressly reserved.
(2) The IIOUl"Ce
shall always be clearly stated.
(3) Daily I1eWBarticles on cUrrent eveUts which are mere press informa.
tion may be freely reproduced.
Art. 16S8. - Public $peechu.
Speeches delivered in political 88semblies, at public. meetings or on the
occasion of official ceremonies may be freely reproduced by the press,
whether printed or broadcasted, during fifteen days fro~ the day on which
they were made.

-

Art. 1659.
Collection of $peechu or article.;
Only the author shall have the right to publish his speeches and articlee
in book fonnOr to issue II collection thereof.
Art.

1660.

-

Limitation.

of the exclwive

right

of reproduction.

(1) The author cannot forbid analyses and press reviews of his work.
(2) Copies or reproductions of the work made in a single ropy shall be
permitted where they 'areintended
for private use only.
Art.

1661.

-

Quotatioru.

The author cannot forbid short quotations from his wOrk provided they
do DOt fm~
in the work in which they are included, forty lines in the
cue of a poetical work or ten thousand letters in the case of any other
wed.
Art. 1662. - P/wtovaphic work,.
0) Photop'aphic works shall be protected where they form part of a col.
lection or are published in a book.
(2) fa other euee, they shall not be pro(ected unless they bear the name
and, address of the author or his agent.

<

<...,

!
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of the work.
Art. 1663. - Aaipment
(1) The incorporeal ownership of the author shall be independent of the
ownership of the material object which constitutee the protected
wum.
(2) Therighta specified in this Title shall not vest in the aoqairet' of the
object by the mere fact of his acquisition.
(3) The author may not require the owner of the material objt:ct to pIaee
this object at his disposal so as to enable him to aen:iIe his ripts.
Art. 1664. - Reference to rules gOtJerning contracts of publiealltm.
The conditioos on which literary or artistic rights of ownenhip may he
assigned by the author to third parties shall be as provided by the Chapter
of this Code relating to "Contracts of publication" (Art. 2672-2697).

-

Art. 1665.
Alteration. of II work.
Notwithstanding any stipulation to the contrary, the author may prcmIDt
his work,"if altered by a third party, from being presented .. his own.
Art. 1666. - AscerttJinment of the author.
(1) W'itlloot prejudice to any proof to the contrary, the penoa in whose
name the work was published shall be deemed to be the author thereof.
(2) The author may claim the benefit of the rights deriviq from. the
proriUOII8 of this Title notwithstanding that he DIed a peeaclcmym,
provided that there is no doubt as to. his identity.

-

.

Art. 1667.
Anonymous works.
As l'e8ards anonymous and pseudonymous worD other th8D thOle 1IIfJIIe
tioned in Art. 1666, the publisher 'whose name appean CIDthe wodt mall
without further proof be deemed to represent the author.

-

Art. 1668.
Works produced byseverol author.. - 1. Ri!hI. of eo-auehon.
(1) A work produced as a result of the cooperation of II8'tW8l authon
8hall be jointly owned by them.
(2) Author's rights shall be exercised by commoo agreement between the
co-anthon.
(3) Where each of the authors contributed a diHerent type of wade, each
of them may, unless otherwise agreed, utilize separately Ips personal
com.ribution provided that such utilization is not detrimeDtaI to the
1J8eof the common work.
Art. 1669.
2. Protection. of third partiel.
(1) Where a work has been published under the name of a adap, author,
third parties shall be jus~ified in ammaing that the aid aa:thor II
the sole author of the work.
~
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(2) Rights of eo-authors shall not affect them.
Art.

1670. ~

Heirs

of the author.

-- 1. Pecuniaryri,hts.

(1) The author'l right to authQrise the production.
reproductioa
or
adaptation of his work may, after his death, be exercised by hi, heirs
for a period of fifty years from the time of the pubJicatioa of the
.
work.

(2) Where the heirs do not agree. the court shall settle the matter oa the
application of any of them.
Art. 1671. -

Moral prejudke.

The right to pnvent

a work which has been altered by a third party from

~

attributed to the author may be exerc:iaed iudividually by the
author', lpouse. 8ICeD.dants, chUdren and grandchildren during their life.

Art. 1672. - POSII&u:mouawork.
A work published after the death of ita author shall be protected for a
period of fifty years al from the date of publication.
Art.

1673.

- Ri,ht. of public GUthorities.

(I) Public authorities may in the general interest, notwithstanding the
author', op.-itioa.
authorise the presentation or reproductioa of a
work or its adaptation, after luch work has been published by ita
author or his heirs.
(2) The oooditiODl and forma of IUch authorisatioa mall be detenaiDed
by a epecia1 law providing in particular for fair compematioa to
the author.
(3) ID 110 cimmutances may public authorities authori8e the altenrtioa

of . WGI'k.
Art. 1674..- Protection of literary or Gl'tistic ri&hts of ~.
(1) Any person whose right of literary or artistic ownenhip is infringed
...y dem8ad the eel8ation of BUm inf~
and the deetradioa
01 the oopiee or adaptatiODl of his work made in bft8ch of the law.
(2) Be may in additioa claim damages for the mora) and material pre.
judice cau8ed to him.
(3) The eoaditiOl18 on which he may act Ihall be .. lpecified in the Title
of this Code reJadng to "Extra-eoatractualliabiJitr
aDd aaJawfuJ eo, ridai8eat" (Art. ZO%7~178).
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IV. 'OBUc;ATIONS

c6~'.JN

GENERAL

Art. 1675. - c~
tk/ined.
A eoatrae& is
agreement.
whereby " two" 411:-on
pencIPI .. between
"/D
themselves create, vary or extinguish obligatiom of a proprietary nature.

~

Art. 1676. - ProvUions applicabk 10 COIIITacts.
(1) The pneralproviuom
of this Title shall applT to eoutractl regard.
less of the Dature thereof and the partiea thaeto.
(2) Nothing in this Title shall affect such special proviaioas applicable'
to certain eoatractl 88 are laid down in Book V of, 1Iu. Code and ill
the Commereial Code.

J

Art. 1677. - Scope of applkation, 01 this Titk.

~

I
~
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(1) The relevant provisions

of this Title shall apply to obligations

DOt-

withstanding that they do Dot arise out of a coao;raet.
(2) Nothiag in this Title shall affect the special proriaiona applicable
to certain obligatiom by reason of their origin or nature.

Chapter

1. Formation

of contrac18

Art. 1678. - Element. of contrtu:t.
No valid contract shall exist Weill:
(a) the perties are capable of contracting

and give their CODIeDt11I8tain.

able at law;
(b) the object of tile contract is sufficiently defined od is pouible
lawful;
(c) th.~ eoatraet is made ill the form prescribed by law, if any.

and

-

Section 1. Corisent
P81'llgraph1. - Ele1&eD16
of co-

Art. 1679.- Conaent 1IeCe8Iary.
A coatnet ehal1 depend on the CODIeI1tof the partie. who define the
object of.their -enakinp lllid qree to be bound thereby.

-

Art. 1680.
4sreemetlt 01 the ponies.
(I) A oaatIact sh8ll be complded where the parties have expressed their
agreement theretO.
(2) Reserves or restrictions intended by one party shall not affect his
&greement as expressed' where the other party was not informed of
such reserves or restrictions.
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-

Art. 1681.
Form of offer and tlCCeptlJ1lCe.
(1) Offer 01' aceeptaDee may be made orally or in writing or by aigoa nor.

mally in

1l8eor

by a conduct such that, in the ciMamatances of the

cue, there is no doubt as to the party's agreement.
(2) Tho party who makes an offer may stipulate a special form of ac.
eeptaoce.
Art. 1682. - Silence. - 1. Principle.
Sileu.ee where an oifer is made shall not amount to ~.~.

Art. 1683.- 2. Dray to tK:Cept.

.

(1).:No acceptance shall be required where a party is boUDd by law or by
a conoeuion granted by the authorities to enter into a ~act
on
terms stipulated in advance.
(2) In auch a caae, the contract shall be completed upon receipt of the
oHer.
Art. 1684. - 3. PreexistinB bwineas. relationl/.
(1) An offer to continue or vary an existing contract or to enter into
a subsidiary or complementary contract may be aceeptedby silence.
(2) Such shall be the case where the offer is made in a apedal dOCUJllel1t
informing the other party that the offer shall be reprded as accepted
if no reply is given within a reasonable period of time.

-

Art. 1685.
4. Invoices.
Particulan
entered by a party in an invoice shall not biaddae
party

unless

they

conform

to a prior

agreement

or hne

been

other

-..l'OIIIly

accepted .,. the other party.

Art. 1686. -5.

General terms of business.
General terms of business applied by a party shall not bind the other
party unless he knew and accepted them or they were preeeribed or approved by the authorities.

Art. 1687. - Declaration of intention.
No person shan be deemed to make an offer where:
(a) he declares his intention to give, to do or not to do
hu-g but
does not make his intention known to the beneficiary of the dec1ar..
tion; or
(b) he sends to another or posts up in a public place tariffs, prico-liate
or catalogues or displays goods for sale to the public.
.

Art. 1688. - Sale by auction.
(1) Whosoever off~ a thing lor sale by audion shall be deemed to m*e
a declaration of intention and not an offer.
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(2) ID auch a caee, the CODtnet.alWl b.e compJeted aaIy where th~ tIIiD8
is boeked down upon the. last bid being made.

Art. 1689. - Public promiu

of CJrelDflrd.
(1) A promiee published by poetera or in any other III8IIDer to rewa
the penon who will find an object which hu beea Ioet or who will
perform a certain ad shan be deemed to beaecepted wbete . penon
brings the object back or performs the act, uotwitbataadiuc that he
did Dot bow of the ~promiee.
(2) The promisor shall give the promised reward.

Art. 1690. - Offer with rime limit for accepla1we.
(1) Wh080eVer offers to auother to enter into a CODtrIIctand fixee a time
limit for acceptance shan be bound by hie offer uutil the time limit
fixed expires.
(2) He shan Dot be bouud where hie offer is rejected betore the spiry
of the time limit fixed.
Art. 1691. - Offer without lime limit.
(1) Whosoever offen to another to enter iDto a _tract
aDd dGe8 DOt
fix auy time limit shan be boaud by hie offer uutil the time wheo
he CaD reasonably expect the other party to decide OGthe oller.
(2) Where acceptauce is late, the offeror shan forthwith inform the
other party where. he does DOt inteDd to be bouud.
Art. 1692. - Conb"tJd belween. ~
poTties.
(I) A contract made betw~
abeeut parties shan be deemed to be made
at the place where aud time when the acceptauce was BeDt to the
offeror.
(2) A COPtract made by telephone shan be deemed to be made at the
place where the party was called.
(3) Nothing in this Article shan affect contrary StipulatiODB made by
the parties.
Art. 1693. -..7ithdrawal
of offer and acceplanee.
(1) Au offer shall be deemed DOt to .have been made where the offeree
knows that it is withdrawn before he knew or at the time when he
.
knows of the offer.
(2) The

proVisions

of sub-art.

drawn.

J

(1)

shan

apply

where

acceptance

is with.
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Art. 1694..'-- Defeaive ecceptanG8.
The.offer shall be deemed to-be rejeCted and a new.offer shall be deemed
to be made where the aeeeptaIU:e is made With a ~eaerv~tiOD
or does DOt
~
exactly. c:onform to the term8 of the offer.
An. 1695. - Compl8iDn of eontrIICC.
(1\ A CODtract shall DOt be deemed to be completed unle811the partiel
have expreeeed their agreement to all the term8 of the negotiatioo.
(2) A contract .hall be deemed to be completed where the parties show
that they. intend to be bound notwithstanding that they have DOt
expreeeed their 8I9'eement to all the terJD8..of the negotiation.
(3) In such a cue. the law shall remedy any deficiency in the agreemeot
of the partielo
ParaF8Ph 2.

-

Defecta in coll8ellt

-

Art. 1696.
IntHllidation. of corwGCe.
A contract may be invalidated where a party gave his COD8entby mistake
or under deceit or durell8.
Art. 1697. - MuUJhe mwe be deciaf1e.
The party who invokee his mistake shall eltabliah,.that
0..0 entered into the contract, had he knOWDthe truth.

he _aId

DOt have

Art. 1698. -MUtalfe
mwe be ~.
A contract may be invalidated .on the ground of mistake 88 defined in
An. 1697 where .uch mistake relates to an element of the contract which
the parties, deem to be fundamental or which is fundamental, having
regud to good faith and to the cHcumatancea in which the CODtract W88
...do.
Art.

1699.

-

MisttJce

III eo ehe naRu'e

or object

of ehe comrtU:I.

A contract may be invalidated on the ground of. mistake where:
(a) the mistake relates to the natnre of the contract; or
(b) the mistaken party has undertaken to make a performance substantially greater or to receive a consideration substantially smaller than he
intended.

-

Art. 1700.
MisuJce III eo ehe per_.
A contract may be invalidated. 011.the ground of mi8tab where euch
mistake relates to the iI1cu!!!y or qualifications of the other party and
such identity or qualifications are a fundamental element of the eontraet
in the general opinion or having regard to the circumstancea of thp ~
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1701.
N-f~~.
(1) A' contract may not' be invalidated OD the p"OUDdof _take
where
such uUatake ooq relates to the motives which led to the II18kiDi

of the contract.
(2) Arithmetical mistakes ina
shall be corrected.

.

eoatract

shall not affect ita validity ..d

Art. 1702. - Good fG#h of mi4laJcen. pGTCy.
(1) The mistaken party may not in~oke his mistake in a ID8IIDeI'oontrary
to good faith.
(2) He shall be bonnd by the eontraet he intended to make where the
other party agrees to perform sUch contract.
Art. 1703.

-

ReptJTaAon of damage.

Whoeoever iDvokeahis uUatake to avoid the effect of a COI1tr8etshall make
pod the damage uiains out of the Uavalidation of the eoatrllOt
the
. -other party knew or should have known' of the mUtake.

Art.

17fH..

.

- Fraud.

(1) A contract may be invalidated on the pound of fraud where a party
resorts to deceitful practices so that the other party would not have
eutered into the contract, had he not been deceived.
(2) A contracting party who has been deceived by a thiI'Cl party ahall
be bound by the contract unJaa "the other CCIIdI'ac&inaparty knew
or should have known of the fraud OD the IIIIIkinI of the contract
and took advantqe thereof.

Art. 1705.- FfIla .,.,.,..".
(1) A contract may be invalidated where a party in bad faith 01' by
nesIigeuce made falae statements and a rel8tiOlllhip livinc rile to a
special confidence and commanding particular loyalty exiated betwo..o
the contraetinf parties.
(2) The proviaiona of anb-art. (1) shall apply where . party, by Ilia
aiJeaee, caused the other party to believe a fact which w.. antr-.

- Dur.,.

Art. 1706.
(1) A contract may be invali!l*ted on the pound of dnn8 wherv the...
of dnreaa led a party to believe that he, ODe of his ueendanta or deaceDdailts, or his apo1Ue, were threatened with a aeriona and i_-hoeort
danser to the life. penOn, hODO~ or property.

(2) 0...

~

lie mch .. to impreaea r--JlbJe

(I) TIle
of
_all be determined
sa. and poeitioa of the parties --.NIII8d.

penon.

havins rep(ta

to the lip.
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Art. 1707.
Dweu by third party.
(1) A contract mar be invalidated on the ground of dureaa notwitbetandiDS that dureaa was exerci8ed br a penou.other
than the part)' who
benefited br the contract.
(2) The Partr who invokes dureaa to avoid the effect or a contract ahall
make good the damage ariaiDg oat of thc invalidation of the contract,
where dureaa was exercised br a third putr and the other. contracting partr did not and should not have known thereof.
Art. 1708. - Threat to exercue a right.
A threat to exercise a right shall be no ground for invalidating a contract
ualesa such threat was used with a view to obtaining an exce88ive advantage.
Art, 1709. - Reverential fear.
(1) .Fear of an ucendaDt or a superior &hall be DOground for invalidating
a contract where DO dureaa w. ext..'Uised.
(2) The provisioua of sub-art. (1) !ihull Dot applr wher4t the contract
was made with the per80D inapiring tbe fear and such penoo derived
an excessive advantqe from the contract.
Art.

1710.

-

UlICOIIM:ionable

COn8rad.

(1) A coatract mar not be invalidated on the sole ground that it.! terms
are aubetmtiallr
more faY01ll'able to one partr than 'to the other
puty.
(2) Where justice requires, anr such coalract mar be invalidated as unCOIIICionable where the COD8eDtof the injured partr wu obtained
br takingadvantqe
of his want. aimplicitr of mind, eenilitr or manifeat business inexperience.

Section 2. Object of contracts
Art. 1711.'- DeterrninatUmof objer.t.
.
The object of a contract shall be freely determined br the parties subject to such reetrictiOlU and prohibitioos

as are provided br Jaw.

Art. 1~,12.- ObliprioA to p,e, to do or not to 00.
(1) A part)' mar undertake to pI'OC1U'eto the other partr a right on
a thing or to do or not to do bOmethiog.
(2) The partr whoundertakea
to clo ~
mar undertake to procure to the other Partr a epecified advantage or to do his best. to
proeure such advantage.
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Art. lil3. - ContenU of coratrace.
The parties shall be bound by the terms of the contract and by such
incidemal effed8 88 are attached to the obligatioaa CODeaDed by cuatom,
equity and good faith, having regard to the nature of the CODtract.
Art.

1714.

-

Objecl

must be defined.

(1) A coatraet ahall be of DO effect where the obligatioD8 of the parties

-

or of ODe of them

caDDot be ascertained

with sufficient

precision.

(2) The court may DOt make a coDtra(.'t for the parties IIDder 1.he guise
of inteIpretation.
Art.

1715.

-

,.1\
Object

mUll

be pouible.

(1) The object of a CODtract must be pouible.
(2) A CODtraet shan be of DO effect where the obligatioosl.f the parties
or of ODe of them relate to a thing or fact which is impouible and
such impo8&ibility is absolute and iD8uperable.
Ad. 1716.

-

Unlawful or immoral objed.

\ 1) A CODtract shall be of DO effect where the obligatioD8 of the parties
or of ODe of them are unlawful or immoral.
(2) A CODtract shall be of DO effect ~here it appears to be aalawfal
or
iDDDOnl that the obligatioD8 88&umed by ODe party
obligatioos
of the other party.

bere1ated

to the

Art. 1717. - MoJi11e. - 1. Principle.
The motive for which the parties entered into a CODtract shall DOt be
takea into accouut in determining the unlawful or immoral Dature of their
obliptiooa.

.

.

Art. 1718. - 2. E%Ceprion.
The court ahall DOt order a contract to be performed where:
(a) the terms of the contract denote that the parties or ODe of them
have aD unlawful or immoral purpoee in view; or
(b) the party who requires the performance of a CODtraet . produces a
document denoting such purpose.

Section 3. Form of con~acts
,
Art.

1719.

-

Form

of comraefJ.

(1) Uule. otherwise provided, DO special formahall be required and a
CODtnet shall be valid where the. part\a qree.
(2) Where a apecial form is eqxe&&ly prescribed by law such form ahall
be obeerved.
~~

BACK
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(3) The parties may stipulate that the CODtract ahall he made iD a .pecial
form.

An. 1720. - Efled of prOtJuioIU as 10 form.
(1) Where a special form is prescribed by law and DOt ~

there
"
shall be no contract hut a mere draft of a contraet.
(2) A contract shall be valid notwithstanding that Weal proviaioua, anch

.. provisi~

relating to stamp duty or ~0Ii

fee, have

DOt

heeD complied with.
(3) Unleu otherwise provided, a contract shall he valid DOtwith8aandi..g
that prescribed measures of publicatiOli have DOt heeD complied wi1h.
Art. 1721.

-

Prelimi1uuy

~Iimin"ry
coatracts
of 6DaI CODtraeta.

contracts.
shall be made iD the fonn pftl8Cl'ibed iD n8pect

Art. 1722. - YariGhoru.
A contract made in a special form shall be varied iD the laDlefonn.
Art. 1723.
ClAUracts relating 10 im1JlOtHJble..

-

(1) A CODtractcreating or aasigning rights iD cnmenIaip or hare
ship on an immovable or an usufruct, serritude or IDOI'tpp--fll

an

~

with a court or DOtary.
(2) Any CODtract by which an immovable u divided and tIaY CG8pnDIiee
relating to an immovable shall be in writing and reptered
with a
court or notary.
Aft. .1724.
Contracts made willa G public
~
Any contract biDding the GOVenultent or a public adminiatratioa shall
he in WI'iti!IIand regi&tered with a court, public adminiatratiOli or notary.
Aft. 1725. - Contracts for G Ions period of tiIne.
The follcnriq CODtract8 shall he iD writiq:
(a) ~
of parantee;
and
(b) ina1ll'8Dee eoatraeI.; and
(c) ...,
eoatnct iD reapeetof which I8Ch form i. Jeq..in.d ..,.Iaw.
immovable

abaD be iD writinc

and

-

Aft. 1726.

-

A,eetlform.

A CODtract which the partiea asree to make iD. a 8pecial fOl'lD DOt ~
.. qaind
..,. Jaw ahaD DOt. be deemed to be completed
1IIItil it it III8de iD
the

ap-eed

fonn.

..\It. 1127. -- Frillea 1-.
(1) Any contract required to he iD writing shall- 88pporr.i ., a apecial
~
t 1Iipied."" all the putiea. boaad ..,. the 00IIIIn.4.
(2) It shall he fll DOeffect maleaait ie attested ., two wi?" TIll
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Art. 1728. - SiptllUre.
(1) Any puty hound by a contract shall affix hi8 hmclwrittaa eipature
thereto.
(2) Where. party cannot write, he may affix Jria th
m.
(3) The upudDft or thamh-:aumk of it hJbad or iDit..ate
ahaII DOt
bbid hha ~e88
it is autheDticatel by . '8OtaI7. npanr
or jMp
of
IDa
dutia.
~
~"'~J~aqe
I, c:.p.:;"..
Art. 1729.
1J'i"
(1) Where witnesf1e8 are required by Jaw or
they shd he of
~

-

-

.. -d not judieially
iJdadided,-"ded.

8thenri8e
~

(2) Sex or n...u...1i1:y ahaD not he -.iderW

iD deeenaiaiDc

prothe eap.

city t& aet 88 . witDea.
Ad.

1730. ---, 2.. DuIies.

,

(1) 1Vhen 1Ief~.
the wit8ce8e6shall eertify that.~
ad the tenII8 thenol.

was--

'

(2) u.Je. they M:tapnI8Iy - paranton, the ~
nBIee tile pafeI:

-

ahallll8t pa.

rol the eoatnd..

ChapIer 2. EHeet of c:oaIIad8

,

Art. I'1SL - l"a~

(1) The~

01.

- ...

JawhDT
---

hehiDcli8c

wae Jaw,
- tha8P01 they
(2) 'DIe eaaIeIIta
the -m.et ehaD he .w

-jed

10... ~,...hi_.

""'".""",

01... Jaw,

(3) ,The
'.hlli fill thi8
apply to.
I 1
Tille"'''
prvQUoua 8ft of . maadab.y D8bDe or dIeir W~I
he. let ..we by the puties.

Art. 1'132. CGetI..,

,

10
'""* T '-

-

...
1I.Ii ....--

Section I. Interpretation of contracts
",...,

lie

prd 10theJa,dy

Art.173S.-,u..

1Vhen ... ~

'-....--.

'

iR ~

ded iD ~

IIIiM ..""

/fIiIIa.

willa
...

eaafi...

~ IumIat
.

IIJoaId
aiI&1wIt-- ...~

pnedGe.

oJ."or.,..I'~"
of . CICIDtndare clear, the' aMQt
"r

way 01

~

811'/"""'"
theI"
,. VItile
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Art. 1734.
Common. intention of the partie..
(1) Where the provisions of a contract are ambiguoua, the COIDIIIOD
intention of the parties shall be sought.
(2) The general conduct of the parties before and after the making of the
contract shaD be taken into consideration to this effect.
Art.

1735.

-

General

fermI.

A contract shall be deemed to relate to such matten oaly 011 which it
appears that the parties intended to contract, however general the terms
uaed.
Art. 1736. - Interpretation in IU:COt"dancewith. the. context.
(1) The provisiOll8 or it contract shall be interpreted through one another and each pl'e);hsion
shall be given the meson;ng required by the
.
whole contract.
(2) Ambiguoua terms shall be given such meaning as is the II1OI'elibly,
having regard to the subject matter of the COI1tract.
Art. 1737. - Positive interpretation.
Provisions capable of two meanings shall he given a meaning to render
them effective rather than a meaning which would render them ineffective.
Art. 1738.

-

Interpretation

in favour of the debtor.

(1) In cases of doubt, a contract shall he interpreted against the party
who stipulates an obligation and in favour of the party who -u-it.
.

(2) Stipulations in8erted in general prorisions, modele or forms of contraete prepared by one party shall he interpreted in favour of the
other party.
Art. 1739. - Gratuitow contract&.
The obligations assumed by a party who derives no advantage from the

contract shall be COD8tmedmore narrowly.

Section 2. Performance of contracts
IAn.
1740.- PerfcwrntSlU:eby wlwm made.
.

(1) The debtor shall personally carry out his obliptiOll8 UDder the contract where this is essential to the creditor or h8s heeD expressly
qreed.
(2) In all other cases, the obligations UDder the contract ~y be evried
out by a third party 80 authorised by the debtor, by the coQ11 or
b)"law.

.
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Art. 1741. - Pu.yrraem 10 _lama m8de.
Payment ihall be made to the creditor 01' a thUd pu\7 aathodIed by the
creditor, by the eourt or by law to reoI'JIheit oa bebaJf of the 4ftditor.
Art.

1742.

-

Creditor

ilu:GpGble.

Payment to a creditor ~c"pable of receiviq it ihall not be valid 1III1fJI8
the debtor can show thltt-aUch payment has benefited the creditor.
Art.

1743.

-

PaymeM

10 unqualified

perlOA.

(1) Payment to a penoD unqualified to receive oa behaJf of the cnditoI'
shall not be valid unless the creditor confirma it or IUch paymeI1t
has benefited him.
(2) Payment shall be valid where it is made in pod faith to a penoa
whoappean
without doubt to be the creditor.
Art. 1744..- Doubt 48 10 ehe credilor.
(1) Where there is a doubt as to who is qualified to be paid, the debtor
may refuse to pay and release himseH by depoeitiQg. the amount
due with the ooart.
(2) The debtor shall pay at his own risk where he is awlll'e oflitipti-a
and pays to any of the penoDs who hold themselves out to be creditors.
(3)

Where a C88eis pending in court and the debt is due, any ol the
penoD8 who hold themselves out to be erediton
debtor to deposit the amount due.

IDIIT nquUe. the

Art. 1745. - Identity of object.
The creditor ihall not be bound to accept a t:hiq other thaa that due to
him, notwitlutanding that the t:hiq offered to him is of the IIIIIIe 01' of .
~r
value than the thine due to him.

-

p",., pa.yrrurnt.
Art. 1746.
(1) The CftIditor may refuse part payment where the. debt is iiquidated
and faJly due.
(2) Where put of the debt is CODte8ted, tbe debtor ihall pay meh.put
of the debt al is admitted and as the creditor is wiIlins to aecept.
Art. 1747. - Fuap,le emn,s. - 1. QUIIlbydue.
(1) U
oIhenrise agreed, the debtor may chooee the t:hiq to he
deliftftd where fuqible thin&a are due.
(2) The debtor mar how~eJ' Dot off('l' 4i ~
below averap quality.

BACK
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CmI;
0.
- 2.

1748.
I~
quantity-qlMllie.r.
.
(1) The er..dito. mllJ' DOt refaIe faupbJe. thiap GO the
that the
qaalit,;OI'
4J1I8!it7 offencl to him doea DOt eaetlr ecmfto the
eoDtr8It, unleu this is euential to him. or h.. heeD a.pneIirapeed.
(2) Where the t.hiq does not exaetly COlIform to the coatract. t1ae .;...
ditor may p~~.
reduce his own perfCJl'll18Dee01'. wheIe he
h.. already performed, claim. damages.

Art. 1749. - Money delm.
{l) A debt eoD8ietiDg Us a I1UD of IIIODe1ahal1 he paid in IOetII-"-,,,.
(2) The sum of moaey owed by a party may be fixed by menace
to
the price of raw material&. goods or serriees 01' any Other e1emeat
whose nine can be aeeertamed.
'
Art. 1750.

-

C~

nGCJ.,al render.

When mader the coatract a debt is to be paid Us a 0IIl'ftIIIeJ'wbieh is DOt
1ep1 tender at the plaee of paymeat, the debt may Jje paid In.loca1 ....
nDcr at the rate of exChBDJe on the a.,. wheD the debt faDa cIae, .....
the eoatract eomam. the worde "ac:tual T8lue- Oi' urf ather pmriIioa of
tile I88IDeD8t1He impoeiDg literal perfOl'lll8Dee ., the eoetr-.et.
Art. 1751. -

Lepl

'Dae me

of ~

» ..

..

inIerM.
ahal1 be of DiDe per eeDt per 88D1IID---

the rate has DOtheeDfixed.

Art. 1752.- A.p~

01~.

- 1. C...

iDtenIt

~... prWpol.

1V'hen a debtor is to pay eo&t8 and Ustenlt in additioa to the "pd8e1p81.
any pert paymeDt made by him shall be appropriated fintIy to the ......
_dly
to the Ustere&t and. eTeatu.ally to the priDeipel.

-

Art. 1753.
2. C1wice by the ptII"tia.
(1) Whae a debtor owes teVeral debts to the laDlecreclitar.he may.,.
cify the appropriation of any payment.~de
by him.
(2) Where the debtor does IIOtepedfy the appropriation, of a p8}'IIIeIIt,

aaeh payment shaD be appropriated to the debt ""ed

ditor Usthe reeeipt

Jty the ...

the debtorfonhwithebjeellto ...

..

propriaticllll.

-

Art. 1754.
3. A.ppropriatioa by low.
(1) Where DO appropriation is epeeified Us tbeo noeipt.tI8e
be appropriated to the debt wIUch is cIae, or, when
to the debt "hida shaD f"... become due.

p8JmMd 8baD
II ~
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(2) As between debts due or debts which maD become due on the....
day, the payment shaD be appropriated to the debt which it ".. to the
greatest advantage to the debtor to pay.
(3) Where the advantages to the debtor are equa]. the peJlDdt JbaJl M
appropriated proportionately.
,
Art. 1755.
Place of payme¥.
(1) Payment mall be made-at the agreed plaee..
(2) Where no place is fixed in the contract, payment mall M made at
the place where the debtor had his normal residence at the time wh.
the contract was made.
(3) Unless otherwise agreed. payment in respect of a dermite thing maD
be made at the place where such thing wu at the time when the CCJDo
tract was made.

-

Art. 1756.

--

Time

of payment.

n) .Payment shall be made at the agreed time.
(2) Where no time is fixed in the contract, payment may be made forthwith.
(3) Payment shall be made whenever a party requires the other party to
perform his obligations.
Art.

1757.

-

Simultaneous

performance.

(l) Only a party who benefits by a time-limit having regard to the
terms or nature of the contract or who has performed or offered to
perform his obligations may require the other party to carry out
his obligations under the contract.
(2) A party may refuse to carry out his obligations under the contract
where the other party clearly shows that he will not perf?tm his
obligations or where the insolvency of the other party has been esta.
blished by the court.
Art.

1758.

-

Transfer

of risks.

(l) The debtor bound to deliver a thing shaIl bear the risks of loss
of or damage to such thing until delivery is made in accordance with
the COIitract.
(2) The risks shaIl pass to the creditor where he is in default for
~
- taking over the thing.
Art.

1759. - Limit of right to refuse performance.
Notwithstanding
the provisions
of Art. 1757 (2), a party shall carry out
his obligations
under the contract where the other party produces securities sufficient
to ~ar8ntee
that he wiIl perform his obligations
at the
IIgreed time.

19-
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Art. 1760.
COltl~1 pay\nen,.
Unless oth..rwille agreed, the debtor shall.meet the costs of payment.
Art. 1761. - Receipt.
(1) The debtor may on payment demand a receipt an~ where the debt
is fully discharged, the delivery or cancellation of the document
supporting the debt.
(2) In C8lleSof part payment or whe~~ the creditor has additional rights
supported by the some document, the debtor may only demand a
receipt and that the payment be mentioned on the said document.
Art.

1762.

-

Loss of document

supporting

the debt.

Where the creditor alleges that he has lost the document
supporting
the
debt, the debtor may demand the delivery of an attestation
to the effect
tha~ the
guished.

document

supporting

the

debt

is cancelled

and the

debt

extin-

Section 3. Variation of contracts
Art. 1763. - Power of the Court.
The court may not vary a contract or alter its terms on the ground of equity
except in such cases as are expressly provided by law.
Art. 1764.
(l)

-

Modification

A contract

shall

of the balance of a contract.
remain

in force notwithstanding

that

the conditions

of its performance
have changed and the obligations
a88umed by a
party have become more onerous than he foresaw.
(2) The effect of such changes may be regulated by the parties, and not
by the court,

Art. 1765.

-

in the original

Arbitration

contract

or in a new agreement.

by third party.

When making the contract or thereafter,
the parties
an arbitrator
any decision
relating
to variations
made in the contract,
should certain circumstances
modify the economic basis of the contract.
Art.

may agree to refer to
which ought to be
occur which would

1766. - Special relationship
between the parties.
The ODurt may vary a contract where the parties do not agree and a family
or other relationship
giving rise to special confidence
exists between the
parties and C)Ompels them to deal with each other in accordance
with
equity.
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Art. 1767. - Contracts with a public administration.
(1) The court may vary a contract made with a p1Iblic administration
where the circUJDBtances in which it was made have changed through
an official decision in consequence of which the obligations assumed
by the party who contracted with the administration have become
more onerons or impossible.
(2) The provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Administrative
contracts" shall apply to contracts made with a public administration
(Art. 3191-3193).
Art.

1768. --

Partial

impossibility

of perfurmance.

The court may reduce the obligations
by the other party of his obligations
there

is no ground

for cancelling

of one party where the performance
has become partially
impossible and

the contract.

Art. 1769. - Balance of the contract.
In making its decision under Art. 1767 and 1768, the court shall ensure
that the balance of the contract be preserved.
Art.

1770. (1) The
the
gard
(2) The
(3) The

Period of grace.
court may, with

all necessary

care,

Section 4. Non-performance
Art. 1771.

grant

a period

of grace for

debtor to carry out his obligations
under the contract, having
to the position of the debtor and the requirements
of justice.
period of grace shall not exceed six months.
parties may provide that no period of grace shall be granted.

-

re-

of contracts

Effect of rwn-performance.

( 1) Where

a party

does not carry

out his obligations

under

the contract,

the other party may, according to the circumstances
of the case, require the. enforcement
of the contract or the cancellation
of the contract or in certain cases may hiJDBeH cancel the contra~
(2) He may in addition
require that the damage caused to him. by nonperformance
Art.

Art.

be made

good.

1772. - Notice necessary.
A party may only invoke non-performance
of the contract by the other
party after having placed the other party in default by requiring
him by
notice to carry ou. his obligations
under the contract.
1773.
(1)

-

Form

Notice
creditor's

and time

of rwtice.

shall be by written
intention

to obtain

demand

or by any other

performance

act denoting

of the contract.

the
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(2) Notice may not be given unless the obligation is due.
Art. 1774. - Time for P,f!"formance.
(I) Tbe creditor may in the notice fix a period of time after the expiry
of which be will not accept performance of the contract.
(2) Such period _shall he reasonable having regard to the nature and circumstances of the case.
Art. 1775. - Notice when lmnecessary.
Notice need not be given where:
(a) the obligation is to refrain from certain acts; or
(b ) th~ debtor assumed to perform an obligation which the contract
allows to be performed only within a fixed period of time' and such
period has expired; or
( c ) the debtor has declared in writing that he would not perform his
obligatiODl; or
(d ) it is agreed in the contract that notice shall not be required and the
debtor shall be in default upon the expiry of the time fixed.
Art.

1776. - Specific perform«nce.
Specific performance
of a contract
shall not be ordered
unless it ill of
special interest to the party requiring
it and the contract can be enforced
without
affecting the personal
liberty
of the debtor.

Art. 1777. - Obligation to do or not to do.
( I) The creditor may be authorised to do or to cause to be done at the
debtor's expense the acts which the debtor assnmed to do.
(2) Tbe creditor may be authorised to destroy or to cause to be destroyed
at the debtor's expense the things done in violation of the debtor's
obligation to refrain from doing such things.
Fungible things.
Art. 1778. Where fungible things are due, the creditor may be authorised by the
court to buy at the debtor's expense the things which the debtor 88SUmed
to deliver.
Art.

1779. - Creditor refusing to accept the thing.
Where the creditor refuses without good cause to accept the thing offered
to him, the debtor may deposit the thing at the risk and expense of the
creditor
in a public warehouse
or deposit bank or in any other place
uamed by the court of the place where payment is to be made.
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Delivery

of the thing
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IWt possible.

The provisions of Art. 1779 shall apply and notice under Art. 1772 shall
not be required where the creditor it! not hOWD or there is a doubt at! to
who is the creditor or the debtor CaDDot deliver the thing fQJ.' a I'OaIOD
within the control of the creditor.
Art.

1781. - Sale of the thing.
(1) Where the thing is of a 'perishable

nature

or the COt!ta of ita deposit

or cWitody are disproportionate
to ita value, the debtor may be authorised by the court to sell the thing by public auction.
(2) Where the thing is quoted on the Stock Exchange or has a current
price or the costa of the sale by public auction .1U'8disproportionate
to its value, the debtor may be authorised
by the court to aell the
thing by private agreement.
(3) The proceeds of the sale shall in such a case be deposited with a public deposit
Art.

Art.

bank.

1782. - Validity of deposit.
The debtor shall be released where the court fiods that
proceeds of its sale have been validly deposited.
1783. ( 1) The

Withdrawal
of deposit.
debtor may withdraw
the thing

or money

the thing

deposited

deposit has been accepted by the creditor, notwithstanding
deposit has been found valid by the court.
(2) The claim shall revive upon withdrawal
of the deposit.
(3) The securities
attaching
to the claim shall not revive
deposit
Art.

has been found

or the

until

the

that

the

where

the

valid by the court.

1784. - Cancellation
of contract by the Court.
A party may move the court to cancel the contract where the other party
has DOt or DOt fully and adequately
performed
his obligations
within the
agreed period of time.

Art. 1785.

-

Good faith.

(1) In making

its decision,

the parties
(2) A contracl

and the requirements
shall not be cancelled

the court

shall have regard

to the ioterests

of good faith.
except in cases of breach

of

of a fun-

damental provision of the contract.
(3) No contract shall be cancelled unless its essence is affected by non.
performance
and it is reasonable
to hold for such reuoo
that the
party requiring
cancellation
of the contract would not have entered
into the contract without the term which the other party has failed

to execute being included.

:
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Art.

by a party. - 1. Uruler the contract.
1786. - Cancellation
A party may cancel the contract where a provision to this effect has been
made in the contract and the conditions
for enforcing such provision are
present.

Art. 1787.

-

2. Expiry of time limit.

A party may cancel the contract
where -the other
perform
his obligations
within the period of time
with Art. 1770, 1774 or 1775 (b).
-=..
Art. 1788. - 3. Performance
impossible.

party
fixed

has failed to
in accordance

A party may cancel the contract even before the obligation
of. the other
party is due where the performance
by the other party of his obligations
has become impossible or is hindered 80 that the essence of the contract is
affected.
Art.

-

1789.
4. Party refusing performance.
(1) A party may cancel the contract where

the other

party

informs

him

in an unequivocal
manner that he will not carry out his obligations
under the contract.
(2) The party who intends to cancel the contract shall place the other
party in default and the contract shall not be cancelled where the
party in default produces
within fifteen days securities sufficient
to
guarantee
that he will perform his obligations
at the agreed time.
(3) Notice shall not be required and the contract may be cancelled forth.
with where a party informs
perform his obligations.
Art.

the other party

in writing

1790. - Damage arising out of non-performance:
( 1) Apart from or in addition to the enforcement

that he will not

or cancellation

of the

contract.
a party may require that the damage caused to him by the
other party failing to perform his obligations
he made good.
(2) Without prejudice
to the provisions of the following articles, the provisions of the Chapter of this Code relating to "Extra-contractual
Liability" shall apply where the damage is made good under sub-art. (1)
(Art. 2090-2123).
Art.

1791. - Damage when to be made good.
(1) The party who fails to perform
his obligations
shall
pay damages notwithstanding
that he is not at fault.
(2)

He shall
prevented

not be released
by force majeure.

unless

he can show that

be liable

performance

to
was
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-

Force
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Force majeure.
majeure

re8ults

from

an occurrence

which

normally
not foresee and which prevents him
forming hi8 obligations.
(2) }<'orce majeure
8hall not exi8t where the\~reDce

the

could

have been forcseen by the debtor or wh~e it renders
the performance
by the debtor of hi8 obligationl.
Art.

1793. --

Cases of force

debtor

absolutely

could

from

per.

normally

more oneroua

majeure.

The following
occurrences
may, according
lute cases of force majeure:
(a I thc unforeseable
act of a third party

to the

circnmstan.cel,

for whom

the

CODBti.

debtor

iB not

responsible;
or
(b) an official prohibition
preventing the performance
of the contract; or
(c) a natural cata8trophe
8uch a8 an carthqnake,
lightning or flood8; or
(d) international
or civil war; or
(e) the death or a 8erious accident or unexpected
8erions illneee of the
debtor.
Art. 1794. - Absence of force majeure.
Unless otherwise
cxpressly
agreed, the following occurrencee
ehall not
be deemed to be cases of force majeure:
(a) a 8trike or lock-out taking place in the undertaking
of a party or
affecting t)le branch of bUline88 in which he carries out his activi.
ties; or
(b) an increase or reduction
in the price of raw materials neceeaary for
the performance
of the contract; or
(c ) the enactment
of new legillation
whereby
debtor become more oneroUi.
Art.

the

obligati0D8

of

the

1795. - Proof of fault.
A party may not claim damagel on the ground of noa.-performanee of the
contract by the other party, unless he can Ihow that the other party is at
fault, where:
(a) the debtor has undertaken to do hil beet to proeqre 1OID..J.+n, to the

. other party without guaranteeing that he would IUcceed; or
(b) 8nch an exception i8 expre88ly provided by law in 1'fJ8PeCtof certaia
contraeta.
Art.

1796. - Grave fault.
Where the contract i8 made for the exclulive
other party shaH not be liable to pay damagel
unless he has committed
a ~ave fault.

advanta,e
of one JNIIt.1. tip,
in CII8e8 of DOII-perf~
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Art.

-

Notice to other party.
1797.
(1) The debtor shall forthwith inform the other party of the reason which
prevents him from performing
his obligations.
(2)

He shall

be liable

as though

non-performance

were

him for any damage caused to the other party
avoided, had notice been given.
_/
Art. 1798. --

Party

is prevented
by force majeure, damages shall be due
occurred after the debtor had been placed in default.

1799. - Normal amount of damages.
ll) Damages shall be equal to the damage
normally
have caused to the creditor
person.
(2) The nature

1800. -

which non.performance
wouJd
in the eyes of a reasonable

of the contrat-'t, the profession

the parties and any circumstances
rounded the making of the contract
in assessing the amount of damages.
Art.

to

in default.

Where performance
where force majeure
Art.

attributable

which could haTe been

of and the relations

between

known to the debtor which surshall be taken into consideration

Lesser damage.

Where the debtor can show that the amount of damages assessed in accordance with Art. 1799 is greater than the damage caused to the creditor,
he shall be liable to the extent of the damage actually caused.
Art.

1801. - Greater damage.
(1) The amount of damages

shan be equal

to the damage

actually

eaused

to the creditor where the debtor on entering into the contract was
informed-by
the creditor of the special circumstances
owing to which
the damage
(2) The

is greater.

provisions

of sub-art.

(1) shall

due to the debtor's intention
gence or grave fault.
Art.

1802. (1) The

Duty
party

to limit
who

the extent

invokes

where

damage

non.performance

is

or to his groes negli-

of the damage.

non.performance

measures not involving inconvenience
extent of the damage caused.
(2)

apply

to cause

shall

or heavy

take

all reasonable

expeoses

to limit

the

Where he fails to take such measures, the other party may iDvoke
such failure to require that the amount of dam.ages be reduced.
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Art. 1803. - Money debts. - 1. Interest for default.
(1) Where the debtor owes a money debt and he is in default, he shall
pay interest for default at the rate fixed by law (Art. 1751) notwith.
standing that the contract fixes a lower rate in respect of interest to
be paid before the debt is due.
(2) Where a higher rate of interest is fixed in the contract, such interest
shall be due in lieu of interest under sJdj~~. (1).
(3) Interest shall be due notwithstanding that no loss is incurred by the
creditor.
Art.

1804. - 2. Interest on interest.
(1) Where the debtor fails to make

periodical

payments

which

constitute

an income for the creditor, such as rents, arrears of life or perpetual
annuities or interest on capital, interest for default shall be due from
the day on which proceedings
for recovery are instituted
where the
debtor is one year in arrears.
(2) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisions relating to current
acooUnts.
Art.

1805. - 3. Greater Damage.
Where the damage caused to the creditor exceeds the interest for default,
such damage shall be fully made good by the debtor where he knew of the
circumstances
on entering into the contract or where nOD.performance
is
due to the debtor's intention
to cause damage or to his gross negligence
or grave fault.

Chapter 3. Extinction of obliqatlODS
Art. 1806. - Obligation performed.
An obligation shall be extinguished
with the contract.

whp.re it is performed

in accordance

Art. 1807. - Other causes of extinction.
An obligation shall be extinguished where:
(a) the contract in which it is provided is invalidated or C8IIceJJed; or
(b) the parties or' one of them enforce a provisioo made in the OODtract
for the termination of the contract; or
(c) the parties agree to substitute a new obligation for the oripul obli.
gatioo; or
(d) the debtor's obligation is Bet off by an obligatiOD owiDs trom the
creditor to the debtor; or
'
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le)

the positions
son; or

(f)

performance
period.

Section
A.rt. 1808.

-

of the

and

contract

1. Invalidation
Jflho

may

(1) A contract
incapacity
that

of creditor

debtor

are

has not been

which is affected
of one party may

in the

demanded

and cancellation

or by the
request of

party.

1809. _.- Party

may

refuse

the invalidation

( 2! Where a contract is unconscionable
the action shall be brought within
contract.

-

Confirmation

(1) The party

of the contract

may

action to this effel.'! is
unless an
for invalidation
having
the ground
~
and the party injured was of age,
two years from the making of the

of contrcu:t.

whose consent

was vitiated

the invalidation
of the contract
consent has disappeared.
(2) Where

or a contract not
at the request of

performance.

1810. - Action for invalidation.
(1) No contract
shall be invalidated
brought
within two years from
disappeared.

Art. 1811.

a fixed

I

by a defect in the consent
only be invalidated
at the

A party who is entitled to require
at any time refuse to perform it.
Art.

within

per-

of contracts

(2) A contract whose object is unlawful
or imnlOral
made in the prescribed
form Ulay be invalidated
any contracting
party or interested
third party.
Art.

same

,/--'

invalidation,. ,

require

merged

where

may waive his right to requir.
the cause

which

the contract was made in a special form, waiving
(1) shall be made in the same form.

vitiated

hi

as mentioDf

in sub-art.

Art. 1812.

-

putting

Where a party
the other party
the injury.

an end to cu:tion.
requires the invalidation
of an unconscionable
contra
may put. an end to the action by offering to make go

Art. 1813. - Partial invalidation.
Where part only of the contract is vitiated, only that part shall be
validated unless such invalidation affeet8 the essence of the contrl
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1814.
Duty to opt.
( 1) The party who is entitled

to require

the invalidation

of the contract

or to cancel the contract
shall, where he is so asked by the other
party, without
delay answer whether
he intends to confirm or to
cancel the contract.
(2) Notwithstanding
any proof to the contrary,
the contract
shall
deemed to be cancelled where answer is pot given in due time.
Art.

1815. - Effect of invalidation
or cancellation.
Where a contract
is invalidated
or cancelled,

(1)

far as possible be reinstated
had the contract not heen
(2) Acts done in perfonnance
Art.

1816.

-

in the position
made.
of the contract

shall

the

parties

shall

as

would have existed,
be of no effect.

Rights of third parties.

Acts done in performance
of the contract
the interest of third parties in good faith
Art.

which

be

shall not be invalidated
so requires.

where

1817.
Restoring
previous position not possible.
(1) Acts done in performance
of the contract
shall not be invalidated
. where sueh invalidation
is not possible or would involve serious disadvantages
or inconveniences.
(2) The parties shall as far as possible be reinstated in the position which

-

would have existed, had the contract not been made, by the payment
of damages or any other remedy which the court thinks fit.
Art.

1818.
- Expenses.
Where a party who is to restore a thing following invalidation
or cancellation of the contract has altered such thing or incurred expenses in relation thereto, the provisions
of the Chapter of this Code relating to "Unlawful Enrichment"
(Art. 2168-2178) shall apply in settling the rights or
obligations
arising out of such alterations
or expenses.

Section 2. Termination

of contracts and remission of debt

Art.

1819. - Consent of the parties.
(1) A contract may terminate
where the parties so agree.
(2) A contract which is terminated
shall no longer be performed.
(3) Termination
shall have no retrospective
effect.

Art.

1820. - Termination
by one party.
(1) Provisions may be made in the contract to the effect that
or one of them may terminate
the contract on notice.

the parties
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(2) Where

more

than

two persons

be made to the effect that
to one of them and remain
Art.

Art.

into

period
1821. - Contracts for an undefined
Where a contract is made for an lWdefined
may terminate
it on notice.
1822. - Period of TWtice.
( 1) The party who terminates
tomary
(2) Where
shall

Art.

enter

1823. -

a contract

Special

having

relations

provisiOl18 may

regard

between

of time.
~ri(}d ,

of time,

both

parties

(

shall comply

periods of notice. .
the period of notice is not fixed
be reasonable

a contract,

the contract shall terminate
with regard
in force with regard to the other parties.

with legal or cus--

by the law or by custom,

it

to the circumstances.

the parties.

A party may apply to the court to order the termination
of a contract
which requires
a special confidence,
cooperation
or commlWity of views
between the parties, where such requirements
are no longer present.
Art.

1824. The court
advantage

Art. 1825. -

Gratuitous

contracts.

may order the termination
of a contract made for the exclusive
of one party where the other party for good cause so requires.
Remission

of debt.

Where the creditor informs the debtor that he regards him as released,
the obligation
shall be extinguished
unless the debtor forthwith
informs
the creditor that he 'refuses his debt to be remitted.

Section
Art. 1826.

-

3. Novation

Principle.

An obligation
shall be extinguished
where the parties agree to substitute
therefor a new obligation
which differs from the original one on account
of its object or nature.
Art.

1827. - Effect of 1W1Jation.
(1) Unless otherwise expressly

provided,

securities

or privileges

attaching

to the original obligation
shall not be transferred
to the new obliga.
tion.
(2) Unless otherwise
expressly provided,
interest due prior to novation
may not be recovered
Art.

1828. -

Intention

thereafter.

to extinguish

original

Novation shall not occur unless the parties
to extinguish
the original obligation.

obligation.
show the unequivocal

intention
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Art.

1829. - Absence of novation.
Unless otherwise agreed, novation 8hall not occur where:
(a) a new document is prepared to support an existing debt;

or

(b)

in respect

the debtor

signs a promissory

an existing debt; or
(c) new securities are provided
Art.

rB30. - Current account.
(I) Novation shall not result
a current
(2) Novation

agreed,

or bill of exchange

/-,
paymen~ of ~n existing

to ensure

from

account.
shall occur where

admitted.
(3) Unless otherwise

note

the entry

the balance
the creditor

of credit

of an account
shall

retain

may attach to one of the items entered in a current
standing that the balance of the account has 'been
mitted.

Section
Art.

or debit

debt.

items

is finalised
such securities
account
finalised

of

in
and
as

notwithand ad-

4. Set-off

1831. - Principle.
Where two persons owe debts to one anotlwr, set.off shall occur and the
obligations
of both persons shall be extinguished
in accordance
with the
provisions of the following Articles.

Art. 1832. -

Positive conditions.

Set.off shall not occur unless both debts are money debts or relate to a
certain quantity of fungible things of the same species and both debts are
liquidated
and due.

Art. 1833.

-

Negative conditions.

Sewff
shall occur regardless
of the cause of either
obligation
except
where :
(a) the special nature
of the obligation
requires
that the creditor
be
actually paid,
the livelihood
(b) the obligation

as in the case of maintenance
or wages
of the creditor and his family; or
is owing to the State or municipalities;

necessary

(c) the obligation

is to restore

has been un.

(d)

justly deprived;
or
the obligation
is to retum

a thing
a thing

of which

the owner

for

or

deposited.

Art. 1834. - Period of groce.
The granting of a period of grace shall be no bar to a set-off.
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Art.

1835. - Appropriation
of payments.
Where several debtsliahle
to set-off are owing from the same person,
the set.off sha]] he made in accordance
with the provisions of Chapter 2
of this Title relating to appropriation
of payments
(Art. 1752-1754).
r
Art. 1836. - Effect of set-off.
The debts shan extinguish
each other as from the day when they both
exist and to the extent of the amount of the
l~.
debt.
\
Art. 1837.

- Rights of third parties.
Set.off shan not affect the rights which a third party may have in respect
of one of the dehts.

Art.

1838. - Intention
to set.off.
(l) Set-off shan not occur unless the debtor informs the
he intends to make a set-off.
(2) The court sha]] not have regard to set-off unless raised.

creditor

that

Art. 1839. - Waiving of right to set-off.
The debtor may in advance waive his right to make a set-off.
Art. 1840. - Contractual set.off.
(I) Set.off may occur in cases not provided by law where the parties agree.
(2) The parties may in advance specify the conditions of a set-off.

Art. 1841. (I)

Where

Set-off by the COllrt.
one of the debts

is not liquidated,

the court

may hold that

a

set-off has been made to the extent of such amount of the debt as is
admitted.
(2) Where one of the debts is not liquidated
but can be liquidated
without
delay, the court
'8 liquidated

may suspend

until

the other

Section

judgment

against

the debtor

whose debt

debt is liquidated.

5. Merger

Art. 1842. - Principle.
Merger shall occur and the obligation shaH be extinguished where the
positions of creditor and debtor are merged in the same person.
Art. 1843. - Rights of third parties.
Merger sha]] not affect the rights which a third party may have in respect
of the obligation.
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Art.

1844. - End of merger.
The ohligation shall revive where

merger

comee to an end.

Section 6. Limitation of actions
An. 184!). -

Period' of

limitation.

:Onless otherwise provided hy law, actions for the performance
of a con.
tract, actions hased on the non-performance
of a ~act.
and actions for
the invalidation
of a contract shall he harred jf not brought within ten
years.

Art. 1846. -- Beginning of period.
The 'period of limitation
shall run
due or the rights under the contract
Art. 1847.

-

the period of limitation
not made was due.

is

shall

run from

the day

-

Calculation
of period.
1848.
(l) The period of limitation
shall not include

period hegins to run. .
(2) 'The action shall he harred

where

the day from

place of payment,
1849. Interest
harred.

Collateral
and collateral

which

the last day of the period

tation has expired without having heen used.
(3) Where the last day of the period of limitati9n

Art.

the ohligation

Annuities.

In respect of annuities,
when the first payment
Art.

from the day when
could he exercised.

the action shall he harred

such

of limi-

is a holiday

at the

on the next working

day.

claims.
claims shall he harred

where

the principal

claim is

Art.

1850. - Pledge.
A creditor whose claim is secured hy a pledge may exerGise the rights
arising out of the pledge notwithstanding
that the .claim is harred.

Art

1851 - Interruption.
The pel'iod of limitation
shall he interrupted
where:
( a) the dehtor admits the claim, in particular
hy paying
(h)

interest

stalments or hy producing
a pledge or guarantees;
or
the creditor
hrings an action for the dehtor to discharge

or in.

his ohli.

~ations.
Art.

1852. - Effect' of interruption.
(1) A new period of limitation

shall hegin to run upon each interruption.
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in writing
Art.

shall

CODE

be of ten years where

or established

the debt has been admitted

by a judgment.

1853. -- Special relations between the parties.
(1) The court may set aside a plea based on limita"tion

where

it is of

opinion that the creditor failed to exercise his rights in due time on
account of the obedience he owed to or fear he felt of the debtor to
whom he is bound by family relationship
or subordination.
(2) In such a case, third parties who guaranteed
the payment of the debt
shall however

Art. 1854.

-

A party
Art.

Art.

be released.

Bad faith.
may plead

limitation

notwithstanding

that

1855. - Contrary pr01Jisiom.
The parties may not in advance waive limitation
of limitation
other than those fixed by law.

he is in bad faith.

nor may they fix periods

1856. - Waiving of limitation.
( I) A party may waive limitation
after it has become effective.
(2) The court shall not have regard to limitation
unless pleaded.

Chapter 5. Special terms of obligations or contracts
Section 1. Provisions as to time
Art.

1857. - Calculation
of period of time.
Where an obligation
is to be discharged
or another act of Ii legal nature
is to be performed
after a certain period of time from the date of the contract or any other date, such period shall be reckoned in accordance with
the provisions
of the following Articles.

Art. 1858.

-

Period fixed in days.

Where the period is fixed in days, the debt shall be due on the last day
of such period, the day of the making of the contract not being included.
Art.

1859. -

Period

fixed

in weeks.

Where the period is fixed in weeks, the debt shall be due on such day of
the last week as corresponds
by its name to the day of the making of the
contract.
Art.

1860. - Period fixed in months.
(1) Where the period is fixed in months

or so as to

include

several

months, the debt shall be due on such day of the last month as corresponds by its number to the day of the making of the contract.
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(2) Where the period is fixed in accordance with the Gngorl8D Calendar
and DO day in the lut month oorretlpond& to the day of the making
of the contract. the debt shall be due on the lut day -o~ the lut month.
(3) The thirteenth month of the Ethiopian Calendar swan BOt be taken
into account.
Art. 1861. - Monthly period&.
( 1) Where the period expires at the beginning or at the end of a month,
such period shall expire on the fint or on the la8t day of such month.
(2) Where the period expires in the middle of a month, such period shall
expire on the fifteenth of mch month.
Art. 1862. ~ Holidays.
Where the period expires on a day which is a holiday at the place of
payment, such period shall expire on the next working day.
Art. 1863. - Lapse of time.
(1) Where an obligation is to be discharged within a specified period of
time, the debtor shall discharge his obligations before the expiry of
such period.
(2) He shall fix the exact date on which he shall discharge his obligations
unless the circumstances are such as to show that the said date is to
be fixed by the creditor.
Art.

1864.

-

Period

extended.

Where the period is extended, the new period shall, unless otherwise
agreed, begin to run from the day following the day on which the fint
period expired.
Art.

1865.

-

Benefit

of period

of time.

The period of time shall be deemed to be fixed for ihe benefit of the
debtor unless the contract or the circumstances show that it is also fixed
for the benefit of the creditor.
Art. 1866. - W Giving of
(1) The debtor may
agreed period of
be inferred from
cumstances.

benefit of time.
discharge his obligations before the expiry of the
time unless the contrary intention of the parties can
the terms or nature of the contract or from the cir-

(2) Payments made before the expiry of the agreed period of time may
not be recovered.
20.
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Art. 1867. - Rights of creditor.
(1) The creditor may not demand performance bef~ the expiry of the
agreed period of time unless such period was fix~ for bi8 exclusive
benefit.
(2) Where the period is fixed for the exclusive benefit of the creditor,
he 8hall, where neceesary, grant a reasonable period of time for the
debtor to di8charge his obligations.
Art. 1868. - Loss of benefit of time.
The debtor whose insolvency has been establi8hed or who has reduced
the value of the securities given by him to the creditor ehall lose the
benefit of the agreed period of time.

Section 2. Condition
Art. 1869. - Principle.
A contract shall be deemed to be conditional where it relates to an obli.
gation whose existence depends on the occurrence or non-occUrreDce of an
uncertain event.

Art. 1870. - Good faith.
A party may regard a condition as fulfilled where tlte other party has
prevented its fnlfilment in a manner contrary to good faith.

- Condition precedent.
Unlees otherwise agreed, the contract shall be effective as from the day
when the condition is fulfilled.

Art. 1871.

Art.

1872.

-

Condition

subsequent.

(1) A contract whose cancellation depends on the occurrence of an un.
certain event 8hall be effective forthwith.
(2) It shall cease to he effective where the event occurs.
Art. 1873. - Non-interference.
The partiee 8hall refrain from doing any act likely to prevent the regular
performance of the contract upon the fulfilment of the condition.
Art. 1874. - Acts of rruuwgement.
Acts of management done prior to the fulfilment of the condition by the
party who exercisee the right shall remain valid where die condition is
fulfilled. Damagee may be claimed where such acts were done in bad
faith.
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Art.

1875. - Acts beyond management.
Acts beyond management
done by the party

(I)

who exercises

the right

may be invalidated
where the other party so requires:,
(2) Any interested
party may require the other party
t!' state within a
reasonable
period of time whether
he will require' the acts beyond
management
to be invalidated.
(3) The effects of invalidation
shall be as provided by Art. 1808-1818.
Art.

Art.

1876. - Fruits and profits.
The party who exercises the right prior to the fulfilment
of the condition
shall, where the condition is fulfilled, retain the fruits and profits he received in good faith prior to the fulfilment
of the condition.
1877.

-

Protective measures.

A party whose conditional
rights are imperilled
may take such prote~tive
measures as he could take, were his rights not conditional.
Art.

1878. - Impossible,
llnlawful or immoral condition.
The provisions
relating to the impossible,
unlawful or immoral
a contract (Art. 1715 and 1716) shall apply where the condition
a contract
depends is impossible,
unlawful
or immoral.

Art. 1879. - Condition depending
on a party.
(1) An obligation
assumed subject to a condition

the fulfilment

object of
on which

of which

depends solely on the party who assumes the obligation shall be of no
effect.
(2) An obligation shall be deemed to be assumed under sub-art. (1) where
the promisor's
liability
ed in the contract.

for non-performance

Section 3. Alternative

of the contract

is exclud-

obligations

Art. 1880. - Principle.
A debtor who is to discharge alternative obligations shall be released
where he discharges either of the duties provided in the contract.
Art. 1881. - Rights of debtor.
(1) The debtor may choose which
is expressly conferred on the
(2) Where the party entitled to
being required to do so, such
\rt.

duty he will discharge unless such right
creditor or a third party.
choose does not exercise his right on
right shan pass to the other party.

1882. - Performance impossible.
(1 ) Where the discharge of one of the duties is or becomes impossible.
the debtor shall dischatge the other duty.
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(2) Damages

shall be due where

a party who was not entitled

Section

such impossibility

is due to the fault

of

to choose the duty to be discharged.

4. Earnest

Art. 1883. - Effect of earnest.
The giving of earnest shall be proof of the making of the contract.
Art. 1884.
Unless
return
Art.

Performance

-

of contract.

otherwise
agreed, the party who
has
received
it or deduct it from his claim where the contract

1885. - Non-performance
of contract.
(1) Unless otherwise agreed, the party

earnest
shall
is performed.

who has given earnest

may cancel

the contract subject to forfeiture
of the earnest given by him.
(2) Unless otherwise
agreed, the party who has received earnest
cancel

the

contract

subject

to repayment

of double

of the

may

a~un~'
.

.

received by him.

Section 5. Provisions as to liability
Art. 1886. - Extension of liability.
The parties may extend, their liability under the contract
that they will be liable for non-performance notwithstanding
mance is prevented by force majeure.
Art. 1887. - Limitation of liability.
The parties may limit their liability under the contrad
they will not be liable unless they commit a fault.

and provide
that perfor-

and provide that

Art. 1888. - Acts of employees.
(1) The parties may provide that they will not be liable where non-per.
formance is caused by a fault of their employees or auxiliaries.
(2) Any such provision shall be of no effect where it is made to the pre.
judice of a party who is the employee of the other party.
Art.

1889.

- Penalty.

The parties may fix the amount of damages which will be due, should a
party fail to discharge his obligations or to discharce them completely
and in due time.
Art. 1890. - Rights of creditor.
(1) Unless otherwise agreed, the creditor may require the performance
of a contract which includes a penalty.
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(2) He may not require both the enforcement of the contract and the
penalty unless the penalty was provided in respect of delay or the
non-performance of a collateral obligation.
Art. 1891. - Conditions of application.
The penalty shall be due whenever the creditor is entitled to claim damages by reason of non-performance of the contract.
Art. 1892. - Actual damage.
(1) The penalty shall be due notwithstanding that no actual damage was
caused to the creditor.
(2) Damages may not be claimed above the amount of the penalty unless
non-performance is due to the debtor's intention to cause damage or
to his gross negligence or grave fault.
Art. 1893. - Variation of penalty.
The agreed amount of the penalty due for non-performance may not be
reduced by the court unless partial performance has taken place.
Art. 1894. - Invalidation.
(1) A penalty shall be of no effect where the contract in which it is
prescribed is invalidated.
(2) A contract shall remain in force notwithstanding that the penalty is
not valid.
Art.

1895.

-

ContToctual

sanctions.

Where a contract provides that a party may apply certain sanctions, should
the other party fail to carry out one of his duties, the court shall, not.
withstanding
any provision to the contrary, verify
whether
the agreed
sanctions may be applied.

Chapter

5. Plurality of debtors or creditors

Section 1. Debtors jointly and severally liable
Art. 1896. - Cases of joint and several liability.
Unless otherwise agreed or provided by law, co-debtors shall be jointly
and severally liable.
Art. 1897. - Principle of joint and several liability.
(1) The creditor may require all the debtors or one of them to discharge
the obligation in whole or in part.
(2) Each debtor shall be liable until the obligation is fully discharged.
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Art. 1898. - Res judicata.
Proceedings
instituted
against one of the debtors
lar proceedings
being instituted
against the other
Art.

1899.

-

shall be no bar to simidebtors.

Notice.

Notice placing
debtors.

one

debtor

in default

shall

be effective

against

all the

Art. 1900. - Nullity of obligation.
(1) Any debtor may set up against the creditor defences based on the
nullity of the obligation.
(2) Where the obligation is null owing to a defect in the consent or to
the incapacity of the debtor, such nullity may be raised by that debtor
only.
Art. 1901. - Payment and limitation.
Any debtor may set up against the creditor defences based on the total
or partial payment of the debt or on limitation.
Art. 1902. - Remission of debt.
(1) Where the debt is remitted to one debtor, all co-debtors shall be released.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub.art. (1), the creditor may spe'
cify that the debt is remitted for the exclusive advantage of one debtor.
(3) Aremission under sub.art. (2) shall not release the co-debtors unless
the debt ultimately rests with the debtor for whose advantage the remission was made.

-

Art. 1903.
N01Jation.
(1) The provisions of Art. 1902 shall apply where the creditor agrees with
one debtor to substitute a new debt for an exililing debt.
(2) The creditor may specify that novation shall only apply to the share
of that debtor.
Art.

1904.

-

Set-off.

Where the creditor owes a debt to one debtor, the C()odebtors shall not be
released unless the debt ultimately rests with the debtor with whom the
set-off was made.
Art.

1905. - Merger.
C()o
Where one debtor becomes the creditor, merger shall not release the
debtors unless the debt would ultimately have rested with the debtor who
became the creditor.
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Art. 1906. - Liability.
(1) A debtor who is jointly and severally liable may do notWns to in.
crease the liabilities of the co-debtors.
(2) A debtor shall be liable to the co-debtors where he fails to rai8e defences common to all the co-debtors.
Art. 1907. - Share in the debt.
Unless otherwise agreed or provided by law, each debtor ahall8hare equally
in payments made to the creditor.
Art. 1908. - Claims as between co-debtors.
(1) A debtor who pays in excess of his share may claim the amoont paid
in excess from the co-debtors in proportion to their share.
~.
(2) Any amoont which cannot be recovered from one of the debtors shall
be repaid by the other debtors in proportion to their ahare.
Art.

1909.

-

Substitution.

(1) A debtor who may claim onder Art. 1908 shall substitute himaelf for
the creditor to the extent of the amoont paid by him to the creditor.
(2) The creditor shall hand to the debtor who makes the payment all
documents and make all formalities to enable the debtor to claim from
the other debtors.
t 3) Where the creditor makes substitution impoaible,
for the damage caUBed by him to the debtor.

Section

he shall he liable

2. Joint creditors

Art. 1910. - &ope of application.
Unleu otherwi8e agreed or provided by law, joint creditors 8hall not be
jointly and severally entitled to claim payment.

-

Art. 1911.
Principle.
(1) Each joint creditor may require the debtor. to pay the whole debt.
(2) Payment made to ooe of the creditors shall be effective against all
the creditors.
(3) The debtor may, at hisoptioo, pay any of the joint creditors until he
i8 informed that proceedings have beeninBtituted by ODeof them.
Art. 1912. - Limitaeion.
Any act interrupting the period of limitation
shall interrupt it for the benefit of all.

a8 regards one joint creditor
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Art. 1913. - Remiuion. of debt.
A. remiuion of debt made by one joint creditor shall release the debtor
in l'e8pect of the share of that creditor only.

Art. 191~

-

NOtJGtion..
The provisioD8 of Art. 1913 shall apply to a novation agreed upon between
one joint creditor and the debtor.

Art. 1915. - Set-off.
Where the debtor becomes creditor of one joint creditor, he may invoke.
a set-off against the other co-creditors only to the extent of such creditor's.
.

ultimate share in the claim.
Art. 1916.

-

(1) Unless

UltiJrUJle ,1uJrin.&.
otherwise provided

by the contract

or by law, each joint

cre-

ditor shall be entitled to an equal share of the debtor's payment.
(2) A creditor receiving more than his share shall account for the excess
to the other

Section

creditotB.

3. Obligations

other

than

joint obligations

Art. 1917. - IndifJuibility.
The provisions regarding joint obligatioDl shall apply by analogy to oblisatioDl which are indivisible owing to their nature.
Art. 1918. - Plurality of debtors.
(1) ObligatiODl which are neither joint obligations nor indivisible owing
to their nature shall be divided between the persons liable for the
debt.
(2) Each debtor shall be liable for his lawful share or for such ot.her
Ihare in the debt 88 may be prescribed by the contract or by law.
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the case where one debtor hu
acted 88 lurety and guaranteed payment of the debt by the principal
debtor.
Art. 1919. - Plurality of creditor,.
(1) ObligatiODl which are neither joint obligatioDl nor indivisible owing
to their nature shall be divided between the creditors.
(2) Each creditor may only demand payment of his lawful share or of
Inch other share as may be prescribed by the contract or by law.
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4. Suretyship

Art. 1920. - Principle.
Whosoever guarantees an obligation shall undertake towards the creditor
to discharge the obligation, should the debtor fail to discharge it.
Art. 1921. - Consent of debtor.
A guarantee may be given without any request from the debtor for whom
it is undertaken or without his knowledge.
Art.

-

1922.

Form.

(1) A guarantee
(2)

It shall

shall not be presumed.

be express

and may not be extended

beyond

limits.
(3) The contract of guarantee shall be of no effect unless
maximum
amount for which the guarantee
is given.
Art.

1923. - Principal obligation void.
(1) A guarantee may not be given except

in respect

its contractuaL
it specifies

the

of a valid obligation.

(2) A debt resulting from a contract which, owing to mistake or incapacity, is not binding on the debtor, may validly be guaranteed
where
the guarantor,
on undertaking
the guarantee, was aware of the defect
pertaining
to the debtor which vitiated the contract.

Art. 1924.

-

Limits of a guarantee.

(1) A guarantee may not exceed the amount owed by the debtor, nor be
contracted
on more burdensome
terms.
(2) It may be contracted
in respect of part only of the deht and subject
to less burdensome

terms.

(3) A guarantee which exceeds the amount of the debt, or which has been
contracted
on more burdensome
terms, is not void but merely redu.
cible to the amount of the primary debt.

Art. 1925. - Future or conditional obligations.
(1) A guarantee may be undertaken in respect of future or conditional
.

obligations.
(2) Where

the time

during

which

the guarantor

is to be bound

has not

been stipulated in the instrument
creating the guarantee, the guarantor
may put an end to his undertaking
so long as the primary debt is not
yet due.
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-

E%,inc,ion oj print.GTy deb,.
ArL 1926.
(1) The guarantor
shall be releaeed when the primary
for any reaeon whateoever.
(2) The guarantor
mayeet up againet

the creditor

debt is diech.U'ged

all the defencee

avail.

able to the debtor, and the fact that the principal
debtor might have
waived them cannot be set up against him.
(3) The fact that the obligation of the principal
debtor is null by rea80n
of a defect in the latter's coneent or of hie incapacity
shall not affect
the guarantor,
where he bound himeelf with full knowledge of theee
circumetaneee.

Art. 1927. - Substituted perJormance.
The voluntary acceptance by the creditor of an immovable or of any other
aSBetin satisfaction of the primary debt ehall diecharge the guarantee even
though the creditor may subsequently be evicted.
Art. 1928. - VOTiation oj primary debt.
(1) Contracte entered into between the creditor and the principal debtor
after the making of the contract of guarantee may not increaee the
liabilities of the guarantor.
(2) The guarantor shall be released where the creditor, without his being
expressly authorised to do so, allows time for payment to the debtor.
Art. 1929. -

Limitation.

Proceedings
instituted
against
period of limitation
as regards

the principal
the guarantor.

debtor

ehall

interrupt

the

Art.

1930. - Interest.
Where the debt guaranteed
bears interest, the guarantor shall, unless otherwise agreed, guarantee the payment of the interest within the limite of the
maximum amount stated in the instrument
of guarantee.

Art.

1931. - Legal costs.
T~e guarantor
shall be liable, even beyond the limite of the maximum
amount stated in the instrument
of guarantee, for the coste of any actions
brought against the principal
debtor, provided he received sufficient notice
thereof enabling him to forestall them by discharging the debt.

Art.

1932. - Maturity
(1) The guarantor

oj debt.
may not be required

to pay prior to the time fixed for

the payment of the primary debt notwithstanding
that the debt became
mature at an earlier date owing to the bankruptcy
of thc debtor.
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debt is exigible

only after previous

--notice is given

to the debtor, such notice shall also he given to the guarantor.
The period of notice shall run as regards the guarantor from the day
he was notified.

Art.

1933. - Joint guarantee.
(1) Where the person undertaking

the

guarantee

described

himself

a~

joint guarantor,
co-d.ehtor, or used equivalent
terms, the creditor may
sue him without previously
demand.ing payment from the debtor or
realizing his securities.
(2) The relevant provisiolli of this Chapter shall apply to joint guarantee.
Art.

1934. - Simple guarantee.
(1) Apart from the case mentioned
in Art. 1933, a guarantor
shall not
pay the creditor unless the principal
debtor fails to discharge his obli(2)

gation.
The guarantor
may demand that the creditor, before requiring him to
pay, shonld discuss th~ principal
debtor's assets and, in particular,
realize the real securities

Art.

1935. - Benefit
(1) The creditor
tor so requires
(2) The guarantor
solvency

Art.

available.

of discussion.
shall not discuss

the principal

debtor

unless the guaran-

as soon as he is first proceeded against.
may not claim the benefit of discussion

of the debtor

has been judicially

where

the in-

established.

-

1936.
Assets to be discussed.
(1) A guarantor
requiring
discussion
the creditor and advance sufficient
cussion.
(2) He may not indicate such debtor's

shall indicate
money

the debtor's

assets to

for the costs of their

properties

as are subject

tion, or situate outside the country of payment, or mortgaged
curity for the debt but no longer in the debtor's possession.

dis-

to litigaas se.

Art.' 1937. - Failure to proceed.
Where the guarantor
has indicated the assets as provided in Art. 1936 and
has supplied sufficient
money for their discussion, the creditor is answer.
able to the guarantor,
up to the value of the assets thus indicated,
for an
insolvency of the principal
debtor due to the creditor's failure to proceed.
Art.

1938. - Summons
to proceed.
(1) Where the primary obligation

has fallen

mand that the creditor sue the principal
the enforcement
of his rights.

due, the guarantor
debtor

within

lllay de.

six weeks for
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(2) The

gu!tt'8Dtor

shall

with this .summom
diligence.
Art.

be released

where

or to continue

the creditor

fails to comply

proceeding

with

the

reasonable

1939. - Tender of payment.
(1) Where the primary obligation
has fallen due, the guarantor
may require that the creditor accepts the payment from him.
(2) The guarantor
shall be released where the creditor does not accept
such payment
enjoys.

Art. 1940.
(1)

-

The

or refuses

Guarantor's
guarantor

to transfer

indemnity

to the guarantor

the securities

he

be indemnified

by the principal

claim.

who has paid

shall

debtor, whether
the guarantee
had been given with or without the
latter's knowledge.
(2) Such indemnity
claim shall apply to the principal,
interest and costs
(3)

incurred.
The guarantor

may claim

incurred
since he notified
rected agaimt himself.
Art.

with such costs only as he
debtor

of the proceedings

di-

1941. - Damages.
(1) The guarantor
may claim damages from the debtor where it was
owing to the latter's fault or negligence
that the guarantor
had to
pay the creditor.
(2) The amount of such damages shall be fixed in accordance
with the
rules

Art.

to be refunded
the principal

1942. (1) The

laid

down in Chapter

Lapse

of indemnity

guarantor

2 of this Title

(Art.

1790-1805).

claim.

has the right

and the duty to set up agaimt

the cre-

ditor all the defences available to the principal
debtor unless they
are excluded by the nature of his guarantee.
(2) The guarantor
who fails to set up such defences is debarred from his
remedy in so far as they would have relieved him of payment.
(2) shall not apply where the guarantor
(3) The provisions
of sub-art.
can prove that
Art.

1943. (l) The

Second
guarantor

he was in ignorance

thereof

without

his fault.

payment.
shall lose his indemnity

claim

where

the debtor

pays

a second time because the guarantor
failed to inform him of his own
payment.
(2) He may claim from the creditor what the latter unduly received from
the debtor.
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Art. 1944. - Subrogation.
(1) The guarantor
shall he subrogated

to the rights

extent of his payment to him.
(2) The benefit of such subrogation
Art.

1945.

-

Duties
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of the creditor

to the
,

may not be waived

in advan~.

of creditor.

The creditor shall hand over the documents of title to the guarantor
who
pays him and perform
such formalities
as will enable the guarantor
to
exercise his remedy and realize the securities available to the creditor.
Art.

Art.

1946. - Impossibility
of subrogation.
The guarantor,
shall be relieved
of his obligation
towards
where the guarantor's
subrogation
to the rights, mortgages
the creditor can no longer be effected owing to the creditor's
sion.
1947. - Debtor's bankruptcy.
(1) Where the debtor beeomes
bankruptcy.
(2) He shall inform

the

bankrupt

guarantor

tbe creditor

shall

of the bankruptcy

the creditor
and liens of
act or omis.

prove

in the

as soon ashe

is

aware of it.
(3) Where

the

creditor

fails

to comply

his rights against the guarantor
sulting from such failure:

Art. 1948. The
and
(a)
(b)
(c)

with

these

to the extent

rules,

he shall

of the latter's

lose

loss re-

Securities due to guarantor.

guarantor, even heforp hI" hils paid, mav take action
demand securities from him where:
the debtor has been <!"iven notice to Tlay his debt;
the debtor has been declared bankrupt;

against the debtor

either by reason of tIlt' losses the debtor },as suffered or as result of a
fault committed
by him, tl1e !!uarantor rum 11 considerably
/!Teater
risk than when he undf'rtook
the guarantee.

Art. 1949. - C()unter-~antor.
The counter-~uarantor !!l1~rantf'e8 towards thf' guarantor the effectiveness
of his indemnity claim a/!,ainst the nrincipfJl debtor.

Art. 1950. -, Secondary guarantor.
(1) A person

may

stand

surety

also for his guarantor.
(2) The secondary
/Warantor
guarantor

as a simple

not

shall

/Warantor

only

for the

principal

debtor

but

be in the same

position

towards

the

is towards

the principal

debtor.
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Merger

between

extinguish
rantor.
Art.

the

the

principal

creditor's

right

debtor

and

of action

the

against

guarantor
the

shall

secondary

not
gua-

1951. - Plurality
of guarantors.
(I) Where several persons became at the same time guarantors
of the
same debtor in respeci of the same debt, each of them shall be liable as
simple guarantor
for his share and as secondary
guarantor
for the
shares of the others.
(2) Where the guarantors
entered into their undertakings
by successive
acts, he who hound himself in the second place shall be held liahle
as secondary
guarantor
of the guarantor
who bound himself before
him.
(3) Where the guarantors
expressly bound themselves
as joint guarantors either with the principal
debtor or as between themselves,
each
of them shall be answerahle
for the whole deht, subject to contrihution from the others proportionate
to their shares.

Chapter 6. Third Parties in ReJation to Contract
Art.

1952. - Relative effect of contract.
(1) Except in the cases provided
in this
effecw

only as hetween

Code,

the contracting

contracts

shall

produce

parties.

(2)

Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisions
contractualliahility
(Art. 2056).
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisions

relating
relating

to extrato agency

(Art. 2179-2265).

Section 1. Promises and Stipulations

Concerning

Third Parties

Art.

1953. - Option to substitute
third party.
At the time of the making of a contract, a party may reserve the option to
suhstitute
for himself another person assuming the rights and ohligations
under the contract.

Art.

1954. -- Effect.
(1) Where the appointment
three days, the contract
into hy representation.
(2) Where the appointment
shall

he effective

thus provided is made within the following
shall be effective as if it had been entered
is not made

as between

within

the parties

three

who made

daye, the contract
it.
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Art.

1955. -

Promise

for third

-

party.

A person may stand promisor for a third party by promiaing aD ad .
omission by the said third party.
Art.

1956. - Effect.
(1) Where the third party ratifies the promise concerning him, the perIOB
who stood promisor shan be released.
(2) Unless otherwise
agreed, such person shall not guarantee the proper
performance
of the contract.
(3) Where the third party does not ratify the contract, the penon who
stood promisor for him shall be liable towards the other contraeting
party for the damage resulting from the non-performance
of the contract.

Art. 1957. -

Stipulation

~r benefit of third party.

Parties to a contract
may stipulate
obligation
for the benefit of a third

Art. 1958. (J)

(2)

Ri~hts

that one of them
party.

perform

an

of stipulator.

Unless otherwise agreed. he who stipulates
may reserve for himself the benefit of the
beneficiary
under the s.6pulation.
as Ion!!:
offered to the third TH!rty mentioned
in
said party has refused the benefit of the
Where the beneficiary
of tbe stipulation
lator shall retain the right to vindicate
non-~rformance
of the contract where
his obligation.

~rt. 1959. -

shall

for the benefit of another
contract or appoint a new
as the option has not been
the contract, or where the
stipulation.
has accepted it, the stipu-

the rights resulting from the
the promisor fails to perform

Option of beneficiary.

The person for whose benefit the stipulation
W8!l made may, when the
option is offered to him in accordance with the contract, accept or ref1ue
as he pleases the benefit of the stipulation.

Art. 1960. (J)

Heirs of stipulator.
Where the obJi/!,ation undertaken

by the oromisor is to be performed

upon the death of the stipulator,
the person whom the latter appointed as beneficiary
of the stinull!tion shall, where he claims the benefit
of the stipulation,
acquire nis rip.'ht against the promisor on the day
of the beneficiary's
death.
(2) The heirs of the stipulator
may not revoke the appointment
made
by him of the beneficiary
of the stipulation.
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1961. - Rights of beneficiary.
(1) Upon his acceptance,
the

beneficiary

vocably acquire the rights which
against the promisor.
(2) The promisor may set up against
sonal nature

which

Art.

him

any defences

of Obligatory

confers

&ball irre.
upon

him

of a purely

as
per.

the stipulator.

Rights and Subrogation

1962. - AssignFltent of rights.
A creditor may assign his rights to a third party without the consent of
the debtor, unless such assignment
is forbidden
by law or the contract,
or is barred by the very nature of the transaction.
1963. -

Scope of a~signment.

Arrears of interest
cipal of the debt.
Art.

stipulation

contract

he may have against

Section 2. Assignment
Art.

of the

the

shall he deemed

1964. - Warranty.
(l) Where the assignment

to have heen

is for consideration,

assigned

the

with the prin.

assignor

shall

gua.

rantee the existence of the right at the time of the assignment.
(2) He shall not guarantee the solvency of the debtor, unless he expressly
accepted such liability.
(3) Where the assignment
the existence

is. gratuitous,

the assignor

shall not guarantee

of the right.

Art. 1965. - Scope of guarantee.
(1) An assignor bound by the guarantee

shall

be liable

to the

assignee

only to the extent of the amount he received in principal and interest.
(2) He shall in addition be liable for the costs of the assignment and of
any unsuccessful

proceedings

against

the

debtor.

Art. 1966. - Valid defences.
(1) The debtor may set up against the assignee, as he could have done
against the assignor. any defences which were available to him upon
his becoming aware of the assignment.
(2) Where he had a claim against the assignor which was not yet demand.
able at the time, he may invoke a set.off. provided his claim does not
fall due later than the l1.ssigned claim does.
Art. 1967. - Opposability of assiJ{nment to debtor.
(1) The debtor shall be released where, before the 888ignment was
brought to his knowledge either by the assignor or the assignee, he
pays the assignor in ,rood faith.
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was assigned

to several

assignees,

sh..ln
~

regard

be had to the date on which the assignments
have been notified to
the debtor or agreed by the latter in a document
with an authenticated date.
(3) The debtor shall pay to the assil!;llee who avails himself of the earliest
date.
Art.

by creditor.
1968. - SubrogatUm
( 1) A creditor
who is paid by a third
righta.
(2) Subrogation

Art.)969.
A, debtor

shall be express

Art. 1970. -

aitd effected

Subrogation
by debtor.
who borrows. money or other

may subrogate the lender
cowent. of, the latter.

party

to the rights

may subrogate

him

to his

at the time of payment.

fungible

things

of the creditor,

to pay his debt
even without

the

evidencing

the

ConditUms.

( 1) Subrogation

by the debtor

implies

that the instrument

loan bears an authenticated
date and that the use of the sum lent is
expressly specified therein.
(2) The receipt for the loan shall bear an. authenticated
date and include
an expres8 ,statement, that the payment
borrowed money.
(3) The creditor may not refuse to include
where

the debtor

80 requires

was made

by means

this statement

of the

in the receipt

him.

Art. 1971. - Legal subrogation.
Subrogation to the rights of the creditor shall take place by virtue of the
law, to the extent.f
the amount paid:
(a) for the benefit of any person who, being bound with otben or on
behalf of others for the payment of a' debt, discharged the debt and
is thereby entitled to indemnity, or contribution from his co-debton;
and
(b) for the benefit of any penon who, being owner of a property or
enjoying ~er it a right of lien, mortgage or pledge, paid a creditor
who enjoyed over 'the saweproperty
a right of lien, mortgage or
pledge; and
(c) whenever the law so provides.
Art. 19'72. - pfll'riol.ptlymett.I~
(l~ 'subrogation 'may nO\-be made .0 the detriment of a creditor who haa
been only partly paid.
21*
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(2)

Art.

The creditor may exercise his rights in respect of the balance still
due in priority to the pe~on from whom he received partial payment.

1973. - Effect of subrogation
or assignment.
(1) The subrogated
creditQr or the assignee
(2)

may exercise

liens, securities and other accessory rights attached to it.
He may not enter into possession of the thing received in pledge
the creditor

Art.

of a right

without

the consent

the
by

of the pledger.

1974. - Duties of original creditor.
(1) He who assigned a right or was paid by a third party shall hand over
to the assignee or to the subrogated
creditor the document
of title
relating to the debt and furnish him with any available means of
proof, as well as with the necessary information
enabling him to vindicate his rights.
(2) In cases of partial assignment or payment, the original creditor shall
supply a copy certified by two witnesses of the documents evidencing
the claiOL

Art. 1975.

Exceptions.
(l J Nothing in the preceding Articles shall affect the special rules gQVerning the assignment
of certain specified rights.
(2) Nothing shall affect thc cases where the claim is embodied in a regis-

tered

Section

document

or an instrument

3. Delegation,

Art. 1976. -- Principle

to order

and Assignment

or to bearer.

of Obligations

of delegation.

A dehtor may with the consent of the creditor, or without such consent
in cases provided
hy law or US3!!C, delegate to another the performancf'
of his obligations.
Art.

by creditor.
1977. - Acceptllftce
(1) Unless the contrary
has heen

expressly

stipulated,

the creditor

who

has agreed to such a delegation
shall retain his right against the
original debtor.
(2) He may not demand satisfaction
from the original debtor befQre demanding it from the delegate debtor.
Art.

1978. - Acceptance
by delegate.
Subject to usage, the delegate shall not be bound to accept the deleg~ion
notwithstanding
that he is the debtor of the pers()Jl appoiDti~
him as
rlelegate.
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Art. 1979. - Revocation
of delegation.
(1) The delegator may no longer revoke
accepted

towards

the delegation

the creditor

after the delegate

the payment.
(2) The delegate may accept the liability or perform the obligation even
after the death of the delegator or after the delegator having become
incapable.
Art. 1980. ( 1) The

the liability

Rights of delegate.
delegate may not set up against

or effected

the creditor

defences

deriving

either from his personal relationship
with the delegator, or from the
relationship
between the creditor and delegator.
(2) He may set up against the creditor defences deriving from his personal relationship

Art. 1981.

-

with him.

Insolvency of delegat...

(1) A creditor

who has released

the original

debtor

has no remedy

against

him where the delegate d~btor becomes insolvent, unless the delega.
tion instrument
contains an express reservation
on this point.
(2) He shall retain his remedy against the original debtor where the insolvency of the delegate
time of the delegation.
Art.

1982.

-

had been already

judicially

recorded

at the

Securities.

Third parties who have secured the debt upon their property or are gua.
rantors ~ball not be liable to the creditor unless they consented to the
delegation.
Art.

1983. - Assipment
of estate.
(1) He who acquire!! an estate

or an undertaking

with

assets and liabi-

lities shall be personally
liable for the debts to creditors as soon ao
he notified them of the transfer or published it in the newspapers.
(2) The former debtor shall be jointly liable with the new debtor for a
period of two. years.
(3) This period shall run, in respect
notification
or publication
date of maturity.

of mature

and, in respect

debts, from the day of the
of other

debts,

from

the

Art. 1984. - AJrUJlgamation of undertakings.
Where two undertakings amalgamate by the mutual transfer of their assets
and liabilities, the new undertaking shall be liable for all the debts of
each of them.
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Art. 1985.
(1)

-

Formation
The provisions

of partnership.
of Art. 1984 shall

apply

where

an individual

under.

taking is converted into a general or limited partnership.
(2) The new partnership
shall be liable for the debts of the individual
undertaking

it absorbed.

Section

4. Heirs

of the Parties

Art. 1986. - Principle.
The heirs of a person shall be substitntoo for him in contracts to which
he was a party, unless the contrary was stipulated or flows from the nature
of the contraC}L
Art.

1987. - Stipulation
for benefit of third party.
A stipulation
for the benefit of a third party shall be performed
for the
benefit of his heirs where he dies after having accepted it but before it
was performed.

Section 5. Creditors of the Parties
Art. 1988. - Attachment.
( 1) The

performance

by the

debtor

by all his assets, with the exception
at law.
(2) The rules relating

to attachment,

of claims vested in the debtor,
cedure.
Art.

of his obligations
of those which
and in particular

are contained

shall

be secured

cannot

be attached

to the attachment

in t.he Code of Civil Pro-

entered into by debtor. - 1. Principle.
1989. - Agreements
(1) Agreements
entered into by a person may be set up against

his ere.

ditors.
(2) Agreements

entered

into

by a person

in respect

of a certain

thing

may be set up against third parties who acquire from that person a
particular
right in respect of such thing, as from the time their date
is authenticated
or, where the law provides for the publication
of
such agreements,
as from the day of publication.
Art.

1990.

-

2. Preferred

creditors.

The provisions of Art. 1989 shall not apply where the law so provides,
in particular where a preferential right or lien is conferred upon the creditor by law or contract, or where the debtor has heen deprived, by judicial decision, of the management of his properties.

BACK
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Art. 1991. - 3. Apparent
acts.
(1) The provisions of Art. 1989 shall not apply in cases of simulation.
t2) Counter.deeds
shall bind the contracting
parties only.
(3) The creditor of one of thc parties may avail himself of such apparent
act on the basis of which he contracted.
Art. 1992. - Preservatory
me(tSures.
A creditor may take in the name of the debtor
quired with a view to preventing
the extinction
Art.

any preservatory
step reof a right of the debtor.

1993. - Exercise of debtor's rights.
A creditor may, with the authorisation
of the
sentative of the debtor all the rights of the
Juch impoverishment
of the debtor as would
of the debt.
(2) The authorisation
to act shall be refused to
tl)

right he intends to exercise is, by nature
in the person of the debtor.
(3) The authorisation
shall be refused where
imperilled
view.

by the inaction

of the debtor

court, exercise as repredebtor so as to prevent
jeopardize
the payment
the creditor

or under

the creditor's
whose

where

the

the law, inherent
rights

insolvency

are not
is not in

Art. 1994. - Simulation.
A creditor may have established,
by judicial decision, that a transaction
effected by a debtor was a simulated
one which, by agreement,
was not
intended to be carried out.
Art.

1995. - Debtor's fraud.
A creditor may, in his own name, challenge
the debtor, in fraud of the creditor's rights,
into obligations.

acts.
Art. 1996. - Fraudulent
(1) An act shall he deemed

the validity of acts whereby
alienated property or entered

to have been done

in fraud

of the rights

of

creditors where it was done by the debtor so as to become insolvent,
or with the knowledge that he was thereby increasing his insolvency.
(2) The payment of mature debts may not be challenged by the creditors.

Art. 1997. - Third parties in good faith.
A third party who is prejudiced by the creditor's action may set up his
good faith as a defence against such action where the act which is chal.
lenged, or a contingent act conferring rights on the third party, was done
for consideration.
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Art. 1998. - Time.
The creditor's action shall be brought
of the act which is challenged.
Art.

1999. - Effect.
(1) A debtor's act declared
the creditor
(2)

It shall

to be frandnIent

who brought

remain

valid

within two years from the date

may not be set up against

the action.

as between

the parties

and in regard

t~. other

creditors.
Art. 2000. - Bankruptcy.
The provisions
of the preceding
Articles shall not affeot the rnIes con.
cerning the exercise by creditors
of the debtor's rights or the action of
creditors
against the debtor's fraudulent
acts in the event of the latter's
bankruptcy.

Chapter 7. Proof in Relation to Contracts
Section 1. Burden and Admissibility of Proof
Art. 2001. - Burden of proof.
(I) He who demands performance
existence.
(2) He who alleges that
guished
tion.
Art. 2002. -

an obligation

of an

shall

is void, has been varied

shall prove the facts causing

Means

obligation

such nullity,

variatioD

prove

its

or is extin.
or extinc.

of evidence.

Proof may be adduced by writings, witnesses, presumptions,
a party's ad.
mission or oath, in accordance
with the rnIes set out in this Chapter and
the forms prescribed
in the Code of Civil Procedure.
Art. 2003. - Contracts to be in writing.
Where the law requires
written form for the completion
of a contract,
such contract may not be proved by witnesses or presumptions
unless it
is established
that the document
evidencing
the contract
has been destroyed, stolen or lost.
Art. 2004. -

Agreements

relating

to evidence.

Parties
are not allowed to provide in their contracts
exceptions
to the
rules whieh bar or restrict the admissibility
of certain means of evidence.
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Section
Art. 2005.

--- Probatory
value
11) A written instnunent
who signed it, of the
bears.
12) It shall have the same

act and the heirs

2. Written
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Evidence

of written instrument.
shall be conclusive evidence, as between thOle
agreement
therein contained
and of the date it
probatory

value for persons

represented

in the

of the parties.

Art. 2006. - Contrary proof.
contained
I I) Statements

in a written instrument
may be challenged
by
an oath to the party who avails
those who signed it only by tendering
himself thereof.
(2) No proof by witnesses nor any presumption
is admissible
against
such statements.

Art. 2007. - Disallowance
of handwriting.
( I) He against whom a non-authenticated
'\-

he intends not to recognize
handwriting
and signature.

instnunent

12 I It shall be sufficient for heirs to declare that
the writing or signature of their ascendant.
Art. 2008. -- Verification
of handwriting.
Where a party disclaims his handwriting
that they do not recognize them, their
the court.
Art. 2009. (11 Third

Third

disclaim

they

his alleged

do not recognUe

or signature or his heirs declare
verification
shall be ordered by

paRies.

parties

may p.rove by all means

tained in an instrument.
unless
ceived by a public officer.
(2) They may, in particular,
prove
on the instrunlent,
Art. 2010. -

is set up shall, where

it as his own, formally

Authentic

unless

the falsity

the instrument
by all means

of statements

was drawn
the falsity

con-

up or reof the date

such date is authenticated.

deed.

11) Where the instrument
was drawn up or received by a duly qualified
public officer, third parties may freely challenge such statements only
in the instrument
88 originated
from the parties and could not be
verified personally
by the public officer.
(2) Statements
which the public officer personally
verified may not be
challen!!ed

except

with the permission

of the court.
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Art. 2011. - Copies of authentic deeds.
(1) Copies or photostat
copies of original

authentic

deed.

shall

ha",

the same prohatory
value as the originals where they are ceftititld
hya duly qualified public officer.
(2) The same rule shall apply to photostat copies of plirtsof the'oripDaJa.
Art. 2012.

-

Public

records.

Copies of puhlic or private instruments
kep~ in public regiaten,
i88ued
in accordance
with regulations
hy the registrar to whom the instruments
are entrusted,
shall have the same authentic value as the originaJs~
Art. 2013. - Collation and photographs.
(1) In the cases provided in the preceding

articles,

the parties

may not

require the production
to the court of the original instrument,
but
may require,
at their own cost, the collation of the copy produced
with the original text or, failing such text, with the copy kept in
public registers.
(2) They may, at their own cost, demand a photostat copy of the inetnJ..
ment
Art.

2014.

-

being

collated.

Loss of original.

Failing an original text or a copy kept in puhlic registers, collies made in
accordance with the preceding articles shall retain their authenticity
where
on their face appear no erasures, alterations
or any other particularity
justifying
suspicion.
Art. 2015.

-

Authenticated

date.

An instrument
shall acquire an authentic
date:
(a) where the instrument
was drawn up or received

by.a

publicoffioe'f,

at the date of its drawing up or reception;
or
(b) where the instrument
is referred to in another instruJBep.t. drawn

up

or received hy a puhlic officer, at the date of the drawin,
up or reo
ceptfbn of the other instrument;
or
( c) where one of those who signed the instrument
has died c;tr become
physically
occurrence
Art. 2016.

-

Trade

incapable
of signing
of the incapacity.

it, at the date of the death

or of the

baoles.

(1) Entries in trade hooks are DO evidence in favour PI, ~~
the entries.
(2) They are evidence against those who made the eatri..
wishing to avail himseH thereof
entries contrary to his cl8im.

may n~

8eV'eI' them

10

~o

made

~ ~,~
diicud
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Domestic

Domestic reeord"
wrote them.
Art. 2018. -

records

all(l papers.

and papers

Evidence

against
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are no evidence

in favonr

of the person

wh..

author.

Such records and papers are evidence against the person who wrote them
where:
(a) they formally mention a payment;
or
( h) they inclnde an e"pre.-s statenH'ut that the entry was made to make
good the lack of document of title in favour
nefit of whom they state an obligation.
Art. 2019.

-~-

11) Where

of till' person

for the be-

Proof of cause.
a person

promiscd

to make a payment

or aeknowledgcd

a dcht,

the person in whose favollr the I'romi,,~ was madc or the deht acknowledged need not pl"Ove a cause ju.-tifying thcm.
(21 The existence of a valid agreement shall he pref'umed, suhject to proof
to the contrary.
131 Where proof of simulation
of the cause is adduced, the party
that the obligation has another lawful cam'!' shalll'rove
it.

Section
Art. 2020.

- - Presumption

3. Presumptions
of

Payment.

of Payment
1. llrlllding

over

title.
The handing over of the document of title to the dehtor
sumption that the debt has been discharged.
Art. 2021. --- 2. Creditor's

alleging

of document

oj

shall raise a prc-

entries.

Entries made by the creditor at the end, in the margin or at the back of
a document of title, which remained at all times in his posse.-sion, shall be
conclusive evidence although not .-igned or dated hy him, where they tend
to establish the debtor's release.
Art. 2022. -- 3. Prior or concomitant
debt.
(I) In the case of interest,; or other periodical

due.;, the

creditor

who

gives a receipt for a given period, without making any reservation,
shall he deemed to have colleeted the dues for the previous periods.
(21 Where the creditor gives a receipt for the prineinal,
the debtor shall
he deemed
Art. 2023.

n

to have paill the interest.

4. Presumption

oj payment

The following dehts shall be deemf'd
have elapserl since they fell rlue:

after six months.
to have hecn paid where

six months
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debts

in respect

daily workers
(b)

debts

of wages owed to clerks,

and workmen;

due to masters

or teachers

and
(c) debts due to hotel-keepers,
in respect

of lodging

them

Art. 2024.

to private

The following
(a)

debts

surgeons

or common

to have been paid

surgeons,

in respect
notaries

debts

due to handicraftsmen

(d)

debts

due in respect

(e)

arrears

of periodical

dentists,

supplied

by

UIIe.

where

or other
services;

two years

services

members

pharmacists

or

or supplies;

and

of the legal profes-

and

in respect

of rents
dues;

midwives,

of professional

of profcssional

(c)

of work

for houses

done by them;

or agricultural

and

estates;

and

and

(£I interest on loans and generally
periodical
intervals.

The

of boarding.hOll8es

of goods and foodstuffs

be deemed

debts due to advocates,

~

or managers

for consumption

due to physicians,

sion in respect

Art. 2025.

of lessons given monthly;

since they fell due:

veterinary
(b)

servants,

of payment after two years.

debts shall

have elapsed

employees,

and

in respect

persons

Presumption

~

in respect

inn-keepers

and food;

( d) debts due to merchants

office

and

any sum payable

annually

or at shorter

Contrary proof.

presumptions

laid

down

in the

preceding

Artioles

shall

not

apply

where:
(a)

the debtor

(b)

prior

instituted

Art. 2026.
(I)

~

has acknowledg;ed

to the expiry
proceedings

the debt in writing;

of the period

prescribed

or

by law, the creditor

with a view to the debtor

has

paying the debt.

Oath.

No proof

shall

be admitted

to rebut

the presumptions

laid down

in

Art. 2020-2024.
(2) The creditor
creditor
(3)

may require

the debtor

to take an oath as to whether

The heirs

of the creditor

as to whether

or debtor

or the debtor

may require

the

or not the debt has been pdd.
may be required

to take an oath

they know if the debt has been paid or not.
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TITLE XUI
EXTRA-CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY
AND UNLAWFUL ENRICHMENT
Chapter 1. Extra-Contractual liability
Art. 2027. -

Sources of

( 1 ) Irrespective
for
(2)

the damage

A person

shall

he causes

to

object
(3)

extra-contractuulliability.

of any

undertaking

be liable,
another

by

where

the

law

A person

shall

able

in

law

from

the law.

be liable

incurs

where

a liability

a third

which

party

arising

out

1. -

-

Art.

Public

the

damage

or

by

an

for

whom

he is answer-

of an offence

or

resulting

by an offence shall make it good.

act or in mere negligence.
to act.

morality.

A person

comJPits

a manner

or in conditions

(2)

Regard

shall

(3)

Unless

otherwise

without

for

he engages

Gener..1rules

2029. - Types of offence.
(1) An offence may consist in an intentional

2030.

be liable

arising from an. offence

2028. - General principle.
Whosoever causes daJIlage to another

( 1)

shall

so provides,

in

(2) An offence may consist in an act or failure
Art.

a person

he po88esses.

Paragraph

Art.

part,

by an offence.

an activity

Section 1. Liability
Art.

on his

he causes to another

regard

an offence

where

which

he acts or refrains

offend

be had to the behaviour
provided
to the

by

law,

age or mental

2031. - Professional fault.
(1) A person practising a profession

morality

of a reasonable
the

offence

from

or public

in

man.

sball

state of the person

or a specific

acting
order.

activity

be

assessed

concerned.

shall, in the

practice of such profession or activity, observe the rules governing
that practice.
(2) He shall be liable where, due regard being had to scientific facta or
the accepted rules of the practice of his profession, he is. guilty of imprudence or of negligence constituting definite ignorance of his duties.
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Art. 2032. - Intent to injure
(1) A person commits an offence
other
(2)

notwithstanding

A person

commits

that

where

he acts with

intent

he seeks no personal

an offence

he causes substantial
damage
proportionate
to the damage

where,

to injure

gain from

with full knowledge

to another
caused.

in seeking

an-

his act.

of the iacts,

personal

gain dis-

Art. 2033. - Abuse of powers.
(1) A person commits an offence where he -turns to his own advantage
powers
(2)

conferred

A publi.

upon

servant

him in the interest

commits

an offence

where

of another.
he turns

vantage or to the advantage
of another individual,
upon him in the public interest by his office.

Art. 2034.

-

to his own adpowers

conferred

Purpose of rights.

Subject to the provisions of the preceding Articles, the manner in which a
right is used may not be challenged
on the ground that it is contrary to
the economic or social purpose of that right.

Art. 2035.
(1)

Infringement of a law.

-

A person

commits

an offence

where

he infringes

explicit provision of a law, decree or administrative
(2) Ignorance of the law is no excuse.

Art. 2036.
(1)

an act has been

shall not necessarily

The doer commits

an offence

the order, in particular
person giving the order,
(3)

(1)

Non-performance

A person
liability

(2)

carried
relieve
where

out on the orders

shall
where

The provisions
in such case.

he is aware of the illicit

by reason of the lack
and the criminal nature

nature

of

of competencc
of the
of the act ordered.
the case, and in
administrative
or
position that he
than he did.

of a contract.

not commit

an offence

he fails to discharge
regarding

of a higher

the doer of liability.

There is no offence where, in the circumstances
of
particular
haTing regard to the strict exigenoies of
military
discipline,
the doer was placed in such a
could not discuss the order received or act otherwise

Art. 2037. -

and

Hierarchical order.

-

The faet that
authority

(2)

any specific
regulation.

involving

his obligations

the non-performance

his extra-contractu
a]
je,
under it contract.

of contracts

shall apply
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Special cases

Art. 2038.
(l)

--- Physical
assault. -- 1. Principle.
A person commits an offence where

with the person

of another

against

he intentionally

the latter's

makes

contact

will.

(2)

An offence shall be committed
regardless of whether the bodily harm
done to the other person is caused by personal contact or by the use
of an object, animate or inanimate.
(3) Unless otherwise provided, the mere threat of physical assault on ~n.
other

shall not constitute

an offence.

Art. 2039. - Justification.
No offence shall be deemed to have been committed
where:
(a) the defendant
could not reasonably
have foreseen that
(b)

would object to his act; or
the act was done, in a reasonable

manner,

in legitimate

the plaintiff
self.defence,

or in the legitimate
defence of another, or to safeguard
property of
which the defendant
is the lawful owner or possessor; or
(c) the act consists in reasonable
corporal
punishment
inflicted
by the
(d)

defendant
on his child, ward, pupil or servant; or
the plaintiff
was a dangerous
lunatic whom it was necessary

to re-

strain from doing harm, and the act was done in a reasonable
manner; or
(e) there are any other circumstances
such as to justify the defendant's
action

in the eyes of a reasonable

person.

Art. 2040. - Interference
with the liberty of another.
(I) A person commits an offence where, without

- 1. Principle.
due legal authority,

he

interferes
with the liberty of another person, even for a short time,
and prevents him from moving about as he is entitled to do.
(2) In such a case, an offence shall be deemed to have been (:ommitted
(3)

notwithstanding
that no injury is done to the plaintiff's
person.
It shall be sufficient for the plaintiff to have been compelled
to behave in a certain
not be unaware.

Art. 2041. -

manner

by the threat

of a danger

of which

he could

2. Lawful authority.

No offence shall be deemed to have been committed
where the (:on8traint
has been imposed in a reasonable
manner on a pel1!on in the legal cus.
tody of the defendant
and for the purpose of enforcing the authority conferred

upon the latter

by law.
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Art. 2042. - 3. Criminal offence.
(1) No offence shall be deemed to have been committed where the person
who haa in~rfered with the liberty of another had good reason to
believe that the latter had committed a criminal offence.
(2) The penon interfering with the liberty of another shall be liable in
the cue provided for In sub-art. (1) where he fails to hand over
fOrtbwiththe penon under his constraint to the police.
Art. 2043.

-

4. Bail.

A person who has provided hail for another; guaranteeing
to the authorities that the latter will reside in a certain place, may lawfully interfere
with the liberty of the person on bail where he has good reason to believe
that he is preparing
to abscond.
Art.

2044.

-

Defamation.

-

1. Principle.

A person commits an offence where hy his words, his writings or hy any
other mellI18 he acts in such a way as to make another living person detestable, contemptihle
or ridiculous
and to jeopardize
his credit. his reputation or his future.
Art. 2045. - 2. Absence of intent to injure.
(1) The intent to injure shall not be deemed
ment for defamation.
(2) No defamation
shall

be deemed

to be an essential

to have been

committed

requirewhere

the

author of the utterances
or writings alleged to be defamatory
had
no intention
of referring
in such utterances
or writings to any particular person.
(3) In such a case, the author of the utterances or writings shall be liahle
only where in the circumstances
he ought reasonably to have foreseen
that his words or writings would inflict injury on another.
Art. 2046. - 3. Matters of public interest.
( 1) A person shall not be deemed to have committed

an offence

where

he

confined
himself to expressing
his opinion on matters of public interest, notwithstanding
that such opinion inflicts injury OIl another
by bringing him under public ohloquy.
(2)

In this case, defamation
shall not be deemed to have been committed
unless the defendant
has made against the plaintiff charges which to
his certain knowledge
are false.

Art. 2047. - 4. Truth of the alleged facts.
(1) No defamation shall be deemed to have been committed
defendant adduces proof of the accuracy of his 'chHrges.

where the
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(2) In this case, he shall not be liable unlees he has aeted eoIeIr-WItIt
intent to injure.
Art. 2048. - 5. Immunity.
(1) No liability shall be incurred in respect of utterances made iD,"".
liamentary debates or in the course of legal proceedings.
(2) A person who repeats such utterances -in their exact form ahaB ...
liable only where he has acted solely with intent to injure.
Art. 2049. - 6. Jwtific6lion.
( I ) Where defamation
is committed

by way of publicati...

DO-lidiJi\y'

shall be incurred
where the defendant
hlUl acted without -ibteOt -to
injure and without gross negligence,
provided that at the plabatifl'J
request he publishes immediately
a withdrawal
and an apology.
(2) Whe= the defamation
is committed by way of a periodical whidt ~
pears at intervals of more than one week, the plaintiff may -reqain
the withdrawal
an'd apology to be published
immediately
in -.. periodical of his choice.
(3) In other cases, the withdrawal
and apology shall be published in the
periodical

in which

the defamatory

Art. 2050. - Injury to the rights of spouses.
(1) A person commits an offence where,

matter'

WIUIpublished.

-"'- 1. Principle.
knnwing her to be married,

or she induces a woman to leave her husband
will.
(2) A person commits an offence where, knowing

against

he

the hDlband's

him to be married,

he

or she induces a married man to leave his wife against the wife's will.
(3) A person commits an offence where he receives, harbours or detains
a married woman against the will of her husband,
of the hDlband's opposition.

in full knowledge

Art. 2051. - 2. Justification
No offence shall be deemed to be committed in the case provided in Art.
2050 (3) where:
(a) the hDlband and wife halVe agreed to live apart; or
(b) the hushand has been guilty of .cruelty to his wife or the defendant
had good reason to think so and has received the woman out of humanenesss.
Art. 2052.

-

Duty to educate and to superoise.

(1) A person

commits

an offence

where

he fails to take in respect

of per-

sons entrusted
to his charge or supervision
by law or in conformity
whh the law the measures of education
and supervision
which may
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reasonably be expected of him, having regard to the circumstances
and
custom.
(2\ He shall be liable where, as a consequence
of his default, damage is
(3)

suffered by the person in his charge.
He shall be liable where, as a consequence
subject

to his supervision

causes

damage

of his default,
to a third

the person

party.

Art. 2053. - Trespass.
A person commits an offence where, without due legal authority, he forces
his way on the land or into the house of another, against the clearly expressed will of the lawful owner or possessor of the land or house.
Art. 2054. - Assault on property.
A person commits an offence where, without due legal authority,
he takes
possession
of property
against the clearly expressed
will of the lawful
owner or possessor of the property.
Art. 2055. -- Pre-contractual
negotiations.
A person commits an offencc where, having declared his intention
tering into a contract and having induccd others to incur expense
view to concluding
a contract with him, he f~rbitrarily abandons
tention.
Art. 2056. --- Disregard of contractual
liability.
(I) Whosoever is aware of the existence of a contract

between

of enwith a
his in-

two other

persons commits an offence where he enters into a contract with one
of those persons thereby rendering impossible the performance
of the
first contract.
(2) He shall not be liable where the party complaining. of the breach of
the first contract
has failed to take the necessary measures
would have ensured the effective performance
of that contract.
Art. 2057. - Unfair competition.
A person commits an offence where, through false publications,
means contrary to good faith, he compromises
the reputation
or the cr~dit of a commercial
establishment.

which

or by other
of a product

Art. 2058. - Simulation.
Where, by his declarations
or conduct or by nonfeasance,
a person induces
third parties, or certain third parties, to believe in a certain state of affairs, he commits an offence where, in breach of good faith, he takes action
against such third parties based on the true state of affairs.
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2059. - False information.
- 1. Principle.
A person who, intentionally
or by negligence,
supplies false information
to another commits an offence where:
(a) he knows that the person to whom the information
i. supplied 01."
another given person, will act upon the information
and thereby suffer
damage; or
(b) he is hound by the rules of his profession to give correct information.

Art. 2060. ( I) The

2. Exception.
person supplying

the incorrect

information

shan

not be liable

wher~ the statement
made by him relates to the qualifications,
conduct, solvency, competence
or undertaking
of another penon and was
made with the object of securing credit, money or goods for that
person.
(2) In such a case the author of the statement shall not he liable unless
he has made it in the form of a signed
Art. 2061. - Witnesses.
( I) Witnesses who testify

to tpe occurrence

document.

or non-occmrence

event or to the existence or non-existence
tee the accuracy of their stateDJents.
(2) They shall be liable
statements,
(3)

Nothing
action

Art.

2062.

-

where
shall

against
Advice

to third

parties

such statements

affect

the right

the person

of a given

of a given fact shall guaran-

having

acted 011 the faith of such

are inaccurate.

of witnesses

who led them

in good faith

to bring

an

into error.

or recommendation.

A person shall not be deemed to have committed an offence where he
confined himself to giving advice or making a recommendation to anothet".
Art. 2063.

-

Diltraint.

A person commits an offence where, in order to secure payment of a
debt due to him, he unnecessarily
seizes goods iil the pouessiOll of his
debtor to an extent disproportionate
to the amount of the dek

-

Art. 2064.
Execution of a court order.
( I ) A bailiff does not commit an offence by executing
a court
which is made in the prescribed
form.
(2) An offence shall be deemed to he cou1mitted where the order

order
is not

in the prescribed
form or the bailiff exceeds his instructiODll or carries them out without due regard for the provisions of the law:'

22 *
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Art. 2065. - Limitation of action.
A person does not commit an offence by invoking usucaption
limit which has ope.t;ated to his benefit.

Section

2. Liability

Art. 2066. - Necessity.
(1) A person shall

in the absence

be liable

for any damage

another in order to save himself
to persoo or property.
(2) No liability
fault.

shall be incurred

or another

of an offence

he deliberately
from an imminent

where the damage

aoother.
No liability

shall

be incurred

where

the act causing

ordered by law or was done in legitimate
harm is due solely to the victim's fault.

causes

to

damage

is due to the victim's

Art. 2067. - Bodily harm. --- 1. Principle.
(1) A person shall be liable wherc hy his act he inflicts
(2)

or time-

self.defencc,

bodily

harm

the harm
or where

on
was
the

Art. 2068. - 2. Sporting activities.
No liability shall be incurred where, in Ihe exercise of a sporting activity,
a person injures another taking part in the same activity, or present as
a spectator, provided that there is no deceit or gross infringement
of the
rules of the sport.

Art. 2069.
(I)

--

Dangerolls activities. -

]. Principle.

A person who exposes another to abnormal risk, by using or storing
explosive or poisonous substances, or by erecting high-tension
electric
transmission
lines, or by modifying
the lie of the land, or by engaging in an exceptionally
dangerous industrial
activity, shall he liable

where the danger he has created materia1ises, thereby causing damage
to another.
(]) shall apply notwithstanding
(2) The provision
of suh-art.
that the
author of the danger is thc State or has received an authorisation
from
the public authorities.

Art. 2070.

-

2. Potential danger.

Except in the case
value of neighbouring
risk being created.

of fault,
property

no liability
is reduced

shall be incurred
where the
in consequence
of an abnormal
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2071. - Liahility for 'tnima!s. 1. Owner.
The owner of an animal shall be liable for any damage caused by the
animal, notwithstanding
that it has eluded
his control accidentany
or
the damage caused was unforesep~hle.
2072.
(1)

- 2. Custodian.
A person who has taken

possession

of an animal

for purposes

of per.

sonal gain shall he liable for any d"mage caused by the animal while
in his custody.
(2) The provisions
of ..ub.art. (1) shall apply where a person has hired
or horrow..d
the animal, or has taken possession
take care of it, or for any other reason.
(3) An employee
attending
to an animal, or making

of it in order

to

use of it for the

owner's account or for the account of another person, shan not he
liable for any damage ransed hy the animal unless it is due to his
own fault.

Art. 2073. -

3. Transfer of liability.

(1 ) The owner who has paid compeusation
to the victim may recover
from the person in whoi'e charge the animal was.
(2) He may claim to be indemnified
in ftin, unless the damage he due to
his own fault

Art. 2074.

~-

or that

of a person

for whom

he is liable.

4. Surrender of animal by the owner.

(1) Where

damage is caused ))y
a domestic animal, the owner of the ani.
mal may relieve himself of his liability by surrendering
the ownership
of the animal to the person who has suffered the damage.
(2) He may not relieve himself of liability under sub-art. (I) where the
damage is the consequence
of an offence
by a person for whom he is liable.
(3) Only those animals which it is cmtomary
pleasure

or gain shall be deemed

committed

by himself

or

to keep

for purposes

of

to be domestic

animals.

Art. 2075.-5. Surrender
of animal by custodian.
(1) The person in charge of the animal sbaH only be liable

to the value

of the animal at the time when the damage was caused.
(2) His liability
shall not be limited where the damage was caused by
an animal other than a domestic animal or arises from an offence
committed
by himself or by a person for whom he is liable.
Art. 2076. ~- 6. Victim'.~ guarantee.
( I ) In order to secure compensation
which may be due to him, the owner
or p<J@sessor of l'and may seize and take cha~ge of animals belonging
~o another person which have caused damage to his property.
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where

CODE

circumstances

require

this in order

to pre-

vent substantial
damage disproportionate
to the animal's value.
(3) He shall in hoth events notify the owner of the animals without delay
or, where the owner
to ascertain him.

is unknown

Art. 2077. - Buildings.
- 1. Principle.
(1) The owner of a huilding shall

to him, take the necessary

he liahle

measul'eti

for any damage

due to the

huilding
even where the damage was unforeseeable.
(2) The owner may claim compensation
from the person who huilt
huilding,
from the occupier or from the person by whose fault
damage was caused.

the
the

Art. 2078. - 2. Surrender
of building.
(1) The owner may relieve himself of his liability by surrendering
the
ownership of the building to the person who has suffered the damage.
(2) He may not relieve himself of liability under sub-art. (1)
where the
damage is the consequence
of an offence committed
by himself or by
a person for whom he is liable.

Art. 2079.

-

3. Threat of damage.

A person endangered
to take the necessary
Art. 2080.

-

-

(1) The

the owner thereof

4. Objects falling from a building.

The occupier
ohjects falling
Art. 2081.

by another's building may require
measures to avert the danger.

of a building
from it.

Machines and motor
owner of a machine

shall

be liable

for

any damage

vehicles.
- 1. Owner.
or motor vehicle shall

caused

be liable

by

for any

damage caused hy the machine or vehicle, notwithstanding
that the
damage was caused hy a person who was not authorised
to operate,
handle or drive the machine or vehicle.
(2) He shall not be liahle where he proves that, at the time when the
damage was caused, the machine or vehicle had been stolen from him.
A.rt. 2082.
(1)

-

2. Keeper or agent.

A person

who

has taken

possession

of the

machine

or vehicle

for

purpoees of personal gain shall be liable for any damage caused by the
machine or vehicle while in his possession.
(2) An agent who has charge of the machine or vehicle for the owner's
account or for the account of another person shall not be liable for
any damage caused by the machine
or vehicle, except in cases of

fauk.
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Art. 2083. - 3. Tran&fer of liability.
to the victim may recover
t I} The owner who has paid compensation
from the person in whose keeping the machine or vehicle was.
(2)

He may claim

to be indenmified

offence or an offence
is liable.

in full, unless he has committed

has been

committed

Art. 2084. - Collision between vehicles.
(1) Where two motor vehicles are in collision,

by a person

for whom

each of the vehicles

be deemed to have contributed
equally to the accident.
(2) The owner of each vehicle, or the person responsible

an
he

~hall

for it, shall

bear half the total amount of the damage resulting from the accident.
(3) The provisions
of this Article shall not apply where it is proved that
the accident
drivers.

Art. 2085.
(I)

-

was due, entirely

Manufactured

A 'person

or chiefly,

goods and sells them

profit shall be liable for any damage
the normal use of the goods.
shall be incurred

damage could
the gooda.
Art. 2086.

-

( I) The

have

Exemption
persons

of one of the

goods.

who manufactures

(2) No liability

to the fault

been

from

declared

where

discovered

to the public

to another

person

the defect

which

resulting
has caused

by a customary

for
from
the

examination

of

liability.
legally

liable

for the creation

of an abnormal

risk or for a damage caused by animals, buildings, machines, motor vehicles or manufactured
goods, may relieve themselves of their liability
to the victim by proving that they have committed
no offence, or
that it was impossible
to establish the cause of the damage, or that
it was 'not within their power to prevent the damage or that the
damage was due to the fault of a third party.
(2) They
where
Art.

shall

be relieved

the damage

of their

is due solely

liability,
or partly

entirely

or in part,

to the fault

onlY'

of the victim.

2087. - Other objects.
Without prejudice
to the provisions of the preceding
Articles, the owner
or keeper of an object shall be liable for any damage caused by the
object only where he has committed
an offence or an offence has been
committed
by a person for whom he is liable.
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Art. 2088. - Contractual
obligations.
(1) The rules relating to liability
arising out of abnormal
risks, or out
of animals, buildings
or objects, may lIot be invoked by a person
who, under a contract concluded
by the person IegaUy responsible,
is connected
with the dangerous
industrial
activity. animal, building
or object which has caused the oamage.
(2: The consequences
of thc Jamage shaH in this case be settled in acconiance

with

the i'iiles governing

the agreement

reached.

Art. 2089. - Disinterested
ll(frties.
( ]) The rules goveming
liability
arising out of alllmals, buildings
or
objects may not be invoked by a person who, even in the absence of
a contract, was at the time of the damage making use of the animal,
building
or object without the owner 01' keeper thereof deriving be.
nefit from such use.
(2) In such a case, the owner or keeper shaH not be liable unless he
has committed

an offence.

Section

3. MocL;; and

extent

PU:'.1graph 1.
A

Art.

01 compimsation

-- Dalnages

lI1ater;d

damage

2090. - Modes of compensation.
(I) Unless otherwise provided, the damage shaU be made good by awarding the victim an equivalent
amount in damages.
(2)

The court may, suhject to the liberty of persons and to the nghts of
third parties, ordcr in lieu of or in addition to damages any appropriate measures to make good or limit the damage.

Art. 2091.

Extent of damages.
The damages due by the per80n legally declared to be liable shall be equal
to the damage caused to the victim by the act giving rise to the liability.
--

Art. 2092. -- Future damage.
A future damage which is certain
waiting for it to materiaIise.

to occur

shaH be made

good without

Art. 2093. - Insured victim.
(I) Where the victim is insured,
he may claim compensation
for the
damage he has suffered on the same tenus as though he had not been
insured.
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12I The insurer may not claim compensation
on his own behaH from the
person who by his act has hrought about the" risk covered by the insurance contract.
13) The insurance
the insurer
Art. 2094.. -- - Victim
III

contract

may, however,

to the victim's
pensioned

claim

provide

for the subrogation

agail!:'t the person

of

liable.

off.

W here the, ictim receives a pension as a result of the aet whieh
caused him damage, he may claim compensation
for the damage he
has suffered on the "ame terms as though he had not received a pension.

12 I The person p<,ying the pension may not claim compensation
on his
own behalf from the person who by his act has caused the pension
to fall due.
1:3I The hond joining him to the victim may make provision
tion to the victim's claim against the person liable.

for subroga-

Art. 20lJ5. - Fatal accidents. -- 1. Rights of certain next of kin.
111 In the case of a fatal accident, the spouse of the victim, his ascendants and his descendants
may claim compensation
on their behalf
for the material d'iluage they have suffered as a result of his death.
(2) In this case the compensation
for the ,Iamage shall be in the form
of a maintenance
allowance.
(,\ I The maintenance
allowance
shall be due notwithstanding
that
plaintiffs
have rclatives w]lOm they can ask to support them.
Art. 2(}')(,.

-

2. Other

the

persons.

Other persons may not claim ('ompcnsation
on their own behalf in cases
of fatal accidents,
even where they sh9w that they were materially
as.
sisted or supported
by the victim.
Art. 2097. -- Good faith.
( 1) Compensation
for the d aInage

lIlay not he claimed

contrary

to good

faith.
12) The victim may not elaim compensation
for the daIllage he has suf.
fered in so far as, by acting in a reasonable
manner, he could have
avoided or limited the damage.

Art. 2098. - Fault of the victim.
11i Where the damage is due partly to the fault of the victim, the latter
shall be entitlNl to partial !'ompensation only.
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(2) In fixing

the extent

to which

the damage

shall be made

good, all the

cireumatances
of thc case shall be taken into consideration,
in particular the extent to which the faults committed
have contributed
to
causing the damage and the respective gravity of these faults.

Art. 2099. -

Powers of equity. -

(1) The

court

may,

where

1. Unawareness of offence.

equity

80 requires,

reduce

the compensation

awarded where the offence giving rise to the liability was committed
by a penon who was not in a state to appreciate
the wrongful nature
of hia conduct.
(2)

In this matter,

regard

shall

be had to the respective

financial

tions of the parties and the consequences
for the author
of his liability to make the damage good.
Art. 2100. (1) The

2. Hierarchical
court

may,

order.

where

equity

80 requires,

reduce

the compensation

awarded where a sense of duty deriving from discipline
moved the author of the offence to commit it.
(2) Regard
Art.

posi-

of the offence

shall be had to the degree

of imperativeness

2101. - 3. Unforeseeable damage.
(1) The court may, where equity so requires,

reduce

or obedience

of the duty.

the compensation

to be paid by a person who caused a damage which, in consequence of
uuforeseable
circumatances,
expanded
beyond
what could reasonably be expected.
(2) No reduction
may be ordered under sub-art. (1)
where the damage
arises from an intentional
offence.

Art. 2102. - 4. Difficulty of assessment.
U) Where the exact amount of the damage cannot be calculated, the
court shall fix it equitably, taking into acconnt the ordinary course
of events and the measures taken by the injured party.
(2) No indemnity may be awarded in respect of a damage of which the
very existence, and not only the amonnt, is doubtful.
Art. 2103.

-

5. Neceaity.

The court shall fix equitably the amonnt of compensation due from a
penon who, without committing an offence, cansed damage to the property
of mother in order to save himself or another from an imminent dlllllollV
01' daapr.
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damages.

Damages of a purely nominal alllount may be awarded where the action
has been brought solely with a view to establishin~
that a right of the
plaintiff has been infringed,
or that a liability has been incurred by the
defendant.
B.

Moral

injury

-

1. Principle.
Art. 2105.
(1) The author of a misdeed

shall make

good the moral

harm

resulting

from his misdeed wherever
adequate
procedure
exists for such redress.
(2) Unless otherwise expressly provided hy law, moral harm may not be
made
Art. 2106.

-

good by way of damages.
Intentional

offence.

Where moral harm has heen inflicted upon the plaintiff deliberately,
the
court may, by way of redress, order the defendant
to pay fair compensation to the plaintiff or to a charity named by the plaintiff.
Art. 2107. - Physical assault.
Where the defendant
has forced an unpleasant
or repulsive
contact on
the plaintiff's
person, the court may, by way of redress, order the defendant to pay fair compensation
to the plaintiff or to a charity named by
the plaintiff.
Art.

2108. - Unlawful restraint.
Where the plaintiff
has been unlawfully
deprived of his liberty by the
defendant,
the court may, by way of redress, order the defendant
to pay
fair compensation
to the plaintiff or to a charity named hy the lllaintiff.

Art. 2109. - Defamation.
Fair compensation
may be awarded by way of redress to the Dlaintiff
to a charity named by him, in the case of insult or defamation
where:
(a)

the injurious

or defamatory

charges

are that

the plaintiff

or

has com.

mitted a crime or an offence punishable
under the criminal law; or
(b) they allege that the plaintiff is incompetent
or dishonest in the exer.
cise of his profession;
or
(c) they allege that the plaintiff,
(d)

they allege that the plaintiff

i e) they

allege that

the plaintiff

if a business
is suffering

man, is insolvent;

from a contagious

is. of low morals.

or

disease;

or
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Art. 2110. - Injury to the
Fair compen8ation
may
to . charity named by
rights as a 8pOU8e (ArL

rights

oj spouses.

be awarded by way of redrces b' the plaintiff or
him, where the defendant
has injured his or her
2050).
'

Art. 2111. - Abduction
of child.
Fair compensation
may be awarded by way of redress to the plaintiff or
to a charity named by him, where the defendant has been sentenced by a
criminal
court for having abducted
a child which is in the plaintiffs
lawful CU8tody.
Art. 2112. - Assault on property.
Fair compensation
may be awarded by way of redress where the defendant has, against the clearly expressed
will of the plaintiff,
forced his
way into hi8 land or house or seized property
of which the plaintiff is
the lawful owner.

Art. 2113.

-

Physical injuries or death.

Fair compensation
may be awarded by Woly of redress to t;le vidim
bodily injuries or, in the event of his death in conscquence
thereof.
hi8 family.
Art. 2114. ,- Indecent assault.
1.1) Where a per80n has been sentenced
indecent aS8ault, the court
by way of redre88.
(2)

In such an event, compensation
of the woman, or to the fllmily

Art. .~11,). _n InJw:r

by a criminal

may award

the victim

court

of
to

for rape

or

fair compensation

may also he awarded to the husband
of the girl WllO has been raped.

II) a u:ife.

I})

Fair compemation
may be aw'arded by way o[ retires; to a Il\Ishand
against a person who, by inflicting bodily injlll'y on the wife, render,
her companiomhip
les~ useful or' Ie,s agreeable to the husband.
(2) The action which the hU8band may bring on this ground shall be
independent
of the action for damages
respect of the injury she has suffered.
ArL 2116. - Custom.
(1) In fixing the amount

of the rair

which

compen8ation

preceding
Articles,
and in establishing
representative
of the family, the court
usages.

the wife may bring

provided

in

for in the

who is qualified
to act a,
shall have regard to local
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disreg::rd

sucil usages

unless

they

are anachro-

ni"tic or 111unifestly cc.at:c«rj to rea~on or Illorals.
(3 J Tilc compensation
aWaI'deu for JUoral mjury may in no case exeee.!
one thousand

Art. 2117.

-~

Ethiopian

Representative

dollars.

of the family.

In the absence of any applicable
local usage, the
be considered
a,s qualilied
to represent
the family:
(a) the victim's husband or wife; or
(b)

failing

such

or where

he Ol' she is incapable,

child who is eapahle under the law; or
(c) failing such or where he or 81,e is incapable,
(.1) failing such or where ,,,; 1.6 lllcapab1c, the
(e)

failing

such

brothers

or where

or sisters
Paragraph

SiiC is incapable,

who is capable
~.

following

Other

under

the

the

shall

alone

victim's

the victim's

eldest

father;

or

victim's mother;
or
eldest of the victim's

the law.

mode~ of compensation

Art. 2118. -- Restitution.
(1) The court shall order the retQrn to the plaintiff
of property
which
has been improperly
taken away from him, and of the emblements
yielded by the property since the date of its removal.
(2) Where the property
has Leen lost or destroyed the defendant
shall
repay
(3) Where

its value,
the

notwithstanding

defendant

that the loss is due to force majeure.

has incurred

expense

he is required
to return, the provisions
ment shall apply (Art. 2168-21781.

on the

relating

property

which

to unlawful

enrich-

Art. 2119. -- Restitution
(1)

in kind.
The court may, where it thinks

fit, order the property

which has been

damaged or destroyed to be replaced or put in order at the expense
of the person responsible
for the destruction
or deterioration.
(2)

In this case, the court

be replaced
(3) This mode

to compensate

Art. 2120.

-~

Honour

shaH fix the way in which

or put in onler.
of compensation

may not

he prescribed

the property
where

the

is to
duty

falls on the State.
and reputation.

In the case of dealings directed against the honour or reputation
of an
individual
or individuals,
the court may order such publicity to be made
at the defendant's
expense as is likely to counter the effect of the dealing!!.
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Art. 2121. - Injunctions.
(1) The court may grant an injunction
restraining
the defendant
from
committing,
from continuing
to commit
or from resuming
an act
prejudicial
to the plaintiff.
(2) An injunction
shall be granted only where there are good reasons
to believe that the act prejudicial
to the plaintiff
is likely to be
carried
out and where the injury with which he is threatened
is
such that it cannot be redressed by an award of damages.
Art. 2122. - Unfair competition.
In the case of unfair competition,
the court may order
of the dishonest practices used by the defendant.
Art. 2123. -

the abandonment

Simulation..

Acts done by third parties on the faith of a pretence may he declared
demurrable
against the person who, by his behaviour
or by non-feasance,
has created the pretence.

Section

4. Liability

for the actions

of others

Art. 2124. - Father's liability.
The father shall be liable under the law where his minor child incurs
a liability.
Art.

2125. - Other guardians of the child.
The following persons shall be liable in lieu of the father:
(a) the mother,
where she exercises the paternal
authority
child;
(b) the person
child

in whose

lives outside

the

charge
family

the

child

has

been

placed,

over

the

where

the

home;

(c ) the headmaster
or the employer
during the time when the child is
at school or serving an apprenticeship;
(d) the employer
where, under the terms of the following Articles, his
liability

Art. 2126. -

is involved

in consequence

Liability of the State. -

(1) Any civil servant

or government

of an act committed

1. Principle.
employee

mage he causes to another by his fault.
(2) Where the fault is a professional
fault,

shall

make

the victim

by the child.

good any da-

may claim

com-

pensation
from the State, provided
that the State may subsequently
claim from the servant or employee at fault.
(3) The State shall not be liable where the fault is a personal fault.
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Art. 2127. - 2. Professional fault.
. (1) A fault shall be deemed to be a professional

fault

where

the person

who committed it believed in good faith that he acted within the scope
of his duties and in the interest of the State.
(2) A fault shall be deemed to be a personal fault in other cases.
(3) Unless the contrary
is proved, the servant or employee
shall
be
deemed

to have acted in good faith.

Art. 2128. - 3. Assimilated
cases.
The provisions
of Art. 2126 and 2127 shall apply to the liability of servants or employees of a territorial
subdivision
of the State or of a public
service with legal status.
Art. 2129. - Liability
of bodies corporate.
Bodies corporate
shall be liable under the
presentatives,
agents or paid workers incurs
of his duties.
Art. 2130. -

Employer's

law where
a liability

one of their rein the discharge

liability.

The employer shall be liable under the law where
incurs a liability
in the discharge of his duties.

one of his employees

Art. 2131. - Discharge of duties.
(1) For the purpose of Art. 2129 and 2130, a liability

shall

be deemed

to have been incurred in the discharge of duties where the wrongful
act or the abstention
was committed .for the purpose of carrying out
the duties.
(2) The fact that the wrongful act or abstention
was ultra vires, or that
its author was strictly forbidden
to commit it, shall not release the
person who is legally responsible
from his liability unless the victim
knew or ought to have known of that fact.
Art.

-

2132.
Presumption.
(1) Where the damage

is caused

by the

representative

or agent

of a

body corporate
or by a paid worker at the place where or during
the time when he is normally
employed,
he shall be deemed to
have caused the dama~
in the discharge of his duties.
(2) Proof to the contrary is admissible to rebut such presumption.
Art. 2133. - Non-discharge
of duties.
The liability shall not be deemed to have been incurred in the discharge
of duties where such duties have merely provided their author with an
opportunity
of committing
the wrongful
act or abstention
which caused
the damage.
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Art. 2134. -

Independent

workers.

A person shall not he liable for the faults or offcnces committed
by an.
other while carrying out work whicn he h~s nsked him to do, where the
author of the offence is not suhject to the former's authority and is to be
considered ,as having retained
hi.o independencf'

Art. 2135.

--

Defamation.

The managing
editor of thc newsp"per,
the printer of the pampWet or
the pulJlisher of the hook slu]] be liahle tmdcr the law for defamation
committed
by thc author of a printed text.

Art. 2136. -- Cumulation

of liabilities.
(1) A person who c:msed damage "lwJl repair it notwithstanding
that an.
other pcroon is declared hy law to he liable for such damage.
(2) The person who caused the danwge and the person whom the law
declares to be liable for such damage shall be jointly liable to repair
such damage.
(31 The person under the law liable f01' the action
of another
may
demand that the author of the damage be made a party to the pro.
ceedings brought by the victim for compensation.

Section
Art. 2137. -

Legal

5. Acticn

for d'J:mages

immunity.

- 1. The Sovereign.
No action for liability based on :m offence committed
brought agaimt His Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia.

by Him

may be

Art. 2138. - 2. Ministers,
members
of Parliament
ond judges.
No action for liability may be brought as the result of an act connected
with their functions against:
(a) a member of the Imperial Ethiopian
Government;
or
(b) a member of the Ethiopian
Parliament;
or
( c ) a judge of the Ethiopian
courts.

Art. 2139. -

Exception.

The provisions of Art. 2138 shall not apply
therein have been sentenced
by a criminal
their office and invoked by tbc plaintiff.
Art. 2140. --

Reference

to the administrative

where the persons mentioned
court for acts pertaining
to

law.

Where the State is liable, the rules of administrative
law
against whom the action shall be brought and which department
shall finally assume the burden of the debt.

determine
or service
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of proof.

The victim of the injury shall establish the amount thereof
circumstances
which render the defendant
liable to make
Art. 2142. - Undiscovered
(ll/thor of damage.
(1) Where damage has been caused by one or other

and prove the
it good.

of lteveral

persons

and it is impossible
to ascertain
which of the persons involved is
the author, the court may, where equity so requires, order the damage
to be made good jointly by the group of persons who could have
caused it and among whom the author of the damage is certainly
to be found.
(2)

In such ease. the court may order the
the person who is beyond doubt liable
termined
author of the damage.

damage to be made good by
under the law for the unde-

Art. 2143. --- Period of limitation.
(1) The ad ion shall be hrought
hy the victim within two years from
the time at which 1,1' 8Uffered the damage for which he is claiming
compensation.
(2) Where

the damage

in respect
limitatiorl.
(3)

Nothing
a claim
relating

Art. 2144.
(l)

-

arises from

the commission

of a criminal

of which the Penal Code prescribes
the latter period shall apply to the
in this

Article

shall

affect

the right

offence

a longer period of
action for damages.

of the victim

for the recovery of his property or to invoke
to unlawful enrichment
(Art. 2162.2178).

to make

the provisions

Heirs.

The vietim's

]wirs llIay daim

compensation

for the material

damage

he has suffered.
(2) Unless

otherwise

provided

hy law, they

may

not

elaim

compensa-

tion for moral injury suffered by the victim unless an action
for
compensation
for such injury has been initiated by the victim during
his lifetime.
(3) Thc
liable

Art. 2145. -

succession

of the

as he himself

persol}

who is liable

was to make

for the

injury

shall

be

on behaH

of

good the damage.

Victim's creditors.

(1 '! The creditors

of a person

may not claim

compensation

the debtor for an injury done to him where such injury
with his person, his physical integrity or his honour.

is (,A>nnected
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(2) They

may,

on the

conditions

laid

down

in Art.

1993, bring

their

debtor's action where the debtor has, after the date on which they
hecame his creditors, suffered an injury affecting solely his financial
interests.
Art. 2146. - Claim may IWt be assigned.
(I) The victim's claim against the person liable for the damage ~ay not
be assigned 80 long as it has not heen upheld by a decision of the
court and the amount fixed.
(2) It may thereupon
be assigned in accordance
with the provisions
of
Art.

1962-1975.

Art. 2147. - Agreement
excluding liability.
(I) A person may not relieve himself of the consequences
of an offence.
(2) A person may stipulate
by contract that he will not be liable for
offences committed
by a person for whom is liable under the law.
(3) A person may stipulate by contract that he will not be liable, except
in the case of an offence, for damage which,
this Title, is to be made good in the absence

under the previsiOl18 of
of any offence.

Art. 2148. - Compromise.
After damage has heen caused, the parties may agree that it shall not
on the conditions
on which
entail compensation
or may compromise
it shall be made good.
Art. 2149. - Effect of criminal on civil action.
In deciding whether an offence has heen committed, the court shall not be
bound by an acquittal or discharge by a criminal court.
Art. 2150. (I) The

Date of assessment of damage.
court shall assesli the damage suffered

day on which it renders judgment.
(2) Where it is impossihle
finally to ~valuate

hy the victim
the damage

as on the

on that

date,

the court may give a provisional
judgment
and authorise
an application for reconsideration
of such decision.
(3) The application
for reconsideration
may not be made later than two
years

from

the date of the provisional

judgment.

Art. 2151. -- Res Judicata.
(I) Without
prejudice
to the provisions of Art. 2150, the court's evaluation of the damage
shall he final.
,
(2) The victim may not hring a fresh action for compensation
for other
damage he has suffered
dently of that for which

unless such damage was caused indepenhe has already claimed compensation.
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No appeal.

No appeal shan lie against the judgment
of the
relating to the amount of damages to he paid.

Art. 2]53.

--

court

of first

instance

Exceptions.

The provisions of Art. 2152 shaH not apply where:
{,.) the court has taken into consideration
circumstance.;
which it should
not have taken into account or has failed to take into consideration circumstanees
which it should have taken into account;
or
Ih) the amount of damages fixed by the court is manifestly
unreasonable and could only have been inspired by prejudice
or improper
motive; or
i c) the amount of damages is due to an error of calculation
on the part
of the court.
Art. 2]54. -- Allowance.
( 1) Where snch mode of payment

is justified

by the nature

or hy the circumstances
attending
the ease, the court
damage to be made good by means of an allowance.
(2)

In s\lch ca"... the
the allowance.

dehtor

Joint liability.
Art. 215S.
II) Whcrt~ SI~veral persons

shan

provide

security

of the damage
may order

fOJ: the

payment

the
of

-,

they shall

are required

to make

good the same damage,

do so jointly.

i 2 I No distinction
shall II(' made hetween instigator,
principal
and aocomplice.
111 Persons required
to make good the same damage shall be jointly
Hable regard]c"s
of whether
the liahility
has its source for one or
oth('1' of them in a contract or in an extra-contractual
liability.
ihl.

.\rt.

21:,6.

Sol" liabilit\"
1. Principle.
\Vhen~ only 011e or tbe perwlls liahle has eommitied
alone finally hear the hurden of the deht.
21:>7.

an offence,

he shall

2. Fuir divi.~ion of liability.

11.1 \\'here the Offd1CC 11a" hcen committed
in tlte di,charge
of his duties
hy the reprc:<entat;Ye or agent of a body corporate
or hy a paid
worker. the court m"y decide that the deht shall fin:llly be borne,
either whoIIy or partly, hy the body corporate or the employer.
12 j \Vhen' the offence consists in a professional
fault committed
by a
ci,i:
anI
or
ell1)1loyee.
the
court
may
decide
that
the
debt
shall
,""
23*
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finally be borne, either wholly or partly. by the State
rial suhdivision or the public service concerned.

or its territo-

Art. 2158.
- 3. Directions to follow.
(1) In making its decision, the court shall take account of the gravity
of the offence and whether it was due to the author's desire to carry
out his duties as conscientiously
as possible.
(2) No regard shall be had to the respective financial
pOfjitions of the
persons declared liahle.
Art. 2159. - 4. Restriction.
No division of liability
may be granted by the court wheze:
(a) the act giving rise to the liahility
was committed
with intent to
harm; er
(b) the act is a criminal offence thc author of which bas heen sentenced
by a criminal

court.

<\rt. 2160. - - Collective liability.
(1) Where several persons have contributed
by their fault or offence to
the same damage, the court shall fix on the basis of equity what pr~
portion of the debt is finally to be borne by each of the persons
liahle.
(2) In making its decision, the court shall have regard to all the circumstances,
contributed

in particular
the extent to which the several offences
to the damage and the gravity of each such offence.

Art. 2161. - Subrogation.
(1) A person who has paid

the whole

debt

'lItho ugh he is not

bound

finally to bear more than a part thereof shall he entitled to recover
from those liable with him.
(2) For the purpose of such recovery he shall bp subrogated to the victim's
claim.
(3) The court

may in its judgment

victim's

claims

possible

Chapter

against

subrogate
other

the person

persons

liable

sentenced

to the

for the damage.

2. Unlawful Enrichment

Section 1. General

provisions

Art. 2162. - General principle.
WhOfjocver has derived a gain from the work or property
of another
without just cause shall indemnify
the person at whose expense he ha~
enriched himself to the extent to which he has benefited
from his work
or property.
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Art. 2163. - Loss of enrichment.
(1) Restitution
shall not be ordered to the extent to which the person
who has received the undue gain can show that he is no longer en.
riched at the time of the claim for recovery.
(2) Restitution
shall be due where the defendant
has alienated
the
enrichment
in bad faith or where, at the time of alienating
it, he
ought to have been aware that he was bound to make restitution.
(3) Where the unlawful enrichment
has been transferred
without consi.
deration
to a third party,
against the third party.

Section

the claim

2. Undue

for restitution

may be brought

payments

Art. 2164. - Undue payment.
(1) Whosoever has paid what he was not required to pay may recover it.
(2) He may demand relltit;:;tion of the fruits of the property, or legal
interest, from the date on which the payment was made, where the
person to whom the payment was made acted in bad faith.
Art. 2165. - Absence of mistake.
Recovery shall not be admitted
where a person pays voluntarily
and in
full knowledge
of the facts what he knew he was not bound to pay.
Art. 2166. -- Sufficient
cause.
(1) Recovery shall not be admitted
(2)

discharge
Recovery

where

the payment

was made

of a barred debt or of a moral obligation.
shall be admitted in such case where the person

the payment

was not competent

to alienate

without

in the

who made

consideration.

Art. 2167. - Rec01Jery precluded.
( 1 ) The receiver of the undue payment shall owe no restitution
where,
as a consequence
of the payment, he has in good faith destroyed or
annulled his title, relinquished
the security for his claim or allowed
his action against the true debtor to lapse.
(2) In such case, the person who made the undue payment shall have
legal redress

against

the true debtor

Section

only.

3. Expenses

Art. 2168. - Scope 6j this Section..
Where a person is required to return property which has been in his pos~8sion for st;mle time? his rishts and obli~ations arising out of any modi-
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fications he may have made
vided lor by law or contract,
ing Articles.

to the property shall, unless otherwise probe subject .to the provisions of .the follow-

Art. 2169. - Necessary expenses.
The person who is required
to make restitution
shall be entitled to the
reimbursement
of the expenses he has incurred
in preventing
the loss or
deterioration
of the property, lIDless the expenses were not useful or were
rendered
necessary by the person's own fault or by the fault of another
person for whom he is liable.
Art. 2170. -

Cost of upkeep.

The person who is required
to make restitution
shall not be entitled
any, indemnity
for the cost of maintaining
the property or in respect
taxes he has paid
Art.

as a consequence

of his possessing

to
of

it.

2171. - Value added to the property.
( 1 ) Where expenses incurred
on the property
have increased
its value,
the person required
to make restitution
shall he entitled to their
reimbursement.
(2) He may not claim more than the increase in value calculated
at the
time of restitution,

Art. 2172. (1) The

Bad faith.
court may,

resulting

where

equity

from the expenses

so requires,

he has incurred.

reduce

or refuse

any in-

demnity as provided in Art. 2171 where, at the time when he incurred
the expense, the defendant
knew or ought to have known of his liability to return the property.
(2) The court may, where equity so requires, grant the plaintiff a period
of graee not exceeding
vided in Art. 2171.

two years

for payment

of the indemnity

pro-

Art. 2173. - Jus tollendi.
A person who is required
to make restitution
may before returning
any
part of the property
remove anything
he has joined to it which can be
separated
without
appreciablc
damage to the property.
Art. 2174. - Right of retention.
(1) The person required
to make restitution
may refuse to return the
property until he has received payment of the indemnity
due to him
under the terms of the preceding
Articles or until he has received
adequate
security for its payment on the day on which it is due.
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(2) T'he right of retention
may not be invoked by a thief or by a person who, at the time when he took possession of the property,
knew
that he had no legal right, or right deriving
Art. 2175. (1) The

froID a valid contract,

to it.

Deterioration.
person

owner

required

where

(2) He shall
caused

be liable
by force

knew that
tract,

to make

the former

restitution

has caused

for any deterioration
majeure,

where,

indenmify

the

time

or right

true

to deteriorate.

of the property;

at the

hc had no legal right,

to the

shall

the property

when

deriving

even where

it occurred,
from

a valid

he
con-

property.

Art. 2176. - Loss of the property.
(1) The provisions of Art. 2175 shall apply

in the case of total

or partial

loss of the property.
(2) They shall apply where for any reason
be returned

in kind

to the person

Art. 2177. - 1!;xtent of indemnity.
( 1) The indenmity
due shall be equal
time

at which

(2) Where
that

the

it becomes

person

he had

to the property,

additional

(3) In such case, the person
position
session

to return

to make

right,

or right
damages

entitled

he would .have been

cannot

knew
from

may be claimed

to restitution

at the

it in kind.

restitution
deriving

at that

a valid

time

contract,

from him.

shall be placed

in, had he retained

in the

uninterrupted

pos.

of his property.

Art. 2178. - Fruih.
(I) 'I'M person required to make restitution
property he has received.
(2) He shall pay to the plaintiff
of taking
right

the property

to it.

to the value of the property

impossible

required

no legal

whatsoever

entitled

possession

deriving

from

their

of th~ property
a valid

contract,

shall retain the fruits of the

value
that
to it.

where

he knew

he had

at the time

no legal

right,

()r
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TITLE XIV. AGENCY
Chapter 1. General provisions
Art. 2179.

-

Source

The authority
contract.

of authority.

to act on behall

of another

may derive

from

the law or a

Art. 2180. - Form of authority.
Where the law requires that a contract be made in a prescribed
form, the
authority to enter into such contract on behall of another shall be given in
the same form.
Art. 2181. - Scope of power of attorney.
(1) The scope of a power of attorney

given by contract

accordance with the -contract.
(2) Where the agent informs a third

party

of his power

shall be fixed in
of attorney,

the

scope of his authority
shall, as regards such third party, be fixed in
accordance
with the information
given to him by the agent.
(3) The scope of a power of attorney shall be interpreted
in a restrictive
manner.
of power of attorney.
Art. 2182. - Extinction
(1) Unless otherwise agreed, a power of attorney
be extinguished
absent, becomes
(2) The provisions

given by contract

shall

where the principal
or the agent dies, is declared
incapable
or is adjudged bankrupt.
of sub.art.
(1) shall apply where a body corporate

ceases to exist.

Art. 2183.
(1)

-

The

Revocation
of authority.
principal
may at any time

restrict

or revoke,

as regards

third

contracts

in his

to an end return

to the

parties, the authority
he gave to the agent to make
name.
(2) Any waiving of such right shall be of no effect.
Art. 2184. (1) The

Document
to be returned.
agent shall upon the authority

coming

principal
the document,
if any, evidencing his authority.
(2) He may not retain such document
until final settlement

of his ac.

counts or claims with the principal.
Art. 2185. - Loss of document.
Where the agent alleges to have lost the document evidencing his power,
the principal
may, at the expense of the agent, apply to the court to
declare that the docwnent
is revoked.
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of authority.

Whosoever has dealings with an agent may at any time require him to
produce a justification
of his autJ;l.Ority and, where his authority
is evi.
deneed by a document,
to produce a copy of such document duly signed
by the agent.

Art. 2187.

-~

Conflicting

interests.

III

A contract made by an agent in a case where his interests conflict
with tJlOse of the principal
may be cancelled at the request of the
principal
where the third party who entered into the contract knew
or should have kno\\n of the £ODElict.
(21 The principal
shall" within two years from his knowing of such cir.
cumstances,
declare whether or not he intends to cancel the contract.
(3) The contract shall be cancelled where the third party concerned fails
to declare his intention to be bOW!ld by the contract within two months
from having been informed
of the principal's
intention
to cancel
the contract.

Art. 2188.

~.~

Contract with oneself.

I ] 1 A contract made by an agent lllay be cancelled at the request of the
principal
where the agent made the contract with himself, whether
he acted on his own behalf or in the name of a third party.
(21 The provisions

of sub-art.

such case.
13) Nothing in this Al'licle
to commission

Art. 2189. (1)

Complete

Contracts

shall

and
affect

(3)

of Art. 2187 shall

the special

provisions

apply

in

applicable

IArt. 2248 and 2252).

agents
agency.

made

of his power
principal
(2) The principal

(2)

by an agent in the name of another
shall

he deemed

may

the agent at the time
(3) Any fraud committed
cipal by the third

avail

to have

himself

been

within

made

of any defect

in the

into the contract

by the

consent

of the making of the contract.
by the agent may be set up against

party wbo entered

the scope

directly

of

the prin.

with the agent.

Art. 2190. -

Abuse or lapse of power.
( 1 ) Contracts made hy an agent in the name of another outside the scope
of his power lUay be ratified or repudiated
at his option by the per.
~n in whose name the agent acted.
(2) The provisions
of sub.art.
( 1 ) shall apply
under an authority
which had lapsed.

where

the

apat

acted
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Art. 2191. - Option of principal.
(1) The third party having entered

into the contract

with the agent may

demand that the person in whose name the agent acted immediately
declare whether
he intends to ratify or to repudiate
the contract.
(2) Failing immediate
ratification,
the contract shall be deemed to be
repudiated.
Art. 2192.
Where
within

-

Effect

of ratification.

the contract is ratified,
the scope of his power.

the agent

shall

he deemed

Art. 2193. - Effect of repudiation.
(1) The provisions of Art. 1808-18H! of this Code shall
contract is repudiated.
(2) The third party having

entered

into the contract

to have acted

apply

where

with the agent

the
may

demaJa"that
the damage caused to him by reason of his having in
good faith believed in the existence of a valid authority
be made
good in accordance
with the provisions of the following Articles.
Art. 2194. - Liability.
(1) The agent shall
the case referred
(2) The agent shall

be liable

to pay compcnsation

to in Art. 2193.
not be liable where

he acted

knowing the reason by which his authority
(3) The principal
shall in such case be liable
Art. 2195.

-

Liability

to the third
in good

party
faith

in
not

had come to an end.
to pay compensation.

of principal.

The principal
shall be jointly
(a) he informed a third party

liable with the
of the existence

agent where:
of the power

of attorney

but failed to inform him of the partial or total revocation
of such
power; or
(b) he failed to ask the agent to return the document
evidencing
the
power of attorney and failed to seek a judicial decision to the effect
that such document was revoked; or
(c) he caused in any other manner,
in particular
by his statements,
behaviour
or failure to act, a third party to believe that the penon
with whom he was dealing was authorised
to act on behalf of the
principal.

Art. 2196. - Exclusion of liGbiliiy.
(1) Except in cases of fraud, 8 third party who baa de8linp with the
agent may not claim compensation from the agent on the sroand that
he acted outside the scope of his authority where sueh third party.
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.~_._------------prior to entcring into the contract, took cognizance
evidcncing thc authority
of thc agcnt.
(2) A third

varty

may not daiw

compellsation

where

of the document
the versonal

qua-

lifications
of thc per,;on with whom he has dealings is not essential
to him and the agent agrces to be versonally
bound by the act hc
has done on behalf of another.
Art. 2197. -- Agent octing on his own behalf.
(1) An agent who acts on his own behalf shall personally
or incur the
third parties,
is an agent.
(2) Third

partie,;

shall

in such

ca,;c have

no direct

vrincipal
and may only excrcise against
the rights vertaining
to the agent.

Art. 2198.

-

enjoy thc right,;

liabilitics
dcriving from thc contract,; he makes with
notwithstanding
that such third parties know that he
action

him, on behalf

against

the

of the agent,

Rights of principal.

(11 Without prejudice
to the rights of third
principal
may recover any movable which
behalf while acting in his name.
(2) He may substitute
himself for the agcnt
claims acquired on his behalf.
(3) The principal
discharges

Illay not exercisc

his obligations

with a view to enforcing

his rights

towards

parties in good faith, thc
the agent acquired on his

under

this Article

thc

unless he

the agent.

Chapter 2. Agency
Art. 2199. - Definition.
Agency is a contract wherehy
a person, the agent, agrees with another
person, the principal,
to represent
him and to perform on his behalf one
or. several legally binding acts.

Section

1. Formation

Art. 2200. - Form of agency.
(1) Authority may be conferred
pliedly.
(2)

and

object

of agency

upon an a!';ent either expressly or im-

Where the act to be performed
hy the agent is under the law to be
made in a prescribed
form, such form shall be complied with in CODferring authority
upon the agent.
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Art. 2201. -

Acceptance

of agency.

(11 Acceptance hy the agent of his appointment
may he either express or
implied.
(2) The appointment-as
an agent shall be deemed to he accepted, unless
it be immediately
refused, where it refers to functions which the agent
carries out in an official capacity or professionally,
or where he holds
himself out puhliely for such functions.

Art. 2202.

--.

Scope of agency.

1.11 W ht,r" the scope of the agency is not expressly fixed in the contract,
such scope shall he fixed according to the nature of the transaction
to which it relates.
(2) The agency may either he special for a particular
affair or certain
affairs
Art. 2203. -

only, or general
General

for ull the affairs

of the principal.

agency.

Agency expressed in general tenus shall only confer
rity to perfonu acts of m,magement.
Art. 2204. - Acts of management.
(I) Acts done for the preservation

or maintenance

upon the agent audI0-

of property,

leases for

terms not exceediug three years, the collection of debts, the investment
of income and the dischargc of debts shall bc deemed to be acts of
management.
(21 The sale of crops, goods intended to be sold or perishable
ties shall he deemed to he acts of management.
Art. 2205. - Special agency.
( ]) Special authority shall be required
where the agent is called
perfonn
acts other than acts of management.
(2) The agent may not without

special

authority

estate, invest capitals, sign bills of exchange,
sent to arhitration,
make donations or hring

Art. 2206. (1)

alienate

commodi-

upon to

or mortgage

real

effect a settlement,
conor defend an action.

Authority of special agent.

Special

agency

shall confer

upon the agent

the affairs specified therein and their natural
to the nature of the affair and usage.
(2) An act performed

by the agent outside

authority

only to conduct

consequences

according

the scope of his authority

not hind the principal unless he ratifies it, or in accordance
principles
governing \mauthorisoo
agency.

shall

with the
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Art. 2207. - Obligation
to ratify.
(1) The principal
shall, where good faith so requires,
by the agent notwithstanding
that he departed
reference.
(2) The

provisions

of sub-art.

(1) J5hall apply

admit that, in the circumstances,
the scope of the agent's authority,
(3) The agent may not require

ratify the act done
from his terms of

where

it is reasonable

to

the principal
would have extended
had he been aware of the situation.

the principal

to ratify

where,

before

acting,

he had the pQl!sibility of securing authority
from the principal
or
where, after having acted, he omitted forthwith
to inform the principal.

Section
Art. 2208.

-

Strict

gO<H:l faith.

(1) The

agent

shall

cipal.
(2) He shall
justify
Art.

2. Duties

act with

disclose

the

strictest

to his principal

the revocation

of agent

any

good

faith

circumstance

of the agency or a variation

2209. - Effect.
(I) The agent shaH ad in the cxclusive

towards

interest

his prin-

which

would

of its terms.

of the principal

and may

not, without the latter's knowledge,
derive any benefit from any transaction into whie!; lie enters in pursuance
of his authority.
(2)

He may not make
mation

obtained

me to the detriment

of the principal

1y him in the performance

Art. 2210. - Accounts.
(1) The agent shall account

to the principal

of his duties

of any inforas agent.

for all SUIllS received

by him

and all profits accruing to him in the course of his employment,
notwithstanding
that the sums he received were not owed to the principal.
(2) Wherc the agent converted
to his own use monies he owed to the
principal,
he shall he liable for the payment of interest as from the
day of such use, without it being necessary that notice be given to him.

Art. 2211. (1)

The

Diligence required of agent.
agent shall exercise

in carrying
(2)

He shall
his duties.

the same diligence

out the agency
be liable

for frand

as long

as a honus

as he is entrusted

and for defaults

pater

familias

therewith.

in the perfonnance

of
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(3) Whosoever

undertakes

without

consideration

not be liable unless he has not applied
the same degree of care as to his own.
Art. 2212. --- Non-liability
(1) Unless otherwise

of agent.
agreed, the agent,

to act as an agent

to the affairs

shall

of the principal

notwithstanding

that

he acted in

his own name, shall not be liable to the principal for the performance
of the obligation
of the person with whom he contracted.
(2) The provisions
of sub. art. (1) shall not apply where he contracted
with a person whose insolvency he knew
the time of the making of the contract.
Art. 2213. (1) The

Duty
agent

to account.
shall at any time

account

for his management
of affairs.
(2) He shall inform his principal
without

or ought

to have known

to the principal

at

at his request

delay that he has accomplished

his agency.

Art. 2214. - Approval of management.
(1)

The principal

shall be deemed

to have approved

the management

of

the agent where, after having received from him a statement
thereupon, he remains silent for a longer period than warranted
by the
.
nature of the affair or nsage.
(2) The provisions
of sub-art. (1) shall apply notwithstanding
that the
agent departed from the instructions
of his authority.

Art. 2215. -

Delegation of authority. shall carry

he received

or exceeded

the scope

1. Possibility.

(1)

The agent

out the agency

in person

(2)

rised by the principal
to appoint a substitute.
Such authorisation
shall be implied where from

unless
usage

he was audlOit appears

a

matter of indifference
whether the agent acts personally or by deputy.
(3) The agent shall appoint a substitute,
where the interest of the principal so requires,
when
carrying out the agency
these circumstances.
Art. 2216. (1) The

unforeseen
circumstances
prevent him from
and he is unable to inform the principal
of

2. Liability of agent.
agent

shall

be liable

for the

acts of any person

whom

he ap-

pointed without authorisation
as his substitute as if they were his own.
(2) Where the agent has been authorised
to appoint a substitute,
he shall
be liable only for the care with which he selected his substitute
and
gave him instructions.
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3. Relationship
between the principal and the snbstituted
relationship
between
the principal
and the suhstituted

agent.
agent

shall he as though the suhstituted
agent had received authority
to
act as agent directly from the principal,
where the substituted
agent
had reasons to believe that the agent was authorised
to appoint a
substitute.
(2) In the contrary
case, the provisions
of Art. 2257-2265 shall apply.

Art. 2218.

-

(1) Unless

Plurality of agents.
otherwise
agreed,

where

several

persons

have been

appointed

as agents by the same instrument,
the contract of agency shall not
he effective unless it has been accepted by all the persons concerned.
(2) Where

several

persons

have

been

instrument,
only the acts done
cipal, unless otherwise agreed.

Section
Art. 2219.

-

Contractual

as agents

jointly

hy the

shall

bind

same

the prin-

3. Duties of principal

remuneration.

(1) The agent shall be entitled
(2) The court

appointed

hy them

may reduce

it appears excessive
hy the agent.

to the remuneration

the remuneration
and out

fixed in the contract.

fixed

of proportion

in the contract

to the

services

where

rendered

Art. 2220. (1)

Remunemtion
not fixed by contract.
In the absence of a stipulation
in the contract,

the

agent

shall

not

he entitled to remuneration
unless he carried out the agency within
the scope of his professional
duties or where such remuneration
is
customary.
(2) Failing a~eel1lent
betwe~n the parties. the court shall fix the remu.
neration
Art.

in conformity

2221. - Outlays
(l) The principal
rying
(2)
(3)

with

and expenses.
shall advance

recognised

rates

to the agent

and usage.

the sums necessary

for car-

out the agency.

He shall reimburse
outlays made and expenses
in the proper carrying out of the agency.
Interest

on such outlays

and expenses

shall

as from the day when they were incurred
to place the principal
in default.

incurred

by the agent

he due by the principal
without

it being

necessary
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2222. - Liabilities
and damages.
(1) The principal
shall release the agent from any liahilities
which he
inc[l;'}'".j in the interest of the principal.
(2) He shall he liable to the agent for any damage he sustained in the
course of the carrying out of the agency and which was not due to his
own default.

Art. 2223. - Set-off.
(I) The principal may not refuse to pay the sums due hy him to the agent
under the pretext that the transaction
was unsuccessful.
(2) He may set-off these sums against those owed to him hy the agent,
in particular
by reason of the latter's default in the performance
of
the agency.
Art. 2224. - Agent's lien.
Until the payment of the sums due to him hy reason of the agency, the
agent shall have a lien on the ohj(>-cts entrusted to him hy the principal
for the carrying out of the agency.
Art. 2225. - Plurality of principals,
Where the agent has heen appointed
affair, the principals
shall he jointly
sequences of the contract.

Section

4. Termination

by several principals
for a common
liahle to the agent for all the con-

of agency

Art. 2226. - Revocation of agency.
( 1) The principal may revoke the agency at his discretion and, where
appropriate, compel the agent to restore to him the written instrument
evidencing, his authority.
(2 I Any provision to the contrary shall he of no effect.
Art. 2227. - Effect of revocation.
(1) The principal
shall indemnify
the agent for any damage caused to
him hy the revocation
where such revocation
OCl;urs prior
to the
agreed date or lmdcr conditions
detrimental
to the agent.
(2) The principal shall incur no liahility where the date was agreed upon
in his own interest exclusively or he has a just motive for revocation.

Art. 2228.
(I)

-

Plurality of principals.

Where the agent has heen appointed
by several principals
for a common affair, thc revocation of the agent may he eff(>cted only hy all the
principals,
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may not without

unless

such

revocation

the othel"!\' consent
is founded

upon

of agent.
Art. 2229. - Renunciation
( I) The agent may rcnounce the agency by giving notice

revoke

a just

./

thc

motive.

to the principal

of his renunciation.
(2 \ Where such renunciation
is detrimcntal
to the principal,
he shall be
indcmnified
by the agcnt unless the latter cannot continue the persu{{ering considerable
I08S.
formance
of the agency without hiDlSeU
Art. 2230. -(1) Unless

Death

or iru:apacity

otherwise

agreed.

of agent.
a (,ontract

of agency

death of the agent or where he is declared
or is adjudicated
a bankrupt.
(2) The heil"!\ or the legal representative
the agency
delay.

shall

inform

the principal

shall terminate

absent,

becomes

of the agent
of these

by the
incapable

who are aware

circumstances

of

without

(3) They shall, until such time as the necessary steps ean be taken by the
principal,
do whatever is required
in the circumstances
to safeguard
the principal's
Art. 2231. --

interests.

Plurality

of agents.

a{{air and are
(1) Where several agents have been appointed for the same
required
to act jointly. any cause of tcrmination
of the agency occurring in respect of the person of one of the :lgents shall terminate
the authority
of all, unless otherwise agreed.
(2) Thc other

agents

shall notify

the principal'

upon

becoming

aware

of

the cause of termination
of the agency and shall in the meantime
do
whatever is required in the circumstances
to safeguard the principal's
interests.
principal.
Art. 2232. - Death or incapacity of
(1) Unless otherwise agreed, a contract of agency
death of the principal or where he is declared
able or is adjudicated
If hankrupt.

shall terminate
by the
absent, becomes incap-

(2) The agent shall in such event continue his management
where he had
commenced
it and there is no danger in delay until the heil"!\ or the
legal representative
of thc principal
arc in a position to take it over
themselves.
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Section

5. Effect

of agency

as regards

third

parties

Art. 2233. - Application of rules on representation.
The legal relations of principal, agcnt and third parties shall be subject
to the provisions of Chapter I of this Title (Art. 2179-2198).

Chapter 3. Commission
Section 1. Commission to buy or to sell
Art. 2234.- Definition.
(J)

The commission to huy or to sell is a contract of agency whereby the
agent, called thc ('ommission agent, undertakes
to buy or to sell in his
own name but on behalf of another person, called the principal, goods,
securities or other fungible things.

(2) The rules governing
agency shall apply to this contract subject to
such special provisions and exceptions as are laid down in this Section.
Art. 2235. (I) The
tion
the
been

Mea.mres

of preservation.

commission
agent shall take all necessary steps for the preservaof the goods sent to him on behalf of till" principal and safeguard
latter's rights against the carrier when the goods seem to have
damaged or their arrival has been delayed.

(2) He shall

forthwith

notify

these

incidents

to the principal,

as well as

the fact that the goods have not arrived.
(3)

Such duties shall he carried out by a person notwithstanding
that he
has not accepted the commission,
where the commission
falls within
his professional
activity.

Art. 2236. - Sale of goods.
Where there is a risk that the goods consigned for sale will quickly deteriorate, the commission
agent may and, where it is in the interest of the
principal,
shall have thcm sold with the assistance of the competent authorities at the place of their location.
Art. 2237. - Anticipated
payment.
The commission
agent shall act at his own risk where, without the principal's consent. he pays the sener hefore delivery has taken place.
Art. 2238. - Sale on credit.
(I) The commission agent may grant time for payment

to the buyer where

such is the custom of trade at the place of sale and the principal
not given him contrary instructions.

has
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who grants

time for payment

shall inform

the

principal as to the person of the buyer and the period of time granted
for payment.
( 3 ) Failing
such notification
by the commission
agent, the transaction
shall be deemed to be made on a cash basis and the provisions of the
following Article shall apply.
credit.
Art. 2239. - Unauthorised
( 1) Where the commission agent grants time for payment

contrary

to the

instructions
of the principal
or usage, the principal may demand immediate payment.
(2) In such a case, the commission
agent may retain the benefits he received
Art. 2240. (l) The

in granting

time

for payment.

Guarantee given by commission
agl<Jnt.
commission
agent shall be liable to the principal

for the

pay-

ment or the performance
of other obligations
by the persons with
whom he contract~d
where he acted as del credere aj!;ent.
(2) Unless otherwise agreed, a commission
agent entrusted with the pur(3)

chase or sale of securities shall be deemed to be a del credere allent.
A commission agent entrusted with the purchase or sale of gtrods shall
be deemed to be a del credere agent where such is the custom of trade
in the place where he resides or where he guaranteed
the 80lvency
of the persons with whom he contracted.

Art. 2241. (1) The

Del credere agent.
del credere commission

agent

is a guarantor

the person with whom he contracted.
(2) He shall in all cases be liable to the principal
of the contract he entered
principal's
default.

for'the

into unless non-performance

Art. 2242. - Insurance.
The commission
agent shall not be bound
principal
instructed
him to do so.

to insure

of commission
agent.
Art. 2243. - Remuneration
(1) Where the remuneration
of the c~mmission
upon between the parties,
custom of the place where
mission agent.
(2) Failing
such custom, the

jointly

liable

with

performance
was due to the

the goods unless

the

agent has not been agreed

it shall be fixed in accordance
with the
the contraet was entered into by the comcourt

shall. fix it on the

basis

having regard to the work performed
by the commission
expenses he incurred
and the risks he assumed.

of equity
agent,

the
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(3) Where

he acted

entitled
contract
Art. 2244. (1) The

CODE

as del credere

agent,

the commission

to a special remuneration
to be fixed under
or in accordance with usage or equity.

When remuneration
is due.
commission
agent shall be entitled

agent shall be
the terms

of the

to his remuneration

for

a

specific transaction
entnlsted
to him where the transaction
is com.
pleted or where failure to complete it is due to a reason attributable
to the principal.
(2) He shall not be entitled thereto where the transaction
was not com.
pleted for other reasons, subject
of his professional
activity.

Art. 2245.
(1)

-

The

Forfeiture
of right to remuneration.
right to remuneration
shall be forfeited

agent acts dishonestly
(2) It shall be forfeited
chased

Art. 2246.
(1)

to any contrary

at a higher

usage

where

the commission

towards the principal.
in particular
where he pretends

price or sold at a lower price than

in the place

that

he pur-

he actually

did.

-

Outlays and advances.
The commission agent shall be entitled

to be reimbursed

with interest

all outlays and advances made by him in good faith to carry out the
transactions
entrusted to him by the principal.
(2) Unless otherwise
agreed, such reimbursement
shall be due to him
notwithstanding
effected.

that

the transaction

entrusted

to him

could

not he

-

Art. 2247.
Lien.
(1) The commission

agent

shall have a lien for the payment

due to him by the principal.
(2) He may exercise this right on all goods in his possession

of the sums
which

instructed
to buy or to scll on beha]f of the principal.
(3) He may exercise it on the monies he received from a buyer

he was
for the

principal.

Art.
, 2248. - Dealings on own account.
(1) The commission agent entrusted

with the sale or purchase of !loods
quoted on the Stock Exchan~!c or having a market value may, in the
absence of contrary instructions
by the principal,
effect the transaction as a third party on his own account and conclude the contract
with himself.
(2) In such a case, he shall remain entitled to the remuneration
agreed
upon

or resulting

from usage.
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for the transaction

may

not be less than

intimated
to him by the principal
nor than
Stock Exchange or the market price.

the price

Art. 2249. - Presumption.
Where the commission
agent who is himself entitled
seller notifies the principal
of the carrying out of a
naming the person with whom he contracted,
he shall
assumed the obligations
of buyer or seller on his own

Art. 2250. -

Termination

the price

quoted

on the

to act as buyer or
transaction
without
be deemed to have
account.

of commission.

The commission
shall not terminate
where the principal
or the commission agent dies, becomes incapahle
or is declared absent where the heirs
or representatives
of the principal
or commission
agent continue his commercial activity.

Section

2. Forwarding

agency

Art. 2251. - Forwarding agency.
(l) The forwarding agency is a contract of agency whereby the agent,
called the commission agent, shipper or forwarding agent, undertakes
to enter in his own name but on behalf of another person, called the
principal, into a contract for the forwarding of goods.
(2) The mles goveming the contract of commission to buy or to sell shall
apply to this contract.
Art. 2252.

-

(1) Unless

Insurance and dealings art own account.
otherwise
agreed, the forwarding
agent

insure the goods.
(2) He may himself undertake

to effect their

Art. 2253. -

4. Authority granted

to

transport.

(3) In such a case, he shall have the same rights

Chapter

shall not be bound

and duties

as a carrier.

by the court

Principle.

The authority
to do an act or acts of a certain kind on behalf of another
may be given by the court to a person hereinafter
called the curator.

Art. 2254. -

Application

(1) An application

for appointment.
for the appointment

court by a relative or by the spouse
(2) It may be made by no other person.

of a curator

may be made to the

of the person

to be represented.
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(1) The
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Decision of the coltrt.
court

shall

not

grant

the

application

represented
is not in a position
being away, ill or for any other

to appoint
canse.

unless

the

person

to be

an agent by reason

of his

(2)

The court shall authorise
the curator it appoints to carry out such
acts as are of an urgent nature.
(3) The court shall make such order as it thinks fit to safeguard the in.
terests of the person represented
and to ensure that the curator will
execute any sentence that may be passed upon him in relation to hii
liabilities
to the person represented.

Art. 2256. (1) The
(2)

Effect.
curator

appointed

by the court

shall

8S soon as possible

the person whom he represents
of his appointment.
The respective rights and obligations
of the person
the curator
of Chapter

appointed
by the court shall be subject
2 of this Title (Art. 2199-2233).

Chapter 5. Unauthorised
Art. 2257.- Scope of application.

inform

represented

and

to the provisions

agency

Unauthorised
agency occurs where a person who has no authority
undertakes
with full knowledge
of the facts to manage another
affairs without having been appointed
an agent.

to do so
person's

Art. 2258. - Management
against principal:s will.
(1) Where the management
was tmdertaken
against the principal's
will,
the provisions
relating
to unlawful
enrichment
and, where appropriate, those relating to extra-contractual
liability
shall apply (Art.
2027-2178) .
(2) The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply in such a case unless
the principal

ratifies

the acting

person's

management.

Art. 2259. - Management
not undertaken
in the principal:s interest.
(1) Where the management
was undertaken
by the acting person

in his

own interest and not in that of the principal,
the provisions relating
to unlawful
enrichment
and, where appropriate,
those relating
to
extra-contractual
liability
shall apply (Art. 2027-2178).
(2) The provisions
of this Chapter shall apply where the acting person
managed the other party's affair at the same time as his own by reason
of the fact that both affairs were so closely connected together that
one of them could not be managed separately.
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2260. - Duties of acting person.
(1) The acting person shall as soon as possible
(2)

inform

the principal

con-

cerned in the affair that he has undertaken
the management.
He shall continue the management
undertaken
by him and bring

it

to completion
as long as the principal
concerned
in the affair is not
in a IJosition to take it over himself.
(3) Be ehall be subjected
to the same rules as an agent as regards the
duty
Art.

to render

accounts

(Art.

2213 and 2214).

2261. - Diligence and liability.
(1) The acting person shall manage

the affair

he has undertaken

same care as a bonus paterfamilias.
(2) The court may, having regard to the circumstances
to undertake
the management,
be liable owing to his default.
Art.

2262.

-

reduce

the damages

that

with the

induced

to which

him

he may

Disability of acting person.

Where the acting person was under a disability as to contracting, he shall
only be liable to the extent of his enrichment or the benefits with which
he parted in breach of good faith.
Art.

2263. - Good faith.
(1) The acting person shall act with the strictest good faith towards the
principal.
(2) The provisions governing agency shall apply in this respect (Art.
2208-2212)

.

Art. 2264. - Duties of principal.
(1) Where the principal's interest required that the management be undertaken, he shall ratify the acts done by the acting person in his
name.
(2) He shall indenmify the acting person for all liabilities he personally
undertook, reimburse him the expenses incurred in his interest and
compensate him for any dl,tmage he suffered in connection with the
management and not due to his default.
(3) Expenses made by the acting person shall produce interest as from
the day they were made without it being necessary that the principal
be placed in default.
Art. 2265. - Effect of ratification.
Where the principal is bound by law to ratify the transaction or he in fact
ratifies it, the provisions governing agency shall apply (Art. 2233).
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CONTRACTS

BOOK V. SPECIAL CONTRACTS
TITLE XV
RELATING TO THE ASSIGNMENT
Chapter I. Sale

OF RIGHTS

Art. 2266. - Definition.
A contract
of sale is a contract
whereby one of the parties, the seller,
undertakes
to deliver a thing and transfer its ownership to another party,
the buyer, in consideration
of a price expressed in money which the buyer
undertakes
to pay him.
Art. 2267. (1) The
(2)

Application
of this Chapter. - 1. Corporeal chattels.
provisions
of this Chapter shall apply to the sale of corporeal

chattels.
Nothing

in this

Article

to the sale of certain
Art.

shall

kinds

affect

the

of corporeal

special

provisions

chattels.

2268. - 2. Intrimjic parts of immovable.
(1) The sale of intrinsic parts of an immovable

shall be deemed

sale of movables where such parts are, under the contract,
rated from the immovable
and transferred
as corporeal
the buyer.
(2) The provisions
of sub.art.
(1)
shall apply in particular
sale relates to crops,
ducts of a quarry.

materials

relating

of a building

under

to be a

to he sepachattels to
where

demolition

the

or pro-

Art. 2269. - Sale on delivery.
For the purpose of this Chapter, a contract for the delivery of corporeal
chattels to be manufactured
or produced
shall be deemed to be a sale
where the party who undertakes
delivery is to provide the main materials necessary for the manufacture
or production.

Section 1. Formation of contract
Art. 2270. - Subject of sale.
(1) A sale may relate to an existing

thing

(2)

A sale may also relate

(3)

to make for delivery to the buyer.
It may also relate to a thing belonging

Art. 2271. (1) The

to a future

belonging

thing

which

to the seller.
the seller undertakes

to a third

Price estimated
by third party.
price may be referred to the arbitration

party.

of a third

party.
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(2)

There

shall

to make

be no sale where
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such third

party

refU8e8 or is unable

an estimate.

Art. 2272. - Terms of the contract.
(1) A contract of sale may be pure and simple or contain
(2) Unless otherwise expressly stipulated,
the obligations
the parties shall not be deemed
of the contract.

to be conditions

Section 2. Performance
Paragraph 1. -

Obligations

affecting

special terms.
it imposes OIl
the existence

of contract
of seller

Art. 2273. - General provisions.
( 1 ) The seller shall deliver the thing to the huyer in accordance with the
provisions
of the contract and of this Code.
(2) He shall transfer the ownership of the thing to the buyer and warrant
him against certain defects in the thing.
(3) He shall in addition be liable for any other
him by the contract of sale.
A - Obligation to deliver

obligation

imposed

upon

Art. 2274. - Essence of obligation.
Delivery consists in the handing over of a thing and its accesaories in accordance with the contract.
Art.

2275.

(1)

Where

Quantity

the

fixed

seller

approximately.

undertakes

to deliver

"about

a certain

quantity"

of specified goods, it shall be for him to determine
the exact quantity to be delivered,
unless it appears from the circumstances
that
such stipulation
has been included in the contract in the sole interest
of the buyer.
(2) The difference
between the approximate
quantity fixed in the contract and the quantity
actually
per cent, where the sale relates
per cent in other cases.
Art. 2276. - Time of delivery.
Where the date of delivery cannot
the seller shall deliver the thing
do so.

delivered may not be more than ten
to the whole cargo of a ship. or five

be inferred from the will of the partiea,
as 800D as the buyer requires him to

Art. 2277. - Delivery during a given period.
Where the parties have agreed that delivery .hall take place durin,

.
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given period, it shall be for the seller
unless it appears from the circumstances
Art.

2278. - Simultaneity
(1) Unless otherwise

to fix the exact date of delivery
that it is for the buyer to do so.

with payment.
provided in the contract,

delivery

be simultaneous
with the payment of the price.
(2) The. seller may in such case retain the thing until

of the thing
payment

shall

is made.

Art. 2279. - Place of delivery. - 1. Principle.
Unless otherwise agreed, the seller shall deliver the thing at the place
where, at the time of the contract, he had his place of business or, failing
such, his normal

residence.
'

Art. 2280. - 2. Exception.
(1) Where the sale relates

to a specific

thing

and the parties

know

the

place where such thing is at the time of the contract, the seller shall
deliver the thing at such place.
(2) The provisions
of sub-art. (1) shall apply where the contract relates
to fungible
things selected from a stock or a specified supply or to
things which are to be made or produced
in a place known to the
parties at the time of the contract.
B -

Art. 2281.

-

The seller
unassailable
Art. 2282.

-

Obligation to transfer ownership

Steps necessary for the transfer of ownership.
shall take the
necessary
rights over the thing.

steps

for

Warranty against dispossession. -

transferring

to the

buyer

1. Principle.

The seller shall warrant
the buyer against any total or partial dispossession which he might suffer in consequence
of a third party exercising
a
right he enjoyed at the time of the contract.
Art.

2283. - 2. Legal limits.
Where, at the time

(1)

of the

contract,

the buyer

knows

dispossession,
the seller shall not warrant
the thing
expressly undertaken
to do so.
(2) Warranty
shall however be due where dispossession
falling

in of a pledge

made

that

he risks

unless

he has

is due

to the

by the seller.

Art. 2284. - Provisions excluding or restricting warranty.
(1) Provisions which exclude or restrict the warranty due from the seller
against dispossession shall be construed, strictly.
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Unless

otherwise

expressly
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agreed,

the seller the obligation
to return
or in part, in cases of dispossession.
(3) A provision excluding or restricting

such

provisions

the price

shall

impose

to the buyer,

the warranty

on

in whole

shall be of no effect

where the seller has intentionally
concealed that a third party had
a right on the thing or dispossession
is due to the act of the seller.
Art. 2285. - Joining seller Q$ party to proceedings.
(1) Where the buyer is sued for dispossession,

he shall

join

the seller

(2)

as a party to the proceedings
instituted
against him.
Where the seller is joined in the proceedings
in due time,

(3)

make good his warranty unless
to the act of the buyer.
Where the seller is not joined

he shall

he can show that

dispossession

in the proceedings

without

is due

any fault

on his part, he shall be released from his warranty where he can show
that the proceedings
might have had a more favourable
issue, had he
been joined in in due time.
Art. 2286. - Compromise.
Where the buyer acknowledges
the right of a third party outside judicial
proceedings
or he has entered into a compromise
with such third party,
he may not avail himself of the warranty
given by the seller unlei18 he
can show that the latter could not have prevented
dispossession.
c Art. 2287.

-

Warranty against defects in the thing

Principle.

The seller shall guarantee
to the buyer that
to the contract and is not affected by defects.

the

thing

sold

confOl'DJll

with contract.
Art. 2288. - Conformity
The thing'shall
not be deemed to conform to the contract where:
(a) the seller delivered
to the buyer part only of the thing sold or a
greater or lesser quantity than he had undertaken
in the contract to
deliver; or
(b) the seller delivered to the buyer a thing different to that provided
in the contract

Art. 2289.

-

Warranty

or .a thing

of a different

species.

f1o/JaUutde/ecu.

The warranty shall become effective where the thing:
(a) does not possess the quality required
for its normal
(b)

cial exploitation;
or
does not pOSsC88 the
vided

t"xpressly

quality

or impliedly

required

use or commer-

for its particular

in the CODtract; or

1IIe 88 pro-
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(c)

does not

possess

impliedly

in the contract.

-

Art. 2290.
(1) The

the

quality

or specifications

provided

expressly

or

Time when dejects are to be considered.
conformity

with

the

contract

and

the

absence

of defects

shall

be ascertained
having regard to the condition of the thing at the time
of the transfer of risks.
(2) Where no transfer
of risks occurs as a result of the cancellation
of
the contract having been declared or the replacement
of the thing
having been required,
regard shall be had to the time when the ri~ks
would have been transferred,
had the thing been in conformity
with
the contract.
(3) The seller shall be held to his warranty
where non-confonnity
or
defects
caused

occur at a date later than that specified in this Article
by the seller or a person for whom he is liable.

of thing by buyer.
Art. 2291. - Examination
(1) As soon as the buyer has the opportunity,
examine the thing.
(2) Unless otherwise agreed, such examination
by the usages of the place of examination.
(3) Where the buyer intends to avail himself

he shall

without

shall be made
of the results

and are

delay

as provided
of the exami-

nation, he shall in due time invite the seller or his representative
attend such examination,
unless the thing is likely to perish.
Art. 2292. -- Notification
oj defects.
(1) Where examination
discloscs

non.conformity

with

the contract

to

or a

defcct in the thing, the buyer shall without delay give notice thereof
to the seller.
(2) In notifying the defect, the buyer shall indicate its nature in accordance with custom

and good faith.

of notification.
Art. 2293. - Absence
(1) Where the buyer has not notified

the

scller

as provided

in Art.

2292, he may no longer avail himself of the non-conformity
or defects unless the seller admitted
their existence.
(2) Where a defect is subsequently
discovered
which could not be discovered by the nonnal process of examination,
the buyer may avail
himself of such defect where he notifies the seller as soon as he
discovers it.
(3) The seller who has intentionally
misled the buyer may not avail
himself of the fact that the notification
ficiently precise or made in due time.

of defects

has not been suf.
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Warranty

Art. 2294. -

Where

the

seller

limited
hall

by agreement.

warranted

during

a specified

period

certain

quali.

ties or the. good working condition
of the thing, it shall be sufficient for
the buyer to inform the seller of the defect before the expiry of such
period.
Art. 2295. - Buyer
( 1) Where the

knowing of defects.
seller can prove that

the buyer knew of the defects at
the time of the contract,
he shall not be liable on his warranty
against defects.
(2) In such a case, an express warranty
given by the seller shall itself
be void.

Art. 2296. (I) The

Gross negligence of buyer.
seller shall not be liable on a warranty

are so obvious that the buyer
of gross negligence.
(2) The warranty
shall however
declared
that the
warranted
certain

could
hold

thing was free
qualities.

against

overlOQk them
where

from

the

defects
ouly

seller has
or he has

defects

which

as a result
expressly
expressly

Art. 2297. - Provisions
excluding
or restricting
warranty.
Any provision excluding
or restricting
the warranty
shall be of no effect
were the seller has fraudulently
concealed
from the buyer the defects
in the thing.
Art. 2298. (1) The

Period for suing on a warranty.
buyer shall, under pain of losing

his right,

bring

proceedings

on a warranty
against defects within one year from his having given
notice to the seller, unless the seller intentionally
misled him.
(2) The parties may not shorten this period.
(3) Where

specified

qualities

or

the

good

working

condition

of the

thing have been warranted
by the seller for a specified period, the
time within which the buyer may bring proceedings
shall be reckoned
from the day when this period has expired.

-

Position of buyer upon expiry of period.
Art. 2299.
( 1) After the expiry of the period fixed in Art. 2298, the

buyer

no longer avail himself of the defect or non.conformity.
(2) The buyer may, however, where he has not paid the price
notified
the defect or non-conformity
in due
the demand for payment
a claim for reduction

may

and he

time, set off against
in price or damages.
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-

2300.
Seller may put right defects.
(1) In a sale of fungible things, the seller

may replace

defective

things

by new ones within the period provided
for in the contract.
(2) In a sale of goods to be manufactured
or produced
by the seller

on

the specifications
of the buyer, the seller may put right the defects
within a reasonable
time, even after the expiry of the period fixed
for delivery, provided that the delay causes the buyer no substantial
inconvenience
or expense.
(3) Nothing shall affect the right of the buyer to claim damages.
D -

Other obligations of seller

Art. 2301. - Handing over documents.
(1) Where it is customary
for the seller
ments concerning
the thing
very, hand such documents
(2) The

documents

shall

to hand

sold, the seller
over.

be handed

over

over to the buyer
shall,

in addition

as carefully

and

possible at the place fixed in. the contract
or provided
(3) The buyer shall not be bound to accept the documents
conform
Art. 2302.

-

to the

docuto deli.

quickly

as

by custom.
unless they

contract.

Insurance.

Where the seller must know from the circumstances
that a carriage insurance is the custom and where the seller is not bound to contract such
insurance
himself, he shall provide the buyer with the necessary information to enable him to contract an insurance,
where the buyer requires
such information
from him.
Paragraph 2. Art. 2303.

-

General

Obligations of buyer

provision.

(1) The buyer shall pay the price and take delivery of the thing.
(2) He shall be bound by any other obligation imposed upon him by
the contract of sale.
Art. 2304. - Obligation to pay the price.
(1) The obligation to pay the price shall include the obligation to take
any step provided by the contract or by custom to arrange for or
guarantee the payment of the price.
(2) The buyer may thus be compelled, according to the circumstances,
to accept a bill of exchange, to open a credii account, to provide
bank security or otherwise.
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Art. 2305. - Price determined by weight.
Where the price is determined by the weight of the thing, the net weight
shall be taken into account in cases of doubt.
Art. 2306. - Thing at current price.
Where the thing sold is quoted on the market
the parties shall be deemed to have concluded
having regard to the time when and place where
Art. 2307. - Thing
(1) Where the

usually sold by seller.
sale relates to a thing

which

or has a current price.
the sale at this p~~ce,
delivery is to take place.

the

seller

normally

sells,

the parties shall be deemed to have concluded the sale at the price
normally
charged by the seller, having regard to the time when and
place where delivery is to take place.
(2)

The

amount

deemed
Art.

shown

in the invoice

to conform

presented

the contract,
the buyer may
ceeds the agreed quantity.
he accepts

in proportion
Art. 2309. - Place
(1) The buyer

the whole

to the

no place

seller.
(3) Where

the

contract

-

greater

than

or refuse

quantity,

quantity

is fixed,

thing or documents
place where, under
handed over.

Art. 2310.

accept

of payment.
shall pay the price

(2) Where

seller

shall

be

provided

in

to such price.

greater than agreed.
2308. - Quantity
(1) Where the seller delivers a quantity

(2) Where

by the

delivered

as ex.
increased

to him.

at the place

that

quantity

he shall pay a price

fixed

he shall pay the price

provides

that

such

the price

in the contract.

at the address

shall

be paid

of the

when

Date of payment. -

1. Sale for cash on delivery.

Where payment
is due on delivery, the buyer shall not be bound
pay the price until he has had an opportunity
to examine the thing.
Art. 2311.

-

Credit

the

are handed over, the price shall be paid at the
the contract, such thing or documents
are to be

to

sale.

Where the contract relates to a sale on credit and no date of payment
is fixed, the buyer shall pay the price as soon as the seller demands it
after the date when delivery is to be made.
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Art. 2312. - Co-operation
in delivery.
The buyer shall, where appropriate,
take such stepll as may be required
of him to enable the seller to carry out his obligation
to deliver the
thing.
Art. 2313. - Taking delivery.
The buyer shall, after delivery, take
completing
the delivery of the thing.
Paragraph 3.

-

-

(1) The

of a contract

-

Expensu

of sale shall

be borne

by the buyer.

be borne

by the buyer.

Expenses of payment.
expenses

(2) Where

of the payment

the seller

residence
after
tional expenses

has changed

shall

the address

Such

expenses

weighing

Art. 2317.

of his place

the making of the contract,
arising therefrom.

Art. 2316. - Expenses of delivery.
II) The expenses of delivery shall be borne
(2)

for

Expenses of contract.

The expenses

Art. 2315.

as may be necessary

Common obligations of seller and buyer
A

Art. 2314.

such steps

shall

include

the

cost

he shall

of business
bear

or

any addi-

by the seller.
of counting,

measuring

and

the thing.

-

Expenses after delivery.
Any expense arising after delivery

Art. 2318. (1) The

Expenses
expenses

of transport.
of transport

shall

shall

be borne

be borne

by the buyer.

by the buyer

where

the

thing sold has to be sent to another place than the place of delivery.
(2) Such expenses shall however be borne by the seller where delivery
is to be carriage.free.
(3) Where the transport
of the thing is interrupted
by an event beyond
the control of either party, the additional
transport
be borne by the party who bears the risks.
Art. 2319. - Customs duties.
(1) Where import customs

duties

or other

duties

charging

expenses

shall

the imported

thing are to be paid by the seller and such duties increase after the
contract is made, such increase shall be added to the price.
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(2) Where, however,
a delivery bealing
such duties has been delayed
by the act of the seller or of a persou for whom the seller is liable,
the additional
duties shall be paid by the seller whenever the buyer
can show that the increase would not have been due, had the delivery
been made at the time fixed in the contract or provided by law.
(3) Whenever
there is a decrease in customs duties, the price shall be
reduced

accordingly.
B -

Pre$ervation of the thing

of the seller.
Art. 2320. - ~bligation
(1) Where the buyer is late in taking

delivery

of the thing

or in paying

the price, the seller shall ensure the preservation
of the thing at the
buyer's expense.
(2) He may retain the thing until he has been indemnified
by the buyer
for the expenses
Art. 2321. (I) Where
(2)

he incurred

Obligation

in preserving

the thing.

of the buyer.

the thing

sold has been received

by the buyer,

he shall, where

he intends to refuse it, ensure its preservation
at the seller's expense.
He may not retum the thing to the seller without further formality.

(3) He may retain

the thing

for the expenses

Art. 2322. -

Consignment

until

he incurred

he has been indenmified
in preserving

by the seller'

the thing.

or sale of the thing.

The seller and the buyer may relieve themselves of the obligation to pre.
serve the thing by consigning or selling it in accordance
with the provi.
sions of the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts
in general"
(Art.
1779.1783) .
C -

Transfer

of risks

Art. 2323. - Principle.
Where the risks are transferred to the buyer, he shall pay the 'price not.
withstanding that the thing is lost or its value altered.
Art. 2324. - Delivery of thing.
(I) The risks shall be transferred
to the buyer from the day when the
thing has been delivered
to him in accordance
with the provisions
of the contract or of this Code.
.'
(2) The provisions
of sub-art. (I) shall apply notwithstanding
that the
thing delivered
does not conform to the contract, where the buyer
has neither cancelled or required the cancellation
of the contract nor
required
that the thing be replaced.
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(1)

-

CODE

Delay of buyer.

The risks

shall

late in paying
(2) Where

the

also he transferred

to the huyer

from

the day he is

delay

of the

the price.

sale relates

to fungihle

things,

the

huyer

shall not transfer the risks to him unless the thing, clearly designated
for the performance
of the contract, has heen especially
allocated to
the huyer and the seller has sent notice to the huyer to that effect.
(3) Where

fungihle

things

are of such a nature

that

the seller cannot

set

aside part of them until the huyer takes delivery, it shnll he sufficient
for the seller to have performed
all the acts necessary to enahle the
huyer to take immediate
delivery.
Art. 2326. - Thing
(1) Where the

under voyage.
sale relates to a thing

under

voyage,

the risks

shall

transferred
to the huyer from the day when delivery has taken
hy the thing having heen handed over to the carrier.
(2)

The

provisions

of the making
that the thing

of suh-art.

(1)

shall

not

apply

of the contract, the seller knew
had perished or was damaged.

he

place

where,

at the time

or should

have known

Art. 2327. - Provision relating to expenses.
Any provision relating to expenses stipulated
hy the parties, in particular
a provision wherehy expenses are to he horne hy the seller, shall not in
itself transfer the risks.
Art. 2328. - Goods shipped in common.
Where goods are shipped in common with others, the risks shall he allocated to each of the huyer in proportion
to his share from the day when
delivery has taken place hy the goods having heen handed over to the
carrier, where the seller has sent to the huyer the hill of lading or other
document showing that the shipment has taken place.

Section
Paragraph

3. Non-performance
1.

-

Forced

perfonnance

of contract
of the contract

Art. 2329. - Non-performance of obligation to deliver.
- 1. Principle.
Where the thing has not heen regularly delivered, the huyer may demand
the forced performance
of tI)e contract where it is of particular
interest
to him.
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Art. 2330. - 2. Possibility of purchase in replacement.
The buyer may not demand the forced performance
of the contract where
the sale relates to a thing in respect of which a purchase in replacement
conforms to commercial
practice
or such purchase
can be effected by
him without inconvenience
or considerable
expense.
Art. 2331. -- 3. Delay.
(I) The buyer shall

lose the

right

to demand

the

forced

performance

of the contract where he fails to inform the seller, within a short
period after he has ascertained
the delay, of his intention to demand
such performance.
(2) Such period shall be estimated
with particular
strictness where the
date fixed

for the performance

of the contract

or defects.
Art. 2332. - Non-conformity
(1) The buyer who has regularly given notice

is a compulsory

of the defects

date.

may require

the seller to deliver new things or the missing part or quality of the
thing where the forced performance
of the contract may be demanded.
(2)

He may require that the defects be made good by the seller within
areasonabli
time where the sale relates to a thing which the seller
has to make or produce on the specifications
of the buyer and where
such defects can be made good.

Art. 2333. --

Non-payment

of price.

Where the buyer fails to pay the price, the seller may demand payment
unless the sale relates to a thing in respect of which a compensatory
sale
is imposed by custom.
Art. 2334. - Sale according to specifications.
Where the buyer's right to decide later
othcr dctails of the thing is reserved in
givc such specifications
within the time
expiry of a reasonable
period of timt!
himself make the specification
according
as he knows them.
Art. 2335. (1) The

2. Method and penalties.
seller shall inform the ~uyer

-

1. Righ!

of seller.

as to the form, measurements
or
the contract and he has failed to
fixed in the contract or on the
notified to him, the seller molY
to the requirements
of the buyer

of the specifications

of the thing

where he has determined
them and fix him a reasonable
period of
time for giving different specifications.
(2) Where the buyer fails to give his specifications
within such time, the
specifications

made by the seller shall be binding.

25*
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Paragraph 2.
A-

- Cancellation of contract
Reasons for cancellation by the buyer

Art. 2336. - Principle.
(I)

The buyer may require
the court to order the cancellation
of the
contract or may declare the cancellation
of the contract in accordance
with the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts
in
general"
(Art. 1784-1789).
(2) Nothing shall affect the provisions of the following Articles.
Art. 2337.
- Compulsory
(1) The date fixed
where the thing
apply to obtain
(2) The date fixed

ikte

for delivery.

for delivery shall he deemed to he a compulsory
date
has a market price on markets to which the seller can
it.
hy the seller or the huyer, where it is for either of

them to fix such date within a period of time provided
shall also be deemed to he a compulsory
date.

in the contract,

Art. 2338.
time.
- Additional
- 1. Possibility.
(1) Where the date fixed for delivery is not a compulsory
date, the court
may grant the seller a period of grace within which he shall perform
his ohligations.
(2) The huyer may, in the same circumstances,
grant thc seller an additional period of time fixed in a reasonahle
manner and inform him
that he shall refuse the thing upon the expiry of this period.
(3) The contract shall he cancelled as of right where the seller fails to
deliver the thing within such additional
period.
Art. 2339.
time.
- 2. Inttd€quate
(1) Where the period fixed by the buyer is not reasonable, the seller may,
within a short time, inform the buyer that he shall only deliver the
thing upon the expiry of a reasonable
period.
(2) Failing
such declaration,
the seller shall he deemed to accept the
period of time fixed hy the huyer.
Art. 2340.
- Place of delivery.
(1) Where the seller delivers the thing at another place than that where
he is bound to make delivery, the court shall not cancel the contract on the application
of the huyer unless the manner in which the
contract was enforced constitutes
a fundamental
breach of contract.
(2) The contract may not be cancelled where the breach can be made
good by the seller within such period of time as is fixed hy the contract or by law.
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Art. 2341. - Wlwle mvnership not transferred to buyer.
(1) The contract may he cancelled where, as a result of a defect affecting
his title. the seller has not procured for the huyer the thing free from
all the rights belonging to third parties.
(2) The contract may however not he cancelled where the huyer, on
buying the thing, knew of the encumhrance.
(3) The contract may not he cancelled where the right with which the
thing is encnmbered
is of small importance
and it appears that the
huyer would have hought the thing, had he known of the encumbrance.
Art. 2342. - Dispossession.
( I ) The Contract shall he cancelled as of right where the hnyer is totally
ousted from the thing and the seller is hound to warrant the huyer
against dispossession.
(2) The contract may he cancelled where the huyer is partially ousted
from the thing.
(3) The contract may however not he cancelled where dispossession only
affects a part of the thing of minor importance
and it appears that
the buyer would have hought the thing, had he known that he would
be dispossessed of such part.
Art. 2343. - Partial delivery.
( 1) Where part of the thing vnly has heen delivered

or does not conform

to the contract, the huyer may not cancel the contract for the whole
unless it appears that he would not have entered into the contract,
had he known how it would he executed.
(2) In case of delay in the delivery of part of the thing, the buyer may
cancel the contract for the whole notWithstanding
that the remaining
part of the thing is delivered subsequently, where the date of delivery
constituted a compulsory date for the whole.
(3)

Where the buyer is not entitled to cancel or require the cancellation
of the contract, he may cancel it partially or require that it he partially cancelled and confine himseU to paying a price proportionate
to
the value of snch part as has heen duly delivered to him.

Art. 2344. - Defects.
(1) The contract may be cancelled

where the thing is affected by a defect

against which the seller warranted the hnyer.
(2) The contract may however not be cancelled

where

small importanee
and it appears that the buyer
the thing, had he known of the defect.

the defect

is of

would have bought
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Art. 2345.
Defect of part of the thing.
- 1. Principle.
(1) Where the sale is of several things at a time or of a collection

-

of

articles and only some of them are defective, the contract may be
cancelled with regard to such defective things or articles only.
(2) The buyer shall in such case pay to the seller a price proportionate
to the value of the things
him free from defects.

or articles

which

have been

delivered

to

Art. 2346. - Exception.
(1) The contract may however be cancelled for the whole where the
defective thing or article cannot be separated, without considerable
inconvenience to the buyer or seller, from those which are free from
defects.
(2) The cancellation which relates to the principal thing shall extend to
accessories notwithstanding that they have been sold for a separate
price.
B

Art. 2347.

-

Reasons

for cancellation

by the seller

- Principle.

(1) The seller may apply to the court to order the cancellation
of the
contract or may declare the cancellation
of the contract in accordance
with the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to
" Contracts in
general"
(Art. 1784.1789).
(2) Nothing shall affect the provisions
of the following Articles.
Art. 2348. - Non-payment
of the price.
(1) The seller may forthwith
declare the cancellation
of the contract in
case of non.payment
of the price where this right has been expressly
given to him by the contract of sale.
(2) Failing an express stipulation,
the seller may cancel the contract on
the expiry of a reasonable
period fixed by him in the notice placing
the buyer in default, where the sale relates to things which are quoted
on the stock market or have a current price or where this right has
been expressly given to the seller by the contract.
(3) The seller may also declare the cancellation
of the contract upon the
expiry of the period of grace,
by the court to the buyer.

Art. 2349. -

where

such

period

has beeD granted

Default in taking delivery.

Where the buyer fails to take delivery of the thing on the conditions laid
down in the cOlitract, the seller may require the cancellation
of the contract where the failure of the buyer justifies the fear that he will not
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from

the circumstances

that

taking

delivery

of the contract.

Art. 2350. - Failure to make specifications.
Where the buyer has reserved in the contract the right to decide later
on the form, measurements
or other details of the thing and he fails to
give such specifications
at the date agreed as being compulsory
or upon
the expiry of a reasonable
period granted to him by the seller, the ~eller
may declare the cancellation
of the contract.
C -

Reasons

for cancelwtion

by both parties

Art. 2351. - Contracts for successive deliveries.
(1) Where, in contracts
for successive deliveries,
by reason of the nonperformance
or the defect of one of the performances
due by a party,
the other party is justified
in fearing that the future performance
will not be made or will be affected by defects, such party may require
that the contract be cancelled for the future.
(2) The buyer may also require the cancellation
of future deliveries or
deliveries already made, or both, where he proves that, by reason of
their connection,
these deliveries are of no use to him without those
which have not been made or were affected by defects.

Art. 2352. -- Impossibility

of performance.

A party may declare the cancellation
of the contract where, even hefore
the date fixed for performance,
the performance
of his obligatiGns !:Iy his
contracting
party becomes impossible or is delayed in such a way that the
very basis of the contract is affected.
breach of contract.
Art. 2353. - Anticipatory
Where, before the date fixed for performance,
a party has informed the
other party that he will not carry out the contract, the latter party may
declare the cancellation
of the contract in accordance with the provisions
of the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts
in general" (Art. 1789).
0 -

Conditions

and effect of cancellation

in case of delay.
Art. 2354. - Cancellation
Where a party, being late in the performance
of an obligation
which
constitutes
an essential stipulation
of the contract,
asks the other party
whether
he still consents to the execution
of the contract,
the contract
shall be cancelled as of right where the other party does not answer within
a short time.
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Art. 2355.
Effect of cancellqtion.
(1) Where a contract is cancelled,

-

ohligations
under the contract,
may be due.
(2) Where a party has performed

the parties
without

shall he released
prejudice

his ohligations

to such damagcs
in whole

he may claim the restitution
of what he has supplied
expenses incurred.
(3) Where both parties have performed
their obligations,
may refuse
fected his.

the restitution

due by him

until

from their
as

or in part,

including
each

the other

the

of them

party

has ef-

Art. 2356. - Interest on price and profit.
(1) Whenever the seller is required to refund the price, he shall in addition pay interest on such price calculated
from the day of paymcnt.
(2) The buyer shall restore, in addition to the thing, the profits he has
derived
Art. 2357. (1) The

therefrom.

Where thing cannot be returned in its previous condition.
buyer shall retain the right to require or declare the cancella-

tion of the
clared where
without this
he is liable.
(2) He shall in

contract
or to avail himself of cancellation
already dethe thing or part thereof has perished or heen damaged
being due to his own act or that of a person for whom
particular

retain

this

right

where

the

thing

has been

damaged as a result of an examination
made by him in accordance
with custom.
(3) The contract
may not he cancelled
where the buyer is unable to
restore the thing because he has assigned
perished or been damaged by his act.

Art. 2358.

-

Transformation

or transformed

of thing.

Where the thing is transformed,
the buyer shall retain
or declare the cancellation
of the contract where:
(a) the thing or part thereof has been transformed

the right to require
by him

was able to discover the defect of which he avails himself
or declare the cancellation
of the contract;
or
(b) the alteration
of the thing is of no importance.
Art.

2359.

-

it or it has

before

he

to require

ExpenseJ/.

(I) As regards outlays made by the buyer on the thing, the provisioDs of
the Chapter of this Code relating to "Unlawful Enrichment" shall
apply (Art. 2168-2178).
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lllay only claim from the seller the payment

of these out.

laY8 in the ca8e of di8p088e8sion where he is unable himseH
demnified by the third party by whom he i8 di8possessed.
Paragraph 3. Art. 2360. - General provisions.
(1) Where the non-performance

to be in.

Damages

of one of his obligations

by his con-

tracting party i8 detrimental
to him, the 8eller or the buyer may claim
that the damage thu8 cau8ed be made good by way of damages.
(2) Damage8 may be claimed whether the contract is cancelled or upheld,
where

the contract
A

- -

has not been regularly

LIl.,C where

the

Art. 2361. - Amount of damages.
(1) Where the contract i8 not

contract

is not

cancelled,

the

and exactly

performed.

cancelled

amount

of damages

shall

be fixed in accordance
with the provisions of the Title of this Code
relating
to "Contract8
in general"
(Art. 1790-1805).
(2) In ca8e of delay in the payment
of the price, the buyer shall pay
(3)

intere8t at the legal rate (Art. 1803).
Compound
intere8t 8hall not be included
account

between
B

Art.

the buyer
~

unleas

there

is a current

and the seller.

Case where the contract

is cancelled

2362. - Thing having a current price. - 1. Principle.
(1) Where the contract
i8 cancelled
and the thing h38 a current

price,

damages 8hall be equal to the difference
between the price fixed in
the contract and the current price 38 on the day when the right to
declare the cancellation
of the contract could be exerciaed or on the
day following that when the contract was cancelled by the court or u
of right.
(2) Regard 8hall in addition be had to the normal expenses of a purchaae
in replacement
or compensatory
sale.
(3) The price to be taken into account shall be that on the market
the buyer or seller would, in the normal course
8ell the thing to which the contract relates.
Art. 2363. - 2. Purchase
(1) Where the buyer

of bnsiness,

where
buy or

in replacement
or compematory
aale.
has effected a purchase in replacement
or the seller

has effected a compensatory
sale, the price paid for such purchaae
or obtained for such sale shall be taken into conaideration
in calcula.
ting the amount of damages.
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(2) Such amount

may be rcduced

purchase
in replacement
bad faith or in abnormal

whcre

the other

party

proves

or compensatory
sale has been
husiness conditions.

that

effected

the
in

Art. 2364. - 3. Greater damage.
(1) Damages shall be equal to the prejudice
actually caused where the
party who suffered
such prejudice
shows that, at the time of the
making of the contract, he had informed the other party of the special
circumstances
by reason of which the prejudice caused is I!;reater.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall also apply where the party shows
that non-performance
is due to the other
gross negligence or grave fault.
Art.

2365.

-

Thing

having

no currcnt

shall

circumstances

be equal
mcntioned

intention

to harm.

price.

(1) Where the thin~ has no current
prejudice
which non-performance
ditor in the eyes of a reasonable
(2) Damages

party's

price, damages shall be equal to the
.would normally
cause to the creperson.

to the prejudice

actually

caused

where

the

in Art. 2364 havc obtained.

breach of contract.
Art. 2366. - Anticipatory
(1) In cases of anticipatory
breach of contract, damages shall, where the
thing has a current price, he calculated
having regard to the market
price of the thing on the last day of the period fixed in the contract
for the performance
of the obligation.
(2) Where

no period

has been

fixed

in the contract,

damages

shall

be

calculated
having regard to the market price of the thing on the day
when the right to declare the cancellation
of the contract could be
exercised.
(3) Damages

may however

not exceed

the price

actually

paid

for a pre-

vious purchase
in replacement
nor the difference
between the price
fixed in the contract
and the price actually received for a previous
compensatory
sale.
Art. 2367. - Dispossession.
Where the buyer is dispossessed
of the thing, the seller shall, without
prejudice
to other damages, reimburse
him
the
judicial
and
extrajudicial expenses of the proceedings
he had to institute,
with the exception of the expenses he could have avoided by informing the seller of the
proceedings.
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forms of sale

Sale of cattle and other living animaJ.

Paragraph 1. -

Principle.

Art. 2368. -

Without
prejudice
to the
of cattle and other living
the preceding Articles.

provisions
of the following Articles, the sale
animals shall be subject to the provisions
of

1. Legal warranty.
Art. 2369. - Contagious diseases. On making delivery, the seller shall guarantee
that the animal sold by
him does not suffer from any of the following diseases:
Rabies in all species of animals, Rinderpest
in all ruminants, Glanders,
Pleuropneumonia
of cattle (Contagious
Bovine Pleuro-Pneumonia),
Farcy, Dourine
and Epizootic
Lymphangitis
of horses and their crosses
(Mules), Anthrax and Piroplasmosis
of horses, cattle, sheep and goats.
Foot-and-Mouth
Disease of cattle, sheep, goats, pigs and camels.
Blackquarter
or Malignant Oedema and Tuberculosis
of cattle.
Sheep Pox, and Scabies of sheep and pigs, Swine Fever, Plieumo-enteritis
and pox of pigs, Tuberculosis
of pigs.
Trypanosomiasis
of equines; donkeys and their crosses and in camels.
Spirillosis of horses, donkeys and their crosses.
Oesophagostomiasis
of sheep.
Brucellosis
of cattle, sheep and goats.
Rickettsiosis,
infectious
anaemia of equines.
Psittacosis,
contagious
diseases of bees.
Isle of While

Art. 2370.

-

Disease,

Nosema.

Contrary stipulation.

Any stipulation contrary to the provisions of Art. 2369 shall be of no
effect.
Art. 2371.

-

Defects.

-

1. Legal warranty.

Warranty shall be due by the seller where the animal sold is affected by
a defect such that it is not fitted for the purpose to which it is destined
by its nature or under the contracL
Art. 2372.

- 2.

Contractual

provisioru.

(I) The parties may by an express provision in the contract exclude with
regard to a given defect the warranty due in accordance with Art. 2371.
(2) The parties may extend the warranty and provide that the ee1ler
shall warrant that the animal p088e88e8 a given quaJity.
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Art. 2373. - Cancellation of COIIInIct.
Where the animal suffers f~
a contapoua di8eue 01' ii affected bra
defect for which warranty is due UDder the law 01' the COIdnct, the
hrmay require that the aale be cancelled.
Art. 2374. - Loa of animal.
Where the animal sold diee in CODIIeqUeDce
of a di8eue 01' defect for wIdab
warranty is due or of a fortuitoua event eauaed by .uch defect, the ...
shall be bome by the aeller who shall refund the price he received.
Art. 2375. - DtZmlJIe&.
The seller shall make good the damage caused to
(a) the aeller hu expresaly guaranteed that the
by the diaeue or defect by re880Q of which
(b) the seller is ShOWDto have known, at the
diseue

or defect by reason

the buyer where:
animal was. DOt affeet.ed
the aale is ~ncelled; Ot:
time of deliverJ', 01 the

of which the aale is

~

Art. 2376. - Contract maintained.
(1) The buyer shallloee his rights againat theaeller where he faila to
cause the diseue or defect to be aacertained by experts 8D.dto iDfOl'lD
the seller of such diaeue or defect within the time fixed in wiitiq: by
the parties.
(2) Where no time hu been fixed, the buyer shall lose his rights where
he fails to cause the disease or defect to be ascertained by expert8
and to inform the aeller of such diaeue of defect within thirtr daya
from the animal having been delivered.
Paragraph 2.
Art. 2377.

-

Art. 2378.

-

-

Sale by -pie

Qualities guaranteed by the seUer.
(1) In a sale by sam.ple or pattern, the qualities of the thing shall conform to those of the sample orvattem.
(2) Where there is a discrepancy between the sample and the III8III1eI'in
which the thing is described in the contract, the sample shall prev~
(3) Where there are differences but no discrepancy, the thing shall c0mbine the qualities of the sample and thoee of the descriptioa.
Exhibiting

of sample.

The party to whom the sample was entrusted ahall have to prove that
the sample exhibited is identical to the sample received.
Art. 2379. - Applictaion of this PtlTagraph.
There shall not be a sale by sample or pattern where the eeller p1'OYeI
that the sample or pattern wu only presented to the buyer by way of
information without any undertaking as to conformity.
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Art. 2380. - Time for acceptance.
(1 i Where the sale has been made
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Sale on trial

upon trial,

the buyer

shall, within

the

period fixed in the contract,
declare whether
he accepts or refuses
the thing.
(2) Where no period is fixed in the contract,
the seller ltlay give the
buyer

a reasonable

period

Art. 2381. - Silence of buyer.
(l) Where the buyer fails

of time to decide.
to inform

the

seller

of his decision

within

the period provided in Art. 2380, the sale shall be deemcd to be concluded where the thing has been delivered to the buyer so that he
may try it.
(2) The thing shall be deemed to be refused in the contrary case.
Art. 2382. - Implied
acceptance.
The sale shall be deemed to be concluded where
reservation
all or part of the price or disposes
than is necessary to try it.

the buyer pays without
of the thing otherwise

Art. 2383. - Risks.
The risks shall be borne by the seller notwithstanding
that the thing
has been delivered to the buyer, as long as the huyer has not accepted it.
Paragraph 4.
Art. 2384.

-

Right

of option

--

Sale by instalment.

of the seller.

Where the thing has been sold and delivered on the condition
that the
price will be paid by instalments
and the buyer is in arrears with one of
the part payments,
the seller may proceed to recover the unpaid instalment or, where such right has been expressly reserved to him, declare
the cancellation
of the contract.
Art. 2385. - Cancellation
of contract.
( 1) Where the contract is cancelled,

the seller

and the huyer

shall retum

the payments
which they have made to each other.
(2) The seller may however claim a fair rent and an indemnity
wear and tear of the thing.
(3) Any stipulation
imposing
more
shall

obligations

th"

on

the

hnv.'"

has

heen

stip",

be of no effect.

of balance.
Art. 2386. - Exigibility
(1) Where the exigibility
of the
lated

onerous

for

in the case of default

balance
of payment

of the

claim

of an instalment.

the sdle..
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may not avail himself of this stipulation
unless the buyer is in arrears
for two consecutive payments representing
together not less than one
tenth of the price of the sale.
(2) Any stipulation
imposing
more onerous obligatious
on the buyer
shall be of no effect.
Sale with ownership reserved

Paragraph 5. Effect

on third

A provision

whereby

Art. 2387.
(1)

-

parties.
the

seller

reserves

of the price, the ownership
of a thing
been transferred
to the buyer shall not
has been entered in a public register
place where the buyer resides.
(2) Where the third party who acquired
provision shall not affect
down in the Commercial
Art. 2388. -

his creditors
Code.

to himself,

Art. 2389. - Cancellation
(1) Where the sale

the

thing

except

is bankrupt,

such

on the conditions

by the buyer

from

the time

when

laid

the thing

is

of sale.
is cancelled,

the

seller

shall

return

all partial payments which he received.
(2) He may however claim a fair rent and an indenwity
and tear of the thing.
Any stipulation
imposing
shall

payment

Risks.

The risks shall be borne
delivered
to him.

(3)

until

the possession of which has
affect third parties unless it
kept for this purpose at the

more

onerous

obligations

to the

buyer

for the wear
on the

buyer

be of no effect.
Paragraph

6. --

Sale with right

of redem!Jtion

Art. 2390. - Sale with right of redemption.
The seller may reserve to himself the right to redeem
period of time the thing which he sold to the buyer.
Art. 2391. - Time for redemption.
(1) The period for exercising the right of redemption
years.
(2) It shall be of two years where

a shorter

Art. 2392. - Penalty.
(l) The buyer may not assign the thing
extends.

period

to which

within

a given

may not exceed two
has not been fixed.

the right of redemption
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down

in
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sub-art.

(1)

shall

not

affect

third

parties unless the clause providing
for redemption
has been entered
in a public register
kept for this purpose
at the place where the
buyer resides.
Art. 2393. - Obligations
of seller.
(1) The seller who exercises his right

(2)

buyer the price
contract of sale.

which

Unless

agreed,

otherwise

relating
to "Unlawful
as regards the expenses
Paragraph

7. -

he

has

of redemption
received

the provisions

and

shall
the

refund

to the

expenses

of the Chapter

of !he

of this

Enrichment"
(Art. 2168-2178)
shall
incurred
by the buyer on the thing.

Sale with

obligation

to forward

Code
apply

the thing

Art. 2394. - Care of transport.
Where the seller is bound by the contract to forward the thing, he ~hall
make, on the usual conditions
and by the usual means, the contracts
of carriage necessary for the thing to be actually forwarded
to the place
fixed in the contract of sale.

Art. 2395. (1)

Delivery. -

Where
very

the

shall,

of the thing
(2)

Where

l. Principle.

contract
unless

of sale implies
otherwise

agreed,

the

carrying

be effected

thing,

deli-

by the handing

of the

over

to the carrier.

the seller

uses his own means

of transport

or means

of trans-

port hired by him for thepurp08e
of effecting part of the carrying,
delivery shall be effected
by the handing
over of the thing to the
carrier with whom the contract of carriage is made on behalf of the
seller.
'...
(3)

Where

the

thing

is to

be

carried

by successive

carriers

and

the

seller is bound by the contract of sale to enter into ~one or more contracts of carriage
covering
the whole transport,
delivery
shall be
effected by the handing
over of the thing to the first carrier.
Art. 2396. - 2. Thing not intended
for the execution
of the contract.
Where the thing handed
over to the carrier is manifestly
not intended
for the execution
of the contract, by reason of an address written thereon
or otherwise,
the duty to make delivery
shall not be deemed to have
been carried
out unless the seller gave notice of the transport
to the
buyer and sent him, where appropriate,
a document
describing
the thing.
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Art. 2397. - 3. Carriage by water.
(I) Where the carrier to whom

the thing

is handed

over in accordance

'with the provisions of the preceding Articles is required to carry the
thing by water, delivery shall be effected by the thing being put on
board or by the ship according to the terms of the contract.
(2) Nothing

shall affect the case where

the seller may under

present to the buyer a bill of lading
other document
of a similar nature.
Art. 2398. (I) The

Right
seller

of retention
of seller.
may postpone
the forwarding

paid, where the contract of carriage
dispose of the thing under voyage.
(2) The

"received

provisions

of sub.art.

(I)

shall

the seller

has forwarded

of the

thing

or any

until

does not give him the
not

agreed that delivery would take place
price is to be paid after delivery.
(3) Where

the contract

for loading"

apply

where

at the place

the thing

because

he is

righi

to

it has been

of arrival

or the

he had the right

to dispose thereof after the beginning
of the voyage, he may, until
the price is paid, object to the thing being handed over to the buyer
at the place of destination.
Art. 2399. - Payment
(I) Where a bill

against documents.
of lading or other

document

has been

issued

which

permits
to obtain the delivery
of the thing or the possession
of
which is necessary to be able to dispose of the thing, the payment of
the price may only be demanded
against transfer of the document
provided by the contract or by custom.
(2)

In such case, the buyer may not refuse
ground that he was not able to examine

to pay the price
the thing.

on

the

(3) The obligation
to transfpr
the documents
shall be deemed to be
an essential provision
of the contract where the document
is a bill
of lading or any other document which permits to obtain the delivery
of the thing or the possession of which is necessary to be able to
dispose of the thing.
Art. 2400. - Stoppage in transit.
(I) Where, after having forwarded

the thing,

the seller

comes

to know

that the buyer has been declared insolvent, he may object to the thing
being delivered
to the buyer notwithstanding
that the buyer is al.
ready in possession of the bill of lading or any other document which
permits to obtain the delivery of the thing.
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to the delivery

where

it is required

by a

third party regularly in possession of the bill of lading or above-mentioned document.
(3) In such case, the seller may not object to the delivery unless the
bill of lading or other document
contains reservations
regarding
the
effect of its transmission
or he can show that the holder, in acquiring
the bill of lading or other document,
knowingly
acted to the detriment of the seller.
Art. 2401. - Obligation
to take delivery.
(1) Where the thing has been forwarded

to the

buyer

and

placed

at

his disposal at the place of destination,
the buyer shall, if he intends
to refuse the thing, take possession thereof on behalf of the seller
where he can do so without payment of the price and without inconvenience or considerable
expenses.
(2) The provisions
of sub-art.
(1) shall not apply where the Geller is
present
person

at the place of destination
or there
qualified
to receive the thing.

Art. 2402. - Examination
of thing.
(1) Where a thing is forwarded,

the buyer

shall

exists

at such

examine

place

a

it at the place

of destination.
(2) Where the thing is re-dispatched
by the buyer without transhipment
and where the seller, at the time of the making of the contract, knew or
should have known of the possibility
of re-despatching,
the examination shall be postponed
until the thing arrives at its new d3Stination.
Paragraph

8.

-

Sale by auction

Art. 2403. - Formation
of contract.
D) In the case of sale by auction, the contract of.s~e shall be concluded
by the auction which the seller or the auctioneer makes of the thing.
(2) The person who conducts the auction shall be deemed to be entitled
to knock down the thing to the highest bidder, where the seller has
expressed no contrary intention.
Art. 2404. ( 1) The

Obligations
of bidder.
hidder shall be bound

tions of sale.
(2) Unless otherwise
is made

provided,

hy his offer
he shall

or his offer is not accepted

on the tenus

be released
immediately

where

of the condia higher

bid

after the usual calls.
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Payment in cash.
Art. 2405.
(1) Unless otherwise provided
be bound to pay cash.
(2) The seller who is not
sale may forthwith

in the conditions

paid

cancel

cash

of sale, the bidder

or according

as in ordinary
auctions,
the

in the case of fraud

conditions

of

the contract.

Art. 2406. - Warranty due by seller.
(1) In a public and voluntary
sale by auction,
same warranty
(2) In compulsory

to the

shall

sales.
selier

shall

the seller
not

give

shall

give thc

warranty

except

on his part.

due by distrainer.
Art. 2407. - Warranty
(1) He at whose request the auction

takes

place

shall

warrant

the con-

formity of the thing with the description
given of it in the conditions
of sale.
(2) He shall also be liable for any fraud he may commit.

Chapter 2. Contract.s allied to sale
Section 1. Barter contract
from sale.
Art. 2408. - Differences
(1) Each of the exchangers
shall,
exchange,

have the same rights

(2) The exchanger

who is bound

shall, as regards the payment
gations as a buyer.
(3) Unless otherwise
agreed, the
expenses

of the barter

as regards

the

and obligations
by the barter

things

contract

of such balance,
exchangers

shall

2. Transfer

to the

to pay a balance

have

the same

share

equally

obliin the

contract.

to provisions
regarding sale.
Art. 2409. - Reference
The provisions
applicable
to contracts
of sale shall
apply to harter contracts.

Section

subject

as a seller.

of rights

other

than

for the

remainder

ownership

Art. 2410. - Transfer of usufmct.
(1) The provisions applicable to contracts of sale shall apply where a
person transfers for consideration the usufruct of a thing.
(2) The obligation of the seller to transfer the ownership of the thing
shall in such case be replaced by the obligation to transfer thc
usufruct of such thing.
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Transfer

of incorporeal

rights.

provisions

applicable

to contracts

of sale shall,

as far

as pos-

sible and without prejudice
to the provisions
of special laws, apply
where a person transfers
for consideration
an incorporeal
right.
(2) The transfer of "hoses in action shall be subject to the provisions of
the Title

of this

Code relating

to "Contracts

in general"

(Art.

1962-

1975)Section 3. Hiring sale
Assimilation

to sale.
Art. 2412. Without
prejudice
to the provisions
of the following Articles, the provisions applicable
to contracts of sale shall apply where the parties have
described their contract as one of hiring a thing, if it has been provided
that the tenant of the thing will become the owner thereof upon payment of a given number of instalments.

Art. 2413. - Risks.
The risks shall be borne by the tenant from the time when the thing
has been delivered to him.

Art. 2414. -

Termination of contract.

The tenant may at any time terminate
to the lessor.
of contract.
Art. 2415. - Cancellation
( 1) Where the contract is cancelled,
the rents which he has collected.
(2) He may only claim a fair rent
tear of the thing.
( 3 ) Any provision imposing

the contract

by returning

the lessor shall return
and an indemnity

more onerous

obligations

the thing

to the tenant

for the wear
on the tenant

and
shall

be of no effect.

Section 4. Contract of supplies
Art. 2416.

-

Definition.

A contract
of supplies is a contract
whereby
a party
price to make in favour of the other party periodical
liveries of things.

undertakes
for a
or continuous
de-

- Object of contract.
(1) Where the quantity to be supplied hall not been fixed, the supplier
,hall supply such quantity as corresponds to the normal needs of his

Art. 2417.
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contracting
party,
made.
(2) Where the parties

having

regard

to the time

when

have only fixed a maximum

the contract

was

and a minimum

limit

for the whole of the supplies or for each delivery, the person with
whom the supplier contracted
may fix, within these limits, the quantity to be supplied to hiDL
(3) Where the quantity is to be fixed according to his needs, the person
with whom the supplier contracted
shall take all he needs, notwith.
standing that this quantity
exceeds the minimum
fixed in the con.
tract.
Art. 2418. - Price.
Where supplies are to be made periodically,
the price for each delivery
shall, failing an express provision in the contract, be fixed in accordance
with the provisions
of Chapter 1 of this Title-.
Art. 2419. - Time of payment.
(1) Where supplies are to be made

periodically,

at the time of each delivery.
(2) Where supplies are to be continuous,
usual maturity
Art. 2420. (1) The

Term.
time fixed

the price

the price

shall

be due

shall

be due on the

shall

be deemed

dates.

for the

various

perfomlances

have been fixed in the interest of both parties.
(2) Where the party entitled to the supplies is allowed
when each performance
shall be made, he shall inform
such time by giving him reasonable
notice.
Art. 2421. - Non-performance
of contract.
(1) Where one of the parties fails to carry

to

to fix the time
the supplier

out his duties

of

regarding

a

given performance,
the contract may
mance is of importance
and capable
the regularity
of the performance
of
(2) The supplier
may only cancel the

be cancelled where non-perforof destroying the confidence in
future obligations.
contract
or suspend its perfor-

mance after having given reasonable
( 3 ) Any provision to the contrary shall

notice to his contracting
be of no effet.

Art. 2422. - Preference
clause. - 1. Duration.
(1) A provision
whereby
a person undertakes

to get supplies

ference from a given supplier, should he need certain
shall not be effective for more than three ,-ean.

kinds

party.

in preof goods,
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to three years where it has heen made for a longer

period.
Art. 2423. - 2. Application.
(I) Whosoever has entered

into an undertaking
as defined in Art. 2422
shall inform the supplier of the terms offered to him hy third parties.
(2) The supp-lier shall, under pain of loss of right, declare within the
time fixed in the contract or within a reasonable
time whether he
intends to avail himseH of the preference
clause.

Art. 2424. - Exclusive clause binding the client.
( I) Where provision
has been made in a contract

to the

effect

that

a person shall supply himseH exclusively with certain things from a
given supplier,
such person may not receive from third parties sup.
plies of the things of the nature provided in the contract.
(2) Unless otherwise
agreed, such person may not himseH manufacture
or produce things of the nature provided in the contract.
Art. 2425. - Exclusive
clause binding the supplier.
(1) Where it has been agreed that the supplier

shall supply

his products

to a given person only, the supplier may not, in the area provided
in the contract and during the currency of the contract, directly or
indirectly
supply third parties with goods of the nature provided in
the contract.
(2) Where the contraoting
party has undertaken
to develop, in the area
provided
in the contract,
the sale of the things which have been
reserved to him, he shall be liable where he fails to carry out this
obligation,
notwithstanding
that he sold the minimum
quantity provided in the contract.
Art. 2426.

-

Termination
of contract.
Where the duration of. the contract of supplies has not been fixed in the
contract, ellch party may terminate
the contract hy giving notice as provided in the contract or, where not provided,
reasonable
notice.

Chapter

3. Donation

Art. 2427. - Definition.
A donation is a contract wherehy a person, the donor, gives sornc of his
property
or assumes an ohligation
with
the
intention
of gratifying
another person, the donee.
Art. 2428. - Donation mortis causa.
A donation to be carried into effect on the death
subject to the provisions regarding wills,

of the donor

shall

be
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Art. 2429. -

Donation Q1~the occasion of marriage.

(1) A donation

made

on the occasion

of a marriage

shall be subject

to

the provisions
regarding
ordinary
donations.
(2) It shall in no case be deemed to be done for comideration.
(3)

Nothing

in this

a donation
Art. 2430. -.

made

Gratuitous

Article

shall

affect

on the occasion

the

special

of a marriage

provision

regarding

(Art. 2457).

sertJU:€s.

The fact of rendering
gratuitous
services or enabling another to disp08e
of a thing free of charge shall not be deemed to constitute
a donation.
Art. 2431. - Renunciation.
The fact of renouncing
rights in an inheritance,
refusing
a legacy
failing to fulfil a condition
on which the acquisition
or preservation
a right depends shall not be deemed to constitute
a donation.

Art. 2432. -

Natural obligations.

A payment made in performing
constitute
a donation.

Art. 2433. -

or
of

a moral

obligation

shall not be deemed

to

Reward.

A payment made in accordance
with usage to reward services rendered to
the donor or his family shall not be deemed to constitute
a donation.

Art. 2434. -

Personal nature of donation.

(1) A donation
(2) The

authority

it specifies

Art. 2435. -

is an act purely
given to make

the property

Promise

(1) A promise

to make

to make

personal

to the donor.

a donation

to be donated

shall

be of no effect unless

and the donee.

a donation.

a donation

shall

give rise to no obligation.

(2) Where such promise is broken, the promisor shall refund the other
party such expenses as may have been made in good faith on the
basis of such promise.

Art. 2436. (1)

Acceptance

A contract

by donee.

of donation

expressed his intention
(2) Such acceptance
shall

the

donee

has

to accept the liberality.
not be valid where it is expressed

shall

not. be complete

after

the

death of the donor or his having become
(3) A donation
may be accepted on behalf
representative
but not by his heirs.

until

incapable.
of the donee

by his legal
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Art. 2437.

-

Donor of unsound mind.

A donation may not be invalidated
on the ground that the donor was of
unsound mind unless:
(a) the donor was interdicted
at the time of the donation and the dona(b)

tion )Vas not regularly made by his tutor; or
an application
for the interdiction
of the donor

was made

during

his life and the donor died before the application
was decided on
by the court; or
(c) the insanity of the donor can he inferred from the terms of the contract of donation.

-

Unlawful motive.
Art. 2438.
(1) A donation
shall be null and void where it was exclusively
cipally inspired by an immoral or unlawful motive.
(2)

No donation

shall

be null

in such

case unless

lawful motive can be inferred from the contract
documents written by the donor.
Art. 2439. - Undue influence.
(Ii The court may reduce
tions as it may reduce

--. 1. Reference
or invalidate
or invalidate

the

immoral

of donation

or prin.
or un.
or other

to successions.
a donation
on the same condi.
a testamentary
provision
(Art.

868.873).
(2) An application
for reduction
or invalidation
may be made notwithstanding that the donee is a relative by consanguinity
or affinity or
the spouse of the donor.
(:3) In cases of a donation made to a guardian
or tutor, the age of the
donor shall not he taken into account.
Art. 2440. --

2. Donation

in consideration

of a dispute.

An application
for the invalidation
of a donation
may be made where
such donation had as its purpose to cause the donee or some other person
to use his influence or give his assistance for the settlement
of a dispute
affecting the interests
of the donor or the spouse or a relative of the
donor.
how made.
Art. 2441. - 3. Application
(]) An application
for the reduction
or invalidation
of a donation shall,
under pain of loss of right, be made within two years from the donation.
(2) After the death of the donor, it may only be made by the persoll8
who are authorised
by law to require the invalidation
of a testa.
mentary provision on the ground of undue influence
(Art. 874).
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Art. 2442.
(1) The

-

Mistake or fraud.

heirs of the donor may
lidated on the ground of a
on the conditions
on which
a testamentary
provision on

not apply for the donation to be invamistake committed
by the donor except
they may apply for the invalidation
of
the ground of mistake
(Art. 877).

(2) The heirs of the donor may not apply for the donation to be invalidated on the ground of fraud.
(3) The heirs may in any case continue proceedings
for the invalidation of the donation on the ground of mistake or fraud which have
been instituted
by the donor during his life.
Art. 2443.

- Form. - 1. Immovables.
A donation
relating to an immovable
or a right on an immoyahle
shall
be of no effect unless it is made in the form governing the making of
a puhlic will (Art. 881-883).

Art. 2444.
- 2. Corporeal
(1) Corporeal chattels
(2)

They

mar

clUlttels

and bearer

titles.

and bearer titles may be -donated by mere delivery.
also be donated in the form governing the donation
of

immovablCII.
Art. 2445.
(1)

-

3. Other rights and credits.
Other rights and credits may be donated
assignment for consideration.

in the form governing

their

(2) A donation may be made by remitting the donee's debt.
(3) It may also be made by naming the donee as beneficiary
of a stipulation for a third party contained
in a contract made between the
donor and another person.
Art. 2446.
- Disguised donation.
(1) A donation may be made in the form of an act made for consideration.
(2) The substantive
rules governing
donations
shall apply to disguised
donations.
Art. 2447.
Proof of donation.
(1) Whosoever
allegCII that a donation
has been made shaU prove it.
existence.
(2) The possession of corporeal chattels or bearer titles shaU not be proof
of the existence of a donation unless such possession is unequivocal.

-
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Art. 2448. - Revocation
(1) Notwithstanding

for ungratefulness.
any provision
to the

1. By the dorwr.
contrary,

a donation

way

revoked on the ground of ungratefulness
of the donee, where
donee has. committed
an act which would make him unworthy
succeed the donor.
(2) The donation may not be revoked where the donor has forgiven
donee.
(3) Notwithstanding

any evidence

to the contrary,

such forgiveness

be
the
to
the

shall

be deemed to have been granted where the donor has not informed
the donee of his intention
to revoke the donation
within one year
from his becoming aware of the possible ground for revocation.
Art. 2449. - 2. By the heirs of the dorwr.
A donation
may not be revoked by the heirs of the donor
(a) the donor, before his death, lwequivocally
infonned

unless:
the donee

of

his intention
to revoke the donation;
or
(b) the donee has intentionally
caused the death of the donor; or
( c ) the alleged act of ungratefulness
occurred
after the death of the
donor; or
(d) the donee prevented
the donor from exercising his right of revocation.

Art. 2450. - Birth of child.
Unless otherwise provided in the contract of donation,
not be revoked where a child is bom to the donor.
Art.

-

2451.

(1)

Object

A donation

of donation.
may only relate

to property

day of the donation.
(2) A donation
shall be of no effect
ture

a donation may

belonging

to the extent

to the donor on the
that

it relates

to fu-

property.

Art. 2452. - Disputed property.
A donation
shall be null and void to the extent that it relates to property which, on the day of the donation,
is the subject matter of a
dispute.

Art. 2453. The donor
him.
Art. 2454.

-

Usufruct reserved.
may reserve

for himself

Donation of periodical

the usufruct

of property

donated

hy

dues.

Unless otherwise
expressly
provided,
a donation
dues shall lapse on the death of the donor.

relating

to

periodical
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or charges.
2455. - Conditions
(1) A donation
may be made subject to a condition
or charge.
(2) The provisions
of the Title of this Code relating to "Successions"
which concern conditions
or charges
to conditions
and charges in respect

Art.

or unlawful
2456. - Impossible
(1) Where the donor has made

in respect of legacies shall apply
of donations
(Art. 916.923).

condition

or charge.

the donation

subject

to a condition

or

charge which is impossible
or -contrary to law or morals, such condition or charge shall be deemed not to have been imposed.
(2) The donation shall not be null and void in such case, notwithstanding
that

the condition

or charge

was essential

to the donor.

Art. 2457. - Donation on the occasion of 1fUJT1'iage.
(1) A donation to a future spouse shall be subject
the marriage
be celebrated.
(2) So shall a donation
made,

on the

occasion

to the condition
of a marriage,

that
to the

father, mother or other relatives of one of the future spouses.
(3) The effect of the cancellation
or dissolution
of the marriage on such
donation
shall be as prescribed
in the Title
to "Family relationship"
(Art. 684 and 689).
donor.
Art. 2458. - Duty to maintain
(1) Unless otherwise
expressly
provided,

the

of this

donation

Code

shall

relating

be subjcct

to a charge compelling
the donee to supply maintenance
to the
.
donor, should the donor be in need.
(2) The donor may in his discretion require maintenance
from the donee
(3)

or from other persons legally bound to supply him maintenance.
Such persons may claim from the donee, where they have supplied
maintenance

Art. 2459.

-

to the donor.

Charge

for the payment

of debts.

A charge compelling the donee to pay the debts of the donor shall not
be valid unless it specifies the amount of the debts to be paid by the
donee.
Art. 2460. (1) The

Returning
donor

donated

may

stipulate

property.
that

property

donated

by him

shall

retumed
to him, should the donee die before him.
(2) Unless otherwise expressly provided,
a stipulation
for the retum
property
may
descendants.

not

be enforced

where

the

deceased

donee

has

be
of
left
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( 3) A stipulation
for the return of property
shall have the same effect
prohibiting
assignment
and shall be subject to the
3£j a provision
same formalities.

Art. 2461. - Substitution.
(1) The donor may stipulate that the donee shall keep the property
donated and transmit it, on his death or on the expiry of a given
period of time or on the fulfilment of a given condition, to one or
more persons who shall substitute themselves for the donee.
(2) Such stipulation shall be effective on the conditions and subject to
the formalities laid down in this Code in respect of substitution made
by will (Art. 929.934).
Execution

Art. 2462. ( 1) The

donor

may

of charge.
demand

that

the

charge

stipulated

in the eontract

of donation be executed.
(2) Execution
may also be demanded by the person in Wh08e favour the
charge was stipulated, by the person appointed for this purpose by thc
donor or by the heirs of the donor.
(3) The

duty

the value
Art. 2463.

-

of the donee

to execute

of the property

donated

Endowment

the

charge

shall

be restricted

to

as on the day of the donation.

and trust.

The donee may constitute
an endowment
or trust in accordance
with and
the
corporate
provisions
of the Title of this Code relating
to "Bodies
(Art. 483.544).
Property
with a specific destination"

Art. 2464. - Cancellation for failure to execute charge.
(1) A donation may, on the application of any of the persons mentioned
in Art. 2462, be cancelled on the ground that the donee has failed to
execute the charge.
(2) It may not be cancelled on the application of the heirs of the donor
unless the donor made an express provision to this effect and regu.
lated the effect of such cancellation.
(3) The conditions on which a donati.on may be cancelled and the ef.
fect thereof shall be as prescribed by the Title of this Code relating
to "Contracts in general" (Art. 1808.1818).
Art. 2465. - Warrant)' against eviction.
(1) The donor shall warrant the donee against eviction where he hu
expressly given such warranty or eviction is due to his default or a
fraud committed by him.
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(2) Such warrauty shall be subject to the provisions of this Code regard.
ing contI' acts of sale (Art. 2282-2286).
(3) The donee who has been evicted may, in accordance
with such provisions, require to be refunded
such expenses as have been caused
to him by the donation
and as have not been compensated
by the
acquisition
of the fruits of thc property
donated.
Art. 2466. (1) The

Warranty against defects.
donor shall not warrant
tlle donee

perty donated
has committed
(2) Such warranty
(3)

against

defects

in the pro.

unless he has expressly
given such warranty
or he
fraud.
shall be subject to the provisions
of this Code reo

garding contracts
The donec may,

of sale (Art.
in accordance

2287.2300).
with such

provisions,

require

to be

refunded
such expenses as have been caused to him hy the defects
and as have not been compensated
by the acquisition
of the fruits
of the property donated.
Art. 2467. (1) The

Actio pauliana.
creditors
of the

donation made
(2) The provisions
general"

shall

donor

may

apply

for the

cancellation

by him in fraud of their rights.
of the Title of this Code relating
apply

in such ease

(Art.

of any

to "Contracts

in

1995-1999).

Art. 2468. - Creditors for maintenance.
- 1. Principle.
WhOsoever has a claim for maintenance
against the estate of a deceased
donor may, where such estate is insufficient,
claim against any person
who has received a donation from the deceased within three years hefore
his death.
Art. 2469. -- 2. Value to be taken into (lccollnt.
(I) The donee shall be liahle to the extent of the value

of the pr"'perty

donated to him.
(2) Such value shall be assessed as on the day of the donation.
(3) Where appropriate,
the value of the charges to which the donation
was made

suhjeci

shall

he deducted.

Art. 2470. - 3. Plurality
of donations.
(I) Where the deceased made several

donations

within

three

years

be-

fore his death, each donee shall be liable to satisfy claims for maintenance in proportion
to the value of the property
donated to him.
(2) The date on which each donation was made shall not he taken into
account.
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and other fungibles

2471. - Definition.
The loan of money and other fungibles
is a contract
whereby a party,
the lender, undertakes
to deliver to the other party, the borrower,
a certain quantity
of money or other fungible things and to transfer to him
the ownership
thereof on the condition that the borrower will return to
him as much of the same kind and quality.

Art. 2472. -- Proof of loan.
(1) VVhere the SUIll lent

exceeds five hundred
Ethiopian
dollars, the
contract
of loan may only be proved in writing or by a confession
made or oath taken in court.
(2) The contract of loan may not be proved by any other means.
( 3 ) The provisions
of this Article shall apply as regards the manncr
of proving the repayment
pian dollars.

Art. .2473. - Relations
(1) The provisions

of any sum exceeding

five hundred

between bankers and their clients.
of Art. 2472 shall not apply to the relations

Ethio-

hetween

persons or companies
mainly concerned
with banking business and
their clients.
(2) The contract of loan or the repayment
of the loan may in such cases
be proved
Art.

2474.

-

by witnesses

Obligations

or presumptions.

of lender.

(l)

The provisions of the Chapter on "Sale" concerning the obligations of
the seller shall apply to the lender (Art. 2273-2302).
(2) The obligations
of the lender shall however be construed
with less
strictness where the loan is made gratuitously.
(3) In such case, the lender shall only warrant such defects
as are known

of the thing

to him.

Art. 2475. - Insolvency of borwwer.
-(I) The lender may refuse to deliver

the promised

thing

where

the hor-

rower has become insolvent since the making of the contract.
(2) He may do so notwithstanding
that the insolvency arose before
making
tracted.

of the contract

where

he has known

it only after having

the
con.

Art. 2476. - Expenses and safe keeping of thing.
( 1 ) The provisions of the Chapter on "Sale" concerning the obligations of
the parties relative to expenses or to the safe keeping of the thing
shall apply to the loan (Art. 2314-2322).
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(2) hi. this respect, the lender shall assume
and the bOrrower, those of the huyer.

the ohligations

of the seller

-

Art. 2477.
Risks.
(1) The borrower

shall

become

the owner

of the thing

(2) He shall bear the risk of its loss or deterioration

lent.

from the mom.mt

of

delivery.

Art. 2478. - Interest. - 1. When due.
The borrower shall not owe interest to the lender unless the payment of
interest has heen stipulated.
Art. 2479. - 2. Rate of interest.
(1) The parties may not stipulate

a rate of interest

exceeding

twelve

per

cent per annum.
(2:\ Where it has been agreed that the loan will hear interest
hut a
higher rate has not heen fixed in writing, the borrower
shall owe
interest at the rate of nine per cent per annum.
(3) The borrower shall also owe interest at the rate of nine per cent per
annum
agreed

Art. 2480.

-

where a rate
in writing.

exceeding

twelve

per cent per

interest.
2481. - Compound
(1) The parties may not agree

in advance

that

capital and itself produce interest.
(2) Nothing shall affect the rules for the
terest

Art. 2482.
(I)

(2)

on current

at the end

interest

calculation

of each year

will he added
of compound

to
in-

accounts.

-

Time for restitution.
The horrower shall return

quality

has been

3. Exigibility.

Unless otherwise
agreed, interest shall be paid
reckoned from the making of the contract.
Art.

annum

at the time

1. Agreed time.

-

the things

lent in the same quantity

and

agreed.

Where the loan does not bear interest, he may return them before
the time agreed after having
restore them to him.

(3) Notwithstanding

any

informed

agreement

to the

sub-art.
(2) shall apply where a rate
per cent has heen fixed in writing.

the lender
contrary,
of interest

of his intention
the

provisions

exceeding

to
of

twelve
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Art. 2483. - 2. Absence of agreed time.
( 1) Where no time has been fixed, the borrower

shall

return

the thing

lent within one month from the day when the lender claims the restitution of them from him.
(2) He may in the same circumstances
return them to the lender onc
month after having
them to him.
Art. 2484. Where it
when he
according

3. Special

informed

thc

latter

of his intention

to restore

stipulation.

has been agreed that the borrower will repay when he can or
has the means to do so, the court shall fix a time for payment,
to the circumstances,
which cannot exceed six months.

Art. 2485. - Db ject of restitution. - 1. Sum in Ethiopian dollars.
(1) Where the thing lent is a sum of money expressed
in Ethiopian
dollars, the borrower
shall discharge
his obligation
by paying an
equal numerical
sum in notes or cash being legal tender on the 4iay
of payment.
(2) No regard shall be had to variations
in the purchasing
power of this
sum since the date of the loan.
(3) No regard shall be had to any change
the definition

of the Ethiopian

dollar

which

may have occurred

in

since the date of the loan.

Art. 2486. - 2. Sum in foreign currency.
( I) Where the thing lent is a sum of money

expressed

in a foreign

cur-

rency, the borrower
shall discharge his obligation
by paying a sum
numerically
equal to the same sum in foreign currency in notes or
cash being legal tender on the day of payment in the country
currency.
(2) He may, if he prefers, free himself by paying the equivalent
day of payment of this sum in Ethiopian
dollars.
or ingots.
Art. 2487. - 3. Commodities
( I) Where the thing lent consists of ingots,

wares

of this
on the

or commodities,

the

borrower
shall free himself
by returning
the same quantity
and
quality.
(2) No regard shall be had to the variations
in the price of such ingots,
wares or commodities
since the date of the loan.
(3) Where it is impossible
for the borrower to restore the thing or this
restitution
is very difficult for a reason beyond his control, the borrower shall free himself by paying the lender the value of the thing
estimated
on the day and at the place where the restitution
should
take place.
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Art. 2488. - Delay of borrower.
( 1) In the case of non-payment

1. Cancellation
of contract.
of interest, the creditor may not demand

the repayment
of the loan, unless
consecutive
payments representing
capital lent.

the borrower is in arrears for two
togelher
at least one tenth of the

(2)

The provisions
of sub-art. (1) shall
that the capital lent shall be repaid
(3) Any provision to the contrary
shall

Art. 2489. - 2. Damages.
( 1) Where the borrower

apply where it has been
by instalments.
be of no effect.

is late in returning

the thing

agreed

lent or in paying

the interest due by him, he shall pay legal interest in accordance with
the provisions
of the Title 6f this Code relating
to "Contracts
in
general"
(Art. 1790-1805).
(2) Any provision
increasing
the liability
of the borrower
shall be of
no effect.

Chapter 5. Contract
Art. 2490. - Definition.
(1)

(2)

for periodical

payments

The contract for periodical
payments is a contract whereby a party
confers on the other the right to demand the periodical
payment of a
certain sum of money or of a certain quantity
of fungible things in
exchange for the alienation
of a thing or the assignment
o.f capital.
The stipulation
part

for such payments

may also be agreed

on as counter-

of a liberality.

Art. 2491. - Title evidencing
the debt.
(l) The creditor may compel the debtor

to supply

him witlI a new title

where nine years have elapsed since the date of the title which
possesses.
(2) The new title shall be established
at the expense of the creditor.
Art.

he

2492. - Perpetzutl annuity and life annuity.
The annuity may he set up in perpetuity
or as a life annuity.

Art. 2493. - Payment of arrears.
(1) Unless otlIerwise agreed, the arrears of annuities shall be paid at
the end of each year calculated from tlIe. conclusion of the contract.
(2) The parties may not agree in advance that Impaid arrears shall thentselves hear interest.
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-Referenceto rules gOtJernmg loans.
The provisions of Chapter 4 of this Title shall in addition apply to the
contract for periodical payments.

Art. 2494.

Art. 2495. - SfWing clause.
Nothing shall affect the rules concerning Govemment loans or loans issued
by other public collectivities.
Section

1. Perpetual

Annuity

Art. 2496. - Power of redemption. - 1. Principle.
The annuity set up in perpetuity may be redeemed by the debtor notwithstanding any conq-ary stipulation.
Art. 2497. ( 1) The

2. Possible limitations.
parties

may however

agree

that

the redemption

shall

not take

place before the death of thc creditor or the expiration
of a period
not to exceed ten years.
(2) They may also agree that the redemption
shall ouly take place after
notice of one year given to the creditor.
( 3 ) Where longer periods of time have been agreed, the maximum
periods provided in sub-art. (1) and (2) shall be substituted
therefor.
Art. 2498.

-

Obligation

of redemption.

The debtor of an annuity set up in perpetuity
may. be compelled
to reo
deem it where:
..
(a) he ceases to fulfil his obligations
for two years; or
(b) he fails to furnish
the lender with the sureties promised
by the
contract
or new sureties equivalent'
to those which
( c) the insolvency of the debtor is judicially
established.
Art.

2499.

(l)

- Capital due in case of tedemption.
In the case of redemption
of the annuity,

the debtor

have

shall

failed;

or

pay the

creditor
a sum corresponding
to the capitalisation
of the annuity
effected on the basis of the rate of the legal interest.
(2) Any stipulation
increasing the liability of the debtor in this respect
shall be of no effect.

Section 2. Life Annuity
Art. 2500. - Duration of the annuity. - 1. Life of a person.
(1) The life annuity may be set up on the life of the creditor, of the
debtor or of a third party.
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(2) Unless

otherwise

agreed,
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it shall be deemed

to he set up on the life

of the creditor.
Art. 2501. - 2. Lives of several persons.
(1) The life annuity may be set up on the lives of several
(2) It may also be stipulated
to he revertible.,
ditor, on to the life of another person.
Art. 2502. (I) The

Case of nullity.
contract setting

up a life annuity

on the death

shall

none of the persons on whose lives the annuity
the day of the making of the contract.
(2) The

revertibility

clause

shall

persODS.

be of no effect

of the cre.

he of no effect

where

is set up is alive c.n
unless

the persOD on

whose life the annuity is stipulated
to be revertible
is alive
day of the making of the contract creating the annuity.

on the

Art. 2503. - Transmissibility.
Unless otherwise agreed, the annuity set up on the life of the debtor or
of a. third party shall pass to the heirs of the creditor.
Art.

-

Usurious rate of arreors.
2504.
(I) Where the life annuity is set up in exchange
pital sum, the arrears
cent of this capital.
(2)

They

due by the debtor

shall be at the rate of twelve

not been fixed
been fixed.

in writing

or a rate

for payment

of a ca-

shall not exceed twenty

per cent where
exceeding

a higher

twenty

per

rate has

per cent

has

of contract.
Art. 2505. - Cancellation
The person for whose benefit the life annuity has been set up may require
the cancellation
of the contract where the settler does not give him the
sureties stipulated
for its performance.
Art.

2506.

(1)

-

Non-payment

of arrears.

Mere failure in the payment of arrears of the annuity shall he no
ground for the person in whose favour it has been set up to require
the repayment
of the capital or to re-enter into the goods alienated
by him.

(2) He may only seize and cause to be sold the goods of his debtor
to have ordered or agreed
of sale, of a sum sufficient

and

to the setting aside, out of the proceeds
to secure the payment of the arrears.
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Art.

2507. (I) The

Absence of power of redemption.
dehtor may not free himseH of payment

of the annuity

vy of.

fering to repay the capital and by renouncing
to claim the recovery
of the arrears paid.
(2) He shall pay the annuity during the whole life of the person or of
the persons on whose life or lives the annuity has been set up, what.
ever the length of the life of these persons and however onerous the
payment of the annuity may become.
Art. 2508. (I) The

Risks.

life annuity shall accrue to the creditor
in proportion
to the
number of days that the person on whose life it is set up has lived.
(2) Where it has been agreed that it will be paid in advance, the arrears
shall aCCTUe from the day when the payment

was to be made.

and attachment.
Art. 2509. - Assignment
(I) Unless otherwise
agreed. the creditor may assigri his rights.
(2) He who sets up' an annuity gratuitously
in favour of a third
may stipulate at the time
he seized by the creditors

when he sets up the annuity
of such third party.

party

that it cannot

Art. 2510. - Proof of claim.
The creditor of a life annuity may only demand the arrears by proving
existence or that of the person on whose life it has been set up.
Art.

due by virtue of insurance.
2511. - Annuity
Nothing shall affect the rules governing the contract of insurance,
the life annuity is due hy virtue of a contract of insurance.

his

where

TITLEXVI
CONTRACTS FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF SERVICES
Chapter 1. Contract of employment in general
Art. 2512. -

Definition.

A contract of employment
is a contract whereby one party, the employee,
undertakes
to render to the other party, the employer, under the lauer's
direction,
for a determined
or undetermined
time, services of a physical
or intellectual
nature, in consideration
of wages which the employer un.
dertakes to pay him.
Art.

2513. - Public servants and State employees.
( 1 ) The provisions
of this Chapter shall not
public authorities
with public servants.

apply

to the

relations

of
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(2) Unless

otherwise

provided

in

special

laws,

the

Chapter
shall apply to contracts
of employment
dustrial
or commercial
undertakings
administered'
its administrative
or technical
departments.

Special categories.
Art. 2514. Nothing shall affect the special provisions applicable
ries of employees having a particular legal status.

provisions

of this

concluded
by inby the State or

to certain catego-

Section I. Formation of contract
Art. 2515. - Formation
of contract.
The formation
of a contract of employment
special formalities.

shall

not be subject

to any

- Collective agreements. - 1. Principle.
Employers or associations of employers, on the one hand, and trade unions
of employees, on the other hand, may lay down, in collective agreements,
the conditions
which shall be included
in all individual
contracts
of
employment
subject to the authority
of such collective agreements.

Art. 2516.

Art. 2517. - 2. Conditions
of validity and duration.
(I) The collective agreements
mentioned
in Art. 2516 shall

not be valid

unless made in writing and confirmed
by the
competent
public
authorities.
(2) They may, notwithstanding
any contrary
stipulation,
be determined
at any time after the expiration

of a year by giving six months

notice.

Art. 2518. - 3. Effect.
(I) The terms of an individual

contract of employment
which are inconsistent
with a collective
agreement
shall be of no effect unless
they are more favourable
to the employee.
(2) The void terms of an individual
contract
of employment
shall be
supplemented

Art. 2519. (I) The

by the

terms

laid

down

in the

Standard agreements.
- 1. Principle.
public authorities
may draw up standard

ferent kinds of contracts of employment.
(2) Standard
agreements
thus drawn up shall
are duly
Art. 2520.

-

not

collective

agreement.

agreements
be valid

for

unless

difthey

published.

2. Effect.

(I) Individual contracts of employment shall be deemed to be made in
accoTdance with the terms of the standard agreements.
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Art. 2521. - Staff regulations
of an undertaking.
(1) Staff regulations
drawn up by the employer

the terms

of the standard

for his undertaking

shall

not bind the employee unless they are reduced to writing and notified
to him before the commencement
of his employment.
(2) Any penalties
inflicted by the employer on the employee, by virtue
of these
contrary

regulations,
may be modified
to law or equity.

by the conrt

Art. 2522. - Terms unfatVOurable to the employee.
(1) Terms in a contract of employment
which

where

they

are less favourable

are

to the

employee than the provisions
of this Title shall not be valid
they are expressly authorised
by law.
(2) They shall be made in writing or they shall be of no effect.

unless

Section 2. Work of employee
Art. 2523.-

Personal

character

of the obligation.

The employee
shall personally
carry out the work to be undertaken,
unless the contract
or circumstances
require otherwise.
Art. 2524. - Obligation
oj care.
(1) The employee shall carry out his work with care.
(2) He shall be liable for any damage he intentionally

causes

his em-

ployer, or for his negligence or imprudence.
(3) In order to assess the liability of the employee, regard shall be had
to the nature of the work to be undertaken,
the degree of training,
the abilities
and the qualities
of the employee that the employer
knew or should have known.
Art. 2525. - Obedience
at work.
The employee shall obey the orders of the employer relating to the execu.
tion of the work where such orders are not contrary to the contract, the
law or morals and obedience
to them entails no danger.
Art. 2526. - Work to be doTU!.
- 1. Principle.
The employee ~hall pfirform the work for which
Art. 2527. - 2. Change oj work.
(1) Unless othetwise
agreed,

the employer

may

he has heen employed.
at any time,

where

the

interest of the undertaking
so requires, assign a different work to the
employee,
provided
that this entails for the employee no reduction
in his wages nOr a tlubstantial

change

in. his rank,
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-----(2) Where the new work carries
employee has been engaged,
wage.

a wage higher than that for which the
the employee' shall be entitled to that

Art. 2528. - 3. Overtime.
(1) The employer may require

the

been agreed in the contract.
(2) The employee shall undertake

~employee to do more

this extra

work where

so and his refusal would be contrary to good faith.
(3) The employee
shall be entitled to an additional
this extra work, which shall
wage and to all circumstances

be fixed having
of the case.

work than

he is able to do
remuneration

regard

to the

Art. 2529. - 4. Piece work or contract work.
(1) The employee who is paid at piece-rates or for the contract
quire the employer who engages him to give him an adequate
of work for the duration of the contract.
(2) Where there is no piece work or contract
work available,
ployer may employ the employee by the hour or the day.

Tools and materials. - 1. Supply.
Art. 2530.
(1) Unless the contrary is agreed or customary,

has

for
agreed

may reo
amount
the

em-

-

vide the employee

the employer

with the tools and materials

(2) Where the employee provides them himself
being compelled
to do so, the employer
them.

necessary

shall pro-

for his work.

in whole or in part without
shall compensate
him for

Art. 2531. - 2. Obligation of care.
The employee shall preserve with care the things entrusted to him for
the execution of his work.

-

Inventions of the employ-ee.
Art. 2532.
(1) Inventions made by the employee shall belong
that they have been made during the work
vice of his employer.
(2) They shall however belong to the employer
been

expressly

engaged

for making

to him notwithstanding
done by him in the ser-

researches

where

thc employee

has

or inventions.

concerning
the undertaking.
Art. 2533. - Information
(1) The employee
shall, even after the termination
of the contract
of
employment,
keep the secrets of the employer of which he has learnt
in the course

of his work.
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use, to the

he has obtained

detriment

in the course

of his employer,

of infor-

of his work.

Section 3. Wages due to employee
Art. 2534. - Right to wages.
Any work shall be deemed to be done in consideration of wages, unless it
is the cu~tom that the work should be done without payment or the
work falls within the professional duties of the person who carries it out.
Art. 2535. -- Amount
(1) The employee

of wages.
shall be entitled

or result from collective
the employer.
(2) Failing such stipulations,

to the wages which

agreements

or standard

the amount

have heen agreed

agJ.'eements

of wages shall

binding

be fixed

in ac-

cordance
with the custom of the occupation
or the custom of the
place where the work is performed.
(3) In the absence of custom, it shall be fixed by the court in accordance

~

with
Art.

equity.

2536. - Method of fixing wages.
(1) Wages may be fixed for a gi yen period
day, a week, a fortnight,
a month
(2) They may also consist of a lunp

of time,

such as an hour,

or a year.
sum or be calculated

or on the contract for work done,
employee delivers to the employer.

according

to the

II

at piece-rates
work

that

the

Art. 2537. - Share in the profill.
(1) Wages

may

consist,

in whole

made by the emp]o~-cr, or
ployer, or a percentage
of
part of the gaim reali7.ed
tion of the same kim!.
(2) In this case, the employer

or in part,

of a "hare

in the profits

r'. percenta!;c
of the turnover of the em.
the turnover
of the undertaking,
or a
by the undertaking,
or other remlmerashall

provide

the

employee,

after

each

assessment, with an aCC01.nt of what he owes him.
(3) The employee mn)" dcmand that thc fCl'C.unt so providcd be verified
by a third party appointed
by agreement
between the parties or,
failing such alreement,
by the court.

Art. 2538.

-

Tips.

Wages may consist, in whole or in part, of the tipe given by the customers to the employee or collected,
on behalf of his employees,
by the
employer.
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Art. 2539. - Dote of payment.
(1) Wages shall be paid to' the emplayees dO'ing wark O'f a physical nature
at the end O'f each calendar
fO'rtnight ar at the end O'f such shO'rter
period as may be fixed jn the contract.
(2) Wages shall be paid to O'ffice or shop emplO'yees at the end of each
month O'r at the end O'f such marter
period as may be fixed in the
contract.
(3) Wages shall in any case be paid where the contract O'f emplO'yment
comes to' an end.
Art. 2540.

-

Termination.

O'f wO'rk.

WithO'ut prejudice
to the prO'visiO'ns O'f Art. 2541.2543; the employee
nO't be entitled to' wages fO'r days O'n which he has nO't warked.
Art. 2541. - Absence
(1) The emplayee

frO'm work.
shall be entitled

to' his wages, even where

shall

he has dO'ne

nO' wO'rk, where this is due to' the fact that the employer
given him wO'rk or has prevented
him from working.
(2) The employer may deduct from the wages the sa~gswhich

has nO't
the em.

ployee has made by not doing his work and the prO'fits that the em.
plO'yee has gained in carrying out sO'me other wark.

(3) Where absence from , work is nO't due to' his fault, the emplayer may
also deduct frO'm the wages the profits which the emplO'yee could
have made, acting in good faith, in carrying out sO'me ather work.

Art. 2542.
(1)

-

Employee's sickness. --'- 1. Principle.

The emplO'yee shall be entitled

to half his w1Iges where,

wO'rked for at least three mO'nths, he is prevented
reasoD O'f sickness not intentiO'nally
cO'ntracted.

from

after having
wO'rking by

(2) The right to' wages shall cease at the end O'f O'ne month where the em.
ployee has wO'rked fO'r his employer during' one year or more befare
ceasing his work, and at the end of a fortnight in other cases.
(3) The

emplayer

may

deduct

frO'm what

is due the sums which,

a scheme O'f compulsory
national insurance,
O'n account O'f the cessation O'f his work.

under

are paid to the employee

Art. 2543. - 2. Piece.rates and tips.
(1) Where wages are paid fO'r piece work O'r cO'ntract work,

regard

shall

be had, in applying Art. 2542, to' the average wages paid to emplO'yees
whO', in the undertaking,
are doing the same work as the employee
absent through sickness.
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(2) Regard

8hall he had aleo to the average

wagee paid

to the sick. em.

ployee in the month preceding hi8 ce88ation of work.
( 3 ) Where all or part of the wagee conei8t of tipe, regard 8hall only be
had to tip8 which are collected on behalf of hi8 employeee by the
employer,
or which are 8ubject in 80me other way to rule8 which
permit him to control them.
or assignment of wages.
Art. 2544. - Attochment
(1) The wagee of an employee may not he attached

by lUe crediton

except

on the conditions laid down in the code of civil procedure.
(2) They may not be a88igned by the employee to a third party,

except

on the 8ame conditions.
Art. 2545. - Advance
( 1) The employer

on wages.
shall grant

advancee

to an employee

in need according

to the work which has already been done, where the employer
do SO without detriment
to himself.
(2) He may not grant an advance to the employee for work which
not yet been done unlees the wagee of the employee
by him.
Art. 2546. - Set-off.
(1) The employer

may not set.off the employee's

be tran8ferred.
(2) They may, however,
employee
employer.

by reason

be set-off
of damage

againet
that

can
has

may be traneferred

wages unless

compeneation

they may

due from

he has intentionally

caused

the
b.iJ

from wages.
Art. 2547. - Deductions
(1) Where it has been agreed that deductions
may be made from the
wages, such deductions
shall, unless otherwise agreed, be deemed to
be made for the sole purpose of compensating
the employer for future
dUlllage which the employee may cause him.
(2) Such deductions
shall not be allowed unless the wagee may be traneferred.
( 3 ) They shall

bear

interest

£rom the day on which

Section 4. Safety precautions

they

are made.

to be taken by the employer

Art. 2548. - Principle.
(1) The employer shall take such measuree

a8 are required

circumstances
of the work to safeguard the life,
health and moral standing of the employee.

by the special

phY8ical

integrity,

BACK
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He shall

in particular

arrange

the premiscs

and keep up the equip-

ment in his undertaking
with this object in view, in accordance
the general practice and technical requirements.

with

Art. 2549. - Accidents arising from work.
The employer shall he liahle for accidents which the employee suffer,;
arising from his work.
Art. 2550.

-

Assimilated

ca.ses.

The employer
shall he liable for accidents which the employee suffers
arising from activities which he performs
in the interests of the undertaking, notwithstanding
that these activities
have not been ordered
hy
the employer.

Art. 2551.

-

Accidents at the time and place of work.
(1) Where the employee performs
his work on the premises

place assigned to him hy the contract of employment,
shall he liable for the accidents which the employee
the time and at the place where he works.
(2) Rest periods helonging to the work shall he regarded
work-time.
(3) Premiscs
placed
during

by the

these rest periods

employer

Professional
disea.ses.
employer
shall he liahle

Art. 2552. (1) The

tracts arising
(2) Administrative

at the

shall he regarded

for diseases

from his work.
regulations
for the

disposal

as part

of the

arising

Art. 2553. (1) The

from

Non-liability
employer

which

which

the employee

different

is not included

of employer.

shall

be relieved

--

employee

of the work place.

industries

con-

shall specify
contrary,
be

may at any time claim that he has contracted
his work,

of the

as part

what diseases shall, notwithstanding
any proof to the
deemed to have been contracted
arising from work.
(3) The employee

or at the

the employer
suffers during

a disease

in any list.

1. Fault of employee.

of his liability

under

Articles where he proves that the accident or disease
intentional
act of the victim.
(2) He shall also be relieved of liability where he proves

the preceding
is due to the
that

the acci-

dent or disease has happened
hecause the employee has contravened
a regulation
to which his attention
had heen especially
drawn in
writing.
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Art. 2554. - 2. Absence
of
The employer
shall not
no connection
with the
employment
with which
Art. 2555. -

3. Other

The employer
Art. 2556. ( I) The

relationship

with

work.

be liable where he proves that the accident has
work of the employee nor with the contract of
it is associated.

causes.

shall not be relieved

Scope of liability. employer
shall meet

of his liability

for any other cause.

1. Medical and other expenses.
all the medical, pharmaceutical,

h08pital,

and other expenses which the accident or the disease necessitates
for
the employee and which the latter reasonably
incurs.
(2) He shall on the same conditions,
meet the funeral expenses, where
the employee

dies because

of the accident

of wages.
Art. 255i. - 2. Apportionment
(1) The employer shall, during a period
7510 of his wages
cease work, where
of the accident or
(2) The amount due

or the disease.

of a year, pay to the employee

from the moment when the employee h88 had to
the employee is prevented
from working because
the disease.
from the employer
shall be increued
by 510 for

each year that the employee has given to the service of the employer,
provided the wages of the employee are not exceeded.
(:3) This amount may however not exceed five hundred Ethiopian
Dollars
per month.
Art. 2558. - 3. Obligation of maintenance.
(1) After the expiry of the period laid

down in Article

2557 and where

the employee is permanently
deprived, by reason of the accident or
the disease, of half or more than half of his capacity to work, the
employer
shall maintain
the employee
and his children
who are
under age.
(2) Such obligation
shall not bind the employer
unless the employee
(3)

cannot obtain maintenance
from memben
of his family.
It shall be governed by the provisions of the Book of this Code relating
to "Family

Relationship"

(Art. 807.825).

Art. 2559. - 4. Serious offences or fraud
(1) Where the accident
or disease

of the employer.
of the employee

intentional
act or the recklessness
of the employer,
Art. 2557 and 2558 shall not apply.

is caused

(2) The employee,his family and his heirs may in such pensation

for the

damage

which

they

have

by an

the provisions

suffered

of

claim comin accordance
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with the provisiom
of the Chapter of this Code relating to "Extracontractual
Liability"
(Art. 2027-2161).
(3) There shall he a serious offence where the employer makes a mistake
or commits all act of imprudence
or negligence such that
be explained by the stupidity, recklessness or indifference
or health of his employees.

it Call only
to the life

Section 5. Holidays due to the employee
Art. 2560.

-

Usual hours

The employer

shall

and days.

grant

the employee

the usual hours

Art. 2561. - Annual leave.
Where the employer
uses the whole or main
shall grallt the employee
a period of annual
he shall pay him his wages.
Art. 2562. (1) The

Duration
duration

of leave.
of the leave

shall

aIld days of rest.

time of the employee, he
leave during which time

be ten consecutive

days where

the

employee has been in the service of the employer for one to five years.
(2) It shall be fifteen comecutive
days where the employee has been in
the service of the employer for five to fifteen years.
(3) It shall be twenty consecutive
days where the employee
the service

of the employer

for more than

fifteen

has been in

years.

Art. 2563. - Termination
of contract.
Where the contract of employment
comes to an end, the employee shall
be entitled to his leave for a number of days proportionate
to the time
that he has worked during the year for the employer.
Art. 2564. (1) The

Days to be deducted.
employer
shall deduct

from

the leave

the days that

taken during the year, at the request or on the initiative
ployee, in advance of his annual leave.
(2)

He may not deduct
some other

Art. 2565. (1) The
conv

the days that

the employee

have

been

of the em-

has not worked

for

reason.

When leave is to be taken.
leave shall be granted at the time

of the year

which

is most

~D':'ent.

(2) Regard

shall

be had to the nature

terests of the employee
reconciled.

of the work bnd

and the employer

shall

the mutual

in-

as far as possible

be
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~3) The employee shall receive notice at least a month m advance of the
time when his leave shall be taken.
leave.
Art. 2566. - Maternity
(1) An employee who expects

a child

shall

he entitled

leave during the period of her commement.
(2) The employer
shall pay half her salary, during

Section 6. Termination

to one month's

this leave.

of the contract

Contracts of fixed duration.

Art. 2567. -

(1) A contract

o{ employment

made for a fixed period

end of the agreed term.
(2) A contract concluded for the carrying
shall expire when the agreed work
(3) Unless otherwise
agreed, no notice

shall expire

out of a defmite

at the

piece of work

has been accomplished.
sball be required
to terminate

the contract.
Maximum

Art. 2568. -

(1) No person
(2) A contract

duration

of contrcu:t.

may commit his services for more than five years.
of employment
made for the life of one of the parties

or for a period exceeding
years only.
( 3) Beyond this period, either
six months
Art. 2569.

-

five years
party

shall

bmd

may terminate

the parties
the contract

for five
by giving

notice.

Renewal

of contract.

A contract of employment
made for a fixed period shall be deemed to be
renewed for an mdefiuite
time where, after the elapsing of the agreed
term, the employee
continues
his work without the employer
objecting
thereto.

Art. 2570. ( 1) Where

Contract of indefinite duration.
the duration
of a contract has not been

fixed

and does not

result either from the nature of the work to be done or from any
other circumstance,
either party may at any time terminate
the contract.
(2) The exercise of the right to terminate
the contract shall be subject to
prior notice being given by the employer or employee.

Art.

2571.

-

( 1) Prior

Period of notice.
notice shall be given

not be effective
falls due.

until

at least seven days in advance

the day on which

the next payment

and shall
of salary
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(2)

Where

the contract

of employment

has lasted

for more than

ayeIII',

prior notice shall be given at least two moothll in advance and be.
come effective at the end of a month.
(3) The employer
need not give prior notice to the employee
where
he pays him immediately
art. (1) and (2).

his wages for the periods

laid down in sub.

Art. 2572. - Reason. for termination. of a contract.
The employer shall inform the employee in writiJig, where the latter
so requires, of the reason for terminating a contract of employment of
indefinite duration or not renewing a contract of employment for a fixed
period.
Art. 2573.

-

Compensation. for di8missal.

The employee shall be entitled to fair compensation
terminates
a contract or refuses to renew it without
fully this decision.

where the employer
pod cause justifying

- Amount of compensation..
( 1) In fixing the amount of compensation, the court shall take into
consideration the nature and duration of the services of the empl("yee,
the seriousness of the faults with which he may have been charged, the
financial position of the undertaking and any other circumstances it
thinks fit.
(2) The compensation shall not exceed the wages paid during the lut
six months to the employee.

Art. 2574.

Art. 2575.

-

Good

cause.

( 1) There shall be good cause for the decision of the employer where,
in the circumstances, it would not be reasonable to expect the con.
tract to be extended or renewed, having regard to the nature of the
work.
(2) There shall also be good cause where the employee doee not show
in carrying ont his work, the technical knowledge, CODIICientiousness,
reliability 01' speed which could reasonably be expected of him.
(3) There shall also be good cause where the situation filled by the em.
ployee is abolished in 8QOd faith.

- Where the employee terminates the contract.
(1) Compensation for dismissal may be paid to the employee, even when
the termination of the contract has not been the act of the employer,
where the latter, by his manoeuvres, has compelled the employee
apparently to put himself an end to it.

Art. 2576.
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(2) This shall be the ease in particular
where
unjustly
with the employee
or substantially
the provisions of the contract.

Art. 2577.

-

the employer
has dealt
or repeatedly
violated

Services of "trust.

(1)

Where the contract
of employment
relates to confidential
ma~.ers
which require" 'l-pecial qualifications,
the employer
need not reveal
the reasons for which he has terminated
or not renewed the contract.
(2) In such case, the termination
of the contract shall not give rise to
a claim for damages, nnleB8 it is proved that it has been purposely
done with a view to injuring the other party or without due conside.
ration of the loss which it will cause him.
Art. 2578. - Cancellation
of contract. - 1. Principle.
The employer
or the employee
may, without prior notice, imme;Jiately
cancel the contract
of employment
where there exists good cause for
cancellation.

Art. 2579. -

2. Non.performance of obligations.

Non'performance,
by one party, of his obligations
under the contract
shall not constitute
good cause for its cancellation
unlcss it is sufficiently
serit>us in character, having regard to the circumstances
and usages.

Art. 2580. - 3. Involuntary termination of the work.
Where an employee is prevented from working by reason of sickncss or
some other cause, this shall not constitute for the employer good cause
for cancellation where it has not been due to the fault of the employee.
Art. 2581. (l)

4. Strike.

The participation

of the employee

in a strike

shall constitute

for the

employer
good cause for cancellation
where the strike has been in.
stigated with the sole purpose of injuring the employer or has heen
declared unlawful by law or the public authorities.
(2) It shall in no other case constitute
good cause for cancellation.
Art. 2582. - 5. Bankruptcy
or insolvency
of employer.
Where the employer
is bankrupt
or insolvent,
the employee
lUay not
cancel the contract unless the security he has requcsted to guarantee
his
wagcs has not been given to him within a reasonable
time.

Art. 2583. -

Obligation to compensate.

-

1. Unfair cancellation.

Where the contract is cancelled in an unfair
this party shall make good the loss suffered
Qf the unfair hreaki~
of the contract.

manner by one of the parties,
by the other party by reasoQ
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Art. 2584. - 2. Justified
cancellation.
Where the good cause for whi~Jl the contract is ~\icelled
by one party
involves a violation
of the contract or is related to such violation,
the
party who has failed in his .duties shall make ~oed the 1088 suffered by
the other party by the tern};natjon
of the contract.
Art. 2585. - Death of employee;
(1) A contract
of employment
ployee.
(2) The heirs
tract,

of the

any personal

shall

employee

terminate

shall

not

on the death

incur,

by reason

of the emof the

con-

obligation.

Art. 2586. - Death of employer.
(1) A contract
of employment

.
shall

not terminate

on the

death

of the

employer, unless his person has been a material element in making it.
(2) Where a contract of employment
terminates
by the death of the employer, the employee shall be entitled to his wages after the death,
as though he had received on that day prior notice of termination
of a contract of service of indefinite
duration.
Art. 2587. - Transfer of undertaking.
(1) Where
the employer
transfers

his

undertaking,

the

contracts

of

employment
made by him shall continue between his employees and
the purchaser
of the undertaking.
(2) The employees shall keep the seniority rights that they have acquired
before the transfer of the undertaking.
(3) The purchaser
shall be jointly liable

with the transferor

to pay all

sums which are due to an employee at the time of the transfer in
connection
with his work, including
sums due by reason of the termination
of the contract
by the transferor,
on condition
that the
purchaser
has been informed
at the time of the transfer that these
sums were due, or that they are shown to be due to the employee in
the books of the undertaking
or his work-book.
certificate
of work.
Art. 2588. - Providing
(1) The employee may demand at the end of his contract that the ."mployer shall give him a certificate
showing only the nature of his
work and the length of his service, as well as the name and address
of the employer.
(2) The certificate
shall not include a testimonial
concerning
the quality
of the work done or the conduct
expressly requires
his employer

of the employee, unles'! the employee
to give this tE'~timonial.
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-

Pr01Jisions for restraint of trade. Art. 2589.
(l) Where the work given to the employee

1. Principle.
enables

him

clients of the employer or enter into the secrets of his
parties may provide that the employee shall not, after
tion of the contract, enter into competitive
business with
or engage in any way whatsoever
in an undertaking
compete with the employer.
(2) Such provision shall be of no effect unless it is express

to meet

the

business, the
the terminahis employer
which would
.md made

in

writing.
Art. 2590. - 2. Restriction.
(1) Provisions
under Art. 2589 shall not be valid

unless

they

are neces-

sary for the protection
of the legitimate interests of the employer and
do not impede, in an inequitable
manner,
the economic future of
the employee.
(2) They shall not be valid, in particular,
unless they are limited
as
to time,

place

and business

Art. 2591. - 3. Penalties.
(I) Whosoever infringes

forbidden

a provision

for the damage resulting
from
(2) Where the provision
contains

to the employee.

made

under

Art. 2589 shall he liable

such infringement.
a penalty, the employee

may,

unless

otherwise stipulated,
discharge his obligation
by paying the employer
the amount of the penalty fixed.
(3) Provided
it is expressly agreed in writing, the employer may, in addition to damages, obtain an injuetion
restraining
the contravention,
where stich action i.. justified by the importance
of the interests which
arc in.ilHed or threatened
by the comh,d of the employee.

Art. 2;;92. -- 'L Lapsing
(I)

A provision
employer

vf ['revision.

under

Art.

has no material

(2) The employer

2589 shall
interest

lapse

where

it is proved

that

the

in its maintenance.

may not avail himself

of such provision

where

he has

cancelled the contract of employment
or refused to renew it, without
the employee having given him good cause so to do.
(3) Nor may he avail himself thereof where he has himself given to the
employee good cause for cancelling the contract.

Art. 2593. - Receipt in final discharge.
{I) A receipt in final discharge, signed by the employee,
relate to wages due. from the employer.

shall only
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(2) Other

IUI1OuIlt8 that

may be due to the employee

from

the employer

shall not be regarded 118settled unles8 they are the 8ubject of8pecial
receipts
acknowledging
their payment
or 1I!e employee
has 8igned
in respect of 8uch amounts a document renouncing
hi8 right to them.

2. Contracts of particular kinds of work

Chapter

Section 1. Contracts
Art.

of apprenticeship

2594. - Training of apprentice
by employer.
( 1 ) The employer
hound by a contract
of apprentice8hip
8hall under.
take to give all hi8 attention
to the profe88ional
training of the apprentice.
(2) The employee may only be employed
on work connected
with the
particular
occupation
8pecified in the contract.

-

Art. 2595.
(1) The

AttenJonce
employer

sory schools.
(2) He shall grant
professional

at school,.
8hall
him

courses

en8ure
the

that

the

neces8ary

apprentice

time

attend

to attend

and to 8it for apprentiCe8hip

Art. 2596. - Prohibited
work.
Except where it is jU8tified hy the circum8tances,
not be employed on night work or on SundaY8.

the

compul-

8chool8

and

examination8.

the

apprentice

may

I

Art.

2597. - Reference
to prQtJisions regarding contracts of employment.
The provi8ions regarding contracts of employment
shall apply to contract8
of apprenticeship.

Section 2. Contracts with a trial period
Art. 2598. - Trial engagements.
(1) The employee may be engaged on trial.
(2) Unles8 otherwise provided in writing, the employee engaged on trial
8hall be regarded 88 having been employed for an indefinite period.
Art. 2599. - Presumption.
In a contract of employment
made with dome8tic servants,
weeks 8hall be regarded
as a trial period, unless otherwi8e
Art. 2600. - Termination
( 1) During
the trial
.,vi.hout

of a trial contract.
period,
either party

bd'llg required

to give notice

may

terminate

the first
agreed.

the

or to pay compensation.

two

contract
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(2) Where

the trial

is fixed for a minimum

the contract
may
time has elapsed.

however

Section 3. Contracts
Art. 2601.

-

Health

not

time, the right

be exercised

before

to terminate

that

minimum

of domestic servants living in

and moral

well-being

of servant.

Where the employee
lives with the employer's
family, the latter shall
in regard to living-quarters,
food, times of work and rest, take all reasonable steps to safeguard the health and moral well-being of the employee.
Art.

-

2602.

Obligation

(1) Where

- 1. Principle.

to look after the employee.

an employee

who is living

with

the

family

of the employer

and being fed by the latter falls sick, the employer shall, during the
currency
of the contract,
provide any care which the illness of the
employee requires, either by way of medical attendance
at his house
or by sending the servant to hospital.
(2)

Such

obligation

shall

be limited

to

one

month

where

the

illness

occurs after at least one year from the beginning of the contract, and
to two weeks, where it occurs after at least three months from the
beginning
of the contract.
(3)

The employer

may set off any expenses

the wages that

become

due during

Art. 2603. - 2. Saving clauses.
(1) The employer shall be relieved
2602 where
ployee.
(2) The

the illness

employer

hospital

under

(3) The employer

shall

Art. 2604.

-

(1) Unlcss

(2)

intentionally

also be relieved

where

of compulsory

may not relieve

in Art. 2602 by terminating
of his employee.

he thus incurs

himself

the contract

health

against

of illness.

of the obligations

has been

a scheme

which

the period

laid

down in Art.

contracted

by the em-

the employee

goes into

insurance.

of the obligations
on the ground

laid

down

of the illness

Payment of wages.
the contract

of employment

provides

for a shorter

term,

wages of the employee
living in with the employer
every three months, with the expiry of the term.

shall

The wages shall in any case be paid where the contract

terminates.

the

be paid

28*
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Section 4. Contract for agricultural
Art. 2605.- Principle.
(1)

Contracts

for the performance

of agricultural

work
work

shall

be subject

to the provisions
of this Chapter,
in particular,
where appropriate,
to those of Section 3 above.
(2) Nothing shall affect the provisions
of the following Articlee.
Art.

-

2606.
Contract for undefined
period
( 1) A contract made for an undefined

of time.
period of time

may not be ter-

minated by the employer
except on giving three months notice.
(2) The period fixed in sub-art. (1) shall be increased by one month

,
I

.,

first
Art.

for

ea"b. y~ar spent by the employee in the service of the employer or
which the employee spent, during his minority,
in the undertaking
of the employer.
(3) The termination
of the contract shall only become effective on the
2607. (1) The

of Megabit

following

Employer

bound

employer

shall

the day of termination.

to supply
supply

maintenance.

maintenance

to an

worked for ten years in a given undertaking.
(2) Without
prejudice
to the provisions
of the

employee

following

having

Articles,

the

obligation
to supply maintenance
shall be subject to the provisions of
the Title of this Code relating to "Family Relationship"
(Art. 807.825) ,"
Art.

2608. (1) The

Subsidiary
employee

nature of obligation.
may not claim maintenance

to

the

detriment

of

persons bound to the employer by consanguinity
or affinity to whom
the employer
supplies maintenance.
(2) Where persons bound to the employee by consanguinity
or affinity are
compelled- or able to supply him maintenance,
claim maintenance
from the employer.
Art. 2609. ~

Time

the employee

may not

limit.

The employer shall not supply
the contract came to an end.

maintenance

for more than two years after

Chapter 3. Contract of work and labour
Art. 2610.

-

Definition.

A contract of work and labour is a contract whereby one party, the contractor,
undertakes
to produce
a given result, under his own responsibility, in consideration
of a remuneration
that the other party, the client,
undertakes
to pay him..
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Art. 2611. - Building undertakings.
(1) The provisions applicable to contracts of work and laboQ.l' relating
to an immovable are laid down in the Title of this Code regarding
"Contracts relating to Immovable!!" (Art. 3019-3040).
(2) The provisions of this Chapter shall however apply where the total
cost of the building to be done dOe!!not exceed five hundred Ethiopian dollars.

-

Implied acceptance.
Art. 2612.
"
( 1 ) Where a person has publicly

offered to execute a certain task or
where the carrying out of this task is within his professional
duties,
a contract of work and labour shall be formed where such peiBon,
having received an offer, dOe!! not immediately
refuse to carry out
the task which has been ordered.
(2) The same shall apply where a person is appointed by the public
authorities
to carry
fuse to do so.

Art. 2613. (1) The

Materials
contractor

out a certain

and tools.
shall provide

task

and dOe!! not immediately

at his own expense

the materials

tools necessa,!
for the carrying out of the task.
(2) It may however be stipulated
that he shall only provide
and that the materials

re-

or the tools shall be provided

and

his serviCCII

by the client.

Art. 2614. - Materials prOtJided by contractor.
(I) The contractor shall be liable for the good quality of the materiala
,
provided by him.
(2) He shall

give the same warranties

as a seller.

(3) There shall be a contract
of sale and not a contract of work and
labour. where the work which a party undertake!! to do has a character of secondary importance
in relation to the value of the thinp
which such party provides.

Art. 2615.

-

( 1) Where

Materials prOtJided by client.
the materials

use them
(2) He shall

are provided.

with care.
render an account

by the client,

to the client

the contractor

of the use which

shall
he has

made of ihem and restore to him what remains after the execution
of the work.
(3) Where the materials provided to him by the client are defective, the
contractor

shall immediately

give notice

thereof

to the client.
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2616. - Independence
of contractor.
(1) The contractor
shall carry out his task as he wishes and shall comply
with the rules of his profession.
(2) He shall not be bound to comply with the orders of the client,
except in so far as he has agreed,
ply therewith.

Art.

2617.

-

at the time of the contract,

to com.

Personal execution of work.

The contractor
shall carry out the task in person
nature of the work ordered, his personal capacities
to the cHent.
Art. 2618. - Delay in execution of work.
(I) Where the contractor
delays the carrying

unless, considering
the
are not of importance

out of his task

so that

it

becomes evident that he cannot accomplish
it in the time fixed in
the contract, the client may fix him a reasonable time limit to begin
the execution of the task.
(2) Where the contractor,
after this time limit, has not begun the task
or has interrupted
it in bad faith, the client may cancel the contract
without waiting for the expiry of the period laid down for the com.
pletion of the task.
(3) Where appropriate,
the client may also claim, in such a case, damagC8
from the contractor.
Art.

2619.

-

(1) Where

Where no time limit has been fixed.
no time limit has been fixed in the contract,

the contractor

shall immediately
begin the execution
of hi~ task and complete
it
within a reasonahle
time in accordance
with custom.
(2) The proVh\lOnS of Art. 2618 shall apply where the contractor
does
not immediately
terrupts
it.
Art.

begin

the carrying

2620. - Defective
execution
of the
(1) Where it appears,
during
the

out of his task or where

he in.

ta&k.

currency

of the

contract,

that

the

task is being carried out in a defective manner or contrary to the
contract, the client may fix a reasonable time limit for the contractor
to put right the fault.
(2) Where the contractor
does not put the matter right within this time
limit, in accordance with the rules of his profession and the contract,
the client may cancel the contract without awaiting, in order to assert
his rights, the term provided for the completion
of the task.
(3) He may in addition
claim damages from the contractor,
where appropriate.
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Art. 2621.
Putting work at client'. dilpow.
(1) Where the contractor has finished his task, he -shall 'put the result at
the disposal of the client at the place fixed in the eoDtrad or, in the
absence of such a place, at the place where the contrIiGIor has hU
undertaking or residence.
(2) The client shall take over the work immediately in IU:COrdance,with
bminess practice.
Art. 2622. - Warrant)' against defects.
(1) The contractor shall guarantce to the client that the wprk confol'Dl8
to the contract and is not defective.
(2) The provisions of the Chapter of this Code relatiDgto "Sale" shall
apply to the warranty given by the contractor to the client (Art. 2287.
2300, 2332, 2344-2346).
Art. 2623. - Tim~for 'payment.
(1) The price shall be paid to the contractor wbere the work has heeD
completed and has been accepted by the client.
(2) Where partial deliveries and payments have been agreed, the price
attaohing to each part of the work shall be paid at the' 'time of the
delivery and acceptance of that part.
Art. 2624.

-

Price fixed

in. advance.

(1) Where the price has been fixed in advance, the client shall pay that
price.
(2) The contractor may not claim an increase on the ground that the
work has required more effort or expense than had been foreseen.
(3) The client may not claim a reduction on the ground that the work
has required less effort or expense than had been foreseen.

-

Changes in the agreed work.
Art. 2625.
(1) The price fixed in advance for the work shall remain the same
notwithstanding that ch8;Oges have been made by a new agreement
between the parties in the conditions under which the execution of
the work was originally to have been carried out.
(2) Such changes shall not give rise to an increase or decrease in price
unle88 such has been agreed.

-

Price not fixed in advance.
Art. 2626.
(1) Where tbe price has not been fixed by the contract, it shall be fIXed
by the contractor in accordance with professional rates and mages.
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In the absence

of professional

rates

and usages,

it shall he fixed

by

reference
to the value of the materials
provided
by the contractor,
the work normally necessary to carry it out and the expenses of the
contractor.
Art. 2627. - Price fixed approximately.
Where a price has been fixed approximately
on the making of the contract, the actual price may not exceed by more than twenty per cent the
approximation
thus made.
Art. 2628. (1) The

Right of retention.
contractor
shall have,

as a guarantee

of the

obligations

that

the client owes him under the contract,
a right of retention
over
such movable goods belonging to the client as he has made or repaired
and as are in his possession.
(2) Where the things which the client has entrusted
to him belong to a
third party, the contractor
may set up his right of retention
against
such third party, unless he knew or should have known that the
things were entrusted
to him without the knowledge
or against the
will of the third -party.
Art. 2629. - Risks.
(1) Where the

materials

necessary

perished
by force majeure,
who has provided them.
(2)

The provisions
apply

Art. 2630. - Death
(1) Where the

their

of the Chapter

as regards

to the

the transfer

loss shall

of this
of risks

of contractor.
contractor
dies

execution

of the

work

have

by the

party

to "Sale"

shall

majeure

from

be borne

Code relating
(Art. 2323-2328)..

or is prevented

by force

completing
the work, the contract shall terminate
where it had been
made on the basis of the personal capacities of the contractor.
(2) The

client

shall

accept

such

parts

already

executed

he can use and shall pay the price for them.
(3) He may demand that the materials
and plans
out the work

be delivered

to him

against

of the work

prepared

as

for carrying

fair payment.

Art. 2631. - Unilateral
termination
of the contract.
(1) The client may at any time terminate
the contract.
(2) The
been

contractor
fixed.

shall

in this

case be entitled

to the price

that

had
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(3)

From

this

price,

there

shall

however

be deducted

savings

made

by

the coutractor
iu consequence
of the termination
of the contract
and any advantages that he may have gained by employing his work
elsewhere or that he may have failed thus to gain by reason of his
bad faith.

Chapter 4. Hiring of intellectual
Proviswns

Art. 2632. (1) A contract

work

applicable.

relating

to the performance

of services

of an intellectual

character
shall be subject to the provisions of the following Articles.
(2) The provisions
of the preceding
Chapter
shall also apply in so far
as they
involved
(3) Nothing

are consistent
with these
(Art. 2610.2631).
shall affect the provisions

exercise

of certains

provisions

and

of special

the

laws

relationship

relating

to the

professions.

-

Personal nature oj obligatwn.
Art. 2633.
( 1) WhQt;oever hires out his work shall

carry

out his obligations

per-

sonally.
(2) He may however employ assistants, under his control and on his own
responsibility,
where such collaboration
is allowed by the contract
or usual
contract.

Art. 2634.

-

practice

and

incompatible

with

the

object

of the

Advances by client.

(1) The client shall make
party for the expenses
(2)

is not

He shall

also grant

an advance payment to the other
necessary to carry out the work.

him,

where

it is the practice,

contracting

instalments

on his

The remuneration
agreed between the pl!.rties may be reduced
court where it is so excessive as to be contrary to the etiquette
profession
of the person hiring out his work.

by the
of the

remuneration.

Art. 2635. -

Art. 2636. -

Excessive payment.

Required care and responsibility.

(1) WhQt;oever

hires

out his work

shall undertake

to carry

it out in the

best interest
of his client, conscientiously
and in conformity
with
the practice ~d rules of his profession.
(2) He shall not be liable to his client, unless he commits an error,
having regard to the rules of his profession.
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(3)

The

error

may

consist

in an omission

or an act detrimental

to his

client.

-

Art. 2637.
Termination.
of contract. - 1. By the client.
(1) The client may at any time terminate
the contract.
(2) He shall in this case compensate
the other party for his expenses
and pay him a fair remuneration
for the work that he has com.
pleted.
Art.

2638. - 2. By the other party.
(1) Whosoever
hires out his work may terminate
the contract
time.
(2) He shall in such case return to the client any advances that
received on account of his remuneration
The termination
of the contract
shall

(3)

damages,
prejudice

in such a way that
thereby.

the client

and expenses.
be effected,
under
will suffer

at any
he has
pain

of

the least possible

Chapter 5. Medical or hospital contracts
Art. 2639. - Definition of medical contract.
A medical contract is a contract whereby a physician undertakes to
provide a person with medical care and to do his best to maintain

him

in good health or cure him, in consideration of payment of a fee.
Art. 2640.

-

Medical profession.

The rules relating to a medical contract shall apply to surgeons, dentists,
psychiatrists,
radiologists,
midwives, nurses and other persons following
similar professions
concerned
with the medical art.

Art. 2641.

-

A contract
undertakes
physicians,

Definition. of contract of hospitalization.
of hospitalization
is a contract whereby a medical institution
to provide
a person with medical care from one or several
in connection
with a given illness.

Art. 2642. - Formation. of contract.
(1) The contract may be made directly between the person in need of
medical care and the physician or the medical institution.
(2) It may also be made with the physician or medical institution by
a third party, on behalf of the person in need of treatment.
Art. 2643. - Obligation. of patient.
Where a contract has been made on his behalf by a third
patient shall pay the fees of the physician or the medical
where:

party, the
institution
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(a)

the person

who has made

the contract

on the patient's

behalf

is his

lather, mother or some other person bound by law or a contract to
care for his health;
or
(b) he was not capable
at the time of the contract
of expressing
his
wishes and
treatment.

-

Art~ 2644.

it was

Obligation

at that

moment

essential

to provide

him

with

of person calling upon phy&ician.

Whosoever makes a contract with' a physician or a medical institution
on
behaH of another shall be liable for the fees of the physician or medical
institution
where:
(a) he is bound by law or a contract to care for the health of the person
(b)

to whom the treatment
has been given; or
it has been expressly agreed that he shall be personally
physician or medical institution.

Art. 2645.

-

liable

to the

Reimbursement.

Where a person has paid a physician
or medical institution,
have a right of reimbursement
from the patient who has been
Art. 2646. - F ee&.
(1) The fees of the physician

and the medical

institution

he shall
cared for.

shall be fixed by

the contract.
(2) Where not fixed by the contract, they shall conform to usages.
(3) The court may revise the amount of fees fixed in the contract where
they are so excessive as to be contrary to the etiquette of the medical
profession.
of phy&ician.
Art. 2647. - Liability
( I ) A physician
shall not be liable to the person towards whom he i.
bound under the contract unless he commits a fault, having regard
to the rules of his profession.
(2) The fault may consist in an omission or an act detrimental
to the
patient.
(3) The physician
shall be liable in particular
where
he abandons
without
good cause the patient he has undertaken
to care for and
fails to arrange for his substitution
in accordance with usages.
Art. 2648.

-

GuaTantee of cure.

A physician shall not guarantee the success of his treatment
expressly assumed this obligation
in writing.

unless

he hu

Art. 2649. - Personal nature of obligation.
(1) A physician who undertakes to treat a person shall carry out hi.
obligatioIlil personally.
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(2) He may

however

employ

CODE.

assistants

responsibility.
(3) He shall in sucL case be liable,

under

in accordance

his control

on his

with the provisions

the Chapter
of this Code relating
to "Extra-contractual
(Art. 2130-2133), for any damage caused to the patient
of one of his assistants.
Art. 2650. - Liability
to third parties. .
( 1) Only the husband
or wif~ of a sick person

own
of

Liability"
by the fault

or his ascendants

or de-

scendants may, in the case of a mortal accident due to the fault of
the physician,
claim from the physician
compensation
for the loss
which they have suffered through the death of the sick person.
(2) Compensation
shall not he due on account of moral loss suffered by
these persons unless the death of the sick person has been due to
the intentional
act of the physician.
(3) No other persons may claim compensation
in their own right by
reason of the death of the sick person, notwithstanding
are able to prove that the latter rendered
them material
or that they were maintained
by him.

Art. 2651. - Liability

of medical institution.

-

that they
assistance

l. Medical treatment.

The medical institution
shall be civilly liable for the damage caused to a
sick person by the fault of the physician or auxiliary staff which it employs.
Art. 2652. - 2. Board and lodging.
Where the sick person, for purposes of his treatment,
is lodged and fed
by the medical institution,
such institution
shall, as regards its obligations
and responsibility
arising from that lodging and feeding, be subject to
the provil'ions regarding
innkeepers'
contracts
(Art. 2653-2671).

Chapter 6. Contracts
Art. 2653.

-

of innkeepers

Definition.

(1) An innkeepers'

contract

is a contract

whereby

a person

who exercises

the occupation
of inkeeper
undertakes
to lodge a client during one
or several nights.
(2) Where the lodging is provided for a month or more, there shall be
a contract

of letting

and not an innkeepers'

contract.

Art. 2654. -- Duration of contract.
(1) Unless otherwise provided, hotel rooms shall be engaged from midday to mid-day.
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(2) The innkeeper may demand that the room, if DOt re-engaged by the
client, be vacated by him at mid-day.
Art. 2655. - Renewal of contract.
A room occupied by a client shall be deemed to have been engaged for
an additional day where the client or the innkeeper has not expreseed
before mid-day his intention DOt to extend the contract.
Art. 2656. - Equipment.
The innkeeper shall provide the client, in addition to given rooms, with
furniture and equipment necessary for lodging, such as light and heating,
in accordance with the cla88 of the hotel and usages.
Art. 2657. - Care of luggage.
The innkeeper shall receive the client and look after his luggage without
having any right to additional payment, from the morning when the
room is engaged until the evening of the day when it is to be vacated.
Art. 2658. - Innkeepers' warranty.
(1) The innkeeper shall warrant to the client that the rooms engaged
by him and those parts of the hotel used in common are habitable,
healthy and safe.
(2) Where he provides the client with food or drink, he shall also warrant thai they are sound and harmless.
(3) He shall be relieved of his liability under this Article where damage,
is due to force majeure or the client's fault.
Art. 2659. - Caterers and cafe proprietors.
Caterers and cafe proprietors shall similarly warrant to their clients that
the food and drink provided by them are sound and harmless.
Art.

2660.

-

Reservation

of rOOms.

(1) A client who has engaged a room for a specified day and who baa
received from the innkeeper notice that the room has been reserved
for him shall pay the price of this room for a day, even where, on
account of force majeure, he hasoot occupied it.
(2) He shall not be relieved of this obligation unless he has notified
the innkeeper in due time lhat he has renounced to contract and
the innkeeper, after receiving notice, was able to let to a third persoa.
the room that had been reserved.
(3) Unless otherwise provided, compensation shall be due for one day
only, notwithstanding that the room had been reserved for several
days and payment agreed by the week or month.
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-

Art. 2661.
Cancellation
(1) Where the room

of contract.
has been engaged

for several days, the contract
shall be cancelled
where the client does not occupy it on the day
fixed by him..
(2) The innkeeper
shall not be liable where, in this case, he lets the

room to another person, unless he has received notice from the client,
or anyone acting on his behalf, that the client wants the room to be
kept.
(3) Where the innkeeper
has received an advance, he shall put the room
at the disposal

of his client

Art. 2662. - Right of retention.
(I) The innkeeper
may retain

in so far as he is covered' by this advance.

the property

brought

into the hotcl

by the

client until the total paymcnt due to him on account of the client'.
~tay at the hotel has heen made.
(2) He shall have in relation
to such property
the rights and benefiti
of a pledgee.
Art. 2663. - Principle
(1) The innkeeper

of liability.
shall have the same liability

as a paid bailee

things that his clients have brought into the hotel.
(2) Evidence that the things had becn brought into the hotel
may be adduced

for the

by a client

hy any means.

of liability.
Art. 2664. - Limitation
The innkeeper's
liability shall he limited
Ethiopian
dollars.

to "1\total

sum of five hundred

Art. 2665. - Unlimited
liability. m 1. Fault or actual deposit.
The liahility of the innkeeper
shall however be unlimited
where:
ta) the loss is due to the fault of the innkeeper
or a member
family, or a member of his staff; or
(h) the loss occurs to the things which the client has especially

of hi.
depo-

sited with the innkeeper.
Art. 2666. (1) The

2. Refusal of actual deposit.
liahility
of the inkeeper shdl

also he unlimiteJ

where

the 1085

occurs to the things that the innkeeper
has refused, without
cause, to have deposited with him.
(2) There shall be good canse whcm the goods possel'\S an excessive
or are unwieldy
having
availahle accommodation.

regard

to thc standing

of the hotel

good
value

and the
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Art. 2667.

- Non-liability.
(1) The liability of the innkeeper

shall cease where

he can prove that the

removal, loss or deterioration
was due to the fault of the client himself, or persons who have visited or accompany him or are employed
by him.
(2) He shall also be released from liability where the loss or deterioration is due to the
majeure.

nature

of or a defect

in the

Art. 2668. - Obligation to give notice.
The innkeeper
shall be released from liability where
notify him of the damage as soon as he knows of it.
Art. 2669.

thing

or to force

the client

doee not

-

Provision of non-liability.
Any provision
excluding
or limiting
be of no effect.

Art. 2670. - Scope of the law.
(1) The provisions
of this Chapter

the

shall

liability

apply

of an innkeeper

from

the time

shall

when

the

things enter the hotel, unless the client, having sent them in advance,
d~es not arrive.
(2) They shall also apply to things, such as carriages, motorcars,
live
animals, accommodated
in premises adjacent
the disposal of the clients by the hotel.
Art. 2671.

-

Establishments

similar

to the hotel

or put

at

to hotels.

The provisions of this Chapter shnll apply to the management
of medical
institutions,
convalescent
homes, public places of entertainment,
bathing
establishments,
boarding
hous('s, restaurants,
sleeping-cars,
public stable!
and other establishments
of a similar nature.
Chapter

7. Publishing contracts

Art. 2672. - Definition.
A publishing contract is' a contract whereby a party, hereinafter called
the author, assigns in whole or in part his incorporeai rights in a literary
or artistic work to the other party, hereinafter called the publisher, who
undertakes to reproduce or prod nee the work and to distribute it to the
public.
Art. 2673. - Obligation
to disclose.
Where all or part of the work
publisher
or has been otherwise

has already been
published
to the

assigned
author's

to another
knowledge,
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the latter shall
tered into.
Art. 2674.

-

inform

Form

the

CODE

publisher

thereof

before

the

contract

is en.

of contract.

The authorisation
shall be eXplicit.

given by the author

Art. 2675. - Assignment
(1) The assignment

to reproduce

or produce

his work

of future works. - 1. Conditions.
by the author of a work which he has not yet execu.

ted shali be valid where it relates to a work or works, sufficiently
well.defined,
which, in the estimation
of a reasonable
person, the
author can complete within a period not exceeding two years.
(2) Where the author has assigned his rights in future works beyond
this limit, he may at any time, notwithstanding
any provision to the
contrary,
terminate
the contract
and retain the payments
made to
him by the publisher.
Art. 2676. - 2. Publisher's
prior right.
( 1) An author who has terminated

his contract

shall

be bound

for

a

period not exceeding five years from the date of termination
of the
contract to assign his rights to the publisher
in preference
to any
other person.
( 2) He shall inform the publisher
of such conditions
as are proposed to
him by third parties for the acquisition
of these rights.
(3) The publisher
shall, under pain of loss of right, declare
reasonable
right.
Art.

period

2677. - Effect.
(1) The contract

whether

shall transfer

he intends

to avail

to the publisher

himself

the author's

within

a

of his prior

copyright

in

his work, in so far as the performance
of the contract requires such
transfer, in accordance with the provisions of this Title.
(2) The parties may depart from these provisions where the law does not
(3)

expressly forbid the provision substituted
therefor.
In cases of doubt, the provisions of the contract shall be interpreted
in favour

Art.

2678.

-

of the author.

Restrictive

interpretation.

( 1 ) The authorisation
given to the publisher
to deal with the work in a
certain manner shall be interpreted
restrictively.
(2) The publisher
may not deal with the work otherwise than provided
in the contract.
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Art. 2679. - Authorised
methods of dealing with work.
(1) However general the terms of the contract, the publisher

shall acquire

the right to deal with the work by such methods only as the parties
had in view or ought to have had in view on the making of the contract.
(2) In this respect, regard shall be had to the estimation
of a reasonable
person.

Art. 2680. - Modification and translation.
An authorisation to reproduce or p,roduce a work shall not imply an
authorisation to adapt it, to modify it or to authorise its translation.
of broadcast works.
A.rt. 2681. - Recording
An authorisation
to broadcast
a work shall not imply an authorisation
to
record, by means of a machine involving the fixation of sounds or image,
the work broadcast.

Art. 2682.
(1)

-

Separate and complete works.
The right to publish the works of an author

separately

shall not imply

the right to publish them in the form of a complete edition.
(2) The right to publish the complete works of an author, or a certain
class thereof, shall not confer upon the publisher
separately
the various works they comprise.

the right

to publish

Art. 2683. - Author's warranty.
The author shall warrant the publisher that he possesses and has the right
to assign the literary or artistic copyright which he transfers to the publisher under the publishing
contract.

Art. 2684. (1)

Rights transferred to the publisher.

So long as the editions

which

the publisher

has the right to issue are

not out of print, the author may not dispose of the work or any part
thereof to the publisher's
prejudice.
.
(2) Contributions
to a collective work, or articles, may not be republished
by the author before the expiration
the first publication
was completed.

of three years from the date when

Art. 2685. - Conflict between two publishers.
(1) Where the author, having assigned his rights

to a publisher,

assigns

the same rights to another
publisher,
the contract
concluded
with
the latter shall be valid unless he knew of the first contract.
(2) The author shall make good the damage done to each publisher.
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Art. 2686. (1) The
(2)

Reproduction
of the work.
publisher
shall reproducc
the work

in

an

appropriate

form,

without abridgements,
additions or modifications.
He shall ensure publicity
for the work and take the usual

ensure its distribution.
(3) He shall fix the selling
Art. 2687. (1) The

steps

to

price.

Author's correctiom.
author may at any time

make

corrections

or improvements

to

his work, provided that they do not prejudice the publisher's
interests
or increase his liability.
(2) Where such corrections
or improvements
involve the publisher
in
expense,

the author

shall indemnify

him for it.

Art. 2688. - New edition.
Before issuing a new edition or a new impression, the publisher shall give
the author an opporttmity of improving his work.
Art. 2689. -- Authorised
(1) Unless otherwise

editions and impressiom.
agrecd, the publishcr
shall have the right to publish

only one edition of the work.
(2) Where the contract fails to specify
comprise,

the publisher

shall

how many

dctermine

Art. 2690. - Edition out of print.
(1) Where the contract
authoriws

copies

an edition

shall

the size of the impression.

the publisher

to publish

several

edi-

tions or all the editions of a work, the author may, when the last
edition of the work becomes out of print, allow the publisher
a period
of one year within which to issue a new edition.
(2) The publisher
shall forfeit his rights where he fails to do so within
this period.
(3) Any provision
Art.

to the contrary

shall be of no effect.

2691. - Effect in the case of successive editiom.
(1) Where the publisher is entitled to issue several editions,

the conditions

agreed upon for the first edition shall be deemed to apply to each
subsequent
edition.
(2) The provisions
of sub-art. (1) shall apply in particular
to the conditions

relating

to the author's

Art. 2692. - Author's remuneration.
(1) A person

assigning

a work

remuneration.
-

1. Principle.

for publication

shall

be deemed

entitled to a remuneration
unless there are circumstanccs
the assumption
that he agreed to forego any remuneration.

to be

justifying
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(2) In the absence of agreement
due to the author
equity.

(2)

In the absence
copies shall

Art. 2694. -

between

shall be fixed

Art. 2693. - 2. Free copies.
( 1) The author shall be entitled
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the parties,

by the court

to a certain

of any provision

in

numher

in the contract,

be fixed by the court

the remuneration

in an equitable

accordance

with

of free copiee.
the number

of these

manner.

3. Payment.

(1)

The author's

remuneration

(2)

for sale.
Where the parties

have

shall be due as soon as the work is ready
agreed

that

the author's

remuneration

shall

depend either wholly or partly on the expected sales, the publisher
shall submit proofs of sale to the author at agreed intervals.
(3) F,,;ling any provision to the contrary, the publisher's
accounts shall
be rendered

to the author

during

the first month

Art. 2695. - Loss of work. -- 1. Before publication.
(1) Where, after its delivery to the publisher,

of each year.

the work

is accidentally

lost or destroyed
before publication,
the publisher
shall pay the
author his remuneration.
(2) Where the author has a copy of the lost work, he shall place it at
the publisher's
disposal.
(3) In other cases; he shall
pensation,
quests.

where

this

do the work
can be easily

Art. 2696. - 2. After publication.
(1) Where the edition made

ready

again,
done

against
and the

by the publisher

or destroyed,
wholly or partly, the publisher
copies at his own expense.
(2) The publisher
shall replace such copies where
unreasonable

reasonable
publisher

comso re-

is accidentally
lost
replace the lost

may

he can do so without

expense.

Art. 2697. - Lapse of contract.
(1) A publishing
contract shall

lapse

where

the author

dies or becomee

incapable
before the work is completed
or where, without his fault,
he is prevented from completing it.
(2) The death or incapacity
of the publisher
shall not terminate
the
contract.

29*
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(3) Where

the

publfsher

is declared

bankrupt,

the

author

may

entrust

the work to another publisher,
unless he is given security for the
performance
of those of the publisher's
obligations
which have not
been performed
at the time when the bankruptcy
is declared.

TITLE XVII. CONTRACTS FOR THE CUSTODY. USE
OR POSSESSION OF CHATTELS
Chapter 1. General Provisions
Art. 2698.

-

Scope of this Title.

( 1) Where,

under

the terms

of a contract,

a person

is in possession

of a

chattel the custody or possession of which has been transferred
to
him by his contracting
party, his rights and obligations in his dealings
with his contracting
party shaH be as provided in this Title.
(2) Where provided by law, the same provisions shall apply to the relations between
contract.
Art. 2699. ( 1 ) The

the

owner

and

holder

of a chattel

regardless

of any

Immovables.

the hiring of immovables
are laid dflwn
provisions
governing
"Contracts
relating to immovain the Title of this Code regarding
hIes" (Art. 2896-3018).
(2) The provisions of this Title relating to free loans shall apply whert~
the use or possession of an immovable
charge (Art. 2701-2726 and 2767-2778).

Art. 2700. - Owner.
(1) For the purpose

of this

Title,

the word

who has transferred
the possession
(2) The provisions
of this Title shall

is given to another

"owner"

of the chattel.
apply hy analogy

free

of

IIl6IIns the person
where

the right

which he has or claims to have on the chattel is one other than
ownership.
(3) For the purpose of this Title, the holder shall be assimilated
to the
possessor.

Art. 2701. - Obligation to deliver.
The owner shall deliver the chattel with its accessories to the holder in
fit state for the use for which it is intended by its nature or under the
contract.
Art. 2702. - Reference to the rules of sale.
The place and time of delivery shall be governed hy the provisions
relating to sale.
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Art.' 2703.
Defective chattel. - 1. Rescission of the contract.
(1) Where, at the time of its transfer to the holder, the chattel
~

is affected

hy a defect which appreciahly
diminishes
its usefulness to the holder
or makes it more difficult or costly to preserve it, the holder may
apply for the rescission of the contract.
(2)

The

holder

shall

have

becomes apparent after
(3) A particular
usefulness
unless the owner
of the contract.

Art. 2704.

~

(1) The

the

same

right

where

the

defect

delivery of the chattel.
to the holder shall not be'taken

knew or should

have known

thereof

occurs

or

into account
on the making

2. Damages.
owner

shall

make

good any damage

which

the holder

has suf-

fered owing to the defect of the chattel, where he knew or should
have known of the defect on delivering the chattel to the holder and
failed to inform the latter accordingly.
(2) The same shall apply where the defect arises during the performance
of the contract

through

the default

of the owner.

Art. 2705. - 3. Contractual
warranty.
The holder may apply for the rescission of the contract and the making
good of the damage caused to him by the chattel where the chattel does
not possess or ceases to possess a quality the existence of which was guaranteed by the owner.
Art. 2706. (1) The

4. Holder knowing of defect.
owner shall not warrant
against

known to the holder on the making
(2) Any exp'ress warranty
gi~en hy the

a defect

which

he shows

of the contract.
owner in such case shall

wa.
be of

no effect.
Art. 2707. - Dtmgerow
defect.
( 1 ) Where the chattel is in such a state as seriously to endanger
the
life or health of the holder, of members of his household
or of his
employees,
the holder may apply for the rescission of the contract
notwithstanding
that he knew of the defect of the chattel
on the
making of the contract.
(2) Any stipulation
to the contrary
shall of no effect.
Art. 2708.

-

6. Non-liability

clause.

A stipulation whereby t!te owner excludes or limits his liability for defects
of the chattel shaD be of no effect where he has fraudulently concealed
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the defects. or the defects
holder.
Art. 2709. -

Peaceful

are such as to make

the chattel

useless

to the

possession.

The owner shall guarantee the holder
during the currency of the contract.

the peaceful

possession

of the chattel

-~rt. 2710. - Modification to the chattel.
The owner may not make any modification to the chattel that would
render its possession less advantageous or more costly for the holder.
Art. 2711. - Disturbance.
( 1) The owner shall not be bound
bance of his possession
the chattel.
(2) The holder may take

to guarantee

by third
action

parties
ag~inst

the holder

against

who do not claim
such

third

parties

distur-

a right

on

in his own

name.
Art. 2712. - Encumbrances
and taxes.
Encumbrances
and taxes on the chattel

shall be horne

by the owner.

Art. 2713. - Custody and preservation
of the chattel.
(1) The holder shall ensure the custody and preservation
(2) He may not change the way in whieh the chattel
the owner's

of the chattel.
is used without

consent.

Art. 2714. - Duty to inform the owner.
The holder shall without delay inform. the owner of all matters requiring
his attention,
such as urgent repairs, discovery of defects, encroachments,
disturbances
or damage caused by third parties to the chattel.
Art. 2715. - Cost of preservation
(1) Where the preservation

and upkeep.
or upkeep of the

chattel

which are not to be borne by the holder, the latter
owner accordingly.
(2) The holder shall be entitled to the reimbursement
incurs in urgent
accordingly.
Art.

eases, provided

he immediately

2716. - Owner's verification.
( 1) The owner may at any time satisfy

himseH

that

manner

without

causing

the holder

undue

expenses
the

of expemes

he

informs

the owner

the holder

complies

with his obligations
under the contract.
(2) Such verifieation
shall he exercised in a reasonable
tious

entails

shall infonn

and

trouble,

non-vexa.

r
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Art. 2717.
Cl«im by a third party to the chattel.
(1) 'Where a third party claims the ownership of or a right on the chattel,
the holder shall immediately
infonn the owner thereof under penalty
of damages.
(2) Where the third party institutes
legal proceedings,
the holder may
demand to be dismissed from the case and that the dispute be settled
as between the third party and the owner.
(3) In such case, he may release himseU from his liability to return the
chattel by depositing
by the court.
Art. 2718. (1) The

it at the owner's

Obligation to rest9re.
holder shall return the

expense

chattel

in the

the place where he received it.
(2) The state in which the holder rec,';ved

in good condition

when

the holder

state

the chattel

in an inv.entory drawn up by the parties.
(3) Failing such inventory,
the chattel shall

Art. 2719. - Dispossession
(1) Where the holder

under

in which

fixed

and

at

shall he specified

be deemed

received

of the holder.
.has been dispossessed

conditions

to have

been

it.

of the chattel

in consequence

oJ ,an ,event for which he is not to blame, he shall be released from
his pbligatioD to return it.
(2) He shall infonn the owner immediately,
under penalty of damages,
of the event in consequence
of the chattel.
(3) The owner shall be entitled

of which

he ceased

to anything

which

exchange for the chattel as a result
subrogated
to the holder's rights.

to he in possession

the holder

of the dispossession

receives

in

and shall be

Art. 2720. - Loss or deterioration
of the chattel. - 1. Gainful custody.
(1) Where he receives compensation
for taking charge of the chattel

or

he is authorised
to make Hse of it or he in any way derives profit
from it, the holder shall be liable where the chattel is lost or deteriorates after he has received it.
(2) He ahall also be liable for any loss or deterioration
caused by a person
whom
rily.

Art. 2721. -

he has authorised

to make

use of the chattel,

even tempora-

2. Limit of liability.

.(1) The ,holde.r shall not be liable

only where

deterioration
was due to force majeure.
(2) He shall not be liable where he shows that

he shows that

the loss or

the loss or deterioration
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was due to the decay, dilapidation
or other defect of the chattel.
He shall not he liable where deterioration
is due to the normal
authorised

and

use of the chattel.

Art. 2722. -- 3. Custody without
consU/eratiulI.
II) W here he derives no profit frolll the chattel

and he has taken

charge

of it in the sole interest of the owner, the holder shaH not be liable
for the loss or deterioration
of the chattel unless it is due to his own
default or occurs after he has been sUlllllloned to return the chattel.
(2) The holder shall not be at fault unless he exercised less care in
keeping and preserving
the chattel than
and preservation
of his own property.

he exercises

in the custody

Art. 2723. - Holder in default.
\Vilere the holder has heell summoned to return the chattel, he shaH not
be liable where he shows that the chattel would have been lost or deteriorated in like manner, had he returned it to the owner on the due date.
Art. 2724. - Improvements
made to the chattel. - 1. Right tu indemnity.
(I) The holder shall not be entitled to any indemnity
in respect of imprOyeIllents he has made to the chattel.
(2) \Vhere such improvements
have been made with the owner's consent,
the holder may however demand the reimbursement
of the amount
he has spent or of the surplus value of the chattel at the time of its
return, whichever is the less.
Art.

2725. - 2. Compensation
and right of removal.
(1) Even where the holder is not entitled
to any indemnity,

he lUay

set off against any loss of value caused by deterioration
for which he
is liable but which is not due to his default, any increase he has
brought about in the value of the chattel.
(2) TIIP holder may remove the improvements
he has made to the chattel,
if this can be done

without

dan1aging

it.

Art. 2726. - Lien.
i ] I The holder may refuse to return the chattel to the owner until the
latter has paid any indemnities
due under this Chapter.
(2) He may not refuse to return the chattel pending payment of a claim
erl

to which he is entitled on another ground.
Where he denies that he owes the holder an indemnity,
the owner
may demand that the chattel be returned
to him on his providing
adequate
security for the discharge
of any liability
he may have
incurred.
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Chapter 2. Letting and Hiring
Section
Art. 2727.

-

1. Genera]

Provisions

Definition.

A contract of letting or hiring is a contract whereby one party, the lessor,
undertakes
to transfer to the other party, the lessee, the possession of an
object for a fixed term in retm'n for a con;;id('ration called thc rent or hire.
Art. 2728. (1) The

Letting and hiring and salP.
object hired shall remain the property

of the lessor

to whom

it shall be returned
on the termination
of the contract.
(2) Where it is stipulated
that, after a certain number of payments
the rent or hire, the lessee shall become thc owner of the object,
contract shall constitute
a contract of sale, notwithstandinf!;
that
parties have termed it 11contract 0; hire.
Art. 2729. -

Letting

and hiring

and free loans.

Where no rent or hire has been stipulated,
loans shall apply.
Art. 2730. (1) The

Wrongful use.
lessor may apply

of
the
the

for the

the provisions

rescission

relating

of the contract

to free

where

the

lessee does not makc use of the propcrty in accordance with the contract or usages and such use entails risk of irreparable
damaf!;e to
the object hired.
(2, Where the object has already suffered damage or rescission prejudices
him in any way, the lessor "hall in addition

hI' "ntitl('d

to damages.

Art. 2731. - Uplreep of object.
(1) The lessee shall maintain the object.
12) The cost of upkeep shall be hOrll(, hy th(' l('ss('e.
Art. 2732. (1) The

Payment
lessee

of rent or hire.

shall

dates.
(2) In the absence

pay the

rent

of any stipulation

or hil"" on the
or custom

af!;reed 01' customary

to the contrary,

tll(' rent

shall be paid as it falls du(', at the cnd of ('ach quarter.
Art. 2733. --. Arrears of payment.
(1) Where the lessee is in arrears

with a payment of the rent or hire, the
lessor may grant him ten days' grace, notifying him at the same time
that,. in default of payment. the contract will be rescinrlcd upon thc
expiration of that period.
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(2) The period of grace shall run from the day
ceives the lessor's notification.

- which the 1-

Art. 2734. - Sub-letting.
Unless otherwise
agreed, the le.ssee may not sub.let the object
assign the contract without the ~onsent of the ies8or.
Art. 2735. - Termination
of contrlU:t.
( 1) A contract
of hire concluded

for a fixed

the date agreed upon by the parties.
(2) Unless otherwise
provided,
the contract

term

shall

shall

re-

'hired

or

terminate

on

not be terminated

01

the death or incapacity of one or both of the parties.
(3) Where the lessee becomes bankrupt,
the lessor may rescind the con.
tract unless he is provided, within a reasonable
time, with security
for the rent or hire in arrears and the Tent or hire falling due in
the future.
Art. 2736. - Indeterminate
(1) Where the duration

contrlU:ts.
of the cootract

-of hiTe has DOt been

fixe4, either

party may terminate
the contract at any time.
(2) In such case, the other party shall be entitled to a reaoaable
within which to discharge
or to take delivery of it.
Art.

2737.

-

Delay

his obligation

to retumthe

object

,periect
hired

in return.

(1) Where the lessee fails to return the object

When1!ttDUll'C:mdl'to

he shall pay the rent or hire until it is returned.
(2) He shall in addition
compelUate
tbe leli801"for

do 50,

any dalllatJC caused

to him by the delay.

Art. 2738.
(1)

-

Extension of the contract.

Where,

on the expiration

of a eGlltract

ofhiwe

.eDt4!red :mte

for a

fixed term, the lessee remains in possession of the object hired and
the lessor does not claim its return, the contract
of hire shall be
deemed to have been extended
by the partles for an inaeterminate
period on the same terms as the original contract.
(2) In such case, third parties who bave guaranteed
the performance
of
the original

contract

Paragraph1. -

shall

be released

from

their

liabilltie!8.

Section 2. Hiring of cattle
Cattle included in lease of agriealtural undertaltin.

Art. 2739. - Scope of this Paragraph.
Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, .thepl'O'risiOl18 <Uf:the .1011owinS
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an agricultural

Art. 2740. --- Sal,' of cattle. -- I. Rights
(

1) The

( 2,
(3)

farmer

He

shall

ber

and

however

The

I,'ssor

that

the

may

cattle

keep
to that
not

havf'

on the
which

compel

leased

to a farmer

land

cattle

equivalent

in species,

num-

lit' rf'eeivf'd.
the

ilWreasf'd

undertakinf!:

of farmer.
included in the undertaking.

may sell the cattle

quality

457

farmer

to sell

eattle,

notwithstanding

in nllmhf'r.

Art. 2741. - 2. Rights of lessor.
1_11 The lessor may not sell tlw eattle included in the undertaking.
(2) lIe may compel the farma
to prepare every )'('ar an inventory of the
cattle to be found within the undertaking.
( 3) He may ternlinate
the contract where it appears that the cattle ar('
reduced in numhf'T
to the farmer.
Art. 2742.

~

Products

11) Without

by lIIore than

of animals.

I'rejudiee

~

to the

ow' qu:rrt('r

ror r('aS011:. attributable

I. Princi/,l,-.
provisions

of the

following

Articles,

farmer may freely dispose of the products of the animals.
hides, skins and increase.
12) He shall account for his management
to the lessor, where
consists

Art. 2743.

~

(1) Only

of a share

of these produets

or is fixe,1 having

the

of their
the rent

regard

thereto.

2. Wool.
the

farmer

may

sell thc

wool

of sheeps

and

ewes where

h('

manages the undertaking
or the flock consists of less than fifty heads.
12) Only the lessor may sell sllch wool where he managcs the undertaking
or the flock consist,; of more than

Art. 2744.

~

fifty heads.

3. Manure.

Manure from
the land.

animals

shall

he used

exrlusively

for the

exploitation

of

Art. 2745. - 4. Increase from breeding.
Animals which perish or arc slaughteTt>d shall be replaced in proportion
to the increase from hrc('ding.
Art. 2746. - Duty to return cattle.
11) The farmer shall. at the em! of the contract,

return

cattle

in species, number and quality to that which he reeeived.
(2) The provi;;ions of sub-art.
(l) shall apply notwithstanding
cattle were valucd in the contract.

equivalent
that

the
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Art. 2747. - Deficit.
(I) Where there

- I. Loss borne by the lessor.
is a deficit, the loss shall be bornc

the rent consists
of the animals.
(2)

The famler
animals

CODE

of a given share in the profits

shall not be liahle

is due to his fault

by the lessor
or of certain

for such deficit

or that of a person

where

products

unless the loss of the
for whom

he is liable.

Art. 2748. - 2. Loss borne by the farmer.
The famler shall be liable to repay the value of animals not retumed by
him where the rent is fixed independently of the profits of the animals.
Art. 2749. ( I) The

3. Extent of liability.
value

of animals

the valuation
(2) F'ailing

made

such

not retumed

valuation,

the

the day of the termination
Paragraph

2.

-

Cattle

farmer

principal

object of ilie contract consists
of which is of an agricultural
shall

affect

be fixed

having

regard

to

shall

repay

their

value

as on

of the contI;act.

Art. 2750. - Scope of this Paragraph.
(I) The provisions of the following

(2) Nothing

shall

by the parties.

object

Articles

of the contract

shall

apply

where

in cattle or other animals
or commercial
interest.

contrary

the main

the breeding

usages.

Art. 2751. - Model contracts.
(1) Model contracts may be drawn

up by the Ministry

of Agriculture

to

serve as a basis for individual
contracts regarding
certain kinds of
animals or contracts to be executed in certain regions of the Empire.
(2)

Individual

contracts

relating

to ilie animals

model contracts shall be deemed
down in such model contracts.
(3) The parties

or regions

to be made

may by exprei!S provisions

depart

specified

on the conditions

in
laid

from the terms of model

contracts.
Art. 2752.
Duration of contract.
(I) Unless otherwise
expressly
~-

be made

agreed,

the contract

shall

be deemed

to

for four years.

(2) The period

of four years shall be reckoned

of the contract.

from the day of the making
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Art. 2753.

-

-
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Notice to lnndowlwr.

I,ll

Where cattle is gh-en to anothel' person's farmer, notice "hall "t. I'in'n
to the owner whose land is exploited by such farmer.
12) Wherc notice is not given, the owner
may.
notwithstanding
an~

eustOIll to the contrary,
seize or retain the animals with a view to
ohtajning: payment of his elainh ag:ainst the farmer.
I;; I It may not he all,,!;ed that he knew or ,dlOuld havc known that the
animal,

Art. 2754.

---

.E.I not hclong

Inventory

to his farmer.

of animals.

1II Till' ownership
of animals shall not he transfnred
to the tenant as
a result of an inventory
of the animals having heen made in tlH'
eontract.
12 I Such invl'ntor)
has a, it,; ,ole IJllrpo,,'
to permit
of cstahli,hin1£
whether there is a profit or loss at the end of th,. ,'ontra('t.
Art. 2755. -- Upkeep of animals.
I] I The tenant shall preserve iWld maintain
required
by eustom.
12) He shall bear the cosh! arising therefrom.
Art. 2756. -Jncrea,,'
Art.

27,')7.
the

Oi" the
2758.
I II

The

I,

I)

I>wllI.d hv till' 1",,01' and tl'nant.

of /111inlll Is.
,hall

IIf' ,'ntitled

to th..

dai~

product,...

llianurl'

and

work

Wool.
wool
and

The

tenant

take

place.

Art. 2759.

the ('al'l'

~:_nil;l:.d~.

lessor
121

tenant

with

brl'l'dinf..

t,,','e:!ing: ,h,,11 I... jojlltl~

Products

Only

Art.

[nerN/Sl' from
from

the animals

-

The

of slw"I"
tenant.
,hall

and

inform

,'w,'s
tlw

shall

II"sol'

hI' .lividl'd
of th,'

day

l''1uall)
wlH'n

the

the

lessor,

lH'twel'n
"hearin~

tlw
will

SlIll' of animals.
tenant

may

not.

without

the

consent

of

di"poSl'

of

any aninwl of the flock or of the incrl'ase from breeding.
121 The lessor may not <lispo,e thl'r('of without the consent of the tenant.

Art. 2760.
(1)

--

Loss of animals.

The tenant "hall not he liahle for the
10"" of animal" unle", it is due
to his fault.
(2) The lessor shall !Jrov(' that the tenant is at fault.
(3) The knant
"hall a('('onnt for the hirles of animals which have died.
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Art. 2761. (I)

The

Accounts.
lessor

ventory

may

(2) He mar terminate
reduced in numher
to the tenant.
Art. 2762. (I) The

demand

<of .tBe animals

that

the

to~er

tenant
with

aubmitevery

or prescrihed

of the period

27163.

-

(1) The

Deatkof
contract

parties.
shall not he terminated

(2) The heirs of the deceased

tenant

case, the

contract

shall

shall

by the death

may however

hy giving notice to the lessor within
tenant.
(3) In such

agreed

hy

hy law.

(2') A party who intends to terminate
the contract
party at least six months notice in advance.
Art.

an in-

t~elease
where it appears that the animals have
hy more than one quarter for reasons attributable

Termiruaion
of contract.
contract shall terminate
on the expiry

the parties

year

his lUUlual accounts.

first

the first inventory made.
(3) What remains shall he divided

equally

of the

of Megabit

after the lessor haare.

Art. 2764. - Settlement
of accounts.
( I) Where the contract comes to an end or is rescinded,
of the animals shall be made.
(2) The lessor may take animals of each species

party.

the contract

from the death

on the

which follows hut not less than three months
ceived notice from the heirs of the tenant.

of either

termintte

six months

terminate

give the other

a new inventory

to the extent

between

shown

the lessor

in

and the

tenant.
number
of animals.
Art. 2765. - [,uufficient
(1) Where the animals are reduced helow the numher

inventory,
the 'les80r shall
bear ,the :1088.equally.

take

what

remain8

shown in the first

and the

('I') !fhe ten1tDtshan
not he liahle for the loss unless
fault or that of a per80n for whom he is liahle.
Aort. 2766. - Usase& or stipulations
null and void.
(I) Any usage or stipulation
to the effect that
where all the animals are lost as a result
without 'hisfou]t
shall be of no effect.

the tenant

partie8

shall

it is due to his

shall he liahle

<of a fortuitous

event

and
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(2) Any usage or stipulation

to the effect that 1I:te sha~

the loss shall he greater
effect.
(3) Any usage or stipulation

than

of the contract,
effect.

take

his share

&f the tenant

in the pt"ofit~ shall

ia

be of DO

to the effect tha~ the lettI!Ot.'may, at t8e end

more

animals

than

M' 8\lpplied

shall

be .f no

Chapter 3. Loan for Use. or Free Loan
Art. 2767. - Definition.
A loan for use, or free loan, is a contract whereby
undertakes
to transfer a chattel to the other party,
tuitous use.
Art. 2768. - Gratuitousness
of the contract.
(1) The free loan is essentially
gratuitoU8.
(2) Where it is stipulated
that the'lender
the rules

Art. 2769.
(l)
(2)

-

of contracts

of letting

shall

and hiring

one pa~ty, the len.lel',
the borrower, for gra-

receive
shall

a remuneration,

apply.

Ownership of chattel.

The lender shall retain the ownership
of the chattel loaned.
The horrower
shall retnm the chattel to tne lender on the termi;,
nation of the contract.

Art. 2770. - Upkeep of chattel.
(1) The horrower shall maintain the chattel.
(2) The cost of upkeep shall he home by the borrower.
Art. 2771. (1) The

Use of chattel.
borrower
may use the chattel

loaned

only for the purpoee

de-

fined in the contract
or, failing such stipulation,
for a purpose in
keeping with its nature.
(2) He may not allow a third party to make use of the chattel without
the lender's

consent.

Art. 2772. - Return of chattel.
(1) The borrower shall return the chattel at the agreed time.
(2) Where no time has been aveed
and the me fOl.' wilim the chattel
has been lent itself implies no such time, the krrower
the chattel immediately
at the lender's request.
Art. 2773. - Premature
return. - 1. Borrower's
The borrower
may return the chattel before
return causes damage to the lender.

ri,ht.
the agreed

ti-

Mull

return

uale88 luch
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Art. 2774. - 2. Lemler's right.
.
The lender may claim the retunl of the chattel hefore the time at whieh
it should normally
have been returned
where the horrower
makes an
uncovenanted
use thereof, deteriorates
it or allows a third party to mak"
use of it or where the lender himself is in uqwnt amI unforeseen
ne"d
of it.

Art. 2775.

~

Death of borrowI'r.

Where the horrower dies, the lender may re(!uire
ehattel to him immediately,
notwithstanding
that
it to the borrower for a fixed term.
Art. 2776. (]) The

Wrongful

Art. 2777. -

Avoidable

his heirs to rel,urn the
he had agreed to lend

use.

borrower
shall he liable for the loss or deterioration
of the
chattel, even due to force majeure,
where he puts the object to an
unauthorised
use or improperly
allows a thirll party to make use of it.
(21 In such case, he shall not be released from his liability unless he ean
prove that the chattel would have heen lost or deteriorated,
had he
not violated his obligation.
loss.

The borrower
shall be liable for the loss of the chattel. through
force
majeure where he could have averted the loss by using a chattel of his
own or, heing unahle to save hoth his own chattel and that lent to him,
chose to save his own.

Art. 2778.

-

Contractual

valuation.

Where the chattel was valued on the making
shall be liahle for its loss in all cases.

of the contraet,

the borrower

Chapter 4. Bailment
Section
Art. 2779. -

1. Bailment

in General

Definition.

A contract
of bailment
is a eontrad
wherehy
one person, the bailee,
undertakes
to receive a chattel from another, the bailor. and to keep it
on the latter's behalf.

Art. 2780.

Bailment,
conditiO/wl
( ] 1 Where
the bailee
has the
ration
sale

of the
shall

apply

contract,
and

sall'

on
not

and

option
paying

those

hire

of s('rVlCl'S.

of retaining
its

price,

of bailment.

the
the

chattel
rules

on the
of

expi-

conditional
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(2)

Where

the bailee

un,lertook
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to repair

the nIles of hire of services

the chattel

shall apply

or to transform

it

and not those of bailmel1t.

of chattel.
Art. 2781. - Ownership
(1) The bailor shall retain the ownership
of the hailed chattel.
(2) The bailee shall return the chattel to him on the termination

of the

contract.
Art. 2782. - Bailment
of consumable
(I) Where the chattel entrusted

chattels.
to the bailee

is a sum of money

or a

certain quantity of consumable
goods and the bailee has been authorised to make use of them, the rules relating to loans of money and
other fungibles shall apply.
(2) Where the chattel entrusted
to the bailee is a sum of money which
has been handed
shall be deemed

over to the bailee unsealed and unclosed,
to be authorised
to make use of it.

Art. 2783. - Use of bailed chattel.
(I) Where the bailment
consists

of other

chattels,

the

hailee

make use of them without the bailor's authorisation.
(2) Where he violates this rule, the rules governing the letting
shall apply
(3) The bailor
of which

to his detriment.
may in particular

demand

payment

2785. (I)

Where

and hiring

of a rent the amount

it is not apparent

that the parties

intended to provide for a remuneration
to the bailee.
(2) In this regard, the professional
standing of the bailee

. Art.

may not

shall he fixed equitably.

or paid bailment.
Art. 2784. - Gratuitous
(I) Bailment shall be gratuitous where

relevant

the bailee

circumstances

shall

be taken

and all other

into account.

Modification
of circumstallces
of bailment.
urgent circumstances
so require,
the bailee

may

keep

thll

chattel under conditions
other than those agreed upon and may in
particular
entrust the chattel to a third party or alienate it, where
it is in imminent
danger of I06S or deterioration.
(2) He shall inform the bailor as soon as possible of these events.
Art. 2786. - End of bailment. - l. Bailor's right.
(l) The bailee shall return the chattel to the bailor
claims it, unless
bailee.
(2) The bailor shall
in consideration

a fixed
indemnify

term

has

been

the bailee

of the agreed term.

as soon as the latter

provided

for expenses

in. favour

of the

he has incurred
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Airt. 2787. - 2. Bailee's right.
(1') The hailee may at any time require the bailor to take the chattel
back, unless a fixed term has been provided in fa;vour of the haHOi'.
(2) Where no such term has been agreed, the court may grant the bailor
a reasonable

period

within

which

to take the chattel

Art. 2788. - Several bailors.
(I) Where the chattel has heen entrusted

to the bailee

back.

by several

bailors

who are. unahle to agree upon the conditions
on which the chattel is
t.o be returned,
the court shall fix &ucli conditions.
(2) The provisions of sulJ.art. (I) shall apply where the bailor dies leaving
several

heirs

-

Bailment

Art. 2789.

and the chattel

is il'ldivisihle.

i1.Jthe interest

of third party.

Where the bailment. was made in the interest of a third. party and such
third party has informed the bailor and bailee of his agreement, the latter
shall not retum the chattel to the bailor without the third party's consent.
Art. 2790. - Return of ckattel.
(1) WheJle it has- Deal agreed

that

the bailee

sball keep tAe cha1!te1 in a

certain place, it shall be retume..
in: th.$ pliace.
(2) The expense and risk of the retum of the ehatte-l shall i.
be borne

an casee

by the bailor.

Art. 2791. - Return of profits.
The .aile« sAall return the profits

he h3@ cGl:lected from

Art. 2.792. - Restitution
to whom made.
( I) The bailee shall return the chattel
signated by him.
(2) He may require the hailor

of the chattel.
(3) He shall compensate

incUI"l.'ed for the p:reservation

for all damage

the bailment

caused him, unless such damage is due to the hailee's
of a person for whom the bailee is liable.
Art. 2794. - Lien.
The bailee may retain
quence of the baibnent

de-

the agreed.l"emunerati_.

him for a11 expenses
him

or to the person

to prove that he is the owner of the chattel.

Art. 2793. - Bailor's duties.
(I) The hailOF shall pay the bailee
(2) He shall indamrify

to the bailor

the chattel.

may
default

ha'1e
or that

the chattel until all lJl()aies due to hint in conseAIlVe beeD paid in fun.
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Art. 2795. - Bailee's heir.
(I) Where he has alienated
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the chattel

in good faith

and in ignorance

of

the bailment,
the bailee's heir shall only repay the price he has received.
(2) Where the price has not yet been paid, the bailor shall be subrogated
to the heir's

claim

against

Section
Art. 2796.

--

the buyer.

2: Bailment

on Trust

Definition.

There shall be bailment
on trust where a chattel, the legal position of
which is in dispute or uncertain,
is entrusted to a third party, the trustee,
who keeps it and retums it to its lawful owner when the doubt has been
resolved.
Art. 2797. - Appointment
(I) The trustee shall

and dismissal of trustee.
be appointed
hy af!.reement

between

the parties

to

the dispute.
(2) Failing such agreement,
he shall be appointed
by the court.
(3) The trustee may not be dismissed before he has completed his function,

except

where

the parties

so agree

or for good cause.

Art. 2798. - Return of the chattel.
The trustee may not retum the chattel except with the agreement
the interested
parties or upon an order of the court.

of all

to rules regarding bailment.
Art. 2799. - Reference
The rules of bailment shall apply in addition to those of this Section.

Section

3. Bailment

in Distress

Art. 2800. - Definition.
There shall be bailment in distress where
necessity to entrust to another the custody
in order to preserve them from imminent

a person is compelled by urgent
of chattels belonging to himself,
danger.

Art. 2801. - Special rules for bailment in distress.
(I) The person to whom the chattels are offered
them without good cause.
(2) He may demand a remuneration
(3)

than
The

one week.
court may reduce

the amount

where

may not refuse

the bailment

of the remuneration

to accept

lasts for more
required

him at the time of bailment.

30*

by
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Art. 2802. - Forms and proof.
(1) Bailment in distress shall not be subject
(2)

It may be proved

to any special

form.

by any means.

of rules of bailment.
Art. 2803. - Application
The rules regarding a contract of bailment shall apply in addition
of this Section.

Section

4. Chattels

Found,

without

or Deposited

with

to those

a Person

his knowledge

Art. 2804. - Finder's rights and obligations.
(1) Whosoever has found a chattel and taken possession of it shall, by
virtue of the law, be in the same position as a bailee.
(2) Nothing shall affect the provisions of the Title of this Code relating
to "Individual Ownership" (Art. 1154.1158).
Art.

2805. (1) The

Deposit
rules

without

the knowledge
shall

or against

de-

posited with a person without his knowledge
or against his will.
(2) The person with whom chattels
are thus deposited
shall incur

no

as a consequence

not apply

where

the will of another.
been

liability

of bailment

chattels

have

of the deposit.

Chapter

5. Warehousinq

Definition.

Art. 2806. A contract of warehousing is a contract whereby one party, the warehouseman, being duly licensed for the purpose by the public authorities,
undertakes to receive and store goods on behalf either of the bailor or
of the purchaser of the goods or of a person who received them in pledge.
Art. 2807. - Loss or deterioration
(1) The warehouseman
shall
(2)

he has received.
He shall not be liable

of goods.
be liable for the preservation

where

he shows that

of the goods is due to force majeure,
goods or their packing.
Art.

2808. - Duty to inform bailor.
The warehouseman
shall inform the
changes which seem to call for further

of the goods

the loss or deterioration

or to the nature

bailor where
measures,

the

or defects of the

goods

undergo
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Art. 2809. - Return of goods.
(I) The warehouseman
shall
agreed period.
(2) He may not avail

store

himself

the goods until

of circumstances

bailee would be authorised
to return
because of unforeseen
events.
Art. 2810. - Mixing goods.
(1) The warehouseman
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the expiration
as a result

the goods before

may not mix fungible

goods with

of the

of which

a

the due date

other

goods of

the same kind and quality without express authority.
(2) The bailor may claim out of goods thus mixed such quantity as corresponds to his share thereof.
(3) The warehousman
may retum this share without the co-operation
of
the other

Art. 2811.

-~

bailors.

Sale of goods.

(II

After giving the bailor due notice. the warehouseman
may sell the
goods where they are not removed by the bailor on the date stipulated
in the contract.
(2) Where no definite term has been fixed for the storage, he may sell the

.

goods after one year from the date of deposit.
(3) He lllay in any ease sell the goods whenever
decay.
Art. 2812. -

Disposal

they

are in danger

of

of proceed.~.

After deduction
of the expenses entailed by the sale and other sums due
to the bailee, the pr(){,eeds of the sale shall be held at the disposal of the
persons entitled to them.
Art. 2813. - Receipt and voucher.
(1) Where the bailor so requires, the warehouseman
shall give him a receipt for the goods warehollSed.
121 The receipt shall be accompanied
by a voucher containing
the same
information
as the receipt.
(3) The receipt and voucher shall be taken from the same counterfoil
register.
Art. 2814. -

The counterfoil

Particulars

shall be retained

in receipt

by the warehouseman.

and voucher.

The rccci!,t and voucher shall state:
(a) thc nallIC and sumame. or trade name. and address of the bailor; and
I b) the place of storage; and
i c I the kind and quantity of the goods stored and any other informatioll
necessary to identify them: and
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whether

customs

duties

have

been

paid

on the

goods

and whether

they are insured.

Art. 2815.

-

Beneficiaries
of documents
of title.
(1) The receipt and voucher may be made out in the name of the bailor

(2)

or in that of a third party
They may be transferred,

designated by him.
either together
or separately,

by endorse-

ment.
Art. 2816. - Rights of holder of both titles.
(1) A person in possession both of the receipt
(2)

and of the voucher

demand that the goods stored be handed over to him.
He may also require that the goods be divided up into

may

a number

of lots at his expense and that the warehouseman
give him a receipt
and voucher for each separate lot in exchange for the original titles.

Art. 2817. - Rights of holder of voucher.
A person jll. possession of the voucher alone shall have a right of pledge
on the goods detained by the warehouseman
Art. 2818. - Transfer of voucher.
(I) Where the voucher alone

has heen

endorsed

for the first

time,

the

amount of the debt and interest thereon, and the date on which pay.
ment falls due, shall be stated on it.
(2) The endorsement
and the above mformation
shall be entered on the
receipt

and countersigned

by the heneficiary

Art. 2819. - Absence of required information.
(1) Where the endorsement
on the voucher
the debt guaranteed,
the goods
value to guarantee the debt.
(2) Where

stored

of the endorsement.

fails to state the amount
shall

be secured

he has paid a sum that was not due, the person

to their

of
full

in whose name

the receipt is made out, or the holder of the receipt, may recover from
the first endorsee and from any person holding the voucher in bad
faith.
Art. 2820. - Rights of holder of receipt.
(I) A person in possession of the receipt

only

may

inspect

stored and take the customary samples.
(2) He may not remove the goods stored unless he deposits
houseman

or trustee

the sum due at maturity

the

goods

with the ware-

to the pledgee.
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on maturity

and he has drawn

up a protest

in

accordance
with the provisions
of Art. 781-784 of the Commercial
Code, the holder of the voucher may cause the goods to be sold eight
days after payment becomes due.
(2) An endorser
who has of his own free will paid the holder of the
voucher shall be subrop;ated to the holder's rights.
(3) He may cause the goods to he sold eight days after the debt has become due.
Art. 2822. -- Sale of goods stored.
Where the goods storeu have to be sold, either by the warehouseman
or
by the creditor holding the voucher, the relevant provisions of the chapter
on pledges

shall apply

to the sale.

Art. 2823. - Redress against endorsers.
(1) The person holding the voucher
endorser before
(2) The time-limits

may not bring

an action

he has caused the goods to be sold.
for actions for recovery against successive

shall"be as prescribed
by Art. 817 (3) of the Commercial
(3) They shall run frOlh the date on wieh the goods were sold.
Art. 2824. (1) The

Non-compliance
holder

with

of the voucher

required

formalities.

shall

lose his right

to recover

against

the

endorsel'8
Code.

from

the

endorsers where he fails to draw up his protest upon maturity or fails
to institute, within fifteen days from the date of the protest, proceedings to have the goods sold.
\2) He shaH however retain his right to recover from the endorsers of
the receipt and from the debtor.
(3) Such right of recovery shaH be barred after three years.

Chapter 6. Contracts of Pledge
Section 1. Contracts of Pledge in General
Paragraph 1. Art. 2825. -

Conditions

for the validity

of the contract

Definition.

A contract of pledge is a contract whereby a debtor undertakes
to deliver
a thing, called the pledge, to his creditor as security for the performance
of an obligation.
the pledge.
Art. 2826. - Person furnishing
A contract of pledge may be made between
to secure the debt of another person.

the. creditor

and a third

party
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Art. 2827. -

2828.
(1) The

---.-

Debt gua.rantecd.

A contract of pledge
tional debt.
Art.

COt)),:

may be made in order to guarantee

a future

or condi-

Form of contract.
maximum

amount

of the debt

guaranteed

shall

specified in the contract of pledge or the contract
(2) Where the amount exceeds five hundred
Ethiopian
tract of pledge shall not he valid except where it
writing and as from the day when such deed acquires
Art. 2829.
Pledge.
(1) The pledge may consist

-

of a chattel,

a totality

another right relating to movable property.
(2) It must he capable of being sold separately

in all cases he

shall he void.
dollars, the conis evidenced hy
undisputed
date.

of effects,

hy public

a claim

or

auction.

Art. 2830.
- Creditor's possession.
(1) The creditor shall be deemed to be in possession of the pledge where
the document
of title without which the pledge cannot be dispm;ed
of has heen delivered to him.
(2) The provisions of suh-art. (I) shall apply in particular
where a voucher for goods warehoused,
or the bill of lading or way-bill
of goods in transport,
has been endorsed in his favour.
Art. 2831. - Possession by all agreed third party.
(1) The parties may agree that the pledge be
acceptable
to them both.
(2) The rights and duties of such third
the provisions

relating

without

to a third

party

to the bailment

Art. 2832. - Debtor's possession.
(1) The furnishing
of a pledge

delivered

shall he as prescribed
of goods or warehousing.

dispossession

of the debtor

be made in such cases only as are expressly provided
(2) In all other cases, the contract shall be of no effect
lates
Art.

that

the pledge

shall

remain

in the case

with

party
by

may

by law.
where it stipu-

the debtor.

2833. - Regulation
of contract of pledge.
(1.1 The rules governing contracts of pledge arc to be found, in addition
to this Chapter, in the special Jaws relating to particular
cases and
forms of pledging
or to the institutions
authorised
to lend against
security.
(2) The special rules governing the committal of goods in warehouses are
given above in the Chapter on warehousing.
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Paragraph

Rights and Duties

2. -

Art. 2834. - Ownership of pledge.
(1) The pledger shall retain his rights
(2)

of Pledger

on the pledge,

save for the restric-

tions arising out of the contract of pledge.
He may dispose freely of his rights and may in particular
pledge

Art. 2835. -

or re-pledge

alienate

the

it imbsequently.

Cost of maintaining

and preserving

The pledger shall reimburse
the pledgee
taining and preserving the pledge.

the pledge.
for expenses

incurred

in main-

Art. 2836. - A buse by creditor.
Where the creditor fails to observe the provisions
of the law in respect
of the pledge, the pledger may demand that it be delivered to a trustee.
Art. 2837. -- Premature
payment of the debt.
(1) The pledger may at any time demand
paying the debt secured by it.
(2)

Any stipulation

to the contrary

the retum

of the pledge

by

shall be of no effect.

by (l third party.
Art. 2838. - Pledge furnished
(1) Where the pledge has been furnished
by a third

party,

no contract

between the creditor
and the debtor made subsequently
to the furnishing of the plcdge may impair the third party's position.
(2) The pledger
may set up against the creditor
all the defences the
debtor himself could have raised, without it being possible
against him the fact that the debtor had waived them.
Paragraph

3.

---

Rights

anJ Duties

Art. 2839. -- General principle.
(1) The pledgee shall have on his debtor's
ditor.
(2) He shall in addition

have on the pledge

to set up

of Pledgee

property

the rights

the particular

of a cre-

rights

deriving

Art. 2840. - Use of the pledge.
The pledgee may not make use of the pledge without the pledger's
except where such use is necessary for its preservation.

consent,

from this Chapter.

Art. 2841. - Fruits.
(1) Where the pledge produces fruits, the creditor, or the custodian of
the pledge, shall collect them.
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(2) The fruits
(3) The value

shall become the property
of the pledgee.
of the fruits produced
by the pledge shall be applied

suc-

cessively to the expenses incurred for the custody and preservation
the pledge, to interest and to the capital of the debt secured.

of

Art. 2842. - Action for possession.
(1) The pledgee may bring actions for possession in respect of the pledge.
(2) The custodian of the pledge shall inform the pledgee and the pledger
without
actions.

delay

of circumstances

requiring

the

institution

of

such

Art. 2843. - Third party's claim to the pledge.
The pledgee may exercise the rights deriving from the contract of pledge
notwithstanding
that the pledge has been delivered to him by a person who
was not authorised
to dispose of it.
Art. 2844. (1) The

Exception.
owner of the pledge

may take it back where

he shows that

the

pledgee knew or should have known, on the making of the contract,
that the other party was not authorised
to pledge the thing.
(2) He may also take the pledge back by discharging
the debt secured
by it.
Art. 2845. - Return
(1) The creditor

of pledge.
shall return

the pledge

to the pledger

or to the person

designated
by him, where the contract of pledge is extinguished
by
payment of the debt or for any other reason.
(2) Until the pledge is returned,
he shall be liable for the loss of or damage to the pledge

Art. 2846. -

in accordance

with the provisions

Lien.

The pledgee may retain the pledge until monies
provisions of this Chapter have been paid in full.

Art. 2847. -

of Art. 2720.

Loss or deterioration

due to him

under

the

of the pledge.

Where the pledge has been entrusted to his keeping, the pledgee shall be
liable for its loss or deterioration
as provided in Art. 2720 and 2721 of
this Code.
Art. 2848. - Subrogation
to property rights.
Where the pledge is lost or damaged for any reason whatsoever, the pledgee's right shall apply to the compensation
due for its replacement
from
the person liable for the loss or deterioration,
from the insurer or from
the person who has expropriated
it.
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Art. 2849. -

Accessory

4. -

Extinction
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of Contract

of Pledge

of the contract.

The contract of pledge shall be extinguished
and the pledge
turned where the debt it guaranteed
is discharged.

shall

be re-

of pledge.
Art. 2850. - Indivisibility
The creditor may not be compelled
to return the pledge 01' part thereof
until he has been paid in full, notwitlliJtanding
that the debt or pledge
is divisible.
Paragraph 5. -

Sale of Pledge

Art. 2851. -

Commissoria
lex.
(11 Any agreement,
even subsequent
to the furnishing
of the pledge,
authorising
the creditor,
in the event of non-payment
on the due
date, to take possession of the pledge or to sell it without complying
with the fornlalities
required
by law shall be of no effect.
(2) It may however be agreed, after the debt has become due, that the
debtor shall
the debt.

make

over the

pledge

to the creditor

Art. 2852. - Effect on third parties.
(1) The contract of pledge shall not affect iliird

parties

in settlement

unless the plcdge

is in the passession of the pledgee, or the person designated
for
purpose by the parties, at the time when the pledgee invokes
contract.
(2) The contract of pledge shall be of nO' effect where at that time
pledge is still in the debtor's possession 0'1' it has returned to his
session with the pledgee's consent or it is in the possession
party from whom the creditor cannot demand its return.
Art. 2853. -- Default.
(1) Before causing
pledger
default,
(2) Similar

the pledge

to be sold, the pledgee

of

the
the
the
pos-

of a third

shall call upan

the

to discharge his obligation and give him due notice that, upon
he will cause the pledge to' be sold.
notice shall be given to the third party who has furnished

the pledge.
Art.

2854. - Sale of pledge.
(]) Where, within eight

days from the notice

provided

in Art. 2853, no

objection
has been raised or the objection
is dismissed,
may cause the pledge to be sold by public auction.

the pledgee
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(2) Where

the pledge

the pledgee
intermediary

is quoted

on the market

or has a current

may cause it to be sold by private contract
of a person authorised
to make such sales.

price,

through

the

Art. 2855.

Limitation
by the court.
The court may, on the application
of the pledger, limit the creditor's right
to the sale of one of the pledges which is sufficient to payoff the pledgee.

Art. 2856. -- Assignment

of pledge

to the pledgee.

The pledgee may apply to the court to order that the pledge be given to
him in payment, to the extent of the amount due to him, according to an
expert valuation or the current price of the pledge, where it is quoted on
the market.
Art. 2857. - Priority right.
(1) The pledgee may be paid out of the proceeds
before all other creditors.
(2) In addition to the deht specified

of the sale of the pledge

in the contract

of pledge,

shall secure the contractaal
interest and legal interest
the expenses incurred
for the custody, preservation
pledge.

Art. 2858.

Limitation

---

(1) The

pledgee

the pledge

on the debt and
or sale of the

of creditor's rights.

lllay not

enforce

his priority

right

arising

out

of the

contract of pledge beyond thc maximum amount specified therein.
(2) The pledgee may not cnforce his p'iority right to ohtain security for
another debt, even if incurn.(j sub"equently
owed to him by the debtor 01' pledgcr.
Art. 2859. (1) The

Disposal
proceeds

of proceeds.
shall be attrilmteu

to the contract

to the creditor

to the

of pledge,

amount

of

the debt due to him and shall he deemed to have been pair! by the
pledger.
(2) The balance of the proceeds shall hc handed over to the pledger.
Art. 2860. - Several pledgees.
(1) Where the pledge is encumbered

with

several

rights

of pledge,

creditors shall be paid according to their rank.
(2) The rank shall be detcrmined
by the dates on which
pledges

Art. 2861. -

were entered

Purchaser's

the

the

various

into.

rights.

The purchaser
of the pledge
any encumbrance.

shall

acquire

the ownership

thereof

free of
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Art. 2862. - Creditor's liability.
A creditor who sells a thing belonging to a third party which has been
duly pledged shall not be liable unless he knew or should have known.
on the making of the contract, that it belonged to the third party.

Section
Art. 2863. -

2. Pledging

Relation

of Claims

of pledger

The provisions governing the relations
shall apply to the relations between
pledge and the principal
debtor.

Art. 2864. -

Claims

or other

Intangibles

and debtor.

not established

of a guarantor
a third party

and principal debtor
who has fumi.hed
a

by title.

(1)

The pledging of claims which are not established
by a title shall,
regardless
of the amount of the sum guaranteed,
be executed in the
form of a document
specifying the claim pledged and the m3ximum
amount of the debt guaranteed.
(2) The pledging
shall be notified,
under pain of being declared void,
to the debtor of the claim which has been
cepted by him' in a document of undisputed

by title.
Art. 2865. - Rights not established
(1) The pledging of rights which are not rights

pledged,
date.

or shall

bc ac-

of claims

and which

are

not established
by a title shall be executed in the forms prescribed
for the transfer of the said rights.
(2) A document
of undisputed
date, and adequately
specifying the right
pledged and the debt guaranteed,
shall be required in all eases, under
pain of nullity.
(3) Nothing shall affect such special provisions as may govem the pledging of some of such rights.

Art. 2866. (1) Where

Acknowledgement
the claim

of debt.

or right

pledged

is established

by an acknowledge-

ment of debt or by another non-negotiable
instrument,
such instrument shall be delivered
to the pledgee 01 the third party named
in the contract of pledge.
(2) The pledging of claims and rights established
by negotiable
instruments shall be carried out in accordance
950.958 of the Commercial
Code.
Art.

with the provisions

of Art.

1. Extent of pledge.
2867. - Claims producing periodical income. (1) A pledge founded
on a claim yielding interest or other periodical
income, such as a dividend,
shall, unless otherwise
provided,
apply
only to current benefits to the exclusion of those previously
due.
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Where

such

accessory

CODE

benefits

are

represented

they shall not be included in the pledge
in the form required by law.
Art. 2868. - 2. Rights and duties of pledgee.
(1) The pledgee shall collect the interest

by

separate

unless themselves

on the claim pledged

title,.;,

committed

with him

and all other periodical
payments
due from the debtor under his
claim.
(2) He shall apply the proceeds successively to the expenses due to himself, to interest
(3)

The pledger

Art. 2869.

and to the capital

may not object

of the debt guaranteed.

to such payment.

-

Preservatory
measures.
The pledgee shall take such steps as are necessary
tion of the claim or right pledged with him.

to prevent

the extinc-

Art. 2870. - Pledged shares.
Pledged shares" shall be represented at the annual general meeting of the
company by the shareholder himself and not by the pledgee.
Art. 2871.
- Rights of debtor of
(1) The debtor of the claim
the pledgee the defences
ditor.
(2) Where he has accepted
however not oppose the
against his own creditor

claim pledged.
which has been pledged may set up against
he is entitled to raise against his OWIl crethe pledging
without
reservation,
he may
setting-off
of a counter-claim
which arose
before his acceptance.

Art. 2872.
- Collection of debt pledged.
(1) The pledgee shall collect the debt pledged

with him when it faHs due.

(2) However, where the pledger objects to such payment, the debtor may
obtain his discharge
only by depositing
the sum or the goods due
from him.
(3) Sums of money or other fungible 'thin~ received in payment shall
be deposited
in the place agreed upon by the parties or, in the
absence of such agreement,
in a place fixed by the court.
Art. 2873. - Sale of claim or right pledged.
Where the debt secured has become due, the pledgee may cause the debt
or right pledged with him, or the goods received from the debtor in payment, to be sold as provided
in Section 1 of this Chapter.
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Section.

Anything relating to the pleuging of claims or int:mgihleCi that is not governed by this Section shall bc governetl by the provision of Section 1
of this Chapter.

TITLE XVIII
CONTRACTS RELli TING TO IMMOV lmLES
Chapter 1. Sale of Immovables
Art. 2875.

-

Principle.

Without
prejudice
to the provisions
of thc following Articles, the provisions of the Title of this Code regarding
"Contracts
relating to the
assignment
of rights" shall apply to the sale of immovables.
Art. 2876. -

Work

and labour

relating

to immovables

and sale.

A contract whereby one of the parties undertakes
to deliver to the other
party a house, a flat or another building which does not yet exist, is a
contract
of work and labour relating to immovahles
and not a contract
of sale.
Art. 2877. - Form of contract.
A contract of sale of an immovable
in writing.
Art. 2878. -

Registration

in registers

The sale of an immovable
registered
in the registers
immovable
sold is situate.

shall be of no effect unless it is made
of immovable

property.

shall not affect third parties unless it has been
of immovable
property in the place where the

of seller.
Art. 2879. - Cooperation
(I) The seller shall furnish to the buyer

all the documents

.necessary

to

enable the buyer to cause the transfer
of the immovable
to be registered in the registers of immovable
property.
(2) Such obligation
shall be deemed to be an essential stipulation
of
the contract
Art. 2880. (I) The

of sale.

Seller

to declare

seller

shall

declare

certain

rights.

to the buyer

the rights

which

third

parties

have on the immovable
sold where such rights may be set up against
the buyer independently
of a registration
in the registers of immovable property.
(2) The contract may compel the seller to declare to the buyer the rights
which third parties
have on the immovable
notwithstanding
such rights are entered in the registers of immovable property.

that
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Art. 2881. - Registered
rights and burdens. The buyer shall be deemed to know all the
the immovable
which have been registered
property in the place where the immovable
Art.

1. Principle.
rights and burdens affecting
in the registers of immovable
is situate.

2882. - 2. Express warranty by seller.
(1) In respect of the rights mentioned
in Art. 2881, the buyer
avail
tion,
(2) Such
tract

Art. 2883.

--

may not

himself of the provisions concerning
the warranty
against evicunless the seller has warranted
that such rights did not exist.
warranty
may only result from an express provision in the conof sale.

3. Mortgage and antichresis.

The buyer may avail himself of the provisions
concerning
the warranty
against eviction where the immovable
is attached and sold at the request
of a creditor who has a mortgage or an antichresis.

Art. 2884.

---

Sale of immovable

belonging to others.

(])

The provisions
concerning
the warranty
against eviction shall apply
where. the sale relates to an immovable
which, in whole or in part,
did not belong to the seller.
(2) The buyer may avail himself of the provisions
relating to the warranty against eviction without waiting until he has been evicted.
(3, He may not avail himself of such provisions where, at the time when
the court is to make its decision, such eviction is no longer to be
feared.
\rt.

2885. --- Right

of recovery.

Unless otherwise expressly agreed, the seller shall not be liable in damages
to the buyer where the latter is evicted by a person who avails himself
of a legal right of recovery on the immovable
sold.
Art. 2886. -

Liability

of seller.

In case of total or partial eviction of the buyer, the seller shall refund
to the latter, in addition to the price and the expenses of the contract, all
the expenses incurred
by him in altering the immovable.
Art. 2887. - Lesion.
A sale of an immovable
may not be rescinded
on the ground of lesion.
Art. 2888. --

Warranty

of area. -

by the buyer

or the seller

1. Principle.

The seller shall guarantee the area of the immovable
has been indicated in the contract.

sold where

such area
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Art. 2889. - 2. Rights of buyer.
(1) Where the true area is smaller

than

that

which

has been indicated,

the huyer may require that the price be reduced accordingly.
(2) He may require the rescission of the contract where the true

area is

smaller by at least one-tenth thHn that which has been indicated
or
where it renders the immovahle
unsuitahle
for the use which the
buyer intended to make of it and such use was known to the seller.
and time.
Art. 2890. - 3. Conditions
The action of the buyer based on the warranty
of area shall be subject
to the same conditions and be instituted
within the same time as an action
based on the warranty against defects.

Art. 2891.
(I)

4. Rights of seller.

-

The seller

may not require

is larger than
(2) The provisions
seller
Art. 2892. (I) The

an increase

of price

where

that indicated
in the contract.
of sub. art. (I) shall not apply where

is due to fraud

on the part

the true

the error

area
of the

of the buyer.

Compulsory
execution
of contract.
huyer of an immovable
shall he deemed

to have

a particular

interest in the specific performance
of the contract.
(2) He may accordingly
demand such execution.
(3) The buyer shall lose the right to demand the specific

performance

of the contract
where he fails to demand
he has ascertained
the delay of the ~ener.

it within

one year

after

Art. 2893. -

Sale with right of redemption.
(1) The seller may, in the contract of Mle, reserve
(2)

to purchase the immovahle
The provisions of the Title

to himself

from the huyer during a certain period.
of this Code relating to "Joint ownership,

usufruct
and other rights in rem" concerning
the
shall apply to such stipulation
(Art. 1410-1425).

Art. 2894.

-

the right

promise

of sale

Reference.

Those provisions in the Title of this Code regarding "Contracts relating to
the assignment
of rights" which apply to contracts of barter, assignment
of rights other than prorcrty
and hire-purchase
shall apply to contracts
relating to immovables.

Art. 2895. In the

Registration
case

in tire case of hire-purchase.

of a hire-purchase.

the

hire-purchaser

may

register

in the
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registers of immovable
property in the place where the immovable
is situate the right of contractual
pre-emption
resulting from the contract.

Chapter 2. Lease
Section

1. Lease

of immovables

in general

Art. 2896. - Definition.
(I) The lease of an immovable is a contract whereby one of the parties.
the lessor, undertakes to ensure to the other party, the lessee, the use
and enjoyment of an immovable, for a specified time and for a consideration fixed in kind or otherwise.
(2) Nothing

shall

affect

the

provisions

of the

Commercial

particular
laws concerning the lease of immovables
or other industry is carried out.

in which

Code

or of

a business

Art. 2897. - Lease and sale.
Where it is agreed that the lessee shall become the owner of the immovable after the payment of a certain number of terms of rent, the contract
shall constitute
a sale, notwithstandin/!
that the parties have termed it
as a contract of lease.
Art. 2898. - Proof of contract.
(I) So long as the lease has not had a beginning
of execution, the proof
that an immovable
has been let may be made only by a written instrument,
by an admission made or oath taken in court.
(2) No other means of evidence shall be admitted to prove the existence
of such contract.
(3) Where a contract of lease has had a bel!inninl!: of execution, it may
be proved by witnesses or presumptions.
Art. 2899. - Entry in registers of immovable
(I) Leases made for a period exceeding

property.
five years

shall not affect

parties until they are entered in the registers of immovable
at the place where the immovable
is situate (Art. 1571).
(2)

Leases

made

for a period

exceeding

five years which

third

property

have not been

entered
in the registers
of immovable
property
shall, where their
date is certain, affect third parties during five.,rears
from the day
when such third parties have registered
their rfghts on the immovable.
(3) In other cases, such leases shall be deemed to have been made for
an undefined

period

of time.
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Delivery of immovable.
lessor shall deliver to the lessee the immovable

given

on leue

and its accessories,
in a state to serve for the use for which
intended in tenns of the contract or according to its nature.
(2;

The

place

with

the provisions

and

time

of delivery

relating

shall

be regulated

it is

in accord.ance

to sale.

Art. 2901. - State of tenement and inventory. - 1. Principle.
( 1 ) On the request of either of the parties and as soon as such request
is made, there shall be drawn up a statement
showing the condition
of the tenement
as well as an inventory
with a valuation
of the
movable property, accessory to the immovable
given on lease, the use
and enjoyment
of which have been given to the lessee.
(2) Any stipulation
to the contrary shall be of no effect.
Art. 2902. - 2. Expenses.
( I) The inventory
and the statement

showing

the condition

ment shall be made at common expense.
(2) Where the lessee has advanced
the expenses,
amount

of the tene-

he may

deduct

the

due by the lessor from the rent due by him to the latter.

Art. 2903. - 3. Saru:tions.
(l) Where one of the parties

does not

take

part

in the drawing

up of

the statement and inventory together with the other party, such other
party may draw them up or cause them to be drawn up at his expense
and communicate
them to the other contracting
party.
(2) Where

the latter

fails to make

known

"vations within a reasonable
period,
be deemed to have been approved

his objections

the statement
by him.

and his reser-

and inventory

shall

(3) The objections
and reservations
shall not be taken into coneideration
unless the contracting
party causes a statement
showing the condition of the tenement and an inventory to be drawn up at his expense
within six months from his having received the communication
under
sub-art. (1).
Art. 2904. - Defect of thing. - 1. Rescission of contract.
(1) Where, at the time of delivery, the thing has defects
that its nonnal use is appreciably
the rescission of the contract.

diminished,

of such nature

the lessee may demand

(2) The lessee shall have the same right where the defect occurs
discovered after the immovable
has been delivered to him.

or is

31*
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(3) A special
the lessor
contract.

use to the lessee shall not be taken
knew or should

Art. 2905. - 2. Damages.
(1) Where the lessor

knew

have known

or should

into comideration

thl"reof

hav\'

unless

on the makin~

of thl'

of the defect

of the

known

thing at the time of ddivery and failed to inform the lessee thereof,
he shall be liable for the damagl" thereby ('aused to the lessee.
(2)

An.

The lessor shall also be liable for the damagl" caused to the lessee
during the currency of the contract through t/1I' fault of the former.

2906. - 3. Relation with
(1) The damages provided
of the contract.
(2) They may be

re$cission.
in Art. 2905 are independent

awarded

rescinded.
(3) They may be awarded
a view to compensating

notwithstanding
where

rescission

the damage

that

the

is ordered,

r{'sultin~

of the rescission
contract
in particular

is not
with

from rescission.

Art. 2907. - 4. Apparent
defect.
The lessee may not exercise his rights under the preceding Articles where
the defect on which his claim is based is apparent or where he knew or
shouId have known of the defect on the making of the contract.
Art. 2908. - 5. Dangerous defect.
(1) Where the thing is in such a state

as to constitute

to the life or health of the lessee or of those
or of his employees, the lessee lllay require the
tract even in a case of an apparent
defect or
the lessee knew at the time of the contract.
(2) Any stipulation
to the contrary shall he of no
Art.

2909.

-

6. Agreement

of exemption

Any stipulation
whereby the
he incurs as a consequence
of
where the lessor has in had
defects are such as to render
Art. 2910. (1) The

from

a serious

danger

who reside with him
rescission 0(. the conof a defect of which
effect.

liability.

lessor excludes or limits the liability which
the defects of the thing shall he of no effect
faith failed to mention the defects or th(.
the thing completely
useless for ~he lessee.

7. Contractual
warranty.
lessee may require the rescission

of the contract

and compen-

sation for the loss sustained by him where the thing given on lease
does not have or ceases to have a quality the existence of which has
been expressly warranted
hy the le"'or.

I'
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(2) The limitations
not be invoked

made to such
by the lessor.

right

by the preceding

Art. 2911. - Peaceful enjoyment
of immovable.
The lessor shall warrant to the lessee the peaceful
movable during the currency of the lease.
Art. 2912. -

Alteration

Articles

enjoyment

of

may

~e

im-

of immovable.

The lessor may not, during the currency of the lease, make
tions in the immovable
without the consent of the lessee.

any altera-

Art. 2913. - Claims of third parties on the immovable.
(1) Where a third party claims the ownership
of the immovable
claims to have any right thereon. the lessee shall immediately
the lessor of such claim.

let or
inform

(2) Where the third party institutes proceedings,
the lessee may demand
that the proceedings
against him be discontinued
and that the suit
be proeccded
with between the third party an~ 'I,.e lessor.
13) Where

his enjoyment

proceedings,
of the rent.
draw'e.

has been

interrupted

in consequence

of such

the lessee shall be entitled to II proportional
reduction
where he informed the lessor of the molestation
or hin-

Art. 2914. '11) The

Mere molestations
of fact.
lessor shaH not warrant
the' lessee against molestations
to his
p°8''Cssion by third parties who do not claim to have any right on
the immovahle.
(21 The lessee may take action in his own name against such third parties.

Art. 2915.
The

--

lessor

Art. 2916.

Burdens
shall

nnd taxes.
pay

l<l'Jwirs.

tll('

hurdens

and

taxes

charging

the

immovable.

I. J)lIties of lpssnr.

The lessor sk111 maintain
the immovahle
in good condition
and make
therein during the currency
of the lease such repairs as are necessary
and are not repairs incun.ll)('nt upon the lessee.
Art. 2917.

2. Duty

to give 1Iotiep to lessor.

''libere the thing let re'luin's, for its preservation
or maintenance,
expenses
which are not iW'lIlIIl",nt upon the lessee, the latter shall inform the
lessor of such l'('(luirelllent.
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Art. 2918. - 3. Duty to suffer repairs.
Where, during the currency of the lease, the thing let requires repairs
which cannot be delayed until the expiration
of the lease, the lessee shall
suffer them, whatever the inconvenience
which they cause him and notWithstanding
that he may be deprived
of a part of the immovable
let
during their execution.
Art. 2919. -

4. Limitation

of duty

of lessor.

The lessor may not be compelled
to carry out the repairs which are at
his charge, where their cost is higher than the rent which he is to receive
from the immovable
in the course of three years of lease.
Art. 2920. - 5. Sanction of duties of lessor.
(1) Where repairs which are necessary to ensure the enjoyment
are at the charge of the lessor are not executed
the latter, the lessee may have them executed
at
retain their cost, with legal interest thereon,
from
by him.
(2) The lessee may, where he prefers to do so, according
claim damages from the lessor
tion of the lease.
Art. 2921. (1) The

and, where

to circum~tances,

appropriate,

Enjoyment
of immovable
by lessee.
lessee shall use the immovable
let with

and which

without
delay by
his expense and
the rent payable

the termina-

all necessary

care and

according to the purpose which has been given to it in the lease.
(2) In particular,
he may not make in the immovable or in the mode
its exploitation
any important
alteration
beyond the period of the lease.
Art. 2922. - Control by lessor.
(1) The lessor may at any time satisfy
obligations.
(2) Such control

shall be exercised

sive inconvenience
eharacter.

to the

lessee

the effects

himself

reasonably,
and

of which

of

extend

that the lessee fulfil1s his
without

without

causing

assumin!!

an exces-

a vexatious

Art. 2923. - Payment
of rent.
(1) The lessee shall pay the rent at the times fixed by the contract.
(2) In default of a stipulation
in the contract, he shall pay it at the times
fixed by the law.
Art. 2924. - Right of retention of lessor. - 1. Principle.
The lessor shall have a right of retention on the movables
the immovable
let and which serve either for its fitting

which furnish
up or for its
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use, as a security for the reDt in respect
aDd of the curreDt period of six mODths.
Art. 2925. - 2. Movables affected.
( I) The right of reteDtioD shall

of the year

Dot affect

those

which

things

has elapeed

which

the lessor

has known or should have known Dot to be the property of the lessee.
(2) Where the lessor comes to know oo1y during the currency of the lease
that some movables brought by the lessee are Doi the property of the
latter, 'his right of retentioD OD such movables shall lapse unless he
gives DOtice for the terminatioD
of the coDtract for the Dext following
term of the lease.
Art. 2926. - 3. Effect.
(I) By virtue of his right

of retentioD,

the lessor

may, with the

autho-

risatiQD of the court, compel the lessee to leave in the immovable let
as many movables
as are Decessary to guarantee
the reaL
(2) The things takeD away secretly or with violeDce shall continue to be
subject to the settlemeDt of the prefereDtial
claims of the lessor, where
the latter attaches
them withiD teD days after
they
have
been
rE8Doved.

-

Duration of contract.
Art. 2927.
( I) The lease of an immovable
determinate
period.
(2) It may. Dot be made

for. more than

(3) A lease of aD immovable
shall be deemed

may be made for a determinate
sixty years.

made for a period

of more than

UPOD the death

or lessec or UPOD either of them becoming iDcapable.
Nothing shall affect the special provisioDs relating
lands and those
of the lessee.

Art. 2929.

-

sixty years

to have been made for sixty years.

Art. 2928. - Death of lessor or lessee.
( I) A cODtract of lease shall Dot termiDate
(2)

or an iD-

of the Commercial

Loss of immovable

Code relatiDg

of the lessor

to the

lease

of

to the baDkruptcy

let.

(I) Where, during the curreDCY of the lease, the immovable let is totally
destroyed by fortuitous eveDt, the lease shall termiDate as of right.
(2) Where the immovable is oDly partly destroyed, the lessee may, ac.
cording to circumstaDces, require a reductioD of the reDt or the ter.
minatioD of the lease.
(3) No compeDsatioD

shall

be payable

in either

case.
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Art. 2930. - Lessor failing to fulfil his obligations.
(1) The lessee may require the termination
of the lease, where
fails to fulfil his obligations
in such
enjoyment
of the immovable
is thereby
(2)

In addition

to or independently

the lessor

a manner
that the
notably diminished.

of such termination,

damages
in compensation
of the loss which the
obligations
on the part of the lessor causes to him.

use

or

he may claim
non-fulfilment

Art. 2931. - Lessee failing to fulfil his obligations.
(1) The lcssor may require the termination
of the lease, where

of

the lessee

fails to fulfil his obligations
so that the rights of the lessor are endangered.
(2) In addition to or independently
of such termination,
he may claim
damagcs in compensation
of the loss which the non-fulfilment
obligations
on the part of the lessee causes to him.

of

Art. 2932. - Lease set up against purchaser of immovable.-1. Principle.
(1) Unlcss otherwise expressly agreed between the lessor and the lessee,
a contract of lease may be set up against a third party who a~quires
the ownership
or usufruct of the immovable
given on leWse after the
delivery of the immovable
to the lessee.
(2) Nothing shall affect the case where the immovable
has been expropriated
Art. 2933. (1) The

by the public

authorities.

2. Lease not registered
in registers of immovable
person who acquires the immovable
may regard

property.
the lease

as

having been made for an indeterminate
period, where it has not been
registered
in the registers of immovable
property in the place where
the immovable
is situate.
(2) Where the date of the lease is certain, the lessee may set it up against
the purchaser
during five years from the purchaser
having
hia contract in the registers of immovable
property.

Art. 2934.
(1)

-

Where

Stipulation
the

lcssor

relating to such case. and the

lessee

have

registered

1. Effect.

agreed

that

the

person

who

acquires the immovable may terminate the lease, the person acquiring
the immovable
shall, within three months from the lessee having required him to do so, inform the latter whether
or not he intends
to terminate
the lease.
(2) The person who acquires the immovable
shalll08c
such right where
he fails to exercise

it within

such period.
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Art. 2935. - 2. Sale with reservation
of right of redemption.
The person who acquires
an immovable
subject to a right of redemption may not make use of the right to expel the lessee until such time
as he becomes the absolute owner by the expiry of the period fixOlli for
the redemption.
Art. 2936. - Duty to restore thing. - 1. Principle.
(1) The lessee shall, at the end of the lease, restore
movable given on lease.
(2) He shall also restore in kind
has received
Art. 2937. Where a
has been
thing as

to the lessor

with the immovable

2. Conformity

with

amI which

statement

to the lessor the im-

all the things

which

he

still exist in kind.

or inventory.

statement showing the condition of the tenement or an inventory
made by the lessor and the lessee, the latter shall I"estore the
he has received it, according to such statement
or inventory.

Art. 2938. - 3. Absence of statement
or inventory.
(1) Where a statement
showing the condition

of the tenement

has not

been drawn up conjointly
by the parties, the lessee shull be deemed
to have received the immovable
in good condition.
(2) Where an inventory has not been drawn up conjointly by the parties,
the immovable
sories.
(3) Evidencc shall

Art. 2939.

-

~lhere a
has been
approved
tory the

Art. 2940. (1) The

shall

be deemed

be admitted

not

to rehut

comprised

any

acces-

sueh presumption.

4. Power of the court.
statement showing the condition of the tenement or an Jllventory
drawn up unilaterally
by one of the parties and has not hf-en
by the other, the court shall give to such statement
or invencredit which, in the circumstances,
it thinks it deserves.
Loss or deterioration
of thing.
lessee shall be liable where the

after he has received it.
(2) He shall be liable in particular
caused by a person
to the immovable.
Art. 2941. (l) The

to have

where

of his household

Limit of liability.
lessee shall not be liable

thing

is los~ or deteriorates

the loss or deterioration

or by a person

where

he proves

is

he has admitted

that

the

loss or

deterioration
is due to the fault of the lessor or to a fortuitous event.
(2) He shall not be liable where he proves that the loss or deterioration
is
due to old age or to some other

defect

of the thing

given on lease.
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(3)

He shall not be liable

where

lawful

given on lease.

Art. 2942.

-

use of the thing

the deterioration

is due to normal

and

Lessee in default.

Where the lessee has been called upon to restore the thing, he shall be
liable unless he proves that the thing would have heen lost or detcriorated, had he restored it to the lessor at the time required.

-

Art. 2943.
Amount of damages.
(1) Where the things which are not restored
by the parties,
(2)

the lessee shall

luation.
The lessor may obtain

be bound

additional

damages

have been valued

conjointly

by the amount

of such va-

where

he proves

that

the

lessee has alienated
such things at a price higher than the amount
of the valuation.
(3) The provisions
of sub-art.
(2) shall not apply where the alienation
of the thing by the lessee amounted
to an act of management
according to the common intention
of the lessor and lessee at the time
of the conclusion of the contract of lease.
Art.

2944.

-

Case of rescission

attributable

to the lessee.

The lessee, where rescission is caused by his fault, shall pay the rent
during the time required to re-let the immovahle
without prejudice to the
damages which may have been caused by the abuse.

Section

2. Special

rules

regarding

the lease

of houses

Art. 2945. - Scope of this Section.
(1) The provisions of this Section shall apply whcre the contract of lease
relates to a house, furnished or unfurnished, a flat, a room or some
other huilding or part of a building.
(2) Nothing shall affect the provisions governing contracts relating to
hotels in the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts for the performance of services" (Art. 2653-2671).
Art. 2946. - Model contracts.
(l) Model contracts for the lease of houses
ritory of a particular
authorities.
(2) Individual
contracts

commune
relating

or flats situate

may be drawn

to such houses

within

the ter-

up by the municipal

or flats shall

he deemed

to have been made on the terms laid down in such model contracts.
(3) They may depart from such terms by express stipulations.
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Art. 2947. - Lease of part of immovable.
- 1. Duties of lessor.
(I) Where part only of an immovable
is given on lease to a lessee,

the

lessor shall, on giving on lease the other part of the immovable, take
into consideration
the interests
of the lessee according
to custom
and the nature of the immovable.
(2) The lessor shall comply with the provisions of sub-art. (1) as regards
both the selection of the other lessees and the provisions
cluded in the contracts made with them.
Art. 2948. (I) The

2. Duties of lessee.
lessee shall have the

consideration

which

to be in-

is due to the

other

persons who dwell in the house a part of which has been given to him
on lease.
(2) The lessor may require the termination
of the lease where the lessee
or other persons living with him or whom he admits to the immovable,
behave in such a manner that they disturb the other lessees in the
enjoyment
of the immovable.
(3) Nothing

shall

to claim

affect

damages

the right

of such

in compensation

other

of the

Art. 2949.

Duty to furnish immovable
given
(1) The lessee shall furnish the immovable

(2)

with its nature

and according

The provisions

of sub-art.

lessees or of the lessor
damage

shall

of the place.

not apply

where

the lessee

taken on lease furnished
premises or paid a term of rent
or given a security or other guarantee for such payment.
Art. 2950. - Amount
(I) The amount

of rent.
of the rent

the parties.
(2) In case of doubt,
estahlished
conformity

shall

it shall

he fixed

be fixed

quarter
(2)

It shall

where

freely

shall

with

or, failing

be paid

between
the

such

at the

has

in advance

by agreement

in conformity

by the municipal
authorities
with the custom of the place.

Art. 2951. - When the rent falls due.
(1) Unless otherwise
agreed, the rent

to them.

on lease.
given on lease in conformity

to the custom
(1)

caused

tariffs

tariffs,

in

end of each

the lease has been made for one or more years.

be paid

at the end of each

month,

where

the lease is of a

shorter duration or made for an indeterminate
period.
(3) The rent shall in all cases be paid on the expiry of the lease.
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Art. 2952. - Delay of lessee.
(1) Where the lessee is late in paying

a term

of rent

which

has fallen

due, the lessor may give him a period of thirty days where the lease
is for a year or more, and a period of fifteen days where the lease
is for a shorter period, informing
him that, in default of payment.
the contract shall be terminated
at the end of that period.
(2) The period shall run from the day when the lessee has received the
(3)

notice of the lessor.
Any stipulation
reducing

such periods

or giving to the lessor the right

to terminate
the lease forthwith
on account
ment of rent shall he of no effect.

of a failure

in the pay-

upon lessee. - 1. Duties of lessee.
Art. 2953. - Repairs incumbent
The lessee shall carry out at Iiis expense the repairs which arc incumbent upon him.
Art. 2954. - 2. Which repairs are incumbent
upon lessee.
1)
The
repairs
which
in
the
contract
of
lease are placed at the charge
\
of the lessee shall he deemed to be repairs incumbent
upon him.
(21 Unless otherwise
agreed, repairs necessary to the doors, windows,
floorboards,
tiling, taps and water.drains
incumbent
upon the lessee.
(3) The works of cleaning and maintenance
the enjoyment
cumbent upon

Art. 2955.

-

of the thing
the lessee.

shall

shall he deemed
which

become

also he deemed

to he repairs
necessary

by

to be repairs

in-

Old age or force majeure.

(1) No repairs

which

are deemed

to be incumbent

upon the lessee shall

be at the charge of the lessee where they are occasioned only by old
age or force majeure.
(2) The contract of lease may derogate such rule by an express 8tipulation.

Art. 2956. -- Deprivation of enjoyment due to repairs.
(1) Where

the

repairs

which

the

lessor

carries

out

on the

immovable,

during the lease take more than fifteen days, the rent shall be reduced
in proportion
to the time and to the portion of the thing let of which
the lessee is deprived.
(2) Where the repairs are of such a nature as to render uninhabitable
what is necessary for the accommodation
the lessee may require the termination

of the lessee and his family,
of the lease.
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Art. 2957.

--

(1) The
(2)

Sub. lease. - 1. Principle.
lessee may sub-let all or part

Prior

to sub.letting,

of the immovable

he shall give notice

and ask him whether

let to him.

of his intention

he has any objection

to the lessor

to such sub.lease.

Art. 2958. -- 2. Objection by lessor.
(1)

The lessor lllay object to such sub.lease

where it is contrary

to contrac-

tual undertakings
made by him in favour of other lessees of the
same immovable
or is of such nature as to cause to him damage for
any other reason.
(2) The lessee may in such case terminate
the contract.
(3)

Nothing

shall

affect

the right

of the lessor to claim

the reason of his opposition was known or should
the lessee on the making of the contract.

Art. 2959. -

damages

where

have been known

by

3. Provision restricting right to sub.let.

(1) A contract

of lease may prohibit

make such sub-lease
by the lessor.
(2) Where,

under

the

conditional
contract

the sub.lease

of the immovable

on the acceptance

of lease,

the sub.lease

or

of the sub-lessee
of an immovable

is made conditional
on the acceptance
of the sub.lessee by the lessor,
the lessee may demand the termination
of the lease where the lessor
arbitrarily
refuses his conscnt to the sub.lease.
Art. 2960. - 4. Duties of lessee.
(.l) A lessee who has sub.let

all or part

of the immovable

shall

remain

bound, in his relations with the lessor, by all the obligations
which,
by virtue of the contract of lease, have to be perfornled
by him.
(2) The provisions
of sub.art.
(1) shall apply notwithstanding
that the
lessor has given his consent to the sub. lease.
(3) The lessee shall not bc released from such obligations
release

Art. 2961. -

has been expressly

stipulated

between

unless

such

the lessor' and himself.

5. Duties of sub-lessee.

(1) The sub-lessee

shall comply

with the provisions

of the principal

leasc

concerning
thc enjoyment
of the immovable
given on lease.
(2) The lessor may take action directly against the sub.lessee to enforce
compliance
with such provisions.
(3) Where the sub.lessee did not know of such provisions
by the lessee from observing
lessee.

them,

or was dispensed

he shall have recourse

against

the
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Art. 2962. - 6. Direct
(1) The sub-lessee

action oj lessor.
shall be liable ouly up to the amount

in respect of what has been sub.let to him.
(2) The lessor may require the sub-lessee to pay
him.
The sub.lessee

(3)

may not set up against

him in advance, with the exception
of the current term of the principal

of rent payable

sueh rent

directly

the lessor the payment
of the payments
lease.

made

to

made by
in respect

Art. 2963. - 7. Right oj retention.
The right of retention
of the lessor may be exercised by the lessor and by
the lessee on the movables brought in the immovable
by the sub-lessee.
Art. 2964. - 8. Termination
oj principal
lease.
(I) The termination
of the principal lease shall bring the contract
lease to an end.
(2) Where the lessor

has expressly

lessee may substitute
principal
leue.

Art. 2965.

-

Termination

himself

oj contract

consented

to the sub-lease,

of subthe sub-

for the lessee for the execution
oj lease Jor a determinate

A contract of lease made for a determinate
period
right on the expiration
of the period agreed upon
of giving notice.

of the

period.

shall terminate
as of
without the necessity

Art. 2966. - Termination
oj lease for an indeterminate
period.
(1) Where the contract
of lease has not been made for a determinate
period, notice may be given by the lessor to the lessee or by the' lessee
to the lessor.
(2) In such case, the contract shall terminate
on the day when, under the
contact or the law, the second term of rent becomes or would have be.
come exigible, had notice of termination
not been given.
Art.

2967.

-

(1) Where

Person

acquiring

a person

the

immovable.

who acquires

the immovable

wishes to terminate

the

lease, in the case where such right has been reserved to him, he shall
observe the period laid down in Art. 2966.
(2) Any stipulation
to the contrary shall be of no effect.
Art. 2968. - Renewal o/contract.
(1) Where, at the expiration

of the

lease,

the

lessee

continues

in the

enjoyment
of the thing with the knowledge
and without the opposition of the lesaor, the contract of lease shall be renewed for an indeterminate
period.
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(2) The rights and duties of the parties for the further duration
of tht>
lease shall be governed by the provisions
of the previous contract
(3) The security given for the original lease shall however be released
Art. 2969. - Retaking
of immovable
by lessor.
(I) Unless otherwise agreed, the lessor may not terminate

the lease, not-

withstanding
that he declares that he himself wants to occupy the
house let.
(2) Where it has been agreed in the contract of lease that the lessor may
occupy the house, he shall give to the lessee notice
observe the period laid down in Art. 2966.
Art. 2970. -

Fire on immovable.

-

to quit and shall

1. Principle.

The lessee shall be liable for fire to the lessor unless he proves that the
fire was due to force majeure or a defect of construction
or started in a
neighbouring
house.
Art. 2971. -- 2. Several lessees.
(]) Where there are several lessees, they shall all be liable, in ease of
fire, in proportion
to the rental value of the part of the immovable
which they occupy.
(2) Where it is proved that the fire has started in the dwelling of one
of them, he alone shall be liable for it.
(3) Where some lessees prove that the fire could not have started
dwellings,

such lessees shall not be liable

Art. 2972. -- 3. Immovable
partly inhabited
by lessor.
(1) The provisions of Art. 2971 shall also apply where
in a part of the immovable
which has caught fire.
(2) In such case, the lessor shall be treated as though
the lessee on that
Art. 2973. (1) The

part

in their

for it.
the lessor dwells
he himself

were

of the immovable.

Improvements
made in immovable.
- 1. Right to indemnity.
lessee shall not be entitled to compensation
for improvements

which he has made in the immovable
without
the consent of the
lessor.
(2) Where the improvements
have been made with the consent of the
lessor, the lessee may claim the reimbursement
of tbe lesser sum
between the amount of expenses made by him and the increase in
the value of the immovable,
as at tbe time of the restoratron.
Art.

2974: - 2. Set-off and right of removal.
(1) Even where the lessee is not entitled
the increase

in value

procured

to compensation,

he may set off

hy him to the immovahle

against

the
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decrease in value that such immovable
has sustained
88 a consequence of deteriorations
for which he is liable but which have been
caused without any fault on his part.
(2) The lessee may also remove the improvements
which he has made in
the immovable
vable.

Section
Art. 2975.
(1)

-

where

3. Special

Scope

this can be done without

rules regarding

damage

to the immo-

the lease of lands

of this Section.

The provisions

of this Section

shall apply where

the contract

of leaee

relates to a piece of land which the lessee undertakes
to exploit.
(2) The parties may in their contract
derogate such rules unless such
derogation
is expressly prohibited
by law.
Art. 2976. - Model contracts.
(1) Model contracts
may

be drawn

up by the

Ministry

of Agriculture,

concerning
lands intended
for certain kinds of ~ultivation
or lands
situate in certain areas of Ethiopia.
(2) Individual
contracts
regarding
the lands to which such model contracts relate shall be deemed to have been made
down in such model contracts.
(3) They may derogate them by express stipulations.
Art. 2977. - Direction of exploitation.
(1) The direction of the exploitation

1. To whom

laid

it pertains.

shall be ensured

the agreement
of the parties.
(2) Unless otherwise
agreed or provided

on the terms

by custom,

in accordance
it shall

pertain

with
to

the lessor where the rent consists, exclusively or principally,
of a determinate
part of the products
or of determinate
products
of tho
land given on lease.
(3) Unless otherwise
agreed or provided
by custom, it shall pertain to
the

. sum

lessee where thl: rent consists, exclusively
or principally,
of money which is to be paid in cash to the lessor.

of a

Art. 2978. - 2. Rights oJ other party.
(1) The other party shall be consulted
where the decisions which are
contemplated
are of such a nature that their effects shall continue
after the end of the lease.
(2) Such party may and shall take a decision instead of the other contracting party where the latter has not informed him of his decision
in good time and such decision may not be delayed without serious
inconvenience.
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(I) A fanner-tenant

of exploiting.
shall exploit

of productivity.
(2) The lessor may require
tenant

does not fulfil

Art. 2980. -

Nature
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land

the rescission

and keep

it in a good state

of the lease where

the fanner-

such obligation.

and manner

of cultivation.

The contracting
party who has the direction
of the exploitation
shall
decide on the nature and manner of the cultivation
to be undertaken.

Art. 2981.

Time of works.

-

(1) The fanner-tenant

shall in any case decide

on the time when he will

do the works of cultivation
or other works.
(2) The lessor may only make to him recommendations
Art. 2982. -Expenses
(1) The ordinary

of exploitation.
expenses arising

from

in this regard.

the exploitation

shall

be bome

of the

or detenninate

by the fanner-tenant.
(2) Where

the

rent

consists

of a part

products

products
of the land, the lessor shall advance to the fanner-tenant
such expenses, without interest, where the latter is unable to meet
such expenses.
(3) The advance so made shall be reimbursed
to the lessor out of the
products
Art. 2983. (1) The

of the next

crop.

Repairs and maintenance.
farmer-tenant
shall make

on premises

to he used

as dwellings,

haI'll8, stahles and other buildings given to him on lease such repairs
as are incumbent
upon the lessee under Section 2 of this Chapter.
(2,1 He shall maintain
according to local custom the roads, wells, fences,
ditches,

Art. 2984. (1) The

canals

and dikes included

in the tenement

Old age or force ma}eure.
repairs

referred

to in Art.

2983 shall

be made

tenant notwithstanding
that they are caused
majeure.
(2) The fanner-tenant
shall replace the implements
which
Art. 2985. -

given on lease.

have perished
Extraordinary

by old

by the fannerage or force

or tools of small value

by old age or force majeure.
expenses.

The fanner-tenant
shall not be bound to make extraordinary
expenses
for the purpose of reconstructing
the tenement
following an exceptional
.
disaster.
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Art. 2986. - Exchange of parcels of lands.
(1) The party who has the direction of the exploit;!tion

may, in order

facilitate
such eXploitation,
exchange
parcels of land
owners or farmer-tenants.
(2) Where such exchanges
are made by the fanner-tenant,
affect
(3) They

only the enjoyment
of such parcels.
shall as of right cease to have effect

unless they have been decided
given his consent thereto.
Art. 2987. -

Management

upon

with

to

other

they

shall

at the cnd of the lease,

by the lessor

or the lessor

has

of tenement.

The farmer-tenant
may destroy the slopes, trenches or fences which are
an obstacle to the rational exploitation
of the tenement
given on lease.
Art. 2988. - Kinds of rent.
(1) The rent may consist

of a fixed sum of Illoney, or of a fixcd quantity

of agricultural
products, or of a sum of money which varies according
to the current price of certain agricultural
products.
(2) The rent may also consist of a fixed share of the agricultural
products or of various
Art. 2989. -

Amount

The amount

agricultural

products

of the land given on lease.

of rent.

of the rent shall he fixed by agreement

Art. 2990. - Legal presumptions.
(1) Unless otherwise
provided

by custom,

the

rent

.JJetween the parties.

shall

consist

of 'me

half of the agricultural
products of the land given on lease.
(2) Unless otherwise provided by custom, the products shall be shared
kind between the lessor and the farmer-tenant.
(3) Before any partition,
the farmer-tenant
may retain

the

in

seeds neec,,-

sary for the next crop.
Art. 2991.(1) The

Legal maximum.
share of the products

three fourths.
(2) Where a greater

share

due to the lessor

has becn stipulated,

of no effect and the products
lessor and the farmer-tenant.
Art. 2992. (1) The

Products necessary
fanner-tenant
may

as is necessary
him.

such stipulation

shaH he divided

for subsistence.
in any case kcep

for his suhsistenee

may in no case cxcee,j

and that

~-

equally

shall

hetween

he
the

]. Principle.
such part of the products
of the persons

living with
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(1) shall not apply

where the products

are

equally necessary for the subsistence
of the lessor and of those who
live with him.
(3) In such case, the products shall be divided equally between the lessor
and the farmer.tenant.
Art. 2993. -

2. Reservation

of rights

of lessor.

Where, by applying the provisions of Art. 2992, the lessor has not received
the whole part which is due to him, he shall exercise his rights on the
next crop.
Art. 2994. - Crops.
(1) Where the rent

consists

of a portion

of the crops

or is fixed having

regard to such crops, the farmer.tenant
shall, as far as possible, in.
form the lessor, before gathering the crops.
(2) He shall ensure the custody and preservation
of such crops until such
part thereof as is under
been delivered to him.
Art. 2995. (1) The

the contract

to be given to the lessor

Rent when to be paid. - 1. Principle.
rent shall be paid at the end of each

year

of lease

has

where

it

consists of an. amount of money or of a predetermined
quantity
of
agricultural
products.
(2) The year of the lease shall begin on the day when the lessor has
delivered

Art. 2996.

-

(1) Where

2.

the immovable

to the farmer.tenant.

Default of farmer.tenant.
the farmer.tenant
is late in the payment

of a term fallen

due,

the lessor may give him a period of sixty days, informing
him that,
in default of payment, the contract shall terminate
at the end of that
period.
(2) Such period shall run from the day when the farmer.tenant
has re(3)

ceived the notice of the lessor.
Any stipulation
or custom reducing

such period

the right to terminate
the lease immediately
the payment of rcnt shall be of no effect.
Art. 2997. - 3. Rent consisting
(I) Whcre the rent consists

of products.
of a' determinate

share

or giving to the lessor
by reason

of failure

of the products,

in

or of

determinate
products of the tenement given on lease, the part due to
the lessor shall be delivered tu him upon his re'luiring
so, after the
products have been separated
from the ground.
(2) Nothing shall affect any custom to the contrary.

'~i:
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Art. 2998. - Revision of rent.
- 1. Principle.
(1) Where the rent consists of a sum of money or of a quantity

of agricul-

tural products determined
beforehand,
the farmer-tenant
may require
a remission of part of his debt or time for the payment of such debt
where, in consequence
of an invasion of locust, an exceptional
drought
or other extraordinary
accidents or disasters of the same nature, the
yield of a given year has diminished
by at least one half in comparison with the normal yield.
(2) Any stipulation
or custom to the contrary shall be of no effect.
Art. 2999. (1) The

2. Exceptions.
farmer-tenant

may not obtain

any remission

where

the loss of

the crops takes place after they have been separated from the ground.
(2) The farmer-tenant
may not require a remission where the came of
(3)

the damage existed and was known on the making of the contract.
He may not require a remission where the damage suffered by him
is covered

Art.

by an insurance

3000. - 3. Amount
(1) For the purpose

or otherwise.

of remission.
of fixing the amount

of the remission

which

the

farmer-tenant
may require,
regard shall be had to the usual yield
and the importance
of the loss which has been sustained.
(2) Regard shall also be had to the profits which the farmer-tenant
made
on the crops of the preceding years or which he can expect to make
during the years of the lease which are still to run.
(3) The court shall not alter the terms of the contract unless equity so
requires
and to the extent necessary to enable the farmer-tenant
his family to live and to continue the exploitation.

Art. 3001. - Sub-lease. (1) Unless

otherwise

1. Principle.
provided

by custom,

the farmer-tenant

let without the consent of the lessor.
(2) He may require the rescission of the lease where
rily refuses
Art.

to consent

3002. - 2. Exception.
(1) The farmer-tenant

and

may not sub-

the lessor

arbitra-

to the sub-lease.

may sub-let

buildings

which

appertain

to the thing

given on lease, where no change prejudicial
to the lessor arises therefrom.
(2) The provision! of Section 2 of this Chapter concerning sub-leases shall
apply in such case as well as where the lessor agrees to the sub-lease.

.
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1. Principle.

A contract of lea,;e shall termin,ate at the expiration
of the period
fixed, provided that notice Ins been given by one party to the other
at least six months before that date.

(21 Nothing

shall

aired

'\1'1. 3004. -- 2. Renewal
(1) Unless otherwise

any cllstom

of lease.
provided

to the contrary.

by cuotom,

the contract

of lease

shall

be

renewetl for four years where notice as provided in Art. 3003 has not
he en given or where, notwithstanding
such notice, the fanner.tenant
remains in the enjoyment of the thing with thc knowledge and without
opposition
of the lessor.
(2)

The rights and ohlit;atians
of the parties under the renewed contract
shaH be settled in accordance with the terms of the previous contract.

\:1) The

security

Art. 3005.
(1) Where
~

f(iven for the original

3. Contracts

lease shall

however

be released.

of long duration.

the contract

of lease has becn

made

for a lifetime

or for a

period exceeding ten years, the farmer-tenant
lllay unilaterally
alter
such provision as to time where ten years have elapsed from the land
having heen delivered to him.
(2) In such case, the contract of lease shall terminate
on the first day
of Megahit, four years after the lessor has received notice of the
intention
of the farmer-tenant
to terminate
the contract.
(3) Any stipulation
or custom to thc contrary shall be of no effect.
Art. ;:006.
4. Lp(lSP for an indeterminatp
period.
(1) A lease made without an indication of its duration shall be deemed to
have been lll~de for four years to be reckoned from the day when the
fanner-tenant
entered in possession of the tenement.
12, Nothing

shan

aHeet

any custom

to the contrary.

Art. 3007. -- S. Transfer of immovable.
111 Where a person acquiring
the imlllovable
intends to terminate
the
lease, such right having hel'n reserved in his favour, he shaH give
notice to thc !armer-tenant
within three months from the acquisition
made by him.
121 The lease shall terminate
on the first .lay of Megabit which follows
hut not less than three months from the day when such notice hae
been given.
r::, Any stipulation
or ,'u-tom to the contrary shaH be of no effect.
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Art. 3008. - 6. Right of farmer-tenant.
(I) The farmer-tenant
to whom notice has been given may advance the
day on which the contract terminates
by giving notice of his intention
to the lessor or to the person who has acquired the immovable.
(2) In such case, the contract shall terminate
on the day fixed by the
farmer-tenant
a month, at the earliest, after the lessor or the person
who has acquired the immovable has received notice of the intention
of the farmer-tenant.
Art. 3009. - Death of farmer-tenant
or lessor.
(1) In case of death of the farmer-tenant,

his heirs

may terminate

the

contract of lease by giving notice to the lessor within six months from
the death.
(2) In case of death of the lessor, the farmer-tenant
may terminate
the
contract
of lease by giving notice to the heirs of the lessor within
six months from the death of the latter, where the direction of the
exploitation
has been reserved t~e
lessor by the contract of lease.
(3) In the cases mentioned
in sub-art. (I) and (2), the contract shall
terminate
on the first day of Megabit which follows but not less than
three months after the lessor or his heirs have received the notice
from the farmer-tenant
or from the heirs of the farmer-tenant.
Art. 3010. - Illness of farmer-tenant.
(1) The farmer-tenant
may terminate

l. Right of farmer-tenant.
the lease before the time fixed by

the contract or by law where an illness affecting him or a member of
his family prevents him from continuing
the exploitation
in a normal
manner.
(2) The farmer-tenant
shall not be liable to pay compensation
where he
avails himself of such right.
(3) The contract shall terminate
the notice

Art. 30n. (1) Where

six months

after the lessor haa received

from the farmer-tenant.

2. Right of lessor.
the

rent

consists

of a dcterminate

share

of the products,

or

of determinate
products of the tenement, the lessor may terminate the
lease before the time fixed by the contract or by law, where an illness
affecting the farmer-tenant
or a member of the family of the farmertenant prevents him from continuing
the exploitation
in a normal
manner.
(2) Where the lessor avails himself of such right, he shall pay to the
farmer-tenant
one year.

compensation

equal

to a moiety

of the average

rent of
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six months

after

the farmer. tenant

has

of the lessor.

Art. 3012. - Fire.
The provisions
of Section 2 of this Chapter regarding
the destruction
or
deterioration
by fire of the thing lct ~hall apply to the dwelling places and
other buildings which form part of the immovable let to the farmer.tenant.
Art. 3013. (1) The

forage
Settlement
at the end of the contract. - 1. Stable.litter,
and manure.
outgoing farmcr-tcnant
shall leave the stable-litter,
forage and

manure of the last year, in the quantity required for the normal ex.
ploitation
of the tenement.
(2) 'Vilere, on entering in possession of the tenement, he received a smaller
quantity,
he shall be entitled to compensation
in respect of the dif.
ferencI'.
(:~) Unless otherwise provided
by custom, he shall pay compensation
respect of the difference
where he received more.
Art. 3014.

-~

2. Seeds.

Unle"s otherwise provided by custom, the outgoing
be hound to leave seeds for the next crop.

farmer-tenant

Art. 3015. -- 3. Expenses of cultivation.
(1) The farmer-tenant
shall not be entitled to the fruits
termination
of the contr<lct, are still undetached.
(2) The

court

may,

where

equity

so requires,

grant

--

Improvements made in tenement. -

shall not

which,

him

for the expenses of cultivation
incurred by him.
may not exceed the value of the fruits
I :j) Such compensation
the les30r derives a ))enefit.

Art. 3016.

in

at the

compensation
from which

1. Principle.

11) Whateyer the reason for the termination
of the lease, the lessee who,
by his work or at his expense, has made improvements
in the tenement let shall he entitled to compensation
at the end of the lease.
(2) The farmer-tenant
shall abo be entitled to compensation
where he has
erected constructions
on the tenement given on lease.
(3) Any stipulation
or custom to the contrary shall be of no effect.
Art. 3017. (1) The

2. Amount of <;ompensation.
compensation
due shall be equal

value of the tenement
or constructions.

to the increase

for nine years resulting

in the rental

from the improvements
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(2) The court

may grant

the lessor

"- -----

a period

of time for the payment

of

such compensation.
Art. 3018.

-

3. Right of removal.

The farmer-tenant
may, where he so prefers, remove the improvements
or
destroy the constructions
which he has made, where this can be done
without damaging the immovable.

Chapter 3. Contract of work and labour relating to immovables
Art. 3019. - Applicable
(I) The provisions

provisions.
of this Chapter

shall

apply

to contracts

of WOl"k and

labour relating to work to he done in connection
with the building,
repair or installation
of immovables.
(2) The provisions relating to contracts of work and labour laid down in
the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts
for the performance
of
services" shall also apply where they are not inconsistent
with those
of this Chapter
(Art. 2610-2631).

Art. 3020.

-

(1) The

Making
contract

and proof of contract.
shaH be complete
where

the

the work to be done and on the price.
(2) There shall be evidcnce of the contract
undertaken
vance from

work to the knowledge
the client.

Art. 3021. - Work to be done. .-- 1. Sufficient
(I) TIlC work to be done may be described
other document.
(2) The contractor

parties

where

have

the

of the client

agreed

contractor

or received

has
an ad-

description.
by means of a plan, scheme

shaH in such casc comply

with the indications

on

or

given

in such documents.
Art. 3022. - 2. General description.
(I) Where the work to be done has been described

in a general

manner,

the contract shall be construed in a restrictive manner as regards the
importance
of such work.
(2) Prior to undertaking
a work, the contractor
shall, whenever this appears reasonable,
to be undertaken.

satisfy

himself

that

the

client

agrees

to the work

Art. 3023. - Provisions as to price.
(I) The price to be paid by the client may he fixed by way of a lump
sum.
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(2) An estimate price may be fixed.
(3) Where no lump sum or estimate

price

is fixed,

the price

shall

be

deemed to be fixed having regard to the value of the materials
importance
of the work necessary to perform the contract.
Art. 3024. - Price fixed approximately.
(1) Where the price has been fixed
carry out the contract as though
a lump sum.
(2) He shall fix the price definitively

approximately,

-

contractor

having

regard

performance
by more than

to the expenses

the price

is fixed having

may not demand accounts
against 8uch price.

regard

made

of the contract but
twenty per cent the

to the value

and the work necessary for the performance
of the
tractor 8hall, notwithstanding
any agreement
to the
the client of the work already done and expenses
(2) Unless otherwise
agreed, 8ueh information
shall be

for the

1. Duty to

Price fixed having regard to expenses and labour. account.

(1) Where

shall

the price had been fixed by way of

and difficulties
encountered
in the
the price so fixed may not exceed
price agreed as approximate
price.
(3) Unless otherwise agreed, the client
price so fixed nor may he appeal

Art. 3025.

the

and

of the materials
contract, the con.
contrary, inform
already incurred.
given at the end

'Of each month.
Art.

3026.

-

2. Remuneratiafl

(1) The contractor

of contractor.

shuH be entitled

ment between the parties.
(2) In the absence of a specific
counts
Art. 3027. (1) The

provision,

given hy him to the dient
3. Rights
client

to the rcmuneration

fixed

he may only enter

wagcs corresponding

in the ac-

to his work.

of client.

may

at any time

require

that

the

amounts

the accounts of the contractor be checked by experts.
(2) Where the parties have not agreed on the remuneration
tractor, the
arbitrators.

by agree-

client

may require

that

8ueh remuneration

appearing

in

of the con.
be fixed

by

of work.
Art. 3028. - Examination
The client may at any time cause to be examined by experts the progress
achieved in the work, the quality of the materials used and of the work
completed.
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Art. 3029. - Delivery and payment.
(1) Payment of the price shall
been

examined

and

raise

accepted

the presumption

(2) The provisions
of sub-art. (1) shall not apply
are to be regarded as instalments
on the price.
Art. 3030. - Partial
delivery
(1) Where it has been

and

payment.

agreed

that

the

stages, such work shall be examined
each of such stages.
(2)

The

contractor

the work
stages.

Art. 3031. -

that

where

may require that part of the pricc
be paid to him on completion

required by client.

the sums paid

work would be carried out by
and delivered on completion
of
corresponding
to
of each of such

completed

Alterations

the work has

by the client.

~-

1. Rights of client.

The client may demand th"t alterations
be made in the work as originally
planned
where such alterations
can technically
be made and are not
such as to impair the solidity of the work.
Art. 3032. - 2. Effect.
(1) The client may require

a reduction

in thc price

where the alterations
required
by him
contractor.
(2) The contractor
may require an increase

reduce

as originally
the

in the price

neration
as originally
agreed, where the alterations
client increase his expenses, work or liability.
(3)

agreed
of the

expenses

and his remurequired

hy ~hc

Where the parties do not agree, such reduction or increase shall be
settled by arbitrators
the court.

Art. 3033.

-

(1) The

appointed

3. Contractor
refusing
contractor
may refuse

by the

parties

alterations.
the alterations

where such alterations
affect plans, schemcs
which the parties had agreed.
(2) The contractor
may also refuse the alteratioIls
a nature or importance
that they constitute
rent to the agreed work.
(3) The work shall be deemed to be absolutely

or, failing

such,

re':(uired

by the

or other

documents

where
a work
different

by

client
on

they are of such
absolutely

diffe-

to the agreed

work where it implies an alteration
exceeding
by twenty per
the value at which the original work was or could have been
mated.

cent
esti-
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3034. - Alterations
required by contractor.
(1) Where it appears necessary for technical

reasons

to make

alterations

in the work as originally agreed, the contractor shall, except in urgent
cases, give notice thereof to the client.
(2) The contractor
shall give such notice notwithstanding
that the proposed alterations
creased price.

do not

result

in the

of contract.
Art. 3035. - Termination
The client may at any time terminate
the contractor
has committed no fault.
Art. 3036. - Rights
(1) Where the
entitled
(2) The

of contractor.
client

to the lump

amounts

-

having

the contract,.

1. Price

terminates

client

the

fixed

contract,

sum or approximate

saved by the contractor

Art. 3037. - 2. Price fixed otherwise.
(1) Where the price had been fixed

an in-

notwithstanding

that

by way of a lump
the

contractor

sum.

shall

be

price agreed.
in consequence

tion of the contract shall be deducted.
(3) Whcre the price had been fixed approximately,
increasf? by not more than twenty
under sub-art. (1) and (2).

to pay

of the termina-

the contractor

may

per cent the sums due by the client

having

regard

to the value

of the

materials
and the work necessary for the performance
of the contract, the contractor
shall be entitled to the value of the materials
used and work carried out before he was informed of the termination
of the contract.
(2) The client shall be bound by the contracts made in good faith by the
contractor
prior to the termination
the damage caused to the contractor
(3) Thc
with

contractor

shall

be entitled

of the contract or shall make good
by the rescission of such contracts.
to the whole

remuneration

agreed

the client.

Art. 3038. - Rescission of contract.
(1) Where the contract is rcscinded

by reason

of a fault

committed

by

the contractor
or his refusing to accept alterations
rcquired
by the
client, the contractor
shall be entitled 10 such part of the price and
remuneration
as corresponds
to the work already carried out.
(2) Nothing

shall

judice caused
gations.

affect

the client's

to him by the

right

contractor

to claim
failing

damages

for the pre-

to perform

his obli-
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Art. 3039.
(1) The

Warranty
contractor

due by contractor.
shall guarantee
during

ten

years

from

its delivery

the proper execution and the solidity of the work done by him.
(2) He shall be liable during this period for such loss or deterioration
of the work as is due to a defect in its execution
or to the nature
of the soil on which the work has been done.
(3) Any provision
shortening
the period laid down in sub-art.
(1) or
excluding

the warranty

due by the contra"ctor

shall be of no effect.

Art. 3040.

Claim oby sub-contractors
or workmen.
Independent
contractors
or workmen employed under a contract of work
and labour relating to an immovable
may claim against the person on
whose behalf the work was done with a view to obtaining payment of their
claims to the extent of the amount due by the client to the principal contractor on the day the claim is made.

Chapter 4. Mortgage and antichresis
Section 1. Creation of mortgage
Art. 3041. -

Mortgage

how created.

A mortgage may result
contract or other private

from the law or a judgment
agreement.

or be created

by a

Art. 3042. - Legal mortgage of seller of immovable.
Whosoever
sells an immovable
shall have a legal mortgage on such immovable as a security for the payment of the ngreed price and for the performance of any other ohligation
laid down in the contract of sale
Art.

3043. II)

Legal

mortgage

A co-partitioner

shall

of cu-Plirtitioner.
have

a legal

mortgage

on the immovables

al.

lotted to his co-partitioners
in accordance
with the act of partition.
\2) Such mortgage
shall secure the payment
of any compensation
in
cash that may be due to him or such other compensation
as may be
due by the co-partitioners
where he is dispossessed
of any property
allotted to him.
Art. 3044. - Judicial mortgage.
(1) A court or arbitration
tribunal

may secure

the execution

of its judg-

ments, orders or awards by granting one party a mortgage on one or
more immovables
the property of the other party.
(2) The judgment
or award shall specify the amount of the claim secured
by mortgage
gage applies.

and the immovable

or immovahles

to which

such mort.
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Instrument
creating mortgage.
contract
or other agreement
creating

no effect unless it is made in writing.
It shall be of no effect unless it specifies
amount

of the claim secured

a mortgage

shall

in Ethiopian

be of

curren~y

the

by mortgage.

Art. 3046. - Claim secured by mortgage.
(1) A mortgage may be created to secure

any claim

existing, future, conditional
or contingent.
(2) It may be created to secure a claim embodied

whatsoever,

whether

in a title to ()rder or

to bearer.
liable to mortgage.
Art: 3047. - Property
(1) A mortgage
may charge an immovable
(2) Nothing
reby

shall

certain

affect
kinds

of movahles

mortgaged.
Art. 3048. - Immovable
(1) The act creating the mortgage
mortgaged.
(2) Such

act shall

specify

movable is situate,
priate, the number

only.

the pl"Ovisions of this Code or special

laws whe-

may be mortgaged.

shall

in particular

clearly

specify

the commune

the

immovable

in which

the im-

the nature of the immovable
and, where approof the immovable
in the cadastral
survey plan.

(3.1 Where the immovable
is situate in an area where there is no cada.
tral survey plan, not less than two of its boundaries
shall be specified.
for creating
Art. 3049. - Conditions
(1) A mortgage may be created
in favour of the debto't.
(2) A person may not secure

a mortgage.
by the debtor

or by some other

his debt by mortgage

unless

to dispose of the immovable
for consideration.
(3) A person may secure the debt of another by mortgage
entitled

to dispose

of the immovable

person

he is entitled
where

he is

gratuitously.

Art. 3050. - Sanction.
(1) A mortgage shall be of no effect where

it is created

by a person

who

is not entitled to dispose of the immovable
as provided in Art. 3049.
(2) It shall not become valid where the mortgagor subsequently
acquires
the right to dispose of the immovable.
(3) A mortgage shall be of no effect where
vables.

it relates

to future

immo-
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Art. 3051.
evidenced
by title deed.
- Ownership
(1) A mortgage shall be valid where it is created by a person who is
the owner of the immovable
under a title deed issued to him by the
competent
authorities.
(2) It shall be valid notwithstanding
that the title deed was issued on
the basis of an act which is invalidated,
unless the person who avails
himself of the mortgage is shown to be in bad faith.
(3) In such cases, the owner who discharged
the mortgage shall be com.
pensated
by nn insurance
fund created, in aeeordanc.c with admini.
strative regulations,
by means of the fees charged on delivery of title
deeds.
Art. 3052. -

Registration

necessary.

A mortgage, however created, shall not produce any effects except from the
day when it is entered in the register.
of immovable
property
at the
place where the immovable
mOl'tgaged is situate.

Art. 3053. -- il-fanner of making

registration.

(1)

The keeper of the registers of immovable property l'equired to make
an entry relating to a mortgage shall make such entry in the manner
provided
by the Title of this Code reldting to "Register.
of immovable property"
(Art. 1587.1601).
(2) The provisions
of the same Title shall apply as regards the correc.
tion and alteration

of entries

(Art.1621-1627).

Art. 3054. - Costs of registration.
(I) The costs of registration
shaH be borne by tbe debtor.
(2) Whosoever
has caused a mortgage
to be registered
for useful pur.
poses and has advanced the costs of registration
shall be refunded
by the debtor.
Art. 3055. - Reduction
of claim.
(1) ~rhere the debtor has discharged
(2)

one fourth

apply for the entry to be corrected
The creditor shall give his consent

(3) Thc fact that
the debtor
leased.

part

of the debt

to require

that

Art. 3056. -- Increase of claim.
(1) The amount of the claim
be increased

part

of the

he may

accordingly.
to the eOl'l'ection.

has been discharged
of the immovable

as specified

by way of a correction

debt,

shall

not enable

mortgaged

in thc original

entry

made to ~ueh entry.

be re-

may not
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be required

by the original

Art. 3057. - Time for making entry.
(I) An entry relating to a mortgage

to secure

such

part

of the claim

a

entry.
shall be of no effect where it is made

after a third party who is not liable for the payment of the debt
has acquired the immovable
and registered his rights in the registers
of immovable
property.
(2) An entry relating to an immovable
shall be of no effect where it
is made after an action for the attachment
of the immovable ha been
brought
and entered in the registers of immovable
property or alter
the mortgagor has been declared bankrupt.
Art. 3058. - Effect of registration.
(I) The registration
of a mortgage

shall

the day when the entl-y was made.
(2) The effect of such registration
shall

be effective
continue

for ten years
where,

prior

from
to the

expiry of the period of ten years, a new entry is made with a view to
renewing the first registration.
(3) In such case, the first registration
shall be effective for ten yean
from the day when

Section

the new entry

2-. Effect

was made.

of mortgage

Art. 3059. - Principle.
(I ) Where the immovable mortgaged is attached by the creditors of the
mortgagor, the mortgagee may demand to be paid, out of the proceeds of the sale of the immovable, in priority to any other creditor.
(2)

Where

the immovable

has been sold by the mortgagor,

the mortgagee

may attach it in the hands of the purchaser
whose rights have been
registered subsequently
to the registration
of the mortgage.
(3) The mortgagee
shall in addition have all the rights of an ordinary
creditor.
Art. 3060. - Prohibited
provisions.
(1) Any provision whereby the creditor

may, after the debt ha

become

due, appropriate
or sell the immovable without due regard for the conditions prescribed
by law shall be of no effect, notwithstanding
that
such provision was made after the creation of the mortgage.
(2) Provisions
may however be made to the effect that the mortgapr
shall, after the debt has become
immovable
to the mortgagee.

due, transfer

the ownership

of the
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Art. 3061. - Legal proceedings.
- 1. Jurisdiction.
Any action relating to the registration
of a mortgage
mortgaged
immovahle
shall fall within the exclusive
court of the place where such immovable is situate.
Art. 3062. (I) The

2. Address
mortgagor

for service.
and the mortgagee

shall,

or the sale
of the
jurisdiction
of the

on the request

of any in-

terested party, specify an address for service at the place where the
sittings of the court having jurisdiction
are held.
(2) Where they fail to specify such address within one month from having
been required
to do so, the court
vice shall validly be made.

shall

~pecify the place

where

ser-

Art. 3063. - 3. Curator.
The court may, on the application
of any interested
party, appoint
a
curator to a creditor whose name or domicile is unknown, where the personal appearance
of such creditor is required by law and urgent decisions
are to be made.
Paragraph
A -

Art. 3064. (I) The

Intrinsic
mortgage

its intrinsic
(2) Any object
mortgage
(3)

l.

-

Preferential

Propert)'

rights

of mortgagee

to which such rights

elements and accessories. shall charge the mortgaged

elements
expressly

extend

l. Principle.
immovable
together

and accessories.
specified as an accessory

shall

be deemed

to be an accessory.

Evidf'nce may
suh-m.
(2).

be arlduced

to rebut

Art. 3065. - 2. Rights
(I) The mortgagee

of third parties.
may not enforce

the

his rights

in the act creating

presumption

laid

on such intrinsic

down

with
the
in

elements

or accessories of the mortgaged
immovable
as have been separated
therefrom
and transferred
to a third party.
(2) In such case, he may only exercise the rights vested in him hy Art.
3073, 3074 and 3107 of this Code.

Art. 3066. -

Improvements

and buildings.

-

l. Principle.

The mortgage shall apply to any improvement
made on the mortgaged immovable and to the buildings,
plantations
and crops made on such immovable.
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Art. 3067. - 2. Prior rights of contractors
and suppliers.
(1) The contractors
who built the buildings
or made the improvements
mentioned
in Art. 3066 and the suppliers who supplied the materials,
plants, seeds or fertilizers
used in the improvements,
buildings, plantations or crops shall have priority over mortgagees
on such part of
the proceeds of the sale of the mortgaged
immovable
as is necessary
to cover the costs of the improvements,
buildings,
plantations
or
crops made by them.
(2) In cases of dispute, the court shall settle the amount to be paid in
priority.
(3) Where appropriate,
distributed

the court

among

shall

contractors

settle

how such amount

shall

be

and suppliers.

Art. 3068. - Rent.
(1) Where the mortgaged
immovable
is leased, the mortgage shaH apply
to the rent having run from the day when the immovable was attached.
(2) The lessees and farmer-tenants
may not validly pay the rent to the
owner of the mortgaged
immovable
the attachment
of the immovable.

Art. 3069. ---'-Indemnities
(1) The mortgage

after

charged by mortgage.

shall

apply

-

they

have been notified

of

1. Principle.

to any insurance

compensation

or compen-

sation for damages which may be due in cases of loss or deterioration
of the immovable.
(2) The mortgage shall also apply to the compensation
due to the owner
whose immovable
Art.

3070.

(1)

-

is expropriated.

2. Consent of creditors to payment.

Insurance

or expropriation

compensation

and compensation

for da-

mages may not be paid to the mortgagor unless all the mortgagees who
have a registered
claim on the immovable
agree to such payment.
(2) The mortgagor
to whom such compensation
is due shall inform all
registered
creditors
of the amount of and reason for compensation
and of the name and address of the person liable to pay it.
(3) The creditors
shall be deemed to agree to the compensation
being
paid to the debtor where they fail to declare their objection
payment within thirty days from having received information
vided in sub-art. (2).
Art. 3071. - 3. Rights
(1) The mortgagor
thousand

of mortgagor.
may demand that

Ethiopian

dollars

any compensation

be paid to him.

to the
as pro-

not exceeding

one
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(2) He may

demand

that

any compensation

be paid

to him

where

he

undertakes
to use it to rebuild or repair the immovable
and offers
to furnish
sureties or securities
sufficient to guarantee
that he will
comply with his undertaking.
(3) He may in any case require that compensation
be paid into the hands
of a trustee
Art.

Art.

appointed

by the court.

3072. - Mortgage of bare C»I.Jnership.
A mortgage charging the bare ownership of an immovable
extinction
of the usufruct,
extend to the full ownership
vable.

shall, upon the
of such immo-

3073. - Reduction
in value of immovable.
- 1. Due to mortgagor.
(1) Where the mortgagor
intentionally
or by negligence
reduces or en.
dangers the value of the immovable
dery,and ne~' securities.
(2) Where the mortgagor fails to furnish

mortgaged,
such securities

the mortgagee
within

may

the period

of time reasonably
fixed to him by the mortgagee, the mortgagee
demand that an adequate part of the debt be discharged.

may

Art. 3074. - 2. Due to third party acquiring the immovable.
The mortgagee
may exercise against the mortgagor
the rights mentioned
in Art. 3073 where the value of the immovable
mortgaged
is reduced or
endangered
by a third party who has acquired such immovable
from the
mortgagor.
Art. 3075. - 3. Other cases.
The mortgagor
may not demand new securities nor that part of the debt
be discharged
where the actual or possible reduction
in the value of the
immovable
mortgaged
is due to causes other than those specified in Art.
3073 and 3074.
B Art.

3076.

-

Priority of mortgages

Capital of claim.

The mortgage
shall secure the payment
other creditors, of the registered
amount
Art.

to the mortgagee,
of claim.

in priority

to

-

3077.
Interest.
( 1) The mortgage

shall secure

the payment

to the mortgagee,

to other creditors, of interest on the claim
gistration of the mortgage.
(2) 'The mortgage shall secure the preferential
amount

not exceeding

two years interest.

in priority

at the rate fixed in the reo
payment

of interest

to an
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( 3 ) It may not he specified in the registration
of the mortgage that the
mortgage shall secure the payment of interest for a longer period of
time.

Art. 3078.

-

Necessary

expenses

and insurance

premiums.

The mortgage shall secure the repayment
to the mortgagee, in priority to
other creditors, of the necessary expenses made hy him for the preservation
of the mortgaged
immovahle
and of the insurance premiums
due hy the
owner and which have heen paid hy the mortgagee.
Art. 3079. - Costs of attachment
The mortgage shall secure the
other creditors, of the normal
him for the attachment
of the
Art. 3080. - Legal interest.
(1) Interest at the rate

proceedings.
repayment
to the mortgagee,
costs arising from proceedings
immovable.

provided

hy law shall

movahle

shall secure the payment

is sold hy auction
C -

Art. 3081.

-

following

to
hy

run on the sums specified

in Art. 3076-3079 from the day when the immovahle
(2) The mortgage

in priority
instituted

was attached.

of such interest

until

the im-

attachment.

Plurality of mortgagee&

Principle.

( 1) Where

several

creditors

have

a registered

claim

on the same immo-

vahle, they shall rank according to the date on which they have registered their claim.
(2) No regard shall he had to the date on which the claims hecame certain
or exigihle.

Art. 3082. - Creditors registered on the same day.
Creditol'!! whose claims have heen registered on the same day shall rank
equally and he paid in proportion to the amount of their claims.
Art". 3083. - Subrogation.
(1) Any mortgagee
may pay a creditor

having

priority

with the consent

of such creditor or, where the immovahle
is attached on the latter's
request, without such consent.
(2) The creditor who has paid shall he subrogated
to the rights of the
creditor

whom

he has paid.

33*
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Para,raph 2.
A

-

-

Ri,ht

to follow immovable

General

provisions

-

Art. 3084.
Right to transfer ownership of mortgaged immovable.
(1) He whose immovable
is mortgaged
shall retain the right to transfer
the ownership
(2) Any provision
Art.

3085.

-

Right

thereof.
to the contrary

of mortgagee.

The mortgagee
who has registered
of the deed evidencing the transfer
of the person who acquired it.
Art.

shaIl be of no effect.

his mortgage prior to the registration
may attach the immovable in the hands

-

3086.
Effect on original debtor.
(1) The transfer
of the immovable
the obligations
(2)

The original

of the original
debtor

mortgaged

shaIl

bring

no change

in

debtor.

shall however

be released

where

the person

who

acquired the immovable
has undertaken
to pay the debt, unless the
mortgagee informed the original debtor in writing that he would continue to hold him liable.
(3)

Su('b information

shaIl,

under

pain

of loss of right,

be given within

one year from the mortgagee having been informed of the agreement
made between the original debtor and the person who acquired the
immovable.

Art. 3087. - Indiuisibility of mortgage.
(1) A mortgage is indivisible.
(2) Where part of the immovable mortgaged is alienated or such immovable is divided, each part shall secure the fuIl payment of the debt.
Art. 3088. - Creation of rights in rem on immovable mortgaged.
(1) He whose immovable is mortgaged shall retain the right to charge it
with an usufruct, servitudes, mortgages or other rights in rem.
(2) Any provision to the contrary shall be of no effect.
Art. 3089. - Rights of creditor.
(1) Registered rights in rem on an immovable mortgaged shall not affect
the mortgagee where such rights have been registered after the mort.
gagee has registered his mortgage.
(2) The mortgagee may cause the immovable to be sold as though such
rights had not been created.
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(3)

Where the immovable is attached, the beneficiary of the riPt ... ..
may demand that the value of such right be paid to him ~ priem.,
to creditors whose mortgage has been registered 811bee~y
to hU
own right being registered.
B -

Position o/person

acquiring the immot14ble

Art. 3090. -

Atttrehment
of imrnotlable. - 1. Assimilation
to surety.hip.
He who acquires an immovable
mortgaged may, in his relatiODS with the
mortgagee,
avail himself of the rights vested in the guarantor
by the pIOo
visions of the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts
in general".

Art. 3091. - 2. Improvements
or buildings.
( 1 ) He who has acquired an immovable
mortgaged and has increased ita
value by making thereon improvements,
buildings,
plantatioDl
01'
crops, may require to be paid, out of the proceeds of the sale, an
amount corresponding
to the increase in the value of the iauacwable
since the day when the transfer of ownership
was registered.
(2) Servitudes
and other rights in rem which the penOl1 who acquirecI
the immovable
had on such immovable
prior to acquiring
give rise to compensation,
where they cannot revive.

it .ball

Art. 3092. - 3. Loss or deterioration
of immovable.
( 1 ) He who acquires an immovable
mortgaged
shall not be liable to the
mortgagee
for the loss or deterioration
of the immovable.
(2) He shall however be liable where such loss or deteriorat1011 ia due
to his fault
proceedings

or negligence and occurs after he has been informed that
have been instituted for the attachment
of the immovable.

Art. 3093. - 4. Fruits.
(1) He who acquires

an immovable
mortgaged
shall not account for the
frul~ he has collected prior to attachment.
(2) He shall cease to be the owner of such fruits on the day when the
immovable

is attached

in his hands.

Art. 3094. - 5. Action for warranty.
( 1 ) Where the immovable
is attached
in the hands of the penOI1 who
acquired it, such person may bring an action for warranty agaiDIt the
person from whom he acquired the immovable.
(2) He may bring such action notwithstanding
that he acquired the immovable gratuitously.
(3) An action for warranty
prohibited

in writing

may

not

be brought

by the deed evidencing

where

t.h.. transfer

it is expreaaly
of ownenhip.
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Art. 3095. - 6. Subrogation.
(1) Where the immovable
acquired
gagee.

it, such person

is attacht'd

in the hands

shall be subrogated

of the

to the rights

person

who

of the mort-

(2) He may not avail himself of such suhrogation
to the detriment
third parties who have acquired for consideration,
from the debtor
guarantor,
an immovable
intended to secure the debt.
Art. 3096. - 7. Appointment
of curator.
(1) He who acquired
the immovable

may,

where

he is not

of
or

personally

liable for the payment of the debt under the mortgage, demand that
proceedings
for attachment
instituted
against him be discontinued.
(2) In such case, he may appoint or cause to be appointed
by the court
a curator
(3)

against

whom th~ proceedings

shall be continued.

The curator shall reside or specify an address for service at the place
where the sittings of the court of competent jurisdiction
are held.

Art. 3097. - Voluntary discharge of debt.
(1) He who acquires an immovable mortga!5ed

may pay a creditor

having

a registered
claim on such immovable
with the consent of such creditor or, where the immovable
is attached
on the latter's request,
without such consent.
(2) In such case, he shall be suhrogated
to the rights of such creditor
and merger

Art. 3098. -

may not be raised

Redemption

of mortgage.

against
---

1. When pmsible.

He who acquires an immovahle mortgaged
he is not personally liable for the payment
Art. 3099.

--

him.

may redeem the mortgage where
of the debt under the mortgage.

2. Offer to redeem.

He who intends to redeem the mortgage shall serve on the registered creditors and on the person from whom he acquired the immovable
a document specifying:
(a) the nature and date of the title hy virtue of which he acquired the
(b)

immovable
and the date on which he registered his rights; and
any particulars
necessary for identifying
the immovable,
such as the

place where such immovahle is situate and its number in the cadastral
survey plan; and
(c) the price he paid for the immovable
or its estimate value, where he
(d)

acquired it gratuitously;
and
an offer to pay such price or value;

and
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registered on the, immovable togeth« ,1Ittb
creditors, the Qoount of the ~
-.d "*
tbi
the mortgages; III1d
at the place where the BitbDp fJf ~ eom1 of
are held.

Art. 3100. - 3..0ffer may oot be withdrawn.
(1) He who offered to redeem the mortgage shall be bound by .1Daofftir
for a period of sixty days.
(2) He may not withdraw his offer during this period unleulJll the per'sons to whom such offer was made agree to the withdrawai
Art. 3101.
'"

~.
if'

1

- 4. Offer

accepted.

(1) The creditors shall be deemed to accept the offer where they do DOt
reject it within sixty days from the day when it was made.
(2) The amount offered shall in such case be di&tributed am.or&gtile creditors according to their rank.
Art. 3102. - 5. Offer rejected.
(1) Where a creditor refU8e8 the offer, the immovable shall beM»W .,
IfUblic auction.
(2) The creditors who have refused the offer shall advance d1e COIItIsuch sale by auction.
Art. 3103. - 6. Costs of sale by auction.
(1) The costs of the sale shall be borne by the purchaser, where the immovable is sold at a price exceeding by ten per cent the price offered
under Art. 3099.
(2) In other cases, such costs shall be borne by the creditors who rejected
the offer of redemption.
Art. 3104. - 7. Time for making offer.
No offer to redeem the mortgage may be made after proceedings fOf attach.
ment have been instituted and an entry to this effeet. has been made iB
the registers of immovable property.
C -

Special

protlisiom

applicable

to '1UII'8ntar

Art. 3105. - Presumption.
He who has mortgaged his immovable to secure the debt o~ another penon
shall be presumed not to have bound himself oubis Qther pl'operty.
Art. 3106. - Position of guarantor.
Without prejudice to the provisions of Art. 3107 and 3108, the guarantor
shall be assimilated to the person who acquires an immov~le ~rtgaged.
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Art. 3107. - Loss or deterioration
of immovable.
(1) Where the guarantor
intentionally
or hy negligence
dangers the value of the immovahle
mortgaged,
require him to produce new securities.
(2) The mortgagee shall have the same right where
movable is intentionally
third party who acquired
Art. 3108. - Other differences.
(1) Where the immovable

reduces

the mortgagee
the value

in his hands,

the

may

of the im-

or negligently
reduced or endangered
the immovable from the guarantor.

is attached

or en-

guarantor

hy a

may

not bring an action against the person from whom he acquired the
immovable.
(2) He may not require that proceedings for attachment
instituted
against
(3)

him be discontinued.
He may not offer to redeem

Section

the mortgage.

3. Extinction

Art. 3109. - Principle.
(1) A mortgage shall be extinguished
gage is cancelled
(2) The registration
of the
perty"

Title
(Art.

-

Grounds

Art. 3110.

of mortgage
where

the registration

of the mort-

in the registers of immovable propel'ty.
shall be cancelled in accordance with the provisions

of this Code relating
1630-1636).

to "Registers

of Immovahle

Pro-

for cancellation.

Any
(a)
(h)
(e)

interested
party may require the registrati°I!
to be cancelled whcl'e:
the claim secured by the mortgage is extinguished;
or
the mortgagee has renounced
his mortgage;
or
the immovable mortgaged has been sold hy auetion and the proceeds

(d)

of the sale have been distributpd
among the creditors;
or
the amount accepted by the creditors in cases of an offer of redemption

has been

Art. 3111. - Mortgage
(1) Any interested
of th~ mortgage
(2) The usufructuary

distributed

among

of usufruct.
party may require

the creditors.

the cancellation

of the registration

of an usufruct, where such usufruct is extinguished.
may not renounce the usufruct to the detriment
of

the mortgagee.

-

Art. 3112.
Renunciation of mortgage.
(1) Where the creditor renounces
his mortgage,
he of no effect unless

it is made expressly

such renunciation
and in writing.

shall
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(2) Unless otherwise agreed, such renunciation
mortgagee renounces his claim.

shall not imply that the

Art. 3113. - Creditor making subrogmion impossible.
Where the mortgage applies to an immovable which is not the property
of the debtor, the cancellation of the registration may be sought where the
creditor makes it impossible for the owner of such immovable to be subrogated to the rights of the creditor.
Art. 3114. - Conditions for cancelling registration.
(1) N;o registration shall be cancelled unless the court so orders.
(2) The court shall order cancellation where the creditor agrees in writing
to the cancellation.
(3) The creditor shall be liable where he refuses without good cause to
agree to the cancellation.
Art. 3115. - ElJect of cancellation.
(1) Where the registration is cancelled, such cancellation shall benefit
the creditors having registered their claims after the entry which is
cancelled.
(2) The owner may not create a new mortgage
registration

Art. 3116.

-

of which

.

to replace

the mortgage

the

has been cancelled.

Cancellation made without good cause.

(1) Where

a registration

has been cancelled,

such registration

case revive, notwithstanding
that the cancellation
good cause.
(2) The mortgage which has been cancelled without

shall in no

was made

without

good cause shall be

registered
aga!n and shall be effective from the day of the new registration.
(3) Nothing shall affect the liability of the person who caused the registration

to be cancelled

without

Section
Art. 3117.

-

good cause.

4. Antichresis

Definition.

A contract of antichresis
is a contract whereby the debtor undertakes
deliver an immovable
to his creditor as a security for the performance
his obligations.

Art. 3118.

-

Creation of antichresis. -

to
of

1. Principle.

Without prejudice
to the provisions
of Art. 3119, the provisions
of this
Title relating to the creation of mortgages
shall apply to contracts
of
antichresis.

CmL COOE
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An. 3119. -= 2. Special ru1.e..
(1) Antichresis may be created by contract only.
(2) It may not be created to guarantee a claim embodied in an instrnment
'f

(3)

to order or to bearer.
It may not be created

Art. 3120.

-

by the bare owner of an immovable.

Relations between parties.

Without
prejudice
to the provisions
of the following Articles, the provisions of this Code regarding
the relations between the lessor and lessee
or farmer-tenant
shall apply to .the relations
between the parties under
a contract of antichresis.
Art. 3121. - Delivery of immooable.
(1) The person having created the antichresis

shall deliver

the immovable

and its accessories to the creditor or such other person. as has been
specified in the contract.
(2) The antichresis
shall have the same effects as a mortgage until such
delivery has taken place or after the immovable
to the person having created the antichresis.
Art.

has been

returned

-

3122.
Warranty against defects.
(1) The immovable
shall be delivered
the making of the contract.
(2) The person having created
against
(3)

the defects

He shall

the

in its condition
antichresis

shall

as on the day of
give no warranty

of such immovable.

only be liable,

where

he knew

of them

at the time

of the

contract and failed to mention them, for such defects of the immovable as seriously endanger
the life or health of the possessor of the
immovable,
of persons living with him or of his employees.
Art.

3123.

-

Repairs.

The person having created
repairs on the immovable.
Art.

3124. - Interest
(1) The creditor
person

having

the antichresis

on claim.
under the contract
created

(2)

The use the creditor

(3)

fit!:! he derives
Any provision

may not be compelled

of antichresis

shall pay no rent to the

the antichresis.
makes

of the immovable

therefrom
shall replace interest
whereby the creditor is entitled

to such use, fruits

to make

and profits

and the fruits

and pro-

on the claim.
to interest in addition

shall he of no effect.
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Art. 3125. - No duty to furnish premises.
The creditor shall be under no obligation to furnish the premises.
Art. 3126. - Contract relating to land.
Unless otherwise agreed, where land is given as a security under a contract
of antichresis, the creditor shall have the direction of the works.
Art. 3127.

-

Assignment

of right.

The creditor may not lease the immovable nor assign his right to a third
party without the consent of the person having created the antichresis.
Art. 312P. - Unilateral termination
of antichresis.
(1) The creditor may at any time renounce his right of antichresis.
(2)

Unless

otherwise

antichresis
Art.

agreed,

by performing

the creditor

may at any time terminate

the obligation

secured

the

hy the antichresis.

3129. - Relations between creditor and third parties.
The provisions of this Title relating to the registration
gages shall apply to contracts of antichresis.

Art. 3130. - Extinction
of antichresis.
The provisions of this Title relating to the extinction
mortgages shall apply to contracts of antichresis.

and effect of mort-

and stricking

out of

TITLE XIX
ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTS
Chapter 1. General provisions
Art. 3131. - Rules applicable
to contracts of administrative
authorities.
( 1) Contracts concluded
hy the State or other administrative
authorities
shall he governed hy the provisions of this Code which relate to contracts in general or special contracts.
(2) The provisiQII.s of this Title shall supplement
or replace such provisions where the contract
Art. 3132.

is in the nature

of an administrative

contract.

- A..:.uinistrative contracts.

A contract shall he deemed to he an administrative
contract where:
(a) it is expressly qualified as such hy the law or hy the parties; or
(h)

it is connected

with

an activity

of the public

service

and implies

permanent
participation
of the party contracting
with the administrative authorities
in the execution of such service; or

a
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(c) it contains

one or more

provisions

which

spired by urgent considerations
of general
tions between private individuals.
Art.

could

only

interest

have been

extraneous

in-

to rela-

to certain business organisations.
3133. - Application
Business organisations
which appeal to public savings or place their shares
with the public may be compelled by the competent
authorities
to comply,
in the conclusion of their contracts, with the procedures
and formalities
prescribed
by law for administrative
authorities.

Section 1. Formation of contracts
Paragraph 1. - Consent
Art. 3134. - Form of acceptance.
(1) Unless otherwise provided

by administrative

laws or regulations.

the

conclusion
of a contract by the administrative
authorities
implies an
express manifestation
of will on their part.
(2) Where an authority competent to approve a contract keeps silent, such
silence shall not, in the absence of a formal provision, be deemed to
amount to approval.
(3) The provisions of sub-art. (1) and (2) shall apply to the prorogation
of, or modifications
Art. 3135. -

to, a contract.

General conditions
1. Drawing up.

applicable

to

administrative

Model specifications,
general clauses and conditions
may be drawn up by each interested
administrative
declared to be applicable by Legal Notice published
Art. 3136. - 2. Definition.
(1) Model specifications

shall

constitute

contracts.

-

and common directives
authority
and may be
in the Negarit Gazeta.

standard

specifications,

formu-

lated in advance and in a general way by the administrative
authority,
for the concession of public services.
(2) General cla!l8es and conditions
shall fix the Ilf°visions applicable
\0
all or some of the contracts concluded by a specified administrative
authority.
(3) Common directives shall fix the technical provisions applicable to all
contracts
Art. 3137. -

relating

Effect

to a given kind of works or supplies.

of specifications,

clauses,

conditions

and

directives.

-

1. Conclusion of contract.
The provisions of general clauses and conditions concerning the manner in
which a contract is to be concluded by the administrative authority may

BACK
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be invoked by the candidates
to the contract and in particular
tenderen
in the case of allocation of contraeta by tender.
Art. 3138. - 2. Coments of contract.
( 1) The provisions of model specifications,

general

by the

clausea and conditiODl

or common directives, concerning
the interpretation,
coatents
and
execution of a contract shall not apply to a specified coatract unless
such contract expressly makes reference thereto.
(2) Specifications
specially relating to a concession or to a given contract
may derogate such provisions.
Art. 3139. - Modification
(1) Where the rights

to specifications,
and obligations

etc.
of the parties

are determined

by

reference to specifications,
general clauses and conditions or common
directives, such specifications,
clauses, conditions
and directives shall
be considered
such as they existed at the time when the contract was
concluded.
(2) The rights and obligation~
of the contracting
parties shall not be
affected
clauses,

by modifications
subsequently
conditions
and directives.

made

to such

specifications,

authority.
Art. 3140. - Opening of credits in favour oj administrative
( 1 ) The opening of credit accounts authorIsed
by the budgetary
authorities in favour of an administrative
body shall not in itself give private
individuals
the right to use the credits which have been opened.
(2) The ~uthorisation
given to an administrative
authority
to incur an
expense shall not amount to an authorisation
necessary for concluding
a contract.

-

Contractual freedom of administrative
Art. 3141.
(1) The authorisation
given to an administrative

to contract,

where this is

authorities.
authority

to conclude

a

contract shall not compel such authority
to conclude such contract.
(2) It shall only give the right of doing so to such authority.
Art. 3142. - Lack of credit.
A contract concluded
by an administrative
authority
shall be valid not.
withstanding
that such authority has not received the necessary credits for
the performance
of the contract.
Art. 3143. - Absence oj authorisation.
(1) A contract concluded by an administrative
effect where the authority
the necessary authorisation
gulations.

authority

shall

be of no

which has concluded it has not received
prescribed
by administrative
laws or reo
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(2) Th08e provisions in the Title of this Code relating to "Contracts in
general" which apply to nullity on the ground of the object of the
contract being unlawful shall apply to such nullity.
Art. 3144. -

Approval of contract.

Where the conclusion of the contract is subjected to the neces8ity of a
further
approval,
the contract shall not be complete until such approval is given.
(2) The administrative
authority
which has concluded the contract shall
t1)

perform all the acts necessary to obtain such approval.
( 3 ) It may do nothing which might hinder or imperil such approval.
Art. 3145.

-

Late approval.

The party contracting
with an administrative
authority
may release himself from the contract by giving notice to such authority,
where the contract concluded
is not approved
within six months or such other period
as has been fixed by the parties.
Art. 3146. - Liability in case of non-cunclusion
of contract.
(1) Where the administrative
authorities
do not conclude

a contract,

they

shall indemnify
the person who has incurred expenses in view of the
conclusion
of such contract, where such expenses have been incurred
through
the fault of the administrative
authority,
by reason of the
attitude taken by the latter in the cOurse of the precontractual
negotiatioll8.
(2) The administrative
authorities
shall, even in the absence of fault, indemnify the person who, as a consequence
of negotiations
with
authorities,
has made studies, drawn up plans, initiated
works
curred expenses, where such expenses or disbursements
have
made with the consent of the administrative
authorities
and the
have derived a benefit therefrom.
Paragraph

2.

-

Procedure

for th" allo...tion

of contract.

Art. 3147. - Use of such procedure.
(1) Administrative
contracts may be concluded
cation by tender.
(2) They shall be concluded
whenever

Art. 3148.

-

the law imposes

by such procedure,

such
or inbeen
latter

by leDd....

by the procedure
under

pain

of allo-

of nullity,

such obligation.

Notice of allocation by tender.

- 1. Princip~.

The allocation
which is to take place shall be notified to the public in
the manner prescribed
by administrative
regulations
or, in default of .uch
regulations,
in the manner which appears the most appropriate.
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Art. 3149. - 2. Contents.
The notice of allocation shall show:
(a) the place where the specifications
may be consulted;
and
(b) the authorities
who are to proceed to the allocation;
and
(c) the time prescribed
for sending in the tenders;
and
(d) the place, day and hour fixed for the allocation;
and
(e) the amount Qf security or the other guarantees
required

from the

tenderers.

Art. 3150.

- 3. Time.

The notice of allocation
not less than one month
sending in the tenders.

shall be published,
except in cases of urgency,
hefore the expiration
of the time prescribed
for

Art. 3151. - 4. Effect.
As from the publication
of the notire,
specifications
unless a new puhlication
Art. 3152. - Specifications.
( 1) The specifications

of the allocation

conditions required
(2) The administrative

no modification
is made.
shall contain

from tenderers.
authorities
may impose

may be made to the

an indication

of the

in such specifications

all

the conditions
relating
to technical
and professional
qualifications
which they consider desirable.
(3) They shall specify, where appropriate,
the qualifications
which are
required
for admission
the projects or samples

to tender
submitted

and the eliminating
will be subjected.

tests to which

to be submitted.
Art. 3153. - Documenu
The contractors
or suppliers who intend to present themselves as tenderers
shall deposit in the place indicated
and within the time specified by the
specifications
a declaration
of their intention
to tender and their tender.
Art. 3154. (1) The

Declaration
declaration

of intention
of intention

to tender.
to tender shall

indicate

the name,

names, qualification
and address of the candidate.
(2) References
and, if this is ~equired by the specifications,
of suretyship

shall be annexed

in a sealed envelope

'fixed in the specifications.

act

thereto.

Art. 3155. - Tender. - 1. Contents and forms.
(1) The tender shall contain an offer of the price
of the candidate.
(2) It shall be deposited

a regular

first

and the undertakings

according

to the conditions
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Art. 3156. - Duty to maintain it.
(1) The tenderer may not withdraw or modify his tender until the allocation has been declared.
(2) However, he may expressly limit in his tender the period for which
he binds himseH.
Art. 3157.

-

Office of allocations.
The constitution
of the office of aHocations shaH be fixed by administrative regulations
and such internal
regulations
as are particular
to the
various administrative
authorities.

Art. 3158.

- Publicity of allocations.
The proceedings of aHocation shaH be held in public.

Art. 3159.
(1)

- Admission
of candidates. - 1. Duties
The office of aHocations shaH firstly take
rations of intention to tender.

of office.
cognizance

of the decla.

(2) It shall verify whether
these have been regularly
deposited
and
whether the tenderers
fuHil the conditions
required for admission to
the alIocation.
Art. 3160.
(1)

The

2. Discretionary
power.
office shaH admit to the

made by contractors
cial and professional

or suppliers
guarantees.

aHocation

such .tenders

who present

only

as are

aH the desirable

finan.

(2) Unless otherwise provided in the specifications,
it shaH not be bound
to hear the candidates
whom it turns down.
(3) It shall not be hound to give reasons for its decision.
Art. 3161. - 3. Irrevocable
character of decision taken.
From the moment that the envelopes containing
the tenders have been
unsealed, the decision to admit to the aHocation a contractor
or supplier
may no longer be altered.

Art. 3162. - Reading of tenders.
(l) The envelopes containing thc tenders shaH he opened in public.
(2) The tcnders shaH be read out.
Art. 3163. - Minute of allocation.
The results of the aHocation shaH he reduced to a minute which shall
state aH the circumstances of the aHocation.
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Art.

-

1. Principle.
3164. - Designation
of prOfJisiolUll tenderer.
( 1) The office of allocations
shall declare the tenderer who has made the
tender which is most advantageous
for the administrative
authorities
to be p.rovisionally
the successsful tenderer.
(2) For this purpose, the office shall take into account the price offered
and all the modalities
tions.

Art. 3165. (1)

of the tender

in conformity

with the specifica-

2. Exception.

The

office

need

not

designate

any

provisional

successful

tenderer

where the regulations
of the allocation prescribe that the administrative authorities
do not intend to negotiate beyond a certain price.
(2)

Such price

shall not be brought

to the knowledge

Art. 3166. - 3. Where several tenders are equal.
(1) Where several tenderers have made equivalent

of the tenderers.

tenders

between

whieh

it is not possible for the office of allocations
to choose, regulations
of allocations
may providc that thc assigument
of the contract shall
be decided by ballot between such tenderers.
(2) In default of s,!ch provision, a new allocation shall take place.
Art. 3167. - 4. Effects.
(1) The designation
not conclude
(2)

It shall
whom

(3)

have

as its effect

the contract

It shall

release

of their

tender.

Art. 3168. (1) The

of a provisional

successful

tenderer

by the office shall

the contract.

ApprOfJal

the

designation

the other

tenderers

by administrative

administrative

authorities

from

the obligations

with

arising

out

authorities.
who have cansed

made may in their discretion
approve
thereof.
(2) The contract shall be complete where
Art. 3169. - AdditiolUll
(1) Contracts
made

of the only tenderer

may be concluded.

or refuse

the allocation
to approve

such approval

to be

the result

is given.

clauses.
by the

allocation

clauses agreed on by the parties.
(2) They may also, on their expiry,
by mutual agreement.

lllay be subjected
he maintained

to

in effect

additional
or renewed
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Paragraph 3.

Cause

-

Art. 3170. - Abseru:e of cause.
A contract
shall be null on the ground of lack of cause where, at the
time when it is made, the contract makes it impossible to attain the result
desired by the administrative
authorities
and known to the other con.
tracting party.
Art. 3171. - Unlawful caU$e.
(I) A contract shall be null on the ground
made
view.
(2)

by the

administrative

of unlawful

authorities

with

cause where

an unlawful

it is

object

in

The provisions
of sub-art.
(I) shall apply in particular
where the
contract
is made by the administrative
authorities
with a view to
procuring
advantages
of a pecuniary
nature to the other contracting
party and not for a reason of general interest.

Section 2. Effect of Contracts
Paragraph

1. --

Normal

performance

Art. 3172.
Contents of contract.
( I) The contracting
parties shall perform

-

provided in the contract.
(2) They shall perform them

of contracts

their

in a correct

obligations

manner,

deemed

tory according to the rules of art prevailing
kind of activity concerned.
(3) They shall perform them diligently.
Art. 3173. - Manner of performing
obligations.
(I) Unless otherwise
agreed, the party having

in the manner
to he satisfac-

at the time

contracted

and in the

with

the

ad-

ministrative
authorities
may choose the suppliers for the purpose of
buying materials
and things necessary for the. performance
of his"
obligations.
(2) Unless otherwise agreed,
perform such ohligations

. 3174. (I)

hc may choose the workmen
under his responsibility.

or employees

to

Time. - l. Principle.

Each contracting
party shall perform his obligations
within the time
fixed by the contract.
(2) Failing a specific provision
in the contract,
each contracting
party
shall perform

his obligations

within

a reasonable

time.

BACK
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AwL 3175. ~ J.. Pr"'Bmva
of edtwin~
GJlIwritia.
The admiDiwtratrve authon"tiee may not impeee tmiJatenDy on the other
eolllraetiB~ "arty .. time whieb- has DOt heeD agreed 1IpGDfor the perfor.
~.
of hh obliptiODS md- they may 1II1der the contract fix luch time
by means of requisition orden.
Art. 3176.

-

Paymen'

of priee.

'I11e price due by the administrative authorities shaD be paid in accordance with tile rules of finance laws and of public accountan~.

Art. 3177. -

Exceptio non adimpleli contrtJChU.

.

0)

The IIOD-perfonnance by the administratiYe nthoritles
of their obIi.
gations shall not entitle the other party to fail to perform his. obJiga.
tiODllmdit makes impossible the performance of meh obligations.
(2) Iu other caees, the other party may not avail himseH of the failure
by administrative authorities to perfonu their contractual obligatiom
in order to _pend the perfonuance of the contract.
Art. 3178.

-

Set-off.

Set-off may not be invoked by a person contracting with the adminfstratiYe
authorities el:cept in the cae of debts other than fiecal debts.
PlII'8IRph 2.

- Pro""';f1a
- Principle..
A

-

Rmai-

01 ~

of COIdI8eI8
~

Art. 3179.
The ..Jonin
ative authorities may, notwithstanding
that the contract
makes no provision to this effect, 1II1iIaterally impose on the person con.
tracting with them certain modifications of the contract, where a change
of circumstances justifies mch modifications in the general interest.

A1't. 31-.

-

'I'~
of ooat.n.rcS.
The adminiatratiYe authorities may tenninate the eou!net, notwitlulCaading
tflat tire other perty haa committed 110fnIt, where the eonbaet h.. _01Be
use1- to the public service or umuitah1e for iJ8 ~.

Art. 3181. - Cumpensation.
(I) The party who has contracted with the administrative authorities shall
be entitled to compensation equal to the lOlls sustained by him by
reaeon of the modification or tennination of the contract.
(2) Ia fWag .'IKb compeIUI&tiOD,regard ,hall be had to all the benefits
wit-

tJ.e p8I'ty eould legilimately expect to derive from tlae contract.
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The court may, however, limit the amount of compensation
in 80 far
as it refers to loss of profit, where it appears that the. modification
or termination
of tbe contract is due to extraneous
causes and not to
a fault of the administrative
authorities
which have concluded
the
contract.

Art. 3182.
(1)

-

Termination

at the request

oj other party.

The party who has contracted
with the administrative
authorities
may
require the termination
of the contract. where an intervention
by the
administrative
authorities
has as its effect to upset the general economy of the contract.
(2) The court shall determine whether, having regard to the nature of the
contract,
the importance
of the modifications
made thereto by the
administrative
autborities
exceeds or not what could. be expected on
the making. of the contract.
(3) Unless otherwise expressly agreed, the party may not of. his. own motion declare

the termination
B -

Art.

3183.

-

(1) Where

Principle.
circumstances

of the contract.

Unforeseen

which

circumstaru:es

could

not be foreseen

on the making

of

the contract upset the balance of the contract, the party contracting
with the administrative
authorities
shall perform his obJigations where
such performance
remains materially
possible.
(2) Such person ml\Y, however, require that the administrative
authorities
with which he has contracted
assist him in overcoming
the supervening difficulties
by sharing in the loss arising from such circumstances.
.Art.

3184. - Upsetting of contract.
The balance of the contract shall be deemed to be upset where new circumstances impose on the party contracting
with the administrative
authorities additional
obligations
which certainly
surpass the extreme limits
which. could be expected by the parties on the making of the contract.

Art. 3185.

~

Unforeseeable events.

(1) An event

shall

be deemed

to be unforeseeable

where

it could

not

reasonably
be envisaged by the parties on the making of the contract.
(2) An event shall not be deemed to be unforeseeable
where it is due to
(3)

the act of the person who avails himself thereof.
The fact that an event was not foreseen may be invoked
unforeseeable
consequences
which had already happened

by reason

or an unforeseeable
extension
on the making of the contract;

of

of events
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Art. 3186. - Provisions
for the, variation or revision of pricel.
The existence in the contract of a provision relating to the variation
or
revision 'Of prices shall not prevent compensation
being due where:
(II) such provision has not been enforced;
or
(b) it appeal'8 that the enforcement
of such provision is not sufficient:to
remedy the effects of the economic upsetting
of the contract,
as in
,the case where there are fluctuations
affecting elements other than
those which have been chosen as an index in the, variation clause.
Art. 3187. - Loss necelsory.
No compensation
may be claimed where circumstances
have only 'reduced
or taken' away the benefits, without bringing about a loss for the party.
Art. 3188. (1) The

Amount of compensation.
compensation
granted shall

part of the 'lossatising
(2) To this effect, regard

leave

to overcome his difficulties,
the general
all other eqUitable elements.
Art. 3189. (1) The

at the charge

from the circumstances.
shall be had to the efforts
position

made

of the parly
by the party

of the enterprise

Cessation of events being considered as unforeseen.
state of being unforeseen
shall cease where the balance

contract is re-established.
(2) ,Where the unbalancing

of the contract

appears

a

to be definitive,

and

of the
each

contracting
party may require the court to ascertaiIl the situation thus
created.
(3) Failing amicable agreement on the revision of the contract, the court
shall

declare

the cancellation

of the contract.

c - A.ctsof Government
Art. 3190. - General measures; - 1. Affecting substance of contract.
(1) Laws, regulations, orders and other measures of general application,
made by the public authorities, which directly modify the provisions
of the contract or prevent the enforcement of some provisions of the
contract or prematurely put an end to the pe~forma1..ce of 'the contract
lihall enable the party having contracted with the admiI1istra~ve authorities to claim compensation.
(2) Such compensation may not be refused unleSs tl1e measure' of general
application has specified that no compensation shall be paid.
Art. 3191. - 2. ~(lking the performance o/the co",tr~t more,orutrgw.
ll) M,ej18uresof general application t~kenby the public auth()rities shall
not, cJ;eate IJIJYright to compensatio» wh~re, withC)UL~f~ctiIlg tht\'
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.ub.tance of the contract, they only modify the comIitione 01 he performBDce and render such performance more difficult or more ooerou..
(2) Compensation shall however be due where the meaeure made or the
contract itself provides that there lIhall be a right to eompeIIsation.
Art. 3192.

-

PfJ7'ticrJ4rmelJ$Ure8.-

1. Taken

by contracting

authorities.

(I) Particular measures taken by the contracting public authority shall
create a right to compensation in favour of the person contracting with
80m authority, where they affect the substance of the contract or
render the performance of the contract more difficult or more OBeI'OUs.
(2) No compensation .hall however be due where the meaeure taken is
merely the aseertainment or the inevitable conaeqaeaee of economic
facts extraneous to the parties.
Art. 3193. - 2. Tahen by flIWthermahority.
(I) No compensatioD shall be due where the ad which is the cause of the
dam.
emaDates fnm an authority other thaa that wbieh has coneladed the contract.
(2) In such case, nothing shall affect the rules re~
~ -mreseen
circumstances or to the responsibility of public authorities.
Paragraph 3. - Non-performanceof contracts
Art. 3194. - Compulsory performance of coJItTIIds.
(1) The court may not wdel' the administrative authoritieeto
perform
their obJiption.
(2) It may,. however, make an order for the payment of tbmnges unless
the administrative authorities prefer to perform their ebJisations.
(3) Unless otherwiae provided by law, it may aIeo eaDeei II1Iehmeuures
88 have been taken by the administrative authorities in violation of
their contractual undertakings.
Art. 3195. - Requilitioning powers.
(1) The right of requisition may not be used by the administrative authorities for the purpose of ensuring the performance of a contract concluded by them.
(2) The personnel of the public services may, however, he requieitioned
to put an end to a strike.
Art. 3196. - lraleTaI tor delwy.
Intenit fu .JeIar abaU be due to 88 of risht by edmj
ti" authorities
without their having to be placed in default, where:
(a) witlrln fifteen days after the time laid down in the contract, euch
aatherities have not taken the steps necessary to effect the ueertain_te
pnug a ript to a payment to the other part,.; or
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(b) withia three moDt.bs from the ueenai.oment, eue.h a.thorities
not taken steps to make the orders for payments due hr them.
Art. 3197.

-

Clawe

have

oJnoll-responabiliey.

Notwithstanding
any stipulation
to the contrary, the party contracting
with
the adminiatrative
authorities
may claim from the latter interest for delay
01" compeaaation
where:

in the case of a delay in effectin«

(a)

the delay exceeds

six months;

(b)

it is due to the

contracting

cause harm

paymeat

due to him,

or
adminiatrative

or to its gI'OII8negligence

authority's

intention

to

or grim': fault.

Art. 3198. - Lapse of notice placing party in default.
(1) Where, after having placed the other party jg default, the administra.
tive authorities have begun negotiations with him with a view to
resuming the contract on other hases, the notice placing in default
shall lapse and need be renewed.
(2) The fact that the administrative authorities have allowed a long
period to elapse after the notice without applying any sanction or have
continued to have commercial relations with the other party shall
not necessarily imply a tacit waiving of the right to apply sanctiom
and shall not make a new notice necessary.
Art. 3199. - Delay of suppliers.
(1) The contractant may not raise force majeure on the groaad of the
delay or default of hi. own auppHen.
(2) He lBay not raise that the delay or default of his suppliers eooatitutee
a caee of force majeure releasing him from hie liability for the non.
performance of the contract.
Art. 3200. - Preferential rights.
(1) The administrative authorities may DOt thelD8dYes decide that the
other party is Hable to a penalty by rea80D of the BOD-performance of
tile contrBct.
(2) Nor may they fix the amount of compensation due by the other party
by reason of the non-performance or delay in the performanee of
his obligations.
(3) The court may orda: the adminimative authoritiea to pay cowpeaeatioa for the damage caused to the other party in COD8eCJUeneeof
.anctions which such authorities haTe applied contrary to the law.
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Paragraph

4.

-

Assignment

of contracts

and sub-contracts

Art. 3201. -'- Definitions.
(1) An assignment

is an act whereby

the party

having

contracted

with

the administrative
authorities
substitutes
a third party for himself for
of the contract.
. the total performance
C2} A sub-contract
is a contract whereby the party having contracted
with
tht aJrninistratlve
al..!'"rities
suhstitutes
a third party f()r
himself
for the performance
by the latter of a pa.rt only or of an item of the
contract.

Art. 3202.

-

Administrative

(1) Assignments

and

autlwrisation
sub-contracts

necessary.

concluded

by the party

having

con-

tracted with the administrative
authorities
shall he previously
authorised hy such authorities.
(2) Unless otherwise
provided
in the contract,
the authority
competent
t() authorise the assignment or suh-contract
is the authority competent
t() conclude the contract.
Art.

3203. - Obligations
and rights of administrative
authorities.
(1) The administrative
authorities
shall within a reasonable
time
a request
contract.

for the making

of an assignment

Where the assignment ()r sub-contract

(2)

or the grant

has been

()f

concluded

answer
a

suh-

by

a

grantee of a puhlic service, the administrative
authorities
may refuse
their. auth()risation
only on gwunds
of technical
or financial
incapacity of the new grantee wh() is pr()p&Sed.
(~).In

()ther

cases, the administrative

D~
power
C()Dtract.

to approve

or refuse

authorities
to approve

shall

have .11.discretio-

the assignment

or suh.

Art. 3204. - Sanctions.
(1) Anunauthorised
as~ignment ()r suh-contra.ct sh:\ll not affect .the administrative
auth()rities.
(2) It shall constitute
a contractual
fault justifying
the cancellati()n
of
the. cOntract thr()ugh the .fault ()f the party
administrative
auth()rities,

havin/1; contracted

with the

Art. 3205. - Effect of authorisation.
- 1. Assignment.
+1) The .apPJ:ovl!l given by the administrative authorities to the assignJneQtoi al»ntract
shall have the effect of substituting the assignee
,
f~~ tbe"original contractant.
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(2) Unless
(3,

otherwise

agreed,

the

original

CODtractant

shall

liable.for
the performance
of the contract.
His securities may be retained by the administrative
to the extent

that there

are litigations

between

Art. 3206. ~ Sub-contraet.
(1) The approval given by the administrative

cease

to.be

authorities

them

only

and him.

authorities

to the sub-con-

tract shall not affect the contractual
bond between the admiDiatrative authorities
and .their contracting
party.
(2) The original party shall remain liable for the works done and supplies made by the sub-contractor
made by himself.
(3) The approval of the sub-contractor

as though

they

had been

by the administrative

done

or

authorities

shall however imply the exoneration
of the contractant
from the penalties for delay, where such delay is attributable
to the sub-con.
tractor.

Chapter

2. Concession

Art. 3207. - Definition.
( 1) Any activity which

a public

of public
community

service

has decided

to per{orql

for

the reason that it has deemed it to be necessary in the g~er41 interest and considered
that private initiative
was inadequate
for carrying it out shall constitute
a public service.
(2) The concession

of a public

service

is the contract

whereby

a person,

the grantee, binds himself in favour of an administrative
authority to
run a public service getting a remuneration
therefor by means of fees
received on the use thereof.
Art. 3208. (1) The

Right

of control

administrative

of administrative
authority

authorities.

responsible

for the

-.

1. Principle.

good

running

of

the public service may at any time supervise the performance
of the
contract.
(2) The grantee shall render an account of his management
to such authority and give it the necessary facilities for exercising its control.
Art. 3209. - 2. Regulations.
(1) The control of the grantee
provisions
of regulations
by the parties.
(2) The provisions
withstanding

shall be organised
and with

of the following
any stipulation

the

Articles

in accordance

with the

contractnal

p~Bions

shall apply

in additioa,

to the contrary.

made
not.
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Art. 3210.

-

3. Limiu oj CORtrol.

(1) The control of the concession may not be sucla 88 to alter the nature
of such coneeuion and to tranafit in fact in a direct exploitation
by the administrative authoritie8.
(2) The administrative authorities may not subject a whole section of the
activity of the grantee to a system of preliminary approvals.
(3) Unleu otherwiae provided. the grantee may freely determine the
manner in which he will perform the contract.
Art. 3211.

-

4. Interpretation

of contracts.

(1) The provisions of the contract may not be interpreted 88 being an
obstacle to the application of new regulations concerning the control
of the management and the regulation of public order.
(2) The administrative authority, however, may not give the force of
regulations to measures intended to control and to ensure the performance of his contractual obligations by the grantee.
Art.

3212.

-

Contractual

modification

of prices

or tariffs.

-

1. Principle.

Provisions may be made in the contract to the effect that the prices or
tariffe mentioned in the contract ehall be III04bfied, .hoald a specified
economic change take place.
Art.

3213.

-

2. Variation clauses.

(1) The coneewoa may provide that the change shall take place automatically in accordance with and in proportion to variatioJU occurring
in the prices of certain materials, commodities or services.
(2) Where the bases for the fixing of the Dew priCe8 or tariff. automatically follow the application of a variation formula, in case of contestation the court shall fix the new tariffs and prices resulting from
the application of the variation clause.
Art. 3214.

-

3. Revision clawes.

(1) The contract

may confine

itself to sti~

that the priees

aDd the

tariffs shall be revised where economic circum8t8DCetI change considerably,
without
establishing
precisely
the ba8e8 of such rmsiolL
(2) Ia euch case.. where the conditions
mentioued
in the contract have
taken place. the parties shall negotiate the adoption
clause to the contract.
(3) In default of agreement
between them, the court
which

ensures

an equitable

remuneration

of an additional
may

to the grantee.

fix a tariff
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Art. 3215. - 4. Claue8 .,Jwrn, to be ttn/---

(1) UBleee othenriae pI'Orided, the paBtee ID81 iIrreke the variation
clauses and thoee ftlatiDS to the rcm.iea of prieea -.I bIrifh .. from
the date of the tender.
(2) He may not invoke 8uch clausel on account of variatioaa which tab
place after the expiry of the normal time laid down 1M the performance of hie obligation8 undel' the contract unleu an exteD8ion of
8uch time hu been expreuly granted to him by the adminiatrative
authorities.
Art. 3216.

-

Unilateral modificati0n6 of contr"CId.-

(1) The adminUuative authorities haviDJ .~

L Principle.

the ccmceuioDmay,

duriDg the currency thereof, Unpoee ODthe 1"11* aD the ~ODI
which they think fit for the propel' operation or impwveJll8& ef the
service granted.
(2) They may impose on the grantee modificatioDl of the orlanieation of
the service provided in the act of coneeuion or in the 8peclficatiODI.
(3) Imy stipulation to the contrary shall be of no eHect.

-

Art. 3217.
2. Clauses which mar be modified.
be
(1) Only the clauses concerning the 8Crric8 and ita operation
"Y
modified.
(2) The adminUtntive authoritia -lIT iD perticalIr iacft8le or -nce
the
extent of the 8ervice to be operated by the .-aee
w ilDpeee IIpCIDhim
an exten8ion of the service.
Art. 3218.

-

3. Limies of modificati0r&8.

(1) The admini8trative authorities may Dot impose 8uch modificatioDl
in the organi8ation of the service .. wou1d actuaRy modify the nature
or object of the eoatrad.
(2) In particular, they may not sub8titute a management UDder &tate
control for the coDceuion.
(3) Nor may they order the grantee to manage a eerrice differeot to
that which hu been granted, or to manap a reaDy new service or
a service which obviously 1UrpU8e8 the potentialities of the grantee.
Art. 3219. - 4. Clauses which may not be modified.
(1) The admini8trative authorities may not 1IDi1atel'al1yIIIDdify the finan.
cial benefita which the «:QDc.eeeionen8ures to the grantee.
(2) In particular, they D18'1not caue prejudice SO ",y JIririLIse of eat.
clusivity accorded to the grantee.
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(3) They may, however,

unilaterally

impose

on the grantee

a modification

of the tariff8, provided that they compensate
the grantee
whicl,l 8uch modificatiOl18 ~ay cause to him.
Art.

3220. - 5. Compensation
due to grantee.
(1) Where the admini8trative
authoritie8
exerci8e their

right

for the loss

of UJiilateral

modification"
the grantee 8hall, be entitled to compen8ation
for the
los8 8ustained by him through such modification.
(2) The compensation
due to him 8hall be equal to the increase of the
charge

imposed

Art. 3221. - Relations

upon

him

with users.

by the
~

administrative

authorities.

1. Fixing of tariffs.

Where the concession authorises the grantee to collect fees from the users
within the limit8 of a maximum tariff fixed by the act of conces8ion, the
grantee may freely fix the fees within the limits of such maximum.
Art. 3222. - 2. MOdification
oj tariffs.
Where the conditions
or tariffs fixed by the authorities
are modified, the
new con~ition8 or tariffs shall apply immediately,
but without T''''oaetive
effect, to the contracts which arc still in force between the grai
'.]
the usen.
Art.

Art.

3223.
-' 3. ,Concession binding.
The grantee may not, by a particular
agreement
concluded with a user,
depart from the general rules of the service fixed by the act of concession
or by the 8pecifications.
3224.

(1)

- 4. Equality of users.
Neither
the administrative

authorities
nor the grante.,
'.
+l
me.~~
di8criminating
between the u8ers and de8troy the equality of
treatmen.t of the latter.
(2) The tariff8 of 8ervice may not contain differentiatio'
"'ween cafegories of users unless such differentiations
are in res,
...trent
condition8 of users in relation to the. public service.
(3) Industrial
and commercial
public services shall observe such principle notwith8tanding
that the law prescribes
~ording .to the rules of private law.

Art. 3225.

-

that

they

are run

ac-

5. Relations between users and grantee.

(1) Mistakes

or irregularities

cOinmitted

in giving

effect

to the

condi-

tions or to the tariffs shall be made good.
(2) An action of a user to claim the restitution
of a sum collected unduly
by the grantee shall be instituted
within one year from the day of
the payment unduly made.
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fa), An,actionof
the granteet~ qlaim a,snpplementof..the
price shalI be
in8t~tuted ,within one, y:ear,from the day ,when ; the. Uaeor,met,payment
has been made.
Art. 3226.

6. Users not represented byodmini&tratitl~
authorities
The administrative,
a~thorities
may not claimcompematiOG
from the grantee by reason of the loss caused by, him to the users
the.,8eGiee by the
'°£
non-observance
,on his part ,of the provisions ,of theCOllCe88ioo.

Art, 3227. - Duration 'Of concession,
(1) The duration of the concession shall be fiXed by the contract.
(2) It may not exceed sixty years.
(3) Unlessotherwiae
expressly provided, the concession shall he d.e,emed
t9 have, been made for a period of seven years.

Art. 3228.

-

Extension

of concession.

(1) Unless otherwise

expressly

provided,

the

concession

shan be extended

by a tacit renewal' where the intention
to !erminateit',
haS 'not been
signified by one of the parties to the other two 'years he'£o~e the date
when, according to the contract, it is to come to an end.
(2) In such case, the concession shall. he extended for a period of seven
years o~ for such
fixed.

Art. 3229. -

shorter

period

as the parties

may have

Winding up of concession. -- 1. Principle.

( 1) The termination

of the concession

of a public

service

originally

shall entail

its

winding up and the settlement
of accounts between the grantee and
the authorities.
(2) The winding
iIp shall be made in accordance
with the iltIpulations
of the specifications.
(3) Failing 'such stipulations,
provisions
Art. 3230. (1) The

it shall

of the following

2. Obligations
grantee shall

be made

in accordance

with

the

Articles.

of grantee.
give the authorities

all the inIormation

necessary

to 'facilitate
the takDtg back and exploitation
of the concession.
r2) Be shall deliver ~'authorities
in a good conditioo alltheworb
and materials of the eoncession which are to beretuxuetigratiiitoualy
to the authorities, or which such authorities, are entitled to take ba,ck
jlgainst compensation.
Art. 3231. (,l) The

3., Things
authorities

immovable

to be returned.
shall take hack

property

included

without

p,yiQ.g

in the concession.

com~tion

the
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(2) They.hall take haek without paying compensation the movable property the return of which to the authorities without eompenution haa
been expressly provided in the specifications.
Art. 3232. - 4. Thins' which may be taken back.
(1) The a1lt.h&rities may take hack againlt compensation tmT other thing
wed in the exploitation of the concesaion.
(2) The authorities shall DOt he hound to take back the things Uled in
the exploitation of the concession unless lIuch obligation baa been
imposed upon them by the specifications.
Art. 3233. - 5. Amount 0/ compensation.
(1) ha case of eontestation. the amount of compenaatioli pl'ovided ino
Art. 3232 shall he fixed by arbitrators appoiated by the parties or,
failing such, by the court.
(2) Where the grantee or the authorities establish the price which the
property has cost, the compensation shall be fixed on the basis of such
price from which a deduction shall, where appropriate, be made in
respect of depreciation due to deterioration or to wear and tear.
(3) Where the price which the property has cost cannot be established,
the compensation shall be fixed having regard to the value of the
things at the time when they are taken back.
Art. 3234. - 6. Contracts.
(1) The grantee shall inform the authorities of all the contractll which are
in course and which concern the concession.
(2) The authorities

..

shall take the place of the grantee

in all such contracts

unless, within one month from having been informed of the existence
of a contract,
they inform the grantee and the party who has contracted with the latter of their intention to repudiate
it.
(3) Unless otherwise expressly provided in the contract, the grantee shall
not be liable
Art. 3235.

-

to a contracting

party

for such repudiation.

7. Securitiu.

After the accountll have been settled between the authorities and tbe grantee, the securities given by the latter shall be returned to him and the
IW'et.ieBwhich be has pven he released.
Art. 3236. - Redemption of concession. - 1. Principle.
(1) The redemption of the concession is the decision whereby the administrative authorities put an end to the eoncell8ion before the expir.
tion of its time notwithstaadiDg that the grantee hu committed DO
fault.
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(2) The administrative authorities may at any ti.. Rdeem tIae eo-.
sion for the purpoee of abolishing..
reerg88i8iDa tIN: public eenice.
(3) They may DOt reedeem it in OI'der ~ nplaee tile ~
by mother
p-mtee.
Art. 3237. - 2. Effect.
(I) A concession which is redeemed shaD be wound up in accordmce
with the provisions of the preceding Articles.
(2) The grantee shall be compensated for all the Iou call1ed to him by
the redemption and in particular for the 1011 which is ca1IIed to
him by the making over to the authorities of property which he Ia..
not yet had the time to amortile.
(3)

An equitable

eompeneation

may be

~

to him InrrtDS regard

to

the profit which he could rea_ably
have expected and 01 which he
has been deprived by the redemption.
Art. 3238.

-

Lo"

of right

of grantee.

- 1.

When

ordered.

(1) The lOlls of right of the grantee may be ordered where he has committed a fault of a special gravity.
(2) The lOllsof right msy M1ly be m-dered by the OJ!!!!. mJle118!In ap~
~!ipn1ation to the contrary in the act of conceuiOl1 baa 9..8
right to the administrative authorities.
Art. 3239.

-

8IIOb

2. Effeet.

(I) The 1088of right shaD entail a definitiYe eaneellllti- of the contract.
(2) Tbe grantee who has lost his rjght 8hall "ear the onerous consequences of the tr8D8actions havin~ the object of du..."lbg the continuation of the public s~ce.
Art. 3240. - 3. Rights of grantee having lost his right.
(1) The concession shall be allocated by tender at the risk of the grantee
who ha8 lost his right.
(2) Tbe grantee who has Io1!t his right shaD receive from the new grantee the price fixed by the allocation, which sum 8haD take the pIaee
of all hD rights on the conceuion.
Art. 3241.

-

Sequestration..

- 1. Cozuli£ioas.

(1) A sequestration may be ordered in the case of total or partial interruption of the lervice due to the default, incompetence or incapacity
of the grantee.
(2) Ia the absence of any fault of the p-autee, it 1lla1 AI. be ftdered
from the time when it appears that the gnmtee ia aoabIe &0operate
theeerriee.
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Art. 3242. (I) The

2. Effect.

sequestration
snalltemporarily
deprive the' grantee of the exer.
cise of the rights which he held under the concession.
(2) Where the sequestration
is ordered as a sanction ofadefault
due to
the fault of the grantee, the service shall be Dlanaged, at the e"ipeme
and risk of the grantee, by the authorities
or by a manager appointed
by them.
(3) In other cases, the expenses of the sequestration
shall be borne by
the anthorities.

Art., 3243. - Power of the court.
(l) The court may cancel the sanctions

of cOO'rcion or dissolution,

such

as Dleasures of sequestration,
state control, loss of right or termination, taken by the administrative
authorities
against the grantee of
the public service.
(2) It may order the authorities
to pay compensation
for the ,dam~ge
caused to the grantee in consequence
authorities
contrary to the law.
,

Art. g~44. -

of sanctions

applied

by such

Chapter 3. Contract of public works
Definition.

(l)

A contract of public works is a contract whereby a person, the con.
tractor, binds hiDlseIf in favour of an administrative
authority to con.
stmct, maintain or repair a public work in consideration
of' a price.
(2) Where the. contract
only relates to the supply of materials
for the
purpose of carrying out a public work and the supplier himseIf takes
no part in the carrying out of the work; the C6ntract shaII not be one
of public works but one of supplies.
Art. 3245. - Industl ial contracts.
(l) The provisions
of this Chapter

relating

to contracts

of ,public

works

shall apply to industrial
contracts
concluded
by the administrative
authorities.
(2) An industrial
contract is a contract concerning
sunplics which, both
by the complexity
of their manufacture
and by their sneciaIised character, are indicated
for the needs of the administrative
authorities.

Section
I. Formation
of contract
Art. 3246. -- Competition. - 1. Principle.
The administrative authorities may put up for competition the working
out of a project of a work among skiIIed per80ns or among specialise<i
undertakings.
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Art. 3247.
(1)

2. Fixing of conditions.
The administrative
authorities

the competitors
and of substance
conditions of the
(2) The administrative
by whom and in

shall fix freely

the time

within

which

shall send in their projects, the conditions
of fonn
to which such projects shall con{onn and all other
competition.
authorities
shall also determine,
as they think fit,
which manner the competitions
shall be judged and

ranked.
(3) They shall choose freely
the competition,

the persons

without

having

whom they admit to take part in

to give a reason

for their

choice.

Art. 3248. - 3. Administrative authorities bound thereby.
The adminisirative authorities shall he strictly bound to respect the' rules
of the competitIon made by them.
Art. 3249. - 4. Conclusion of contract.
After the competition,
they shall be free to allot the contract to whom they
think fit, unless they have expressly undertaken
to choose the competitor
who is ranked first.

Section

2. Normal

performance

Paragravh 1. Art. 3250.
(l)

-

Right of administrative

The administrative

authorities

works.
(2) They may ill so prescribe
of this work.
(3) The provisions

of the

Right

of contract

of work

authorities.
may

supervise

to the contractor
fol1owing

supervision
and of direction
prejudice to any stipulation
Art. 3251. (1) The

Direction

Articles

the performance

the manner
shall

of the

of performance

regulate

the right

of the administrative
authorities,
to the contrary in the contract.

of

without

of supervision.

representa1ives

of the administrative

authorities

enter the, yards and require of the ,contractor
sary for their control.
(2) The contractor
shall observe the regulations

JUay at any thne

the infonnation
made

by the

strative authorities
in order to ensure good order and security
~d8.
(3) Any stipnlation
to the contrary shall be'o£.nQ effect.

,necesadllJ.iqj.:
in the

BACK
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Art. 3252. - Direction of works.

(1) The administrative authorities shall regulate, by JDe8D8of requisition
..den, the development of. the works and prescribe to the contractor
the

DIIIIIIIer

of perfOI'1D8llCe

of 8Dch works.

(2) The contractor shall comply with the plans and models given to him
by the adminWl'ative authoritieA' in the execa.tion of the specification.
Art. 3253. - Rhythm of works.
(1) Unless otherwise provided in the contract, the administrative authorities may fix at one and the same time the general period and the
period8 for the performance of each part of the work or only the special periods for eaeh part.
(2) Where

the

contract

fixes only the

general

period

within

which

the

whole of the works are to be peri_ed,
tIae adminiatrative authorities
shall specify the time at which the works shall begin.
(3) They shall regulate the order of 8equence and the rhythm of the works
within the general period laid down in the contract.
Art. 3254. - Starting point of periods.
(1) Periods 8hall run from the date of notification of the contract.
(2) Where the beginning of the performance of the ebli~ti0D8 of the contractor is made dependent OR a decision of the administrative authorities or on a material action on the part of the latter, the periods shall
run from the completioa of aueh acts.
Art. 3255. - Personnel of the undertaking and materials.
(1) The administrative authorities shall decide on the extent of the mean.
to be employed both 88 regard8 personnel and material.
(2) They shall supervise the personnel and may require that employees
be changed or dismi88ed.
(3) They 8hall control the quality of the materials used and may ref~
them.

-

Art. 3256.
Defective work.
In the course of the performance of the contract, the administrative authorities may require the demolition and the reconstruction of any defective
work at the expense of the contractor.
Art. 325'7. - Written. or verbal ariUtn.
(1) The contractor shall carry out such requisition
given to him ill writing.

orden

-Iy

88 are
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(2) Orders

given verbally

shall not bind him unless they are given within

the limits of the execution
of the specification
without causing any
change thereto or the contract has expressly imposed upon the con.
tractor the obligation to conform thereto.
Art. 3258.

-

Appeal of controctor.

The contractor
may not appeal against a requisition
refused to sign it or he has signed it with a reservation.
Art. 3259. (1) The

Right of contractor to compensation.
normal exercise of thc powers of control

order

unless

he has

of the administrative

authorities,
within the limits prescribed
iu the contract,
shall not
give right to any compensation.
(2) The contractor
shall be entitled to compensation
where the administrative authorities
have through
by making abusive requirements

their fault caused him damage either
or by postponing
the performance
of

the contract, in violation of the contract.
(3) The administrative
authorities
shall pay

compensation

to the

con.

tractor for the expenses and for the damage caused to. him, notwithstanding that no fault or abuse has been committed, where the normal
conditions of the performance
of the contract have been aggravated.
Art. 3260. (1) The

Liability
of controctor.
control of the administrative

contractor
of his liability.
(2) The liability of the contractor
out requisition
(3) Such liability
could

retain

under

Remuneration

The remuneration
sum.

shall

not

the supervision
2. -

relieve

shall cease where he has merely

orders with which he is bound to comply.
shall remain within the measure of initiative

Paragraph

Art. 3261. -

authorities

of the administrative

Payment

of controctor.

due to the contractor

-

the

carried

which

he

authorities.

of price

1. Controct

with

a fixed

price.

may be fixed by way of a lump

Art. 3262. - 2. Controct with series of prices.
The contract may he restricted
to fixing the different prices respectively
applicable
to each kind of work included in the contract, without determining precisely at the time of its conclusion the extent of the work to be
performed.
,.
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Art. 3263.

-

3. Contract

according

to specification

or by units of measures.

The contract may determine
at one and the same time the quantitie8 of
the works to be performed
and the series of prices applicable to each kind
of works.
Art.

3264.

-

4. Contract by controlled expenses.

The contract may provide that the contractor
8hall merely be reimbur8ed
of hi8 main expen8es duly controlled,
and that he 8hall partake of the total
increases 80 a8 to cover hi8 other expeD8e8 and ensure for himscH a 8uitable
margin of profit.
Art. 3265. - 5. Contract by order.
(1) Where
circum8tance8
80 require, the contract may be restricted
to
establi8hing
a provi8ional
price corresponding
to es8ential services or
to technical
phases in the performance
of the contract.
(2) In 8uch case, an additional
cIau8e 8hall be made in order to fix the
final price or the exact conditions for determining
8uch price, before
the expiration
of the first third part of the time for the performance
of the contract.
(3) In default of agreement
between the contracting
parties, the price
8hall be fixed by the administrative
authoritie8
without prejudice to the right of the contractor
Art.

3266. (1) The

6. Supplementary
$.ervices.
contractor
may be compelled

the admini8trative
authorities
tioned in the contract.
(2) The additional
cIau8e fixing

by virtue

to perform

within three months,
to appeal to the court.

of requisition

services

the price of supplementary

be made within 8ix month8.
(3) In default of agreement
between

the

contracting

orders

not originilly

of

men.

8ervices 8hall

parties,

the

price

8hall be fixed by the administrative
authorities
within three months
without prejudice to the right of the contractor to appeal to the court.

Art. 3267.

-

Price how paid.

The administrative
authoritie8
may not introduce
in any 8pecification
in any contract a clause of deferred payment other than a payment
bills of exchange or by annual instalments.
Att.

3268. - Time of payment.
Where the ascertainment

(1)

of the 8ervices performed

or
by

COIl8titutes a pre-

liminary condition for the determination of the price, 8uch a8certainment 8¥
be made within the period8 8pecified in the contract.
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(2) The default

of an ascertainment

fifteen

days after

the expiration'

the period shall automatically
create a right to interest
where it is attributable
to the administrative
authorities.
Art. 3269.

-

Right

to receive

instalments.

The contractor may demand the payment of instalment where:
(a) he has deposited in the yard, factory or workshop materials
belonging
to him in full ownership
and intended
performance
of the contract;
or
(b) he has paid wages in respect of labour employed
in the performance
Art.

of

for delay,

or supplies

to be used

in the

by him exclusively

of the contract.

3270. -- Payment of instalments.
(1) At the end of each month there

shall be drawn

up, at the requeet

of

the contractor
and in order to serve as a basis for the payment of
instalments,
a provisional
calculation
of the works performed
and ex.
penses made by the contractor.
(2) Unless otherwise provided in the contract, instalments
shall be paid
every three

Art.

months.

(31 The amount of the
materials or supplies

instalments
or to that

3271. -

by administrative

Sums advanced

shall be equal to the value of the
of the wages mentioned
in Art. 3269.
authorities.

1.1) The contractor
may receive sums in advance from the administrative
authorities
in respect of the contract only after having named a gua.
rantor or given other securities
guaranteeing
the reimbursement
of
at least half the sums advanced.
(2) The sums advanced shall be reimbursed
at the rate fixed by the con.
tract, by deducting them from the sums subsequently
tractor by way of instalments
or in f, ulement.

due to the con.

Art. 3272. - Final calculations.
(I) Final calculations
constitute a means of settlement of accounts which
determine
the alllount due by the
administrative
authorities
and
thenecforth
bind the parties in an irrevocable
manner.
(2) In order to produce their juridical effects, they need be accepted by
the contractor.
(3) Final calculations

may, in accordance

with the provisions

of the con.

tract, be made before the completion
of the works, when determinate
periods have passed or a specified part of the works has been performed.
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Art. 32i3. (I) The
(2)

Revision
accounts

of approved account".
approved by the parties

may not be revised,

case of material
errors, omissions or items
The omissions or matcrial errors mentioned

except

in

entered falsely or twice.
in sub-art. (1) are only

those the correction
of which does not require any measurement
discussion of the price or of the clauses,of the contract.
Paragraph

Art.

3.

-

Acceptance

of work.

3274. - Provisional
acceptance. - 1. Nature.
(1) A provisional
acceptance
is a joint ascertainment

of the works made

immediately
after the completion
of the works.
(2) A provisional
acceptance shall result from the effective
session,

where

this has been made under

taking

shall not exonerate the contractor
defect which may appear after it is made.
(2) It shall amount to a tacit acceptance
of the modifications
contractor
may have made in the project.
(3) It shall mark the beginning of the period
the final acceptance

of p<>5-

reservation.

Art. 3275. - 2. Effect.
(1) A provisional acceptance

tion of which

or

of warranty

from

any

which

the

at the expira-

shall be made.

Art. 3276. - 3. Risks of loss or deterioration.
0) Destructions
or damage resulting from force majeure shall be borne
by the contractor
so long as the works have not been provisionally
accepted by the administrative
authorities.
(2) The general clauses and conditions may derogate such rule.
(3) In such case, they
of the contractor
time of his claim.

shall fix the amount
as well as the

Art. 3277. - Period of warranty.
(1) The period of warranty

of the right

conditions

- 1. Nature.
is a period during

authorities
have the possibility
of controlling
of the works before their final acceptance.
(2) Its duration shall be fixed by the contract.

to compensation

regarding

which

the form

and

the administrative

the proper

performance

Art. 3278. - 2. Effect.
(I)

During

(2)

He shall be liable
from

the period

of warranty,
for defects

the administrative

the contractor

shall maintain

and shall repair

authorities

a requisition

the works.

them when he receives
order

to thie effect.

r~

~.
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-

3279.
FinGl acceptance. - 1. NaIUr&
ll) The fioal acceptance ia the act wh~eby the admiaiatrativc authoritiel
definitively appropriate the works after haYiDt uc:enaiDed that the
contractor haa performed hie ohligatioaa iD their egtiretr.
(2) It ahaJl he made joiDtly and a record aha.U he ckawa up.
-

3280.

2. Delaalt

01 adminiatrGtitJe

aullwTiUa.

(1) Ia the case of default OD the part of the admiDiatrativc authorities,
the coDtractor may require the court to ucertaiD that the work. are
in. a condition to he accepted.
(2) Ia .uch case, the fioal acceptance &hall he deemed to have tabu place
on the expiration of the period of warranty or, faiJiug .uch period,
ODthe day fixed hy the court.'

- 3. Ellea.

Art. 3281.

f!
f

(1) The fioal acceptance ahall release the contractor from hia ohliptiou
to DUdutaiu the worb.
(2) The Coutraetor ahall he entitled to the payment of the balance of the
priCe md. to the r'eimbuaemeut of the amollllt retaiued aa guarantee
and of the.eeearity.

.

-

W flITfIN)' ill respect 0/ delecu '0/ corurnu:eioa.
(1) UDleaa otherwiae provided, the contractor ahall he liabJe to the admi.
uiatrative authoritiea for the defectl of CODItrucUODof the worb
during tea yean from the day on which they have entered into pc»o
lellion of the worb.
(2) The warranty &hall Dot he due, howev~, in. reaped of the defectl
which were appareat at the'~
of the fiDal acceptance of the worb.
(3) The warranty &hall apply to .uch defectl ouly u preveat the worb
from being DIedfor the purpose mentioDed in. the c:outract or u render
euch DIe more 0Der0UI or leu profitabJe.

Art. 3282.

Art. 3283.

-

Section 3. Rescission of contract
Unil4Ieral modi/ieaeion 0/ colllTGeI.- L Ri,M oJ~
auduwilia.

'.

(1) During the currency of the contraet of public worb, the admiuiatrative

authoritieamay, uotwithetandiuJany atipulationto the coutr..,., -

pose uuilaterally upon the coDtractor ehaupa in. the oripual ecaditioaa of the eo.utraet u iDdieated in. the apecifieatiOlll.
(2) Sueh changea may affect oaly tho proriaioua which eoaoena the ~

rangemeut of the public worb.

.

(3) They may Dot affect the fiuancial coaditiODl of the CCIIdr.eL
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Art. 3284.

- 2. New works.

(1) The administrative

authorities may, against payment of an addltiona1 remuneration, require the contractor to perform works which
were Dot mentioned in the contract.
(2) They may not, however, require him to perform a wolk which by
i18 object would be totally different to the work mentioned In the
contract or which wo\1ld have no relatiOn to such work.
(3) Nor may they require him to perform a work undereondition.s entirely different to those which have bee... mentioned in the contract.
Art. 3285. - Rights of contractor.
(I) Unleuotherwise
provided in the contract, the contractor may cancel
the contract where the increase or reduction of the works as a whole
required by the administrative authorities involves a variation of more
than one-sixth of the cost mentioned in the contract.
(2)

(3)

In the case of reduction

of the works as a whole, he shall be entitled

to a compensation
equal to the loss .suffered by him and profit
which he is deprived by reason of the variation of the contract.

of

The court

of

may limit

the amount

of compensation

for deprivation

profit where it appears that the val"jation is due to extraneous
circUD1stap.ces and not to the default of the authorities
having made the
contract.
Art. 3286. ~ Unforeseen difficulties.
(1) Where, in the performance

-

1. Principle.

of his contract,

the contractor

encounters

material difficulties
of an absolutely
abnormal
nature, unforeseeable
at the time of the conclusion
of the contract,
he may require that
.
the contract be revised.
(2) The administrative
authorities
with whom he has contracted
shall in
such case assumc at their charge a llart of the exceptional
expenses
due to such unforeseen
difficulties,
unless they prefer to cancel the
contract.
(3) The provisions of this Title relating
apply in such cal'C (Art. 3183-3189).

Art. 3287. (1) Where

to cases of unf~reseen

eVeLI18shall

2. Duty to consult administrative authorities.
the difficulty

compels

the contractor

to perform

a supplemen-

tary work not mentioned
in the contract, the contractor
may initiate
lIuch work only after having obtained
a requisition
order from the
administrative
authoritic~joining
him to perform such work.

BACK
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(2) HOwever, where the work is absolutely necee&ary for the performauce
.

of the cou.tract

aud. it is of lID urgent

nature,

the eoutractor

may IIDd

mall initiate it even in the abaeu.ce of a requisition order.
(3) In aw:h cue, he ahall be entitled to compeaaatiou in accordauce with
the proriai0D8 of this Code relating to the vohmtary DlaDagem.eut of
auother peI'8OI1'saffairs (Art. 2257-2265).

Section 4. Non-performance of contract
Art. 3288. - Placing under State contTof. - I. Condition..

(1) A declaration to the effect that a contract of public works mall come
UDder State control may be made where the contractor fails to perform
his oblipti0D8.
(2) NotwithatllDdiDg IIDYprovision to the contrary, the administrative
authorities may declare the placiDg UDder State CODtrol not IC88thllD
ten days after' ha.,ing sUmmoned the contractor to perform his obligati0D8.
(3) The placiug UDder State control may affect only a part of the worb,
where the UDdertakio.g permits a partial CODtrol

Art. 3289.

- .2. Effect.

(I) In the caae of the. placing UDder State eoutrol, the contractor ahall
be temporarily deprived of his contract.
(2) The control mall be carried out at the expeuaellDd risk of the contractor.

Art. 3290.- 3. C~.
The contractor may be relieved of State control where he shows that he
has the neceuary meaDS to resume the works and to carry them out to
completion.

Art.,.329I.- R~
(I) Where the contract haa expreaaly foreseen the potI8ibility, the contract
of public works which has been CllDcclled may be re-allocated by
auction by the administrative authorities or entrusted by them by
agreement to a DeW contractor.
(2) In sum cue, the cootractor who haa been dispossessed shall bear the
COD8eq1IeDCe8
which the traDlaCtion and the DeWcOIltract cause to the
admiDi8trative authorities.

-

Art. 3292.
Power of the court.
(1) The court may not caucel the SaDctiOD8of coercion or of dissolution
applied by the administrative authorities agaiD8t the other party to .
.
eont1'aCt of public works.

BACK
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(2) In such coutracts. it JQ8Yonly iuvestigate whether the sauctiODl have
been applied uuder conditious of such nature as to create a right of
compensation iu favour of the other party.

Section 5. Assi~entot'

or giving of the contract in security

Art. 3293. - Giving of contraCt-in .6curity.
Public contracts may be given in security by the contractor or by the sub.
contractors approved by the administrative authorities.
Art.

3294.

-

Assignment

of contract.

In the ClI$eof a regular assigomer. t of the contract,. the assignee shall be
the ooly person entitl~d to receive the price.
Art.

3295.

-

Rights

of.ub-contractor.

(1) The sub-contractor who has been expressly approved by the admiuiatrativeauthorities
may receive directly from the administrative
authorities the payment for the works performed by him where the
holder of the contract has agreed thereto and the contract has specie
fically iudicated the nature and. value of the works to be performed
by the sub.contractor.
(2) The records ascertaining the works performed by the sub-cootractor
shall

be accepted

by the holder

of the contract.

.

(3) The direct payment to the sub.contractor maynot be made where the
holder of the contract has given the contract iu security.
.Ut. 3296. - Prohibition of sums paid in advance.
The sub-contractor may in no case receive advances.
Chapter

4. Contract

of supplies

Art. 3297. - Performance of contract.
(1) The supplier shall have the iuitiative and choice as regards the miIDner of performiug the contract.
(2) He may apply to whom he thinks fit for the purchase of the materials
and articles required for the performance of his obligations.

AIt. 3298.

-

Risks.

.

(1) The supplier shall bear the risks of the loss of the thing which super.
venes through force majewe until the acceptance of the thing by the
administrative authorities.
(2) The administrative authorities shall be bouud by the liability of a
depositary during the time between the date of the deposit of the supplies in their warehome and that on which a final decision is taken
88 to the acceptance or rejection thereof.

BACK
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-

553

Acceptance of merchandise.

The acceptance of merchandise
time. specified.in
the contract.

shall take place

in the manner

and at the

Art. 3300.
Postponement of acceptance.
(1) The administrative
anthorities
may postpone

the acceptance

where the

-

supplies are defective.
(2) In such case, they shall inform
he shall

remedy

the

defects

the supplier

of the time within

which

of the supplies.

Art. 3301. - Rejection. of merchandise.
The administrative
authorities
shall reject the supplies which are not in
conformity
with the contract
where such defect takes' away the utility
which such supplies have for the administrative
authorities
and the supplier is unable or refuses to remedy such defect within the required time.
Art. 3302. (1) The

Expenses
expenses

of verification
of merchandise.
of the verification
of the merchandise

shall

be borne

by the supplier as regards the operations effected in his establishment
and by the administrative
authorities
as regards other operations.
(2) The supplier may be present at the verifications.
(3) He shall be informed
admitted
Art.

3303.

(1)

to put forward

- Liability
The exercise

of the time chosen

for such operations

and be

his remarks.

of-supplier.
of supervision

on the part

of the administrative

rities shall not affect the liability of the supplier.
(2) It shall not restrict the right of the administrative

authorities

authoto reject

the supplies which are recognised to be defective at the time of acceptance or to cause to be repaired
during the period of warranty
the
parts which are recognised to be defective.
Art. 3304.

-

Performance

by reason of default.

(1) In the case of a contract of supplies, the performance by reason of
default may be ordered where the supplier fails to carry out an urgent
delivery or a contract has been cancelled.
(2) -The administrative authorities shall take the place of the defaulting
supplier in purchasing the supplies from another supplier or in manufacturing them themselves.
(3) Nothing shall affect the right of the administrative authorities to
claim damages from the defaulting supplier.
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Art.

3305. - Power oJ d.e --..
(1) The court may Dot c:8IIICdthe
01. coem.OI1 or 01. di8Iolution
applied by the adminiIIInIm: auIhodtiee 8piD8t the other party to a
contract of supp1ie8.
,
(2) In such oontradll, it IIUIJ'mdy iaftIItipIe whether the 88Dcti0Dl have
been applied UDder ~
01. IAIeh D&tIIre .. to cnate . right to
compensation in f
01. the eappIia-.
'
(3) Nothing ahalldfect the ~
01. Art. 3306.

Art. 3306. - Prelimi1ury cIaia to d.e ~
~
(1) The supplier ahaJl fiDtly make hia c:bim to the ad..nnidPetive authority in the caaea _d within the ~
m whieh the coat.net imposes
upon

him

such

pl'P.iinnn_ry

~

(2) A recourae to the judieW ...IJ
:ld whieh is Dot pnlCeded by the
obligatory claim to the adminiatrative &1dhorities ahaJl not be ad.
missible.
(3) Where the t:OiWad pRIICrihed . period fOl' the claim to the admi.
nistrative authorities 8Dd the IIUppIier has failed to make such claim in
due time, such claim ahaJl be barred _d the recourae to the judicial
authorities shall Dot be
J.~

TITLE XX
COMPROMISE
.AND ARBI1'RAL SUBMISSION
Chapter 1. Compromise
Section 1. Compromise
in General
Art. 3307. - Definitioa.
A compromise is a c:ontnd whaeby the parties, throop mutual concessions, terminate - exiatiq dispute 01' prevent a dispute arising in the
future.
Art. 3308. -

Conclitions .. to 1--

(1) A compromise
(2)

may he made

to create.

to modify

legal obligationa.
The forme requiftd

by law for the ereation,

of these

without

Art. 3309. -

ob1i3atiODl

InterpretGlimt..

-

01' to

modification

eninguish
01' extinction

COIISi.deratiOl1 ahaJl he complied

with.

L Prindple.

The terms of the COD1JR'OIIIi8eeataiIiq
re5trictively.

renunciation

shall be interpreted
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Art. 3310. - 2. App~
(1) Renunciation by oae party of all hie
.mODe and claima shall
entail the extinction of such
IIDd claim. only in respect
of which the compromi8e has been n:adaed.
(2) Where a penon who b. made a amlpromi8e on a right which he poll~
inhia own riPt ac:qaira sabeequeatly a similar right through
another penon. he shall in DOway be bound in respect of the newlyacqnired right by the pnmo.. amlpromiae.
Art. 3311. - Relmive eJled.
A compromise made by ODe intaeBted puty shall not be binding on the
other interested partiea IIDd may DOt be eet up by them.

-

Art. 3312.
MiaaJce of riPL
(1) Ai ~
the partiea, the
0- shall have the force of res
judicGIa without ~
(2) It may not be ~
CD the pound of a mistake made by one
..;.,« the ri&hta on which they have com-promieed.

orbothofthepartiea
-

- FUIIt.lomenIGl .ist..
- 1. Yoid fir I"" documents.
(1) A compromise may be invalidated. on the pound of mistake where
the iDstrnment for the pedonnauee of which it ia made ia void.
(2) It may alao be invalidated. when the apeement of one or both of the
partie. was dne to the eD8IeDce of . dnr.nn..nt which ia shown to be
falee.

Art. 3313.

(3) The compromise shall be valid in either

-

where, at the time of the

coo.tract, the partiea had in Dew the po8ibility
.
might be void or the .L
fal8e.
Art. 3314.

that the instrument

- 2. UnImowr.~.

(1) A compromise may be invalidated where the diapnte which it was in.
tended to terminate has been eettJed by . judgment having the force
of res judieata of which - .. both of the partie. were unaware.
(2) Where an appeal lies u- the judplmt of which one or both of the
parties are unaware, the -promise
ehaD remain valid.
Art.

3315.

- 3. CompromiN
eft...,,

z~.

(1) Where the parties hllYe reached . geaenl ..~.t1 ept on all the matters
they may have had in COIIID1GII,
the -promise
may not be invalidated on the pound thII1 eJ--t..
uakaowu to one or both of the
parties at the time of the coulnct, h8Ye eubeeqnently bcen discovered.
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(2) The compromise may however be invalidated in such a cue where
the documents in queetion were wilfully withheld by OIIeof the parties
at the time of the contract.
Art..3316. - Illicit object.
A compromise relating a contract. the object of which is contrary to the
law or to public morality shall be of DOeffect.
Art. 3317. - Warrantie. due by partie..
(I) The compromise shall have a declaratory effect as regards the rights
which OIIe of the parties renounces therein.
(2) The conditione and forme required by law for the transfer of the
right renounced shall be complied with.
(3) The parties to the compromise shall not give each other any warranties concerning these rights, save that of their penonal act and such
other warranty as may have been expreasly stipulated.

Section 2. Conciliation
.U"t. 3318. - Appointment of conciliator.
(1) The parties may entrust a third party with the mission of bringing
them together and, if possible, negotiating a settlement between them.
. (2) The conciliator may be appointed, at the request of the parties, by an
.
institution or by a third party.
(3) The penon appointed conciliator shall be free to accept or to refuse
his appointment.
Art. 3319. - DuDe. of partie..
(I) The parties shall provide the conciliator with all the information
Decessary for the performance of his duties.
(2) They shall refrain from any act that would make the conciliator's
task more difficult or impoeaible.
Art. 3320. - DuDe. oj conciliator.
(I) Before expreuing his findinp. the conciliator shall give the partiee
an opportunity of fully ~ting their views.
(2) He shall draw up the terms of a compromise or, if none can be rea.
ched,a memorandum of nOll-CODciliation.
(3) He shall COIIIDI.UDicate
these documents to the parties.
Art. 3321. - Time-limit.
(1) The conciliator shall carry out his duties within the period of time
laid down in the contract or, in the absence of any neb limit, within
siX moatha from the date of his apPointment.

BACK
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(2) During this period, the parties may perform such act8as are necessary
to preserve their rights.
(3) They may not bring their dispute before the court prior to the expi.
ration of this period unless the conciliator has drawn up a memorandum of non-conciliation.
Art. 3322. - Powers of conciliator.
(1) The conciliator's
powers shall be interpreted
restrictively.
(2) The parties shall not be bound by the terms of the compromise
drawn
up }ly the conciliator unless they have expressly undertaken
in writing
to confirm them.
Art. 3323. (1) The

Conciliator's
expenses and remuneration.
conciliator
shall be refunded
any reasonable

incurred in the discharge
(2) He shall not be entitled

of his duties.
to remuneration

unless

expenses
otherwise

he has
expressly

agreed.

Art. 3324. - Application of rules regarding compromise.
The provisions of Section 1 of this Chapter shall in addition apply to a
compromise reached through conciliation.

Chapter 2. Arbitral submission
Art. 3325.- Definition.
(1)

The

arbitral

submission

is the

contract

whereby

the

parties

to a

dispute entrust its solution to a third party, the arbi~ator,
who undertakes to settle the dispute in accordance with the principles of law.
(2) The arbitrator
may be instructed
only to establish
a point of fact
without

deciding

on the legal consequences

Art. 3326. - Capacity and form. - 1. Principle.
(1) The capacity to dispose of a right without

flowing

therefrom.

consideration

shall be re-

quired for the submission to arbitration
of a dispute concerning
such
right.
(2) The arbitral submission
shall be drawn up in the form required
by
law for disposing
Art. 3327.

-

without

consideration

of the right to which it relates.

2. Exception.

(1) The provisions of Art. 3326 shall not apply where this Code expressly
provides for arbitration.
(2) The arbitral submission may in such case be made by the tutor in the
name of a minor or interdicted person.
(3) It shall be subject to no special form.
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Art. 332&
06jed. of corurace and arbitration clause.
( 1) The dispute referred to arbitration
may be an existing
(2) The parties to a contract may also submit to arbitration
may arise out of the contract in the future.
(3) An arbitral submission
relating to future disputes
unless it concerns disputes
cific legal obligation.
Art.

which

flow from

which

shall Dot be valid

a contract

3329. - Interpretation.
The provisions
of the arbitral
submission
relating
the arbitrators
shall be interpreted
restrictively.

Art. 3330. - Scope of jurisdiction.
(I) The arbitral submission
may authorise

dispute.
disputes

or other

spe-

to the jurisdiction

of

the arbitrator

to decide

diffi.

culties arising out of the interpretation
of the submission itself.
(2) It may in particular
authorise
the arbitrator
to decide disputes
(3)

lating to his own jurisdiction.
The arbitrator
may in no case be required
bitral

submission

to decide

whether

the ar-

is or is not valid.

Art. 3331. - Appointment
of arbitrator,
- 1. By the parties.
(1) The arbitrator
may be appointed
either in the arbitral
subsequently.
(2) The submission

reo

may provide

veral arbitrators.
(3) Where the submission

that

there

shall be one arbitrator

fails to specify the number

manner in which they shall be appointed,
arbitrator.

submission

of arbitrators

or seor the

each party shall appoint

Art. 3332. - 2. By the arbitrators or by the court.
(1) Unless otherwise provided,
where there is an even number

or

one

of arbi-

trators they shall, before assuming their functions,
appoint another
arbitrator
who shall as of right preside the arbitration
trihunal.
(2) Where their number is odd, the arbitrators
shall appoint the president
of the arbitration
(3) Failing agreement
in sub-art. (1) and
one of the parties.
Art. 3333. - 3. Procedure
(1) Where necessary,
sion shall
bitrator.

specify

tribunal
between

from among themselves.
the arbitrators,
the appointments

(2) shall be made

for appointment.
the party availing
the dispute

by the court

himself

he wishes

of the

to raise

provided

at the request

arhitral

and appoint

of

submisan ar-

SS9
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(2) Notice thereof shall be given to the other party and, where appropriate, to the peI'llOll entrusted with the appointment of an arbitrator
under the arbitralsubmiuion.
Art. 3334. - 4. Time-limit.
(I) Where the other party or the person
fails to do 80 within
trator.
.

required

days, the court

to appoint
shall

an arbitrator

appoint

snch arbi.

(2) The time-limit shall rnn from the day when the notice provided in
Art. 3333 (2) reached its destination.
(3)

"

thirty

M4;)difications

to these

rules

may be provided

in the arbitral

subm.U-

sion.

Art. 3335. - 5. Equality of parne..
The arbitral submission shall not be valid where it places one of the
parties in a privileged position 88 regards the appointment of the ar.
bitrator.
Art. 3336. - DefGUlt of arbitrator. - 1. Replacement.
(I) Where an arbitrator refnses his appointment, dies, becomes incapable
or resigDs, he shall be replaced by the procedure prescribed for his
appointment, in accordance with the provisions of thepceceding
Articles.
(2) Where an arbitrator is disqualified or removed, the new arbitrator
shall be appointed by the court.
(3) The provisions of this Article may be modified by agreement between
the parties.
Art. 3337.

-

(1) Where

2. Lapse of submission.
the arbitrator

has been named

in the arbitral

submission

and

the parties do not agree on who is to replace him, the arbitral sub.
mission shall lapse.
(2) However, it shall remain valid in respect of a future dispute where,
at the time when it arises,
ceased.
(3) The provisions of this Article

the

impediment

may be modified

of the

arbitrator

by agreement

has

between

the parties.

Art. 3338. -

Death of party.

The death of one of the parties shall not terminate
the functions of the
arbitrator
he has appointed,
unless otherwise provided by the parties.

&60
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3339. - Fu.nctionl of arbitrtltor.
-fl) AD:,)K!t'MD ma,., be appointed 88 -liD' arbitrator;
(2) No regard shall be had to the natiemality of the arbiUator.
(3) The pel'8OD appointed as an arbitrator shaUbefree
~ acc~pto~tp
refuse his appoiot.ment.

Art. 3;uo.
Di&qlUlli/icatUm. ofGTbilrlltor.
- 1. GroUlflU,
(1) An arbitrator may be disqualified where he is not of ag'8 or where .he
has been ~etedby
a eottrt,isof ~ound':QI:ind, ill .~t
or
is for any other reason,~leto
dieehar.&e his fnntti0D8. 'Ptoperly or
wit.hU1.a. reasonable time.
(2) The arbitrator appointed by agreement between the paJ.'tiea or by a
third party may be disqualified where there are any circumstances
capable of casting doubt upon his' bnpartiality -or ind~pendence.
'(:4) . Thepresidenf
of the arbitration tribnnal may be disqualified for the
~

samereuon,

An

3341. Unless

2. Demurrer.
otherwise

provided,

a party

may' leek

the disqualification

of -tlie

lli'bitrator appointed by himself only for a reason arising subsequendy to
IRlch appointment, or for one of .which he can mow that. he had imowledge
oalyaftei'the- aPPointment.
Art.

3342.

-

3. procedure.

(l) An application for disqualification shall be made to the arbitration
tribnnal by a party before the giving of the award and as soon as such
party

knew 'of the gronnds

for disqualification.

(2) The parties may stipulate that the application for -disqUa1mcation be
made to another authority.
(5) Where the application for disqualification i. dismi8sed, this decision
may be appealed against in court within ten days.
Art. 3343. - Rem.otJtJl of 'arbitrator.
Where an arbux-..wr, having accepted his appointment, nnduly delays the
discharge of his duti~, we a1ith~rity agreed- upon by the parties or, in the
absence of such agreement, the court, may remove the arbitrator on the
application of eithe~ party;
:\rt. 3344. - Penalty for ~performance.
(I) Where a party to an arbitral
submission brings before the -~.a
.
Cliip~ covered by - the submission, refto perfOl'D1 the .acJ8 reqiUred for'8ettiug the arbitration in motioqor elaima \hat.hoD
not
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hound by the arbitral submission, the other party may in his discretion demand the performance
of the arbitral snbmission
or. consider
it to have lapsed in respect of the dispute in question.
(2) The fact that a party to an arbitral submission
applies to the court
to preserve his rights from extinction
shall not entail the lapsing of
the submission.
Art. 3345. - Reference to Civil Procedure Code.
(1) The procedure
to be followed by the arbitration
tribunal shall be as
prescribed
by the Code of civil procedure.
(2) The same shall apply to matters arising out of the execution of the
award or to appeals against such award.
Art. 3346. - Arbitral code.
As used in this Chapter, the terms "arhitral
submission"
or "stipulation
of the parties" include the provisions
of the arbitral
code to which the
parties may have referred.

TITLEXXI
PROVISIONS DEALING WITH LAW REPEALED BY THIS CODE
Chapter 1. General provisions
Art. 3347. - Repeals.
(1) Unless otherwise

expressly

provided,

all rules

whether

written

or

customary
prtviously
in force concerning matters provided for in this
Code shall bc replaced
by this Code and are hereby repealed.
(2) In particular
the following laws are hereby repealed:
(a) The law on prescription
of 29th Fehruary,
1948; and
(b) The law on loans of 1923.
Art. 3348. - Rights acqltired under repealed
(1) Unless otherwise expressly provided,

legislation.
legal situations

created

prior

to

the coming into force of this Code shall remain valid notwithstanding
that this Code modifies the conditions
on which such sitnations may
be created.
(2) Unless othcrwise
expressly provided,
this Code shall not affect the
consequences
having arisen out of such legal
coming into force of this Code.
Art.

3349. - Legal situations not finally created.
(l) Unless otherwise
expressly
provided,
where
creation

of a legal situation

mayor

situations

the

need be present

prior

conditions
at various

to the

for the
times,

36*
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the provisions of this Code shall only apply to such conditions as are
-nOt yet finally fulfilled on the coming into force of this Code.
(2) Such conditions
shall be governed by such further requirements
for
the creation

of a legal situation

as are laid down in this Code.

Art. 3350. - Law modifying
a period of time.
(I) Where periods of time have expired prior to the coming into force
of this Code, nothing in this Code shall revive them.
(2) Where periods of time have been extended by this Code, the provi.

(3)

SiODS of this Code shall apply and the period which has run prior to
the coming into force of this Code shall be deducted.
Where periods of time have been shortened by this Code, the periods
provided by the law repealed by this Code shall apply and the period
which has run prior to the coming into force of this Code shall be
deducted.

Art. 3351. - Effect of existing legal situations.
(I) Unless otherwise expressly provided, the provisions
specify the effects of extra-contractual
apply to legal situations created prior
(2)

Code.
Contracts

existing

on the coming

of this Code which

legal situations shall forthwith
to the coming into force of this

into force of this Code shall be go-

verned by the provisions of the law under which they have been made,
unless the contract is voidable on the ground of mistake, fraud, duo
ress or as being unconscionable
in such cases and within such time as
are provided in this Code.

Chapter 2. Special provisions
Art. 3352. - Restrictions
to capacity.
Agreements
relating to capadty
made prior to the coming
this Code shall be subject to the provisions of Art. 195.

into force

of

Art. 3353. - Protection
of incapable persons.
Guardians,
tutors, co-tutors and assistant tutors appointed
prior to the
coming into force of this Code shall be deemed to have been appointed
under this Code notwithstanding
that they are not eligible for appointment
under this Code. They shall carry out the duties prescribed by this Code.

Successions. - 1. Successions opened prior to coming into force
of this Code.
Successions opened prior to the coming into force of this Code shall con.
tinue in ac::c::ordancewith the provisions of the law repealed by this Code.

~rt. 3354. -
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Art.

2. W iU& made prior

3355. -

to coming into force of this Code.

Willa made prior to the coming into force of this Code shall be vmd
where:
(a) they were valid under legislation repealed by this Code;
(b) they comply with the requirements
of this Code.
Art.

3356. - Publishing contrlU:ts.
author may not terminate

The

a publishing

contract

or

made

prior

to the

coming into force of this Code earlier than two years after the coming into
.

force of this Code.

Reckoning time of service.

Art. 3357. -

In applying the relevant provisions of
ployee in the service of the employer
into force of this Code shall be taken
of the employee depend on the time
employer or undertaking.

TITLE XXII
TRANSITORY PROVISIONS
1. Rules relating to persons and successions

Chapter
Art. 3358. (I"

Assumption

of

coming

force

No person

required
(2)

born

Where

a person
to assume

family

prior

to assume

lUI.me.

of this
to the

a family
born

coming

into

name.
to the

prior

a family

1. Persons

-

born

prior

to

the

Code.

name,

force

coming

of this

into

he shall

force

assume

shall be

Code

of this

as a family

Code
name

patronymic:
Provided

coming
name
(3)

into

wishes
his

this Code, the time spent by the em.
or undertaking
prior to the coming
into consideration
where the rights
spent by him in the service of the

into
shall

that,

where

force

therc

of this

a88ume

as a family

male ascendant
alive.
A person who has been
assume

as a family

are two or more

Code,

name

he who
name

disowned

the

to

father

alive

a88ume

patronymic

or whose

the patronymic

generations

wishes

of the

is not

on the

a family
senior

known

Art. 3359. - 2. Persons born after the coming into force of this Code.
( I ) Any child born after the coming into force of this Code shall
given a family name.
(2) Where the child has no family
of the preceding
\ronrmic,

Article,

name

he sh;lll

may

of his mother.

in pursuance

be

of the provisions

assume as a family name his pa.
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(3) A child

who has been disowned

or whose father

assume as a family name the family
the patronymic
of his mother.

Art. 3360. -

name,

is not known

shaH

if any, of his mother

or

3. Effect.

Any name assumed
shall be the family

under the provisions
of the two preceding
name of all direct lineal descendants.

Art. 3361. - Registers of
(1) Art. 48-55, 57-70,
until a day to be
(2) Until the coming

Articles

civil status.
72-77, 79-131 and 133-145 shaH not come into force
notified by Order published
in the Negarit Gazeta.
into force of the Articles specified in sub-art. (1),

proof of birth, marriage
and death shaH be made by producing
acts
of notoriety
drawn up in accordance
with the provisions
of Art.
146-153 of this Code by the persons specified in Art. 146 (1) or by
such other persons appointed
for the purpose by the Minister
of
Interior.
(3) Notwithstanding
the provisions
of sub-art.
(1), the
provisions
of
Art. 121.145 of this Code shall forthwith
apply mutatis
mutandis
to acts of notoriety.

Art. 3362.

-

Offices of associations.

Until offices of associations
powers and duties imposed
of Interior.

have been organised
under this Code, aH
thereon
shan be exercised by the Minister

Chapter 2. Rules relating to property and mortgage
Art. 3363. -

Registers
of immovable
property.
(1) Title X of this Code relating
to registers
of immovable
property
shall not come into force until a date to be fixed by Order published
in the Negarit Gazeta.
(2) Until such date has been fixed, the provisions
of the fonowing Articles in this Chapter

Art.

shan

apply in lieu of the provisions

3364.
of ownership.
- Transfer ar extinction
The customary
rules relating to the formalities
that the transfer
or extinction
of the ownership
may be set up against third parties shall apply.

Art. 3365.

-

of Title

to be complied
of immovable

X.

with so
property

Easements
and restrictions
to ownership.
The customary rules relating to the formalities to be complied with so that
easements, promises of sale, rights of pre-emption
or provisions preventing
attachment
or assignment may he set up against third parties shan apply.
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Art. 3366. (1) The

Duties Qf seller.
seller of an immovable

shall

inform

the

purchaser

of all re-

strictions
to the ownership
of such immovable
which, under this
Code, may not be set up against a thit:d party unless they have been
registered
in the registers 'of immovable
property.
(2) The seller shall not be bound to inform
the
purchaser
of the
existence of such apparent
easements as may apply to the immovable
sold.
(3) Whosoever
has with regard to an immov~le
dealings which under
this Code require
perty shall carry

to be registered
out the duties

in the registers of immovable
proimposed on the seller by this Ar-

ticle.

Art. 3367. - MortgageJJ.
The customary rules to be complied with so that mortgages may be set
up against third parties shall apply.
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CORRIGENDA
78 (2), line

2: Read

"drawn

up".

Page

15, Art.

Page

36, Art. 207 (3),

Page

42, Art. 242, line 1: Read "eldest".

Page

55, Art. 322, heading:

Page

56, Art. 327 (1), line 2: Read "except".

Page
Page

69, Art. 406 (1), line 1: Read "to defending".
101, Art. 603: Read "(1) Marriages
etc.
(2) The witnesses mayor

Page
Page

line 2: Read
Read

"appointed".

"ad hoc".

may not be related

to

the future spouses".
Delete
sub-art.
(3).
108, Art. 643:
128, Art. 765: Read "(1) Where the child is born within 210 days from
the conclusion
of the marriage or the beginning of the irregular union, the husband or the
man who lived with the mother may by contract assign the paternity
of the child to a
third party who declares that he is the father
of the child.
(2) Where the child is born more than 210 days....
etc."

Page

132, Art. 794, line 1: Read "it is proved".
Art. 795: Read "(2) The mother of the child shall be heard."
(3).
Existing sub.art.
(2) is to be read as suh-art.

Page
Page
Page

135, Art. 812: Delete sub-art. (2).
136, Art. 816 (3), line 1: Read "They may".
143, Art. 865: Read "(1) A testamentary
provision which fails
(2) A provision
in a will shall be of no
where

Page

it cannot

etc.
effect

he enforced".

Art. 866: Delete sub-art. (2).
146, Art. 883: Read "(1) The witnesses shall be of age and not interdicted".
Existing sub-art. (1) and (2) are to be read as sub.
art. (2) and (3).

Page

147, Art. 889: Read

"(1) A public or holograph
will
(2) The provision
which contains

etc.
such

erasures,

cancellation
or words written over others shall
alone be invalid where it can be isolated from
the rest of the will, having regard to the testator's intention
and all the circumstances".
Existing sub-art. (2) is to be read as sub-art. (3).
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r;OItItIGENDA
Art. 890 (2): Reajl "~hItU I}.9t
"",
Page 148, Art. 892: Read "(1) ~ qp~
will ,,"..., ~.
(2) The witp~
sPaU be of ap

aw! not intero

dicted".
Page 149, Art. 904: Read "(1) Notwithstapding III!Y prorisipJl
eW.
(2) The salp.e sh~ apply where, after tPe date of
the will, a df::Scend,lllt is bQrn to ~e ..estator
and such desctmlf;mt, having been called to the
successiog by representation, accepts the succession".
Page 155, Art. 935: Delete and replace as foUows:
"Unless otherwise provilfed
in the will, the substituted
legatee shall he called where the holder in tail cannot or
does not wan.. to accept what has been bequeathed
to
Page

hilll",
!56, Art. 941; DeJj}W 111,lb,ar!. (~).

Page

157, Art. 945: Delete

Page

162, Art. 973: Add sub-aft.
"An

sub-art.

(2).
(3) to be read as follaws:

application

fop nullity

shall

only be entertained
fF6JU the decla1'8-

where it is made within threemonths
Page

174, Art.

Page

199, Art.

tion".
1044: Add sub-art. (3) to be read as follows:
"Where the mccession does not contain any thin~ of the
same genus as the thing bequeathed,
the legatee may in
his discretion
re~uire
the liquidator
to give him any
such thing of average quality or to pay him the value
of the thing bequeathed".
1195: Read" (1) The issue by
etc.
(2) The manner in which title deeds are issued
and time when such title deeds are to be renewed shall be prescribed
by regulations.
(3) The fet;8 to be char~ed on delivery to cover

Page

~ll,

the expenses 9f the administrative
authorities
and to meet the liability of such authorities
arising from delivery shall be prescribed
by
regulations".
line 3: Read "~gr~ment"

Art.

1274 0),

Art.

1277, hellding;

R~;1d "agreeme{lt"
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CORRIGENDA
Page 232, Art. 1414: Delete and replace

as follows:
under this Section shall not he en"( 1) Agreements
forced where they relate to property
which
is
expropriated.
(2) The heneficiary
may not claim damages
on the
ground that the agreement
as a result of expropriation".

Page

234, Art.

1429: Add suh-art.

could

not he enforced

(3) to he read as follows:

"Any such provision shall only he valid on the conditions laid down in the following Articles".
etc.
"(1) A prohibitive
(2) Where the provision relates to an immovahle
which is not registered,
such provision shall
not affect third parties unless it is entered in
the registry of the court of the place where
the immovable
is situate".

Page

235, Art.

1432: Read

Page

246, Art.

1495: Add sub-art.

(3 I to be read

"The creditors
have no right
Page 248, Art.

ISH:

Read"

as follows:

of the members of the community
on the property of the cOlllmunity".

(1) Decisions
(2) Thc

shall

etc.

charter

of an official

association
may
(1)
depart from the provisions of sub-art.
and provide that decisions shall he taken hy
a majority holding.
(3) The charter may lay down special conditions
of quorum
and majority
special decisions",
Page

266, Art.

1615: Add sub-art.

(3) to he read

"The prescribed
fee shall
posit and prcsprvation".
Page

304: For "Chapter

5" read "Chapter

Page

354, Art. 2]6]:

Page

4,J9. Art. 2632 (31. line 2: Read "certain

DC'letc sub-art.

taking

of

as follows:

be charged

4".

(3).

~

for the

professions".

in respect

of de-

